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PREFACE.

These fifteen Lectures on the Philosophy of Life are intended

to give, as far as is possible, a clear and succinct exposition

of tlie following subjects. The first five treat of the soul,

1, as the centre of consciousness : 2, as the centre of moral
*

, . . .
*

life; 3, as co-operating with mind in the acquisition ot

knowledge: 4, in its relation to nature: 5, in its relation

to God. The next three investigate the laws of Divine

Wisdom and Providence, as manifested in the system of

Nature, the World of Thought, and the evidences of History.

TIkj fubjcct-niattej of the remaining seven is the unfolding of

the spirit [or spiritual nature] of man, in consciousness and

in science ;
in external life and its great social relations ;

in

its struggle with tho age; and in* its course of restoration

through tho several grades of human development, until it

arrives at the end and aim of perfection.
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PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE.

LECTURE 1.

OF THE THINKINti SOUL AS THE CENTRE OF COM-
SCIOUSNESS, AND OF THE FALSE PROCEDURE OF
REASON.

“TnKKPare,’' says a poet as ingenious as profound, ‘-more
things in heaven and earth, than are dreamt of in our

2
)hi-

losophy/' This sentiment, whieli Genius accidenfally let

drop, is in the nufin applicable also to the^jphilosophy of our
own day ; and, with a slight modification, I shall be ready to

ad()])t it as my own. 'llie only change that is requisite to

mak(‘ it available for my purpose would be the addition—
and also bi twiam h(‘aven and earth are there many things

which are not dn^amt of in our philosophy," And exactly be-

cause philosojdiy, for the most j)art. does notliing but dream

—

sei(‘ntitieally droam, it may bt'—^therefore i» it ignorant, ay,

has«no inkling even of much which, nevertheless, in all pro-

priety it ought to liiiow. It loses sight of its true object,

it (piits the firm ground where, standing secui’O, it might
pursue its own avocations without let or hindnince. when-
ever, abandoning its own proper region, it either soars up to

heaven to weave there its fine-sinm webs of dialectics, and to

bnild its m(*taj)hysi(*al castles in the air, or else, losing itself

on tile earth, it violently interfen's with external reality, and

determiiu's to sluqic the world accord ing to its owui fancy,

and to reform it at will. Half-way hetw'eeu these tw'o

devious courses lies the true road ; and the proper region

Slmkspcarc. Hamlet, Art,. I. Scene V,

“ There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

Than arc dreamt of in your philosophy.**

Srhlegel seems to liave read our, wbuh is the reading of the folio t#

l‘263.~-7Vfl»if.
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PLATO COSMOGONIES OF THE IONIAN SCHOOL,

of philosophy is even that spii'itiial inner life beljveen heaven
and earth.

On both sides, many and manifold errors were committed,

even in the earlier and better days of enlightened antiquity.

Plato himself, the greatest of the great thinkers of Greece,

set up in his Republic the model of an ideal polity, which,

in this respect, cannot bear the test of examination. liis

design indeed finds, in some measure, its apology in the dis-

orders and corruption which, even in his day, had infected

all the free states of Greece, whether great or small. His

work too, by the highly finished style of thc' whole, the vivid

perspicuity of its narrative, its rich profusion of prc‘gnant

ideas and noble sentinK'iits, stands out in dignifit'd contrast

to the crude and ill-digested schemes of legislation so hastily

propounded in our o\\’n day. Still, it will ever rce'uain the

weak point of this great man. One needs not to be a Plato

to see how absolutely unfeasible, not to say practically absurd,

are many of the {vopositions of this Platonic ideal. Accord-

ingly it has ever been the fruitful occasion, not only among
contemporaries, but also with j)Osterity, of ridicule to th(‘

ignorant and of censure to the wise. In this respect it cannot

but excite our ix'gret that such gi*eat and noble j)owcrs of

mind should have been wasted in following a false dircc^tion,

and in pursuit of an unattainable end. I’he oldest philo-

sophers of Grce^?, on the other hand—tluLse first bold ad-

venturers on the wide ocean of thought, coml)in(?d togi'^ier

thb clenuait.s of things, water, or air, oi* fire, or atoihs, or

lastly the all-ruling Intellect*^' itsidf, into as many different

systems of the universf*. If, however, each in his own way
thus set forth a peculiar creed of nature, we must ever bear

in mind that th(; popular religion, with its poetical imagery,

and the fabulous mylhologj' of anthpiity, as affording not only

no sufficient, but absolutely no answer to the inijuiring mind,

iis to the essence of things, and the first cause of all, could

not possibly satisfy these earlier thinkers. Consecpiently they

might well feel teinjited to find, each for himself, a wav to

honour nature,' and to contemplate the supreme Being. Since

then, however, the world ha.s groAVn older by nearly twenty-

* The vovg of Anjixa^oras, A brief, but characteristic sketch of these

earlier philosophemes is given in Thirlwall^s History of Greece, vol, ii. See

•Iso Ritter’s History of Philosophy, vol. i.

—

TYans,



OBJECTS AND LIMITS OF PHILOSOrilY. 3

five centuries, cTnd much in the meanwhile has been accom-

plished by, or fallen to the share of, the human race. But
when philosophy would pretend to regard this long succession

of ages, and all its fruits, as suddenly erased from the records

of existence, and for the sake of change wmuld start afresh,

so perilous an experiment can scarcely lead to any good
result, but in all probability, and to judge from past ex-

perience, will only give rise to numberless find interminable

disj)utes. Such an open space in thought—cleared from all

the traces of an earlier existence (a smoothly polished marble

tablet, as it were, Mke the tabula rasa of a recent ephemeral

philosophy)—would only sers^e as an arena for the useless

though daring ventures of unprofitable speculation, and could

never ^onn a safe basis for solid thought, or for any permanent
manifestation of intellectual life.

In itself it is nothing surprising if young and inexperi-

enced minds, occupying themselves prematurely, or in a

perverted sense, with the giand ideas o^ God and Nature,

liberty and the march of thought, should be wholly over-

mastered and carried away with them. It has often hap-

j)encd before now, and it is no new' thing if youthful and
ardent temperaments should either yield to the seductive

temptation to make, not to say create, a new' religion of their

own

,

or else feel a deceitful impulse to censure and to

change all that is already in existence, ai^l, if possible, to

reform the w hole w'orld by their new ly acquired id(*ns.

Thfit this tw'ofokl aberration and misuse of philosophical

thought must prove universally injurious, and prejudiciai

both to education and the whole world, is so evident that

it can scarcely be necessary to dwell uj)on it. Its effect has
been to cause men, especially tho^t? whose jninds have been
formed in the great and comprehensive duties of pmctical

life, to vi(*w' the thing altogether in an evil light, although it

must be confessed there is luiudi injustice in this sw"C'e])ing

condemnation. In several of the great statesmen of Rome
we may observe a similar contempt for Grecian philosophy as

useless and unprofitable. And yet, as is happily indicated by
its Greek name, this whole effort w as assuredly based upon
a noble conception, and, w'hen duly regulated, a salutar^»

principle. For in this beautiful w ord, according to its ori-

ginal acceptation, science is not regarded as already finished

B 2
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and mature, but is rather set forth as an object qjf search—of

a noble curiosity and of a pure eiitliusiasni for groat and sub-

lime truths, while at tlie> same time it implies the wise use

of such knowledge. Merely, however, to check and to hinder

the aberrations of a false philosophy, is not by itself suffi-

cient. It is only by laying down and levelling the right

road of a philosophy of life, that a thorough remedy for the

evil is to be found. True philosophy, therefore, honouring

that which has been given from above and that Avhich is

existent from without, must neither raise itself in hostility to

the one, nor attempt to interfere violently with the other.

For it is exactly when, keeping modestly within its proper

limits of the inner spiritual life, it makes itself the handmaid
neither of theology nor of politics, that it best asserts its true

dignity and maintains its indepeiuhmce on its own^peeuliar

domain. And thus, even while it abstains most scrupulously

from intermeddling with the positive and actual, will it operate

most powerfully oi. alien and remett' branek('s of inquiry, and
by teaching them U) consider objects in a fn'(‘r and more
general light, indirectly' it will exercise on them a salutiiry in-

fluence. Thus M'hile it proceeds along its aj)pointed path, it

will, as it were, without effort dispense many a mist which
spreads its dangerous delusion over tin' whole of human
existence, or remove ])erliaps many a stone of stumbling, which
offends the ag(* iind divides the minds of nu'n in strife and
discord. In this inaiiiier consecpiently will it most beajiti-

fully attest its healing virtue, and at tBe sumo time* best

fulfil its proper destination.

The object therefore of philosopliy is the inn(‘r mental life

[geutige Lehcn), not merely this or that individual faculty

in any partial direction,* but man's spiritual life with all its

rich and manifold energies. With resj)cct to form and
method: the philo.sophy of life si'ts out from a single assump-
tion—that of life, or in other words, of a consciousness to a

certain degree" awakcunsl and manifoldly developed by ex-

j>erience—since it has for its object, and purposes to make
known the entire consciousiu'ss and not nu'rely a single

phase of it. Now, such an end would be liinderc'd rather

than promoted by a highly (‘laborate or minut(‘ly exhaastivc

form and a painfully artificial method
; and it is her(‘in that

the difference lies between a philosophy of life and the philo*
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soi)liy of thogscrhool. If philosophy be regarded merely as one

part of a general scientitic education, then is the instruction in

method (wliether under the old traditionary name of Logic

or any other) the chief point to be regarded. For such a mere

elementary course, passing over, or at least postponing for a

while the consideration ox tlie matter, as possessing as yet but

a very remote interest for the student, and, in the default of an

adequate internal exj)crience of his own, incapable of being

understood by him, concerns itself rather with the practice

of methodical thought, both as necessary for the future, and as

applicable to all matters. But the preliminary exercise in

philosophical tliinking is only the introduction to philosophy,

and not philosophy itself. This school-teaching of philosophy

might p(U’haps be rendered productive of the most excellent

conseqin nees, if only it were directed to the history of the

human intellect. AVhat could be more interesting than a

history which should enter into the spirit, and distinctly em-
body the various systems which the inventhc subtlety of the

Greeks gave birth to, or which, taking a still wider range,

should embrace the science of the Egyj)tians, and some Asiatic

nations, and illustrate the no less wondi rful nor less manifold

systems of the Hindoos—those Greeks of the primeval world!

Ihit this, p(‘rhaps, would be to encroach upon the peculiar

domain of erudition, and might, moreover, fail to furnish ecpial

interest for all ; and at any rate the historji of j))iilosophy is

noW pJiiloso])hy itself.

Now, the distinction betAveen the philosophy of life and the

philosophy of the scliool Avill appear in very ditferent lights

according to the ])eculiarity of vii*w which predominates in the

several jdiilosophieal systems. Tliat species of philosophy

Avhich n'VolvT's in the dialeetieal orlxit of abstract ideas, ac-

cording to its j)eculiar character presup})oses and requires a

Avell-practis('d tahmt of abstraction, perpetually ascending

through higher grades to the very highest, and even then

boldly venturing a step beyond. In sliort, as may be easily

shown in the instance of inodt'ni German science, the being

unintelligible is set uj) as a kind of essential characteristic

of a true and truly scientific philosophy. I, for my part,

must confess, that I feel a great distrust of that philosophy

Avhich dwells in inaccessible light, where the inventor in*

deed asserts of himself, that he finds himself in an miattain*
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able certainty and clearness of insight, giving;tus all the

while to understand thereby, that he does see well enough
how of all other mortals scarcely any, or perhaps, strictly

speaking, no one, understands or is capable of understanding

him. In all such cases it is only the false light of some
internal igyiis fcitum that produces this illusion of the unin-

telligible, or rather of nonsense. In this pursuit of wholly

abstract and unintelligible thought, the philosophy of the

school is naturally enougli esteemed above (»very other, and
regarded as pre-eminently the true science— the unin-

telligible.

In such a system a philosophy of life im^ans nothing more
than a kind of translation of its abstruser mysteries into a

more popular form, and an adaptation of them to the capacity

of ordinary minds. But even such poj)ular adaptationsy thougn
evincing no common ])ow'ers of language and illustration, in

spite of their apparent cleaniess, w'hen closer examined, are

found as unintelligible as the recondite originals. For inas-

much as the sub]\‘ct-matter of these abstract speculations was,

from the very first, .confused and unintelligible, it was conse-

quently incapable of being made clear evi'n by the most
perspicuous of styles. But the true living philosophy has

no relation or sympathy with this continuous advance up to

the unintelligible heights of empty abstraction. Since the

objects it treats V)f are none other than those whieli every

man of a cultivated mind and in any di'gi*ee accustomed to

ol)serve his ow n consciousness, both has and recognizes wuthin

Jumself, tliere is nothing to prevent its exposition being
throughout clear, easy, and forcible. Hero the relation is

reversed. In such a system the philosophy of life is the chief

and paramount “jlycct of interest; while the philosophy of

the school, or the scientific teaching of it in the schools, how'-

ever necessary and valuable in its place, is still, as compared
with the whole thing itself, only secondary and subordinate.

In the philosophy of life, moreover, tlu* mi^thod adojitc'd must
also be a living one. Consequently it is not, by any menus, a

thing to be neglf‘cted. But still it need not to be applied

with equal rigour throughout, or to ajipear jiromiuently in

every part, but on all occa,sionxS must b<* governed in these

respects by wdiat the particular end in view' may demand.

A few iiliLstrations, di awm from daily experience, will per-
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haps serfe to explain my meaning. Oeneraliy speaking, the

most imporftnt arts and pursuits of life are ultimately based

on mathematics. This science furnishes them, as it were,

wiflf tlib method they observe
;

but it is not practicable,

nor indeed has man the leisure, to revert on every occasion,

with methodical exactness, to these elements, but, assuming

the principles to be well known and admitted, he attends

rather to the results essential to the end' he has in view.

The economical management of the smallest as well as of the

largest household, rests in the end on the elementary princi-

ples of arithmetic
;

fcut what w’ould come of it if, on every

occasion, we were to go back to the simple “ one-times-one’’

of the multiolication table, and reflected upon and sought for

the proofs that the principle is really valid and ean con-

fidently be relied on in practice ? In the, same way the art of

W'ar is lounded on geometiy, but when the general airanges

his troops for battle does he consult his Euclid to satisfy

himself of the correctness and advantag(^ of his position ?

Lastly, even the astronomer, whose vocation is pre-eminently

dependent on accurate calculation, when he would make us

acquainted with the phenomena of the si(l(u-eal heavens, con-

fines himself almost entirely to them, witho\it wearying those

whom he wishes to interest, with the complicated reckonings

wliich, however, in all probability, he was oblig(’d liimself to

go througli. With all these arts and jmrsuiy^ of practical life,

the intellectual business of thinking—of such thinking at

lea*st* as is comiiKm to most men—and of communicating
thought, has a sort of aftiiiity and resemblance. For, \mques-
tionahly, it is one among the many ])roblems of philosophy to

(\stablish a wise economy and prudent stewardship of that

ever-shifting mass of incoming and*outgoinj^ thoughts which
make up our intellectual estate and property. And this is

the more necessary, the greater are the treasures of thought
possessed by our age. For, in the highly rapid interchange

of, and traffic in ideas, which is carrying on, tlie receipt,^ and
disbursements an* not always duly balanced. Tliere is much
cause, therefore, to fear lest a thoughtless and lavish dissipa-

tion of the noblest mental endowments should become preva-

lent, or a false and baseless eredit-system in thought spring up
amidst an absolute deficiency of a solid and ])ermaiiout capital

safely iuvested in fundamental ideas and lasting truths. As foj
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the second simile : I should, by all means, wish to e^ain'a victory,

not indeed for you, but with you, over some ofthe many errors

and many semblances of thought, which are, however, but

cheats and counterfeits which distract the minds of the present

generation, disturb the harmony of life, and banish peace even

from the intellectual world. And as respects the third illus-

tration: I should indeed rejoice as having, in a great measure,

attained my object, if only I shall sueeoed in directing your

attention to some star in the higher region of intellect, which

hithei*to was either totally unknown, or, at least, never before

fully observed. *

But above all, I think it necessary to observe further, that

in the same way as philosophy loses sight of its tru(‘ object

and appropriate matter, when either it passes into and merges
in theology, or meddles with external politics, so Jij^so does

it mar its proper form when it cattempts to mimic tlu' rigorous

method of mathematics. In the middle of the last century

scarcely was there | to be found a German manual for any of

the sciences that did not aj)e the inathematicid style, and
where every single position in the long array of intermimible

paragraphs did not conclude wu*th the solemn a(‘t of df'inon-

strative phraseology. But it is also wtdl known that the

philosophy which was ])ropoundod in this inappropriate form
and method was crammed full of, nay, rather, was hardly any-

thing more than^^a tissue of arbitrary, now forgotten, hypo-
thcse.s, which have not brought tlie world at all m‘arer to the

truth,—not at least to that truth which plidosophy is in search

of, and which is something higher than a mere example of

accurate computation.

And even in the present day—although, indeed, the a])pli-

cation is made
^
in a very ditferent way from fornuTly—

German pliilosophy is anything l>ut free fiom those algebraic

formularies, in wliich all things, evem the most opposite, admit
of being cornpriscMl and blended together. But, be it ns it

may, this (.laborate structure of meehanical cKunonstration (‘an

never produce a true, intrinsic, and full (roiivietiou. The
method wdiich philosophy really recpiires is quite diflerc'ut,

being absolutely intcu'Tuil and intellectual ((jnatKjrJ. As in

a correct archit(‘ctural structure it is nee(‘ssary tliat all its

parts should be in unison, and such as the eye can take in

easily and agreeably; so in every philosophical commimica-
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tion, the Solid *simpl(i basis being laid, the arrangement of all

the parts aii3 the careful rejection and exclusion of all foreign

matter, is thc^ most essential point, both for internal correctness

tind external perspicuity. Hut, in truth, the matter in hand

bears a far closer resemblance and affinity to natural objects

which live and grow, than to any lifeless edifice of stone

;

to a great tree, for instance, nobly and beautifully spreading

out on all sides in its many arms and branches. As such

a tree strikes the hasty and passing glance, it forms a some-

what irregular and not strictly finished whole
;

tliere it stands,

just as the stem has •^hot iip from the root, and has divided

itself into a certain number of branches and twigs and leaves,

which livinglv move backwards and forwards in the free air.

But examiiK' it more closely, and how perfect appears its

whole stnu'turc ! how w'onderful the symmetry, how minutely

regular the organization of all its parts, even of each little leaf

and delicate fibre ! In the same way will the ever-growing

tree of human consciousness and life appear in ])hilosophy,

whenever it is not torn from its roots and stripped of its

leaves by a j)retcnded wisdom, but is vividly af)prehended by
a true science', and cxliibitiHl and presented to the mind in

its life and its growth.

Not only, however, the arrangement of the whole, but also

the connexion of the several j)arts of a philosophical treatise

or development, is of a higher kind than any mere mechanical

joining, such, for instance, as that by which two pieces

of wb(Kl are nailed (fr glued together. If I must illustrate this

coTUK'xion by a simile from animated nature, tlie facts of

magnetism will b('st seiwc my purj)ose. Once magnetically

excited, the iron m’odle comes into invisible contact and con-

nexion willi the whole globe and its«opj)Ositejmles; and this

magnetic clue has guided the bold circumnavigator into new
and unknown regions of the >vorld. Now*, the intrinsic vital

coherence of the several thoughts of philosophy resembles this

magnetic attraction ; and no such rude, mechanical, and in

fact mere external conjunction of thought, like that lately

alluded to, can satisfy the requirements of philosophical con-

nexion.

But supreme intrinsic unity of philosophical thought, or

of a philosophical series of ideas, is quite different from every
thing hitherto mentioned. It belongs not to nature, but to
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life; it is not derived from the latter by wa;^ of^figiu'e or

illustration, but is a part and constituent of it, and goes

to the very root and soil of the moral life. What I mean is,

tlic unity of sentiment—the fixed character, remaining evci'

the same and true to itself—the inner necessary sequence of

the thoughts—which, in life no less than in the system and
philosophical theory, invariably nialvcs a great and pro-

found impression on our minds, and commands our respect,

even when it does not carry along with it our convictions.

This, however, is dependent on no form, and no mere method
can attain to it. How often, for instance, in some famous

political harangue, which perhaps the speaker, like the rhap-

sodist of old, poured forth on the s])ur of the moment, do we
at once recognfze and admire this character in the thoughts,

this consistency of sentiment: How often, on the^contrary,

in another composed with tlic most exquisite research and
strict method, and apparently a far more elaborate and finished

creation of the intellect, we liave only to pierce through the*

systematic exterior to find that it is nothing but an ill-connected

and chance-medley of coiiflictiug assumptions and oj)inions

taken from all quarters, and the crude vit'ws of the author

liimself, devoid of all solidity, and resting on no firm basis,

without character, and wholly destitute of true intrinsic unity ?

If now', in the present course of Lectures, I sh.all succeed in

laying before ypu my subject in that eh*arness and distinct-

ness which are necessary to enable you to comjm'luaid the

wdiole, and w’hilc taking a survey of it, to judge of the* agree-

ment of the several parts, you w ill find, I trust, no difficulty

in discovering the fundamental idc'a and sentiment. And
further, I W'ould venture to entreat you not to judge liastily of

this sentiment ^from single expressions, and least of all at the*

very outset, but, waiting for its progressive development, to

judge of it on the whole. I.astly, 1 would also indulge a hope,

that the view's of an indmdual tliinker, if perspicuously enun-
ciated, may, even where they fail of conviction, and though

points of dirterenee still sul)''i.st, ])roduce no revolting impres-

sion on your minds
;
but, by exerei.sing a h(*aling influence on

many a rankling wound in tliought and life, produce amongst
us some of the fairest fruits of true philosophy.

Hitherto we have been considering, first of all, the object

and proper sphere of the philosophy of life; and secondly, its
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ap])ropria?e form of communication, as well as all other

methods which are alien and foreign to it. Of great and de-

cisive importance for the whole course and further develop-

ment of philosophical inquii^, is it to determine, in the next

place, the starting-point from which it ought to set out. It

will not do to believe that wo have found this in any axiom
or postulate such as are usually placed at the head of a system.

For such a purpose avo must rather investigate the inmost

foundation—the root out of Avhich springs the characteristic

feature of a philosophical A*iew. Now, in the philosophy of

life the whole consci(#isness, w ith all its different phases and
faculties, must inevitably be taken for the foundation, the

soul being censiden'd as the centre thereof. This simple

basis being once laid, it may^be further deA'cloped in verj^

different^ays. For it is, I might almost say, a matter of

indifference from w'hat point in the circumference or peri-

phery we set out in order to arrive at the centre, w'ith the

design of giving a further dev(‘lopmcnt to tthis as the foun-

dation of the w’hol(‘. But in order to illustrate this simple

method of studying life from its true central point, w'hieh is

intermediate between tlu' tw'o wTong courj^es already indicated,

and in order to make by contrast my meaning the plainer, I

would luT(‘ in a few' w'ords, characterize the false starling-

pc»int from w hich the prevailing philosophy of ;i day—w'hether

tliat of France in tlie eighteenth century or^hc more recent

systems of Germany—^lias hitherto for the most part proceeded.

False do I call it, bdtli on account of the results to which it

has led, and also of its ow n intrinsic nature. In one case as

well as in the other, the starting-point was invariably some
controverted j)oint (jf the reason—some opposition or other to

the legitimacy of the reason ; under wltich tenu^ however, little

else g('nerally w as understood, than an opposition of the rea-

son its(*lf to some otlier principle ctpially valid and extensive.

The j)rineii)al, or rather only way wdiich foreign philosophy

took in this pursuit, was to reduce every thing to sensation

as opposed to reavson, and to derive every thing from it alone,

so as to make the reason itself merely a secondary faculty, no
original and independent j)OAver, and ulrtmatidy nothing else

than a sort of chemical precipitate and residimin from the

material impressions.'*^ But however much may be con-

^ Schlcgel is here alluding to Coudillac and his theory of transformed
sensations.— Tra/w,
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ceded to these, and to the external senses, and JkoA^TVcr great

a share they may justly claim in the whole inner property of

the thinking man, still it is evident, that the perception of

these sensuous impressions, the inner coherence—in short,

the imity of the consciousness in which they are collected

—

can never, as indeed It has often been objected on the other side,

have come into the mind from without. This was not, how-
ever, the end Avhich this doctrine had exclusively, or even princi-

pally, in view. The ultimate result to which they hoped to come
by the aid of tliis premise, was simply the negation of the sujira-

sensible. Whatever in any degree tiiinscends the material

impression, or sensuous experience, as well as all jiossible

knowledge of, and faith therein, not merely in resp(,‘et to a

positive religion, but absolutely whatever is noble, beautiful,

and great, wliatever can lea<l the mind to, or can bp referred

to a something sujirasensible and divine—till this, wherever it

may be found, whether in life or thought, in history or in

nature—aye, cv(.«ii in art itself, it was the ultimate objec^t of

this foreign philosophy to d(‘cry, to involve in doubt, to attack

and to overthrow, and to bring down to the level of the

common and material, or to jdunge it into the sceptical abyss

of absolute unbelief. The first step in this system was a

seeming subordination of i*eason to sensation, as a dt'rivatlve

of it—a lucre slough which it thro^vs otf in its transformations.

Afterwards, however, the warfare against the suprasensible was
waged entirely w ith the arms of reason itself. The reason,

indeed, w hich supplied these w eapons, w'aA not one sclenfifically

cultivated and morally regulated, but thoroughly sophistical and
wholly perverted, w'hicli, however, put into requisition all the

weapons of a brilliant but se«'ptical wdt, and moved in the

ever-varied turnings c^f^li most ing^Tiious and attractive style.

Here, where the qu('stion was no longcT the abrogation ofany
single dogma of positive hdigion, but w^herc the opposition

to the divine had become the ruling tendency of philosophy,

it is not easy to refrain from characterising it as atheistical

—

what indeed in its inmost spirit it really was, and also histo-

rically proved itself by its results.

ITie other course* adopted by French philosophy, in tlic

times immediately preceding the Ilovolntion, was to lay

aside the w'eapons of wit, and iaj employ a buniing eloquence

as more likely to attract and to carry aw^ay minds nal^irally
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noble. It Rad^conscquently, if possible, still more fatal results

than the former. The reason, as the peculiar character of

man in a civilised state—so it was arj^ued—is like civilised

riian himself, an artilicial creation, and in its essence totally

unnatural ; and tlui savage state of nature is the only one
properly ada{)t<'d to man. As the means of emancipation
from an artificial and corrupt civilisation, the Avell-laiown

tht'ory of the social contract was advanced. Our wliole age has
learned dearly enough the lesson, that this dogma, practically

applied on a large scale, may indeed lead to a despotism of
liberty, and to the h«^t of conquest, but can as little effect

the re-establishment of a true civilisation as it can bring
back the state of nature. It would be a work of superero-
gation to dwell upon the pernicious results or tlie intrinsic

hollowness of this system. It is, however, worth while to
remark, tliat, in this theory also, the beginning was made
with an opposition to reason. Starting witli a de])reciation
of it as an artificial state and a departure fmm nature, at the
last it thr('w itself, and the whole existing frame of society,
into the arms of reason, and thereby sought to gain for
the lattcu- an unlimiti'd authority over" all laws, both human
and divine. A somewhat similar phenomenon may every-
where be observed, and the same course will invariably be
taken wlum philosophy allows itself to set out with some
question or inqmgning of the r(‘ason, and, in i^s exclusiveness,
makes this dialoetieal faculty the basis of its investigations.

M?)dt‘rn German 'pliilosopliy, wholly different from the
I 'ronch both in form and spiril,"lias, froin its narrow metaphy-
sical sphere, been of far less extensive influence ; and, even if it

lias occasionally led to anarchy, it has been simply an anai'chy
of ideas. And yet, notwitstanding itis different character, a
similar course of iinaa sion is noticeable in it. beginning wuth
a strict, not to say absolute, limitation of the reason, and
with an opposition to its assumptions, it also ended in its

investiture) with supreme authority—not to say in its deifica-
tion. The founder^' of the modern philosopliy of Germany
commenced his teaching with a lengthy demonstration that

* Kant. For a full an<l syst*Miiatio view of modern German philosophy,
sre MieheletAs Gesrli’a'hte tl. leti*ten Systeme il. Phil, in Deutschland,
Berlin, 18,S7—8. Some able and ingenious esbays on its errors and abuset
are to be found in Fred. Ancillon’s Essais de Philosophic, dc Politique,
fit de Litterature.— Tram»
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the reason is totally incapable of attaining to a knowledge

of the suprasoiisible, and that by attempting it, it does but

involve itself in endless disputes and difficulties. And then,

on this assumed incompetency of the reason for the supra-

sensible was based the doctrine of the need, the necessity

of faith—^uay, faith itself."^ But this arbitrary faith aj)peared

to have but little reliance on itself; and, when closcdy viewed,

turned out to be the old reason, which, after being solemnly

displaced from the front of the philosophical palace, was
now again, slightly altered and disguised, set u]) behind it as

a useful but humble povstern. Dissatisfied with such a sys-

tem, the philosophical Me (Ich, Ego) chose aiiotlau* and a

new road, that of absolute science,! in which it might, from

the very first, do us it pleased—^might bluster and liuster at

will. But soon it became plain, that in this idea^stie doc-

trine there was no room for any but a subjt‘ctiv(‘ reason-

god devoid of all objective reality. In it the absolute Ego
or Me of each iiKlividual, was substituted for and identified

W'ith the divine. Against this certainty of the Me," there-

fore, there arose first of all a suspicion, and lastly the

reproach of atheism. But, in truth, we ought to be ex-

tremely scrupulous in applying this term in all cases when*
the question does not turn on a rude denial of the truth, but

rather on a highly erroneous confusion of ideas. At least, it

would be wtU jf, in such a case, we were to distinguish the

imputed atheism by the (epithet of .scit'iitific, in order to

indicate thereby that tin* censure and* the name applv in

truth only to the error of the syst(‘m. and not lt> th(‘ character

of the author. Eor with such a scientific atlu'ism, the stcrn(*st

stoicism in the moral doctrine may, as iiuh'ed was actually

the case herc^ be eawly combined. (iuite weary, how-
ever, of the transcendent vacuity of this ideal reason and
mere dialectical rcas<»ning, Geriiiaji philosophy now took u
different road. It turned more to the* side of nature,]; in

whose arms she thrc’W henself in perfect admiration, thinking
to find there alone life and the fulness tlu reof. Now, al-

though this new philosophy of iuitui*c has borne many noble
fruits of science, still evt»ii it has been haunted by that

Jacobi, in his Glauben 's- Philosophic.—

2

t Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre.

—

TVans,

{ Scbelling’f Natur-Philosophie.

—
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delusive iTnantom of tlie Absolute, and it is not free from

liability to the reproach of a pantheistic deification of Nature.

But properly and accurately speaking, it was not natiu*e it-

self that was set up as the siiproine object of veneration, but

this same phantom of reason, which was taken as the basis

and fundamental principle of nature. It was, in short, no-

thinjy but the old metaphysical one-times-one* in a somewhat
novel application and more vivid form. Here, tlierefore,

also did the system comnumce with a seeming disp^ust at the

reason, and with a subordination of it to nature, in order to

conclude with the absolutti principle of the reason.

Viewed, however, as a philosophical science of nature, it

has rather to answer for some occasional en*ors and perverse

extravap:ances, than for any thoroui»hly eonsecpient and
systematic carryintt out of the ingrafted error into all its

parts. Moreover, a broad distinction must undoubtedly be
draAvn between its different advocates and promulj^ators. In

these last days German jfiiilosophy has, in a measure at least,

reverted a^^ain into th(* empty vacuum of the ahsolutc idea.f

The latt(*r, indeed, and the idol of absolute reason which is

enshrined therein, is no more a mere inward conception, but
is objectiv<dy understood and set uj) as the fundamental priu-

ci])le of all entity. But still, when we consider how the

Chsence of mind is ex})i essly made to (‘onsist in negation, and
how also the spirit of negation is jnedomimpit throui^b the

whole system, a still worse substitution appears to have taken
jdace’^, inasmuch as, ‘instead of the livin’^ God, tliis sjnrit or

negation, so opposed to Him, is. in ommeoiis abstraction, set

up and made a god of. Here, therefore, as well as elsewhere,
a metaphysical lie assumes the jdace of a divine rejvlity.

nm.s, then, do we everywhere obsc>iwe a strange internal

correspondence and affinity between the several aberrations of

Sohlegcl is alluding to those systems which suppose a primaiy and
original essence, which, by its successive sponUineous developments, pro-
duces every thing else out of itself. This absolute original of all things
was by SchelUng, after Spinosa, called natura naturans^ while, by a
phraseology which happily indicates the identity of the self-developing

subject ami its objective developments, the totality of the objects derived
from it are termed natura naturafa.—Tram.
t Hcirel. For a view' of his philosophy see the Article Hegel, in the

Penny Cyclopaidia, and Morefs Speculative Philosophy of Europe in chn
Nineteenth Century, vol. ii. p. 131.

—

Tram*
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our age. Here the remotest mental extreines, \vhich ex.

tcrnally seem to repel each other, suddenly converge at the

same point of delusive light, or rather of brilliant darkness.

Instances of this correspondence startle us where we least

expect to meet witli them. An Ihiglish poet,'*' perhaps the

greatest, certainly the most remarkable poet of our ago, in

his tragic delineation of the oldest fratricide, has pourtrayed

the prime mover of this deed, the enemy of the human race,

and the king of the bottomless pit, as the bold censurcr of

the divine order of things, and the lu^ad of all discontented

spirits, and leader of the opposition r^f the whole creation.

In this light he has painted liim with unparalleled boldness,

and with such moving and astonishing truthfulness, that all

previous descriptions by the greatest poets se(?m but arbi-

trary and unreal phantoms when compared with this j)ortrait,

which was evidently a favourite skedeh, for the author's seen't

partiality betrays itself in the skill and pains with which he

has lavished on this dark figure all the* magic coloui-s of his

fancy, llius, tlien, in this poetic creation, tht* same hostile'

principle—the same absolute, /. c., evil spirit of iH*gation {uid

contradiction that forms the consummation of the (‘rrors ot

German philosophy, notwithstanding its abstract unintelligi-

bility—is enthroned amidst the disonha'C'd system. And so,

by a strange law of pre-established harmony,*' the anti-

christian poet and these anti-christian thinkers uiH'xpectedly

meet together at the point of a spurious sublimity. In any
case, however, this last instance forms ilv: third stag(^ of idc^i-

listic confusion, and certaiidy the last grade of s(‘ieiitific

atheism.

Now, briefly to recapitulate my own convictions and my view

of the relation subsl.>tii^ betwee’ll tin* [diilosophy of life which

I propose to set before you, and the prevalent philosophy and
science of the ag(‘, the following few remarks will fufliee. I

honour and admire the discoveries so pregnant with important

re.sult?> which natural pliilosophy has made in our days, but

especially the gigantic strides which the study of nature in

France has takem; so fur, at least, as they (jontain and have

established a real and solid advance of human scie nce
; so far,

V)o, as I am acquainted with them, and in my sphere under-

^ Schlegcl is speaking ot' Bjron. and his Cain, a Mystery.—TVoim,
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stand them. .•On the other hand, I cannot but take exception

to that admixture of materialism which has been infused into

them by the ruling philosophical system of a previous age,

which in France has still so many followers. I honour too

and love German science, with its diligent and comprehensive

research. Nay, I value the njitural philosophy of Germany
even still more than that of France, since, while it adopts

the same great discoveries, it views them in a more spiritual

bght. As for that idealistic jargon, however, which nms
paralk'l and is interw’oven with it, on which, indeed, it w'as

originally based, and trom which even now it is anything but

clear ;
this T cannot regard in any other light than, what it

really is, an intellectual delusion of the most pernicious kind,

and one which will inevitably produce the most destructive

and fatal»conscquences on the human mind.

What has been now’ said will suffice for our notice of the

opposing systems of philosophy. Henceforw ard we shall have
no lU'ed to turn our looks to this side, but l^liall be able to

givt' our attimtion solely and calmly to the devidopment of

that w'hicli I have already announced, and have now' to commU'
nicate to yo\i. Previously, however, to entt'ring u])on this

subje ct, it s('enied to me advisable, by contrasting tlu‘ false

starting-j)oint with the true centre of philosojdiy, to set the

latUu' before you in a clearer and distincter light.

Tlic dialect i(‘al faculty of abstraction is luAiually the pre-

domijiant one, and the most completely evolved in the think-

rug mind. Accordingly, most tliinkei's have set it up as the

basis of their sj)eculations, in order to arrive the more* rapidly

at the desired end of an absolute science
;

or, if the habit of

mind be more disposed that way, at an absohite

and the rejection of all certainty; which, in themiain, is quite

as false, and, in this rcs})ect, identical with the former. But
it is not sufficient to follovv any such a partial course, and to

start from any one side merely of tlie hiunan consciousness.

On the right and sure road of a complete and tJiorough in-

vestigation, our first duty is to study the human conscionsness

in its fulness and living development, in all its laculties and
powers.

, And then, in the second place, when, by tluis

assuming a position in the centre, man has enabled himselx
to take a complete survey of the w hole, he may unquestionably
proceed to inauire what kind and what degree of knowledge,

O
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with such a consciousness, he is capahlo of attaining, botli

of the external world and of the suprasensible, and how far

the latter is conceivable and its existence possible. Now,
iust as generally the soul is the principle of all life in natine,

so is the thinking soul the centre of the human consciousness.

But in the thinking soul is comprised the reason which dis-

tinguishes, combines, and infers, no less than the fancy which

devises, invents, and suggests. Standing in the centre be-

tween the two, the thinking soul embract's both faculties.

But it also forms the turning-point of transition between the

understanding and the will; and, as the connecting link, fills

up the gulf wliich otherwise would lie between and divide

the two. It comprises also all sorts and degrees of concep-

tions, from the absolutely necessary, precisely definite, and
permanently unchangeable, down to those which arise and

j^ass away half involuntarily—from those in no degree clearly

developed up to those which have been advanced to the

highest clearness of the understanding— those which are

witnessed with a calm indifference, and those also wdiicli

excite a gi'iitlc longing or kindle a burning resolve. The
thinking sold is the common storehouse where the whole of

these conceptions are successively lodged. Ind(‘( d, to describe

it in general terms, it is but the inner pulse of thought, cor-

responding to the pulsation of the blood in the living body.

This general description, it must be confessed, is veiy far

from being an adequate explanation rjf the matter,^ atid at

best does but imperfectly convey our meaning. But perhaps

a different line of thought, however bold and hazardous it

may seem, may bring us far more 8imj)ly to the point at

present in view—a more accuiatc description, namely, of

the peculiar property of the human mind, and of the cha-

racteristic feature M uich distinguishes man from other beings

equally finite, but endowed in the same manner with conscious-

ness. ITiat the rational soul, or the reason, distinguishes him
from the brutes, is a remark common and trite enough. But
this is only one a.spect of the matter: and must we always

cast our looks downwards, and never upwards? What I mean
is this : supposing that there an* other created spirits and
finite intelligences besides men, might not the comparison
of their purely spiritual consciousness with man’s serve,

perhaps in an eminent degree, to elucidate the distinctive
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properties of the human consciousness in that other aspect

which is too commonly neglected ? I am far from intending

to make this matter a subject of investigation in the present

place. I take it merely as an hypothesis, warranted indeed

by universal tradition, and solely as an aid to elucidate the

matter in hand. Universal, however, I may well call this

tradition, since, agreeing in the main w'ith what Holy Writ
asserts, the oldest and most ci\'ilised nations of antiquity

(among whom I need only mention the Egyptians, and espe-

cially the Persians a»d the Hindoos) have admitted, as a

well-established tact, the existence of such finite intelligences

and created spirits, invisible indeed to man, but not altogether

alien to him. And as for the Greeks and Romans, if occa-

sionally they allude to the genius of Socrates as something
strange and singular, this was only because the wise Athenian
spoke of this subject in peculiar language, and referred to it

more habitually than was the wont of his #ountr)Tnen and
contemporaries. Otherwise it was the general belief, both
of Greeks and Romans, that everj^ man has his guardian
spirit or genius. Now this hypothesis being once admitted

to be possible, let us inquire in what light were these

ancients accustomed to regard, and w^hat ought we to con-

ceive of the peculiar iicTture of these S2)iritual beings in con-

formity with the representation of so universal a tradition ?

Now, in the first place, they have always been thought of as

pure ftjiiritual beings,*having no such gross terrestrial body as

man has. At least if th(T >verc supposed to require and possess

a body as the organ and medium of their sjiiritual operations,

it was considered to be of a special kind ; an ethereal body of

light, but invisible to the human eye. • But thig ineorporeity

is IHtle more than a negative quality. A more positive and a
profounder distinction Ii('s perhaps in this, that these pure
spiritual beings arc wholly free from that ’weakness of cha-

racter, or frailty, which is so pecidiar to man. That pervading

intenial mutability, that unaecided vacillation between doing
and letting alone, that rcciiiroc’ution betwwn effort and relaxa-

tion—^thewide gulf between volition and execution, the thought
and the carrying into effect—iiotliing of all this admits of being
applied or transferred to those pure spiritual beings without
contradicting the very idea of their essence. It is thus only, or
not at all, that we can conceive of them. Coming and going
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like the lightning, and rapid as the light, they never groYf

weary of their en^ess activity. They need no rest except the

spiritual contemplation which constitutes their essence. All

their thoughts are marked wdth unity and identity. With
them the conception is at the same time a deed, and the pur-

pose and the execution are simultaneous. Every thing, too,

in them has the stamp of eternity. This prerogative, how-
ever, has, it must be confessed, its disadvantages. Wlien
once they hav5 deviated from the true centre, they go on for

ever in their devious course.

But still all this is little more than a description of the

w'hole idea which I have allowed myself, merely with a view
of employing it as a passage to the point which is at present

in question. That purpose was, on the supposition of the ex-

istence of such superior beings, accurately to indicate wdiich

of man's powers or faculties of mind and soul may rightly be
attributed to them. Now, to my mind, the distinction is very
strikingly suggested in the well-known sentiment of one of

our famous poets. Thus he addresses man :
“ Thy know ledge

thou sharest wnth superior beings —superior, for in tlie

clearness of their eternal science, they undoubtedly stand far

higher than men—and then he continues, “ But art thou hast

alone.” But,, now, what else is art than iaqcy become visi-

ble, and assimiing a bodily shape or word or sound ? It is,

therefore, this nimble-footed, many-sluijied, ever-inventivc

fancy, wdiich forms the dangerous prfi*ogative of xufn and
cannot be ascribed to these pure spiritual beings. And as

little justifiable would it be to ascribe to them that human
reason, with its employment of means, and its slow' processes

^

ofdeduction <and comjfarison. Instead of this, tlu'y possc^ss thc

Tntuitivc understanding, in wiiioh to we and to understand
are simultaneous and identical. If, the]), in an accurate
sense of the t(*rms, neither fancy nor reason belongs to them,
it would further be w'rong to attribute tluun a so\d as dis-

tinct from the mind or spirit, and as being rather a passive

faculty of inward productiveness and change and internal

growth. Briefly to recapitulate w'hat has been said; "I'he

existence of the brutes is simple, because in them the soul is

** Deia Wi.ssen thoilf‘flt du mit vor^exo^rf-nen Gcistern
;

Die Kunst, o Mensch, hast du nllein.*'

Schiller's KumUehre,--TVan$.
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coTn])let(rfy iiii.\cd up and inorged in the orj^aiiic body, and is

one with it; on the destruclion of the latter it reverts to

the elements, or is absorbed in the general soul of nature.

Twofold, however, is the nature of created spirits, who besides

this ctliereal body of light are notliing but mind or spirit; but

threefold is the nature of man, as consisting of spirit, soul,

and body.* And this triple constitution and property, this

threefold life of man, is, indeed, not in itself that pre-eminence,

although it is closely connected with that superior excellence

which ennobles and distinguishes man from all other created

beings. I allude to that prerogative by which he alone of all

created beings is inA^sted wdth the Divine image and likeness.

This threef )ld principle is the simple basis of all philosophy
;

and the pliilosophical system Avhieh is constructed on such a

foundation is the philosophy of life, which therefore has even
“ wordsK)f life.” It is no idle speculation, and no unintelli-

gible hj'jiothesis. It is not more difficult, and needs not to

be more obscure, tlian any other discourse* on spiritual sub-

jects; but it can and may bo as easy and as*clear as the read-

ing of a writing, the obs(*n'ation of ludure, and the study of

history For it is in truth nothing t*lse than a simple theory

of spiritual life, draAAm from life itself, and tlie simple under-

standing thereof. If, howeA cr, it boeoines abstract and unin-

telligible, this is invariably a consequence, and for the most
part an i))fallible j)roof of its haAung fallen into error. When
ill thought Ave place b(‘fore us the whole composite human
indiA^dual, then, after spirit and sold, the organic body is the

third constituent, or the third element out of Avhich. in com-
bination Avith the other tAvo, the whole man consists and is

compounded. Hut the structure of the organic body, its

powers and laAvs, must be left to phvsiciil science to investi-

gate. Pliilosophy is the science of coiisciousni^s alone
;

it has,

^ That by ffeiat, spirit, and not mind murrly, is here meant, will be

doubted by no one who considers the scriptural basis of these Lectures.

Schlegel seems to have had in view 1 Thess. v. 23 . In the German,

gmt stands both for mind and spirit, which, however, in English are

equivalent neither in use nor meaning. Wheiu'ver, therefore, the trans-

lator is compelled by the Engli'ih idiom to translate yeist and its deriva-

tives by mind and its cognates, and it is esseiitial to keep in view the

identity of the matter by the sameness of ex])re3sion, he will indicate it by
adding the German original in a bracket.
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therefore, primarily to occupy itself with soul and spirit or mind,

and must carefully j^uard against transgressing its limits in

any res2)ect. But the third constituent beside mind and soul,

in which those two jointly carry on their operations, needs not

always, as indeed the above instance proves, to be an organic

body. In other relations of life, this third, in which both are

united, or which they in unison jjroducc, may be the word,

the deed, life itself, or the divine.order on which both ai'o de-

pendent. These, then, arc the subjects which I have proposed

for consideration. But in order to complete this scale of life,

I will further observe : triple is the nature of man, but four-

fold is the human consciousness. For the spirit or mind, like

the soul, divides and foils asunder, or rather is split and
divided into two powers or halves—the mind, namely, into

understanding and will, the soul into reason and fancy. These
are the four extreme points, or, if the expression be pivferred,

the four quarters of the inner world of consciousness. All

other faculties of the soul, or powers of mind, arc merely
.subordinate ramifications of the four principal branches

;
but

the living centre of the whole is the thinking soul.

J5^D OF LECTURE I.
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LECTURE IL

OF THE LOVING SOUL AS THE CENTRE OF THE MORAL
LIFE ;

AND OF MARRIAGE.

The development of tfie human oonsciousness according to the

trij)le principle of its existence, or of its natiu’c as compounded
of spirit or mind, soul, and animated body, must begin with

the soul, and not with the spirit, even though the latter be

tlie most importiint and supreme. For the soul is the first

grade m the progress of development. In actual life, also,

it is the beginning and the permanent foundation, as well

as the primary root of the collective co^jsciousness. The
dcvelo])ment of the spirit or mind of man is much later,

being first evolved in or out of, by occasion of, or with the

co-operatioii of the sold. But even when thus developed, the

mind (under which term we comprise the will, as well as tht‘

understanding) is neither in all men, nor always in the same
individual, ecpially active. In this respect we may apply to

it what has been said of the wind, which imj^aits vital motion
and frc'shness to all the objects of outward nature : we “ hear

the*sound thereof, Jjut we cannot tell whence it comes, nor

whither it goeth."'*^ The thinking soul, on the contrary, is,

properly sp(‘aking, always, though vsilently, working ; luul it

is highly probable that it is never without conceptions. Of
th se, indeed, it may either ])ossess 4 clear or an almost totally

indist* ct consciousness, according to that j'lrinciplc of un-

(jonsoious representations propounded as a fundamental axiom
of psye ology by a groat German philosopher f of earlier

times, with whose opinions I often find myself agreeing,

and with whom before all other men I would most gladly

Cl ncur.

Applied to the altiaariting states of sleeping and waking
in the outward organic life, this would merely mean that in sleep

St. John iii. 8.

—

Tram, t Leibnitz.

—

Tram.
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we alwaysdream, even at those times when our vision leaT cs no

traces on our memory. The «^eat majority of dreams, even

tliose which in the moment of awakening we still remember,

are absolutely nothing but the conjoint im})ressi()ii of the

bodily tone and the ever-varying temperament of life and

health and of the disorderly repetition of such idt'as as pre-

viously to sleeping had principally engaged the attention.

Now, since every opposite comes near to its corn'lative in one

or more points of contact, which, as tliey (*stablisli, also

serve to maintain the relationship between the' two, so the

state of the soul in dreaming will serr/e strikingly to illus-

rate its waking action. Of the great multitudij f)f dreams,

jrhich are for the most part confused and unmeaning, some
occasionally stand out from the rest extremely ek^ar and well-

connected, in which the feelings oftentimes discover a profound

significance, or which, at least, as significant images, interest

the fixncy. And just in the same manner in the state of waking
there passes belpre the soul no inconsiderable number ot

obscure and vague conceptions, which are not much if at all

clearer or more methodically disposed than the train of images

which in a dream succeed one another without the least intrinsic

order or connexion. Still we should greatly err were we to

assume, that like the latter they leave no trace bx‘hind them
on the sold. On the contrary, in these undc’veloped beginnings

of thought there often lies the germ of very definite ideas,

and especially of the various peculiarities of nuuital character,

as also of the impulses and detennination i/hich, at first slowly

and spontaneously formed, eventuate in some definite suscepti-

bility or direction of the wull. Now, as the external life of

man alternates between the w^aking activity and the stiitc of

repose in sleep, so, too,4 the thinking sold is divided between
the abstracting and classifying Itoison and the inventive

Fancy.* These two arc, as it w'ere, the halves, so to speak,

or the two poles of the thinking soul, of which the one may be
regarded as the positive, the other as the negative. In re-

It in ckjar from what follows, that Schlegel u»ed the tenu Fancy in a
wide and general sense, which embraces, first, its original use in ancient

philosophy, as the faculty of conception ((^vraerm), which reproduces

the images of objects whether present or absent
;
secondly, imagination,

which is essential to all authors ; and thirdly, fancy, in a narrow sense

—

or the poetic fancy. It is in this wide sense that the translator employs it
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spect to inner fruitful cogitation itself—to the origination

and production of thoughts—^thc imagination, as the reproduc-

tive foculty, is the j)ositive pole. As for the fancy, properly

so called—the i)oetic /awry, or that whi(;h pLays an important

part in the inclinations and passions—it is only a particular

species and operation of tliis f.icnlty, which in its general form

also manifests itself in many other directions and spheres of

human thought and action. To it belongs, for instance, that

talent of extcmsive combination which distinguishes all the

gr('at discoverers in matbeiriaties. f)ppo'^ite to this pro-

ductive faculty of thocght, tlT nogsttiv*" pole is formed by the

classifying f;e*ulty cn leason, wnicli further elaborates, closely

determines and limits the materials furnished to it by the

fancy. Thus, then, the place which the foney—-with all the

powers, j^inotions, and impressions which belong to it—assumes

rt'latively to the external world, is subordinate and ministerial,

since it is only within certain prescribed limits that it can

duly make use of its rich productive energies,realize its inmost

ideas, and act iij)oii them.

Here, tlierefore, the first place belongs to the ordiudiig and
determining reason, and which here ought to hold the helm.

In this rc‘S|)ect it may justly he called the regulative faculty.

And yet, siiujc the reason is, so to speak, only one-half of the

soul, it must not pretend to exidusive authority ; while, on
the other hand, it is but little likely that that which we may
have set lK‘fore our mind and imagination as the iunenuos^

M’ish*of our liearts, will simjdy on that account prove inva-

riably a real and lasting good.

I called the understanding and the will, the rcjison and the

fancy, the four principal branches of the human coiisciousiu'ss,

t

after Milton, who uses it, as more extensive than imagiuation, when he

says of fancy,
** Of all the external things

Which the five watchful senses rejftesent,

She forms imaginations, aery sJiapes."

Par. Lost.^ Book F.

Indeed the whole of the speech of llaphael in this fifth book contains a

striking affinity of thought and idea with Schlegel. We have there man’s
tri))le constituents, body, soul, and spirit—reason and fancy in the soul, of

which reason is the being or essence—while distnirsive reason is appro-
priated to man, but intuitive reason is made the prerogative ofthe “ purest

spirits’’—“ the pure intelligential substances.”

—

Tram.
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of which all other mental powers or faculties of the soul,

usually ascribed to man, are but so many otfshoots. These
other powers however cannot with perfect propriety be called

subordinate, since in another point of view they may per-

haps be entitled to assume a higher rank. Assipied'^ faculties

is, therefore, what I should prefer to tenn them. Now of

such faculties belonging to the domain of the combining and
distinguishing reason, the inemoiy and the conscience are pre-

eminently to be mentioned. For the memory also in another

way is a combining just as the conscience is a distinguishing

faculty; the latter, liowever, being so not only in another

but even in a far higher sense. But wo must j)Ostjione for

the present the further consideration of this matter, and con-

sider rather those faculties or functions which are under the

influence of. or at least immediately connected with, the fancy.

These are the senses, and the inclinations or instincti^. W'ith

regard, tlien, to the senses: in the first jdace, I would simply
call your attention to the fact, that the triple principle of human
existence—according to which the latter consists of a spirit or

mind, of a soul, and of a living 1>ody or a bodily manifesta-

tion—is repeated as it were in miniatare in every smaller and
nan'ower sphere of man's consciousness. This is especially

the case with the external senses. Thus viewing them, how-
ever, we should have to reckon but three senses instead of the

usual number of five. This can be managed easily enough
by taking the three lower and counting tlumi as one, since

they constitute pre-eminently the cor])creal sense, as^‘i/ntra-

distinguished from the other two, which arc both higher and
more incorporeal. For to the three lower senses, not only

is a material contact indispensable, but also, as in the eas(»

of smell, a sort of chemical assimilation with matter. No
doubt, in the act of seeing and h(\*iring there is likewise a cer-

tain but iinperco])tible contact of the nerves of the eye and
ear with the waves /)f light and th(' undulations of the air; but

still this contact is of a different kind from the former, and of

another and indeed of a higher nature, producing the relations

of tone, colour, and shape. Now, in this classification, tlie

eye is the mind or spirit's sense for beauty of form and grace

In the original zugetheiltet said of a matter assigned for investigation

to a particular judge, or of the judge appointed to examine and report

upon It.

—

Tratu.
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of motioi!. It is so in truth, not merely in those who are

endowed with a taste for the arts or the artistic eye, but

far more universally, being diffused in a greater or less degree

through the whole human family. Special gifts of it, or

rather higher though varying endow^ments, are to be found

in some highly-favoured individuals ;
and in tlie same way

the ear for music is not imparted to all who possess the

general organ of hearing, which wo \ory properly term the

soul's sense. The external senses man shares, indeed, in

common with the brutes, in some of whom they are found of

an iwquisite and liig^ly developed susceptibility. But those

higher endowments of eye and ear, and above all the iiatoal

artistic fi‘c‘ling for beauty of fonn, and the musical talent, are

the prerogatives of man, conferred upon him by his peculiar

faculty of fancy. On this account they, like that faculty,

are distributed uneqiially among men, though they are not

on that account h*ss real and undeniable.

The brutes, I said, do not possess them. Jio doubt there is

a certain melodious rhythm perceptible in the songs of birds.

Some alftO of the more eminently docile and sagacious of ter-

restrial animals do indeed evince peculiar signs of pleasure

in the music of man. Still I w ould call this but so many
single, unconnected echoes or reverberations of fancy, since

everything like free choice, further development, or intrinsic

coherence, is w'anting to them—all is broken, abrupt, and
inca])able of being formed into a w’hole. In the same man-
ner tiiq artistic instiijct and skill of some animals exhibits no
doubt a certain likeness in its operations to the rational works
of man, but still it ever remains a resemblance at best, and
is for ever dividc'd from reason by a wdde and impassable
gulf. It is, as it w ere, the indistinct trace of a w^eather-w'orn

and neiuly oblittuated inscription—^the dying hotes of some
far-ott* music. And hence the agreeable, but at the same
time melanclioly impression which such things make upon
our feelings. A something human seems to be stirring in

them. They ap])eiu to revive a faint but nearly forgotten allu-

sion to an originally close and intrinsic relation between
animati'd nature in its highest developments and man as its

former master and as the divinely appointed lord of the

whole earthly creation. But if the influence and the opera-
tion of the fancy on the external senses be thus indistinct and
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diJEcult to be traced, it is far more apparent, a^’ also far

greater and more decided, on the inclinations, histiucts, and
passions, which form the second class of the faculties subordi-

nate to the fancy. It can easily be shown how even the sim-

plest instincts of self-preservation, and the gratification of the

most natural ivants, are in man perceptibly affected by the

w’orking of fancy, so as to be manifoldly diversified thereby.

But still more is this the case with the higher impulses and

instincts, as confirmed and strengthened by use and indul-

gence, especiall}" when, in their most violent and iiitensest

development, they become passions. For in this shape, both

by this excess and by the false direction they give to the

mental powers, originally designed for nobler and more exalU‘d

purjmses, they form so many moral perversities and faults of

character. I w^oidd here, in the first place, call your attention

to the fact, that in all the piissions, \vhen by their intensity

they become immoral, the fancy exercises an essential and
co-operating in^Mcnce. And in the second jilace, I would

remind you that in the same way as in the external senses

generally, so also in all the principal phases of ill-regulated

passion, the threefold principle of human existence manifests

itself once more, and is even repeated anew in all the several

forms and subdivisions of these special spheres.

Now the first of these false tendencies and moral infirmities

—unbounded pride and haughtiness—is essentially a mental
blindness and aberration; and vanity, wdthits delusions, is the

same disease in a lower and milder phase. And all wall

admit that the source of this moral failing is an overweening
love of self. But in self-conceit the co-operating influence of

fancy is easily and distinctly traceable. As to the second of

those infirmities which distract and disturb life : I should

also be disjxjsed to consider the sensual passionateness or

passionate sensiudity as a disease indeed, but of a brutalising

tendency—an inflammatory habit, a fever of the soul, whicli

either spends itself in acute and violent paroxysms, or with

slower but certain progress secretly undermines and subverts

all man's better (pialities. In either case, the true source of the

evil—the irrc'sistible energy and the false magic of this

passion—^lies in an over-excited, deluded, or poisoned fancy.

The natural instinct itself, in so far as it is inborn and agree-

able to nature, is obnoxious to no reproach. The blame lies
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altogether m the want of principle, or that weakness of

character which half-voluntarily concedes to the mere instinct

an unlimited authority, or at least is incapable of exercising

over it a due control. The third false direction of man s

instincts which, after the two already noticed, involves human
society in the greatest disorder, and most fatally disturbs the

peace of individuals, is an unlimited love of gain, selfisliness,

and avarice. No doubt, in a certain modified and lower sense,

the hope of advantage or profit is the motive that prompts

every enterprise; aL least, according to the judgment of the

world, nothmg is undertaken or transacted without a view to

some object of a selfishness more or le:>s refined. But when
we look to the worst and most violent cases of this disease

—an insatiable avarice and a morbid love of gain, then M’e

at onc{^ sec the baneful effects which the fancy, dwelling

exclusively on material property and chinking coin, has on
this moral disease, where, with the golden treasure, mind and
soul arc shut up and buried, and both comptetely numbed and
petrifi(*d, in the same way that, by certain organic diseases of

the body, the heart becomes ossified.

By these pernicious passions, the higher moral oi*gan of

life is in different ways attacked and destroyed. In tlie

first case, that of the blinding of the mind by pride and vanity,

the moral judgment is perverted and falsified. In the second

case, where the soul is brutalised by a life of sensuality, the

moral s(‘ns(' is cloyded, loses all its delicacy, and is at last

totally obliterated. In the tliird instance, that of a

thorough numbness of the inner life produced by selfishness

and avarice, the idea of moral duty is in tlu^ end totally lost,

dies away, and becomes extinct, while the dead Mammon is

regarded as the supreme good of life, and, being set up as

the sole object of human exertion, is substituted for the best

and noblest acquisition of mind and soul. The three passions

which we have already examined, arc founded indeed on a

positive pursuit, however false may be the extent or per-

verted the direction in which it is carried out. We might
now proceed with our speculation, and progressively de-

veloping it from the same point of view, extend and apply

it to the aggressive passions, which arc based on a merely

negative pursuit—the attack, annihilation, and destruction of

their objects. I allude to the passion of hatred, in its three
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different elements or species, viz,, anger, malice, and revenge.

But to enter further upon such investigations would be inappro-

priate in the present place. Generally, indeed, in touching

upon matters so universally known, my object has been

merely to consider and exhibit them from their psychological

side, in order to show partly how the triple principle of

human existence, according to mind or spii'it, and soul, and

the third element, wherein the former two conjointly operate,

finds its application, and is repeated, as it were, in miniature,

in the narrower sphere of the natiu*al iipclination, both good

and bad, and also in that of the external senses. At the same
time it was also my wish to call attention to the fact, that tlie

dominion of the fancy over its subordinate faculties, whether

of the external senses or the instincts, manifests itself like-

wise in the pernicious passions, as exercising over 'them a

very banefid influence, and, indeed, as being the principal

source of the prevailing aberrations.

These three passions and leading defects of character, M'hich

destroy the inward peace of individuals, and disturb the

order of society, may be regarded as so many Stygian floods,

so many dark subtenunean streams of lava and fire, which,

bursting from the crater of a burning fancy, pour down
upon the region of the will, there again to break out in law-

less deeds and violent catastroj^hes, or perhaps, what is far

worse, to lie smouldering in a life frittered away in worth-

less pursuits, without object or meaning., or in the fru'ftlous

routine of an ordinary existence.

Having thus fully set forth the injurious influence of a

disordered fancy on the deadly and ])crnicious passions of

man, we shall be more^at liberty to consider the other and
better aspect of this mental faculty. For fancy, which, as

his peculiar prerogative, distinguishes man from all other

intellectual beings, is a living and fruitful source of good no
less than of evil. Accordingly, in the higher aims of his

good instincts, noble inclinations, and true enthusiasms, fancy

gives life and stability to his exertions, and arouses and cal][p

to hi.s aid all the energies of mind and intelject.

But here I must make the preliminary remark, that in the

ethical domain generally, and in all moral matters and re-

lations, nothing but a very fine line divides right from wrong.
The fault lies not imfrequently in the undue exaggeration or
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false application of a right principle. Pride and vanity, for

instance, arc the commonest subjects of the world’s censure

;

but who woidd banish from existence a true sense of honour,

and a noble thirst of fume. And how would societj^ lose all its

tone and its true ring, if we w^ere to withdraw from it all

those precious metals ! Avarice and the love of gain are, no
doubt, fruitful sources of evil, and bring into society a thou-

sand—nay, ^ye may rather say, without exaggeration, ten

thousand times ten thousand woes. They are the occasion of

countless feuds and qjidless litigation ;
so that the prevention

and settlcn ent of these numberless commercial quarrels and
disputes about property, occupy the chief part of the atten-

tion, and absorb the best energies of domestic government.

But a gainful industry, directed to utility and even to private

utility-labour and assiduity which have no other end in

view than a lawful gain and a fair profit, which not merely

does not violate the rights of others, but qven pays a due
regard to their interests, will be universally recognised as an
essential part of the frame of society. It forms, indeed, the

alimentary sap of life, which, as it ascends through its differ-

ent vessels, diffuses everywhere both health and strength.

Lastly, we will now consider that other instinct of our

nature, which, even as the strongest, most requires moral regu-

lation and treatment. By all noble natures among civilised

nations in their best and purest times, this instinct has, by
meafts, of various nwal relations, been spontaneously asso-

ciated with a higher element. And indeed, taken simply as

inclination, it possesses some degree of affinity therewith.

Such a strong inclination and hearty love, elevated to the

bond of fidelity, receives thereby a solemn consecration, and
is even, according to the divine dispensation, *regai'ded as a

saiictuar\\ And it is in truth the moral sanctuary of earthly

existence, on which God*s first and earliest blessing still rests.

It is, moreover, the foundation on which is built the hap-

piness and the moral w^elfarc of races and nations. This soul-

connecting link of love, wdxich constitutes the family union,

is the source from which emanate the strong and beautiful

tics of a mother’s love, of filial duty, and of fraternal affection

between brethren and kindred, which together make up the

invisible soul, and, as it were, tlie inner vital fluid of the
nerves of human society. And here, too, the great family
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problem of education must be taken into account—and by
education, I mean the whole moral training of the rising

generation. For, however nmnerous and excellent may be

the institutions fomided by the state or conducted by private

individuals, for special branches and objects, or for particular

classes ami ages, still, on the whole, education must be re-

garded as pre-eminently the business and duty of the family.

For it is in the family that education commences, and there

also it terminates and concludes at the moment when the young
man, mature of mind and years, and the grown-up maiden,

leave the paternal roof to found a new family of their own.
In seasons of danger, and of wide-spread and shilking cor-

ruption, men are wont to feel—but often, alas! too late

—

how entirely the whole frame both of human and political

society rests on this foundation of the family unijn. Not
merely by the phenomena of our own times, but by the

examples of the most civilised nations of anticpiity, may this

tinith be historically proved ; and numerous passages can be

adduced from their great historians in confirmation of it.

In all times and in all places a moral revolution within the

domestic circle has preceded the public outbreaks of general

anarchy, which have thrown whole nations into confusion, and
undermined the best ordered and wisely constituted states.

When all the ]H*incipal joists of a building liave started, and
all its stays and fastenings, from the roof to tlic foundation,

have become loose, then will the first storm of accident easily

demolish the whole structui*e, or the first spark set "the dry

and rotten edifice in flames.

Next in order and dignity to this soul-binding tie of a noble

and virtuous love, which promotes and prescu’ves the intimate

union of all tl.e parts of social life, anotluT sjiccies or form of

a lofty, a good, and a beautiful—nay, even of a sublime endea-

vour —shows itself in what we call enthusiasm, 'llie latter

has for its positive object a thought which the soul having

once intellectually (‘mbraced, is ever after filled and possessed

with. Hut the mere inward idea does not suffice here, how-
ever it may in the cose of the simple eonc<‘ptiou or admira-

tion of a noble thought, llie distiuetive characteristic of en-

thusiasm is rather the untiring energy with which, even at

great personal sacrifice, it labours to realize or to picserve in

.tealisation the idea which has once ftdly possessed the souL
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llic commonest form or species of this enthusiasm is patriot-

ism or the love of country, which best and most plainly

manifests itself in seasons of national danger or calamity.

As the daily life of the individual alternates between labour

and rest, and the refreshing sleep of the night renews the

strength which has been exhausted by the toils of the dajr,

so is it on a larger scale wdth the public life of the state in

its alternations between peace and vrar. For although peace

is justly prized and desired as the greatest of public blessings,

still it is some comfort and compensation for its unavoidable

absence, to know that the presence of war, and the struggle

with its dangers and hardships, first awaken and call into

being many of man's best energies and noblest virtues, which
in uninterrupted peace and tranquillity must have remained
for cver’^oimant. But, as is everywdiere the case throughout

the moral domain, a spurious enthusiasm stands close alongside

of the true and genuine species, and requirtj^s to be carefully

distinguished from it. Forced to speak of the love of countrj’,

and to paint its genuine traits, I rejoice that I jun standing on
one of its chosen and most familiar scenes, >vhere my heai'crs

will understand me at the first sound, when I declare that the

true enthusiasm of patriotism reveals itself most plainly in

misfoi'tunc—^in the midst of deep and lasting calamities.

Another eharactcristic is, that it does not arbitrarily set up its

object, or capriciously imike its owa occasion, but at the first

call #fjits hereditary^sovereign rushes to the post of danger.

The second mark, therefore, of a true patriotism is obedience,

but an obedience associided wuth the forward energies of a

fixed and prepared resolve, which far outruns the exact requi-

sitions of duty, and gives rise to a true and real equality—^the

equality of self-sacrifice, wherein the nigh and fioble vie wdth

the poor and lowly in tlu' magnanimous oblation to their

country of their best and dearest possessions. •

Another generally known and admitted species of enthu-

siasm, viz., a taste for the arts, has not so universal a founUa-

tioii in the constitution of the human mind as the feeling

of patriotism, but implies a particular mental disposition

and certain natural endowments, and consequently the sphere

of its operation is for narrower. But here also, as in the

former case, enthusiasm manifests itself as a property or state

of tho soul which is far firom being contented with a calm
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philosophical contemplation or admiration of v its inward

thought, but which, longing eagerly to realize and exhibit

externally the idea with which it is possessed, knows no rest

nor peace till it has accomplished its cherished object. And
such an ideal enthusiasm is not confined to the sphere of art

alone, but oven in the calmer regions of science is its influ-

ence felt. It is, ill short, the animating impulse of all great

inventions, creations, and discoveries. Without it Columbus
would never have been able to overcome all the dangers and
obstacles which beset the first design and the final consum-
mation of his bold conception. But in the latter instances the

object of enthusiasm is no longer a pure ideal, like that which
animates the artist, but something great or new in the region

of useful science or of practical life. In every ease, however,

enthusiasm has for its object a something positive ttnd real,

which, even it* it be not one which captivates the soul with

its transcendent, beauty and excellence, yet, at least, by its

exalted nature fills it with wonder and admiration. Quite

otherwise is it with a longing—an indefinite feeling of pro-

found desire, which is satisfied with no earthly object, whether
real or ideal, but is ever directed to the eternal and the dinne.
And although it presupposes, as the condition of its existence,

no special genius or peculiar talents, but proceeds imme-
diately out of the pure source of the divinely created and
immortal soul—out of the everlasting feelings of the lo\'ing

soul—still, from causes which are easily conceivable, a *|)uie

development of this species is far rarer than even of the en-

thusiasm for art. No doubt, in certain happy temperaments,
under circumstances favourable to their free expansion, this

vague longing is peculiar to the age of youth, and is often

enough observed there. Indeed, it is in that soft melancholy,
which is always joined with the half-unconscious but pleasant

fiSeling of the blooming fulness of life, that lies the charm
which the reminiscence of the days of youth possesses for

the calm and quiet contemjdations of old age. Mere, too, the
distinctive mark between the genuine and the spurious mani-
festation of this feeling is lioth simple enough, and easily

found. For as this longing may in pneral be explained as
an inchoate state---a love yet to be aeveloped—the question
reduces itself consequently to the simple one of determining
the nature of this love. If upon the first development and
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gratificiitioft of the passions, tliis love immediately passes over

to and loses itself in the ordinary realities of life, then is it

no genuine manifestation of the heavenly feeling, but a mete
earthly and sensual longing. But when it survives the youth-

ful ebullition of the feelings, when it does but become deeper

and more intense by time, when it is satisfied with no joys,

and stifled by no sorrows of earth—when, fixim the midst of

the struggles of life, and the pressure of the world, it turns,

like a light-seeing eye upon the storm-tossed waves of the

ocean of time, to th^heaven of heavens, watching to discover

there some star of eternal hope—then is it that true and ge-

nuine longing, which, directing itself to the divine, is itself also

of a celestial origin. Out of this root springs almost everything

that is intellectually beautiful and great—even the love of

scientiflb certainty itself, and of a profound knowledge of life

and nature. Philosophy, indeed, has no other source, and
wc might in this respect call it, with mu^h propriety, the

doctrine or the science of longing. But even that youthful

longing, already noticed, is oftentimes a genuine, or, at least,

the first foundation of the higher and truer species, although,

unlike the latter, it is as yet neither purely evolved nor re-

fined by the course of time.

One general remark remains to be added. This beautiftd

longing of youth, a fruitful fency, and a loving soul, are the

best and most precious gifts of benignant nature, that dis-

pens^^with so liber^ a hand,—or rather, not of nature, but of

that wondei’ftil Intelligence that presides in and over it. They
form, as it were, a fair garden of hidden life within man. But
as the first man was placed in the garden of Eden, not merely
for his idle enjoyment, but, as it is expressly stated, “ to dress

it and to keep it,’’ so here also, when this faw of duty is

neglected, the inmost heart of the most eminent characters

ana of the most richly endowed natures becomes, as it were,

a Paradise run wild and waste.

In the consideration of these three forms of man’s higher

effort—viz., longing, true love, and genuine enthusiasm—

X

have throughout silently implied, what no one can possibly

deny, the co-operating influence of fiincy. As in the evil

passions it exercises an injurious, inflammatory, and de-

structive efibet, so also it co-operates beneficially with the
longing which is directed to the good and the divine, and

n 2
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imparts to it its animating ardour, and its highest energy.

In the pure longing, indeed, the inventive fancy is dissolved

in what has ceased to be an earthly feeling, and has become
completely identified with the loving soul. But in the love

and enthusiasm w'hich ai*e directed to some actual object, it is

the sustaining flame of life, and of all loftier aspirations which,

as they spring from the source of fancy, attest its co-operation.

It may be that the pure spirits are Med and pervaded with

that loving veneration of the Deity which makes up their

blissful existence, simply by means of the intuitive under-

standing and the pure ^vill, without even any admixture of

fancy. A human love or enthusiasm, however, which should

be totally devoid of fancy, and free from its influence, will

very rarely, if ever, be met with, and is but barely conceivable.

This, however, does not involve any reproach or'^censure

against man’s love and enthusiasm, as though they were un-

real and founded on an untruth. For nothing can be more
oiToneous than to suppose that the fancy must invariably be

untrue and dccemng, or at least self-deceived. Such a sup-

position is derived merely from one species of it~the poetical

fancy. And yet even this, in its genuine manifestations, con-

tains beneath its privileged and permitted garb of external

untiTith, a rich store and living source of great and profound

verities, of a peculiar kind, and belonging to an inteimal truth

of nature. Or, perhaps, this misconception of fancy in general

may have its origin in that abortion or corruption" of it ^hich
operates so powerfully in the evil passions, which is undoubt-
edly in the highcvst degree deceptive and delusive. In and
by itself, and taken in its widest signification, this faculty of

fancy is, generally speajiing, the living productive thought

—

the faculty of*internal fertility—and w’hich also with its out-

ward organs, both of an earthly and a higher sense, apprehends
the whole external world. It enters, therefore, with a living

interest into every good as well as base pursuit of man, and
giving new' shapes of its own to all that it has once appro-

liended, labours to invest it with a living form, to apply and
to realize it. In itself, therefore, and in its pure and uncor-

iTipt state, far from clashing with the divine truth (which,

how over, is not in every case identical with the ordinary

reality), fancy, as we shall show more fully in another place,

admits of being easily reconciled with it. But of human
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things we must always judge by a human standard, and with

due allowance. Even supposing that in the case of a true

love and a genuine enthusiasm a parsing thought may be de-

tected. a momentary excitement or manifestation which goes

beyond the exact line of the actual truth
;
even in such a case

this love and this enthusiasm would not therefore be less real

and genuine—«till would not all be exaggeration that might

seem so to the unsympathising and unenthusiastic intellect.

At all events, it must ever remain undeniable, that emergencies

occur in human life which are not met by the rigorous and

mathematical formularies of ethical science, and where by
nothing but a noble sacrifice of love far transcending all tlie

common and general requisitions of the practical reason—by
nothing but a lofty energy and resolute enthusiasm—can a

man exjficate himself fi‘om his perplexities and arrive at a

happy result. At least, it will not do to overlook or misre-

present this element of human life, even though it must be

admitted that it is not exempt from those •traces of human
infirmity which arc also but too apparent in the other aspect of

it, the one, viz., in which the formal reason decides every

thing, and is supreme.

As, therefore, the thinking soul is the living centre of the

human consciousness, so, on the other hand, ^e loving soul

is the middle point and the foundation of all moral life as it

shoAVs itself in tliat soul-bond of love, which, while it consti-

tutes marriage, is tied and completed therein. On this union,

then* wliich, as hislbrically represented, appears to be the

true commencement of civilised life, it will be necessary to

say a few* words. And the present seems the most appropriate

place for them. Now, both in philosophy and in all general

speculation, there are many reasohers %vho would derive every

thing from material sensations, and seek to degrade all that

is regarded as high and noble by mankind. So here, also, in

tho world’s mode of judging of this imion—^wliich, however,

all publicly acknowledged principles regard as holy—^it, and
all th^"' belongs to it, is accounted for by some evanescent

passion, some sensual impression, or some interested view or

other, while the existence of anything like true and genuine

love is absolutely denied. But in the first place, in the c^ise

of an union which embraces the entire man—his sensuous as

well 03 lus rational, or, as I should prefer to say, his earthly
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no less than his spiritual nature and tempcromentr—it cannot

fairly be urged in objection to it, that both the elements of

his mixed constitution are present in it. On the contrary,

it is obviously most imjust, in our estimate of it, violently to

separate what, even in the least connipted disposition and

purest characters, are most closely interwoven, or rather fused

together, and to subject them to an invidious and destructive

ai^ysis. This is not the way to determine the characteristics

of a true and of a false love. The distinction between them

must rather be sought by a simpler method, similar to that

which we followed in the case of longiiig and enthusiasm-—

by considering merely the total result. A feeling of this

kind may appear at the beginning never so violent ; it may
even amuse itself with a thorough mental hallucination, which

betrays itself in its very outward aspect, with the profoundest

veneration, nay, deification of its admired object; but in

married life this intense admiration soon gives place to satiety

or indifference, ahd embittered by mutual distrust and mis-

understanding, it terminates in incurable discord. In such

a case the feeling, even in its ardent beginnings, was no true

love, l)ut simply passion. But in those happy unions, where

the first passionate ardour of youth yields only to an ever-

growing and still purer development of mutual good-will and

confidence—^while self-sacrifice and patient endurance, both

in good and evil fortune, do but cherish the same deep affec-

tion and calm friendship—^here, from the very first, it^was

true and genuine love. For, however ‘'much the ofitward

appearances of human life may seem to contradict it, there is

not in nature, and even in the higher region, any love wthout
a return. And as all true love is reciprocal, so also is true

love lasting and indeslS*uctibIo; or, to “speak as a man,*’

even because it is the veiy inmost life of humanity, it is,

therefore, true unto death.

Moreover, in the case of an union which extends to the

whole of life, it is quite consistent that a due regard should

be paid to the other circumstances and relations of existence.

Only no general rule can be laid down in this respect. This

is a matter which has been left to the discretion of individuals,

even by the divine laws, those sacred guardians of wedlock,

which, however, rigorously insist on the absence of all com-
pulsion, inasmuch as the free consent of all parties Is an
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essential condition of this union. And as wo should be justi-

fied in taking for granted that this reciprocal act of free will

must not be any inconsiderate or extorted assent, or one

induced by other interested feeling or consideration
; so is

this expressly asserted by the feict that, according to the spirit

of these holy laws of matrimony, this union must be founded

cn mutual affection, and regarded as an indissoluble bond of

souls, and not as a mere civil contract or deed of sale and

transfer of rank and property. The latter, as w’ell as all else,

arc mere subordinate matters. Three thin^, according to

God's moral government of the world, are indispensable to

and required by the essence and spirit of these holy laws.

In the first place, there must be a mutual consent of the will

—a reciprocal fondness and liking, to which the will, when-
ever it is left free and mishackled, gives an appropriate utter-

ance anJ expression. In the second place, these laws require

tliat unison of temper which is indispensable to its permanence

;

while, thirdly and lastly, they provide tha* tins union, so

sacred in the sight of aU nations, should be indis-

soluble. In perfect harmony with this last condition is mono-
gamy—the fundamental law of Christian wedlock. And even

among the heathen nations of antiquity, though without the

sanction of law, yet, nevertheless, under the influence of an
instinctive sense of what is morally right and noble, mono-
gamy had practically become the almost universal rule.

Highly important to the welfare of the human race is the iu-

violaBlt maintenance of this sacred law of marriage. So
incalculable arc tlie disasters which follow from its violation,

that I can safely venture to assert, without fear of exaggeration,

that a religion which would venture to desecrate or pull down
the venerable sanctuary of wedlock, and consequently to ex-

pose the weaker sex to degiudation and oppression, would
even thereby bespeak its own falsity, and renounce all pre-

tensions to a divine origin. Wherever, on the contrary, this

noble institution and woman's di^ty ai*e acknowledge and
respected, there this union ofsouls in consecrated love operates,

by the means of lasting personal intercourse, a reciprocal

mental influence of the most diversified, salutary, and beauti-

ful land. And this influence tends to promote the develop-

ment not only of the soul and character, but also of the mind
or spirit. Accordingly in this, the first and the most intu
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mate of all unions, all the three principles of human cxistonct?,

body, soul, and spirit, or mind, alike meet together, and par-

take of a common evolution. And the result of this mutual

influence relatively to the difierent characters of the mental

capacities and consciousness ^f the two sexes, and the de-

velopment of each produced thereby, forms, merely in its

psychological aspect, a remarkable and pregnant phenomenon.
Consistently, therefore, with the law I have proposed myself

in every case, to set out in my investigations from life itself,

and from the very centre thereof, I cannot well avoid, while

treating of the several gi*ades of the development of man’s

consciousness, to give some, though it must be but a partial

consideration to this interesting topic.

Congeniality of mind and temper fortns, it is confessed, the

solo basis of domestic peace and contentment, and of a happy,

i. tf., of a well-assorted marriage. Hut to determine on what
this depends, in each indi%ddual ease, is a problem which,

considering the extremely great and infinite varieties of human
dispositions, admits not of a precise or particular solution. On
this point the closest observers are not unfrequently deceived

in their predictions. How often do those agree very well

of whom previously it would not have been supposed possible ?

On the contrary, those frequently live most unhappily together

of whose blissful union the judgment of society and the ordi-

nsxy estimate of human character had led to the most favour-

able anticipations. Nevertheless, for the latter fact a general

reason raajr be given. It is not so much the similarity of tastes

and pu’-suits, as rather the want in one of some mental quality

possessed by the other, that forms the strongest source of

attraction between the two sexes, so that the inner life or

consciousness^of the one finds its complement in tliat of the

other, or, at least, receives from it a further development and
elevation. For in the same way that a certain community of
goods and property, even though not complete nor enforced

by law, yet still, in some measure and by daily u.se, does
practically take place in wedlock—so, also, by the constint

interchange of every thought and feeling, a sort of com-
munity of consciousness is produced, which derives its charm
and vi^ue from the very difference in the mental character

of the two sexes. When I would attempt to give a more
precise determination of this difference, 1 feel how difficult
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and incomplete must be every attempt generally to define

the varieties of mental character. And this is especially

the case when men take in hand to paint the characters

of whole ages and nations, and by contrasts endeavour dis-

tinctly to limit and sharply to define them. Thus, for in-

stance, the predominant element in the mental character of

the Greeks is usually said to be intellect—comprising under

this term every form and manifestation of it, the scientific

as well as the artistic, profundity not less than acuteness,

and vivid perspicuity, together with critical analysis—while

energy of will, strengih of mind, and greatness of soul, are

assigned to the Homans as their distinguishing peculiarity.

No doubt these descriptions are not in general untrue. How
many nicer limitations, however, and modifications must they

undergo^if we arc not to rest contented with this historical an-

titliesis and summarj’—which no doubt are correct enough, as

far as theygo—but desire rather to form in idea and to set down
in words, a full and complete image of these two nations in

their whole intellectual life. So, too, as a general description

of the middle ages, it might be said, with tolerable truth, that

in them fancy was predominant ; while in modem times

reason has been gradually becoming more and more para-

mount. But how many particulars must be added in the

latter ease, if the truth of life is not to be swallowed up in a

general notion. But in a still higher degree does this obser-

vation apply, when avc come to speak not merely of nations

and ems, but of the mental differences of the two sexes.

Such mere outlines must be given and token for nothing more
than what they really are, mere sketchy thoughts. However,
they may often lead us farther, giving rise occasionallv to

useful applications, or at least semng, not seldom, to exclude

a false and delusive semblance of a thought.* To attempt,

therefore, something of the kind, I would nmke the following

remark, in which most voices will, I think, concur. Of the

several faculties or aspects of hiunan consciousness previously

described, soul appears to be most pre-eminent in the mentid

constitution of women; so that the prophet who said that

women have no soul, proved himself thereby a false projphet.

For it is even this rich fulness of soul which manifests itself

in aU their thoughts, and words, and deeds, that constitutes the

great charm of the social intercourse of oiviUsed nations, as
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well as the winning attractiveness of their more familiar con*

versation, and in part also the harmonising influence which
they produce on the mind in the more intimate union ofwedded
life. Nevertheless, I think we should altogether miss the truth,

if, from any love of antithesis, we should go on to append the

remai'k, that in like manner, mind {ffetst) generally predomi-

nates among men, and is commonly to be found in a higher

degree among them than among women. For, in the first

place, the measure both of natural capacity and also of

acquired culture, not only in themselves, but also in the

manifold spheres and modes of their application, are so ex-

ceedingly different in different indi%dduals, that it is not

easy to form therefrom any general and characteristic esti-

mate of the whole sex. And just as it would be a most
false exaggeration to deny to man altogether the possession

of a soul with its rich fulness of feeling, since it is only of its

preponderance among the other sex that it is allowable to

speak, so can we with as little justice refuse absolutely to

attribute mind to woman, or at best ascribe it to her only in a

very limited degree. For even if the subtler abstractions of

scientific reasoning are very rare among, and little suited to

them, still soimd reason and judgment are only the more
common. The understanding which women possess, is not so

much dry, observant, cool, and calculating, as it is vivid, and
intuitively penetrating. And it is exactly this vividness of

intellect that, when speaking of individuals, we call mind or

spirit. ‘

Another line of thought wiU perhaps lead us more directly

and nearer to the end we have in view. The external influ-

ence of women on the w^hole huiuan community is for the

most part (for here, too, there are great and mcTUorablc excep-

tions) confine3 to a narrow sphere of the immediate duties

of the affections, or to similar relations in the mder social

circle. So, too, is it inwardly as regards the consciousness.

All the faculties ofw'oman and their several manifestations lie,

if I may so express myself, close toother, and, as it were, in a
friendly circle around the loving soul, as their common centre.

With regard, then, to the comparison ofthe two sexes and their

mental differences, I w'ould venture to observe, that on the one
side it seems to me that a certain harmonious fulness of the

consciousness is the preponderating character
;
and, on the
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Other, its eccentric evolution. Not that I mean that in the

sex which is pre-eminently called to outward activity, the mind
loses its grand centre in the inner life, or, comet-like, delights

to wander in vast, irregfular orbits, as is indeed commonly
enough asserted. My meaning is simply that the masculine

mind will ever dare, as indeed it ought, to move in wider

circles than the feminine. The extremes of the consciousness,

if the expression be allowable—the farthest poles both of

reason and fancy—are, so to speak, the property of the more
active sex, while the harmonious union and contact of both

in the soul belong tosthe more sensitive. All such general

and characteristic sketches, however, must always be most

imperfect. Still I believe it may be safely and truly said,

that, with MSghly favoured dispositions and noble natures

(and. the^e must be always supposed and taken for the

foundation of such general remarks), the gain to be derived

from this intellectmu community and influence, in which one

individual consciousness completes the other, must be sought

in the one sex in a greater development of mind and eleva-

tion of soul, and in the other, in a more harmonious adjust-

ment and softening of the mental powers, and in a far more
sensitive excitement of the soul’s susceptibilities. But in this

most intimate of unions, w^hen regarded as dmnely blessed,

jmd wdien in reality it appears to be so, then on either side

both mind and soul arc, as it were, twice combined and joined

together in closest association, and, if we may so say, even

maiTie(> and wxdded together. Consequently, while external

life derives^rom marriage its moral fotmdation and origin,

the intenial life of man is, as it were, mentally renewed by
it, or ftuctifled afresh and redoubled.

IVO OF LXCtaSB XI.
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LECTURE III.

OF THE SOUL'S SHARE IN KNOWLEDGE, AND OF REVE-
LATION.

In the first liecture our attention was directed to the think-

ing soul as the centre of the whole human consciousness

;

wliile in the second, I attempted fully to set before you, and
to delineate, the loving soul as the true middle J)oint of the

moral life. The object of our present disquisition tvill be to

ascertain the part which the soul takes in the knowledge to

which man is able to attain. ITie general element, indeed,

M'hich the soul furnishes as its contribution to human know-
ledge, is not indeed very difficult to determine

;
but when we

come to details, there is much that requires to be well weighed
and pondered.

Now, the soul fkrnishes the cognitive mind with lan-

guage for the expression of its cognitions
;
and it is even the

distinctive character of human knowledge, that it depends on
language, which not only forms an essential constituent of it,

but is also its indispensable organ. Language, however,
the discursive, but at the same time also the vividly figura-

tive lang^ge of man, is entirely the product the soul,

which in its production first of all, and pre-eminently, mani-
fests its fruitful and creative energy. In this wonderful crea-

tion the two constituent faculties of the soul—fancy and
reason—play%n equal and co-ordinate part. From the fancy

it derives the whole of its figurative and ornamental portion,

and also its melodious rhythm and animated tone. And
moreover, its inmost funwmentol web and the primary
natural roots belong also to man's original deep feeling of

sympathy with outward nature, and therefore to fancy,

i^css perhaps some would prefer to ascribe them at once to

the soul itself, as still more profoundly and intimately akin to

nature. To the reason, on uie other hand, language owes its

logical order, and its grammatical forms and law’s of eonitrac-
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lion. Which part is the more important, or more highly to

be esteemed, is a question whose solution will vary according

to the point of view which in any case may be adopted as

fundamental, or to the different relations under which the

whole shall be considered. Both elements, however, are

equally essential and indispensable. In all the instances

akeady considered of the reciprocal relation of reason and
fancy we found almost invariably a decided preponderance of

one or the other
;
but neither there nor elsewhere will reason

and fancy be found ^mbining in such harmonious propor-

tions. or working so moroughly together, or contributing so

equally to the common product, as in the wonderful pro-

duction of language, and in language itself. And tliis is the

case, not only with language in general, but also with all

its speciCs and noblest applications. Now this dcijciidence

of the cognitive mind on its organ of language, discursive

indeed, but yet almost always figurative—^tliis close and
intimate connexion between man s knowledge and his speech
—is even the characteristic mark of«human intelligence. But
the fault of most of the mere speculative thinkers lies even
in this, that they abandon the standard ofhumanity, by seeking
to west, and to conquer an unhuman, if we may so say, i.

a

wholly independent and absolute knowledge, wliich, however,
it is not in their jiower to attain to, and in pursuit of which
they lose the certainty which lies within their reach, and so

at last; grasp uotbiiig but an absolute not-knowing, or an
endless controversy. If, as >ve cannot but suppose, a com-
muni(Mition does take place among those spiritual beings,

who ill intelligence are preferred to man, tlieu must the
immediate speech of these spirits be very dificreiit ii'om our
half-sensuous half-rational, half-eaitLly half-heavenly lan-

guage of iiatme and humanity. For, even as spiritual, it

cannot but be immediate—never employing figure and those
grammatical forms which hiunan language fii*st analyses, to

form again out of them new and fresh compounds. According
to the two properties which constitute the essence of mina

it can only be a communication, a transmission, an
awakening or immission of thought—some wholly definite

thought—^bythe will, or else the communicating, exciting, and
producing by the tliought of some equally definite volition.
It may be that something of this, or at least something not
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absolutely dissimilar, occurs in human operations. It is pos-

sible that this immediate language of mind, as a secret and

invisible principle of Kfe—as a rare and superior element—i.s

contained also in human language, and, as it were, veiled in

the outer body, which, however, becomes 'idsible only in the

effects of a luminous and lofty eloquence, in which is displayed

the magic force of language and of a ruling and commanding
thought. Taken on the whole, however, human speech is no
such immediate and magically working language of mind or

spirit. It is rather a figurative language of nature, in which
its great permanent hieroglyphics are mirrored again in

miniature, and in rapid succession. And it rettiins this

natural and figurative character even in the ordinary form

of rational didogue, which must observe so many varieties

and details of grammar, of which superior intelligetices have

no need for their immediate intercommunion, but in which,

as in all otlier human things, many greater or less gram-
matical oversights creep in and give rise to important conse-

quences in science and thought, and also in life itself. But
in the next place, language is intimately connected and co-

ordinate with tradition, whether sacred or profane, with all

the recorded fimits of human speculation and inquiiy. And
as the word is the root out of which the whole stem of man's
transmitted knowledge, or tradition, has grown up, with all its

branches and offshoots
; so, too, in the eloquent speech, in the

elegant composition, and even in all lofty internal mejjication

•—which form, as it were, the leaves, flowers, and fruits of this

goodly tree of living tradition—it is again the word by which
the whole is carried on and ultimately perfected.

But now, in order to develope still more completely, and
more accurately to ascertain the part which the soul, as the

creator of language, contributes to human cognition and
knowledge, it will be necessary to examine nicely the essence
of reason, and especially in relation to its collatercd and
closely connected, but subordinate faculties. Above all, it

will be advisable to determine as accurately and carefully as

Cible, the difference between reason and understanding.

otherwise its proper share in this common fruit and joint

product of human knowledge catnnot be ascribed to eachpower
ofmind and to each faculty of the soul, nor their proper places
and due limits in the whole be seyerally assignedL
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The faculties, then, of the soul which stand in the same close

relationship to the reason that the senses and the instinct

or passions do to the fancy, are memorj^ and conscience.

Now, memory may be considered either as a gift, according

to its greater or less power of comprehension and retention,

or as an art to strengthen and facilitate its operations by

artificial means of every kind, or as ti problem to deteimine

how far the exercise of it constitutes an essential part Oi

man’s intellectual culture and development. But it is not in

any of these points of view that we have here to considci

it, but simply in its^ essential conjimction with the reason

and ration^ity, which appear to be dependent on this

union.

In other words, we have to regard the memory principally

as the inward clue of recollection and of association in the

consciousness, in the ever-flowing stream of thought and inter-

change of ideas. We may, or, I might rather say, we must,

forget infinitely many things. But this connecting thread of

memory being once broken, or destroyed, or lost, the reason

invariably suffers with it, and is injured, or its exercise limited,

or lastly, is rendered totally confii^d and extinct. Whenever,
in the extreme decrepitude of old age, memory fails, reason

ceases in an equal degree to be active and energetic, and is

supplanted by more or less of a foolish doting. In sleep, no
doubt, consciousness is regularly interrupted, but still it is

immc^atcly restored again on awaking. If the contiRry

were to take pkee, it*, as is the foundation of many an inge-

nious story among the poets, when suddenly awi^ened we
could not recall our fonner memory^ and our knowledge, then

should we be continually falling into mistakes about ourselves

and lose all identity of consciousne^. Some^such violent

interruption or rent in the inward memory of self-conscious-

ness is invariably to be found in madness, and is a leading

symptom of it. And here I would merely call upon you to

observe a further illustration of what has been already more
tlian once pointed out. The triple principle of body, soul, and
spirit is again rejpeated and manifested even in this sad state

of mental alienation, and in all its different forms end species.

In true lunacy or monomania—which is generally harallm
and quiet—a radically false but fixed idea is often associated

and is not inconsistent with an extraordinary shrewdness on
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all Other points. Nevertheless, this fixed erroneous idea,

being made the centre of all other thoughts and of the

whole consciousness, produces that confusion and that disor-

ganisation of the mind wliich characterises this form of a

disordered intellect. But in tine madness, or frenzy, the

seat of the disease is in the soul, which, having broken loose

from all the tics and restraints of reason and rational habit,

appears to have fixUen a prey to some hostile, wild, and
raging force of nature. In idiotcy, lastly, especially where it

is inborn and conjoined with the perfj^ction of the external

organs of sense, we must assume the existence of some faulty

organisation, some defect in the brain, or whatever else is tlic

unknown but higher organ both of thought and life. The
source of the last is altogether physical and corporeal, whereas

moral causes often co-operate in the highest degree to

the production of the former two. Tlie deaf and dumb, if

left wholly to themselves, would, in aU probability, belong

always to the third class, since, with the loss of speech, they

are simultaneously deprived of a leading condition of ration-

ality. And, accordingly, the first object with those who
undertake the difficult task oftraining these unfortunate beings,

is to furnish them with another language by means of signs,

instead of the ordinary audible speech of whidi the accident

of birth has deprived them. This instance, therefore, is only

a fui’ther confirmation of what I have already advanced, that

the intellectual character is, in every respect, most intiwiately

dependent on the faculty of speech. A more minute exami-
nation of these matters belongs to physical science. Never-
theless. our passing remark on the triple character of this

psychological evil, or imsfortune, will not, I hope, be found in-

appropriate here, as affording, even in this narrow and special

sphere of a disordered intellect, a further illu.stration of the
general principle of om* theory of the human consciousness.

Now, the outer and especially the higher senses may, by
reason of the supremacy of the fancy to which they are sub-
ordinate, be termed, with propriety, so many applied faculties

of imagination. In the same way we might give the same
designation to the inclinations and impulses—the good as well
as the evil—^if, perhaps, it would not be more accurate to name
them an imagination passed into life. In a similar way the
memory may be considered as an applied reason which in the
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application has become quite mechanical and habitual; for

anquestionafcly the logical arrangement is the chief quality in

memory. From this it deriyes both its value and scientific

utility. On the other hand, there arc certain acquired mental

aptitudes which, though originally they cannot be formed

without the voluntary exercise of memory, become at last a

completely unconscious and mechanical operation—-the faci-

lity, for instance, of learning by heart, or the acquisition of

foreign languages, or catching up of musical tunes. In all

these the reason has become an instinct, just as the instinct of

animals, their artistic^impulse and skill, may be designated an
unconscious analogy of reason.

In this subordinate faculty of the memory, the reason,

agreeably to its specific character, exhibits itself as an useM
and ministering agent. In conscience, on the contrary, as its

highest function, it assumes a somewhat negative character.

But in both relations, whether as a ministerial or negative

faculty of thought, the reason, in its place, is of the highest

value. If occasionally we have seemed to detract from and
to limit its importance, such remarks have been called forth

by the undue and over^vecning authority which the present

age would claim for the reason. This is the sole end and
meaning of our opposition, which is directed exclusively

against that spurious reason ivhich claims to be supreme,
and arrogates to itself a productive power

; whereas, in truth,

it ouffht not to be the one, and can never be the other. The
thou^t which distinguishes, divides, and analyses, and that

also which combines, infers, and concludes—which, as such,

make up tlie faculty, of reason—^may be so carried on in

indefinite and infinite process, as ultimately to get entirely

rid of its object-matter. It is tliis exalless thin]fing, without
a correspondent object, tliat is the 6oui*cc of scientific error,

w'hich, as in all cuvses it arises solely out of tliis vacuum in

thinking, can only lead to a thinking of nothing—a cogita-

tion absolutely nidi and false. Far ditferent is the case where
a memory, stored with the rich materials of intellectual ex-

perience, forms the useful basis of man’s studies and pursuits,

or where, as is the case wdth the apperception of the con-

science, the object, even while it is less extensive and manifold,
is the more highly and more intensely important. Now, as
the reason geuermly is not only a combining and connecting,

K
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hut also a distinguisliiug faculty of thought' so y.kewise the

conscience is a similar power of di-awing distinctions in the

thought and in the internal consciousness, though in a higher

and special degree, and also in a different fonu from that

which, in all other instances, is discursive reason. For it is

by a simple feeling and immediate perception that the con-

science, in obedience to the voice within man, draws between

right and wrong, or good and e\dl, the greatest of all dis-

tinctions. This voice of conscience, while it makes itself

heard among all nations, nevertheless, under the ever and

widely varjung influence of ruling ideife of the age, and of

education, and of custom, speaks in diflTercnt times and places,

in difierlng tones and dialects. But these diflerenccs extend

only to subordinate matters. The primaiy and essential point

remains unchanged and never to be mistaken ; the same
dominant tone and key-note sounds through all these vari-

ations—the common tongue and language of human natun'

and of an untaught and innate fear of God. This fact has led

many to regard the conscience as the principal source of all

higher and divine truth ;
with whom I can readily concm*, so

long as they do not mean thereby, that it is th(' only source, to

the exclusion of everj' other.

Now it is surely significant that in Germmi—and all

languages furnish numerous instances of sueb .significant

allusions—the word and the name of reason^ is cit‘rived from
that internal perception of the conscience which constitutes its

highest function. What, then, it may b6 asked, is pefeeived

by this wonderful perception, that before it the will inwardly
retires and withdraws even its earlier and most cherished

wishes? The warning voice it is called, in every age and
nation. It is^ as it weVe, one who within us, warns and re-

monstrates. It is not, therefore, our own Me, but as it were
another, and, as a vague feeling would suggest, of a higher
imd a different nature. And now' by its light that earlier and
retiring will ap^ars in like manner as another sclf—a lower
false and seducing Ego—an alien power which would hurry
away ourselves and our proper Me. But between the two—
this higher warning voice on the one hand, and this con-

straining, compelling force on the otiber— there stands a
power wUdi is free to decide between them. And this, as

* Vernunft, from Vemehuea.
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soon as tln5 decomposing process is finished, which in the as

yet midccided will, or its mixed states, separates and dis-

tinguishes between the good A^oice and the evil inclination-
remains to us as our own Ego and our i>roper self. This inward
voice, and the immediate perception of it, is an anchor on
which the vessel of man’s existence rides safely on the stormy
sea of life, and the ebb and the flow of the will. In otheV

words, it is a divine focus, or a sacred stay of timth. But
fui'ther, it must be observed, that the understanding of this

inner perception, asj[ haA^e just painted it, does not belong to

the reason, to Avhich alone the perceiA'ing can itself bo ascribed.

The true intelligence thereof—its higher interpretation, and
explanation, Avhich adds to it, or recogni.se8 in it a reference

to the divine—must, even because it is an intellectual act, be
ascribed to the understanding.

The present, therefore, is the place for a close and accurate

iiiA’estigation of the difierence between reason and under-
standing—a question of the highest importance for the whole
theory of tlie consciousness, and its true philosophical inter-

pretation, as well as absolutely for everj^ branch of science.

For this purpose I shall follow a line of thought somewhat
unusual, perhaps, but which ou that account is even the more
likely to carry us quickly to the desired end, and to place tht‘

distinction in a full and clear light, I lately employed
the somewhat hypothetical comparison between man anil a
supayr order of intelligences, as a means of illustrating tlie

faculty of the fancy as the peculiar property of the hmnan
consciousness. And now' I Avould go a step higher, and from
the acknowdedged characteristics of the divine intelligence,

derive the means of determining different functions of
the himan consciousness, and of settling the* relations they
stand in, not only to one another, but also to a superior iiitel

lect. In this coiu-se, hoAVOA^er, I shall take nothing for grantc^d

but what is W'cll knoAvn and generally intelligible. That God
is a Spirit, is the concuiTcnt voice of all men, AA'herever a
belief m the one God is professed, or the idea of a Dmne
Being is diffused. God is a Spirit, and therefore an omniscient
intellect and an almighty will are unanimously attributed
to Him. This axiom, Avith which a child c\'en of the most
ordinary intelligence can associate some kind of meaning, is

at the same time the fundamental principle Avhich is inA^vtxi

* 2
‘
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in all that the deepest thinker can know of God. ^ The same
faculties, therefore, that make up the essence and the two
functions of created spirits—understanding and will—^may,

without hesitation, be attributed to the uncreated Spirit ; and
although this attribution must be understood according to the

exalted standard of the infinite distance between the creature

and the Creator, still it is made properly and not merely by
way of figure.

But now, in Holy Writ, and in the language of pious adora-

tion and prayer, among other nations ag w’ell as the Jewdsh,

a multitude of properties, faculties, and senses are ascribed

to the Deity in perfectly anthropomorphic descriptions and
imagery. Thus mention is even made of His eye, His ear. His
guiding hand, His mighty arm, and the omnijiotent breath of

His mouth. In so far as these are admitted to be mere images

there can be no objection to them, and it is not easy to sec

how they can lead to any abuse. And this is eqiudly the

case even with such expressions as it is plain can only be

applicable to the Deity in a figurative sense—^for instance,

w’hen human passions are ascribed to Him—since, if employed
properly and literally, they all involve more or less of imper-

fection. And in tlie same way, where no forgetfulness is

possible or conceivable, it can only be in a figurative sense

tliat it is allowable to speak of memorJ^ And with still less

propriety can the faculty of conscience, in its human sense,

be ascribed to God. His balance of justice—His regi^^ftive

thought—is something very different from our mere sense of

fight. To ascribe conscience to the Deity would be to con-

round the judge on the bench with the criminal at the bar.

Even the first man, as Iqpg as he was yet innocent, knew not
conscience. For the sense of guilt, and the faculty of per-

ceiving it, must at the very earliest have come Rimultaneously

writh the transgression itself, if it was not, rather, consequent
upon it. In the application to the Deity of such figurative

language, great licence is of course allowable. Tlie question,

however, which concerns us in a philosophical point of view is

whether, in the same proper sense as understanding and wiU,

so also tibc other faculties which ore so peculiarly distinctive of

man—treason and fancy, or the 80ul--can be attributed to the
Divine Bein^. Now it is at once erident that, fer beyond all

other figurative expressions, it would be perfectly unsuitable
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to ascribe /ancy to God. We feel clearly enough that by so

doing Ave should be leaving the safe ground of truth for the

treacherous domain of mythology. That inner mine of in-

tellectual riches which man in his weak measure finds in the

fiiculty of fancy, is in the case of the Divine Being furnished

once and for all by Ilis omnipotent vdll ;
which of itself creates

and produces its object, and unlike created beings is not con-

fined to any limited data or to a choice between them. Her<.',

then, the Almighty will itself is the full fatherly heart—em-
bracing, nourishing, and sustaining all creatures—or even the

living maiernal Avolfib of eternal generation, and requires no
ncAV and special faculty for this end. In the next place, as to

tlic sold: the expression of the soul of God does, indeed,

occur in some of tlie less known Christian writers of the first

centuries of the church, but it soon fell into disuse—^from a

fear, probably, of its leading to a confusion of idea, and being

identified with a mere soul of the world. But however that may
be, the soul is simnly a passive faculty, and therefore, on that

account alone, is highly inappropriate as applied to God.

Tlxat third property Avhich in the Divine nature is associated

Avith an omniscient intelligence or understanding, and an
omnipotent will, cannot be called the soul of God, but is even

the .sjiirit of love, in which both understanding and will unite

and arc one. And if this third property be added to the

axiomatic definition of the Deity already alluded to, then in the

proposition : God is a spii it of love, the double predicate in its

essential imjxirt iin^olves all that man in general, and eA*cn the

profoundest thinker, cun properly know of God. All besides

is n mere expansion or eluciAition of this ])rimarj- and funda-

mental thought. Moreover, if it is not allowable to ascribe

fancy or a soul to God, so neither •can He be spoken of as

possessing reason as an essential faculty in the same proper

sense as understanding and will are attributed to Him. God
is indeed the author ofreason ;

and the sound reason is even tliat

which adheres to the centime of truth, as lie, in creating it,

designed and ordered. But from this it does not by any means .

follow that He is himself the reason whicli He has created, or

that He is even one with it. Were it so, then the advocates of

absolute science, the rationalists, would be in the right
; in

such a case, the knowledge of God were in truth a science of

reason, inasmuch as like can only be known by like.
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But now, if it be not reason, but rather understanding,

that, with the co-operation of all the other faculties both of

soul and spirit, is the proper organ for acquiring a knowledge
of the dmne, and the only means by which man can arrive

at a right apprehen‘<lon thereof; then is the knowledge of

God simjdy and entirely a science of experience, although of

a high and peculiar kind, by reason of the finiteness and
frailty of man as compared with such an object. As the

fancy is the apprehension or seizing of an object, the reason

a eoinbinatioa or distinction, so tlic understanding is the

faculty which penetrates and, in its hig^iest degree, clearly

secs ihrmigh its object. We uudcrstatid phenomenon, a

sensation, an obj(‘Ct, when we have discerned its inmo'^t

meaning, its peerdiar character and propcu* significance*. And
the same is the case even when this object be a speech and
eominiinication jiddrc‘ssed to us—a word or discourse given

us to extract its meaning. If we have discerned the design

wliich is involved in such a communication, its real meaning
and {)urposc, then may we be said to have und(*rstoo(l it, evcni

though some minutiae in the expression may still remain un-

intelligible, which, as not belonging essentially to the whole,

we put aside and leave uneonsidered. llien* are, therefore,

many steps and degrees in understanding—very different

phases and species of it. A familiar instance will. ])erhaps, elu-

cidate this matter. We wall suppose the case of au extremely

rare and remarkable, or perhaps hitherto wholly unknown,
j)la)it, brought to our country from a fon'ign clime. Ihe natu-

ralist, having examined its structure and organs, assigns it

to a particular class of the higher botanical gi iicra, when*
it either belongs to some lower species or f »rms an exception.

The chemist, again, when the plant is brought before his

notice, conjectni-es, from certain otluT clianict(*rs, that it is

for^iedof such or such eh mentary parts
;
while the physician,

on other grounds, concludes that in c(*rtain diseases it will

probably serve as a n incdy, e(juully if not more efficacious

than other herbs or roots previously employed for that pur-

pose. Now, if the two last have* judged correctly, if their

conjectures be confirmed by trial and exjxniment, then will all

th(i three have umh rstood the plant, and each in his own de-

partment have lc*arned and disccnicd its intrinsic eharaeter.

Again : how slowly, step by step and <p'adually, do men
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attain to the understanding of some ancient, foreign, and
difficult language. It commences, perhaps, with the long and
diffic\dt deciphering of a manuscript or inscription, with an

alphabet incomjdetc or imperfectly known, and after much
painful labour the final discovery of its true meaning is made
perhaps by some fortunate accident which all at once throws

a full light upon it. A remarkable instance in our own days,

will botli elucidate the matter, and serv^e at the same time to

ju’ove how a higher Providence regulates even the progress

of science. For more than a millennium and a half had the

hierogh’])hIes of an an*ient race remained unintelligible to and
undeciphered by a posterity of aliens, when at last, amid the

n'cent commotions and tempests of the political world, a liappy

accident brought the secret to ligl.t. Who can forget the

brilliant and dazzling expectations which hailed the departure

of the French (‘xpedition forEgj^pt? How was all Europe
(dectrifiod at tlic bold project of jdanting at the foot of the

Pyramids a colony of European art and civilisation, llu*

enterprise itself failed, and was soon forgotten amid still

more important events and greater revolutions : and the

humble inonumeut with its triple inscription, which was
carried away from Eg}'pt, is all, if wc may so speak, that

remains of it. But that has uncpicstionably founded a groat

ci)oeh in the peaceful empire of science.* For a whole genera-

tion the learned laboured to decipher it with but slow and very

imperfect siicoess, when at last a happy coincidence presents

itself, (m\(l suddenly the key is found. And although of the

seven hundred secret symbols, scarcely more than one liundrcd

are as yet made out, still even theses have oix'iied a wide vista

into tlic spacious domain of the dark orupnes of man’s history.

And this w^as eftbeted at a time when iimn had just learnt to put

togetlier a few characters of the great alphabet of nature, and
here and there to decipher a word or two of its hieroglyphical

language, wdule at tlie same time streams of historical know-
ledge bc'gan to flow down from the remotest antiejuity of the

human race, confiming and setting in the clearest light the

best of all that we had before possessed, and exciting a hopt^

that wc might, perhaps, be also able to understand the obscure

* The Rosetta stone, which led to the hieroglyphical discoveries of Youn|
and of ChatnpolUon.—TVaiu,
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hiero^lypliics of our own age, and the fearful \var of minds

which is commencing in it.

Such is the course of things, or rather, the higher Pro-

vidence that rules therein : and it was to this, chiefly, that I

wished to call your attiaition by this digi'cssion. Thus slow

and gradual, but ])crmanent, are the progressive steps in the

growth and development of true human science, wliich is

founded on experience—the internal as well as external, the

higher as well as the lower—and on tradition, language, and

revelation. Put on the contraiy, thiit false, or, as I termed it at

the outset, that unhunian and absolut!^ knowledge, as it pre-

tends to embrace all at once, and by one stej) to place us in full

possession of the whole sum of human knowledge, so, ever

fluctuating between being and non-lxang, it soon dissolves into

thin air, and leaves nothing behind but a baseless voidof ab'jolute

non-knowing. Ill wouhl it fare with the knowledge of Uod
and of divine things, if they W'crc left to be diseovered, and,

as it were, first established by human reason. Even though,

in such a case, the intellectual edifice were never so well built

and compact, still as it had originally issued out of man s

thoughts, it would be ever shaking before the doubt whether

it were anything better than an idea, or had any reality out of

the human mind.

For this doubt is the foundation of all idealism, to which,

often recurring under differing forms of error, it does but give

a fre.sh creation and new .shape. Elven from this sides /jonse-

quently, it is apparent that no li\ ing certainty and (ftnnpleU^

reality is attainable b y it. Easy in truth were it from this

position to evolve the ideas of the illimitable, and the infinite,

and the absolute—and of such developments thc’re is no lack.

But they are. at best b!lt j)ure negations, wliicli do not sene
in the least to explain that which is most necessary for us

to understand. Curious indeed should I be to Sf»o the process

by which, out of this pet in etaphysical id<*a of the absolute,

any one positive notion of God-—Ilis patience, for example,

anil long-suffering—is to be dcaluced. Strange, too, must be

the way in w^hich alone it could carry out the proof tliat the ab-

solute Deity, or as man prefers, it seems, to say, the AhsohUe^

cannot dispense with tlie possession of this attribute of patience,

on which, however, before all others, it is important for man to

insist. Moreover, tliis character of a bsoluleness is applied to
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the Dt'ity in a injiniicTMlndns altogether false and erroneous.

That (lod, iA the mode of Ills existoice, is unlimited—that

the First (^uisc is not (h‘pendent on, and cannot be qualified

by any other l)eing, is self-endent, and is nothing but a mere
identical jnoposition. But this character docs not admit of

being applied to llis inner essence, or His essential attribute:*

in relation to man and tlie whole creation. Woe to all men,

nay, we might rather say, woe to all created beings, if God
were really absolute—if, for instance. His justice, ivliich,

however, is the first and principal of all Ilis attributes, were

not manlfol lly modi^cd, limited, and conditioned by llis

goodness, llis niercy, and Ills patience. Before such a

justice of God, if it wt n? at once to make such an uncon-

ditional Tnanif(‘statioii of itself, the whole world in terror

wouhl sink in dust and ashes. But it is not so : man does

hope—1](* must believe—4iy, we may go on and add, man
<loes know, that the divine justice is not unconditional, but is

in an eminent degree limited by llis fatherly love and good-

ness.

No doubt, too, it must not on the other hand be forgotten,

tluit th(' divine love and grace are also conditioned by the

iittribute of justice, wliat, however, a ct rtaiu eifeminute

teleology of a recent day, seems to have been totally over-

looked. However, this grave error of a too sentimi'utal view

of divine things is now pretty generally rocogiiLscd as such,

and for tin* mo>t part abandoned. Moreover, it does not

j)rop(*iJ^' lie within .the scope of our present disquisition.

Now, tlu* j)0’<ition that th(' ju.stice and the grace ofGod mutually

limit i‘aeh other, involves nothing unintelligible, or, in this

sense, ineoiueivable, as, however, is tlie ease with the base-

less phantom of the absolute, w'here tlw empty phrase becomes
only the more unintelligible the more frequently it is re-

peated. How much mere correct in this respect, were the

definitions and distinctions of the gix'at jihilosophers of

anti(juity, especially the Pytliagr>reans. With tlunn the

limitless ami the indeterminate >vere even the imiHnfect and

the evil, and the former they regarded as the characteristic

marks of the latter, while the fixedly definite and positive,

which forms the very heart and core of personality, was with
them identical wdth tlu! good. And unquestionably, God s

personality—the fundamental notion, the proper and uuivcml
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dogma of every religion that acknowledges the one true God—
is the true centre aromid which the whole inquiry revolves.

For the question is, whether philosophy, w'hilc it allows this

idea to stand indeed externally, and apj)arently—for even in

Germany one only has been found bold enough to deny it

exj)ressly and without reserve—intends all the while to put
it quietly aside, and secretly to entomb it by refusing to see in

it anything more than an illusion of the natural feelings.

The point at issue is whether, by so teaching, philosophy is

to come into direct collision with one of man’s most universal

and deeply-rooted feelings, and to prodi ce an eternal schisn>—
an irreconcilable discord—not only between science and faith,

but even between science and life. For to unsettle life, is

even the necessary result of rationalism.

But let us now turn from the “ Absolute' of reason to the

pei'sonal God of the believers among all peoples and times.

If now, the knowledge of God be not a discovery of the
reason, whose proper office is to analyse and investigate ; if on
the contrar}% we are only able to understand of Him so

much as is given and imparted to us, then the matter as-

sumes quite another aspect. If God has confeiTcd a know-
ledge of Himself upon man—^if He has spoken to him, has
njvealcd Himself to him—as is the common tradition of all

ancient nations, the more unanimously corroborated the

older tliey are—then is the power to understand this divine
communication given together and at tlio sanu' time with it,

even though we should be forced to allow that t))is hitell('e-

tual capacity be limited by human frailty and (‘xtremely

imperfect. To take our estimate of it as low as j}ossible,

we will conceive it to be something like tlie d(\gree of intelli-

gence with which a (*hiid eighteen months old und(‘rstands its

mother. Much it does not und(*rHtand at all, other things it

mistakes, or perhaps does not fully attend to, and its answers
too are not much to the puqmsc—but something, never-
theless, it does understand—this we sec clearly enough. On
this point we should not be likely to be led astray, evt*n though
the ttieorist should wish to raise a doubt on the miitter, by
attempting to prove that the child could not properly under-
stand its mother, since for that purpose it would be neccssarj’

for it to have previously learned thoroughly and methodically
the elements of grammar. We believe, however, whut indeed
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^vc sec, that man's power of understanding dl\4ne things is

ri'ally vt‘rv iinperfoet. For tJio relation between the child

a yi‘ur and a lialf old and its mother eoinpletely represents

tliat of man to God, with the more tlian half imperfect organs

tiiat arc given him for this purpose—with his so manifoldly

liiniud mind or spirit, which is a spark of heavenly light,

indeed, but still only a spark—a droj) out of the ocean of

llie iiiliiiite whole—and, moreover, with his half-soul. For
half-soul we may and must call it in this respect, since with

the one half it is turned to the earth, and still wholly

fraternises with the seiisiblc world, while with the other it

is directed to, and is peroi])ient of the divine. But such a

childlike and himiblc docility will not satisfy the proud
leasou, and so it is ever turning again to the other absolute

road of a fiilse, imaginary, and unhunian knowledge. Funda-
mentally, however, those two words,'*'" which alone man can be

certain of with respect to God, would, since God invariably

imparts to every creature its due measure, be quite enough,

if only man would always rightly apply and fi’iitlifully pre-

serv(' them.

Now, to tlxis first hypothesis wc might append the further

question :—supposing that God has imparted a knowledge of

Himself to mankind—-ha-s spoken to thenx, and revealed Him-
self to them—is it not highly probable tlxat He has ordained

soiiu* institution for the fuither propagatiem !md ditliisiou of

reveah'd truth, and also for the muintenanee as wcdl of its

original kitegrity as also of the right interpretation of it r But
I must content myself witli merely advancing this question.

I cannot attempt to prosecute it in the prcsc'ut place, for its

further consideration would carry ils out of the established

limits of phllosopliy into the domain of history, and it involves

moix'ovcr the positive articles of faith.

But the j)roviou.s question, whether the knowledge of God,
wliieh we citlicr j)osscss or arc capable of possessing, be a

science of absolute reason, or rather an understanding of

given data, and consequently a science of exixerience. and
vesting, ultimately, on revolution—tins certainly falls within

the soojxe of philosophical investigation. ludood, it forms the

chiefest and most essential problem of philosophy, inasmuch

“ Gud U a lotting Spirit*^ pige 5;b

—

Tram.
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as it is properly the very question of heincj and non-hemg~o{
a true and human, or of an empty and imaf^'inaiy seienco—

that is here to be decided. On this account, a precise and

correct phrasc’olo^y is of the utmost imj)ortanee towards a

right solution of this leading to})ic of philosopliical inquiry.

Now, it is a fact deser\dng of remark, and well calculated to

arrest our attention, that nowhere in Holy Writ, howIkto in

all antiquity, or in any of the great teachers and philosophers

of olden time, is there any mention made of God's reason

—

but universally it is intelligence or understanding, an om-
niscient intelligtmee, that is ascribedcito Him. The wrongful

interchange of the two words wtis reser\'ed exclusively for our

modem times, and for the ej)och of the absolute ruh* of rea-

son, and of the woi*se than Babylonish confusion of scientific

terms which has arisen out of it. The only exceptions froju

the previous remark, which may be found in antlcpiity, are

confined to one or two of the Stoics. But w'hen wo r(‘fUct

how greatly their whole chapter on the Deity labours under tlie

evil influence of that doctrine of an inevitable lU'cessity and
blind fate, which forms the reproach of the whole Stoical

theory, tliis appanuit exception seiwes to confinn the gmieral

rule, that a wrong use of langmige invariably lias its souit(»

in a rationalistic basis of speculation, or jierhaps is itself tlie

spring and c^ceasion of that (Troneous point of view. God is

unquestionably the author of reason. If therefore any one be
disposed to call the divine order of things (which, however,
is not the Deity himself), a divine' reason, this is a luerre matter
of indiffi.Tcnce. Only in such a ea.s(; the cpiestion to be iigi-

tated w^ould not involve the mere expression, but ratlier the

meaning wdiich is a8sociat(*d with it. But for my part, I

should prefer to a\oid a mode of spe^aking which might give

rise to great misconception. And this is the more desintblc

the more needful it is at all times can'fully to di.stinguisli

between the true and sound reason and its contrary, (iod is

the author of the sound reason, lc., of the reason which fol-

lows and is obedient to the divine ordf»r. But the other, the

rebellious reason, luis for its source that spirit of negation

'which everjwvherc op^mses Ood, and has drawn so great a part

of creation after him in his fall. For, having lost his tnic

centre, and finding none in himself, that evil spirit, with

indescribable desire and raging: imssionatcncss, seeks to find
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op.e ill the (lk<ord('rc‘d world of sense, imd in its noblest

orniuiieut—ONxm iii the soul of man, the very jewel of crea-

tion'. And this is even the origin of the rebellious reason.

And it is rebellious even because having wandered from its

centre in the loving soul, whi(jh again has its centre in God,
it has throM'ii off the obedicnc^e of love, that holy bond which
rc'tains the soul in subjection to the divine order. How far

in the present day, amid the fermenting rationalistic medley
which constitutes the spirit of the age, that sound reason

which willingly follows and observes the divine order, or

that rebellious reason Vhich is absolute in itself, has the

upper hand, and forms the predominant clement, is a question

easy of solution. It is one which I am content to leave to

tile decision of all who arc in any degree acquainted with the
prevailing tout' ut science and of life.

I'ho philosoi)hy which I have here undertaken to develope,

sc'tting out frt)m the soul as the beginning and first subject of
its spc'culations. contemplates the mind or spirit as its highest
and supreme ohjoet. Accordingly, in its doctrine of the Deity,
directly opposing every rationalistic tendency, it conceives of
Him and represents Him as a living spirit, a pcmmal God,
find not merely as an absolute reason, or a rational order. If,

lu'refore, for the sake of distinction, it requires some peculiar

and characteristic designation, it might, in contrast with those
<*rrors of MattTialisiu and Idealism which I have described
and condemned, be v^‘rj" aptly termed Spiritimlism. But
our doetnue is not any such system of reason as the others
pretend to be. It is an inwjvrd experimental science of a
higher order. Such a designation, consequently, besjx'aking

ns it does a pretension of system, is not verj' appropriate, and
is, at all events, superfluous. It is best Indicated by a simple
name, such as wo liave given it in calling it a philosophy of
life.

Moreover, the revelation by which God makes himself

known to man, dews not admit of being limited exclusively to

the written word. . Nature itself is a book written on both
sides, both within and without, in every line of which the
fing<‘r of God is discernible. It is, as it were, a Holy Writ
in visible form and bodily sliapi'—a song of praise on the
Creator’s omnipotence composed in living imagery. But
bc'sides Scripture and nature—those two great witnesses to
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the greatness and majesty of God—there is iYi the voice of

conscience nothing less than a divine revelation Avithin man.

This is the first awakening call to the two other louder and

fuller proclamations of revealed truth. And, lastly, in uni-

A’ersal history we haA’c set before us a real and manifold ai)pli-

cation and progressive dcA^elopment of revelation. Here the

luminous threads of a divine and higher guidance glimmer

through the remarkable CA^ents of history. For, not only in

the career of Avhole ages and nations, but also in the lives of

individuals, the ruling and benigmut. hand of ProA’idence is

everyAvhere Ausiblc.

Fourfold, consequently, is the source of revelation, from

which man denA’es his knowledge of the Deity, learns his

Avill, and understands his operation and poAver~oonscience,

nature, Holy Writ, and universal history. The teaching of

the latter is often of that earnest and awful kind, to w hich we
may, in a large sense, apply the adage, ‘"Who Avill not learn

must feel.'’ ilow* often does it show" us some mighty edifice

of fortune, Avhich, having no firm basis in the deep soil of

truth and the divine order, OAved its rapid groAvth and false

splendour to some evil influence, falling suddenly in ruins, as

if stricken by the invisible breath of a superior power. On
such occasions the public feeling recognises the hand Avhich

sets a limit to every temerity in the historj' of the Avorld—^to

every extraAUgance of a fixlse confidence—and appoints it its

ultimate term. And the olden notio’i (avIucIi, Avit^i'men of

the day, had become little more than an antiquated legend,)

of God's rctributiv’e justice, resumes its ]}laee among tlie

actuating sentiments of life, Avith new and intense signi-

ficance. The sublimp truth, hoAA’cver, is only too soon forgot-

ten, and the teraporaVy alarm subsides but too quickly into

the habitual calm of a fidse security—that old and hereditary

feeling of human nature.

The Aolume of Holy Writ, as it is transmitted to us, ami
AA"as first commenced about three-and-thii’ty centuries ago

does not exclude the possibility of an earlier sacred tradition

in the tAventy-four centuries Avhich preceded it. ^'ar,

indeed, is the supposition of such an original revelation from
])eing inconsistent with Scripture, that, on the contrar}% it

contains explicit allusions to the fact, that such a manifold

enlightenment Avas impaned to the first man, as well as to
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that patriarch who, after the destruction of the primeval

world of giants, was the second progenitor of mankind. But
as this divine knowledge, derived immediately from the primary

source of all illumination, flowed down in free and unconfined

channels to succeeding generations, and to the different

nations wliicli branched off from the parent stock, the original

sacred traditions w'cre soon disfigured and overloaded with

fictions and fables. In these, however, a ri(‘h abundance

of lemarkable vestiges and precious germs of divine truth

were mixc l up with Bacchanalian rites and immoral mys-
teries. And thus, amid ^ multitude of sensuous and stimulating

images, the pure and simple truth was buiied, as in a second

chaos, under a mass of contradictorj" symbols. Ileucc arose

that Babylonish confusion of languages, emblems, and legends,

which is universally to be met with among ancient, and even

the most pi imitivc nations. In the great work, therefore, of

purification, and of a restoration of true religion (which we
may call a second revelation, or at least, as a second stage

thereof,) a rigid exclusion of this heathenish admixture of

fiible Jind immorality wius the first and most essential requisite.

But those older revelations, imparted to the first man and

the second progenitor of mankind, are expressly laid down as

the groundwork of that evangel of the creation, which forms

the introduction to the whole volume of Scripture, and fur-

nishes us thereby with a key to understand the history and
religiou of the jirimitive world—or to speak absolutely, the

true Genl'sis of tlic existing world, its history and its science.

This double principle, expressly recognising on the one hand,

an original revelation and divine illumination of the first pro-

genitors of the human race, of whicli the olden and less cor-

rupted monuments of heathendom stilf retain many a trace,

and on tnc other, strictly rejecting the additions of a coiTupt

and degenerated heathenism, with all its tissue of fables and
false godless mysteries, must be kept steadily in view in exam-
ining the earliest portions of the sacred Scriptui*es. For the

neglect, or imperfect consideration of it, has already led, and
is ever likely to give rise to many complicated doubts and
perverted \dews, wliich imperil not only the simple under-

standing of the whole body of revealed Scripture, but even the

riglit conception of revelation.

It would seem, tlien, that not only philosophical, but abso^
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lutely every higher species of knowledge is an internal science

of experience. For the formal science of mathematics is not

a positive science for the cognition of a real object, so much
as an organon and aid for other sciences, which, however, as

such, is both excellent in itself, and admits of many useful

ap])lications. Wo may tlierefore on this h}T)othesis consider

each of these four faculties of man, which I have called the

principal poles or leading branches of human consciousness,

as a peculiar sense for a particular dom.ain of truth. For
all experience and all science thereof rests on some cognitive

sense as the organ of its immediate perceptions. Now the

renson, which, in its form of conscience, announces itstdf as

an internal sense of right and wrong, is, as the faculty for the

development and communication of thought, usually named
the common semse. It constitutes tlie bond of connexion
between men and their thoughts, wdiich is dependent on and
conditioned by language and its organ, and may be (*alled the

sense for all that is distinctively human. In this respect it

fonns the foimdation and first grade of all other senses for, and
immediate organs of, a higher knowledge. Fancy, again, being

itself but a reflection of life and of the living powcTs of tlie natu-

ral world, is the inward sense for nature, which, as will hereafter

be more fully shown, fii-st lend.s and assures to natural science

its due import and true living significance. And inasmuch as

the perfect intellection of a single object results from the

totality alone—the significance and spirit of the wliole— -there-

fore the understanding is the sense for that mind ((/fist)

which manifests itself in the sensible world, whetluu* this be

a human or natural, cr tin* supreme Diviiu* intelligeiiee.

Now, if we may venture to eon.sider tlu‘ fouifohl revelation

of God ill conscience, in natur(% in Holy Writ, and tlu'

w orld s history, as so many living springs or fertilising stT(\am.s

of a higher truth, we must suppose the existence of a good
soil to receive the watcT of life and tlu^ good seed of divine

knowledge. For without an organ of susceptibility for good
to receive the divine gift from above, no amount of revelation

would benefit man. Now the soul, so susceptible of good on

all sides, both from within and from without, is even this

organ for the reception of revelation. And this function of

the soul, together with its creation of language as the outer

Jbnn of human knowledge, constitutes its contribution t''
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science—and especially to internal science. And even with
the undcrstmiding, as the sense which discerns the meaning
and purport of revelation, the soul is co-operative—since no-

thing divine can be understood merely in the idea, and of and
by itself alone, but in every case a feeling for it must have
preceded, or at least contributed towards its complete under-

standing. The soul, consequently, which is thus susceptible

of the divine, is ever informing itself about, or co-operating

in the acquisition of a knowledge of the Godlike. And this,

the soul s love and pursuit of divine truth, when, unfolding

itself in thought, it co^nes forth in an investiture of words, is

even philo‘ ophy—not indeed the dead sophistic of the schools,

but one which, as it is a philosophy of life, can be nothing

less than living. And the soul, thus ardently yearning for the

divine, and both receiving and faithfiilly maintaining the re-

vealed Word, is the common centre towards which all the four

springs of life and streams of truth converge. In free medi-
tation it reconciles and combines them.
On this account the oldest and most natural form of phi-

losophy was that of dialogue, which did not, however, exclude

the occasional introduction of a simple narrative, or the con-

tinuous explanation of higlier and abstruser questions. Phi-

losophy, accordingly, might not inappropriately be defined as

a dialogue of the soul in its free meditation on divine things.

And this was the very form it actually possessed among the

earliest and noblest of the philosophers of antiquity—fii^st of

all re.tl^' and orally, .as with Pythagoi-as and Socrates, and
lastly in its written exposition, of >vhich style Plato was the

great and consummate master. But it was only to the noblest

and he»t of all ranks, though without distinction of age or sex,

that these the greatest men of antiquity communicated their

treasures of philosophical wisdom. In this course Pythagoras
first set the example, which, on the whole, was followed also

by So<rrates and Plato. For, in general, the latter confined

their ^Ailosopliical teaching to a select circle, and imparted

it, as it were, under the seal of friendship, to such only os in

the social intercourse of life they admitted to close and familiar

intimacy. Occasional exceptions were perhaps fiirnished by
tlieir disputes with the sophists, in the course of which they

were constrained to adopt, not only the weapons, but also tho

method of their adversaries—a licence of which Plato, per-
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haps, has too often availed himself, even if he has not some-

times abused it. For about this time the sophists introduced

a practice as eiToneous as their doctrine M’as false. Publish-

ing their philosophemes to the whole people, they treated it

and quarrelled about it in the market-place as a common
party matter. Such a procedure was in every sense per-

nicious, and one which must have brought even truth itself

into contempt. Lastly, Aristotle comprised in his manuals

the collective results of all earlier philosophical speculation,

and entrusted this treasury of mature knowledge and w('ll-

sifted and newly arranged thouglits to the keeping of a

school. Now, we should be far from justified were we to

make this a reproach against this nuister of subtilty and pro-

foundest of thinkers ; for at this time all true intellectual life

had, together with public spirit, become extinct among the

Greeks, amidst the di.sorders of democracy, or under the press-

ure of the aniied supremacy of Macedonia. Still it must ever

remain a matter of profound regret. For philosophy, as stand-

ing in the centre between the guiding spirit of the diviiu^

<Miucation of man and the external force of civil right and
material power, ought to be the true mundane soul

(
IVelfseele)

which animates and directs the developmcTit of ages and of

tlie whole liuman race. Deeply, therefore, is it to Ix' deplored

whenever science, and especially j)hilosophy, arc withdi'awn

from tliis w'ide sphere of universal operation, and from human
life itself, to remain banished and cooped up in the narrow
limits of a school.

RifD OF LEOTUBK IIX«
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LECTURE IV.

OF THE SOUL IN RELATION TO NATURE.

** We know in part^' exclaimed with burning zeal the

honest man of God in Holy Scripture, ‘‘ We know in part

and we prophesy in part.*' How true the first nuanbej* of

tliis sentence is even in the case of that knowledge of God
which alone deserves the name of knowledge, or lepays the

trouble of its ac(juisition, the previous Lecture must in many
ways have served to coiwince us. The second member, which
will chiefly occupy our attention in the present discussion, is

in an eminent degree applicable to ]>hysieal science. Foi*

what, in fact, is all our knowledge of nature, considered as a
wliole and in its inmost essence, but a mere specadation, con-

jecture. and guess upon guess? What is it but an endle^s

series of tentative experiments, by wliicdi we are continually

hoping to succeed in uuvoiUng the secret of life, to seize the

wonderful Protems, and to hold him fast in the chains of

science ? Or is it not, perhaps, one ever renewed attempt to

deciphw^more completely tlum hitlierto the sibylline inscrip-

tions on tlie pilcd-up rows and layers of tombs, which
nature groAVS older convert its great body into one vast cata-

comb, and so perchance to find therein the key to unlock and
bring to light the far greater—nay, the greatest of all riddles

—the riddle of death ? Now there an' undoubtedly even in

nature itself, occasional indications of, scattered hints and
remote allusions to, a finU crisis, when t^ven in nature and in

this sensible and elementary w^orld, life shall be entirely

separated from death, and when death itself shall be no
more. Gravely to be jwiidered and in nowise to be neg-

lected ore those hints, although without the aid of a higher

illumination they must for ever remain unintelligible to man.
'rhus considered, however, the universe itself appears replete

with dumb echoes and terrestrial resounds of divine revela-

f2
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tion. It is not therefore without reason and si^ifieanco,

if in this bcautiftil hymn the ancient prophetess of nature

lends her concurrent testimony to the promises of the holy

seer of a last day of creation, which nature shall celebrate as

the great day of her renovation and towards which she yearns

with an indescribable longing which is nowhere so inimitably

depicted, so strongly and so vividly expressed, as in Holy Writ
itself. Holy Scripture could not and cannot contain a system

of science, whether as a philosophy of reason or a science of

nature. Nay in this form of a manual and methodical com-
pendium of divine knowledge, it coi^ld not inspire us w ith

confidence either as revelation or as science. Condescending

altogether to the wants of man both in form and language, it

consists of a collection of occasional and wdiolly jiractical

compositions derived immediately from and expressly de-

signed for life,—in a certain s.^m e it consists of nothing but

the registers and social statutes either of the prophetic people

or of the apostolical commimity. Accordingly its contents

are of a niLxed nature : historical, legal, instructive, hortatorj%

consolatory, and prophetical, together with a rich abundance

of minute and special allusions, wdiile it 00101*8 everywhere

into, and with w^atchful love adapts itself to, individual wants

and local peculiarities. And the form of these writings, at once

so singular in its kind—and in such marvellous %vise, but yet

so eminently human—is so far from being inconsistent with

the divine character, that the very condescension of the

Deity constitutes a new' and additional but most xiharac-

teristic proof of genuine revelation. Only the firsf founda-

tion-stone and the key and corner-stone form an exception.

Embracing within their spacious limits the begiiming o*

nature and the end of the world, they form, as it were, tlie

comer-rings and the bearing-stag es of the ark of the covenant

of revelation. And whilst on the one side as well as on the

other, in the opening no less than in the closing book, which
contain almost as many mysteries as words, the seven

-

branched candlestick of secret signification is set up, still all

else that is inclosed within the holy ark, receives there-

from sufficient light for its perfect elucidation. In all other

respects the style is that of a plain narrative couched in very

appropriate and simple words, and if the masters of criticisin

in classical antiquity have quoted a few passage.*} from the
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beginning of Genesis as the most exalted instances of the

sublime, still it was in the very simplicity and extreme
plainness of the language that they recognised this character

of sublimity. From these two ends moreover—^from this first

root as well as from the last crown of the book, there pro-

ceed many threads and veins, which running through the

tissue bind it together still more closely into a living unity, on

which account, althouirh consisting of so many and such divers

books, it is justly considered as one, being called simply the
“ Book,” (Bible). Consequently it would, as already said, be

foolish to look for a gj’stem of science in the divine book for

men. N( vTrtheless we do meet here and there with single

words about nature and her secrets—hints occasionally dropped
and seemingly accidental expressions—which giving a clear

and full infonnation as to much that is hidden therein, fur-

nish science consequently wdth so many keys for unlocking

nature. These, indeed, are not scattered throughout in equal

measure, but here perhaps more thinly, and tluue again mow
thickly. In all these passages, and especially those of the

Old Te.stament, which not only depict the external beauties

and visible glory of nature, but also touch upon its hidden
powers and inmost secrets of life, we may observe a kind

of intentional, I might i^erhaps say, cautious reserve and
he(‘dful circumspection, amounting at times almost to an
indisposition to speak out fully and clearly, lest the abus(^

or probable misconception of what should be said, might
give efttmiiragement to the heathenish and wide-spread deifi-

cation of nature.

In the New Testament (if w’e may venture to speak of the-(‘

things in the same natural and human fashion that Scripture

itself employs) the Holy Spirit uses language far more pre-

cise and clear. On the whole, the relation in which Holy
Writ and di>dne revelation stand to nature itself and the

science thereof is a peculiar one. It is eminently tender and
wonderful, but not indeed intelligible at the first glance, or

broadly definable according to any rigorous and (established

notion. It is one, however, capable of being made clearer

by means of a simile borrowed from Scripture itself, 'riiose

guileless men whom the Redeemer chose as llis instruments

for canning out lli.s gi'cat work of tlie redemption of th.^

world, were endued with miraculous powers, which it was and
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over will bo apparent, were not of their own strength, but of

Ilis, Now of the first of these apostles it is nan*ated that a
healiii" power and as it were an invisible stream of life pro-

ceeded from him, without his beiiif^ conscious of, or at least

without his rep^ardin^ it, which healed the sick who were
broie^ht out and placed within the rani^^e of his shadow as he
])assed by.*’ In the same manner the fiery Main of divine

revelation as it passes on its M’ay scatters in sinj^le M'ords and
imni^es many a brii^ht spark. The radiant sliadow of the
M'ord of ( lod as it falls is sufficient to kindle and throw a ncM^
li^ht over the M*h(>le domain of natii^L by means of Avliieh

tli(' true science thereof may be firmly established, its inmost
secrets (‘\plored and brought into coherence and agreement
M’itli all eN('.

I have already more tlian once called your attention to the

method M*hich all the philosophers ofreason without exception
])urMic. Til difierent M*ays according to the special objects tliey

have ill view, they all alike presume to set certain absolute and
impassable limits to human reason (which, hoMa^ver, by some
slight turn or other, they soon dexterously contrive to trails-

gress) in order to bring M’ithin their system of absolute’ science

—M'hich is at best but a dead semblance—all that it Mill hold,

and even M'hat it cannot contain, (iuite difi(*rent, hoM cvcn*, is it

M ith the truth and M'ith that living science M’hich m c take for

the basis of oiir speculations. For from it it appears that th(‘

soul of man, however liable it may be to manifold error, is

nevertheless capable of receiving the di\ane communications.
Since, then, man can possess as many of thc'se liigluT branches
of knowledge, and can learn as much of divine things as it

is given to him to kiioM% and since at the same time it is God
Himselfwho is the primary source from M^hich all man’s knoM’-

ledgc flows, and his euido to truth,—M^ho shall detf*nnine the

measure and fix the limits^—wdio shall dare to say hovy much
of knowledge and of science God will vouchsafe to man r—
who shall venture to prescribe the limits beyond which His
illumination cannot pass? This, it is e\ddcnt, is illimitable.

It may go on to an extent, which at the beginning man
would not have believed to he possible. In a M'ord, though
of himself, and by his own unassisted reason, man is iiica-

Schlep;el is here alluding to and adapting to the purpose of his illus-

tration, Acts V, 15, 16.

—

Tram.
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pablc of knowing anything, yet through God, if it be His
will, he may attain to the knowledge of all things. And yet it

is true, though in a very diflTerent sense from that intended by
these philosophers of reason, that man’s knowledge is in

reality limited. No absolute limit, indeed, is set to it. Yet
because it is a mixed knowledge, composed of outward tradi-

tion and inward experience, and is founded on the perceptions

of the external and internal senses, therefore is it made up of

individual instances, extremely slow in its grou'th, and in no

respect perfect and complete, and scarcely ever free from

faults and deficicneij^s. ('onsequently, w'hcn considered in

its totalitj and as pretending to be a whole, it is invariably

imperfect. But this character of imperfection belongs in fact

to all real science, as derived from the experience of the

senses. Seldom indeed is the first impression free from the

admixture of eiTor; numberless repeated observations, com-
pari«i5ons, essays, experiments, and corrections, which must
oftc'U he carried on through many centuries, not to say

many tens of centimes, are necessary before a pure and stable

result can be attained to. In this w^ay all truly human
knowledge is imjicrfect, and in part;” and although, on the

contrary, the false conceited wisdom may parade itself from

the very first as fully ripe and complete, yet in a very brief

s])ace indeed will its imperfection and rottenness appear.

And, indeed, the character of imperfection shows itself, as

ill all other human things, so also in the science of nature.

Fronf Us birth among the earliest naturalists of Greece to its

boasted maturity amongst ourselves, it counts an age of two
millenniums and a half of unbroken cultivation. But now if,

looking lieyond the explanation of single isolated facts, we
consider rather our knowdedge of natiue in its universal sys-

tem and internal constitution, can we say that jibysical science

has, during the time, made more than, perhaps, two steps and

a half of progress? And this slow and toilsome advance which,

in a certain sense, never arrives at more than ‘‘ knowing in

part,” is the law of every department of human science. Con-

sequently it may be justly said of the development of man s

science, that with God a thousand years are as a day, and om*
day as a thousand years. All knowledge dra^Mi from the

2 Peter iii. 8,
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senses and experience is bound by this condition. It may. no
doubt, apply immediately and principally to extonial expe-

rience, which is dependent on the lower and ordinary senses,

whether we ixjckon them aecordinp; to the number of their

separate orp;ans as five, or as three in oomj)lianc(' with a more
scientific classification. But it also holds eciually p:ood of

those which we pointed out and described in the Jast Lecture

as bein^ the four superior scientific sense's, the organs of a
knowledge founded on a higher and internal experience, the

sense, viz., of reason, the sense of understanding, the sense

for nature or fancy, and the proper senj^t' for God, which lies

in the inmost free wdll of man. Not merely as the faculty of

suggestion {Ahndungsverynogen)^ is fancy to be regarded as

the higher and internal sense for nature, or l)ecause it is from
this side that the affinity of man and of man's soul with

nature is most distinctly revealed, but it aKo (whibits itself

as such in the scientific apprehension of natural phenomena.
I'hat dynamical play of the inner life, that law of a living

force which constitutes the essence of every phenomenon of

nature, is a something so fleeting and evanescent that it can
<mly be seized and fixed by the fancy alone, since, as is now
])retty generally allowed by all profound observers f)f nature,

in the abstract notion life eludes tin* grasp, and nothing
remains but a dead formula.

The apprehension of a living object in thought, so as to

seize and fix it in its mobile vitiility and its fluctuating and
fleeting states, is an act of theimaginati«>n, which. ho\YiVer, is

naturally of a peculiar kind and entirely distinct from artistic

or poetical fancy. It is, in this rcsj)eet, worthy of remark,
that all the most characteristic and felicitous terms whicli are

employed to designate the great discoveries in modem times
of the profounder secrets of nature are, for th(» greater part,

boldly^figurative and often even symbolical. Here therefore

also we have a manifestation of that affinity which subsist*!

between nature and the faculty of fancy, by which alone its

ever-stirring vitility in scientifically appreht'tidcd.

I formerly obser\^ed that, in the outer senses, as faculties of

the soul subordinate to the fancy, a higher intellectual

endowment, as a special gift of nature, is occasionally found
to exist, namely, the sense of art, or the eye for beautiful

forms, and the ear for mvsical sounds. But even the lower
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sense, the more purely organic feeling, is often evolved to

higher degrees of susceptibility, which, however, do not fall

within the sphere of the feeling for art, but form, as it were,

a peculiar and special sense of nature. To this class belong

those indescribable feelings of sympathy and inward attrac-

tion—the many vivid presentiments of a strange foreboding

—traces of which may be observed among many other animals

])esides man, just as, in the case of musical tones and emo-

tions, a light note of remote affinity seems to bring the soul

of man in unison with a correspondent nature soul in the

higher members of th^ brute creation. Numberless are the

instances of such forebodings (among which we must reckon

also the significant vision or dream) recorded (rf all times,

countries, and spheres of life. No doubt, from their strange

nature, and from the manifold difficulties with which man's

mode of observing and narrating these phenomena perplexes

the consideration of them, it is anything but easy, in any

individual case, to arrive at a pure result, and to pass a final

and decisive sentence. Still, on the whole, the fact cannot

well be deni(‘d, as, indeed, it is not even altemi)ted, by any un-

prejudiced and profound obseiwcr of nature in the present day.

But now, if such an immediate feeling ofinvisiblc light and life

does freely develope and clearly manifest itself as an indubita-

ble faculty and a perfectly distinct state of the consciousncs«j.

then assuredly we have herein a new organ of perception and

a new natmal sense "J'hough not, indeed, more infallible than

any othyr of the scnfies, it may nevertheless be the source of

very remarkable phenomoua, which, perhaps, above all others

re(piive investigation, in order that their distinctive character

may be precisely and accurately determined. It is however

uet‘essary to remember that the latter is not to be detenninod

by any side blow of caprice, any more than the electric phe-

nomena of nature and Uie atmosphere, when they are actually

lowering there, are to be grot rid of by any such expedient.

It is only just and right, and not inconsistent with true

human knowledge, if physical science should commence with

the study of man. Still, if we would contemplate man from

the sido*^ of nature, it seems the safer coimse to endeavour,

first of nil, to obtxiin a clear and leading idea of the whole of

his constitution in this respect, rather than to lose ourselves

in the contemplation of the special phenomena of a partioula:
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f?])herc. Now with regard to the whole of man's organisation,

the organic body as the third constituent of human existence,

I will merely remark tliat, just as the triple principle of body,
soul, and spirit is repeated in the special and narrower spheres

of the senses, the instincts, and the passions, and even in tin*

(liflerent fonns in which a disordered intellect usually mani-
fests itself, so also it admits of a further application to tlu‘

organic body in general. That most wonderful organisation

the marvellous vStnicturc of bones and museles, the outward
organic frame, is, as it were, the l)ody in a narrower sense*,

the pre-eminently material constituent^of living bodies, llie

soul of man—here consequently the organic soul—is in the

blood and fn the five or six organs whose functions are first

of all to elaborate the blood and afterwards to provide for its

circulation—or perliaps by maintaining a perj)ctual inter-

change of the breath and the external air, to keep the \ital

flame constantly burning on the hearth of life within. . A thinl

element—and, indec‘d, the principal one of the three, though
only noticeable in its etfccts on the brain—exists within the*

higher senses and functions—in short, in the whohi m rvous
tissue. But it lies not in the nervous filaments themselves :

anatomy cannot detect it, for it is not visible to the (‘ve. On
this account some have culled it the cetlier of the uerv(‘s to

indicate its incorporeal natui’c—incorporeal, /. nOatively to,

and in comparison with, the other two constituents of man,

—

the blood-soul, and the external frame—as being the spirit

of life in the orpnic body. Strictly ayd shaiqjly eiio^^ij^h does
Holy Writ distinguish this spiritmil Inxly (as ‘it calls it)

man from the body <;f the soul, or the organic blood-soul,
considering the former, as it were, the seed of tlu‘ r(‘surrection,

even becanse at the moment of death thisrthereal hody-of-liglit
leaves its terrestrial veil to be in due time* ro-unitid to it after

a more glorious fashion. And deatli itself is evt n nothing
else than its total departure and painful (*manei]mtion from
the organic body, on wliich the features, one might almost,
say, the physio^oiny of corniption sbunps itself, iinnie-

diately that the immortal Psyche, the invisible scckI of light
and eternity, has put off the tabernacle of this body.

This internal, invisible body-of-light {Lirhikorper) is also

the organ and the centre of ail the higher and spiritual powers
A the human organisation. For it is easily conceivable that
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n partial projection of this life of light which is latent in the

sound organic body should produce such phenomena, while its

complete projection, or rather total separation, w’^ould have

death for its result, or rather W’^ould itself be death. A truly

scientific view of nature can easily enter into or allow the

legitimacy of this idea. The true rule, however, and stand-

ard for the right decision of phenomena of this kind can only

be found in a higher region, even because they themselves

lie on the extreme limits of nature and life, and in part also

pass beyond them.

We therefore prefer to follow' the more slow but sure coui’vSe

of development pursued by physical science itself, as com-

menced nearly tw'cnty-five centuries ago by the Greek.s. On tlic

w'hole it began even there wdth the cognition of man—of hifi

diseases and their cure. The naturalists indeed ot tlie present

day are in general disposed to laugh at the ideas of nature

w'hich w^ere advanced by the first pliilosophers ot Greece, and

to despise the hy^iothcses of water, or air, or fire, as being the

essc*nco of all things, w hich nevertheless, as the first beginnings

of a clearer contemplation and of a higher vkwv of nature

greatly recommend themselves by their extreme simplicity.

But liow ever modern observers of nature may' be ready to

liaiul these sy'.^tems over to fancy' as so many' purely poetical

coMiiogonies, y'et, on the other hand, the present masttTs

of mediciiK', with greater gratitude and fuller aeknowledg-

nu'ut of his inc'rit.s, reverence Hippocrates as the founder of

llicir*att. For, indml, as such and not properly as a science,

or at any' rate as an art far more than as a science, w'as

iiK'dicinc regarded by' its founder and the gi'cat masters

who came aftc'r him. ITiey^ looked upon it as the art of the

diagnosis and treatment of di.sease, in wdiich tlie unerring tact

of a pwictisod and happy judgment is of primary importance,

and wdiero tlic rapid and searching glance of genius into the

s(»crct laboratories of life or into the hidden sources of disease

is, and ever will be, the principal and most essential point,

llio mere historical aequaintaiice w ith the different forms of

diseases and their remedies, w'ith botany', and the anatomy' of

the human body', wdth the number and structure of its organs,

forms merely the materials, the external sphere ot medical prac-

tice; w'hile*the essential qualification is even this penetrating

glance whi(‘h searches out the inmost secrets of the bodily

temperament But now' those who have been most richly
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gifted with this peculiar gift have ever been the last to believe

themselves possessed of a perfect science. Add yet, inas-

much as that physical knowledge which by attaining to a com-
plete understanding of life sh^l be able to comprehend and
explain the mystery of death would alone deserve tlie name of

the science of nature inasmuch also as the searching glance

of the true physician arrives the nearest to such a point,

penetrating, as it does, deep into the manifold fluctuation and
struggle between the two, and into the secrets of their con-

flict, this, therefore, is perhaps to be considered as the first

germ of life for a fiiture science of natip-e, which, however as

yet undeveloped, has for more thjxn twenty centuri(‘s been

slumbering on, hidden, as it were, in embiy o, in the womb of

medical art and lore. The physical, geogiaphieal and astro-

nomical observations of this whole period of gestation, form it

is true a rich treasury of valuable raat(‘rials, but they d(j not

givens that profound knowledge, of which alone the physician's

penetmting glance into life and its constitution furnishes th('

first commencement and essay, however weak.

With respect to natural science in general, and the possibility

of our attaining to it, the case stands thus. If nature be a

living force—^if the life which reigns within it be in a certain

though still very remote degree akin to the life of man and
the human soul—then is a knowledge* of nature easily c‘on-

ceivable, and right well possible (for nothing hut the like, oi

at least the simiLir and cognate, can Ik* known by the* like*)

even though thi.s cognition may still be extieinely d('/fetivc‘,

and at best can never be more than partial. Ihit if nature lx’s

a dead stony mass, as many seem to suppose, Xhvu would it b(*

wholly inconceivable how this foreign mass of petrifaction

could penetrate into our inmost Ego ; then at least would there

seem to be good grounds for the idealistic doubt whether
ultiinatcly this external world be any thing 1)ut a mere phanton,
having no exi.stencc save in our omu thoughts—the outward re-

flection of ourselves—the pure creation of our own Me.
The question of innate ideas ha.s been often mooted in phi-

losophy. As, however, the essential functions and diflerent

acts of thought, together with its several notions, are, properly

speaking, nothing but the natural division of man's cogitative

faculty, it is not on their account necessary to suppose such a
preliminary intercalation ofgcncnil ideas into the human mind.

And as little neccssarj’ is it, in order to ex])laiu the universal
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belief in the existence of a Deity, to suppose that there is in

the minds of all men an implanted idea of God
; for this would

lead to the purely arbitrary hypothesis, of that which is so

difficult to conceive—the pre-existence of the spirit or soul of

man. And as no created beings can have an idea of God, but

those to whom lie vouchsafes to commimicate it, and to

accord a knowledge of Ilis existence, so can lie bestow this

])rivilege the very instant He pleases, without the intervention

of any innate idea expressly for that end. And yet I am
disposed, and not, I think, without reason, to assmne that

man, as at present coj^stituted, does possess one, though only

one, species of inborn ideas: viz., an innate idea of death.

This, as a false root of life, and a true mental contagion, pro-

duces a dead cogitation, and is the origin of all dead and
dead-born notions. For this idea of death, whether here-

ditary or inoculated in the soul, is, as its peculiar but funda-

mental error, transferred by the mind of man to every object

with wliioh it comes in contact. And thus, in man's dead
cogitation, the surrounding world and all nature appears to

liim a similar lifeless and inert mass, so long as sitting be-

neath this shadow of spiritual death, his mind fffeistj has not

sufficient strengtli to work its way out of its dark prison-house

into the light. For not at all without higher aid, and even
with it only slowly and tardily, does man discover that all

that is really and iintmnlly dead is within himself, or loam to

recognize it for uliat it tnily is, a something eminently null

and imngltt. Another species of this false and dead concep-

tion of nature presents itself under the form of multiplicity.

In tins view nature is represented as forming something like

a vast sand-hill, where, apart from the pile they thus form
together and tlieir aggregation in it, the sevend giains are

su])po8cd to have no connection with each otlicr ;
while, how-

ever, thcy^ai'c so diligently counted, as if everything depended
on their right cnumeniiion. But through the sieve of such an
atomistic, which w ould break up the uiuvei*se into a number
of sc])arate and absolute individualities, the sand will ever run,

however often and painsfully man may strive to reckon or to

measure tlie infinity of these grains of natiure. Mathematical

calculation and measuring hold the same place in physical

science that is held in every living language by conjugjiting

dnd declining and other grammatical rules, waich, in truth,
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are but a species of mathematical formulie. In learning a

foreign and especially a dead language, these are indispensable

and necessary aids, wliich gi*eatly promote and faciliUite its ac-

quisition; so also mathematics furnish indispensable helps and
a most valuable organon for the cognition of nature. But with

them alone, man will never learn to understand even a word,

not to talk of a whole proposition, out of nature's strangely-

sounding and most difficult hieroglyphics.

Somewhat difierent is it, when man seeks to understand tlu*

true living geometry in nature herself : i. c., attempts to discovct

the place which the circle and the ellip.^e, (passing from tlu'se

up to the spheres in their sidereal orbits,) or which the triangle,

the square, the hexagon, and so forth, assume in the scale of its

creations—or when, in a similar spirit, he investigates and
ascertains the really dominant rule in thc' arithmetic of life

•

those numbers which the physician observes in the periodic

developments of life, and which, in tlui fluctuating stut(‘s of

an abating and heightening malady, enabli* him, \mder certain

conditions, to predict the moment of its (u-i^is. Of a still

liigher kind is that spiritual, we might almost call it diviiu*

(‘hronologj', W'hich, in universal history, marks out dt'flnitc'

epochs of the m(*ntal development of the human rac(‘, and
traces therein the influence of certain grades of lifen or ages

of the world, and the alternating phases of dis<nisi‘ in whole
communities, and those decisive moments and gn^at criti(‘al

emergencies in which God Himself appears as the li<‘aling

Physician and Ilestorer of life. It wtts,»in all probability, in

reference to such an arithmetic, or in some similar sen>(% that

Pythagoras taught that numbers arc, or contain, the essence

of things. For .such an arithmetic of life and geometry of

nature do afford a positive cognition and a jcal knowledge.

As commonly understood, however, mathematics aj;o nothing

more than a formal scic^nco-—in othcu* words, they are simply a

scientific organon, rather than a science. But now, if luitun*

1)0 not regarded as d(»ad, but linng, who can ddubt that it

—

or, as we are now sp(?aking of man's nearest iu*ighbour—that

tlie earth is akin to man } Was he not formed out of the

dust of the earth, and is he not therefore tlu? sou, nay, in truth,

the first-bom of the earth —docs he not receive from it food

and nourishment ? and whc?n the irrevocable summons goes
forth from above, does he not give back again to its bosom the
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earthly tabernacle of his flesh ? Do not chemists tell us that

the principal constituent of the purest wheat-coni has a gi'cat

affinity to the substance of man’s blood ? and does not the

blood, moreover, derive one of its ingredients from iron—^tho

principal among the metals of the earth ? And are not gold

and other metallic substiinces cither wholesome medicines or

deadly poisons ? And is there not aho an inexhaustible store

of both ill the wonderful varieties of herbs and plants r Do
not invigorating and healing springs burst from numberless

rocks and fissuivs of the earth ? Is not—to speak only of the

heavenly bodies neare|t to and immediately connected with

our globe~iS not the sun's heat so specifically different from
every other kind of warmth, the quickener of all that lives and
moves, and for man under a milder clime, as it were, a soft

rtaiovating bath ? And is not the other and lesser light

—

(‘arth's mighty satellite and companion, the moon—the cause

of all those changes in the weather and atmosphere, which
from the (*arliest times have been acknowledged to be most
'^(‘i viceablo and highly beneficial to agriculture ? Is not the

gn at pulse of the ocean, in its ebb and flow, measured by it,

as well as many periods of the development of life? And is

it not, when its operation is too powerfid or nolently exciting,

the cau^e of a peculiar disease among men ? As, therefore,

the mu.sical unisons in the melodious songs of birds, both find

and Avake a concordant echo, in the heart of man, so too in a

huger scale, tlie blood-soid of man. Avith its liAung pulsation

iuid orgajuc sensibility* is most nearly akin to and sympathises

with the earth and the Avhole earthly frame. And is not, in

all probability, this syinpathotic influence between the earth

and man reciprocal ? Must not, for instance, the respiration of

nine hundred millions of human beings haA^e aflbeted the atmo-

sphere ? 1 las not the very air degenerated aa ith the human race,

and like it become comipt and deteriorated ? Are not cer-

tain pestilential diseases propagated by the air alone, being

carried in fixed telluric directions, Avithoiit material contact or

})()llution ? And if, in ansAver to the inference which we Avould

<lraAv from tlxese facts, any one should sit doAAm to calculate

the miinber of cubic miles in the atmospheric belt, and argue

that the breath and evapomtion firom ever so many myriads

of hximan beings Avould be insufficient to have any effect

thereon, we might easily retort upon him the eqxially vas:;
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reckoning of the millions of seconds which make up a hundred

and more generations, and by which these respinitions must
be counted. But, however this may be, it does appear that

the air must, in primitive times, have been far more pure and
balsamic, and more vital and more nuhitive, than at present

For before the flood men required neither flesh nor wine to

recruit their strength, and yet, in duintion of life and bodily

vigour, and above all in energy of will and powers of mind,

they far surpassed the sons of a later age
; and it was even

by tlie misuse of these great gifts and endowments that they

brought down the divine vengeance (fn their sinful genera-

tion. And, lastly, if the earth were wholly without life, how
could it, at the creation of the animals of this phinetary world,

have yielded obedience to the behest of the Creator, as it went
forth on the sixth day, “ Let the earth bring forth the living

creature after its kind'*? Highly important, moreover, as re-

gards the true estimate of the whole realm of nature as con-

templated by the Divine mind, and deeply significant, is the

wide inten al which, in the Mosaic history of the creation,

sepanites the bringing forth of the berists by the earth at tho

command of the Almighty, from the making of man, whereof

it is >vritten, “ Let us make man in our own image,’’

Physical science having thus sluggishly advanced through
a definite period and number of centuries—having lived

tlirough almost two millenniums in little better *than an
embryo state, made at last the few steps of progress that it

has as yet taken. By a more rapid match of time, it hastened
to suit itself to the riper age of man, and to come forth itself,

as it were, mature, although,, in many resiiects, this is even
yet very far from being the case. The principal of these ad-
vances of physical science, is the invention of the compass.
For, in the first place, the phenomenon of magnetism pre-

sents a remarkable manifestation of the universal life of the

world, which eludes all mathematical calculations of magni-
tude, while the little piece of this wonderful iron balances

by its living agency the whole globe itself. And in the

second place, the residts to, which it has led have been no
less important and marvellous. ITie magnetic index pointed

the way to the discovery of the New World, and to a more
perfect acquaintance with the figure of the earth, and thus,

tlirough an enlarged observation of geographical and astrj-
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noiuical facts, opened out a grander and more extensive view

of the whole planetar}^ system. Of the new world in the

other hemisphere, a trace unquestionably is to be? found in

antiquity in the legend of the island of Atlantis. The gene-

ral description of this island, as equal in extent to both

Asia and Africa together, agiee.s remarkably with the size

of America. But the fable contains the additional circum-

stance, that having existed in the Western Ocean in very

ancient times, it was subsequently swallowed up by the

waves. I"rom this cireumstanec I am led to infer, that the

legend did not, as is generally supposed, owe its origin to

Phamieiaii navigators, who, even if it be true that they did

succeed in sailing round Afriou. most assuredly nev<*r ven-

tured so far westward. Like so much besides that is equally

great and grand, and indeed far grander, the main fact of the

legend seems to be derived from an original tradition from
the primeval times, when unquestionably man was far better

acijuainted with his whole habitation of this earth than in the

days of the infant and imperfect science of Greece, or even of

the inori‘ advanced and enlightened antiquity. A vague tra-

diti<niaiy notiim of its existence lived eu from generation to

generation. But atterw’ards, wnen even the Phmniciau sailors,

however far they iKuietrateci into the wdde ocean, were unable

to give any precise information alxiut, or adduce any proof of,

the fact, the hjqioihesis was advanced, and finally added to the

tradition, that the islaiul had been swallowed up by theaea.

Moileru astronomy, at its first rise, w^as extremely revolting

to man's fc'olings. w hieh had become, as it were, habituated

to the olden theory of the world's shape. The system of

Ptolemy indeed, w ith its naiTow egoistic conceit of making
man the centre of the sidereal universe, was as unsatisfactory

as it was absurd, and little w^as lost w'hen it was exploded.

But, on the other hand, it w^as startling, and still has a slag-

goring efiect on our minds, to ho told, that when measured by
the mathematical standard of the vast distances and periodic

tinu^s of the phuxetarj^ system, the earth, for which the Al-

mighty has done such incalculahly gi*eat tilings, and on which
lie has liestowcd such high and precious gifts, is, as it were,

hat a little and insignificant splinter in the vast regions of

infinite space, A true and pixifound science of nature, how-
ever, docs not allow" of the validity of matlieuiatical magnitude
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as an exclusive standard of the value of things, ^\^lether

in a greater or less sphere of existence, it sees and discovers

in far other propei-ties the true centre of life. If, even in our

globe, the living magnetic pole does not coincide with the

true mathematical north pole, but lies a considerable distance

on one side of it, may it not, without prejudice to modem
astronomy, be also the case with the whole planetary system?

The first conceptions of nature are rarely, if ever, free from

mistakes, and oftentimes, together with gi*eat truths, contain

also great errors. And while the first fresh impression, the living

intuition, ever recommends itself to the^general finding of man-
kind, and takesdeep root therein ; the notions, on the other hand,

which new discoveries of nature introduce, not unfrequently do

violence to the prevalent views as to the shape and fonn of the

old w orld. Often, indeed, the former run directly counter to

w hat w^e might call the old family feedings of mankind, w hicli,

transmitted tlirough genemtions from father to sou, have be-

come, as it wTre, a ciLstom of life, a holy habit. Afteivvards,

however, as the new scientific discovery is more perfectly

developed, it gmdually conciliates the old hei-editary and

customary feeling of nature. The two at last fall into friendl\

relations wdth each other.

Now, in the article of the .stars, tlie cherished creed of

nature, professed by all ancient peoples, insisted perliaps or.

no one dogma so earnestly as that thiTC are seven planets.

That this deeply rooted and habitual tj'eling of men was not

uninfluenced by the general coiisidemtion of the number sevt'n,

is only natural to suppose, For not only does it compriM* the

three dimensions of time, togetlii'r with tlic fom* eardinaJ

points of space, but it is also found entering, under a varii^fN

of combinations, into the life, the thought, and history of men.
And in the new astronomy, though the Sun and moon ha\('

been ejected from the numW of the planets, yet the earth has

entered into the list, and the deficient member of the systiui

having been discovered, wre have again seven planets, as ii

the o' 4 ii belief. For it is, to say the least, highly iinpro

bable that any new' planetary body will ever be discovered

beyond Uranus, and as for the small IkkUcs W'hich are situate

* The«e words were utterfd .*»catceJy twenty years aa;o, and now heyott

IJramia afiother planet, whose Yibrationa have been long felt uf)ou

paper,'** if added tp the heavenly choir. On the other hani^ if Sir Wa
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bi t\v(‘eii Mars and Jupiter, it is pretty generally acknowledged

that tlicy iue not properly to be counted as planets, from which

they are even distinguished by their verj” names by some
asti*ononu*rs.

And as little giound is there to take exception or offence

at modem astronomy, even on that side of it where difficulties

were originally most felt and mooted. For Holy Writ was
neither written exclusively nor designed pre-eminently for

astronomers, Tn these matters, therefore, as in all others,

it speaks the ordinary language which men employ among
themselves ii; the hiislhess of daily life.

Now we know tliat in the pulse of the organic body ils

i*t‘gular beating is occasionally interrupted by a hiin ied cir-

culation or a niom(‘ntarv stoppage. Is it not in the sniec

way possible that the jnilsatory revolutions of the grea^

planetary world do not observe, like a piece of dead clock-

work, a mechanical uniformity, but are liable to many dr

viatioiis and irregularities? If, then, a similar stoppage io

that which sometimes occin*s in the pulse of man, be heri

also supposable, as produced by a su|>erior power and ex-

ternal inituence, then in the case ot such an extraordinan*

intorru])tion, it is a matter of indilicrence w’hether it be said

of this wondei’ful moment that the sun stood still, or (as seems

to h«* tlu* fact), that the earth was held in check and rested in

its orbit. And, in like manner, for the changing phenomena
of the astronomical day, the common expressions arc equally

true wifli the scientific, and equally significant. The sun s

rise, the morning dawn, is, for all men, a figure, or rather a

fact of jnx^gnant meaning, while the setting snn fills all hearts

with a melancholy feeling of separation. licjually true, how-

ever, is it, and in a symbolical sense it conveys perhaps a still

more serious meaning, when w'e say in scientific language,

—

“ Tlie earth must go down before the sun can rise ; or ‘‘When
the earth goes up, then is it night, and darkness diffiises itself

over all.” Or if, perhaps, in the new and quickening spring

in.stead of tlic old phraseology, “ Tlie sun has returnetl, has

Hamilton's hopes arc realised, will not the discovery of the centre around

which the solar system revolves, establish another point of rrsembianre

between modem astronomy and the Pythagoroan system with its central

fire ; and also, as Schlegel subsequently implies, that the former hm yet

further advances to make - TVaw*
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come near to us again,” we were to say, oartli, or

least our side of it, is again brought nearer to the sun,”

would it not be as beautiful and significant a description?

A*Ad happy, indeed, are those periods of the world, wherein, to

sprnk in a figurative but moral sense, that earth-soul which
rides in the changes of time—the so-called public opinion, has

declined towards, and approached more nearly to, its sun.

It is a remarkable, not to say wonderfuJ fact, tluit in ancient

times, the P}i;hagorcan8 held the same system of the universe

which modem astronomy teaches, though, perhaps, they wen^
not acquainted with the mathematic felculations of its dis-

tances. But still more surprising is it, that while they were
thus perfectly acquainted with the number of the planets, and
even arranged them in the same order tluit they are ])laced by
modem astronomers, they admitted into their system two
stars which we have not. One of these, as the sun of the

gods (Geider-sonne)^'^ they placed high above the Wsibh'

sun. The latter, which they named the “counter-earth.”

( was placed directly opposite to tlq^ real eailli. It

would seem, therefore, that they regarded these two bodies as

the invisible centres of the whole sidereal universe, and, as it

were, the choir-leaders or chorayi of the appari ntly ord(‘rless

and scattercy^ hovSt of heaven. Aie these two stars now ex-
tinct? or is tht!ir light too pure and ethereal to penetrate our
dense and thickeiiixl atmosphere ? or, like .so much besi(l(*s. was
it little else than a still surviving tradition from the primitive
world? ITiis, however, must evcT remain conj(*cturaI. As for

the fact itself: that the Pythagon^ans did so teach, and under-
stood by these names, not merely figurative symbols, but real

•tars, has been placed beyond doubt by imxlmi investigations

into the Pythagorean doctrines. At any rate, their knowledge
of these stars must have been acquired by some oilier means
* Or the centra! fire, accordin^^ to Boeckh, around which the whole

planetary heavens revolve, and which i.s al«o the source of li^ichi, which
being collected by the visible sun, is transmitted to the earth. By the

atfrix$^v or counter-earth, whose revolution is parallel and concentric

with that of the earth, Bocckh understands that half of the ferrestrial

globe which» as turned away from the sun, is in darkness. Sec Augvnt
BoeckJi ** de Platonico systemate coelestium globorum, et de vera irido's

astronomise Philolaicse," or his “ Philolaus,” pp. lU—13C, and Jdelef
“ Ueber d. Vcrbaltniss d. Copernicus aura Alterthiim,“ in the Museum <L

Altertbumswissenscbaft. Bd. ii. §t. ii. § 406, ike.—TVoni.
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than the telescope of modem astronomy, with which, in fact,

they were ifot acquainted, and nothing but some new obser-

vation or phenomenon in the sidereal heavens can ever throw
light on tliis matter. And wlio shall say that even our pre-

sent astronomical science shall not advmice still fiulher, and
that it luis not closed too soon, and been in all too great a

haste to sum up its doubtless most elaborate and complicated

calculations ?

Thus did the mind of man advance the first step towards
the maturity of physical science, by attaining to a more
comprehensive survej^ of the mundane system, and a more
accurate knowledge of his own liabitation, of this earthly

])lanet. The next step in tliis sluggish progress was made by
the chemical discoveries of modern times, and esjiecially of

the r'rench chemists. In a merely negjitive point of view,
th(*se have been important, as establishing the fact, that the
old elements, water, for instance, and air, which had long been
regarded us simj)hs arc themselves decom})osable into other

constitiu'iits and aerifonn parts. And, indeed, that such,gix*at

{lowers of natui’e as these are, and must ever remain so

long as the present constitution of the world shall last,

could only subsist in the reeijirocal dynamical mlation of

several conflicting forces, a {irofounder glance at nature
would of itself have conji'etured and presupjiosed. But in a
positive sense, this second steji luis carried us very far towards
tlie understanding of the hieroglyphics of nature. Tliose

primary ehnnenls of things discovered and numbered by that

cliemical analysis which .has subjoelc<l to its experiaients

almost ever}' form and species of niatter, constitute, as it

were, the pennaneilt material letters and consonants of he
natural world around u.s. On the other liand, the vtiwels of

human language are represented by the fundamental facts ofthe
magnetism of the earth, together w ith the phenomena of elec-

tricity, the decomjiositiou of light, and the chemioal chain of the

galvanic jiile, in w hich the inner life of the ten'estrial fi^roe, ami
of the eteimally moving atmosphere, as well as the soul wdiose

pulse beats tlieroiu fimls an utterance, like a voice out of the

lowest deep. And tlius, by means of an alphabet of natiu^e,

which, howevei, is still most imperfect, >vo may hope to make
a beginning, at least, and to decipher one or two entire words
But modern chemistry has made a more important adttmee
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towards a right undcrstaniling of nature as a whole. By
analysing and decomposing all solid bodies, as well as water

itself, into different forms of a gaseous element, it has thereby

destroyed for ever, that appearance of rigidity and petrifac-

tion which the corporeal mass of visible and extenial nature

presents to our observation. Every^vhere we now meet with

living elemental forces, hidden and shut up beneath this rigid

exterior. The proportion of aqueous particles in the air is so

great, that if suddenly condensed, they w'ould suffice for more

than one flood. And a similar deluge of light would ensue, if

all the luminous sparks which are latenttiu the darkness were

simultaneously set li-ec ; and the w'holc globe itself would end

in flame, were all the fierj’’ elements that are at present dis-

persed throughout the world to be at once disengaged and

kindled, 'flic investigation of the salutary bonds which hold

together these elementary forces in due equilibrium, controlling

one by the other, and confining each within its prescribed limits,

does not fall within the scope of our present inquiries, as

neithgi* docs the question, whether these bonds be not of a

higher kind than naturalists commonly suppose? Morc^

immediately connected with, as also more important for our

general subject, is the residt which chemical analysis has so

indubitably established, that in the natural w orld evoiy object

consists of living forces, and that properly nothing is rigid

And dead, but all replete with liidden life. 'ITiis colossal

mountain range of petrified mummies wdiich forms natyro on
the w'hole—this pyramid of graves, ])ile\i one ov(t iht otlier,

is therefore, it is true, a hi.storical monument of the pjwt-—of

all the bygone ages of the w'orld in the advancing develop,

ment of death ;
but nevertheless, there "is therein a latent

vitality. Beneath the vast tombstone of the visible >vorld

mere slumbers a soul, not w'holly alien, but more than half

anin to our owm. Tliis planetary and sensible world, and
the earth-soul imprisoned therein, is only apparently dead.

Nature docs but sleep, and will, perhaps, ere long awake
again. Sleep generally is, if not the i‘ssence, yet, at least,

an essential signature and characteristic of nature. Every
natural object partakes of it more or less. Not the animals

Inly, but the very plants sleep; while in the vicissitudes of the

,eak)ns, and of their influences on the productive surface of

.he earth, and, in truth, on the whole planet, a perpetual
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alternation is perceptible between an awakening of life and a

state of slumbering repose. Whatever consequently partakes

in, and requires the rcfrcslnuent of sleep, belong’s, even on

that account, to nature. l*aintcrs, indeed, have given us

pictures of sleeping angels or genii
;

but the pure spirits

sleep not, and stand, in truth, in no need of such rest, and

their activity is not subject to this necessity of altemati*

repose.

The comparison of a sentence in the Mosiiic history of the

creation, with a passage in the Hindoo cosmogony, somewhat
similar in kind, but^niost different in the application, will

serve, perhaps, to place this fact in the clearest light. In the

former it is said, “ Ood rested on the seventh day. ’ Now, in

tliis expression there is nothing to stiiitle us. In explaining it,

there is no need to have recourse to a figurative intei*pretation.

It does not allude to God's inmost nature (wdiich admits not

of such alternation of slates or need of rest), but simply to His
external operations. For in every case where an operation of

the Deity takes place, whether in historj’ or nature, an alter-

nation between the first divine impulse, and a subsequent period

of repose, is not only conceivable but actually noticeable. For
the divine impulse or hand is. a.s it were, withdrawn, in order

tluit this first im])ulso of tlie Greater may fully expand itself,

and that the creature adopting it, may cany it out and dove-

lope his own energies in accordance therewith. But instead of

this correct sUiteinent. we liave in the Hindoo cosmogony, that
“ BmKma sheeps.*’ While he thus sluml>ers the >vhole creation,

with its worlds and mumlaiie developments, is said to collapse

into nonght. lli're, then, a single word hurries us from the

sine ground of truth and dinuo revelation into the sliifting

domain of mythologj'. Of Him indeed, who is liigher than

the angels and created spirits, it is no doubt assumed through-

out the New Testament that, wdiilc on earth, lie slept like other

men. Once, too. it is exprcssly stated, that during a great

storm, wdiile His disciples w ere filled with alarm. He w as asleep

in the hinder part of the ship ; but that when He aw’oke tlie

wands ceased. But here also, tlie case is ditferent. While
implying many a great object and instructive lesson beside, this

passage, like sevend others, seems designed to prove that our
Lord's l>ody was no mere phantom : but that He took upon Him
a real human form, and was, in imth, a man who stood iu need
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of sleep. And from tliis w e may infer, that sleep is so indis-

pensable a condition of natural existence, that eveh God Him-
self, as soon as He condescended to enter its limits by taking

upon Him a human body, Ix^eame subject to nature’s essential

law of sleep.

The important part which sleep plays not only in nature,

but tUso in man, her first-boni son, apjieors from the earliest

event that is recorded of his hfetory, even in Paradise, God
caused a deep slecj) to fall upon Adam and out of his opened
side took of his vital substance to invest it with a bodily veil

and shape, and to present it before him^n his awaking as tlie

gentle helpmeet of liis existence. Hxtreinely significant also

is the difienaice in the accounts of man's and of woman's
material formation. Man is fonned of the dust of the earth,

and therefore shortly after investcil w'ith the dominion of the

whole earthly globe as the deputy and vicegerent of Him from

whom cometh all lordship and authority. But woman is

taken and created out of the bosom or heart of man. Woiikl

human wit have ever invented, or even conceived the possibility

of this great marvel of creative ommipotence.

ITiis was in Paradise—but with tlie loss of it man was de-

prived in a gloat manner of <bose higher powers of life and

those secrets of nature w^hich he had previously possessed .tud

understood. For even in tlie body of his earthly talxunarle

which had fallen a prey u> death, he had beeonu' deteriorated,

and his organic constitution, as is c*xpress]y intimated, tell ram-

siderably lower in the scale of sensible existence, ami sunkhearer

10 the level of the brute creation. . On this account th(‘ cherubic

sentinels, with the flaming sword, were placed at tlie gate of

Paradise, that man might not stretch forth his liand to seize

again the rights and p^ Ivileges which lu* had foimerly enjoyed.

For now they would only have led to more mischievous abuse

and deeper corruption. J3ut since then, many great days of

creation have come and gone, Agjiin has the great relation

between God and man been restored, and that also between man
and the sensible world witli the spirits and forces that ride

therein, has changed and become new. And now that the be-

ginning is made, and the foundation laid for the Redemption
of the world, no man, no one at least who wdll loyally join the

banner of the Itedeemer, is forbidden, but every one has freclj^

olfered to him the divine, flaming, tn e. edged sword ofthe Spirit
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—or of the Word, and of the thoughts of the heart united to

Him, enlightened by Him, and emanating from Him. This fact

of itself furnishes at once die answer to the question concerning

tht‘ secrets of nature, whether, since they are no longer to be

kept clo.se from man, impure and tvicked hands may drag them
to the light, or whether it be not better that they should

be touched by the holy and conscientious alone, and faithfully

guarded with a pious resei-ve religious delicacy.

And here the very context suggests naturally the considera-

tion of the last of the three steps which, following the course

marked out for it by^God, the human mind has at last made
in very modem times towards a true physical science, and a

right undersbinding of the most inmost secrets of nature. It

consists in a closer observation and a commencing recognition

of a Siicred thread of ensouled life—of an internal soul-like

link which holds together the whole frame of natm*e. ITie

thing and force itself* are as old as the world aiid every sphere

of existence—all the leaves of tradition and history are full

of its manifestations and effects. But tlie methodical obser-

vation and treatment of these phenomena (in which alone the

tnu* scientific character consists) dates its commencement
within little more than half a century ago. To speak, there-

fore, agrt^eably to the measure of time in tlie slow development

of science, it is of yesterday or the day before. And it is

oven on tliis account also that I have been constrained to count

this tliird and last advance towards a higher science of nature,

as nothing more than a half-step. For it is only a beginning

which a-s yet has gained no firm footing in the minds of men,
and, moreover, besides the right and direct road, it has

already opened many bye-i)aths of possible eiTor. This only

iirect road, that higher standard of correct judgment which
4t the very commencement we alluded to as the guiding rule

m these matters, must be sought by philosophy in that divine

4Word of the Spirit wdiich pierces even to the marrow of life,

dinding soul and spirit, and which also is adiscemor of spirits.

But if another standard and a liigher tribunal is to be set up,

then I must leave it to others wlio perhaps know' more about

the matter than I do, and are better quahlied to decide upon
it. This spiritual warfare at any rate cannot be much longer

eluded or avoided. Oh that men would take therein Holy
Writ exclusively for their gtiide. For it indeed regards the
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whole of life and every important moment of it as a conflict

M'ith invisible powers, as also it tacitly implies or expressly

intimates that the whole sensible world is to be looked

upon as nothing else than an almost transparent, and at all

events, a very perishable veil of the spiritual world. To tlie

leader of the rebel spirits the Bible ascribes so great an in-

fluence in creation, that it caUs him the prince, nay, even the

god of this w'orld—tlie ruler of its principalities and powers.

And in order that tliis might not be taken in a mere figura-

tive sense, and be understood only of a of men morally
coiTupt and depraved, these spiritual pot»t .ates are in other

places expressly ciilled the elementary powers of naturi'

—

powers of the air, wliich in this dark planetary w'orld of

ours is compounded of light and and ever strug-

gling between life and death, '^^nc time key and explana-

m of the whole may, how’evev ,it ji the simple sentence

—

'
I *cath came into the world by gin." As, then, by the death

vt the first man, w'ho was not created for, nor originally d(*-

signed for death, death nas passed upon the whole human rac(‘

;

so by the earlier fall of him, who had been the first and most
glorious of created spirits, death pjujsed upon the universe—
that eternal death whose fire is unquenchable. Hence it

written :
—** Darkness wms on the face of the deep, and tlu

earth"—as the mere grave of that eternal death^— w.'is withou*.

form and void but the spirit of God moved on the face c.

the waters,” and therein lay the first germ of life for the new
creation. We liere see the difiereuce<.bct>veen all iibathen

systems of natural pliiiosophy and a divine knowledge of

nature, t. <?., one acquired in and by God, and also the key for

a right understanding of the latter.

If now' the dvnamic jday of the living forces of nature, wdiich

is unquestionably a linng entity, and has a life in itself,

though not indeed of and from itself—if this dynamical alter-

nation between life and death lie regarded as a simple fact,

and man is content to rest there, without seeking to explain

it by a higher principle, then will he have ever the self-same

One—an all-producing, all-absorbing, ruminating monster,

whether we express it poetically, as in mythology, or in the

scientific formularies of physiology. Quite ditferent is it,

how'ever, if this gi’eat pjTamid has been built upon the foun-

(Ution of eternal death. Then is the whole creature of this
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earthly planet and sensible world merely a ing life

whieli, so long as the pyramid is still unfinished utiO incom-

pleie. is, in parts, perpetually relapsing into death—into

actijJ death, oi at least into diseases and fractui’cs of various

kinds, wliich are only so many prhicijna or germs of death.

Then is nature itself nothing less than the ladder of resurrec-

tion, which, step by step, leads upwards, or rather is carried

from the abyss of eternal death up to the apex of light in the

lu^avenly illumination. For, understanding it in this sense, it

is impossible to think of nature without remembering at the

same time tl e divine l^nd wdiich has built this pyramid, and
which, along this ladder, brings life out of death, lliis view,

moreover, accounts for the fact, that a state of slumber is

essential to nature—and fuimishes an explanation why that

jx'rpctually-recnmiig collapse into sleep, w hich to us appears so

near akin to death, should be natiue's proper cliaracter. And
just as the consuming fire of death appears in the more highly

organised beings to be somewhat subdued and restrained-—

mitigated or exalted into the quickening Avanuth of life, so

also sleep is only the more than half enlightened brother of

death. And indeed as such, and the lovely messenger of hope
to immortal spirits, wan he ever regarded and described by
the ancients

;
but that which for them >vas little more than

a beautiful image of |X)etr)\ is for us the profoundest of

truths.

An t?xalted view and understanding of natxire consists, then,

in its bcping contemplated not merely as a djmamical play of

roci]>rocal forces, but historically in its course of development,

as a commencing life, perpetually relapsing into death, ever

disposed to sleep, and only painfiilly niising itself, or rather

raised ami lovingly guided tlirough tUl the intermediate

grades into' the light. J3ut beneath the huge tombstone of

outward nature there sleeps a soul, not w^hoUy alien, but lialf

akin to ourselves—which is distracted between the troubled

and ijainful reminiscence of etenial death, out of which it

issued, and the flowers of light which are scattered hero and
thore on this dark earth, ns so many lovely suggesters of a
heavenly hope. For this earthly natiu'e, as Holy Writ testi-

fies,'^ indeed, subject to uulUty, yet» without its will, and

Romans vul,
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without its fault : and consequently in hope of Him who has so

subjected it, it looks forward in the expectation that it shall one

day be free, and haA C a part in the general resurrection and
consummate revelation of (iod\s glory, before which both

nature and death shall stand amazed—and for this last day of a

new creation it sighs anxiously, and y(\arns with the pro-

foundest longing.

im3> at fVr



LECrrURE V.

OF THE SOUL OF MAN IN RELATION TO GOO.

A DIVINE science of Atm-e—one, /. <»., which is ever lookui^

to and has its root in God—^unlike the old heathen physio

.

logics sees something more in nature than a mere endlesii

play of living forces and the alternations of d^mamical action.

( onteniplatiug it rather as a whole, and in the connexion of

its sevenil pai'ts, it traces it from the first foundation on which
it was originally raised, up to the final consummation wliich

tlie Almighty has designed it to attain. Now, to such a mode
of studying it, nature appears to be in its beginning, as it were,

a bridge thrown acioss the abyss of eternal death and eternal

nothingness. And in perfect agreement with this origin

? r foundation, it exhibits itself at the ouls(‘t as a house of

corruption, a character which, to a certain degree, it subse-

(piently and long afterwards retains. After a while, however,

this house of corruption i.s transformtul, by the omnipotence
of the good Creator. i|ito a Laboratory of new life, and finally

is raiseef into a bidder of resimection, ascending, or rather

made to conduct, .stop by step, to the highest pitch of em’thJy

glorification, in which nature* too has apromivse tliat she shall

partake. Tliis was the subject of tKe preceding Leetim*, luid

it naturally enough suggests die further question, whether a

similar scale of gi'adual exaltation exists for the human soul.

Avhich, even while it is in many res|)eet>i akin to mother eartli

and to nature generally, is. ni*vertheless. far more excellent,

and by Its innate dignity claims to bo regarded as the vi'rj'

hf*ad and crowm of this earthly creation. The inquiry then,

whether the soul of man, gradually rising out of the depths

this perishable existence and the bondagt' of corruption, up to

God, can approach nearer to, and finally be totally identified

«vidi Him ; or at least, whether it is capable of lieing united in

4. perfect and lasting harmony with superior powers of «
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higher and a diviner region—this will fonn the-thcinc of our

present disquisition. In discussing it, however, our atten-

tion will be directed principally to its psychological aspect

—its relation, L e., to the theoiy of consciousness. For the

moral examination of this subject, even if it be not allowabh?

to assume that it, at all events, is well known, belongs to

another department of inquiry.

Now, on this head, the following remark immediately and

naturally suggests itself to the reflecting mind. Unless tiu' soul

be at unity with itself it cannot hope ever to be one with, or to

attain to an harmonic relation with tliat^Being, who, as he is tlu‘

one somce and principle of all and on whom all depends, in

himself a pure harmony. But so far is this condition from

being fulfilled in the actual state of the human consciousness,

that the latter appears rather to consist of pure and endless

discord. Fourfold, I said, is man's consciousness ; and f

called its four conflicting forces, rfz., understanding and Aviil,

reason and fancy, its four poles, or chief bmnehes, or ev<‘ii

the four quarters of the internal world of thought. How
seldom, however, do the understanding and will agiw togethe r.

Does not each of them prefer to follow an independent course

of its own? IIow seldom do men really and perseveringly

will and desire what they clearly see and acknowledge and

perfectly undei’stand to be the best ! And how often, on the

other hand, do we understand little or nothing of that, which

yet in the inmost recesses of our heartfj, we most desire and

wish, and most ardently and determinedly resolve upon ’

Reason and fancy too, both in the inner thought and in out-

ward life also, are, on the whole, in hostile conflict with each

other. Reason would wish to .suppres.s or at It^ast to dis|)ense

altogether with fancy, while fancy, caring, for the most part, but

little or nothing for the reason, goes its own way. llie will,

moreover, unceasingly distracted, is never even at peace with

itself, while the reason, standing alone in the endless evolution

of its own thought, entangles its<*lf at last in a labyiTnth uf

irreconcileable contradictions. ITie understanding, again, lia^

so many grades and species, and divides itself among so many
spheres and functions, that in this respect we might be justi-

fied in saying:—This one understanding understands not

the other, even though it be equally correct both in itself and

is its mode of operation. And thus, too, in the individual

:
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his understa^iding, the sum, i. of all that he imderstands,

consists, for the most part, but of rags and fragments of

tnith, which often enough do not match very well, and
seldom, if ever, admit of being made to blend harmoniously

together. And so, too, is it in all that belongs to, az.’d is under
the influence of fancy. The subjective views, for instance, and
conceits of man—^the delusions of his senses, the rapidly

changing meteors and unsubstantial phantoms of human
passion, arc things only too well known, self-evident, and
universally acknowledged.

So profomid then, eten in a psychological point of view% and
apart from the multiplied phases which the moral aspect pre-

sents, appeal’s the discord which reigns in our whole mind as

at present constituted! Dissension seems to be interwoven
into its fundamental fabric. Instead, therefore, of saying the

human consciousness is fourfold, with equal if not with greater

correctness we might and ought to say, it is divided or rather

.split into four or more pieces. It is common enough to speak
offacts of consciousness. And yet how seldom among philoso-

phers is anything more meant by this expression than the mere
tliinking of thoughts, in the eternal repetition of the same
empty process in which the thinking Ego thinks itself, and by
means of w'hich the Me is as it w’ere seized in tlie very aot,

and then, as the first beginning, the imaginary Creator and
Demiurge of the ideal world, this Me is nuug out like a gilded
pennon fr)ra tlie top of the whole artificial system * The only
fact of !he consciousness that really deserves to be so named
is its internal dissension. And this discord not only reveals

itself in thought between the Me and Not Me, but pervades the
whole and all its branches, or parts and forms, its species and
spheres, in mind and soul, understanding and wrill, reason and
fancy, which everywhere manifests itself, and of which the

thousandfoM material di8coi*d8 of man’s outer life is only the

reflection—its natural consequence and iFurther development.
From this fact of the manifold and ever-varying dissension of

the human consciousness an exposition of. philosophy might
not inappropriately set out, in order from this point to seek the

solution of i a peculiar problem and the rigtli road for the attain-

* Schlfgcl » to such principles as the “ Oogiio ergo svm** o*
pc8 Cartes, and especially to the cognate axiom of Fichte :

** Das ich o
•ich icibst.*' ** The Me posits or aihrms itself,”

—

TVans,
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meut of its end..^ For the problem^ of philosophy as contem-

plated from this side would consist in the restoration of that

original, natural, and true state of the consciousness in which

it was at imitj" and in harmony with itself. It is a leading

error of philosophy that it viewfe the present state of the

];iiMnan consciousness as even its right one, which requires

only to be raised to a higher power in order to be cleansed

from the taint ofcommonness of the ordinary way of thinking

which clings to it among the ignorant and unphilosophical,

and thereupon to be comprised in strangely artificial and

seemingly most profound formulcc. But by such an involu-

tion to a higher power the en'or is not got rid of, but rather

the evil itself is aggravated, since it is contained in the root

itself, and is to be found iti the inmost structure of the con-

sciousness. .Besides it cannot have been the original consti-

tution of man’s mind to be thus a prey to manifold dissension

and split as it were into pieces and quartered, lliis discord

is undoubtedly in the true meaning of the word a lUcl, tin*

only one which every individual can without hesitation vouch

for on the immediate and independent testimony of his own
experience. For the cause of this iiell-authenticated fact we
have only to look to that event which revt'lalion has made
known, of which eacli man must perceive the sad tracers within

his own heart. It began with that eclipse^ of the soul uhicli

preceded and commenced the present state' of man, and was
occasioned by thb intei^'cntion of a foreign btxly between it and
the sun which gave it light. But if the^ soul, tlje thinking as

well as the loving soul, be the ceutiH' of (x>n.sci(>u.sness, then in

this great and general daikening of the <‘entre, tin.' ('ntire s])lier('

in its whole essence and structure must have been alt(*r(‘(l.

And consequently in its philosophical aspect, and apart fiom
all special moral depravity in the independent acitions, I'vil

habits and passions of indiridiials, the soul is no longer, what
it was originally, as created and designed by the Almighty.

llius, then, the whole human conseiousiiess is filled with un-

mitigated discord mid division, not merely in its mixed rational

And sensuous or teirestrial and spiritual nature, but thought
itself is at issue wth life. And moreover while in the thought
tlu^ internal and the external, faith and science, are involved in

a hostile contrariety, disturbing and destroying each other, so

is it also in life with the finite and the infinite, the transitory
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and the imperishable. In sueh a state of things, therefore, and
from this point of view, the problem of philosophy, as aheady
remarked, cannot well be any other than the restoration of the

consciousness to its primary and true unity, so far as this is

humanly possible. Now tl5git this true and pennanent unity,

if it be at all attainable, must be looked for in God, is at all

events an allowable hypothesis. For it will not be disputed,

except by one who holds both this unity itself and its restitu-

tion to be absolutely impossible. But this is a j^oint on which
much may be advanced on both sides, and which therefore,

since mere disputing can avail nothing either one way or the

other, can only be decided by the fact—the isspe ofthe attempt.

On this hypothesis then, even philosophy must iii cverj" case

take God for the basis of its speculations—set out from Him,
and draw in every instance from this divine souree. But then,

considered from this point of view and pursuing this route,

it is no idle speculation and simple contemplation of the

iimer existence and thought alone—no dead science—^but a
vitol effort and an effectual working of the thought for the re-

storation of a corrupt and degraded consciousness to its natural

simplicity and original unity. And this is the way which we
ha\e marked out for the course of our speculations, or rather

the end \<rhich we must strive, however imperfectly, yet at least

to th(j best of our abilities, to attain to. And accordingly each

of the four preceding Lectures, although in free sketchy out-

line, contains an attempt to put an end to and reconcile some
pai’ticular schism amiftig those which are the most marked
and predominant in the consciousne.ss, and which in essential

points most disturb the whole of life. How far in these four

introductory essays this problem has been satisfactorily or

completely solved and happily settled, is a question which
will be h^t and most fairly tested by the idea of philosophy,

as having its true end and aim in the restoration of this cor-

rupt consciousness to its sound state—to its original unity

and fiill eneiw of life.

The discord between philosophy itself and life was the first

that I attempted to get lid of. But now, if in the jilace of

abstract thought and the dialectical reason, we aie entitled to

look to the Uiiiiking and loving soul for the true centre of

man's consciousness, then the imaginary partition-wall be-

taeen science and life at once ciumbles away. Our second
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Lecture was occupied with the discord which subsists between

the finite and the infinite—the eternal and the perishable

;

and, because this involved a problem which can only be solved

by life and reality, I therefore confined myself to pointing out

the w'ay in which we may hope to discover their unity and

equation. With this view, I attempted to establish a ^dvid con-

viction that there is a true enthusiasm wherein the illimitable

feeling manifests itself as actxml, and that even the earthly

passion of love assumes, in the holy union of fidelity and
wedlock, the stamp of the indissoluble and eternal, and be-

comes the source of many divine blessi^ags, and of many moral

ties, which are stronger, and fuimish a firmer moral basis to

society, than any general maxims, or than any ethical theory

which is built upon such notional abstractions, far more than

upon the pregnant results of the experience of life. And
lastly, in pure longing, I pointed out an effort of man*s con-

sciousness directing itself to an infinite, eternal, and divine

object. But, a.s tliis longing can only evince its reality by the

finits it brings forth, I reserved, to a future opportunity, the

more precise determination of this question. The theme of

our third Lecture was the existence and the reconciliation of

that schism which, both in thought and life, divides the internal

and the external worlds. If all knowing be a mere process

of the reason, then must this discord l)etwecn the inner and
the outer be for ever irreconcilable, and we should be utterly

at a loss to conceive how a foreign and alien body could ever

have found entiunce from without into our Me, and become
an object of its cognition. But if every sj)ecics of knowing
be positive,—if, also, the cognition of the spiritual and divine,

be nothing else than an internal and higher science of expe-

rience, then the idea of revelation furnishes at once tihe key
to explain, while it establishes the possibility of a knowledge of

the divine. And this remark admits, also, of application to

nature itself, when we consider it in its totality and internal

constitution, and speak of a knowledge of these things—of

the vital force which rules in it, or its animating soul ; for this»

indeed, eludes our grasp, but yet speaks plainly to Urn,
at least, who is wise to understand natme's lonapiage. iv if,

in attempting to understand natme, we isolateW, as it were,

and exclude all reference to Him who gave her being, and
has assigned, also, her limits and her end,—^if. in Aort. we
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rlisturb the two poles of a right imderstandiiig of nature,

then, most ai^uredly, will the eflfort be fruitless, and all our

labour unprofitable. Man, however, has gone still further, and
by transferring the innate discord of his internal conscious-

ness to outward objects, has forcibly rent asunder God and
Nature,—^he has thus divorced the sensible world and its

Maker, and set them in hostile array against each other, and
thereby brought physical science in collision with the know-
ledge of divine things and with revelation. Our fourth Lecture,

therefore, was consecrated to an attempt to effect here, also, a

reconciliation, or, at least, to lay the first stone, and to mark
out the road by whiclf alone we could hope to arrive at so

desirable a resxilt : and this is a problem which is even the

more important the truer it is, that this discord is not

confined to science and the scientific domain, but exfeids,

also, to real life, where these discrepant views and modes oi

thinking are arrayed against each other in so many hostile

and coiAicting parties. And although, as differing merely as

to the form and direction of thought, they do not come for-

ward in so distinct a shape, or xmder such characteristic names
as the parties in religion and politics, still this dissension is

not, therefore, loss real and universal, or its effects and influ-

ence less noticeable. Of these parties the first, and by far

the most numerous, is the sect of the rationalists, who doubt

indiscriminately of all things, and test every matter by the

standaid of their own scepticism, 'fhe second class is formed
of the exclusive wDrshippers of nature, and has many mem-
bers ambng scientific* men; wdiilc, lastly, the third con-

sists of those who derive, from the positive source of a dirine

decision, the law of their tliinking and the stimdard of their

judgment. Now, this last party, if it would only go a few
steps further, and draw still deeper from this source, woiild

be able to assign its appropriate place and value to every

potence and truth in the other species of thought and know-
ledge, and even thereby might qualify itself to dissolve and
reconcile the all-per\Ti^g discord. But inasmuch as they

do not adopt this conciliatory attitude tow'ards natuitd, his-

torical, and even artistic knowledge, so far as they are true,

but, on ih» contrary, in a iroirit of animosity, attempt to cir-

cumscribe and set negative limits to them, if not absolutely to

reject them as* worthless and pro&ne,~then, when they least
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wish it, they reahy sink into a party no less than the other

two. And thus, while they might occupy a far liigher position,

they fall to the level of the rest, and contribute, on their part,

an element to the intellectual strife, and tend to promote

and perpetuate it. The three parties, then, which by their

ruling ideas divide life and the age, are the rational thinkers,

the w’orshippers of nature, and those who, in all controverted

questions, appeal absolutely to a higher and divine authority ;

for inasmuch as the sentence of the latter is only of a nega-

tive import, it is therefore insufficient to meet all the requi-

sitions of life.

Thus, then, have I led your considcintion to four different

J

)oints, in order to seize and exhibit, in as many different

bnns and spheres, this great fact of the dissension in man's

consciousness, as it exists at present. In a similar manner,

too, a fourfold attempt has been made to remedy its hereditary

disease, which has been inherent in it since the original darken-

ing of the soul at the Fall, and, by appeasing the discord which,

as it is all-pervading and universal, assumes manifold shaj)es

and foims, to make the first step of return and approxima-

tion towards the original harmonic unity. IIa>dng considered

the matter in these four special points of vic\v, it will not, I

hope, appear premature if I now propose the question in a

more general point of view, which will embrace the whole
human consciousness itself, but, at the same time, limit our

consideration of it exclusively to its psychological aspect.

Now it is in nowise difficult to conceive of the human soul

as much simpler than it is, and apart from that divi^iion of it

into several facultii^s, which is at most, and properly, but an
accident of its existence. One of the first among the modern
philosophers of Germany, says somewhere of the soul, that

the supposition of its existence is supci-fluous, and that it is a

pure fiction.^ But this statement was the result of his having
abandoned in his system the true centre of life and conscious

ness ;
whoever, on the contrary, adheres steadily thereto, will

never concur in a position which simply, as contradicting the

general feeling of human nature, requires no elaborate rcftita-

tion. But as regards the two parts into which the soul is

divided, vhs., Reason and Fancy—these, at any rate, are no
fictipii, but CRist really and truly within the consciousness,

Schelling.
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where, as in life itself, they often stand confronting each other

in hostile an*liy. This division cannot well be called super-

fluoiLS, but yet it does not admit of being considered absolutely

necessary, and belonging to the soul’s original essence. If aU
thinking were a living cogitation—^if the thinking and the

loving soul had remained at unity in their true centre, then the

external methodical thought and the internal productive think-

ing, meditating, and invention, would not be separate and
divorced—at least they would not come into hostile conflict

with each other, but would rather be harmoniously com-
bined in the living cogj^tion of the loving soul. * The several

fonns, too, of a higher love and a higher endeavour, aye, every

lawful earthly inclination^ would be blended in this harmony
of the soul, and no longer stand out as a separate and isolated

faculty, occasionally conflicting with all the others. Even the

conscience would no longer appear as a special act or func-

tion of the judgment, of a distinct and peculiar kind, but >vould

.)c absorbed in the whole as a delicate intemal sensibility and

the pulse of the moral life.

As for sensation and memor}% they are in any case but

ministering faculties, which only appear distinct and inde-

pendent under the influence of the prevailing tendency to

separation and disunion, but on the supposition of a simpler

and more hannonious consciousness, would be counted merely

as bodily organs. If, then, the soul had not suffered an
ellipse—if it liad remained undisturbed in the clear light of

God—then would inanis conscioiLsness also have been mueh
simpler than it now is, with all those several faculties which
we at present find and distinguish in it. In such a case, it

would consist only of understanding, soul, and will. For if,

according to the three directions of its activity, any one should

still bo disposed to divide it into the thinking, the feeling, and
the lo>ing sotd, still this would not be foimded on any intrinsic

strife or discord, but they would all combine haimouiouslv

together, and in this harmonious combination be at unity

among themselves. As for the distinction between under-

standing and will, that would still remain, since it is essential

to mind or spirit, and may, in a certain sense, be ascribed

even to the uncreated spirits. But in this garden of the soul

of inward illumination—on this fruit fid soil of hanuoiiised

thought and feeling—they would walk amicably together, and
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^s ork ill common, and would not, as hostile beings, turn aside

in opposite directions, or as is mostly the case In actual life,

be divided from each othei* by an impassable gulf, and never

meet in friendly contact.

Thus nearly, or somewhat simihudy, must w^e conceive of,

and attempt to represent to ourselves, the human mind in its

original state, before it was darkened, rent asunder, and con-

demned to lasting discord, but was as yet eminently simjile

and peidectly harmonious.

And now as regards understanding and wilL as a di\'ision of

powers essential to themind or spirit, wjuch, however, as such, is

not necessarily inharmonious : the expression aheady touch*ed

upon of another of our modem Gemmn pliilosophers, ^ill serv e

as a transition to and commencing point for my remarks.

According to this memorable assertion with regaid to the mind
(geht)^ and wdiich will serve as an appropriate pendant to

that last quoted about the soul, the essence of mind or spirit

in general consists in the negation of the opposite."*^ Now I

cannot stop at present to inquire >vhat sense this would give,

if applied to the uncreated spirit, find the (heator of all other

spiritual beings. Ibit as concerns created spirits ; their essence,

contrariwise, consists principally in an eternal affirmation.

Ilut this, however, they have not of and from themselves, but it

is the affinuation of the one to wliich God has exclusively

destined them. But it is not of themselves, but of G(k1 and
Ilis energy, of whom these creaUKl spirits ar(\ as it were, but

a ray—a spark of His light—^therefore in this ray^ not only

sight and understanding, but also thought and deed, wdll and
execution, are simultaneous and identical. And it is in this

respect that they are so totally different from men. Now this

ray of light, imjmrtcd to them from God, is nothing less than

the thought of their destination—of tlic purpose of their lieing

—ill a word, their mission, if w'C may speak after a human
fashion, and in the prevailing phraseology. And, indeiKl, in

all ancient languages, the jnire created intelligences liave these*

names from thatmissionwhich constitutes their essence ; for their

essence is even perfectly identical with this divine mission or

inboni eternal affirmation. To the fallen spirits, on the other

hand, the maxim above quoted applies t^y enough : their

^ HeiceL
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essence consists, not in the divine affirmation, or the mission
which they have abandoned, but rather in the eternal, though
bootless, dciiifil of their opposite, which is even nothing less

than the divine order. For to their ambitious intellect and
per\Trse wills, the latter, in all probability, appeared far too

loving, and therefore unintelligible; while, to their censorious

judgment, it seemed deficient in rigour, of consequence, and
not unconditional and absolute enough.

All that has hitherto been said, reduces itself to the follow-

ing result. As by the first obscuration and eclipse of the

human soul, the very# body of man was deteriorated, and
having been originally created with a capacity of immortality,
fell a prey to death, and received tlie germs, or became liable

to many diseases, as roots of death—which is not guilt itself,

but the natural result of guilt, so in his consciousness there

was then implanted, and has over since been propagated, a
germ of intellectual death and manifold seeds of eiTor. which,
however, arc not a new ein, but merely the natural cons *-

quences of the first sin and the original corruption of the soul.

In four different fonns, according to the four cardinal points

and fundamental faculties of the human consciousness, doe
this inborn eiTor and fniitful germ of erroneous and false

thinking sho^v and developc itself. We have already spoken
of this fiitilc idea of the dcadness of all extenial life, which has
taken such deep root in the centre of all human thought—^In

the dead absti'act notion and the empty foraiula, and which
clinging»as an original taint to the himian mind as at present
constituted, renders it so difficult for aU those who, not con-
tent with merely observing nature, wish really to luiderstaud

it in its living operation, and moreover, to imitate in thought
its dynamical law, and the inner pulse of its vital forces. For
n the abstract notion all tliis eva|>orates, and when confined
within such dead formularies, the true life of nature quickly
becomes extinct. Tins, therefore, is the primary source of
error—^tlie leading species of barren and futile thinking in the

abstract understanding. But now this dead and lifeless cogi-

totion of abstract ideas, with its processes of combining and
inferring, or of analysing and dmwing distinctions, may be
carried on into infinity, os being that wherein the essence or
function of reason consists, and also as giving rise to inter-

minable disputes and contradictions. Consequently this form
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of the reason, which is ever pursuing dialectical disputationa,

or else sceptically renouncing its own authority, even because

it never allows itself to proceed in what alone is its legitimato

course, becomes thereby a second source of error and false

thinking among men. And, indeed, this erroneous procedure

of the dialectical reason, which is incessantly w orking out or

analysing its abstract notions, is the eifect of the present con-

stitution of the human mind; so that no individual ca)\ in

justice be blamed on its account, nor can its perverted con-

clusions and comipting results be fairly imputed to ulterior

view s and principles of an immoral chofiracter.

In considering the imagination as a source of error, we
have no need to select the instance of a fancy satanically

inflamed to passion, or satanically deluded, or even one of

a purely malerialistic bias and leaning. For fancy, even in

its greatest exaltatioii and purest fonn, is at best but a sul)jt»c-

tive view' and mode of cogitative apprehension, and conse-

quently as such is ever a fruitful parent of delusion. How
verj' rarely an imagination is to be found which is not predomi-

nantly subjective, is showm precisely in the very highest grade

of its development—in the creations of imitative art. Of
the exalted geniuses who in single ages and nations have
distinguished themselves from the groat mass, and attained to

that rare eminence—^the reputation of the tnie artist out of

this short list of great names, how few can be schTtedof whoso
productions it can be truly said and boasted :—Here in this

picture we liave sometliing more than a •men* general wiewv, or

the peculiar fantasy of an individual ; here', life and nature stand

before us in their full tnith and objective reality, and sjx^ak

to us in that universal language, which in intelbgible to men
of all countries and all times ! And the Siuno rcmjxrk applies

to the whole domain of scientific thought in g^meral ; but
especially to physical and historical science.

In like manner, in the sphere of the will, it is not merely
immoral volition.s, which, as such, must ever be false and
WTOng, that arc exclusively the Kource of (UToneous thought.

The spring of those errors which we are at prtjsent eonsidtn-

ing, lies in the \Qry form of the wull itself, i. e., in the absolute

w'Uling, even though its object and end be, in themselves,

perfectly legitimate and unexceptionable, liuit this absolute

willing—or to speak more humanly, and in ordinary Ion-
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guage, self-will and obstinacy—^is a fiindamontal and hereditary

failing of the human character, as at present constituted,

wliich shows itself in the very youngest children, with the first

dawn of reason, and requires to be most watchfully checked, is

but too wellknown to every teacher and cverj' mother. But not

in infancy only, but also in the most important and compre-

hensive relations of life—^nay, even in the liistory of the

world—^this same absolute willing proves the most pernicious

of all the sources of ciTor and corruption in the soul and life

of man, even when its object is not \inmitigatedly bad, or

when, perhaps, it may even deserve to be called great and

noble. It is tlu*dugft this absolute willing that the sove-

reign with imlimited authority, even though he be gifted

with a stiongand comprelmnsive intellect, and possessed of

many (‘stimable qualities and monil virtues, becomes, never-

theless, the oppressor of his j>eoplc and the merciless tjTant.

llirough it also, in states which arc not monarchiciil, but

where the supreme authority is divided among several estates,

views and j^rinciples w’hich, calmly considered and duly

hmitod by opposing principles, are time and beneficial, by
being advanced absolutely, and without qualification, arc

converted into so many violent facetious, wdiich, distracting

the minds of men and inflaming th(‘ir passions, produce a

w ide-.spread and fearful anarchy.

ITie dead abstract notions of the intellect, the dialectical

disputes of the reason, the purely subjective and one-sided

api)rehc;iision of objeq^s by a deluded fancy, and the absolute

will, arc the four sources of human error. Considered apart

from the abermtions of passion, sjiecial fiuilfs of character, and
prejudict's of education, as w ell as the false notions and wrong
judgments to which the latter give rise—these fom* are the

springs from which flows all the eiTor of the soul which
makes itself the centre of tlic terrestrial reality, and w^hich,

springing out of this soil, is noiunshed and propagated by it.

To w'hat then are we to look to dispel these manifold delusions

but to a closer and more intimate union of the soul with

God Jis the source of life and truth ?

What, let us therefore ask, is the organ by which such closer

union wdth and immediate cognition of GoA is to be effected ?

Plainly not the understmuling, even though as the costive
sense of a revelatioi of spirit, and of the spirit of revdarion,
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it can-Ies us through the first steps towards a right

understanding of ourselves and the Creator. For so long as

we confine ourselves to the understanding, which, at most, is

but a prepai atory and auxiliary faculty, we shall only make an

approximation. It is only when the divine idea, passing

beyond the understanding—^the mere surface, as it were, of

our consciousness—^penetrates into the very centre of our

being, and strikes root there, that it is possible, witli a view

to this end, to draw immediately from the primarj' source of

all life. Now, the organ which essentially co-operates in this

work is the will, which, in such co-operation however, divests

itself entirely of its absoluteness. On this accoimt I callecl

the will the sense for God, or the sense which is appropriated

to the perception of Deity.

But before I proceed in my attempt to define and elucidate

tlie nature of this reciprocal action, and show how it is

possible or generally conceivable, it will be necessary to

premise one essential remark. I have already attempted to

fiiscover and to establish a special and characteristic maik
for every sphere of life, and its highest and lowest grades.

Thus, the proper and distinctive signature of nature, and all

that belongs to it\ is a state of slumber or sleep
;
the charac-

teristic property of man, which distinguishes him from all

other intellectual beings, is fancy
;
while the essential pro-

perty of the pure created spirits is the stamp of eternity

which is impressed on all their operations, by means of whicii

they perform, with untiring energies, their allotted duties,

without the alternation of repose or the itccessity of sl^p, and
by reason of which they remain for ever w hat they once begin

to be. Applpng the same line of thought to a higher

region, I would now attempt to discover there some cha-

racteristic sign, by observing which man may perhaps be able

to find his true jiosition. Proceeding then in this line of

thought, and preserving a due regard to the weakness of

the human capacity, I would obs<^ivc as follows. The
characteristic—not indeed of the divine essence, for that is

too great for man's powers of apprehension—^but of the

divine operations and His influence on the creation and all

created beings, consists in Ills incredible condescension to-

wards these Ilis creatures, and especially towards man.

Incredible, however, it may, nay, must and ought to be called,
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masmuch as it transcends every notion, nay, all belief, even
the most confiding and childlike, and the more it is contem-
plated, appears the more inconceivable and amazing. Only
it admits of question, whether the expression be sufficiently

simple and appropriate, and, consequently, well-chosen; for

the fact itself of this divine condescension is affirmed in every

line and word of revelation. And by revelation I mean, not

merely the written revelation, but every manifestation more
or less distinct of God, and His divine operations and provi-

donee—^history, natine, and life. Now on no one point arc

the voices of all, who on sucli a matter can be regarded as

authorities, so perfccUy concordant and unanimous, as on this

wonderful attribute of the Godhead, which, on the suppo-

sition that the belief in one living God is universal, may be

considered as placed beyond doubt or question.

In order to demonstrate how essential is the co-operation

of the will to that living intercommimion with God, vrhich is

something more than a mere understanding, we advance the

following a4SSumptions. Supposing that in the incredible

condescension of Ilis love, God has made Himself known to a

man, just as m the first books of our Holy Scripture He is

described as conversing wdth Moses, and as familiarly as one

friend talks to another; supposing also that He revealed to

him all tlie secret things of heaven and eartli without reseiwe

;

tliut He at the siimc time laid oiieii to him His will and hidden

couiisc‘ls, and that not summarily and in a general way, but

definitely and in details
; expressly making known to him His

gracious purpose^ , Imth in what lie at present requires of him
and designs for him hei'eaftcr; that He has also pointed out

to man the means w'liich will enable him to accomplish His
wUl, and moreover has added the highest possible promises

for his encouragement : supposing all tins, is it not eridout

that it licvcrthclcss could not help or profit man unless he

consented to receive it? The w^hole divine communication

would be in vain if man obstinately continued in his old Ego-
ism, mixed and compounded of evil habits, fears, and sensual

desires, and. unable to tear liimsclf aw^ay, stiU clung close to

the naiTOW limits of self and his own Me.

Now it is nothing but this intrinsic consent and concur-

rence in the ivill of God, this calm affirmation of it, that can
help man, who is now left to his owm free determination even
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as regards the Deity, and tliat can lead him to God. On this

acconut I called the will, rather than the understanding, man’s

sense for the divine. But all that is here required is the

internal assent, and not the power of actual performance ; for

that varies even according to the standard of nature, or rather

of that which is imparted to him from above, since of himself

man has no capacity for that which is higher and more excel-

lent, nothing being man’s oum but his will. Now this internal

assent and submission of man’s own will to the divine is

clearly inconceivable where it has not, to a certain degree,

withdrawn from the sensible world whiiji surrounds him with

so many ties and allurements, and where it has not loosened

and set itself free from the narrow domain of self to which
his Ego so closely clings.

Here then naturally arises the question, how far a renuncia-

tion of the world and self-sacrifice, on which even tlic Platonic

philosophy so greatly insisted, is necessary, if we would ad-

vance one degree or at least one step nearer to God, as the

supreme good and all-perfect Being, and what are its true and
proper limits? In obedience to this idea of the renunciation

of the world as indispensable to communion with God, the

Hindoo fakir will sit for thirty years in one spot, with his

eyes fixed immutably in the same direction, so that he not

only surpasses all the limits of human nature, but also erases

and extinguishes aU traces of it in himself. Or perhaps, in

spite of the simple principle and ndc of sound reason, that

man. as he is not the author of his owm being, has no right to

tonr.inato it, he follows a false idea of self-sacrifice, and mounts
the darning pile in order to be the sooner united to the Deity.

In the fimdamcntal idea of these cxtravagjmees there is

doubtless a germ of beauty and of truth, though in the per-

verse application and gigantic scale of exaggeration that we
meet with it among the primeval nations ofAsia, it is distorted

into monstrous falsehood. A simple illustration, taken from

the different ages of man's life, will perhaps serve to set in a

clear light the point on which cver}q.hing turns in this matter

of the assent of the human to the divine will, and to deter-

mine the sense and the degree in which man ought not to

give himself up entirely to the world, or to revolve closely

xound the centre of self, if he would yield a sincere and hearty

submission to a higher voice and tW guiding hand which
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conducts the education of the whole human race, and watches
vnih equal care the development of individuals and of ages.

The child may and must play, for such exercise is wholesome
and even necessary for the ^e expansion of its bodily powers

;

but at its mother’s call, for to the child hers is the higher

voice, it ought to leave its play.. Youth, again, ought to be
merry and enjoy the verdant spring ; but when honour and
duty summon to earnest action, then must he be ready to lay

aside all light-hearted amiisement for sterner avocations; or

to take another 'view of the youthful temperament, should its

joyousness touch too rudely, not to say overstep, the bounds of

morality, then at the first liint of warning it must abandon its

treacherous pleasures. The full-grown man, too, having to

make his way in the 'ivorld and to fight with fortune in the hard

struggle of life, has little leisure for idle feelings and medi-
tations ; only he must not renounce all higher and nobler sen-

timents, nor dismiss from his mind the thought of the Godhead
and the divine (which indeed for its mere preservation requires

no outward ordinance or loss of time), as belonging to the boy,

and suitable only for the unripe years of youth. Or to regard

life under its passive aspect, let us think of the happy wife by
the side of a husband she loves, aind living only in her chil-

dren, and possessing of worldly good as much as she wishes

or requires ; suddenly, by one of those changes and chances

which prevail in this transitory life, she is bereaved of all—the
partner of her joys and cares, the children of her bosom, and
perhaps, too, of her rank and consideration, while beneath the

repeated strokes of affliction her very health sinks. ^Vho
would check her tears or blame her natural sorrow if she feels

and tells her woes ? No one : for holier eyes than man’s look

upon her with compassion. One thing, however, may fairly

and reasonably be expected of her,—tliat she do not give way
entirely to despair, nor murmur against Providence. More,
therefore, than man requires of man in the ordinary relations

of life, God requires not of the human will ; and on that alone

does lie make any requisition, in respect to that free assent

and internal concurrence which alone can bind.us in personal

\mion with the Godhead, and bring us near to Him ; a consum-
mation which no mere intellectual apprehension of all possible

revelations, w’^hether writt ;n on the pages of inspiration, or on
the open tablets of nature, or engraven on the imperishuble

annals of history, i • suificient to bring about.
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So much and nothing more is required for this essential

concurrence of the hiunan will with the divine, in the general

relations of life. But, in the case of any special vocation and

profession~if, for instance, a man feels himself disposed to

become a minister of the revealed Word, an instrument and

messenger of the divine communications—then, no doubt,

higher and sterner requisitions must come into consideration.

To men of native courage, what voc^ation can be more uni-

versal than that of a soldier and defender of his country ? but

does not it require, besides undaunted courage and contempt

of death, the patient and enduring fortitude wliich bears up

under countless hardships and privations? What vocation,

again, can be simpler and more fully founded in nature, than

that of the softer sex to become a mother ? but how many
sufferings, and fears, and dangers, compass it about, and liow

infinite are the great and little anxieties to which a mother's

love—^that purest and tniest of all earthly affections—is ex-

posed ? And it is even herein that human love most betrays

its weakness
;

it may suffice for some one detenninate direc-

tion, some traiLsitory period of life, for some single effort of

magnanimity or self-sacrifice, but it rarely survives tlie changes

of time and fortune, and its feith and ardour too often are

extinguished amid the petty trials of every-day life, and its

numberless cares and anxieties.

And as with the love, so also is it with the faith of men :

it enters not sufficiently into munutioe
;

it is not pei'sonal

enough, nor sufficiently childlike and# confiding : it is not

made to refer enough to ourselves. Most mi?n, imlecd, have

only too lugh an opinion of their owm worth—an over-wcen-

ing confidence in their own powers; at least, the opposite

feult of extreme diffidence is a rare exception. But yet,

it is true, men generally take far too low an estimate of their

true vocation and proper destiny
;
they believe not in its high

dignity ; and as viewed in its place among the vast universe,

they hold it and themselves as comparatively insignificant.

But this a total misconception. Every man Is an individual

entity—on inner world of his own, full of life— true micro-

cosm (as has been already said in a different sense) in the

eye of God and in the scheme of creation: every man ha/^

a vocation of his own, and an appropriate destiny. Could

men’s eyes be but once opened to see it, how would they be
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amazed at the infinity which they have neglected, and might
have attained to, and which generally in the world remains

neglected and unattained. But of the many thousands whom
this remark concerns, how veiy few ever attain to a clear

cognition of their real destination ! And the reason of this

is simplv the fact, that the feith of men is aU too weak, and,

above all, that 'it is too vaguely geneiul, too superficial, too

little searching or profound—not sufficiently personal and
.childlike.

A childlike faith, and a love that endureth unto the end,—
these are the true bonis to hold the soul of man in intimate

union Avith God. But it is in hope, such as is at present

found among men, that the chief defect lies ; for hope ought
to be strong and heroic, othemuse it is not that which the

name expresses. Few men, perhaps, are entirely devoid of
faith and love, only they are not si^ciently carried into the
details and trifles of life, as human w’ants require ; for it

is exactly to these tliat all that is divine in men’s thoughts
and deeds ought to be directed. In hope, on the contiury,

the inner man must raise himself and ascend up to God : it

must therefore be strong and energetic, if it is to be effi-

cacious. On tliis account we might well expect it to be far

more rare, comparatively, than faith and love, considered

according to the human scale of reasoning; on the other

hand, probably, there are many men who, internally, arc

almost tobdly destitute of hope.

Tlie longing after \he eternal and diAune, Avhich has been
already described, is the seeking of God

; but tliis calm in-

ward assent of the will, Avhenever, with a childlike faith and
enduring love and in stea<lfiist hope, it is caiTied through and
maintained Avith unwaA^ering fidelity throughout life, is the
actual finding of Him witliin us, and a coii.stant adherence to

Him when once wo have found Him. As the root and prin-

ciplc of all that is be.st and noblest in man, this diA'ine long-

ing cannot be too highly estimated, and noAvhere is it so

inimitably described, and its excellence so fully aeknoAvledged,

as in Holy Writ itself. A remarkable instance of it is tfie

fact that a prophet who aa os set apart and called by (fed

Himself to ms office, and avos for that purpose endued with
miraculous gifts, is expressly called in Holy Writ the man of

/
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longings.* And yet this longing is nothing b\it the source,

Uie first root, from which springs that triple flower in the

lovely symbol of faith, hope, and charity, which afterwards,

spreading over every grade and sphere of moral and intel-

lectual existence, expands into the richest and most manifold

fruits.

Now it is very possible in some serious dnd intellectual

work to feel a pleasure in this triple union of holy thoughts

and sentiments, as with any deeply significant picture in gene-

ral, without duly entering the while into Its precise requisi-

tions and profound meaning. But froifi one particular end of

a philosophy of life, i. e., of a thorough knowledge of the

human consciousness, the psychological aspect of the subject

assumes a peculiar importance, and essentially demands our

attention. With this view, I venture to assert that the

human consciousness, whioh otherwise and in itself is entirely

a prey to discord, and split into irreconcilable contraries, is

by faith, hope, and love, redeemed from this dissension—is

raised from its innate law, of an emng and dead thought, and

of an absolute will, which is no less dead and mill, being

restored gradually to a perfect state of nnison and harmony.

Under the influence of faith—and by tliis term I understand,

not the cold and heartless repetition of a customary fonnulary,

but a living and personal faith in a living and personal Tiod

and Sarfour,—under the influence of such a faith, the living

sph'it of truth steps into that place of the consciousness

which before was usuiqicd by the mere abstmet thinking of a

degraded understanding. And whenever, on the other hand,

a refined goo(hiess and love have in patient endurance become
the soul of existence, there is no room for the stonny bb-

Btinacy or passionate >vildnes.s of an absolute will. Even
in the will itself all is now life; discord is banished from it,

and all the threatening elements of strife are for ewr ap-

fieased. And in that trusting confidence with which the

loving soul leans upon God—in the strong god-like hopt»

which takes its stand upon the Eternal, the reason, with its

Irdering, regulating, and methodical processes, and the fancy,

Daniel ix. 23, In our authorised translation it stands **
greatly

eloved/' but in the Hebrew it is as given in the margin, ** t man gf de-

Iree;** in the Septuagint, Mip ini0vnlia¥,-^Trani.
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with its (Irpains of the infinite, arc again completely recon-

ciled, and thereby the hamiony of the human consciousness

restored. Fancy, I remarked formerly, is tlie characteristic

property of man, as distinguished ])y it from other spiritual

iuU'lligences
;
for reason, as a mere faculty of negation, affords

only a negative distinction of hi.s nature as compared with

irrational creatures, Ihit now, in a more com})rehensive

view, and, at the same time, with profounder significance

and greater trutli of description, we may say of man, in the

same sc‘nse and in tli(‘ same relation, hope' forms his ebarac-

t eristic
j
rojau ty and^iis iiimo.st esseiuv.

Here, tiien, in this holy ho])e, is longing, that marvellous

flower of the soul, ex])an(ied into its perfeel and noblest fruit.

If, in judging of the three, man looks tlie end to which he

is to attain.—if, in thought, he place.s him.self at this point

ot‘ view, tie 11 assun'dly will love apjiear the liighest and the

best; for hopi* ceases when fulfilment comes in. and siglit

enters into tlie place of faith, but love abideth for ever."*^

i'^og, liowevtT, as man has not yet attained imto that

which is ])ertect, and is still in pursuit of it, hope must be

n‘gaided as the greatest, for it is even the true vital flame of

faith, as well as of love, and of all higher existence.

This divine liojie is oven the fruit-beuring prineijile and the

fructification of the immortal soul by tlu‘ Holy Spirit of

l^Uanal 1 ruth—the luminous centre and focus of grace, where
the dark and discor^lant soul is illuminated and restored to

unison with itself and with (lod.

* 1 Cor. iiii. 13.

KHO OF LKCTU&JI V.
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LECTURE VI.

OF THE WISDOM OF THE DIVINE ORDER OF THINGS IN

N VTURE. AND OF THE RELATION OF NATURE TO THE
OTHER LIFE AND TO THE INVISIB^^E WORLD.

The highest and loftiovSt lan^iia^e would fail U8 worn it our

purpose to speak of the inmost essence of the (iodhead, since

lie is that which no thought or conception can comprehend, and
which no words are suf!iei<'nt completeh’ to (h\scril)e or ade-

(juately to express. On the other hand, wlicm we reflect on
Ood's work in creation, and of His snjx. riuteuding providence

M'hieh rules th(‘ course of this earthly world, our thoughts

<‘annot l>e simple enough nor. to judiie hy tliat principhj of the

divine eondesccuision wliich formed the nuekuis of our remarks

in the last lit cturt', too familiar or affect ioiiate. In a genenii

way this is comnumly enough admitted, but practically it is

ncglecU'd. Men do not clearly ])r(‘scnt t<> their miiuLs all tliat

is involved in it, and the remott‘ con.seipu nces to which it

leads. And so, in spite of their b<'tt:er cDiivictions, they in.sec-

sibly adopt a high-sounding and .soh nm j^train, when the tom*

of a childlike reveremx' is nlom' the .suilahh.' and appropriate

style for expressing the n le.tion In tweeii tlu' benignant (*rea.

tor and His creatun^s, and man especially, as simply and as

naturally as it is in n ality.

I said as naturally, because it i.s im[)licd in the v(tv nature

of things that if Hod did originally create free beings like

men, lie 'would give them all things needful, keep them con-

stantly in His n'gard..‘md cvtaywlieie l<md them a helping and
directing hand. Kut from time to time H(‘ might, it is not

inconsistent to suppose% witnoiaw as it were His guidanee ; for

otherwise they wcjuld cea.M* to lx* fre(^ beings. In this respect

the divine Providema* may lx‘ likened to a uiollier teaching her

child to w^alk. Having chor-en a el(‘ar sj)ot, free from all

things likely to hurt the infant in its fill, slu; piaccH it firmly

on its feet. For a little while she holds and 8up|}orts it, and
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then •l)ack a few steps, she waits for its love to sets it^

litth' limbs in motion and to follow her. But how Avatehfnl is

h(T (*ye, how outstretelu’d her arms to eatch her babe tin* ii.-

stant it be[»ins to totter! Such nearly, and equally simph', is

the Halation of God to man; and not to iiKlividuals only, but

also to the wliole human race. For in the divine education and

higher j>;iiidanee of mankind we may trace th(‘ same de|jrrets

and natural i^radation of developments as fonu the basis iff

the edu(‘ation of individuals, and may also be (observed in all

tb(‘ processes of nature.

Now wo take it for <»Tauted that God has willed tlie creation

not only of free and ])ure spirits, but also of tlu‘ natural world :

for that He lias so willed is a fact that as it were staia s us in

llie face. Tf then, alonj*: witli the fi*( e spirits He has also en‘aTe(l

a nature. /. e.. a livin*^^ re]noduet ive ])(n\er eapabk* of and de-

si^MU‘d todev('h>jK‘ and ])ropa<rate itself.it is plain tliat we can-

not and ont>;ht not to think of such a nature as independent

and s<‘lf-subsiMiiit!'. For brst of all it had not its headlining in

itstdf Moreo\(‘r, it would move as a blind force, and as suc;t

maiiih'st itself only in dt^^truellon and desolatitni, if its Makt r

liad not originally fixed and assigiu'd to it tlu* imd towards

>\liieli all its efforts N\ere ultimately to be diri‘(‘led. Natiue
indet*d is not l're(‘ like man ; but still it is not a piu*e of dead

c loek-MorK, wliieh, N>heu it is once wound u]). works on mc-
ehauieally till it has run ilK'lf down again. There is life in it.

And if, a ft’W' abstract but superficial thinkers ]iav(' failed to

discern or ov(‘n ventured expressly to diuy this trutli, the

gi’Tuaal feeling of mankind on the other hand lu ars witness to

it. Yes, man feels tliat there is lib* rustling in tlie tree, as wirli

its man\ arms and liranehes, its h'avt s and flowers, it niovt s

ba<*kw'ar<ls and forwaids in the free air: and that as (‘ompurc'd

witli th(' clock, with all its ingenious but dt'ad mechanism, it

even a living thing. And wliat the eoimuon feeling of man-
kind thus instiuetively assumes is ec/ntirmeil by the jirofounder

investigations of pliysieal seiiaice. I hus wi' know tliat i vcn

jilants sleep, and that tlnw too, as much as animals, thougb

aft(*r a different sort, have a lnu‘ impn gnation and pnipagc^.

tion. And is not nature on the whole a life-tree as it wire,

whose leaves and flowers are perpetually expanding themselves

and sec'king nourishment from the balsamic air of lu<ivc‘n,

while, as tlm mj) rises from the deep-liidden root into tlie
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mighty stem, the branches stir and move, and invisible forces

sweep to and fro in its waving erowji. Most shallow and super-

ficial in truth is that physical seieuet* which would consider the

system of natiu*e, Avith all the niarv(*ls of beauty and majesty

wherewith its Maker hiis adorned it, as nothing more than a

piece of lifeless clock-work. In such a syst(un the almighty

Creator must appear at best but a gr(‘at mechanical artist who
has at his command infinite resources ; or, if we may be allowed

so absurd an expression, as the fittest to expose? the absurdity of

those who would regard the divine work both in its wliole and
ill its parts as dead, an omnipotent cloclv-nuiker. If, how'ever,

to meet the needs of men's limited capacity, we must, wh(‘n

sj)eaking of the Creator, employ such trifling and childisli

similes, tlicn of all human avocations and pursuits that of the

gardener w ill serve best to illustrate the divine opi*rations in

nature. Almighty and omniscient, howevtu*. He has Himself

created the tnrs and flowens that H(‘ cidtivatcs, has Himself

made th(?g<)od soil in w’hich they grow, and brings dow n iVom

heaven the bilmy spring, the dew's and rain, ami the sunshine

that quicken and mature them into life and beauty.

If, then, there be life in nature, as indeed obsmwation

teaches, and the general heeling of man avouches, it must
a].so j)ossess a vital development, which in its movements ob-

serves an uniform course and intrinsic law. In truth tin*

Creator ha.s not reserved to Himself thi* beginning and the

end alone, and left the rest to follow' its own course^ but in

the middle, Jiiul at every point also, of it.s progress, tl)(‘

Omnipotent Will can intervene at pleasure. If He pleases

He can iu.stantaneou.sly stop this vital ricvi*lopmcnt, and nmK
dcmly make the course of nature stand still : or, in a moment,
give life and movement to what before stood motionless aiul

inanimate. Generally speaking, it is in the divine power iu

saspend the law's of nature, to interfiTe directly with them,
and, UH it were, to intercalate among them some higher and
immediate operation of Ilis power, us an c*xception to their

uniform development. For as in the social frame of civil life,

the author and giver of the hiws may o(‘casu)njilly set them
aside, or, in their administnition, allow certain 8fM.^cial coses

of exception, even so is it, also, wfith nature’s Lawgiver.

Now, this immediate o[>cratiou, and occasional intciference

of Suoreme Power *^lih the order (»f nature, is exactly what
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constitutes the idea of miracle. The gene ral possibility of

miracles is A principle whicli man's sound and unsophisticated

rc'ason lias never alhiwi'd him to d(‘ny. Ihit, on the other

liamL it is (*vid(‘ntly esstmtial to their very idea that th( y
should be thought of simply as (le\iations from the UMial

ooiu'se of nature's o])crations : if they W(‘r(‘ not exception^

to t]i(‘ laws of nature, then were they no miracles. Such

miraeulous e\cc])tions. howevcT, it may be observed, need ic t

invariably to be rontrary to the eourst? of nature, though ab et

naltire. and far transcending its ordinar y '•tandard, they alwn\s

are. Ex'*eptions, tin^efore, they aro : but siuh. at tlH‘ same
time, as do not j)ermanently rlistnrb tlie natural course and

flow of lh(‘ vital ([(‘velopment, wbieh. on the whole, eontinucs

unchanged. For it is only agr(‘t‘able with (Tcative wisdom to

maintain the world so long as tlu' javsent slate of things sub-

sists, and the final eonsummation has not yet arrived, in the

ord(‘r originally ])re^cribed to it by llis omnipotence.

'fo tliis an objecfimi might be madi‘ in the o])}>o^ite seii'^ .

Taken then in their prineijde, the law^ of nature', no h'ss tha i

those' exceptions to them wlneh are usually called miracle^,

are one and the* same* : tluw are alike from the ( Ve ator oi al’

--and the laws tliemM^lvi's. therefore, an' ('(jually miraeulous

Tills remark is (juitc true : but it only leae lu ^ ns tliat w(' ought
nol to be too rea<ly te) se(' a miraeh* in i very I'xtraordinavy

event, ihit still, tlu'ie will ever remain an essential ditlerenee

between an immediate' oiieration of omni])ot(‘nee and the Crea-

tor's onginal pvoduefion of a living forei'. implanting in tlii*^

(T('atur(' an inm*r huv, and tlicreujion h'aving to it the furtb

evolution of its powers in the course marked out for and
assigned to it.

Now% if such a eivalure, like this terrestrial natun'. be of a

mixed constitution, eoinjioscd of a principle of di'stnu tion a,s

well as t)f a jn ineiple of productive devi lojnm'ul ami pro-

gression.—if its lift' be a constant struggle with death, then

it is manifest that only by the same haiul whit'h lirst fonmd
it, gave it laws and prescribed its oich'r. ean its wise and
divine economy bo ])resevved, and the ]>ermanem‘0 of the

orgauic' I'volutiou of its whole sysK'in be seeuix'd, and the

outbursts of elementary dissolution, which arc jierpetually

menacing it, held in check and avei-ted. If this restraint l>e

once relaxed, if tlic destructive energy of the w’ild element *
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be ouco let loose, and free scope given to their fury—and this

globe presents the manifest traces of one such catJistrophe at

least—then this too must bo regarded as an exception, and

is only expliealile by the higher ])rinciplc of di\une per-

mission. Viewed, however, as the retribution of divine jus-

tice on a guilty world, it forms an exception and a miracle of

a peculiar kind, and must be distinguished from those other

extraordinary operations properly eall(‘d miracles, wherein,

with some saving or quickening puiq)ose, the Almighty, as it

were, raises nature above herself, and takes her out of her

usual course. t

In this way then we ought unquestionably to refer eveiy-

thing in the world to its author and pres(u ver, wh(‘ther it b(*

conformable to the usual course and order of nature, or, as an

extraordinary phenomenon, bespeak a higher and more imme-
diate operation of di%’inity. Ihit, at the same time, we nin^t

never forget that njiturc itsidf is a living fonre (uidowed with

a capacity of self-development. Xat\ir(\ iudet'd, is not fre<*

in the same sense tlutt man is, possessed and conscious of a

jx)wer of self-determination and choi(;e ; but as all life contains

ill itself the germ of a free movement and expansion, and while

it expands itself a hidden and slumbering conseiousiK’ss begins

to stir and awake, so also in nature, an initiatory or pia‘paratory

giude of it, if not fully out-spoken, is at least indicated. In

this respect it may be regarded as the vestibule of lliat tem-

ple of freedom which in man, the crowning work of this

eartlily creation, and made aft(T the divine image aiid like-

ness, stands forth in its full dimension.s and proportions.

(Considered from juiotlier point of view, the sensible world
may be looked upon as a veil thrown over the spiritual world—^the light-flowing and almost transparent rolH\ and, as it

were, in all its parts the significant costume of the invisible

powers. But in no point of view can we rightly (‘on.sidcr

nature as properly self-subsisting or iiuhqiendent of its Oini-

tor, and therefore in no case as isolated by itself and apart

irom (ill reference to a .suj»erior being. Ibilher is it a living

force, and one, too, doubly significant, both from within and
from without ;

to which pro[>erty an allusion is contained in

the simile already employed, of a l)ook written both on the

inside and the outside. The.se tW'o ideas, tlum, of the freewill

of man and of the living development of nature, must be token
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as the basis, and sen^e as the fixed point of every attempt to

ascertain the divine order in nature. On this account we have
placed them in the foreground of the present Lecture, which
wdll, in the main, be consecrated to such an investigation.

If, now, this demonstration of a di\dm‘ order in nature seem
to contain nothing less than a kind of l’heodiccc’^‘* (so f;ir as

man can establish a justification of God's ways), I, for my
part, must confc'ss that I would much rather have before my
eyes a Theodicoe for the fellings, conceived in the very spirit

of love, than any ])urc‘ly rational theory. For such theories,

found(*d in general on Jin*- f(‘tdied hypotheses, sublilly introduce

into nature numberh'ss divine jmrposes and designs, of which,

however, we are abl(‘ lu'ither clearly to und(‘rstand, much less

to prove that they were intended by the eve rlasting counsels,

or I'ven that such vestiges of a divine purpose are rcnilly dis-

cernible in the univorsi^. In this province of specukition we
must not be too rigorous in our detenuiuations, and especially

we must guard against systematising. But. above all, w c can-

not be too watchful against the fault which so many reasoiiers

fall into, of transferring into the realm of nature, or of God, that

logical ii('0(*ssary connexion which is a part of and connatural

with our rational constitution, and an indispensable aid to our

liiuittMl intc'lleetual powc'rs. 8ueli a w'ay of thinking would
iiK'vilably load us to that most mistaken notion of a blind

fati*—the phantom of de^ntiny.

On the otluT hand, how many arc the questioning feelings

and j)ei*plexities wliieji arise in the human heart at the siglit

of cert4iiii natural objects. And tlu’se even, because they are

far from ameunliiig to doubts and objections, or at least

from assuming a definite expression or a seientifie dignity,

seem, on that account, only the more loudly to demand an

* Theo(li(‘iV, or justilicatioii of the ways of (lod in the world. The
word ori^inatnl with Leil’nitz, who, in Ins “ Ks!-ai de Theodit'iv sur la

honto d<* Fu'u. la lil»ert»’ d«’ i’honinu* et Torigine du mal,’' pubiishod in

1710, inaintaintd tl»at the exi-^tonee of moral evil ha'* Us origin in the free

will of the ('nature, while nu*taj>hysu'al evil is nothing but the Innitation

which is involved the f' '*enee of finite beings, and that out of this both

physical and moral e\il iiaiurall.v fiow. But these finite beings art' designed

to attain to the utmost fcluity they are capable of enjoying, which each, as

a port, contributes to the perfection of the whole, which of the many worlds

that were possible, is the very best. On this account it has been ouUcd the

tlteory of Optimism.

—

TVafUt,
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answer. The mournful cry of some helpless and innocent

animal when killed by imm—or in a diflfetent category—the

hissing of tlie veuoinous serpent; the loathsome mass of

maggots in the putrid coi’pse: all these are but so many
dumb exclamations which, as it were, do but keep ba(‘k the

question : Are, then, these the productions of the all-perfect

being—of tlie supreme intehigence r

The sudorings of animals are indeed a theme for man to

reflect upon ; and I, for my part, cannot concur with him n ho
would regard this as a topic unworthy of his thoughts, and
expel from the huinan bosom aU sympathy with the animal

creation. The consideration, however, of this subject, natu-

rally ('iiough gives rise to the <piestion as to the soul of

animals. Now, it certainly would do no discredit to phi-

losophy, if it should succeed in giving a sitisfaetory answer
to this question, and enable us to follow a middle c(»urse

;

as remote from the (‘xaggerat<*d assuinplioiis of aucitait

nations with regard to animal existence, on th(‘ one hand, i\>

on the other, from iho, unfeeling coiichisions of modem sci(‘nee,

wliich refu>es to regard or to sjinpathise with any pains,

and absolutely is unable to conceive th(‘ sulhuings of any
being which does not possess the charactcT of rationality

exactly in the same manner and degree as man. As greatly

on the other side does the Ilindoo theology err. Its doginli

of the metempsYcho.si.s not only aserilx's an immortal <oul to

animals, but it also further teaehe.s that Iniinan souls an*

imprisoned in animal bodies, as tlu'peiddty of a guiltrineun (*d

in a previous state of existence, lieautiful, however, as is the

com])assionato sympathy with tiic suflerings of the brute
creation, which tliis theorj' luis occasioned, and eoufimu*d by
the sanction of a religioiLs duty, still the assumption oIi

whicli it is founded is wholly arbitrary, and the exU'iision of
the immortality of the soul to these creatures of our globe, is

an unwarrantable exaggeration, and has no foundation in^

obscrv(‘d phenomena. Moreover, tlu* hypothe.sis of sueli a*

migratory stale of departed .souls is inconsist(‘nt witli ( very
notion of the divine government of tlie world

; inasmuch as

such a tem[K)rary punishment can prcnluce no salutary etfeet,

either of purification or of pn'panition, and consequently
would be wholly motiveless and absurd.

Very questionable moreover docs it seem* wheUier, with
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propriety^ an individual soul can be attributed to animals.

With tliose ^hat arc most closely domesticated with man,
tlu^re (loos undoubtedly arise, as it were, by a sort of mental

c()nta<i:i()n, the appearance of individuality and difference of

(•hara(‘ter, just as tlie artistic structiu*es of certain species

Ibnu a kind of analogy to human reason, and as the melo
(lions intonations and feelings of some others seemed to me
( litltlrd, in a similar siuise, to be termed reverlierations of

fancy. In all those kinds, however, which remain uiidis-

tuilx'd in tln ir natural state, the whole species po.ssc‘sses the

same eharaeU'r, and have, consetjuently, the same common
soul.^' 'I’lie specie's itself is only an iuditidual

;
and conso-

(pK'ntly. the sev(*ral species must be considered as so many
living forms of the general organic force of animated nature,

sim'o an immortality of individual souls ean, in the case of

animals, n^nth(.*r lie assumed nor allowed to be assumable.

Among those ])erpk'xiti(‘s, or, as I tenued tiuun, questioning

fei'lings about nature and its animating principle, I turn now
to tlu' eoiisideration of the last instance, that of the maggots
of jnit refaction. Is not this one of the clearest ix)ssible

proofs tliat all nature is animated:!' So much so, and sd

Decs not this apjicaranoc of a roinrnon character .amonfc brutes o{

the same species, ariM' rather from tiie imju'rfection of our obserration ?

Is not ewry sheep nn iiuliviilual to the shephe.u ?

—

lYam.

t St'hlegel apju*ars lo have ])elievetl in the theor) of oquivocnl generation.

Hut niieroscopie research ami cvfHTiments forhid u.s any longer to believe*

that fermentative or putrefactive matter .spontaneously give.s birth to living

creatures. Sucli matters do Imt furnish tht^ necessiiry circumstances for

hatching the germs or ova which are prt'sent in such immense numbers
in the atmosphere. The doctrine of equivocal or spontaneous generation

seems conclu'^ivcly refut(*d by tlie experiment of Schulze, detailed in v

lume of Jameson’s Journal. ** 1 tilled a glass tlask half-full with dii

tilled water, in which 1 had mixed various vegetable nml animal substani^.

1 then rloHcd it with a good cork, through whit h I passed two glass tubes,

bent at right angles, the wiiole being air-tight. It was next placed in a
.''and-hntU and lieated until the w'atcr boiled violently, and thus all parts

had reached a temperature of 2 1
2"^ Fahrenheit. While the watery vapour

was cSiMiping by the glass tubes, 1 fastened at each end an apparatus

which ihemists employ for collecting carbonic acid
;
that lo the left was

filled with sulphuric acid, and the other with a solution of potash. By
means of the Imiling heat, everything living and all the germs in the

flask or in the tubes were destroyed, and all ncccAs was rut ofl* by the

aulphuric acid on the one side, and by the potash on the other. 1 placed

this cosily moved apparatus before my window, where it was exposed to the
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eminently is this the case, that even in death and corruption,

in foulness and disease, it still livingly operates and produces

life—the lowest grade, undoubtedly, of life—or, it* any so

prefers to call it, a false life—^but still a life. Now, can such

morbid productions of nature, the worms, c. y., fentozoaj^

which in certain diseases are engendered in the bowels, be re-

garded as real creatures ? Nought arc they but the dissolving

and crumbling matter of life, which even in dissolution is still

livdng.^ And this fact is not confined merely to organic

coiTuption and disease. Even the element—tlie fresh water

from the spring—is full of life, and it is the more so the clearer

and the better it is and the piu*er from the microscopic animal-

eula?, which swarm in it more and more the longer it stagnates

and becoihes foul, until, at last, as frequently happens when it

action of lisfht, and also, as I performed my experiments in the summer, to

that of heat. At the same time I placed near it an open vessel with the

same substances that had been introduced into the llask, and alsf) after

having subjected them to a boiling tem[)erat\ire. In order now to

renew the air constantly within the llask, I sucked with my mouth, several

times a day, the open tad of the apparatus filled with solution of

potash ; by which process, the air entered my n;outh from the dask,

throngh the caustic liquid, and the atmospheric air from without eidercd

the flask through the sulphuric avid. The air wa,s of 4’our»c not altertal

in its composition by passing through the sulphuric acid into the flask

;

but if suflieient time >\a.s allowed for the passage, all the portions of

living matter, or of matter capable of becoming animated, were taken up by

the sulphuric acid and destroyed. From the 28th of May until the

early part of August, I continued uninterruptedly the rene wal of the

air in the flask, witliout b#*ingable, by thi^aid of a microscope, foperc<'ive

any living animal or vegetable substaiu c, although, during the whole of

the time, I made my observations almo-^t daily on the edge of the li(|uid ;

and when at last I separated the different parts the apparatus, I could

not find in the whole liquifl, the «light#*'»t trace of InfuKoria, Confrrvtp, or

of Mould. Hut all the tnree preseiitni themselves in a few days after I left

the fla**k open. And the open ves^u*! too, which I placed near the appa-

ratus, contained on the following diiy, Vibnoncs and Monadea, to which

were soon added larger Polygastric Infusoria, and afterwards, Hotatoria.'— Trails,

* Alth(»ugb, in the case of the enfozoa, tlie induction is not very large,

«rtill, of some of them it is an established fact that they are generated

from ova, and it is therefore a fair ]»a*Mumption that such is the general

law, and that these parasitical beings are, in every case, hatched from

ova, which are everywhere present, but remain undeveloped until they

meet with the necessary nutriment and heat for their development.-^

Tram,
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has boon kopt Ion" on sliipboard, with the growing foulness of

the waUn- they increase in size, and swim about as worms of

^isiblo inagiutiid(\ Many other instJincos might be adduced

in proof of tliis origination of worms and vermin out of

corru})tiou. and testifying to it as a general principle of

nature. And are not tliose swarms of locusts wliich in

Asiatic* (-ountries are a geiu*ral jjlague of the lands over

wlueh tliey swt*ep with their thick and dark migratory hordes,

ti si(‘kly j)roof that the fi*^inospher(*, tliat has engendered them,

is passing, or has already fallen into corruption beneath the

inlliK'iiee <d* some other contagious eleuK'iitr

'J hat tin* air and atmosphere of our globe is in the liighest

d('g!*cc fail of life, I may, I think, lake here for granted and
geurraliy admitted. It is, however, of a mixed kind and
(piuUty, (‘ombining the refresliing and balsamic breath of

spring withtlu* parching simoons of the desert, and where
the liealthy odours fluctuate in ehuotic struggle with the

most d( adly vapours. What else, in general, is the wide
s[)rv ad and spr(‘uding pestil(‘nce. hut a living propagation of

ioidness, t‘orni])ti(>n, and death? Are not many poisons,

ospceially a7\imal j)oiM)ns, in a true sense, living forces?

Now. may we not give a further ('xtension to this mode
of vic 'v. and ap])ly the fact of a diseascvl jiropiigation of

a false lift , as in the worms of putn*faeti(>n, to t)ther unsightly

prtxluetlons of nature. Ma\ wc^ not, for instance, consider

serpents and snakes as the onlozt)a or intestinal worms oi

llie earth ? 'i'hat the {vil spirits are nut without .some influ-

onee on our terrestrial habitiition, and tliat in many places

tludr malignant influence is distinctly traceable is, at all

events, undeniable. And aceordingly, some have supposed

the monkey tribe not to be an original creation of the Deity,

but a saUinic devi(*e and malicious parody upon man, as the

envied favourite of God. That the “ Prince of this world"

—

.which e\])ression, in its latter half, is surely not to Ix'. under-

stood exclusively of inairs fallen nice, but very evidently

and expressively alludes to the existing fabric of nature and

the corrupted world of sense—^that the Prince of this world

can exeredse a certain degree of pernicious influence on the

productive energies of the natimil system in its present

cormpt and vitiated condition, and that also, tliere is in nature

itself a poiver to produce evil, arc facts which do not admit
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of dcniaL and are noways inconsistent with revelation. Only
we must not suppose that this baneful inllueneo is not con-

fined within certain limits. lie to whom the Prince of this

W'orld, no less than the world its(‘lf, is subject, has, in His

infinite wisdom, set a definit<‘ limit both of (piantity and

duration to this piTnicious inlluence, as in ‘general lie does to

every permission of evil.

At all events we must not for one moment supj)ose that in tlio

book of nature we have a jmre and uncorrupt text of (iod, and

such as it oritjinally came from the hands of its Author. It is

of the hij^hesl conse([uenee, for a due and ri^ht appreciation of

the divine economy in nature, that we *»:ive bill consideration to

this fact. On this account it is important to ket‘p in mind the

distinction implied in that expression already quoted from tlu^

Mosaic history,— Let th(‘ earth brin^ forth.’* For accordimj^

to this it does not s(‘em indispensably necessary to ascribe iimne-

diatt ly to the good and wise O(‘ator evtuything that the earth

brouglit forth : no. nor < ‘verything that is produced by a nature

now so imperfect—so diseased, too, in many parts—{ind visibly

constrained to submit to hostile and foreign infiuciiccs.

Many writers who, with the best intimtiims, unde rtake the

task of indicating the divine wisdom in t!u‘ existing onhu* of

things, and of d(‘fonding the ways <»f Provi(leiu‘e against the

objeetious of human pn’sumptioii and concent, general l\ i rr

by taking too narnAV a vi<‘W of their subject, and rigi)rously

insisting on some one general principle, which, by means oi’

very baziirdous assertions, they succeed in finding in the wlioh*

and every part of the system of tin' univ(‘rse. I’lu'V li‘av(^ out

of sight altogether that Mosaic distinetiou alr(‘ady allufled to,

which ill appearance indt'cd i.s trifling (niough, but yi t in

reality most essentially iinporbint. (’onsi^quently, th(^ good
work which they take in hand, in.stcud of prodiu’ing that

gen^Tal coneurrenee and conviction that it otherwise might,

gives rise rather to fresli <loubts and objections. 'J’hc i)est

.s(;lution of all sucli doubts—the most mitisfactory* answ(‘r to

all such or similar (jucMtionH or questioning feelings—lies in

the final cause of tin* prestmt eonstitution of things, coasidered
as a whole and in gcmeral, mid judged of from a r(*gard to its

triple character and triple deKtination. Now. aeconlitig to ihiti

triple principle, w(‘ have, as already shown, to regard the pre-

sent system of nature as being primarily a tomb-stone nusi‘d
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by Alini^hty benevolence—a bridge of safety thro>vn across

the gulf of eternal death—a bridge, however, which we must
not think of as quite so sini])le, broad, and straight as a

bridge made ])y human hands, but an animated and ensouled

bridge of life, and multilbrm, with many arms and branches, and
])rcs(*nting in some ])arts nothing more than a narrow footing,

where tlio first false step pr(‘eipitates into the abyss l)em‘ath.

Ihit secondarily, according to this view, nature is grounded
on and devoted to progress :—a wonderful labomtmy of mani-

Ibld, diversified, and universal reproduction; and lastly, a

glorious stjale of resurrection, as(‘(‘n(ling up to the last and
highest suminitof terrestrial transfiguration. Now this labo-

ratory li(‘s in the hidden womb of nature, while in the noble

«)utward struelurc* of its organic fonnations this gradational

scale nianif(‘sts itself with a warning, a prognostication of tlie

height of exeell(‘n(*(* to which it eventually leads. But now,
if nature— as, judging from its original design, we may and
must a>.>uir.e—were a Ihiradise for the blessed spmts of the

previous creation, for tlu‘ iirsUborn sons of light, then most as-

suredly has it not continued so, any more than the first man
has remain(‘d in the garden of Kd(*n. No doubt, over a few

favouH'd spots (jf the exiting globe, a rich fulness of ravishing

beauty still Iiovcts, awakening in the heart, as it wore, the

fleeting image.s of l*aradisaical iniuKamce—flying strains of a

primal liannonv—mouniful reminiscenees of tlie h.a])])}' infancy

of creation. For the* j)owi*rs of djirkncNS and hostih' s[)irils

broke’ in upon tlie Jair beauty of primeval nature, ami laid it

waste and wild The garden of the e arth in Mhich the

man was jilaea el, “ to elre’ss it and to kevp it.
'

is no doubt

calU’el Ihiradi^e; and asMiredlv it was infinitely more’ beautiful,

more wonderful, purer, iind fuller e)f life, than the leivelie’st

ece’ue’rv whi(‘h meets the (‘ve in llu' fairest speits of the e\ulh,

and seenih to be of an almost ceK\stial be'auty. But this is said

m\\y of the immediate enele>sure, tlie imme'dlate habitation e>f

our first pareuit; tlu^ spot cluiscui and blessenl by Goel—the

garden waUwd and surremuded by the four streams. All the'

rest of nature, the whole of the world beside, must have ceased

at that time to be a Paradise : feir, otherwise, whence could the

serpent have come? So that even according to the simple^

sense of tlie expression, “ that old serjM'iit," he was aln'ody

there, in the midst of the iiaturul world. And w^as it not
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probably a part of the destination of man—at least, in it«

natural aspect—that, settinpj out fi’om this divine startinf^-

point of a Paradise prepared for and given to him, he was to

go forth and convert the rest of the world into a similar Eden r

But this destination he did not, however, fulfil, and eonse-

S
uently lost even this beginning and model of th(' first l^ira-

ise. Tlic names of the four streams which watered it av(‘

indeed still preser\aMl in those regions of Asia, which even to

this day are the richest and most fruitfid, and, ae(‘ording to

history, were the earli(‘st inhabited. Bnt the one souret‘ out

of wliieh they all took their rise has disappeared, and no v('>.

tige of it remains. With the loss of Paradise all is ehangtd.

not only in man himself, but in tlu^ earth as his plaee of

abode.

The way of returnout of this bewildered nature, or, if im n

prefer .so to .speak, out of this .sunk and dt'ginuh d. not to sa\

unsound and sickly, .state of the earthly and sfuislble world

(and this way of return is <‘ven tin* way of obeditmee to tlje

course of the divine order in nature’, is indicated (‘ven by

these three grades of its inmost chanu‘t(u*, its tendency and

ultimate' destination. And in thes(\ and in the final cause of

the whole constitution of things, is contaiiu'd its true* kcj\ and

interpretation, as well as tlu* answer to so many
about nature which engage not merely the curious intt'lleef of

man, but also attniet tlu* sympathies of his soul, .sweeping

across it either with dark doubts and fears or wdth bright inti-

mations of life and glonou.s anticipation.

I .s|>oke delibcrat(*ly when I said to of these fjucstion-

ing feelings and perplexities of tin* Innnan mind, ami not all

of them. For to (*xjM‘ct a sati.'^factorv answer tf) them all in llu'

prc.sent state of sru<‘nc(‘, or generally in this terrestrial life,

brief a.s it is, and limited on all sides and short-Mighted, would
be agi’ocabic neither with the eour'»(' lutr wlioh^ constitution

of human affairs. A tlioroughly c<»Tnp1ete and. perfectly sys-

tematic demonstration of the wisdom in tlu* divine i»nU‘r of

nature, which should nu'ct and explain every diffieulty. \vould,

even on account of such a pn*t4‘n.sion, c<m]nmnd little n'speet

and Ijc of slight influeiiec*. Much is there in nattire which is

remain long hidden from timn
;
mmdi too which we shall

see first of all in the other world, when death sJiall havi'opened

our eyes and made us clear-sighted in one direction or am»thtT.
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But the be^injiing and the end are even here and now placed

clearly and intelligibly before us, if only we are ready and

^^dlUng to walk by the light that is so graciously given us, and

hc're as elsewhere invariably to refer the tirst cause and the

final consummation to the Creator and to God. Without such a

reference, without thus as it were phicing its two poles in God,

the right undeLsttuidiiig of nature is absolutely impossible, and

every scientific attempt to attain it apart from and indepen-

dently of God, must simply as such prove vain and involve

itself in absmdities. lienee it is, however paradoxical it may
sound, that we can recognise more distinctly and better under-

stand the cud of nature, its meaning and significance as a

whole, tlian we can the final cause of many a single object in

it, which, however, as contrasted with the whole, appears in-

considerable and trifling. For the clear perception that we
have of the final cause of nature comes immediately from the

tlivine illumination, wiiich therefore we can, so far as it is

given to us, see and understand. But in the darker levels, in

the 8ubt(uTancmi shaft of the obscure sensible world, the pro-

phetic ojindle of an antlike burrowing science, even though it

be originally kindled at that higher light, cannot reach to

(‘very (juarter, cannot illuminate evcTy object in this mine of

darkness.

But this final cause of (‘reution, such iis it is given to us

clearly and intelligibly, will be remlered most clear by a com-

parison and contrast w^th the eonoeptions of llie end of nature

which human rejison lias jnit forth. If the proposition already

(juuted from one of the lat('st of Gi'rman philo.^opbens, that

the (‘ssence of mind ctinsists in the negation of tlie opposite,

be now applied (which was the application I then had in my
mind) to the Creator of the world and unereated Intelligence,

then the following must be the meiming involved in it.

That which is the opposite of God or tlie (Veator is nothing

;

and so far the proposition is quite true, since man cannot but

iidmit that the Almighty has created Uio world out of nothing,

For if, with some of the aticieiit philosophoi-s, we were^ to

suppose mutter existing from all eternity, out of which God

(lid not so much create as form the world, then in this <3ase

we should have two Gods, and boU\ inqierfect aiid finite, in-

stead of the one idl-pcrfeet and self-sufficient Being. But if,

O’" the other hand, thn Deity be regarded as merely a not*
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nothing ; if the final cause of creation be simply the negation

of nought, then would such a view Jiscribc a sort of imaginary

reality to the nothing, and it would sooin that the world was
created solely in order to get rid of the notliing, which comes
pretty much to the same as saying—if we may allow ourselves

so Lessing-like a boldness of expression—tlie Infinite made
the world out of ennui. Tluis, in every case do the sceptical

views and empty negations of idealism lead to a contradictory

nothing

But, in reality and truth, it was out of love that God made
the worlds ; and indeed out of a superabundant love. This we
may well ventTu*e to a.ssert, and even to call it a fact ; and
that the divine love is also the final cause, i\H well as tlu' be-

ginning of creation. A supenibundjince of love in God we
must, however, call the final cause ground of creation, inas-

much as lie stood in no need of it : no need of the lov(‘ of the

creature, nor absolutely of tlie world itsi^lf, or creat(‘d things.

For in His inmost essence, when» one depth of eternal ^ove

responds fully and eternally to tin* other. He was perfc'ctly

sufficient for himself. And yet it is even so : there is in (iod

this superabundance of love, for He has created the worlds,

and it is the divine will to lx; loved by His (‘reatures. For
this end and purpose has llc‘ enNitt'd them ; and because' He
vv'ould have their love, He lias created them iivi\ and given
both to tlie pure spirits and to meu a free will. The whole
.secret in th(‘ relation subsisting betweep tlie c,r('ature, imd man
especially, and theGn alor, lie.s von in tliis great fact, tliat He
has creatt'd them out of love, and requires in return the ser-

vice of their love, 'Hien* is jierhaps something awful in this

requisition, and in the relation thus found to Mibsixt Ix^tween
a weak and imperfect ensaturo and the infinite and omnipotent
Being. But it is even so : vve are nadly free, and are nsilly

required by Ciod to give him our love. But now a finiti^ and
crcatecl Ixung can only be free so far a« fiod leaves him free *.

and this is only conceivable in the light I have already set it

in by the simile of a fond moth(*r tca<»hing her babe to walk,
and iu order to tempt it to make the first (*R.say with its little

limbs, stepping back from it a few stfqw and leaving it a
moment to itsedf. No creature could be fn‘e did not GckI in

a similar way leave it to itwdf, and, after the first impulse of

creation, withhold from it His controlling energj . Hut if Ho
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did not do so—were He, on the contrary, to act upon His
creatures wfthout reserve and with the whole infinite extent
of His mi«;ht—then the liberty of the latter, overwhelmed in

His omnipotence, must be destroyed, as being only possible

through the spontaneous limitation of the divine power, which
results from the superabundance of creative love.

Now we can, it is true, distinguish in the essence or energy
of God, between Ills intelligence and His will—His omni*
science and His omnipotence ; but they cannot be absolutely

separated from and opposed to each other, for in Him and in

His operations, they, as indeed all else in Him, are one.

It would therefore be nothing but a foolish and unmeaning
subtiliy to demand. “ Why, then, has the Omniscient created

rational beings, of whom he ’must assuredly have known
beforehand that th(‘y would fall and perish ? ” For it is but
a logical illusion, wlien we transfer from the human to the

divine mind a form of thought fluctuating between the con*
ceivably po'*sil)lo and the apparently necessary. Man's free-

dom uudonbiedly consists in the choice between one pos-

sibility and another, or in that iiuUfinite possibiliiy wdiich

subsists half-way between (me ncoe'<sity a».d another. But
God^s freedom is not as man's : in Him there is neither con-

tingent possibility nor unconditicmal necessity. All in Him is

truly ai tuai. living, and positive. His f^^doni lies even in

the superabundance of 11 is essence—the fact, viz., that lie is

not bound by any law of necessity to remain contented with
this His own intctnal fulness. For otherwise he vere a Fate
rath(‘r than a free God, and to that eoiudusion the doctrine of
the Stoics consistently enough ai rived at last. Kxtremely
difficult must it ever be, in such a system and with such a
conccpti(?n of an intrinsically neccssfiry God, and one boimd
by this necessity, consistently to account for the creation of
the world, wiiieh, in appearance, is so irret oarilable with the

-idea of the self-sufliciency of the divine Being, On this

account some of the similarly rationalising sysreais of ancient

times hod recourse to the ingenious device of ascribing the
work of creation to a spiritual being of an inferior order, and
degrading this secondary deity far below thj infinite perreotion9

of the supremo and all-sufficient God. But by this expedient
men did Wt fall, as is, nlis ! but too commonly the case, from
one etror into another stid greater and even mote monsuous.

K
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It is, in short, nothing but a mere logical delusion and am

illegitimate transference from oiir limite d faculty of thought

to the divine intelligenc-e, which gives ri‘^e to these pernicious

doctrines of an absolute and unconditional predestination,

which fundamentally amount and bring us back to a blind and

heathenish fatalism.

Thus much, as connected with our vsubject, will be suffi-

cient on the difficult subject, both of the freedom of the

pure created spirits, and also of mans will, as regarded solely

from its philosophical aspect, and without any reference to

the moral theory, and solely in relation to the system of the

universe. Difficult, however, is this subjecl, merely on one

account. The logical illusion, from which springs all error,

strife, and confusion, and which we ore too apt to transfer to

the divine mind, is so far innate in the very form of man’s

finite intellect, than even when we have recognised it for what
it really is

;
yet, so long as we confine ourselves to m<‘n logical

reasoning, and are seduced by its seeming rigor of consequence,

we arc ever ready to fall anew into this dangerous error

without even it^maiking it.

In the same way, now, that the existence of free beings

follows naturally from the love of God, as the fin d cau>c of

creation, so, on the other hand, the permiNsion of iivnal CNiUs
a mere result of that freedom in ami through which tiiesc ere*

ated beings have to run their appointed time. For this free-

dom, as considered with a reference to God and futurity, or

to the immortality of tlie soul, is nothirig else than the time

of trial and the state of probation it^df. Hut, pt rhaps it will

be asked, ‘‘ Why, then, docs not God, by one nod of retributive

justice, ny one breath of His omnipotence, annihilate for ever,

as lie so easily might, the whole company of evil and re-

bellious spirits, together with tlu ir b ader, the Prince of this

world, and so purify th(* whole visible creation, and release

extern^} nature from their desolating influence?*' To this,

the nmwer is simple and at hand. Man is placed in this world
on his trial and for a struggle with evil, and this warfare is

not yet ended. But by such an aiitiiidiution of evil, the living

development of nature would be precipitated in that course

which Qod originally designed it to advance through, and cut

short before the api>oiiJted time of final purification, when,
accordiug to His promise, lie will, as Holy Writ expresses it.
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create new lif'avcns and a new earth, and make perfect the
whole crt ation.^

Man h fVee, but utterly unripe ns yet ; and thoroughly in-

complete also is nature, or the sensible woild, and material

creation; const quently, the imniortnlity of the soul is the

corruT-stom* and key for understanding the wdiole. For the

mere be<;inninLi of creation is perfectly unintL'lligible so long
as w'e do not take into consideration the other extreme or end
—its final completion and ultimate consummation. Just as

the half of hun an life on this side the grave cannot be under-
stood unless we contemplate at the same time w ith it its second
half on the other side of the tomb, as its cc)mplement, and
as a necessary clement towaids the elucidation c»f the whole.

As then the permission of evil finds a satisfactoiy ex-*

planntion in man’s probationary state, and in God’s love, as

the final cause * f the creation, so also the pliysical evils and
sufferings to which the free being is liable, are fully accounted
for on that jeincijilo. This is the key <^f tlie enigma of their
existence, None of the sufierings of the free being, on
either side of the grave, are unprofitable and without a mo*
live. 'I be> all scr>c, either in this prepar .tojy state ofeariiiiy

existence, for probation, for dis( ipline, or for confirmation, or
else after it lor tlie perfect healii g of the soul, and its ptadfi*

cation fioin tdl the remaining dioss and tionts of earth.

f

Scarcely e\er can the di-sta^cd matter be got rid of and
expelled from the organic bo<ly without a struggle, and very
seldom without pain, (it Id is jmii(i* d by the fire, and pain
is the fiery purifit’ati n of ihc body. This belief is one which
ought It ast iT all to have been called into question, inasmuch
as it is only eoiisointiit to the simple feelings of human nature,
tor otherwise, how narrowly must the ho))es of the future be
confined, if nothing that is unclean shall enter into heaven

—

* Isaiah Ixr. 17.

t In this and the fullest in^ paragraph it is necessanr to bear In mind
that bVhlegel, as a meinber of ihe Roman Catl ol'C Church, held the doc-
trine of a purg.»rory, which the catechism of tlie Council of Trent desriibes
as a fire, **in which the souls of the/itoff# are tortured for a certain time,
and expiated, that they may be qualified to enter that eternal country into
which nothing enters that is unclean." “ Purgatonus ignis, quo piorum
animm ad definitum tempos cruciatK expiantur, ul eis in seternam pairiam
^gressus paterc possit, in quam nihil coinquinatum ingreditur."**-(7at,
vane. 7VW., paiaJ. art. ? . c. 5.*—

k2
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the Holy of Holies—the immediate presence of the pure and
holy God

!

It is not, however, my intention to miike this consolatory

and blessed hope of a loving and longing heart the topic of

dispute, especially since it lies altogether beyond my present

limits. I w'ill only allude to the words of the Saviour, “ In
my Father’s house are many mansions.” By the “Fathers
house” we must, it is clear, understand the future world.

On the other side therefore of the grave, a.s well as on this,

many divisions, many degrees, and many different states, and
also maniibld transitions, are not merely conceivable and
possible, but must of necessity be assumed as actually existent,

even though we cannot be too cautious in avoiding all hasty
decisions as to what i.s going on in this hidden world. Only
we must ever remember that any absolute line of demarcation
which on one side has nothing but white, while all that lies

on the other is black, is very rarely the line of tmth. And
this principle bold.s good, it is plain, in every relation and
every possible application. For such a trenchant line of sharp
and unmitigated contrast between black and white, is even
one of those intellectual deceptions connatural to man, which
disuses him too hastily to transfer to all withr)Ut him the
limited form of his own finite irio'llect. All the pains, there-

fore, and all the sufferings of tl e creature, whether i»?i this or
' the other side of the grave, serve either to exercise and
strengthen, or to heal and purify, the yet imperfect being, with
the single exception of that bitterest of all agonies, the pain
of being left eternally to ourselves. But even here, although
there is no hope of a salutary a sj)ecies of converse
propriety seems to hold.

It is, we remarked, the problem of philosophy, leaving to

physics the whole development of life that lies intermediate
between the beginning and end*, to explain the two extremes
of nature. As, therefore, we have examined one of these-
extremes, and have discovered in the whole terre.strial creu*
tion a Paradise as the blessi d state of the still innocent infancy
of nature, before the revolt of the rebellious spirits and the
fall of the first man, the present seems the place for a few
words touching the opposite extreme—the regions of outer
darkness. We can safely admit that the figurative represen**

tutions, not merely of painters and poets, but occasionally
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also of the preacher, are so horrible, and heaped together with
SO little consistency,— the dark colours laid on so thick, that

the whole assumes to the feelings an appearance of impro-

bability, and on this account makes, for the most part, no very

deep impression. But the spiritual significance of the suffer-

ings, and the mri of propriety and design which holds, even in

this unnatural state, on the utmost borders of creation, may,
perhaps, be made clear by a very simple illastration. Most
reluctantly, and with a heavy heart assuredly, would an
earthly parent resolve to turn out of his house and formally

to disinherit his first-born and beloved son, even though he
should have proved himself utterly worthless and hopeles>ly

depraved. But even if an earthly parent might be too hasty in

his anger, and actually be harsh and unjust, still we may
boldly assume that the love of our Heavenly Father in patience

tod gentleness far transcends the truest parental love that

is to be found on earth. But when it actually comes to

this point of offended mercy and justice, then the disinhei'itod,

cast out into the regions of darkness, joins the band of rob-

bers who in the nitrht lurk about his father’s house, seeking

where they may break into it. No other choice is left him
than to become a robber, and, whether he will or no, he must
obey the leader of the band. But better taught and as yet

softer of heart than the rest, he must go through many haid-

ships and suffi riugs ere he becomes quite like the others, as

hard-hearted as the murderers from the beginning/* w’ho

the while look dotvn upon him with scorn and contempt
What I would say is this : many degrees, and undoubtedly

extreme degrees, of pain and torment, are necessary before

the man cast out from the presence of God can be wholly
and completely transformed into an evil spirit. And this is

perhaps the proper meaning and essential character undex
which we are to think of these endless torments of spiritual

^eath and ruin. If, moreover, this eternal death is often

described as an unqueuchable fire, then unquestionably there

lies in this figure, even physically considered, a certain truth,

inasmuch as even iu this world and in visible nature, fire,

when left to itself and to its true essential character, is the

l^roper element of destruction. In the sun’s genial influence,

indeed, and in the blood of the living soul it is constrained
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and moderated into the wholesome warmth of life
; but in

itself^ and workina: in its elementary state, it is destructive and
opposed to all the other elements. To the light all that has
life turns instinctively, and in the air it breathes and pulsates,

and from water it draws a part at least of its nourishment. It

is only incidentally that the air and water become destructive,

but the fire is so in its proper nature. A perfectly organised
animal that lived in fire, would in a greater or less degree fill

every mind with horror and alarm, as having no part in and
wholly alien from that nature which is known to and friendly

to man. On this account, many even of the ancient philoso-

phers taught that the end of the pres(*nt visible and the

e.Ttemal and sensible world, would be brought about by a
general conflngnition.

ITie permission of evil is an immediate consequence of the

creation of free beings. But although it may be regarded as

a fact, that God has created free both the spirits and man, still

we must be ou our guard how we introduce into this matter
any notion of necessity, and suppose that God must have made
them free, and could not have created any other. l*or man is

only too prone to transfer his own imaginary conceit of neces-

sity to the Deity himself, and to feign to see it in Him. This,

however,were a most grievous error; and yet it is one into which
men almost inevitably fall when they adopt cither a rigorously

systematic or purely logical view of the matter. Could not
God in his omnipotence have created pow«*rs and dominions
which, even though they were living energies and ensouled

principalities, should nevertheless be without the pronerty of

self-determination and a true liberty, and which would conse*

quently require sonu! other nature, but similar to themselves,

to rule and direct them ? In this sense we read of the spirits

of nature, ensouled elementary powers and living forces,

which are described as being seized and taken possession of
by the power of evil^ but as hereafter to be set free by tha
efficacy of redeeming love, and again subjected to and united

to Ood, Now, as connected with this subject, it is deserving

of consideration, that in all the declarations and allusions of

the Eternal Truth this present earthly nature is spoken of as

the battle-piace of invisible powers, the debatable ground on
which the two armies of gora and evil spirits and elementSi
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are posted in hostile array against each other^ and perpetually

coming into collision.

Could not God, had such been His pleasure, have created

other beings, and by the fiat of His almighty will have raised

them at once above all the dangers of liberty, and enduing

them with perfect holiness, and exempt from all liability to

fall, have drawn them to Himself in eternal love ?

I have hitherto, wherever it has been niy object to give a

clearer and sharpe r characterisation of the human con'^cious-

ne>8 by m'*an8 of a comparison with the faculties of intclh ct

and wull possessed by superior but created spirits, confined

myself to the idea of the pure spirits, genii or ang( Is. But

if it shouhl have be< n the diwne pleasure to create other

spiritual beings with an c.rganic body—one, perhaps, not like

the human, but still of a very noble though animal form, endued
of coutse with an immortal soul and with a knowledge of God
—who is there in such a case to set limits to the omnipotent

will ? Now' if, as already suppo'^cd, tliev w'ere created in per-

fect holiness, and exempt from the liability to fall, it is eo'^ily

Conceixable how in this respect th(*y would he higher than frail

and imper/eet man, and must be regarded as a part of the

spiritual world, rather than as belonging to the human mce or

to the exi'‘ting system of nature.

All these are not so much inappropriate and impertinent

conjectures and idle fancies, as calmly mooted questions for

explamition, which arise out of and are suggested by certain

traditions and points of revelation.

Lastly, if the Almighty had resolved to create a perfect

being, so far above and before all the other creatures of His
will, as to stand next to Himself, and be, as it were, the mirror

and reflection of Ilis own infinite jx?i fections-—and many a

word in Holy Writ seems to allude to something of the kind

—then it is not tliflicult to see how the already quoted expres-

1^i(>n of a soul of God would receive a belter sense. This

being, so su[)erior to all other created spirits, must in any case

be regarded os a soul, and for the most part of a passive

essence, for otherwise it would stand too close and near to

Deity itself. And it is manifest, that even here the ever im^

measurable interval which (e{>aratea the Creator from the most

• Epb. Vi. 12; Col.ii. 15, die.
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perfect of creatures must be most carefully kept in view. And
at all events this expression must in no case be applied to the

second or th rd persons of the Godhead, nor be confounded

therewith, otherwise this designation W'ould not only be false,

but altogether an abomination.

Revelation contains an inexhaustible mine of verities, and

I have only wished, by the way, to call attention to these as

yet unexplored treasures. But it is above all important, for

the pliilosophioal point of view, steadily to insist upon and

enforce the truth, that in no respect cun we f ‘rm a notion

adequately grand and lofty, or rich and manifold enough, of

the Creation. The compactly closed and orderly armnged

system is almost always the death of trust. So also is that

line— which, however, seems to be a connatural fault in the

very form of man’s faculty of judgment—that straight line

between black and white, for even if it be not radically wrong,

it yet leaves much on both sides unconsidered and ill under-

stood.

With this impression, I shall allow myself to notice ai\

opinion but little known, wdiich, moreover, if I had not met

with it in writers who, in this province of inquiiy, arc of the

highest authoiitj% I should scarcely have ventured to adduce.

In this department of spiritual knowledge, a man would much
rather coutine himself to the simple primary tnith than call

attention to mere opinions. The opinion I allude to is to be

found in St, Jerome, t tf,, in that very Father who, for theolo-

gicaljudgment, is acknowledged by all to be the first and the

greatest* It was held also by St. Francis de Sah a, that holy

saint of spiritual love, and who, even on that account, is so

superior to the many hundreds of the schoolmen before him^

as also to so many ideologists after him. I^tly, it occurred

to Leibnitz, w ho of all philos<»ph< rs was most possessed of a

true and fine intellectual tact to perceive and discover all the

most secret, delicate traits of a great system, even though most*

remote in character from bis own. But still, with this array

of great authorities, it remains nothing more than a wholly

problematical opinion, on which, as an article of positive faith,

nothing is or ever can be decided* Now this opinion is, that

in the revolt of the rebellious spirits, while those who re-

mained in their state of innbcence and in tlieir allegiance

rallied only the closer round their Creator, a considirablp num«
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bei\ fearful and undecided, vacillated between good and evil,

and as we might justly say, with the weakness of the human
character, remained neutral in the conflict, and the reby lost

their oi igli al place in the hien rehy of the heavenly host, with-

out, howe ver, being cnmiited among the utterly lost. As a

fourth authority for this opinion, I might adduce Dante. He
is indeed a poet, but still a theologic«il poet, and deeply versed

in tlu’ology, who would never have arbitrarily devised or in-

vented, or even adopted such a notion, had he not found it

existing among others before him, and had he not been able

to adduce a good and valid authority for it. As a good Ghi-

belline, he was, moreover, no friend of neutral spirits, either

in this world or the other; and he passes the mo'tt se\ere

sentence u])on those beings whom, as he says, heaven has cast

out, and hell would not receive.^

But hat—if we may propound the question with some-

thing more of philosophical iriditfereuce than the poet—what,

accoiding to the analogy of the divine economy and merciful

justice, as elsewhere displayed, are we to suppose the doom of

these undecided and wavering spirits ? In the flrst place, we
may well suppose that they would be submitted to a new pro-

bation : just as a general gives another opportunity to the

troops who in some oil moment have shown a want of spirit,

to retrieve their honour. Now* if it be allowable to assume that

this, or some similar idea, or some tradition of the kind, had
an influence on and gave rise to the doctrine of the pre-

cxistence of men, wfallch is so generally diifused among the

• Dell' Inferno, Canto IIL

quel cattiTo c?oro

DegU angeli che non furon rebelli,

No fur fe<leU a Dio, ma per sc foro.

Cacctarli i Ciel, per non esser men belli

;

Ne lo protindo Inferno gli riceve,

Ch’ alcuna gloria i rei avrebber d' elli.*’

Thus rendered by Carey

** with that ilUband

Of angels miied, who nor rebellious proved

Nor yet were true to God, but for themselves

Were only. Prom his bounds Heaven drove them.

Not to impair his lustre | nor the depth

Of Hell receives them, lest th* accursed tribe

Should glory thence with exultatioa vaia/'-*2Vaiis*
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Hindoos, and which was also held by the Platonists^ and even

Christian Platonists of the first centuries, vve ban iben con-

ceive how this otherwise so arbitrary assumption and ground-

less hypothesis could have ilri^ell. Groundless, however, it

may well be named, not only because no cause or explanation

of it is adduced, but ns being agreeable neitlier to the nature

of the soul nor to the constitution of things ; so that, regarded

even in this light, it must be looked upon as a singular instance,

and consequently as an exccptioi*. from the laws of nature and

as a miraculous intervention of divine power. But a mere
pre-existence of spirits would, however, be no true pre-exist-

ence in the sense of the Hindoo theology, or of the Platonists,

since, by its union with and by the accession of a soul, it

becomes a wholly different and quite a new being. Moreover,

in this hypothesis, as it is furtlier worked out in the Hindoo
and Platonic systems, the uhoie cSaracteraufl true destination

of human life is entirely nusun(ler>too(l, inasmuch as it is

represented as a place and period of punishmetit
;
whereas,

rightly conceived, and even philosophically contemplated, it

appears rather ns a battle-place, and the time of discipline and
preparation for cu rnity.

It is the pioblem and vocation of philosophy not merely to

set forth the truth clearly and simply, but also, whenever it

can be done incidentally and easily, to account for and explain

great and remarkable errors, especaally such as were prevalent

among the eariiejit natiniis and ages. Now among those errors

which are most remarkable in ancient history, this of the

Hindoos and Platonists holds iu ray eyes a very promincut
place. But philosophically to explain an error, means not to

reject it at once as absurd aiul undeserving of notice, but
requires rather theft we should tiist of all reully understand
it, t.a., that we should study it, and, to a certain degree, enter

into its 8j)irit, and seek to discover its best significance, or in

other words, that interpretation which is nearest to the truth,

and then in conclusion accurately to determine the point where
error begins and truth is violated.

All this however may now be left to its own merits. In

touching upon it, my only object ha'« been to call attention to

the wonderful variety of’ God’s creative power, even iu tlie

copious theme of the immortatity of the soul. And iu this view

it appeared to me not unprofitable to notice even the most
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discrepant theories on the subject* as being nevertheless well

caloulatcd to throw a clear and steady light on the simple truth.

In the last age, since the Hindoo metempsychosis^, as it is now
accurately and authentically known, ap[)eared too seiious and
sad a doctrine to meet with the welcome and concurrence

of the existent generation, a brighter and more fanciful theory

was propounded. In it this life has been asti oiiomically

depicted iu the brightest and most attractive colours as a walk
among the stai-s, continually ascending from one sidereal

existence to another. In the limited range of human know-
ledge, it is alike impossible to deny or to prove the possibility

of such a migration among the stars. But it is evidently a

wiser course, and one far more agreeable to the nature and

U nits of man’s powers of understtuuling, for him to confine

his views to his own immediate home—the earth, investigating,

sifting, and divining its mysteries, than to lose himself in airy

dreams amid the whole starry universe. For, perhaps, that

which man is seeking so far off', he may find much closer to

his own doors than he suspects. For it is not improbable

that this planet of our earth contains in its interior many
subterranean courses and secret chambers of death, together

with the seeds of light which arc to spring up into the future

resurrection.

But this may be reserved for consideration in another place.

Here I will only add, in conclusion, that opposite to tliat

griulational scale, already so often mentioned, which the vast

pyramid of nature fortns in relation to God and its own living

development, stands another scale for man, adapted to his

needs and suited to his narrow position and limited intel-

ligence. In this scale, nature, i. e., in this sense, the nature

which most immediately surroimds and environs man, this

planet of our earth which bears and nourishes the human race,

is first of all man’s habitation, teeming indeed with life, and
even itself a living thing, iu which, however, ho is ever meet-

ing here and there with something that tells him it is not his

proper home. In the second step of this view of nature, which

contemplates it principally in its relation to man and man’s

wants, the natural world in its present form appetirs as the

battle-place aiid debatable ground of the still undecided, or

rather not as yet terminated, struggle between the good and
evil powers, and the fiercer the strife again begins to be, the
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more necessary is it not to overlook this aspect of the matter.

The third gradation in tliis view of nature, considered relatively

to the mind or spirit of man in his finite existence, is that

which teaches him to look upon it as the visible veil or the

invisible W'orld, covered all over and richly ornamented with

significant symbols and hicioglypbics. And even because

nature itself is even a sjTnbolical being, therefore, when we
speak of its inmost life and its spirit, or its metmina: as a

whole, I. (?., when w’e attempt to study and to understand it, not

physically only, but even philosophically, we can only hope to

convey our meaning symbolically, by employing scientific

illustrations and living symbols.

LifOTVIUI VX.
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LECTURE VIL

OP THE DIVINE WISDOM AS MANIFESTED IN THE REALM
OF TRUTH, AND OF THE CONFLICT OF THE AGE WITH
ERROR.

God is a spirit of truth; and in tlic realm of truth, therefore,

the divine oi d<‘r, and the* law of wisdom which rcij2:ns therein,

shiiiCvS forth with an especial clearness—with a higher degree

of evidence or greater perspicuity than even in the region of

nature, which inr us is for life most part half-dark, or at the

very lK\st but a chiaro-oscuro—a mixture of light and dark-

ness. But man, formed out of the dust of the earth, placed,

as it w’ere, in tiic very ch ntre of nature, as its first-born son

or its earlhly lord, m this respect bims' 'f a natural being.

Kven in his susceptibility for higher and divine truth, man is

tied to and is dependent on a similar and colhitt ral grade of

development in the life of nature, which can in no case be

violently broken, nor a stop in it arbitrarily overleaped, w’irhout

involving the most disastrous consequences as the ])enalty of so

unnatural a course, bhen in education there reigns a similar

law of gradual devolopineut, according to the natural progus-
siou of the diffeient ages ol life. With the boy of good and
natural abilities, who vshows an aptness and willingness to

learn when know ledge is presented to his mind, and iiujdanted

in a true and living form, the teachers fir.>l ccu*e is to improve
this disposition, and to slrengthen and to foster it, and by fur-

nishing it with the due ineaMire and the right quality of intel-

lectual culture, gradually" to develop its powers. At this age
the moral part of education w ill wisely confine itself to laying

a foundation of good habits, to the careful excUision of all evil

communication and the deadly contagion of w icked example.
In the soft and yielding ehuracter of the child there can
scaicely be as yet any question about principles or scutimciits.

But iho case is very different with youth. If at this time of
life the moral charat ter be not carefully mod simultaneously
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with its scientific cultivation, then is the season irre])ar-’

ably lost, and rarely, if ever, can the dt tieiency be after-

wards supplied. For when this stage of intellectual and moral

culture is once passed, \^hen the mind has begun at last to

move with greater freedom and to mature itself, the young
man is at once admitted to the full light of science, or enters

into the busy course of active life, to be there brought to the

touchstone of expi*rience.

And a similar series of gradation may be observed on a
larger scale in the hist(*rical Huccc'ision and dt velopnient of

the ages of the woild. For such is, in every case, the gradual

expansion of man's eonscionsness, ns he in at ])resent consti-

tuted. His senses must Im? first excited and expanded
;
then,

and then only, with any good result, can the soul be led to

the good and divine, whicli, however, not content to dismi?^s

them alter the first look of woi^^er anti amazement, it mu^t
rather dwell upon with the full ami deep feelings of admiration
and reverence ; until at la^t, being wholly filled with them, it

derives from their inspiration a new stimulus and t xcitement,

and thereby in for ever and permanently directed to the true

end and aim of exit nee. And now at la*»t can th»* free 8))trit

appre hend arigiit the divine truth, ai:d, in the spirit of this

knowledge, act ni;h vital eneigy, conformably to that pO’^iiion

in God’s great world which has been assigned and allotted to

him.

And this ordt r cannot be transgressed with impunity. None
of its intermediute •'tops can be oveilraped withont invobit g
the most fearful c< n*»e(ju(»nces. If the sQnsc*< be not first of
all excite d m d i xp uided, then will it be lost labour to attempt
to win and foitif) the heart, or to turn the soul towards the
never-setting sun of diunc truth. And accordingly, how
many attempt**, bo h on a large and a small scale, at the
moral n gem tation of mnnkiod have totally failed even tor

want of the first step of a forerunning light and previou^^ illu-

mination, by ulucli tl:c obHervation should have l)een iou?*ed,

tlie senses timnl.io d, and the tye opened. Hut when, on the
conirarv, tin* full light is imparted to or gained by the mind,
while the soul stih remains eiivelojied in darkness and fast

wedded to its e\il habits, without attaining to a higher exal-

tation, then, indeed, the roult is equally grievous, though
diffi:reot from that uhicb follows from the tuistako of over*
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leaping the first step. It has an effect; it does not remain
without an influence. So long as the moral part of man is

wholly neglected, and is either left rude and barbarous or

suffered to become degenerate, then science works indeed, but

only as a destroying clement. In so bad a soil the true know-

ledge is ever transionned into faUe, and the more profoundly

it is apprehended—ilie more vividly and vigorously it is pur-

sued—the more fatally, perniciously, and destructively does it

work. The examples atid the proofs of the injurious conse-

quences of too rapid and premature development of scientific

enlightenment amidst a general prevalence of moral depravity,

aitd the Kubversiiui of those principles which are the founda-

tion of natural existetice and prosperity, might easily be found

at no great distance from our own age. And lin y admit al^o

of being d( monstrated as ch^arly and coiivincingly by earlier

instances from the h story of the Greeks and lloiuans. The
production of these proofs, however, would carry us beyond

our present limits, ami the tiu h they would establish, is not,

moreover, the end to which our present disquisitions are

directed. The theme of this Lecture is the course observed

by ctema! wisdom, or the divine order in the realm of truth.

My object is to call your attention to the care with which

Providence observes a gradual progression in its mental de-

velopment of the human race, lovijjgly suiting and adapting

itself to the weakness and finiieness of humanity, and to the

imperfection of earthly creatures, according to tliat principle

of divine condesceusitm, so often mentioned already, which,

throughout the divine operations in the world, and His influ-

ence on man, is distinctly visible.

Thus, then, in the knowledge immediately imparted to man
by a higher providence we may discern a preliinin:iry period

—a previous illumination, i i order to re-open the eye of man,
which heathenism had blinded^to the tiuih, that it might be
able to see and discern God, This first stop of revelaiion was
little more than a prep iration for the future ; but the si'oond

was, or has been, an ibuminuiioii of ihe soul—a vital renewal

of it

—

a total conversion of it from the state of darkness to

the Everlasting Light and the Sun of Righteousness. But in

this living development of the highest life, which is even the

divine light of the Spirii, the third and last sti p (which indeed

commences in and is involved in the secondi ev^ as it also
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had its germ in the first) is the full enlightenment of the spirit

or mind. And accordingly this full revelation is in Scripture

itself, as being the close and completion ofthe whole, expressly

described, and named the last time.

Before attempting, however, to point out the divine order in

the education of the human race, by the gradual revelation of

truth, two general and preliminary rcmniks seem called for.

I observe then, first of all, that when we speak of sense, soul,

and spirit, as thi' successive terms in tlie growing capacity of

the human collsciou'^ne^8 for a higher knowledge and heavenly

training, and for truth in general, but more especially for

divine truth, then the general sense of tiuth, which such an
hypothesis supjmcs, and which indeed is its essential founda-

tion, must be understood as comprising all those other par-

ticular species, branches, or departments which we have

already enumerated. I mean the common sense of sound
reason. For that susceptibility ior the impre‘<sions of nature,

and the understanding, which, as 1 said before, constitute tho

sense for the revelation of spirit, or tho spirit of revelation

—

whether written or historical—are alike comprised in tlmt

one and common sense for truth. Or perhaps we may rather

say, that by their joint operations they’ form it ;
while, how-

ever, in its special application, now this now that constituent

preponderates—or perhaps that this <>iie and universal sense

for truth is calh d into action, and made to co-opt rate now m
this direction and now in that. Motepver, tnai internal con-

currence and assent of the will, ’vlach I have endeavoured to

show is the proper sense in man or God ami for divine

things, belongs also, as an essential and element of its consti-

tution, to this general 8en>se for truth Fot tba' tlie oppo^i;e

fault of self-will and obstinacy, is in the highest degree a

hindrance of good, even in the acquisition of knowledgi'

and the recognition of truth, is found by experience iu the

earliest essays of education. But not only in rhe elcmcn*

tary principles of learning, but even in che most highly

finished and elaborate systems of metaphv'^ical ideas, con-

structed by the profoundest thinkers and philosophers, does

this spirit of negfttiori and contradiction show itself, and
prove the gn atest obstacle to iruih and the aiest fruitful

stnirce of error.

The second remark which we have tc make before enter*
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ing upon thfe immediate subject of our Lecture, refers to tbe
natural progression of the living development of the human
consciousness. This gradation, we would observe, holds good,

and is applicable, not merely to the moral education of man,
but also to the intellectual improv%ment of raan^s capacity, as at

pres(*nt constituted, for all highoirt and divine verities. But,

however 4rue this may be, where the general sense for truth

is not from the first open and full of light, whore the soul is

not already perfectly free an<l pure
;
yet on the other hand

there is nothing against—on the contrary, everything favours

the supposition, that the earliest revelation imparteclto man-
kind—the illumination which was given to the first man, and
bestowed upon him as his heavenly inheritance on earth, was
a full and perfect enlightenment of his mind {geist). For his

senses were open and clear, his soul as yet incorrupt, pure,

and free, Both were directed to God, and being one with and
at unison with nature, were keenly alive to and deeply im-

pressed by every token of God’s glory and majesty in creation.

It is quite an error to assume, or rather to fancy, that this state

of purity and inuocenec was a state of ignorance like that ot

the cliild or of tlie wild man. The tree of life was given to

him entirely and without reserve, as also dominion over the

eaitli, whose first made living creatures the Lord subjected to

his dominion, bringing them bel'ore him to Ciill and to name
them. The knowledge of death was indeed designedly with-

held from him, as alsq the existence of the evil spirits, even
because it was exactly therein that his trial and probation

were to consist. And so both are perfectly reconcilable ; that

height of knowledge in the clearest light ofnature, which the

sacrcil traditions of ail primitive nations so positiv^ely and
unanimously assign to the first man, is in nowise inconsistent

with that ignorance of death which is qo less expressly

Jiscribcd to him. Moreover, had man but preserved and
kept alive in his heart this feeling of God, he would imme-
diately have recognised his enemy, and even thereby have
triumphed over him, and become the redeemer of nature,

instead ofrequiring, now that he has failed in that his hig^ des*

tinatiou, a Redeemer for his own fallen rat^. This first reve-

lation therefore was, we may w'ell assume, in the beginning ns

it will also be in the end, a full enlightenment of the of

Iran, but which however was soon darkened by ms dis-^

li
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obedience and full. This, two, is the shape which the matter

assumes in the legendary history of all the primeval nations

of antiquity, and these are the threads of light which in the

labyrinthine confusion of legends, symbols, and tongues of

earliest heathendom, carry us safely out of its mazes and back

to the clear starting-point ofthe pure and undcfiled revelati<'n

ofGod. It were not difficult to show how through the first two

millenniums and a half, or five-and-twenty centuries, a higher

providence and divine guidance was ever quietly carrying on

these luminous threads of original truth, and from time to

time lenewing them. But this history of the human mind
in the primeval world, however highly attractive, would take

us out of our proper limits. Upon the eclipse of man’s soul,

when spiritual darkness universally prevailea, the senses origi-

nally open to a higher light were closed against it. liis

better perceptions were overwhelmed or buried beneath a

chaos of tine and false or half-true images and symbols.

Then it was that the natural law of spiritual development

commenced in its full force. It followed the progression

already described. In the first term the numbed atul dcadentHi

sense had to be awakened and quickened again, and in its

second the soul renewed, purified, and converted, before either

could become susceptible ofthe full and perfect illuinination of

the Sjurit. To trace this natural law in the human conscious*

ness and in the divine education of mankind, and to ascertain

the progressive steps in the divine revelations, expressly given

and designed to eftect that gradual development, is the object

of the present Lecture.

The first step or term thereof was the selection of a

single people to be the 8choolmf4Ster of the whole human race

When the heathenish mass of legends or myths and symbols
bad reached the height of confusion, and the evil had lK*com<;

otherwise iucurable, one nation was chosen and set apart by
God as His instrument in opening the eyes ofmen to the nbj>s
of error in which the whole u'crid was plunged, and to direct

their looks exclusively to the future. Many prophets were
sent to the chosen people, and it was at first guided and rtiled

by none but prophets. And, perhaps, we cannot form a more
eurreet notion of the character and nistorv of this people, so

peculiarly distinguished from all the other uations of the

* Gib iil. 24.
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ancient world, than by thinking of it absolutely and in its

destination as the prophetic people exclusively intended to

point to a distant future, and whose leading ideas and inmost

feelings were to be attached to, and to look far into, a remote

futurity. Three strokes or words, at most, comprise the highly

simple revelation of the first stage—the first ray of light

at the beginning—in which, however, lies contained the

hidden key and solution for the chaos of legends, and

all the enigmas of the primitive world and of primeval

history. But this brief and simple revelation was accom-

l)amed with a strict line of demarcation between the Gentiles

and the chosen people, w'ho were separated from all the

heathen nations by customs and laws, while a long ray of

hope reached far into the distant future. This point of light

at the beginning was, however, but little considered and
ill-understood : the line of demarcation too was often trans-

gressed upon the slightest pretext and most ordinary tempta-

tions. And when at last it was more strictly kept, it was
observed, not in its spirit, but in the letter ; and, in consequence,

even that high and lolty hope which irradiated it was totolly

misunderstood, being interpreted, in a narrow^ spirit of national

exclusiveness, of a tempoi al Hedeeir.er, and a political redemp-
tion from the yoke of the Roman oppressor. This delusion, and
theextromcingralitude wdth w Inch consequently the Light that

came into the w'orld was, in the whole, received by those

to whom It w as in ^ho first place communicated, ha.^ been

often painted in the darkest colours of indignant censure by
the 8t(Tn pen of history. The stifiheekedness of the Jews has

been a fruitful theme for virtuous indignation. But, for my
part, I hardly know' win ther, in this respect, a different and
more favourable sentence can be passed on the generations

which have witnessed the subsequent steps of divine revelation

in its further development. Full time was allowed to the pro-

lihetic people to devek’p itself ; and, after the lapse of tw'eiiiy-

five centuries, which make up the firat age of the world, a

mtllennium and a half was allowed to this initiatory step of

revelaiiou. And now, at length, after forty centuries of pre-

paration and hope, when the long, dark winter of the olden

idolatry was over, tiie historical development of the human
race reached culminating point, and with the vernal

solstice {fruhlings-6'ohiiUum) of this new manifestation

2.3
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commenced the second term in this scries of revelation or of

tlie divine education of the human race. Even from its very

first opening everjthing chamcterises this second tcm of

development as not intended for a complete and final revelation

of spirit and knowledge. Promising, and reserving to the

future that final manifistation, it forms, in this respect, a

marked contrast to ihe highly-cultivated science of the Gi*eeks.

which, however, in spite of its high preten<ions, did but

become continually more and more sensuous in its character.

The immediate objer^t of this second cnlightenmentof the whole

human race was to be a total conversion of the soul from its

previous earthly darkness to the everlasting light and the one

and only Sun of Truth, and thereby to effect a complete

renewal of lite, and a reformation of all its habits, customs,

and institutions. This alone did God require ; and glorious,

and noble, and deeply touching was the conflict in which this

wholly new but heaven^descended sentiment had to engage
with the opposing spirit of the old world.

But men soon relapsed into their former discord ;
and it is

now our painful task to point out the rise and growth of this

dissension through the succeeding eras of history. For thus

only—\)y considering, in every period, man's relation, or

rather his opposition, to the divine revelation— is it povsibli*

amid the rapid progress ofthe wridening disagrecunent to trace

the divine order which rules amidst the anarchy of mind,

and to follow it along its path of light up to its appointed end,

and to its close and conclusion.

In the first three or four centuries of Cliri^tiianity, this

sjpirit of opposition showed itself in two differoiii forms. In

the one, the new and simple faith was first of all perverted

into a chaos of philosophical fictions of an old Asiatic charac>*

ter.^ In the other, a secret and half infidelity hid itself

t>ehind a veil of words,t against which the faith must defend
itself behind an outwork of words also ; and in this {>eriod of

history, a subtle and refined logomachy first of all attained

to a great and lasting importance for mankind. In this dis«

pule, the simple foundation of the faith was indeorl main*
tained and defended, in its purity and integrity, against all

^ Tbs OncNMict and the Manlchssi.^!rmai.
fThe Arisni, with all tbs other ratiounlbinf sects of Noitus, Fasil of

fiamotata, Ssbeilius, and tbs Uks.««-2Viiss,
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liostile attacks; but the first-love lost much of its fresh-

ness and ardour. Consequently the new life, which sprang

up with the new faith, was unable to fulfil the hopes which at

its first rise men had reasonably entertained of it, and by re-

forming the corrupt civilisation of the old Rornan world, to

renew it entirely in God. Accordingly, an alien and purely

physical element had to be associated with it. The northern

nations were called in to infuse fresh energy into the worn-
out races of Europe.

In this work of physical regeneration three centuries were

again 8p( nt. But at the close of this first period, it was seen

on a sutlclen how little the olden spirit of dissension had been
really contjucred, or oven mollified. The faith, it was said,

may in all essential points be perfectly identical, but a division

may be and still subsists notwithstanding. But what does

that mean but that the God and Saviour of the world wor-

shipped by the East, is different from Him whom the West
acknowledge ‘r And thus the one God and the one faith was
in the life of man again divided into two

;
and this singular

schism, without any adequate cause, still subsists to the pi'c-

sent day.* In the followiug great period a fresh life blossomed

in rich and manifold expansion out of that revelation of love

which, properly speaking, now first of all puts forth its full vital

energies, giving a new shape to all the institutions of human
society, and impressing on art, as well as on moral and political

science, a new cluu|icler, totally different from that which
they possessed ambng the most enlightened nations of anti-

quity. Viewed in its loving aspect, i. e., in its chivalry, there

is much in this period to attract and engage our enthusiasm

and sympathies, but for the fearful discord which broke out

within it, and set one half ofthe %vorId in hostile array against

the other. The two powers which ought to work together

for one divine end— the two swords of which the Lord had
said, It is enough,”t~the spiritual sword of the kingdom
of faith and truth and the civil sword of earthly justice, were

drawn and held in threatening attitude against each other, by

which, however, the minds ofmen were tom and distracted by

^ The schism of the Ecstsad Weit--ofthe Greek and Roman Churches

•*^rodaced by ^a illegal interference of the Bishops of Home in the

diocese of the Patriarch of Conatantlnople.—TVont

,

fLukexxii. 38.
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the inward struggle of conflicting duties in a far greater degree

than the external peace of society was disturbed. But it was

iiot merely in such a collision that the strife alone showed itself;

but it extended eren to the confusion of the two domains, and

a forgetfulness of their proper duties and respective positions.

In the instance, it is tnie, of iho mailed ecclesiastic, how*
ever, at first sight, the union in one person of such opposite

characters as the soldier and priest may startle the mind, the

gallant and noble bearing of the spiritual knight soon recon-

ciles us to the strange phenomenon. So, too, when hewdiose

vocation it was to hold the pastoral staff began also to sway
the sceptre of a civil prince, the eminent skill and judgnif'nt

with which the difficult task of discharging the double and
often conflicting duties of so mixed a sovereignty was accom-

plished, silence every murmur of a protest. Hut when he who
ought to carry the crozier of peace hoi.sted the pennon of war,

such a sight natiu*ally gave great offence, and sadly perplexed

the minds of men.
Thus, then, passed seven centuries more, making, with the

eight already described, fifteen altogether that have elapsed

from that great centre of the world’s history, when the spi-

ritual sun reached its meridian altitude in this earthly life.

These added to the fifteen which had pi*eviously pjisseri from

the first shining of the light of revelation, make no less than

three millennium^. And to these again three centuries more
are to be added. Such isthe extremely ^lc;pv course ofthe diviius

guidance of the world, as regulated by the inc.xhauslible

patience and long-suffering of Ciod in the education of his

human creatures.

lu this last period, however, the spirit of discord has

become still more general, and has broken out in all its violence,

gradually attacking and drawing into the dispute every insti*

tution of society and every department of life. In the won-
derfbl coincidence of many and great discoveries, simulta^

neottsly made in widely distinct and independent bntnclns of

science^ the spirit of man read the proclamation of his ma*
jority. Conscious of this intellectual ripeness, in the first

use of its new powers it assumed towards the faith an atti**

tude of estrangement and controversy, instead of caltidy mU
vaneing along the assigned pth towards perfection, Bveu ui

the very eomnieiicement or this period, the hostile relation
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between the new science and the ancient faith is perceptible

enough. But it soon showed itself more distinctly, as a rup-

ture became wider and more general, till at last the discord

extended to the very faith itself, which was henceforth broken

up into bitter and opposing paities. Still later, a newer and

deeper animosity divided the faith in general from the whole

civil and political life, from which in many places its religious

foundation was altogether removed. And now that life was

thus deprived of its higher and spiritual significance, the

strife became universal and complete. Involving science and

life into the discord, it set them also in deadly array agaiii>t

each oiher— for life thus unspiritualized could no longer re-

concile itself to the dreamy ideal of a science which at most
was but partially true, while life itself could not satisfy the re-

quisitions of scietice. And feai*ful was the outbreak in which
lliis la'-t antagonism ofprinciple openly displayed its animosity.

This fourfold schism, then,—first, between science and
faith; secondly, in the faith itself; thirdly, between life and
faith; and lastly, between the new science (which usuiped

the place of the faith it has discarded) and life itself—this

fourfold schism, with its 8c%*eral branches and ramifications,

extending to every department of human existence, lies now
before us, in the present age, as the still unsolved problem of life.

And who but. God alone shall or is able to solve it ? As a

question of dispute, this problem—and especially its inmost

root, and schism in the faith—can be profitably discussed only

in the spirit of Jove ufid mutual forbearance belweeu cognate

and kindred minds, who, while they think differently on a

few points, yet agree in most. Mtmy works might be

adduced on both sides, composed in that conciliatory spirit

of apnroximation, which is most accordant with true phi-

losophy, whose first effort is in all cases directed to recon-

ciling and removing the deeply-rooted animosities of human
nature. To a complete decision, however, of the %vhole

matter in question, we shall never arrive on the road of dis-

putation. Even though the dispute were maintained with

the most valid reasoning, and were conducted with the most

dignified forbearance and mildness, the attempt would only

be lost labour. For there exists no supreme court of appeal

to w^hose sentence both sides would be ready to submit. On
the one side Ae reason, which advances with unlimited
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freedom in its investigations, and faith on the otlier, with its

assumed authority to decide in the last instance, would alike

refuse to acknowledge its adversary as a competent tribunal.

Thus deeply piercing into the very marrow of humanity,

and thus mortal is the conflict. Indeed a man can scarcely touch

upon it without being carried almost involuntarily into the

very midst of the strife, and very fortunate nny he account

himself if he retires from it unscathed. And if it were only

from a mere human point of view of a scientific dispute that

I had to consider it, good reason should I have to be on my
guard Ic^t on this matter my mind should be as it were

forcibly rent and divided into two halves. I have, hoivcver,

at present no anxiety of the kind. For my purpose is solely

and entirely to trace out the divine order in the re 'elation

jirogressively given to mankind, and foUowitig this luminous

thread to lead reflection up to the finishing chjse of God's

education of the human race, where, in the full shining of

the jierfect day, there shall be no more controversy and no
more doubt. Viewing the matter in this light, I sec but little

to attract my sympathies in the publicly conducted contro-

versy, however highly importatii and pre-eminent a place it

may hold in the history of the woild. Far more attractive to

me are those isolated and retiring spirits on both sides who,
taking but little if any part in the prevailing dispute, have
their eyes directed rather to the future in watchful expectation

of that full and final illumination, with oil its attendant pro-

mises—among which we must n ckon first and foremost, the

peace andjoy ofbelieving—in the last revclat ion of divine mind.
Of these calmer spirits, however, some have actually fiillen

and others have btjen on the very brink of foiling into the

plausible error of regarding this third step of ealightenmcut

^ an absolutely new revelation, whereas it is quite clear that

it will be nothing more than the simple completion of the
earlier steps. For a revelation which should give itself out as

perfectly new, apart from and independent of that saving
iliaminatioa of the soul which marks the second step, ana
wUcb we are already in possession of ; which should disavow
i)m earlier ^vine revelation of the heart, of love and life in

faith, which is withheld from no one, and which every one
knows, would even by such an announcement proclaim its own
fidsity. New heavens and a new earth are indeed Gxprmiy
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promised among the blessings of the last age. Mention is

also made of a Gospel that slmll be preached “unto all them
that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and
tongue, atid people.’’"*^ This Gospel, however, is nowhere
called anew one ; since in the old one there is enough for life,

if only it be duly observed, and also for knowledge, if only

it be rightly understood. But it is called the “ everlasting
”

Gospel ; and by this term it is plain that nothing is to be
understood but this full light of divine knowledge no>v made
])erfcct in God, and which has become one with faith, arid

consequently fully reconciled with life also. In this domain,

and in tins spiritual sense, it is not necessary that the fair

morning-star of faith, which has guided us through the dark

night and lighted us to the day-spring, should become extinct

when the sun ascends the heavens in his full meridian splen-

dour, On the contrary, it shall burn the more brightly: or

rather, to speak more correctly, for here no such contrast

finds a place, it is the moriiing-star itself that shall expand into

the lull sun and illuminate the whole world with its light.

Waiting, therefore, for this manifestation, we must endure

with the more patience the existing discord so long as our

lot is placed amidst it, and show greater moderation towards

it, since \ve arc subject to it in hope. Only let mo not be
thought of as recommending a spurious impartiality, which
in truth, is little better than a culpable indifference to questions

the most important that can agiiate our own generation and
ail humanity—or thc^indiscriininuting contempt of an arro-

gated superiority, which is even still more offensive mid
baneful to truth than the most vehement adoption of either of

the conflicting views, if associated with honesty of purpose

and con *iction. As little, too, would I be thought to favour

the pmumptiious decisions of individuals, which, adopting

a peculiar principle, or, as it is styled, a higher point of

view, even though occasionally it does justice to each in

part, yet on the whole materially wrongs them both. In

the first ages of this intellectual disease, great names were

amyed ou either side. And that through nil its variations

brilliant talents and scientific attainments maintained the con-

flict, wlile there was much that was false and wrong in both

pariieSi is equally unquestionable. But what avails the un*

Rev, xltr, ft.
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ri<;htcousness of man ajiainst the righteousness of the cause,

when, as we must, wc regard the latter as the cause of God ?

Tlie painful feature of tlm conflict is the fact that, in a

certain measure, God Himself has become the object of man's

rancour and animosity. In sacred lore and tradition, but

pre-eminently in revelation, God Himself became as it were a

child
;
and in the childlike lamruago of the heart, and in tlie

most confiding manner, gave Himself into the hatids of men,
But now, even lliis marvellous child and the divine word is

near being torn asunder by the disputants, like the child in tin*

old story or parable. Two mothers, ve are told, ca no and
stood before the king, disputing violently wht) was the child

that had been overlaid, niid whose was the living one. But
the true mother, for both had fallen asleep in the night,

w-as recognised by her prayer that the child might not be

divide d in two by the sword of justice, but preferred that her

son should live, even though she must lose it by resigning it

to the other. Whercui)on the king ordered his officers in no

wise to slay the living child, but to give it to her who by her

love had proved herself its mother.^

But for us the great sentence which is to decide all contro-

versies, and can alone put an end to this discord, is not yet

pronounced. But in truth, the more confirmed symptoms of

the deepening intellectual strife which mai k the present gene-

ration, furnish one proof the more of the near approach of the

day of final decision. And then the pcffect triumph of divine

revelation and the fiery baptism of the Spirit, which in those

last days shall be administered, shall bring with it the long

f

iromised universal peace of the soul when under a divine

eader—^the invisible One now become visible—nil that hope
in Him, of all kindreds and families, shall be reunited in Him
in one love and one fellowship. An universal and perfect

peace like this, which, according to revealed truth, is the lost

that is to be imparted to the human race, am! is even to

continue for ever, must, it is natural to sup|)ose, be preceded

by a violent but closing conflict. And do we not in our own
age see such a one developing itself in a mamier unparalleled

by all that have gone before in it? To this conflict of our

age, then, 1 must now devote a few words, and consider pre-

eminently the relations subsisting between it and science.

^ 1 fUafs ill. K.
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la many and various ways, unquestionably, was the spirit

of man called upon in this beautiful era of the restoration of

science to consider itself ripe and mature ; its feelings, too,

iin>wered to the call, and, in some respects, perhaps it was

even so. But let us examine the matter by the same law of

sound reason that we should judge of a corresponding case

in ordinary and social life. Let us suppose a youth to have

attained his legal majority, or, perhaps, by his fatlior’s will,

declared of age at a still earlier period. Is it right for him,

all at once, to forget tlie love wherewith his mother has nursed

and reared him ? Is it right in him. misinterpreting alto-

gether the motive of his father’s dying wish, to cast off and

trample under foot all the wise and useful lessons with

which, according to the measure of his years, his mind was
stored at school, merely because he has remarked or expe-

rienced that there is much in life which was not touched

upon in his school learning ? If we saw this in private life,

should wc not form a very bad opinion of such a youth who so

suddenly throws off all restraint, and hike cure that sooner or

later he should fall under another and a stricter oversight,

since he has all at once outgrown purentiil control. Why then

should we form a different judgment in the realm of science

and truth ? All eyes and universal ( xpcctation were directed

to this restoration of science. And these hopes wei*e right in

so far as through the lapse of these last times which are has-

tening to a close, the course and trial of human nature are

even to lie thercim feut if, ns already pointed out, they fell

into a grave error, who, even while they kept within the

bounds of faith, looked upon the promised completion and
final triumph of the divine ami eternal revelation in the

light of a new manifestation of truth, and almost as a new
religion ; far greater was the aben-ation of those who formed

the conception of, and hoped to attain to, an ever advancing

science altogether without God, or at least one which, pro-

ceeding side by side with Him, should never come into vital

contact with Him ! But men cannot thus pass along by the

side of Omnipotence, without coming into contact with Him

;

and every effort to rise into the higher regions of truth,

which is begun and intended to remain wholly without God,
will, sooner or Intmr, be directed against Him. And eveiy
branch of knowle^e, and more especially the highest, if it
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be without God, is but a false light of the mind {geist), which
will only too soon beguile it into the oldoii darkness of the

soul. And so it came to pass then. For under thik smooth

surface of a seeming moral mildness, the lurking poison sud-

denly broke out as it were by a fearful conspiracy of the

times, spreading its contagion far and wide, and corrupting

everything that came within its reach.—even as it had been
predicted of it in the second book of the future.*

For even out of the struggle of good against evil, the latter

s^uddcnly arose again in a new and unexpected shape, coming
forth, as it were, out of the sea, and the moral world was

transformed into a sea of blood. And so indeed, in these pro-

phetic pages, it is predicted of the enigmas of the last days.

Now, throughout this great catastrophe of the world, so far

as it can be regarded as a peculiar and especial, but historical

warning from God, and a revelation of the divine will, we
may trace among the better disposed, the same gradation of

illumination, advancing through the ascending series of sc use,

soul, and spirit, that we have already noticed, on a larger

scale, in the coura? of the history of mankind. The senses

of many individmils became, indeed, more and more open, the

move clearly they recognised, by its historical characters, the

fatal abyss to which the age of the world was drawing nigh.

The epoch of the restoration was moreover followed by a

general rc^ olutioin in tlie sentiments, the moral princi[des,

and prevailing pursuits of men. The third step, however, of

a right and tnie knowledge which, from the |K>sitioti of a full

scientific enlightc'iiment of the* mind or spirit, should pene-

trate into the profoundest depths of truth, is still wmting, or

at any rate exists us yet only in u very imperfect degree.

This property is the defective point in the problem of the age,

and in all attempts hitherto made to solve it.

The fitlse scieiicci even that unhuman and godless science

which bus been already described, can only be overcome and
conquered by the true. The mere method of negation

—

which genoaily, indeed, is seldom the right onc~is here too

insufficient for the purpose. And so, in fact, when clouds

of dust darken the air, or swarms of noxious insects fill

it, it may suffice if the goodman of the bouse shuts to bis

* Tbe Apoci/pse or ItcvcUtioo* of St. Jolm tlie DiTiiie.>-2VaM.
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casement, as he may lawfully flo, even because it is his own :

but when the fearful thunder-storm is lowering in the

heavens, the closetl window will but little ensure the safety

of his dwellin*;, unless he has more wisely providi d against

the danger, by a good lightning-conductor. ^ But w'hat is

that ? And how came man first to think of it ? Why, by
studying the electrical phenomena, and arriring at a full

uuderstanding of its nature, and so in obedience to its laws,

contriving a counteracting and diverting agent for the cdectric

current, and convening the natural action of the threatening

element into an instnnnent of protection. And just in the

same way will a true wisdom proceed in the domain of science

and truth. It is only by a good power of a like kind and similar

action to its own, that the supiemaey of evil can be overcome.

Evoti, tin refore, and to this ]>urj)ort was the earnest warning
uttered by the mouth of Iruth Itself against those who,
although they sat in JIosvs* seat, neither went in themselves,

nor sutfei'ed others that were ente ring to go in.*

And what a different picture docs Holy Writ set before us

in the noble example of Moses! No doubt the preparation

for the woik to which hc» was to be called, of leading success-

fully the people entrusted to him by God out of their Egyptian
darkness through the fearful Red Sea and all the wanderings

in the wilderness, to the borders of the promised land, was
even tho forty years of solitude among the ttoble pastoral peo-

pie with whom he spent the long period of hi.s exile. But
still it is not without a deep sigiuficance that it is writUm that

the daughter c)f the Egyptian monarch, htwing adopted the

foundling of the waters, brought him up and educated him
as her own son. Sv) too assuredly is it not without design

that it is said so emphalically of him, that he “ was learned

ifi all the wmscIoiu of the Egyptians.^'f In the first place,

we have good reason to rejoice at and to acknowledge the

ci)mprchcn8ivc spirit and wide standard ofjudgment which

Holy Writ here sets up. For whereas it passes a severer

semence of reprobation on the Egyptians than on any other

heathen nation or people, for their moral depravity, it yet

acknowledges that they possessed a sciCMtifio wisdom, which
amply rewarded the labour of its acquisition, while it proved

the very errors wherewith in their extreme covrupliou they

Matt* ixiib IS« t Acts fib
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had overloaded it, to be only the more culpable and deservinp;

of punishment. Shallow and superficial sceptics may, indeed,

as many have already done, avail themselves of such an ad-

mission, and cry, “ There ! it is plain enough,—Moses bor-

rowed everything from Egypt and the hieroglyphics.’^

But this is not the case. No doubt both the ten first and

the twelve last letters of the HebrcM' alphabet are hierogly-

phics, as their very names indicate : but in its primary

natural roots, nevertheless, and above all, in its whole spirit,

and structure, and tone, this language differs widely from the

hieroglyphical Plgyptian. Certainly Moses did learn from

Egypt all that there was for him to learn. And this learning

enabled him the more easily ta disperse the thick Egj’plian

darkness, and the less cause, consequently, had he to fear the

false arts of the Egyptian magicians and serpent charmers.

He took from them all that was available for his {)iirpo<e, but

he made it quite new again, and gave it another nature by the

end to which he employed it. He despoiled them of their

**jewels ofgold and jewels of silver,’* by a theft permissible in

the realm of science and truth. For it is lawful for man to

wrest from the evil power all that may be conv(>rtecl into a

means of honouring the things of God and His reveah d truti),

and which thereby is better employed, spiritualised, anti

invested with a higher and better significance, litis is true

even of our own days, as it was then, and indeed always has

been.

Oh that the many great men who, in our own genemtion,
have deserved so well of mankind, by devoting themselves tothe

noble work of re-establishing right sentiments and principles,

had, in this their good design, followed the great example set

them by this man so highly preferred of God. But, with one
or two exceptions, it is impossible to boast of them that, like

Moses, they were “ learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.”

And hence the fact is at once explicable why, with such ardent

and unbounded xeal, they should have effected companitively

so little against the modern I^yptians, and the new Egyptian
darkness of our own dap.
An intellectual confiict about truth, and indeed about

divine truth, is the struggle of our ap. This fact is already

seen and admitted by a few, but ere long it will be still more
generally acknowledged. God is a spirit of truth

; and even on
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this Recount is His adversary, the spirit of contradiction,

termed “a liar from the beginning;” ami, of all the powerful

instruments and wicked devices of that evil one, the lie is the

first and chiefest. And this suggests to me to notice, in pass*

ing, a point in the moral systems of our day, notwithstanding

that it docs not properly lie within our prescribed limits. In

most of our ethical treatises the question of falsehood and
untruth is but carelessly treated, and seldom discussed with

that prominence and gravity which its great iraporlance

demands. Overt transgressions of the laws belong rather

to jui imprudence than to ethics, which properly treats of

and analyses the h'ading faults of human character as so

many diseases of the soul. Now, the worst among those

are usually denominated mortal, i. e., likely to bnng the

soul unto death ; but the lie, in the full import of the term

—

the intrinsic proper lie of the soul, as the predominant fault

in a character of untruth—a whole life become, as it were,

one great lie, is far more than mortal,—it is even death itself.

And it is even of this sin—this secret revolt against and
wounding of the spirit, even the divine Spirit of Kternal

Truth—that is said in Holy Writ, that it shall be forgiven

neither in this world nor in the next.

On this point, then, I think that moral theory and teach-

ing can never be stern and rigorous enough in its precept^,

especially as regards individuals. It is not, indeed, a question

about words, but abouUheir interpretation, and what is meant
by those who use them

; aud in tliis respect there may be, and
often is, a false and over-scrupulous delicacy of conscience.

When, however we remember how, in particular ages of

history, oaths have been played with,—^millionsofoaths lavishly

preferred and shortly re-tiiken in quite a different and oppo-

site sense, and soon again abjured with ns little difficulty

;

and when we consider the e\il effects this trifling with the

nxost solemn of obligations must have had on the moral cha-

meter of a people, we cannot but see some excuse in this

monstrous fact for certitin small communities of Christians who
absolutely refuse to take an oath in any case. For when, in

the important point of truth and falsehood, a grave error has

been committed on one side, it is better to meet it on ths

other by too great sti ictaess. A rigorous severity can aeve»

entail such fearful consequences in such a case, as the opposiu
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fault df an over-indulgent laxity, or, what ia even still more
false and erroneous, the regarding the matter as trifling and
indifferent. But tlie further prosecution of this tojiic would
load me out of my proper province, and I have only touohc<l

upon it in parsing to that which lies more immediately before

u .

If then there is nothing so dangerous to the character ofan
individual, both inwardly and outwardly—if there is nothing
that works so insiduously, conveying its secret poison to the?

very lowest roo*s and extremities of the moinl character, ns

untruth and the spirit of lying, liow much more fearful must
its malignant influence prove uhen it is become the universal

and
j
revailing fault of an age which has not only wandered

far fi-om the ti nth, but is even animated with a deadly hatred
of it!

} It is to this spirit of lies, and the false splendour of hi<

colossal empire, and to the final conflict which truth will havt*

to wage with it on earth, that the most awful of the prophe-
ctes already alluded to refer. And the application is easily

made, since a greater jitrt of their warning denunciations
ha^e in our age already come to an actual fulfilment. If.

then, this giant spirit of destruction and untruth was strong
enough even in his cradle to throttle two^quarters of the
w orld what must it be now that the perimticd interval of

rest has ]>assed away w ithout being profitably employed to the
cause of truth, and now that this same spirit of murder and
lies, w ith a far greater body, and eiuluedVith far more magical
powers, islet loose again to tread ihe earth for a while with
iron and to deceive the nations ?

Those whose responsible position in public life, or coiiip;c*

hensive sphere of intellectual activity, enable thtm to tiike in
at one glance all the various elements of ev il and the j)erni*

ciqus principles and dcsirnclive tendencies w'hi<?harf» so actively
at tvork in our days, will not, perhaps, be disposed to regard
these remarks as groundle>*s or exaggerated; others, perhaps,
nniy make a mock at them—but they may go on in their
delusion for a w bile.

Ill cxmclustoxi, I hove but three obseiwations to add. The

• Sehfispd it apparently alluding to the triumph of Mthommedunitm
Afiu Had A/rira. end the almotl total exiinctioa ofChrittlAnitjr in ibott

(idaftett of the world.— TV ai»#.
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first regaitlft the divine permission of evil, and is intended to

form a supplement to tlwit ITieodicee which I have attempted,

in the only w'ay that such a justification of the divine ways is

permissible to man, by appealing, viz., to his feelings, rather

tlinii' by attempting to" force his conviction by the rigour of

demonstration. The full justification of the ways of Provi-

dence is reserved for a future day, when all mouths shall be

stopped, whether that awfid crisis be near at hand or yet

tniries for a while. If now, the human race be actually sick

and in a sicklv state, as indeed cannot well be denied, then

must God .s overruling providence in the affairs of the world

be judged of in the same light as, and be compared to, the wise

treatment of a skilful physician. For as the latter, in the case

of a patie nt wdiose deatli w^as to be apprehended from a total

prostmtion of his hodily now'ei*s and energ\% might wish for

or even venture to &tiponuauco a vioient j^aroxysm, in the hope
that in it he might perliaps be able to throw off his fatal

lethargy ; even so, in God's government of the world, those

}>redet('nnined councils, w'hich seem so singular, but never-

theless are so expressly foretold, have a somewhat similar

design. In the times of the last struggle the power of dark-

iu'.ss will probably w’ork itself to death on the earth ; and
while the remnant shall come out of the crisis and fieiy^ trial

purer and healthier, the divine truth is to gain a complete

triumph over sin and death.

The second remavK 1 have to maKc applies to ourselves and
all the wTll-disposed among our contemponiries, and refers to

the disunion which subsists in these evil times even among tlie

best of men. Were tw o nations tlu'eatened in common by a
fonnidable enemy, woidd they not, however widely they might
differ in or perhaps be estranged fhim each other by their re-

spiXJtivc constitutions, languages, and customs, forget in the

moment of danger their ehoraeteristic diflTerences, and la}ing

aside all previous feelings of jealousy or estrangement unite ftw

their mulutil protection and safety ? Mv heart's wish, therefore,

is that all the truly pious and well-wishers of truth, on which-

ever of the two sides of tlie now tlivided feith they may stand,

would unite together without sacrificing those more intimate

differences wWeh cannot at present be got rid of or reconciled,

an<i making a righteous peace of mutual forbearance, bin
together in a firm alliance against the common enemy of all

M
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tnith and all faith. For that the dearest interests of reli-

gion are in our genemtion exposed to a violent assault, and
menaced witli great and imme^te danger, will not be denied

by any lover of truth, even though his conception of the truth

may differ from mine.

Lastly, the third observation that I promised will not take

the form of the utterance of a wish, as leather of the expression

of the firmest conviction, that, how^ever awful and severe tliis

final conflict may prove, the good cause will not eventually be

lost, but that the great battle will have a favoiunble issue in

the complete victory of divine revelation, and the celestial

wisdom in the government of this kingdom of truth will be
fuiiy manifest both to men and angels.

FNn OF LKCfURU V



LECTURE VIIL

OF THE DIVINE ORDER IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD
AND THE RELATIONS OF STATES.

“The history of the world is the world's tribunal,”’^ say."’

one of oui* most famous poets. If by these words he meant to

convey an opinion that no other tribunal ofjudgment is to be
expected than that which is even now set up in the history of

the world, then such an opinion, implying that the human race

is to live for ever in its present state, and in this particular

terrestrial life, would be even as groundless as tliat of the

fanciful conceit, that the human race had existed from all

eternity, if, in sooth, any of the philosophical dreamers of an-

tiquity had ever fallen on such a fancy, or, in modem times,

any of the antii>odcs to the usual current mode of thinking

should ever stumble upon it. The jK)et himself, as dramatist

and artist, would but have taken it ill had any one laid befort*

him a great drama, composted of sevei'al acts and scenes, from
w'hicli, however, the beginning was tom off, and which, ever

going on, untied the existing perplexities only to fall again into

new and fresh complications; or like a poor journal ever refer*

ring to a continuation, luid no true end, no conclusion or proper

termination. But unquestionably a better sense is al^ con-

tained in tlie jioet’s woi^. He may have merely meant to

say that tlie mind which rules the course of mundane affairs is

a mind that inflicts retribution on the world ; and that all die

great epochs and incidents of history have a retributive cha-

racter and vindicatory significance.f Such an interpretation

“ Die Weltgeschichte ist das Weltgericht,*'

Scuillbr’s Ode io Beeiffnaiion,

t The following passage forcibly expresses SchlegeFs thoughts on this

point :—“ l^s indivtdus de Tesp^e humaine s^dchappent quelquefcds aux

suites de leurs actions, qui dans la r^gle doivent ^tre regard^es comme lea

iustes des infractions faites h la loi de Dieu, nations ne
•auraient s'y soustraire ; car lenr existence se prolonge et se projette dans uu
rspace immease» oh lea lots etemelies trouvent leur sanction et leur entier

x2
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of the words, which indeed suits well with the author’s serious

laiiid and character, would bring them in perfect unison with

luy own sentinicntvS, and adequately express the truth which

forms the theme of our present consideration on the divine

‘u*der in tlie history of the human race.

The human nice, then, as it had a beginning, vso also u411 it

have an end ;
it will not continue for ever in this present form,

hut must eventually come to a tennination. But, to speak

according to the measure of a divine chronology, whore a

thousand years are but as one day ; who can say, who shall

dare oflliaud to decide whether six or seven of thesi* great

days of God are fixed for its duration r Enough to know that

wc stand on tiie borders of the fourth age, and on the passagi*

from the third to the fourth. And not unimportant is it, on the

other hand, for the clear understiindiug of the w hole, to fonn

a right conception of each of these its great divisions and
epochs. The first age is made up of the twenty-five centuries

of oljscure primeval history, llie st'cond, whicjh wc called

the age of preparation, is formed by th(^ fiftt'cn hunib-ed years

which w’C reckon from the end of the fir.st up to the centre and

turning-point of tlie history of the world as known to u.s, and

fi'om wliich modem history takes its commtmcement, liven in

the oldest Uuditionary hustory of the Gentile nations of an-

tiquity w'c do not meet W'ith any statements that cmi be relied

upon, or any tenable data lieyond, if indeed so fur back as, tlu*

fifteenth century liefore the epoch of commencement of

modem history. The fifteen centuries tthich folhAv this e|K»ch

fonn the third age, in wliich this principle of u new life in the

spiritual, moral, and political world hud to dtwelope and com-
pletely to unfold itself. lu the last I^i'cture I also reckoned in

this period the sixtc^iJiith, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries

of our era. But if it seems to any more advisable to consider

these as the introductory portion of the fourth and subsisting

accomplissement. C*cst qiic la terrible »e dcploietoiit

et excrce sar !e crime st bleafAtsante reaction ; cV$t mr h longue route

quo ddenvent lea n^itiona que, dans iia marehe lente, aikticieufM!, mais atire,

eUe ptmit la licence par tc despotiatne, et \e deapotiiime par rinaurrection,

ott par la d^^nerattem dea peuplea ; c*cat Ik que regol^.me et Immorality

de« peuplast la Ikcbet^ et la latblaftM! de« aouveraina et la aerviUtd nrnknent

dei rdsultaU auiri tenriblcs qo'in^fitables* Oti pent dire d'eux :
*

Of/i/r tpaUnm exewp/onrwi.' —AHCtixaN. die

de p0HHqu0* et de la Litliratnre, tom* ii*—TVaae
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ago, tlicre is nothing positively to condemn such a inode of

reckoning ; only, for my part, I cannot but regard it as less

correct and more inaccurate than the one which I have pro-

posed. In one case as well as the other the same important

consideration will be* involved. Reckoning fi'om some point or

other within these last forty years, we have, it must be acknow-
lodged by all, entered upon a grand and decisive e})och in the

history' of the world ; and our attention cannot be too ofum
or too strongly dii*ected to the fact, that we stand at the cri-

tical point of transition from one great period to another.

Now one of the most characteristic signs, by which .<iucb

important moments of general revolution in the hi.storj' of tho

world are, for the most part, known and distinguished, i.s a

mnnber of great events pressed closely together and following

each other in rajiid succession
;

or, in other wmrds. the accele-

rated course of time. It is no new remark, that, in the poli-

tical historj' of our own age, modem Europe has, in the ^ort
.space of two-and-twonty years, ran through all the epochs
of the old Homan w'orld, from the first party stniggles of the

rejiublic, and its long %vars with Carthage, that mistress of the

seas, up to tlie imperial rule of the Cirsars, in the first reigns

mild and indulgent, but at the last so fearfully oppressive and
cruel

; and even up to the final immigration of the northeni

nations. Such a simple remark is alone sufficient proof that

another law now' mles in the history of the wmrld—a quicker

Ufo pulsates in its aii:erios than beat in the calmer days of old.

Whether, howx'ver, ^his life be thoroughly somid, or, on thi*

contrary, sickly and feverish, that is quite another question.

But not only in the political world, but also in the intellec-

tual domain of science has the same accelerated course been
noticeable. Only, os compared w'itli that of antiquity, the

course or direction pursu^ by modem science is altogether

different. We have travelled with equal celerity, but in quite

an opimsite course to the ancients. Starting from the last

*temi, we have reversed the series of their mental progression.

First of all, in the last decades of the pix'ceding century^ the

Epicurean cast of thought, or one very nearly resembling it,

was the one chiefly predominant in the philosophic^ world.

And then together with, but subordinate to it, came scholastic

subtilttes and hair-splitting distmetions similar to ^ose of the

later Uredc schools^ not unaccompanied, perhaps, with the same
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patient industry of research and extensive erudition, and oxer-

cising altogether on the minds ofmen an influence no less wide,

nor less pernicious, than did the most brilliant of the sophists of

Greece. All the erroneous systems which it was possible for the

human mind to embrace, and which an* groimded in its essential

qualities, or which could possibly originate in any (so to speak)

of its inboni misconceptions, which it took the Greeks several

centuries to evolve in slow succession, om* age has rapidly and
almost simultaneously run through in as many decades, ibid in

this fact, if I do not greatly deceive myself, there is much gi*ouiul

of consolation. It encourages me to hope that this inverse pro-

gression is leading us back again to the tr\ith-—that in this

ascending lino we arc gradually coming nearer to tlic Ix'tter

times of the first great philosophers of Greece—of a Plato, a

Socrates, and a Pvthagoius. It must be self-e\ident that in

this case, and still more so in that analogy of political history

which I have so recently noticed, as gem rally, in all such liis-

torical parallels, nothing more is intended to be assi*rted than a

general resemblance, which, however, as such, is eminently

remarkable. It would not perhaps be difficult an.xiously to

work out the general resemblance into jHiints of detail, but

such an over-wrought assimilation could only lead to false

conclusions and results.

Now that the conflict wliich our age has to go tlirougli

is eminently inteUectual is implied simply in the prevailing

notion of a public opinion and its influence. Put, ut the same
time, we must obser\'e, that in the very notion ofopinion, and in

the word itself, there is involved a certain ehanicter of extreme
vagueness and uncertainty. No doubt that which man can

properly be said to know is extremely limited and confinetl.

Of very much all that wo can liave is merely an opinion, and
with tliat must we be content to put up. Nay, inasmuch as all

scientific cerhiinty admits not of being im{>arted to all men,
very much of that which w c do properly and certainly know
i$ host and most beneficially set forth to others merely as an
opinion, in order tliat we may not seem to force their minds to

the admission of this higher certainty. And what is there

that the passions of a prejudiced or excited multitude cannot

be made to adopt as an opinion, which if presented to them os

a mhet conviction of reason would never make an imptemm ?

So devoid are they generally of that intelligence ondf acenmte
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knowledge of men and things which are essential and necoK-

sary to the formation of a ripht judgment. If, instead of

public opinion (which, nnquestionabljr, is a great power, but
which, if it takes a wrong direction, is also a very dangerous
one), the appeal were to be made to a public conscience, this

would be, to my mind, far more impressive and serious. To
illustrate my meaning:—the impression which the events

of 179J5 made on the general feeUng of all Europe, and the

univeraal movement of discontent which, among all Jlm-opeaii

nations, preceded the great political catastrophe of our own
days, arc instances to which the old maxim, vox popidi vox

Dei may, without hesitation, be applied. Such feelings arc

founded on a true and higher jud^ent—often on a correct

presentiment of evil and wrong—even though as w'e must
admit that in their utterance more or less of passion and
exaggeration revcails itself, and that individual prejudices are

not unfrequently mixed up with them. But how seldom in

the ebbing and flooding title, in the ever-changing course of

the stream of public opinion, flow's there aught that truly

deserves to be called a public judgment. And yet public

oj)inion is even tliat on wluch, in this respect, and relatively to

the theme of our present LectmT, everything mainly and
principally turns.

In discussing the theory of consciousness a chasm remained,

or, rather, w'os intentioiiaJlv left open, and the present seems
the appropriate place for filling it up and supplying it. The
power or rather the Taculty ofjudgment has not, as yet, had
its place assigned it. The reason, witli its immeiliate subor-

dinates, memory and conscience; tlie fancy, with its subordi-

nates, the senses and inclinations, form sLx iaculties of the

inner man, wdth which the xuiderstanding and will make
together eight. The ninth is the living, loving, feeling soul,

wmch, although it be the centre of the whole consciousness,

flfiust nevertheless be countc'cl ixs an independent and peculiar

fhculty. As for the heart {Gemuth\ (as some peculiarly

designate the collective sum of the tender, moral emotions of

the"' soul, and which, at any rate, must be carefully distin-

guished from the conscience and also from love), it is, how-
ever, a kind of application of the triple relation and frmetion

of the sod rather than an independent &culty. But the

Umth freulty, which completes tne whole cycle and theor/
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of the human consciousucss, and which may be reffiunled a«

its crown and perfection, is the judgment, or, in other words,

the judging mind {ffeist).

But now, if this term judgment bo understood purely in a

logical sense, as that process of thought which forms combina-

tions and deductions, and by means of which wo ascribe to a

subject A a predicate B, this would fall vciy far short of the

signification in which I here intend it to be taken. Moreover,

it w’ould be, in truth, quite a superfiuous task to separate thif^

cogitative relation, or this relative cogitation, from the other

logical fiinctions of the understanding, and to make of it a

special and indeiKJndent faculty. The judgment is something

higher than tliis more coupling in the thought of some special

A Avith some general B. Understanding is the cognition of

spirit and of that which it has uttered: and judgment is the

decision l)etween two things understooii, or tliC disccniing of

spirits.” Of how great a multitude of intelleetual relations

does a scientific or even an artistic judgment imply the coin-

cidence and concurrent action ! And yet these art* merely

private judgments, which involve an osstmting feeling in the

individual, but beyond tlmt cannot jnetend lo anv valid autho-

rity. In practical life the judicial function in tlu' state alone

furnishes an adetiuate stantlard for estimating the high rank

vA'hich the faculty of judgment holds xs the centre of the

human consciousness. For, in the dcdilKuntive senUaxcc of the

judge, there is comprised both the muture mi of the under-

standing, which has taken due eotmizance of the matter and
impartiwy discemeil between wi> objects equally w^ell under-

.stood, and also a determination of the will: for though the

actual carrying into effect—^that which propc?rly and peculimiy
constitutes a willing—belong not to, but is independent of,

the judge*s office, still the conclusirm of a positive judgment
lies the existence of the first determining motive of the

wiU. In this one act ofjudging, therefore, there is contained
both ftinctions of the mind (</eist), understanding and willing;

and as the loving soul is the centre of the consciousness, so

the judging mind or spirit is the highest of all its operations.

In the tiook of Truth there is a sentence whitdt admits of
ap{dication here. There is none good,” it is there written,

“but one, i. Ood,” Howeverhsnn and severe thisjnd^pmmit

may sound at tiie first hearing, still, upon a little lafieotion, wo
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slmll see ample cause to admit its justice. Man is not wholly
and pui‘ely good

; at the very best he is not free from faults,

and more or less of imperfection cleaves to all that he does or

is. And even granting that a man might be found devoid of

all admixtirre ofimperfection and quite faultless and thoroughly

good, still he was not so always and from the first. And
even if any should here urge that the angels who have con-

tinued such as they were originally created, wTre good from
the beginning, we must remember that at lea.st they are not

good in ind by themsc'lves, but that, that they are g<K)d, comes
from Qod, who is the source of all goocbiess. Now just

in the same sense can we also say. Who judges rightly.^

lliere is none that judges rightly, but one, t. e., God. He ia

Himself the trutli; and, therefore, lie alone has the standard

of truth ill Himself, and all tnith has its ground and prinji^

ciplc in Him alone. Every individual judgment and decision,

in all important matters, has its ground, either mediately

or immediatdy, in this divine Imsis, and its rectitude must
Iw* estimat(‘d according to this stanchird. But this latter condi-

tion need not make us foolishly anxious; for nothing imjios-

sible is requin'd of its by God. And this nHjuisition, like every

other which He lays upon man, is modified by, and adjusted

to, the mciisurt' of human finiteness. 'Hie conscientious judge,

who, aAer a jKitient investigation of the cause os it is laid

bidbre him, and after a careful weighing of all the possible

rtNJSoiis and motives, nevertheless on's or is deceived by a rare

roin(*idenee of circimnftances, stands, nevertheless, exonerated,

even though he should have jiasseil an unjust sentence, and
have had the iiiisfortune to eondemu the innocent. Although,

when he bt'comes aware of it, the thought must be paiuftil

enough to his own feelings,yet who,in justice, can reproach him
merely because he was not omniscient? He who in thought,

in science, and in faitli, adheres to this divine ibimdation,ithar

and most certain tliat be can find or that is anywher<F

offered to him, may rest calm and composed: he has done the

utmost that lies in his [Kiwer. He alone, who makes a bad
use of what he has, and wlmt has been given to him, like anun*

just steward, need fear to give an account of his stewardship.

This reference of all jumcial sentences to, and their founda*

tion in a divine authonty, is an idea w^hich was not unknown
even to the lepuhlicon states of antiquity% as is evident from
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the way they expressed themselves on the irrefr^ble sanctity

of the laws and the inviolabilitv of the supreme judicial power,

and also in the maxims which they practically advanced on
this subject. Tliey honoured herein a higher and a diviner

principle, of which, however, in theory they possessed no clear

and perfect knowledge, though in practical life they were

taught by a correct feeling of sound reason and the natural

conscience accurately enough to recognise and steadily and

distinctly to respect it. With us stijil more generally is it

become an admitted doctrine that all sovereignty and kingly

power is of God, and that all obedience to the laws and to the

supreme autliority in the state rests ultimately on a divine

foundation and sanction. If very recently men were for a wliile

disposed to argue, that |)oHtical institutions must be founded

on the reason and its unconditional liberty, yet bitter expe-

rience quickly eojivinced them of their error, and it was soon

fully refuted by the convincing argument of actual fact. And
accordingly, theory has for the most part reverted to a right

principle, and recognised the divine authority as the true foun-

dation of political authority.

But the principle being tlius genenilly recognised, it is, I

think, still necessary to distinguish with f^are and accunitely to

define in wliat sense the supreme ruler of the static is the vice-

gerent of God, llic indefinite titles which are assumed by
Eastern despots liave always been alien to tlic habits of the

West. But it is not enough to avoid such exaggerated titles

of honour, if nevertheless the appeal U) divine right be made
so very vaguely, and simply in general tenns to (iod lliinsc^lf.

In Ills absolute essence, GckI is wholly inconceivable ; it is

only in His operations on man and iuitun% and in His rela-

tions to the human race, that we can at all think preciwdy of

Him. It is only as Creator of the world, as the lawgiver of

nature, or as the Benefactor and Reilc'emer of mankind, and so

forth, that wc can form a clear and distinct notion of the

Godhead.
Now, is the supreme ruler of the state God's deputy as

Creator of the world ? Who would venture to assert anytliiiig

of the kind? It is true that the paUumal rule of tlie earthly

parents and the universal feeling among all peoples and natiom
of the sanctity of a father's autnority, rests on a ststeiiildanc<^

which is» bovver, only syinbo!ieal«»«between his relalion and
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that of our unseen Fatherwhich is in heaven. And it is no less

true also, that the reign of a truly paternal monarch over liis

people may be redded as a mere amplification of the father s

government of his fiimily ; a good king is the father of his

people* But such remote, although most significant, analo-

gies furnish us with no precise notion of right
;
and it is on

such alone that the whole question here turns. No doubt
when a people is governed well and wisely—which is even the

same as to say, paternally governed—^it exhibits a wonderful

power of natural development
;
productive industry flourishes,

population increases, and its physical and mental cultivation

advances rapidly. Unfavourable seasons may undoubtedly

chock this tendency, and it vd\l be entirely stopped as soon as

the subject refuses to follow udth loving confidence the guiding

hand of the paternal monarch. Whenever they whose duty it

is to obey seek to 1h^ supreme, then are tlie natuml energies of

a great people transmuted into a fearful element of imiversjil

de.soIatian.

If now we irnpiire in the next place how far it is allowable

to compare the highi'St authority in the state to the Lawgiver
of nature, we shall find that even in this respect the ditference

is so very great that analogy almost entirely fails us. Holy
imquestionably arc the laws of every political eommimity in

ix'spoct to the duty of olH'diencc which they suppose and
require ; but this is not jxiid spontaneously aiuinaturally. but
needs to be enforced and maintained by pains and penalties.

And not to spejik of Uiv stem laws of retributive justice, but
mther of those mild and equitable enactments designed for the

general benefit and the improvement of the whole community

;

these arc still more subj<x;t to the imperfection and manifold

changes of hiunim tilings. Supwse, for instance, a mtmmo
promulgated in any country' wim the desi^ of balancing in

some degree tlie agricultuniTi and the maivufiicturing interests

;

however wisely designed, it is found within a few yciu's to ligfe

totally faile<l ; under it misery has but increased on both sides,

and the law' must be repealed or modified. But it is not so

with the laws yvhich God has implanted in the system of the

universe ; they never fail of tlieii' intended efiect.

Do w'C farther ask in what, if in any resiH'ct, tlie earthly

sovereign is the deputy of God, as Bedeemcr, Emancipator,

and Liberator? A notion of grace and mercy does, we mus^i
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admit, attoch itself to our idea of supreme autliority; and
in this respect it presents a sort of antilogy and resemblance

to the idea of the Godhead. Properly speaking, however,

the exercise of gnice and mercy forms an exception to the

^neral nde of man's sovereignty, and belongs to him only

in his special function as administrator of justice. More-
over, the most paternal and beneficent of earthly rulers cam

at most provide only for the physical happiness of his people.

He may alleviate or avert heavy calamities, or procure many
temponil blessings and advantages for his subjects; but th<‘

unhappy soul can lx* helped by One alone. The distinction I

have just made will become more apparent by means of a con-

trast. WTierever the clergy are not regarded merely as

teachers of the pi?oplc, but, as is the case in the greater part

of Western and of flastem Christendom, as priests Hjyeaking

with a divine aiithority, this their public vicegerency relati's

])riinarily and immediately to the Redeemer

;

its judicial func-

tions over the eonscienee ought to .shun a visil)le publicity, and
to be left entirely to the comseience and guarded by its seal of

secrecy. And in this respect lies the distinctive peculiaritj’ of

the relation subsisting between the supreme autnority in the

state and God, which however refers pre-eminently to Ilis

attribute of justice. And here it is no mere remote amdogj’

and weak resijmblance, dependent on the principle of huimin

weakness and imperfection ; but it is a true and real vice-

gerency, publicly admitted and rccognisi*d, and exercising

consequently a great public influcnor. And tlu?refoix‘ it is

that among the divers elements or branches of the supreme
political authority (wliich, however, fumlamcntilly and in its

essence is one and indivisible), a S|)eeial sanctity in, as I have

already remarked, a.scrilKnl to its judicial functions. In a
^ord, the earthly head of the state is the dispeimn* of tlie

livine justice, the vicegerent of the Judge of the world ; he is

\ divine functionary, and. so to say, the supreme judge in Uic

srorld's tribunal. And this is the point of view from which
all matters and questions connected with this subject may most
fully be answered and most correctly determined. But Umt
this exalted dignity of the ciirthly ruler may not be interpreted

too literally, I must here observe, that the divine Judge is one
who allows mercy to take the place ofjustice, not merely occa-

sionally and by way of exception, but always and invariably

;
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80 long, at least, as it is in any way possible. And here comes
in tlie apjdication of the principle which we previoie^ly ad-

vanced :—^"ITiat God is in nomse absolute, but that on tlie

contrary His justice is in every case limited by Ilis love and
grace ; while the latter again is restricU'd and modified by His
iustiee, and both indeed reciprocally by each other. Whoever
Juis formed in his heart tlie least vivid notion of God, will not

entertain the slightest doubt of this imion of justice and of

mercy in the divine essence.

When, howeve r, we sjH^ak of kings being the dispensers of

divine justice, we mean it in quite a ditferent sense fi’om that in

A\ hieh, during th(‘ gieat immigration of the noilhem hordes of

Asia, the barbarian conqueror proclainu*d himself the scourge

of God. By assuming this title he mertdy meant to territy

his a^lversaries by the thought of having to encounter in him-
self a fearful and destructive power of evil, whom, in order to

(diastise a degenerate world, the Almightyhad jX'nnitted to do a.s

ho pleased and to h^t loose his fiu*y on the nations of the earth.

And phenomena of this kind aiT not confined to the period of

tlie great migration ; for the true notion of the i-epresentation

of the divine judge of the world by the supreme power in

tlie state combines together with the sternest severity of

justice, which in this respect is Imth wholesome and necessuy,

the greatest clemency,—for where is there, or can there be, a
clomenoy greater than the di\dne ? But most especially does

this idea imply that ’^diich is here pre-eminently requisite,

and insists wdth a prominence pniportionate to its great im-

jx)rtance on the strictot conscientiousness in the discharge of

the duties of this vicegereney. But the superior excellence

of this idea over many other explanations of a similar kind,

but labouring und(*r the defect of extreme vagueness, consists

even in this, that it comprises and inseparably combines those

two important conditions, both that the supremo governor is

re«iK)nsiblc to God alone, and, as following therefimn, that

he is umiuestionably responsible to Him, and that it also

determines in what sense and in what way he is so.

R^-ery gn?at and remarkable event w'hieh marks an epoch

in the political history of nations and the world, may, ix^rhaps,

be regarded as a dispensation of justice. If, then, such an
event, however partial and confined to a single ^ple o"

empire, or at most extending to an entire age, may be looked
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upon as a sign of judgment already commencing, or at least

of a reti'ibution threatening but mercifully suspended, the

same mode of consideration may, with as good reason, be

applied to every resolution of the political world on the grave

(luestions of peace and war: for the power of making war
and peace is, at all events, the peculiar tmd characteristic pre-

rogative of the supreme authority in tiie state. Now, the

simplest standiird, perliaps, of judging of the justice of either

is, if wc may so speak, to ask,—is the proclamation of wiir or

the treaty of peace so entirely founded on tnith, so perfectly

corn‘sp<^ndent to the righteous and judicial chanictcT of God,
that man need not fejir to lay them before the Judge of the

whole world for His latification ? If such be the case, then

most assuredly are they right and righteous, whatever bo their

coiisecpiencos, or whatever he the judgment that men may
pass upon them. But, otherwise, if the manifesto of war
contain nothinpf but shallow and specious pretexts painftilly

raked together; or of fine colourable phrases which even tlie

eye of the world can see through, if a light touch of tnith

be only thrown over it in the hope of tnneealing the con-

<}ueror s lust of aggrandiifiement, or the eqiudly ilestructive

principle of an old national feud or jealousy.—if, in the pacifi-

cation, under ambiguous terms and cunningly-devis(»d phnises,

the seeds of a fiiture war be careMly sown, and trius tlio

worst disease of the political world be propagated and multi-

plied from generation to generation, tpen most assuredly th<*

guardian eve of Eternal Justice has not watchnl over its com-
pletion, and bestowed on it His blessing, but anotlier and a
very different coadjutor has hud his hand in the game—the

spirit of untruth, vix,, and of comiption, of strifo and ruin,

w'hom no name so exactly describes us that of a liar from tlie

bemnning/’
Now, as not only the annilnjiation of the race of giants in

the universal deluge, with whicn our sacred history opens, and
to which the ancient traditions of almost every people allude,

more or less directly, but also the partial overthrow of a single

nation, the tragical cWsiii^ catastrophe of particular ages, U, as

it were, a prelude of the final Judgment or all nations and peo-

ples of the earth at the end of time ; so, on the dher liancl

the ori^ttal eormption of the primal lie is propagated as an

hereditanr evil from miUcitnium to miUennium, and from oett*
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tmy to century. For oven now, may many a fertile spot, the

seat of a happy and united commumty in the midst of pros-

Mrous times, and of peace imbrokcn at home or abroad, be con-

sidered, if not a garden of innocence, still the blissful dwelling

of peace and quiet. But into these happy precincts the

evil spirit of untruth and discontent ever and anon steals,

to rejK'at over again in the history of the human race the

same scene of temptation which marked its commencement.
Upwards and downwards, and in a twofold direction, does the

lying spirt of strife ply his seductive arts. Now, on the one
side, he whispers in the ear of the rising generation, “ That is

the true knowledge and the real science which men are most
anxious to withhold from you ; but seek first of all to be free,—
shake off this unworthy spirit of slamh obedience, then shall

idl that is noble and intellectually great l)e at once yours. In
this way, and tlius only, was it attained by the great and
good in ancient times.” But, on the other hand, he directs

himself to the individual invested wdth authority
; and if the

potentate be unrighteotis, his car is already more than half

3
)en,—and even if he be upright, still, as a man, he is not

ways inaccessible to such whisperings. “ ^Vhy,” he in-

sidiously asks, dost thou draw back so fearfully l>efore that

which the people call their rights ? These are nothing but
childish notions which the school-boy may do well to^declaim

about, but practically they are worthless and unreal ; no one
means them seriously—^e whole world puts no faith in this

comedv. Rule your s&bjects with an iron hand, that is all

that they know how to respect; nay. they even admire
the bold spirit that defies them, and 'they will supptiantly

ro'erence thy greatness of mind and strength of character

if, betraying no mfirmness of purpose, you bmdly and sternly

encroach upon or disregard all their pretended rights and
privilei^. If only your sovereignty be solidly established

W}u vrithin, and weu rounded from without, then, besides a
great nAme with posterity, you will also secure to yourself

the present enjoyment of very great and solid advantages.”

In this wise, from the originm soi^ of the one lie, is the

inheritance of the old evil transmitted from generation to

generation tin the political world, in the two opposite forms

of popular anafchy, and the despotic lust of powm* and
(^(gnuadkement. ^lese two forms of evil are more oloadjr
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allied than at the first look they appear to be in reality ; but

history, the great teacher of truth, gives its sure witness to

their affinity. Nothing is moi-e common in great republics,

than for the discord of the citizens to be put an end to by

some victorious general, whom all parties, weary of their

dissensions, hail as the benefactor of the whole community.

But how seldom is tlie pacificator content with the glorious

title of the restorer of domestic peace, and does not go a step

fiuther, and l>eoOme the scheming tyrant and the aggressive

conqueror. The whole history of the world is, in short, little

more tlian the continuous struggle between the purifying fire

of the divine rt'tribution and tliis spirit of political lying,

which is ever renewing itself in these twofold forms of anarchy

and desjmtism.

Moreover, while we acknowledge the dinue authority

invested in the supreme ruler of the state, wo must take heed

how we mix up with our conceptions on this head the notion,

so highly dangerous and so pregnant with fatal ern)rs, of the

absolute and unconditional, Avhich, as we have* already re-

marked, cannot be applied even to the Godhead without

gi%ing rise to misconceptions. If, then^fore, in any countiy

a party—^for now-a-days even justice is made a party matter-—

if anywl^re a party of otherwise well-disposed men call them-

selves ‘‘ absolutists,*’ such a designation is of itself sufficient

to excite our apprehension, lest, with so absolute a wav of

thinking, some spark of f^vil be sluiJibering bem^ath the aslies

;

inasmuch tis one absolute*, t. unconditional element

of destruction invariably calls forth another.

Absolute, il* this pendcious term must be uwd, the supreme
power of the legitimate sovereign of a state may indeed l>e

called in so fiir as he is Ifespoiisible to God alom\ For were
the supreme ruler responsible to man, their the only dif-

ference would be, that in^fteod of one, the many to whom
Ije is an.swemble would be absolute. But in another sei)Kc%

it is ftttpossiblc to call the supreme power, wherevei* I^xlged,

absolute or unlimited
; for it is limited in mmy ways. Its

exercise is che(‘ked and controlled bv the ti’caties subsisting

between it and other powers—^by tilic laws which it finds

in existence from the times of his predecessors, and which

are still in force by tile family laws of succession, and all

matters pertaining to or connected therewith. If he who is
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invested with the highest power in the state, is determined

to interfere with all these institutions, and violently to sub-

vert existing customs and compacts, then is there, in such a

case, no one really justified or entitled either to make objections

to liis measures or to oppose them. By such arbitrary and

violent proceedings, however, he is himself undermining the

verj’’ foundation of his own power. And a regard to and

consid(^nition of the possible consequences of such injustice^

will in most instances furnish the necessary and salutary cheek.

Lastly, if we look a moment from the right itself to its actmil

exercise and influence, how often and how greatly are the latter

limited by adverse circiunstances and evil times. Nothing, in

short, is more at issue with and opposed to nature and to life»

than the very notion of imlimited power, and generally all that

is absolute or destructive.

But there is yet another aide on which the supreme poli-

tical power is essentially checked and controlled. It is bound

to consider and pay resj)eet to the principles of religious

societyi whi(*h rests no less than itself on a di^^ne authority.

For the church, although very diflei'cnt in its nature, and

flowing from a wholly diffiwnt origin from that of the staU*,

is, nevertht'losH, equally inviolable. If, however, the civil and

political ruh'r, not content with a coordinate jurisdiction and

the revision of (’cclcsiasticul affairs—with a joint authority

and influence, should attempt to make the religious polity alsi>

entirely subject to his own arbitrary will, no one perhaps will

be able to oppose forob to force, mid probably no one would

be justified in so <loing. But by such an attempt, as indtvd

by vwry act of rtdigious oppression, the supreme civil power

would most fatally undermine the very basis of its own autlio-

rity. If, for instance, the ruler of a gi’cat nation places tb*‘

third estate in the painftd alternative of making, what in luiy

case must be most pernicious, a choice iK^tween divine and

humtiii nuthority—or rather, to 8p.‘ak more correctly, bi'twciui

two claims to its allegiance equally divine, he docs butSmooth

the road which must lead at last to his own ruin.

And here, too, in the spiritual community of the faith, in the

same way as in the political body, man s patrimony of original

evil branches out into two tUrections. In the one it turna

longingly back towards the past, and in tlie other it tenck

resuessly forward into the indefinite fiiUire. Both of these
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iiborratioiw are wholly independent of the outer form aa

well as of the subject-matter of belief. ITiey are consequently

to be found in tlie old covenant, as the first grade of divine

revelation, no less than in the second, llie first of these here-

ditary faults of man’s nature is deadness,—or in a somewhat
difierent phase—lukewarmness—^manifesting itself outwardly
in a close and literal adherence to the old in its mere external

forms. In a word, it is spiritual death. For though in thu

abundance of His love, Go<l may have made a revelation of His
wdll to man, and even died to make an atonement for him, still

it is left to the free will of the individual to receive it or not

;

and its retention and observance is the trial of his goodness,

and consequently, in this point, as in others, his hereditary

and inborn spiritual death strongly manifests itstdf. The
second of these hereditary faults, or rather the same in a
different form, is the spirit of innovation, or a false sem-
blance of life, by W'hich, in fact, this inner death is merely
propagated.

,

On both these faults and erroneous ways of thinking on
religious matters, Revelation expresses itself ecpially in the

tone of stem reprobation, though perliaps its language with
regard to the former is even still more severe. As regards tlu'

spirit of innovation, all changes in this domain, which ate
merely human, and not visibly and manifestly of a diviiu'

spirit and origin, must simply on tlmt account Im? opposed aiul

condemned. Now in botli the parties into which the faith is un-
happily divided, there are manywho are i^ptivated and led away
by this spirit of change. For among those who were origmally
sauced by it not a few are now animated with a sincere and
profound respect for whatever is old and ste rling, while of the
mnovation-mongors of our days, many arc to lx* found in tlu?

ranks of those who originally strove to stem the tide of alter-

ation and change. Oh that all who are pervaded by this evil

spirit, and arc ever casting their views forwanl into the futuw*.

would only advance a little further still in their thoughts, so as

to take in the end and conclusion of all. In the knowletlge of
the final judgment of the world (and what is this philosophy of
revelation but such a reminlMccnce of death and the end—in

which light philosophy was even in olden times cxploitUMi—not
indeed in a narrow-minded limitation to our ownselves, but in a
for wider sense, embracing in its unitersfil sympathy the final
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catastrophe of the whole htiman race), in the warnings anti

allusions to this last day of account, so long and so often

given, men will find all the infonnation that they seek, and
will no longer need any human innovations, since by this

key all that is old and ctonial shall receive a trebly exalted

significance and a doubly new life.

liut besides the political body and the religious community,

the world of letters forms a tliiid society. Though numeri-

cally smaller, yet in its effects on the minds of men, whether

it moves freely and diffuses itself w ithout the rigid restraints

of form, 01 is narrowly confined to the formalism of the school,

it is perhaps as great as either. Spiritual in its matter and in

its dissemination, it either renounces a divine sanction, and
stands under the protection and supervision of the state'—such,

at least, is the predominant relation in recent times—or, as

was formerly the ca.se, it gi*ow*s and flourishes beneath the

shelter and through the fostering care of ecclesiastical in-

stitutions. Holding an intermediate place- betw’cen the two
other bodies of hunum society, in its s\ibject-matter more
akin to the one. but deriving from the other its external sup-

port. it is also of a mixed nature and partakes of both. But
the inborn and original sin of science is exactly similar to that

whi(*h infi'cts j)olitical life. Manifesting itself in a t>vofold

alKTHition, it cither assumes, in tlie sj)irit of anarchy, an

hostile position towards all that exists from without and is

given to men from al>ove, or pc*rhaps comes forward in a pre-

dominant love of systc'in or scaentitie sectarianism, whic'h not

uJifrequently is ns fanatic'ol as (he pnlitioal party-spirit witli

which, morc'over, it is ofte n very nearly and closely allied.

The nature of the divine order which rules the historv* of

the world, and its stern retributive huv, must, in all essential

points, be now' apparent from the preceding remarks. It is an

all-j>cn*ading alternatioi iK'twecn the purifying fire of GckI s

jnmitive justice and the inheritance of the old evil, wdncli

breaks out. now in anarchy now' in desimtism, at one time in

spiritual dc^adness and lukew armness of faith, at another in the

pernicious lujjt of innovation and change. Tliis piu ifyiug fire,

it must also bi' clc'ar, while confining its immetUate operation

to single nations or to marked and distinct epochs of historj%

it gives them a new' shape and form, ixuTiriably gains for itself

a wider extension, so as at last to embrace the whole world.

f3
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Moreover, every one must feel that in investigating the fiery

track of this judging sj)irit in its stern course through centiu*ieh,

we must reverently follow at a respectful distance to learn from
it what it is and how it manifests itself, and take good heed
how we presume to confine it within any narrow law, or

reduce it to any precise and rigorous definition. We eaimot

be too carefidly on our guard agjunst ascribing to l*rovideiu‘('

in its guidance of mankind many and subtle designs, which
after all, perhaps, 4ire nothing but the iiutc fanci(‘s and con-

ceits of man. In general, however, it mav safely b<* sjiid tliat

the su])ordi]uite views and higher ends which are visible in th(‘

leading catastrophes of nations and empires, or even of entire

ages, liave espt'cial reference to that grachxtion in the divine

revelation whicli I e.xplained to you in the previous L(‘cture

as having a rc'gard to, and eomjnising the whole luiman nice iii,

its coinproh<»nsivc* design, Jly way of i?!xemplification, and as

an instance of the right apjdieation of the ideas here advjmeed,
I will now, in conclusion, add iifew words on those t*vents and
catastrophes of universal lii^tiiiy which, in this respect, scimi

the most important.

llie universal (hduge, of whiidi tht‘ whole surfa(‘e of our
globe presimts so manv juid so great lni(‘i‘s and proofs, fonns
ai jxirtitiou wall, sternly separating tli»* earliot laict sofmen
from the subsequent geiieraitions. Of the fornuM’ it is onlv
probable that tliey were veiy dificrmit I'rom the* latter, nut onlv

in their manner of lite, Imt adso in thejr phvsic al anid intel-

lectual poM'crs and endownumts, and like^^i^e pt rhajis in tlie

nature and mode of their moral eorruption and dc-pravity.

My remarks, therefore, may well confined to this side of

that great partition wall, the in*\t gix at t atastroplie, whicli

is both expressly given out as a divine n*tribution, (and as

such can lx* proved from profane history as much, though not
so universally, as tiui fornHT, )i> the so-called Habylonian (x>n-

fusion of tongues and tlu‘ ilispersion of nations.* Tliis, ami
tlmt which is so insf‘pantbly coiirieeted witli it, the confusion
of mythic^al id(‘a.s ainl legends, is mther hinted than fully and
clearly dc htiU'd. 'flu' tiim* hx) is not given, though the locality

is expressly mentioned, ft is the siunc one which, ucc<n'diug

to all other historical statements, was the very s]>ol of W estern
( ’entral Asia where that contagious malady of the lust of eon-
^lest first arose, or, if we may be allowed the expression,
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where this unhappy invention was first made. This disper-

sion of nations, however, was its natural punishment, since

every unity wJiich is either politically false or inU‘llectually

untrue, must terminate in chaotic dissolution. This historieul

fact is distinctly traceable in the world of the juicients among
the West Asiatic, South European, and Noi*th African nations

which dwell around the shores of the MediteiTiinean. Here
we can scarcely iind oiu- way out of tht‘ labyrinth of traces

of reciprocal relationship which abound, in their medley ofcog-

nate languages and th(*ir chaos of legends, so remarkably

agreeing and yet frequently so inconsistent in their ideas

of nature, their far-i*eaching tlu^ogonies. and the divine

origination of their lieroie families. These chaotic contra-

dictions, however, in which the poetry of heathendom indulged

without restraint, gradually undonnined the old popular

belief, and led consequently at a later period to a very

fiivourable resdlt.

For by this nu'itns the (jrceks—to whom our present

remarks apply especially and pre-eminently—gjxined free

space for the imsliackled development of a philosophy which,

though it imiy have nin and wandered throxigh many systems

of error, yet in so far as it was an honest and sincere search

after tmth and certainty, served ami deserve s to be considered

iis a preparation and introduction to a higher knowledge and
the adoption of revelation. For b('cau.se of this intellectual

development (and the fact serves to prove that a pure sensi-

bility to the beautiful*, and a clear and pregnant thought on
human life and on nature, is ever highly pleasing to God.)
the Greeks were chosen as the second jicople of tlie world, to

be the medium and the instruments of the furtlier difiiision

of revehition in the course of the development of humanity.
In political life, the oitoiuhius tendency of the Greek mind

wiis to the abuse of liberty mid to anarchy. When this

evil had hctui carried ;o its wildest extn.*me, it was over-

taken by its natural jienalty (w'hieh invariably follows close

ui>on its track), in the armed supremacy of Macedon (which,

however, was only a brief pai^oxysm), and tlie final subjuga-

tion of (jrreece to the Homan yoke. ^Vmong the Homans l)oth

forms of political evil met together, and were closely con.

nect()d with each otlier. To escape from domestic anarch}

,

they entered on a victorious career of foreign conquest and
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a^randizement
;
and when intestine dissension had reached its

greatest height, a perfect despotism was established, both at

home and in the provinces.

We recently remai'ked that the whole of tliat mixture of

ideas, confusion of legends and tmditions, and that continual

alteniation between anarchy and despotism, which in the

olden times of heathendom nin through its whole course of
^ development, from the first dispersion of nations to the estii-

blishment of the Roman empire over the world, immediately

applies to and is only to be understood of the West Ascitic

and South Kuropemx races. In tlie Mast of Asia, two gr<‘at

nations or empires, which together make up a third, if not

the half, nearly, of the population of the whole earth, have

remained in a great measure free from and uninfluenced by it.

It would almost seem as if the Almighty, with some special

Resign, had kept and reserved tlnau imto these last times,

l or three if not fom thousand yeai*s In<Jia has preserved un-

changed its institution of castes, and all its essential customs

and laws, llie very fact that this ancient empire, so extensive,

so abundant in riches, and so singular in its nature, and with

a civilised population equal to that of the wliole of Iiuro})e

put together, should be now conipiered and held in subjection

by the .sea-ruling isles of IJritain, which the ancients named
the Cassiterid(*s, or J in Islands, and described a.s tlie ultimate

limits of tlie habitable world, is one of the must remarkabU^

.signs of our days. That in such, great historical events, and
such singular juxta-positions, there rule.% some gnind and mys-
terious design of the Mind wliich regulates the • ourse ot

human affairs, wi* cannot but feel
; only we shall gieatly eri

if we precipitately determine its partitmlar nature. Tlie wisi*i

and the safercour.se is to look for^nrd with attentive e.xpecta-

tion to its further development. Already ha.s thi.s remark-
able approximation of the extreme Hast and West led to im-

portant consequences. Hie enlargement of our liistorical

information by the sourc<*s discovered in the Flast, has alone

been so considerable as to give greater coherence and con-

sistency to our knowUxlgo of the earlier, and indeed, of the

very earliest times, and of the origin of mankind, and to have

afforded a growing testimony and a strong conflrmntion of

the truth of the sacked narrative.

The celestial empire toot with its monosyllabic language,
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remained until very recently within its walls separate from
jind never mixing with the rest of the world. Although China
has been several times subjugated by no^hem conquerors, it

has nevertheless continued in aU essential respects the same.
But now in these modern times of universal ferment and ol

change throughout the political world, China too has been set

in movement, and has b&colhe so far a conquering power, that

she who in tlie earlier centuries of Christianity was only

known by name through fable^ has become the immediate
neighbour of two great Europe(ln powers.

The close of the ancient history of the Eastern world in its

westerly legions, is formed by the tragic overthrow of the

Jewish people and the fearful destmetion of Jerusalem;
events which are properly described, as also they wt*re long
previously announced, as a partial judgment on an indi\ndual

nation. And in this light ana in similar colours they arc more-
over depicted even by heathen wiiters. Few things in the
whole course of luslory furnish so singular and striking a
phenomenon, as this total dissolution of the Jewish nation.

I'hc dispersion over all {laits of the earth, for so many cen-
'

turics, of a people that has exercised so great and so decisive

an influence on the progress of ideas and tlic higher cidti\*a-

tion of the hiunan mind, both naturally and scientifically,

makes a sad and melancholy impression on our minds. With
so much the more of reason, then, may we regard it as

St sign of the times, and one, too, full of good promise and of
bright and cheerful hope, ff tliis long and cruelly oppi'essctl

Hie seems suddenly fo be arousi'd again or awakened from
['gradation, smd in manifold ways evincing an intellectual,

moral, and social activity, begins to partake of a more liberal

development and cultime. And on one account the fact

apjieiirs still more consolatory. Such a rc-awakening of this

long ill-treated and degraded race, is in their oldeat prophecies

fixe^l for the last decisive days of the world's history.
‘ In the medimval period of modem history we meet writh all

the elements of the Christian state. The idea of a pure mon-
archy also was here carried far higher towards perfection, and
much more manifoldly developed than in heamen antiquity.

But the civil and spiritual powers soon came into collision,

and in their mutual conflict were alike guilty of despotic

encroachments on each other. In this dissension the
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whole state of tilings fey inoj'e and more into a new kind of

anarchy. And in the same waj\ in our own times, after a

great part of tlie Christimi world Invd, in sentiment at least,

reverted to heathenism, then as a natiiml consequence of the

ruling tone of thought ami opinion, there was a great relapse

into the double evil of a wild and fatal ])opular anarchy, and
of a still more destructive mitftary desjmtism. And the

M'hole history of the old heathen world is nothing but one

('outinual alternation lH?tween^those two evils.

In the Christian West, indeed, Inith now and in the middle

ages, the predominant naulency to error inclined towards

the side of tuiarchy. Ampng the Mahommedan !iati<)ns,

On the contrary, from the very earlii‘st days of their religion,

the despotic lust of eompu^st has bc‘en, as it were, an inlMnii

and homebred hereditiiry fail^ig. It was indeed fed and
jpneouraged by their national creed. But here also tin* great-

est changes have taken place, llie largest and most power-

ful of all the* Mahommedan empires, that, viz., in India, is

entirely overthrown, and scarcely a vestig(‘ of it remains in

the.se times, ^^y a natural revolution of things, the first irre-

sistible conquerors arc now them.sidvt's concpuTi^d and brought

under tluj yoke of others. And so, loo, on th(* oilier and
western side of tlu*ir once wide nde, they who fonnciiy

threatened the existence of civili.sed hainipe are now dt‘pi*n-

dent upon, ei?scntially mixed up with, and o\v(‘ their political

existence to, Kuropean ])olicv and the balance of power, 'lids

total change of the relative po.sition »of the Maliommt*daii

'states in genenil Isdongs uudoiibn dly to the chimicl<!ristic

sign.s which .so pt^culiarly mark and di.stinguish our own age.

In the three (x nturies of modern history which fill up tin*

inter\'’al Ix^tween the middle age.s mid tlu* revolutionary' (qxx'h

of our own days, the mond con.Mtitutiou of the monarchy has

been far more fully and c4i*arly d(«vf‘lo|H'd than in any previous

era. But the most striking event of thi.s perio<l of hi.stoiy' is

furnished by the siid and mehinehoty phcnmiienou of the reli-

gious wars. Th(^‘ wen? the lamenbihle consequence of the

schism in the faith, not imlccd by any indispensalilc* and ni?ces-

sary law, nor even as itspatund, but still its jH*rfcctly explicable,

result. In those lands wliere, as in Kngland and Fnince, tfiCTO

existed a weaker party of either side, which had either be<*n

fully conquered or was kept Auder by oppressive civil disabili-
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ties, this unhappy phenomenon assumed the most revoltinf^

appearance. But the samel^tate of thin^ took a verj^ difterent

turn in Germany, Here the religious disputes terminated in

a higher and a nobler result. In a long and fruitless struggle

of thirty years, which wasted and consumed the best energies

of the nation, the tAvo contending parties were taught, that

with so nicely balanced streiigth, no decisive result eithcT way
was to be expected. Coming at length to a wiser mind, they

acknowledged their rcftpective riglits, and by a peaceable com-

promise they agreed to liyc together in the same social com-
munity. This gi*cat and famous religious peace, which,

considered merely in the light of a treaty of general pacifi-

cation, is a master-piece of policy, without equal or parallel,

and serA’ing for the basis for all snbsecpient treaties and ques-

tions of peace, is become for ijGennany a sjiecies of inboni

national no(a‘ssity ami, as it were, a second national character.

She finds in it a fiiU and p<'rfeet compensation for many disad-

vanbiges she labours undc'r as compared with other lands,

while she has acquired from it a gri'at and important posi-

tion in the Avorld of the future, (’onsidered Avith regard to

the whole Avorld, one cannot avcH aA'oid ascribing to this inde-

structible religious peace in Germany, of still higher impor-
tance, howeveif little it is eommonly undei’slood or regarded

in this light. Indec'd, we cannot but look upon it as the pre-

cursor Avith hopeful promises, of a far greate r and completer

rcligioii.s peace. A pc'aee, I mean, which shall reconcile not

only all dilferences in <he faith, but also that more universal

jukI more pt'rvading dissension Ix^tAvcen faith and unbelief

;

the quarrel between science and faith Ixnng fii*st adjustetl,

and unity restored thereby between tliem, and consequently
also to life. But to efteot this object Ciml, Avho Avills nothing
but peace and unity, must Uxke the^ upper hand and l>e

strongtu* than man, Avho loves and dessir^ strife
;
or at least,

without loA’ing and seeking it, is still vxor relapsing into it.

Ill such or some similar Avay a religioui^ view of imri’ersal

fiistorj' and of the divine order therein admits of being deve-

lo|>ed ; which, however, cannot Ix^ truly done with too much
of scientific rigour, or by violently inH'oduciiig into its plans

any arbitrary and consixiuently fiilse designs and purposes.

My pmscnlx^d limits compel me to confine myself to thes?

few hints, and in these I huA^c M^^hed principally to call atten-
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tion to their reference to our own age, and to exhibit them in

the light in which they appear of universal interest and to

|K)ssess^an eminent and remarkable destination. Comprised
then in one result, the following are the characteristic signs ot*

the present age : the two greatest heathen nations, which for

thousiinds of years stood by themselves ajiart from the rest of

the world, have lately come into the closest contact with

Em*ope;—the Mahoinmedau empires are everywhere falling

into decay, more rapidly than .men had been led to expect their

Ml;—the Hebrew race is lieginning to rise fiom its long

degradation ;—in Cliristian states and communities there is here

and there visible a strong inclination to the old evil of anarchy

;

—and if the great human peace, which has now lasted twc‘lvc

yciirs, appears irl some points insecure or at least endiui-

gcrtnl from within, it is only lM*caitse it is devoid of a firm

foundation of the internal sentiment of men. VV^hat event,

then, could be more happy for our age, what lx>tter tui*n could

the present posture of atlUirs take, than by bringing about

such a triple divine jieace as we bav^ alrexuly sketched, to

give a new foundation and a firmer basis to tlie external

peace of society? May not this, in (itMl’s good pmjmse, bo

the theme which is to occupy the next era of the world ?

h RED -V vnr.
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LECTURE IX,

Of the true Destination of Philosophy ; and of the apparent Schism but

essential Unity between a right Faith and highest Certainty, as tbs

centre of Light and Life in the Consciousness.

Thk philosophy of life cannot be any mere science of reason,

and least of all an unconditional one. For such does but
lead us into a domain of dead abstractions alien to life, which
by the dialectical spirit of disputation connatural to the rea-

son, is soon converted into a labyrinthine maze of contradic-

tory opinions and notions, out of which the reason, with all

its logical means and appliances, cannot extricate itself. And
life, consequently,—the inner spiritual life, that is,—is dis-

turbed and destroyed by it. And it is even this disturbing

and destroying principle of the dialectical reason that most
requires to be got rid of and brought into subjection. In the

mere form, however, of abstract thought there is nothing in

and by itself opposed to the tnith. There is nothing in it that

it is absolutely and invariably necessary to avoid, or that

never and in no case admits of application. It is no doubt
most certain, that cverS’^ system of pliilosopliy is on a wrong
track, which bon-ow.s its mothoil exclusively from mathe-
matics, and copies it throughout from beginning to end.

Still, in the progressive development of pliilosqjdiical ideas

certain points may occur—there may be certain places in the

entire system—where occasionally and by the way such for-

mulas and abstract equations may be profitably employed.

Sugh » cast' may happen in the present Lecture. But by thus

employing them only by way of illustration, and epis(xlically in

passing, I hope to establish suchm use of them, and to n^o
it evident that tlic perspicuity of the exposition does not

essentially suffer thereby.

Philosophy, as the universal science, embraces in its consi-

deration the wdiole man. As, therefore, it evidently involves

the occasion, so it is not unlikely that eases mav occur where
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it can happily borrow, now from ono now from another of

the sciences, its external form and peculiar formularies. It

can, in short, advantageously avail itself of all in turn. Only,

such an ust' to be protitable must be fret\ And this freedom

willlx\st evince itself in the deliberate choice and the diversity

of the ima<i:es. The method of free speculation, L c., of phi-

losophy, must not resemble a coat of mail with its infinite

number of little uniform chains and rinj^s. It ouj^ht not, as

is the case nearly with the malluinatical imHhod, to be

composed, by mechanical rule and measure, of sini])le pro-

positions scu'ntifically linked toji:(‘lher and tlnui formed again

into higher logical concatenations. In short, the nn^thod of

philosophy cannot properly be uniform. Tlu' spirit must not

be made subservient to the metluwl
;
the esstmee must not lx-

sacTificed t<^ the foim.

Philosophical thought and knowledge, with that diversity

of illustration and variety in metluxl which follows from its

universality, is in this resjiect somewhat in the sium* ease with

poetry. ()f all the imitative arts poetry alone embraces and

by its nature is intended to embrace the whole man. It is

therefore free to borrow its similes or colours and manifold

figurative i*xpressions from ev(‘r}^ sphere of life and nature,

and to take them now* from this now from that ol)je<*t, as

on each occasion apjiears in<»st .striking and aj)j)ropriate.

Now', no one would think of prescribing unconditionally to

j)oetr>% and compelling her to take all Iut simih s and figures

either from flowers and plants, or from th<' animal world, or

exclusividy I'rom any one of the several jmrsuits of man,—
fn)m the sailor’s life, for instance, or tlu^ shepherd’s, or the

huntsman’s,—or from any of liis handicrafts or mei'hanical

arts. For altliotigh all sueh .similes, and colours, and expres-

sions, appropriate!;, in tro< Ineed, are cijuully allowable in eviTV

poetical composition, and none of them nei‘d be rejected, still

the exclusives u.se of any om» chi>8 of them as a law would
hamper the free pot tic spirit and extinguish tlie living fancy.

In tlie same way, philosophy is not confined to any one invn-

rittble and immutabh' form. At one time it may come
forw'ard in the* guist? of a mond, legislative, or a judicial dis-

cumon
;
at another, as a dc»jK;riptiott of natural history. Or.

perhaps, it may jissume the method of an historical ami

goneaiogiedl development and deriratioti of ideas as best fitted
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to exhibit the thoughts which it aims at illustrating in their

mi^tual cohi'i’cnce and connexion. On other occasicais. ])er-

luips, it will take the sha])e of a scientific invostieatioii of

nature,—-of an experiment in a higher physiology,—in order

to test the existi ncc of the invisible jiowers which it is its

]nirpose to esbiblish. Or again, by the employnic-nt of an
algebraic ecpuitimi or of a inutlieniatieal form (which, how-
ever, it regards as nothing more than a symbol and visible

hieroglyphic for a higher something tliat is invisible), it will

perhaps most conveniently attain to its loftier aim. Every
method an 1 every scientific form is good

;
or at least, when

rightly employed, is good. But no one ought to be exclusive.

No one must be carried out wdth painful uiiitbrmity, and
with wearying monotemy be invariably foliowi‘d throughout.

llie philosophy of life, then, cannot l>e any mere absolute

philosophy of reason. And as little can or ought it to be
purely and absolutely a philosophy of nature ; not, at least,

an exclu.sive one, that is, exactly such and nothing more. Such
a philosophy of nature may indeed in its ]>hysiologioal aspect

poss<‘SS uneijualh'd seicaitllic wi‘alth, and be full of profound
and ingenious thoughts. But still the right principles and the

regulative ideas of human lift' can never be deduced from it

ea.sily and without having r(‘Coui>e to forced constructions.

For c‘ven man is in his life something liigher than nature

;

e‘ven hc' is M)nu»thiug more than a mere pl^ysi«‘al being. Still

less po>sible, then, were it from such a j)hiIosi)pliy of nature
to derive, (*stablish, ana to render clear and intelligible the
idea and being of (rod; the pervading reference to whom,
how(*ver, makes man mIuU be is. The id(*a of (rod doductnl

from such a source* alone would, and indeed c(>uld only be,

.some great final cause of the system of nature.

Neither the eonelusions of sound reason, and lejist of all

those of the conscience,- —no, nor even dialectic itself (so far

as it is profitably emjdoyed by the knowledge of it being made
iivuilable for the detection of error), nor ))hysieal science, w-hen

cultivated in a noble and lofty spirit, ought in any way to be
('xeluded from the l)ordei-s or even the very domain of philo-

sophy. ()u the contrary, she may in her own peetdiar tray

adopt them all, and giving them a more extensive sense and
spirit, employ them for her own higher aims. In its primary
an I most essential respects, the philosopliy of life is k
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thoroughly human science. It is nothing less than the cog-

nition of man. Now even on this account, and because it is

only by means of his all-pervading relation to God that man
sbinds* above nature and is something superior to a mere
physical being, and something higher too than a mere rational

machine, therefore is the philosophy of life actually and in

flict a true philosophy of God. The philosophy of life attains

this high dignity beyond a mere philosophy of reason or of

nature, simply on this account—that the supreme life and

the ultimate source of all other degrees of life is even God.

Now this Supreme Life, which has its life in itself, is the sub-

ject of my present disquisitions. For it is even with the

corroet and complete notion of this Supreme Life that the

Spirit of Truth first enters the human consciousness. And
then, in the inner world of man, which before was “ without

form and %’oid/' that light begins to shine which ru'vor shall

iKJCome darkness, and of which even this Spirit of I'nith has

said that it was good.’' ITiis divine but initiatory illumi-

nation is the first step in that progressive developnu‘nt of the

intenud light and truth in luiman life and consciousness, and

which, m starting from this point and passing through its suc-

cessive stages of advanc('ment, it will lx? our obje(’t to trace

in th(^ last seven of the present l/cctures. In the eight pre-

ceding disquisitions I have endeavoured, by advancing step by
step, to arrive at this last end of all. We have now reached

the culminating point ; and the Supreme Life, which, accord-

ing to what has been already said, is the primary source of all

otier life, and which has its lift* in itself, is now, together with

the full and time notion of thi.s life, to occupy our common
consideration. And then again, descending from this summit
of light and truth,—for which in the meantime I entreat your

entire and closest attention,—
I

propostJ with hasty stej) to

retrace our way through all the grades of man’s spiritual

enlightenment, to carry back your regards and mine into all

the several Bphcre.s of life and consciousness.

But now, it hiis been said tlmt the philosophy of life in

every case and instan<!e invariably ascends to the highest

object of every sphere that it contemplates, and that that

supreme object is Ood. From this, further, it has l>een argued

that it is even and truly a philosophy of Ood. How then

does it differ from theology ?
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At the very commencement of these Lectures I confessed

that philosophy in general, and espccuUly a philosophy of life,

by reason of the common object M’liich they both treat of,

could not avoid coming into frequent and close contact with

theology. But at the same time, I asserted that the former in

its whole essence is completely and materially diff( rent from

the. latter, and requires to be carefully restricted ^f^thin its own
limits. We must take heed lest it either \aoleutly encroach

upon the proper domain of theologj*, or on the otlier hand,

become its servile handmaid at tne sacrifice of its own
peculiar chr.meter and destination, llie true relation of these

two kindred sciences, as occupied with a common subject

which is often entirely identical, ana tneir nevertheless so

strongly marked and distinct limits, may perhaps be most
clearly illustrated by a comj)aTison with the mathematical

sciences.

Dogmatic theology, or the science of positive belief, msem-
bles pure mathematics. Its ideas and formularies cannot be
too strictly or too simply defined

;
nor, where it admits of de-

monstration, can its proofs lx* carried out with too rigorous and
mathematical a precision. I'or in these matters it is impos-

sible to give the least room or influence to indi\'idual caprice

without lia74ii*ding the loss of all that is most essential in the

positive articles of faith. Philosophy, on the other hand, in

treating of such subjects—or at least that part of it which is

occupied with these matters—^resembles rather raixeti geo-

metry in its several applications, such as practical mensumtion,
or the science of fortification and the art of war. For phi-

losophy is, if we may so .sjx'ak, an applied theology. Adopt-
ing the universal ideas of the one living God and His over-

ruling Providence, and, what is so closely connected there-

with, of Uie soul’s immortality and man's free will, it adapts

them, in many valuable practical applications, to the whole
and almost bomidless field of historical knowledge and the

development of the human race, as well as to all j)hysical and
experimental sciences, and even to the wide domain of scien-

tific disputes and merely human opinion, with its several

conflicting systems. In this course of pmctical application

philosophy needs not, in its expressions and formularies,

scrupulously to confine itself to the terminology of its sister

science, or to repeat its words with a careful exactness. On
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the contrary, its best and wisest course is to move with fi^ee*

dom, changing and varying its expressions at pleasure. For

inasmuch as it is not itself so rigorously tied up as theology

is to authority, so it cannot appeal to it with equal justice in

order to enforce assent to its own teaching. In the stime way,

too, th(3?k in algebraic equations a mere liypothetical calcu-

lation is oftentimes introduced, which, moreover, afterwards

suggests many a valuable practical application, so also a

similar hypothetical use of the theological magnitudes or

axioms, if we may so speak, is quite open imd allowable to

philosophy in the pursuit of its merely scientific ends. It is

only the most genenil articles of the faith that philosophy

makes use of At least the niinuter and shaqdy-defined

determinations of a ’positive creed are not immediately and
indispensably necessary for its object. Now an overruling

Providence, the sours immortality, and the frtH‘dom of the

will, axe articles of uni versed belief, which, filthough perha[)s

not couched in express words and di finite notions, yet still

as genus and vague feelings exist, however deeply tht*y may
slumber, in evei*y human breast tliat is as yet pure and uncon-

taminated by that captious scopticism which frets and corrodes

itself with its seeming i>crplexilie8. Thesi* philosophy may
safely take for granted. Nay, it is its duty so to do; and
where it does so in the right way, tlien will it never on that

account, meet with any consi<lerable obstacle or opjmsitiou.

On the contrary, by pursuing this course it will the more
surely arouse and awaken these universal feelings from their

slumber in the hunnin mind, and giudually shajH^ and convert

them into fixed and stable points from whitdi ti) carry on
the fuither progicss and development of the principle of

faith.

And it is eve n herein that ])hilosGphy will most display its

art, or rather its inudleetual power over the minds of men.
It is in tliis pre-(‘minently that lies its vocation, Buf if, on
the contrarj', it makes this mission to c^onsist ratluT in

demonstrating, in a strictly Hcientific fonn, the existence of a

Deity, with its natural train of those etenial verities-—the

immortality of tlie soul, and the freedom of the will, then nt

the very first outs<'t it will 1o.hc sight of its true aim and set

up a false one. For were such a demonstration possible,

•till nothing essential would be gained by its actual attain*
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ment. For, in such a case, the existence of God and God
Himself would naturally become dependent, in thought at

least, on that from and by means of which the proof wa^

established, and would consequently appiar to us no )bnger as

the first cause of all, but rather a secondary and dferivative

being. In such the primal essence would be made to depend

on our human knowledge and science of reasoning, so to

speak, the latter mjast, in the plenitude of its power, first

confer upon and guaiantee to the former its existence. This

would, indeed, be a complete inversion of the true and natural

order of things, such as, alas, has but too often occurred and
manifested itself in actual experience.

These remarks, however, must be unde)^tpod os applying to a"

strictdemonstration of this great verity, or atleast to all attempts

of the kind. To point to this truth, to trace every indication

of it, to elucidate it, to confirm it by analogy or other corro-

borative evidences, is quite a different matter. All this is

iierfectly allo>vable. But God does not allow his existence to

be proved. By force of reasoning sueh a belief is not to be
imjuessed on the mind of that man who is unwilling sponta-

neously to admit it. As life genendly, so also this supreme
life must be learned and concluded from every man’s own
experience ;

it must be adopted with the vividness of a feeling.

Let us now', for a moment, revert to the old scholastic

forms and the designations usually given in the schools to

the several philosophical sciences, and compare with them the

division on which our presemt disquisitions are Imsed. We
might, in this respect, say tliat tlie first five sections of our
treatise have been exclusively devoted to psyehologj’'; though
not indeed in the ordinary nan'ow' sense ofthe woi'd,’but in one
far more extensive,and embracing tlie whole universe. Accord-
ing to tliis wider extent and signification of psychol<^% we
have considered the soul relatively, first of all, to the whole
of philosophy and its several systems; secondly, to moral life;,

and, lastly, "to revelation, to nature, and to God Himself,

three following Lectures were devoted to an examina<»

tion of the divine order of things in the several spheres of
existence, and to the indications of a ruling Provideneb dis-

covcmble therein. They constitute, therefore, a spmies of
theology; but one, however, empirically conceived and hts^

toricauy worked out from obsi'.rvations in nature and in

o
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history, not only in the annals of the external world, but

also in the spiritual history of the progressive terms in the

development of truth. Such a theological essay exactly cor-

responds to that notion we so lately advanced, of an applied

or mixed science of theology as the peculiar sphere for this

part or bi-anch of philosop^ which concerns itself with the

doctrine of the supreme essence, and the right understanding

thereof. ...
Now if, in compliance with olden forms of division and a

scholastic phraseology, it be necessary to deliver a scheme

ot‘ ontology as tire philosophical science and cognition of

really existent things, and also of their true and rem essence,

it is dear that sucl^ is only conceivable and possible by means

of such an applied theology. For how can tilings be truly

real, and how can they as such be known in their inmost

essence, e.xcept so far as tlrey luive their existence and deter-

mination in God, and, in this res{>cct, admit of licing known
by us?
' In any case, however, the name of miural tlicohjig}', which

ever and anon we still hear applied to the philosophical

cognition of the Divine Being and His existence', ought care-

fully to be avoided. Such a designation is based on a

thorough migconception and total inversion of ideas. Everj'

,
system of theology that is not supernatural, or at least Urut

does not profess to be so, but pretends to understand natu-

rally the idea of God, and regards knowledge of the

divine essence os a branch of luiliual science, or derives^
idea simply from nature, is even on that account folse.

Missing and entirely mistaking its proper object, it must,

in short, prove absolutely null and void. Properly, indeed,

this inquiry needs no peculiar word nor special divisimi and
scientific designation. The name generally of philoso^y, or

sjiecially of a philomphy of God’ is perfectly suffiment .to

designate the investimitioii into science and fuUi, and thdr
'recipFoiml rektion--tWir abiding discord, or its bamonious
reconciliation and intrinsic concord. And this is properly

the point which is here in question; it forms th« essontts)

]Kirt of the topic which we have at present to exnmino.

The internal schism in the foith itself I fonxterly excli^ed

from our inquiry, as not lying properly within the limitsd
philosophy, and bclongit^ to a higher tribunal. I at the same
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time expressed my conviction that God alone could universally

and totally reconcile it. By this, however, I would not by

any means wish to be understood as asserting that works on

this sutject, written with a thorough knowle<^e of historical

facts, and in a luminous and instructive style, cannot con-

tribute much to the refotation of error. Worics of this nature

may, in their degree, tend to bring about a mutual approxi-

mation of sentiment. For they serve to elucidate and clear

up points which, even though they do not involve the essential

articles of positive belief, do nevertheless greatly and exten-

sively co-operate in keeping alive a mutual spiritual alienation

and estrangement of mind. The great merit of treatises of

this kind, when composed with high intellectual powers and
in that noble spirit which is at once just and desirous of

peace, must notin any case be denied or depreciated. Never-
theless, it is idle to pretend tliat the influence of such essays,

whether greater or less, is not confined to a limited sphere,

extending to a few individuals, or at most to classes.

To judge by the usual course of the dinne order in the

realm of truth, a total conversion of the w hole mind of the

age, or a re-awakening of entire nations, is only to be expected

from a higher and universal impulse imparted from above.

As a preparation, however, for that divine peace in an uni-

versal unity of faith, ’which so repeatedly and so many ways
is promised most distiiiclly even to this life, nothing can be^
effective as to remove? if possible, or at least to rwoncile, that

triple discord already described as diriding and distracting

the inner man. And this is a matter which, as lying within

the sphere of human consciousness and science, unquestionably
belongs to the domain of philosophical investigatiou. And it

is even the duty of philosophy, whenever it foIlow^s its prevail-

ing mediatory and atoning Unidency, to attempt scientifically to

bring about the rccouciliation of tliat strife, and undiscouraged
by repeated feilurcs, still to labom* to re-establish the peri^
and profound harmony of consciousness and of life.

Now the first dissension, that, riz., between science and
faith, whether actual or apparent, requires for its remo^ul
before all things a mutual undei^tanding and tonrprow^.
The second dissension between faith in general, even a mere
philos<mhioal and natural fisith, and that unbelief which is m
general and prevalent in our age, can only end with the

02
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feet triumph of the truth. For only by the ftdl li^ht 9f divine

knowledge and truth—by the triumphant exposition of this

true light, and by the magic power of such a display on the

minds of men—shall doubt and infidelity be fuUy ci^cated
and destroyed. The third dissension, between both faith and

science on the one hand, and life on the other, needs, for

the removal of all misunderstanding, something more th^ a
mere peace and compronuse on the di8{)uted jpomts. For this

purpose there is required a thorough imion of both carried out

into fruitful and practical application, by which the living

faith and the living science may evince themselves as such,

and manifest their true and wholesome influence on life, how-
ever at present estranged firom and adverse to it.

The second and the third of Uicse dissensions are reserved

for consideration in the two following Lectures ; but the first,

that, viz., which subsists between faith and science, is to form

the subject, and its reconciliation the problem, of our present

disquisition.

Now is this dissension necessm’ily and really grounded in

the thing itself, and in the nature of the thing ? Or rather,

does the Iflame of it lie with men, and in their defective

apprehension and form ? I have no hesitation in saying that

a living fiiith and a living science will never be at issue

together, at least on essential points. In three cases no doubt

a dissension, a reciprocal misunderstanding and endless con-

^ct between both is perfectly conceifable.* It is possible,

cither when the faith is a mere matter of memory and of a few
acquired notions, rather than a deeply-rooted conviction of the

soul. Or,' secondly, since ail the fiicultics of the human mind
ought to co-operate in giving a full internal development and
an external sfeipc to the truth thus divinely imparted, it may
spring up even when the soul receives it with a fiill love, but
is neverueless principally, or at least too much, under the

dominion of a lively fency, to the exclusion of a due admixture

of clearness of understan^ng, and the circumspection which
belongs to the diBtin|pushing judgment. Or, toirdly, it may
arise, on the other side, wl]^ a conceited and presumptuous

science scebi to establish itself rather than trut^ and places

more dependence on its own oondurions than on its announce-

ments.

AVhat then is faith, taken in itsell^ but the reception into
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the soul of the divine and divinely-communicated verities ?

And what is science, more than the apprehension thereof by
the mind {ffeist) ? Are there, then, two truths, of which, how-
ever, one or the other is not true ? Undoubtedly there exists,

along with the spirit of truth, another spirit—that of contra-

diction and negation. But the latter is no spirit of truth, but

the spirit of untruth and delusion so often described, which

invariably triumphs whenever the mind of man, in its pursuit

of knowledge, seeks itself rather than the truth, and conse-

quently finds, perceives, and retains nothing but its own Me.
And this evil spirit the soul even meets half-way whenever it

is incapable of embracing and retaining the life and the spirit

of the holy faith, and when, consequently, these quickly flee

away, and nothing but the letter and the empty form remains

behind. But where the spirit of truth has once departed, error

in manifold shapes and forms finds one way or other on en-

trance into the soul. Is it not one and the same truth which,

on the one side, speaking from the one revelation, impresses

itself on the .soul of man as the commanding voice of love

emoining &ith, and which, on the other, condescendingly

o&rs and presents itself to the mind or spirit of the

believer as a mystery, in order that he may, if he will, inves-

tigate it in order to discover and adopt the meaning and the

light that are veiled and enclosed within it? Is there, then,

to be a party-feud and a civil war in the heart of man,
between soul and sppt, the two elements of his existence

;

just as if it were some ill-organised state where, in op{)osition

to the supreme political power, some insubordinate body sets

itself up m authority, and presumes to give the law ? Ought,
forsooth, Ae soul in secret to bo liberal, and, in half-imbelief,

to grant immunity to all manner of lusts and desires, wdiile

the spirit is legitimist in sentiment and constitutional in

language? Or ou^ht the soul to be honestly ultra and a
thorou^ legitimist m its estabHshod feith, while the mind, on
its pai^ by its liberal measures, is perpetually filing into

error ? So fer is this from being allowable, that even these

names and these parties would soon cease and disappear

altogotimr, if, instead of party, the knowledge, and the mights

and the inspiration of lifc^the supreme life, i. a., or Qod,
were once to take fiiU possession of the minds of men, and
so animate them anew and ardently inspire them with
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the conuaon spirit and ardour of the one faith and the one

science.

Now the intermediate link tdiich unites science with faith

—the mean function between both which admits of demon*
stration within the limits of the consciousness and of philo-

sophy, is discernment {erkmnen). Of this there are two kinds

;

the one distinguishes between right and wrong, and conse-

quentl^, as a separate function, directs itself outwardly in its

operation, and observes differences. By the other w^ see and •

comprehend, or imderstand and discern, that two objects appa-

rently different, are properly and essentially one and the same.

It is with this intrinsic and inwardly-directed discernment, that

we are here concerned. For it is by this highest function of

thought, which penetrates into the inmost essence of each of

two ideas, and by its sentence declaring their similarity, that

we perceive and discern that this science and that faith arc

essentially identical. Discerning in this sense is something

different from knowing ; it is, as it were, a second knowing

;

or, ifwe may be allowed to express ourselves mathematically,

knowing raised to a higher power.” It is this that discovers

the essential unity of Science and Faith, and that must bring

about the restoration of concord between them, and reconcile

themmth each other. If,however,thi8 secondand higher know-
ing, or this science of science, be referred and confined to one’s

own Me or Self, as is too often done, such a course will only lead

us out of the common error of the ordinary self-delusion into

one stiU more profound, which will prove the more complex
and aggravated, the more scientifically it is evolved, and which
t have already depicted to you in its true colours.

Now this unity of science with faith con only he found and
discovered in their common olijcct,—in truth, consequently,

and I. e. in God, who is the sum of all truth. Mere negations

—like that of the idea of the infinite, or the notion of the

immeasurable, which is applicable even to nature itsdf, or

that of the abMlute or unconditional, of which many palpaldy

erroneous applications mig^t eamly be made>-4io snoh pore

negations, nor even any mere enumeration of predicates wad
properties devoid of intrinsic coherence, can lumish us with

an adequate conception of the Deity. But now if a cc^ition,

anunderstanding of life in general, beattMnable (and no scep-

tical perplexities have yet neen able to deter or seduce man’s
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sound common sense from entertaining and. acting upon such

a supposition), then it is clear that there is no reason for hold-

ing the notion of the supreme life in and by itself to be im-

possible or utterly unattainable by man.
Now this is the path which a profotinder science and philo-

sophy has invariably marked out for itself in this respect;

and in the three different powers, which however are at the

same time but one, in the trine energy of the one first cause

of all, has it ever sought and discovered this liighest notion.

In this notion belonging to the supreme science, as advanced

by philosophy in very different ages of the world and among
widely-reinote nations, there is a remarkable resemblance,

although in the subordinate statements there is a greater or

less admixture of error. In the midst of many subordinate

aberrations, it has recognised the one great fact, that in

the Supreme Life, who has His life in Himself, and is the

prime source of all other life, there is at the same time a

cn^ative intelligence and thought which from the beginning

issued therefrom as the Fiternal Word self-subsistent and
ordering all things, and that the Light W'hich proceeded
therefrom was itself also the first life. But now just as this

original Life which was fit>m the beginning was not simply

Infinite, but even the source of all unite and infinite exist-

ence, and as this Life is on illumination which illuminates

Itself and all other things, so is this Light also a living

entity, and not merely spiritual and immaterial
;

(for as such

even It might still be a part of nature,) but one thoroughly

suj^matural and holy, and if man wull have it so, an awful

lightwhich repels all darkness f5rom itself, and eternally reject-

ing, annihilates it.

Now tliis liife, this Word, and this Light, these three dif-

ferent powers in the same energy and in the one substance,

which even therefore is called the Supreme, is at once the

higbost object of all science, and the centre and fundamental

source of all faith. And this science of the Highest, even

when regarded exclusively from this single aspect of knowing,

does not exhibit itself as entirely separate from and indepen-

^nt of foitb, but even as such is from the vexy first in contact

wifli it, and taken simply as knowing, involves in it a eoncur-

rence and oo«operatt<m of faitk

tb vexy many and different, not to say infinitely various
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waySf it may be dbowu, pointed out» and established, that

wi^out this full and correct notion of the Supreme Being
every other species of existence and of knowledge must be

without coherence and proper significance. However, as has

been so often observed already, there is not involved in it

any strict necessity. It does not possess any ri^ur of logical

sequence, constraming the assent of one who in hii .Aeart is

otherwise disposed, and in his sentiments has otherwise deter-

mined. For so must it ever be : the final resolve of conviction

is left to the free assent, that quiet internal concurrence of

the will already mentioned which in general brings man into

actual communion with God, and opens and enlarges his

sense for the divine,—-since such assent is itself even that

sense, or at least the principle and commencement of it.

And this complement of the highest science, which is fur-

nished by the free internal assent, is even of i^If nothing less

than an act of faith. Consequently, the complete and correct

notion of the Supreme Essence is the mystical ring in which

science and faith arc at the first beginning indissolubly con-

nected, Nothing but the perversity and shortsightedness of

men in regard l^th to science and faith, tears them asunder

again, and separating what in God is one and what He has

joined together, sets science and fiiith in hostile opposition,

mutually obstructing and destroying one another. Moreover,

this highest notion of the highest science is the scientific vertex

or the scientifically culminating expression of man’s universal

belief in the one living God. For if this bne God is necessarily

to be conceived of as endued with life, it %ill be suIBcient for

me to appeal to the fact that physical science knows not, and
no one even can conceive or comprehend or think of a mode
of life in any sphere of existence, without implying a plu*

rality or at least a duality of co-operating forces. But if,

further, we are to think of it as a perfect life, then must there

be in it a third living energy or operation. Thus, therefore,

on this side also the highest notion of a science which has

attained to its end and to the summit of all existence and at!

knowledge, is in perfect unison wi^ the universal feeling

truth ana &e natural and simple ftiith of man.

But now, if the highest science and a divine feith intrinsi^^

cally and essentially be pro^ly one, it will naturally turn

and depend cm the preservauon of the true ratio and correct
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proportion between the two powers and elements of human
existence, whether or not in their further application and
actual life they ore to continue at unity, without coming into

hostile collision and discord. The believing soul, like the mis-

tress of a &mily, ought to ho'jd and retain the chief place in the

house : the spirit that knows, or that aims at knowledge, as

the master, may pursue out of doors whatever avocations it

pleases, only it must be continually returning to the domestic

heardi, and there warm itself at the pure ascending flame of

devotion and pious meditation. And if in its wanderings it

should most love to stray in the rich and blooming garden of

nature, then of the rare aromatic woods and seeds it there

gathers, it may throw one or more into the fire, in order to add
some sweet etnereal incense to its warming and illuminating

flames.

Or leaving figure, to express myself in more precise and
exact terms,—^tho belIe\Ting part of the consciousness, observ-

ing its due proportion, ought not to refuse and reject the true

and Godlike science together with that which is Godless, per-

nicious, and false. So, too, the cognitive or scientific portion

ought to abstain from all hostile attacks on the other domain
ana on positive fiiith, which in all probability it has not sufBi-

ciently studied and still less perfectly understands. And thiu$,

also, when tliis cognitive part (as it ought, and as is essential

to its truth and correctness as science) carefully watches itself

and rigorously abstains from all arbitrary, presumptuous, and
egoistic opinions and Meas, suggestions or l^ginnings of ideas,

as invohing the flfsit disposition to false science and every

species of error, then there is no need for it to be held in

check by the other part, nor to be limited by it.

But m any case we must be ready to admit tliat the &ult
lies in man, and on no account suppose that the dissension

has its jnround in the thing itself. For the thing here is

nodiing less than truth itself, which cannot be twofold, smee
Qod lumself is this truth and the siun thereof. It is there-

fore important, on the one hand, by means of the old spirit,

to be ever giving new life and energy to &ith, by carrying it

back continually to its own etemm foundations, in order

to avert the danger, which is ever threatening it, of snin*^

tual deadnesi and of the ascendancy of the letter that killem.

And, on the other hand, we ought never to cease from or to
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become weary of refining more and more the higher philo80>

phical science from all the egoistic dross of arbitnuj opinions

and fancied apodictic conclusions, labouring the while to com-
plete it aceor^g to the threefold dimensions (to hazard the

expremion) of this so utterly immeasurable essence of ever-

lamng truth, by keeping incessantly in view the unfathomable

depth, the inaccessible height, the inexhaustible centre of

bliss of the one inconceivable and ineffable Being. For the

fault and the cause of the dissension must in no case be

ascribed to the thing itself, but invariably either to a dead,

imperfectly enlightened, and unintelligent faith, on the one

hand, or on the other, to the arbitrary assumptions or one-

sided conclusions of a science, which in this respect and
degree at least is fidse and erroneous.

But inasmuch as the fault and origin of the dissension has

partly its foundation in human impeifection.and finiteness, we
must rest content, even if we cannot all at once get rid of and
remove it. We must be satisfied if in tins ceaseless struggle

mth man’s hereditary and connatural &ult oferror, the progress
though slow is sure. It" is enough if in this surely advancing

progression, each st^, however short, biin^ us nearer to the

truu, and to the per^t cegnition of the imity of the highest

science and divine fiuth. But this is a point on which even

individuals with the most perfect honesty of purpose and a

sincere love of truth, too often go wrong. Unable, perhaps, to

reconcile to their own minds some conniicting claim of science

and of fiiith, and to see their way clcar\>ut of their perplexi-

ties, then to cut the knot of the problem to which they desnair

of soon finding a satisfactory solution, tb^ precipitately aaont

some partial and overhasty conclusion. But slow, extreme^
dow, is the advance of man's mental cnlightennmnt in the

realm of truth. And if the course of Providence, according

to the very gradual progression of divine order in diis domain,

must be counted by millenniums, then in the life of individuals,

years and decades must be reckoned as days and hours. Even
though aome grave doubt, distracting the inmost feeing, bat

scarcely definable in express temis>-4oine opjnessive |ttoUmn

suffiested 1^ the pecnlW mental temperamoat of the indivi»

di^ cannot be resolved in three hours, or even three days,

st&l it may perhi^ in three years; and if three years bo
too little, then tiurty years may {oobeldy mffioe. While
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in Spite of this inward doubt we follow uninterruptedly our

vocation in outer life, many a silent change is efifbcted in our

minds, and so at lengdi with altered views and enlarged experi-

ence we attain to a calm and clear conviction on the mints
which at an earlier period had appeared to us obscure, had held

us in suspense, and oppressed us with perplexing difficulties.

This is the only road that can be safely trod by those who
desire above all things to retain a divine faith, but at the

same time not to renounce the pxursuit of higher science.

And is not this the difficult position in the present day of

everj' well-disposed person who is in any way connected with
science, or whose pursuits in life require him to occupy him-
self with it ? But now in the ease of physical science we are

aU content to observe this law of tardy progress
;
indeed we

think it quite natural, and hold it to beme only correct method.
And it is only by following a similar course in the interna!

investigations of philosophy that we shall ever arrive at a
stable position and the firm groimd of eternal truth. By any
other method, we shall most assuredly lose ourselves among
the ever shifting lystems which change with the fiuhions of

the day, or be earned away by the baseless hypotheses of this

or that sect or school, which, like the sterile blossoms in the

spring, fell fruitless to the ground.

In respect to this tardiness of progress, which most assuredly

is at least not inconsistent with true philosophy, I can appeal

to my own instance, lyhich in such a case m, I hope, aluow-

able. It is now ninc-&nd-thirty years since I first read, with
indescribable avidity, the entire works of Plato in the original;

and ever since, amid many other scientific studies, philosophical

research has been my principal and fevourite avocation. In
this pursuit many and various have been the 83rstein8 ofse^oe
—of discord andof error—ti^ I have hadto wander
Satisfied neither witix the opinions of others nor with my own
views, 1 felt reluctant to come forward with a mrstem of my
own. In the meanwhile my view ofphilosophy has been in a
state of ittohoation and of tardy but pro^iemve devdimmeht.
Slowly and incomjdetely, littie by littie, ^^dentally and
mentiirily, at di&nnt epochs, hra some of its prinmples come
to the %ht, or escaped me in m;|^ earlier literary works aNkd

c(Hnporitioiii,'~an exidanatiim wmch 1 do not oimddefr sap^>
flnotts, even for thoee who are best acquainted with thma.
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But the more I held fast to the two poles of divine faith and
of supreme science, which as such is also divine, the firmer

footing did I ^in in that point and that centre in the ever-

lasting Beginning, in which both are one and cease to be at

issue, but rather intimately cohering, do but lend fresh life,

strength, and elevation to each other. And now at length

I believe I have attained to that point when, frilly persuaded

myself of this unity of science and faith as grounded in God, I

may safely indulge the wish to impart to others this important

truth, publicljr to set it forth, and develope it to the whole
world. And it is to me no slight cause of congratulation that

I am to enter upon this task in the present pkee and in the

present manner.

Besides those points of correlation already .pointed out,

between the highest science and &ith, there is still another

way in which the former, in its all-embracing notion of the

triple life of the primal cause and force, is referred to iBiith,

and even to its positive articles and its divine authority. It

is obliged to appeal to this, in order to find and maintain its

guiding rule and correct standard for the further application

and development of this highest and frindamental notion, and
to keep it clear of all erroneous and extravagant excrescences.

The necessity of this will be best and most simply shown by
a few historical instances.

When we open any of the ancient writings of the Hindoos,

whether it be their scientific systems, their books of laws and
customs for practical life, or their merdly mythological poems,
we find thenv every instance, based on the notion of a
divine trinity, and, in s^e cases, asserting it in express

words and phrases. But inasmuch as, forgetting to maintain

the unity together with the trinity, they abandoned the simple

truth and made thereout three distinct gods, the metaphysical

theoiy (which otherwise contains so many and distinct traces

of ancient truth) and the trinity of the Hindoos has beedme a
pure mythology, compisii^ as long a genealogy of gods as

aity oth^. By the retention, however, of this frtnd^ental

notion their mythology has acquired a theistic hue and colour-

ing, whidi forms a strong contrast between it and the better

ksyomn mythology of Qi^ce, notwithstanding that in other

re«pects, and in its purely poetic portion, it exiubits maity
ana stre^ features of resemblance and affinity. ThuSi in thii
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wonderful chaos of distorted truths of monstrous error, and
pure fiction, we meet with ten fiibulous creations of men
instead of the single true one with which, only within the lost

three centuries, the Hindoos have formed a more thorough and
permanently based acquaintance. Moreover, in life and in

pmctice there is exhibited a renunciation of the world, and a

mortification of the body, which, ff^ surp^ing the rigorous

self-denial of the early Christian solitaries in Egypt, is carried

to an intensity and an extreme which it is almost incredible

that human nature should be capable of. But co-existing

with all this, we meet with immoral practices and licentious

excesses sanctified by falsehood and superstition, similar to

those we have already become acquaint^ with in the more
sensual heathenism of antiquity, that, I mean, which pre-

vailed among the ancient races of tliis our western portion of

the jjlobe. Into such a frightful abyss of error even the most
spiritual system of metaphysics inevitably fidls, or at least

easily becomes associated with felsehood, whenever it is left

entirely to itself, and is devoid of a divine iule for its guidance,

and the simple staudiud of a higher mid heaven-descended

authority.

In the histoiy, too, of the development of the Grecian mind
we discover a similar doctrine advanced in one of its latest

epochs. The Neo-Phtouists were very well acquainted with

this doctiine and idea of a divme trinity; as, indeed, it may
iilso be traced in the •still earlier writings of Plato himself.

How far tlie expressions and formularies employed by the

former writers scientifically to convey this idea were pmeot
and correct is a question which docs not concern us at pi^esent

to inquire. Moreover, the determination of it would carry us
far beyond our proper limits, inasmuch as its exact solution

would require a nicx^ and accurate clarification of the several

MTitci*s end systems which belong to this school. It is, how-
ever, sufficient to reia.^k that this profound metaphysical

school (d tlie Neo-Platonists, which reckoned amonp^ its awur-
ents the Emperor Julian, stood in direct apd hostile ooUisimi

with Cliruariamty. To adapt to the puipose of their opp^^
tion the old Qrocian m^ol<^, a fiuUi in which had sensibly

declined even among the masses, they attempted to mpuld it

according to their own views and notions, into such a
gical shape and direction as would mdee it more elosel;
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resemble the Indian. By this means they believed it {>os8ible

to revive and reanimate the popul^ faith. But, even if theii

ulterior view and their whole object and actuating motive

fiad not taken a direction^ so decidedly hostile to the truth,

still their enterprise, even as such, could not but miscarry.

No doubt the mythology of Greece, in its earliest times and
original shape, did contain, in some of its less prominent and

more hidden passages, esoterically interpreted, a few symboli-

cal doctrines and somewhat theistic ideas, as many a profound

examiner of it, in modem times, has recognised and demon-
strated. But, notwithstanding all these traces, which we
must regard as the remains of an older tradition of tlie primaiy

knowlec^ and full revelation belonging to primeval times, still,

in subsequent ages, the Grecian mythology had, on the whole,

assumed exclusively and pre-eminently a. poetic development

and form, which even subordinated to itself that politicail ten-

dency which in so many of its details is so strong. It was,

therefore, nodiing less than an absurd smd inconsistent attempt

to try, so late in the day, to metamorphose this beautiful world

of fable into a factitious theory of metajdiysics, and a colossal

system of mysticism, after the manner aiid fasliion of the

Indian. Accordingly, like every other attempt that is funda-

mentally false and directly opposed to the spirit of the age, it

passed away at last, without leaving a trace of its iniiuence.

This inclination to the poetic aberration of polytheism and
a deification of nature, so universally prevalent in the heathen

antiquity of the West, renders it easily conceivable why, in

the first and Jewish portion of written revelation, such great

stress is laid pre-eminently and primarily on the oneness of the

living God. AH other cxpressions^uch as that of the eternal

creative Word—of the life-giving Spirit of God are, as it were,

but allusions full of hid^den meaning for the more clear-sighted

and profounder inquirers. Mow numerous, nevertheless, such

indications are; bow frequent the reference to three powers
or persons-«>t{ie time, enorgy^a^d property of the one Supreme
Being—^ allusioq to which is contained even in the dimrent
Heb^w names of the Godhead, is known and admowledged,
even hr those who would, if they could, deny it, both to

^mselves and others.

The traditi0n of the Jews, which, lying without the strictly«<*

defined body pf Scripture, yet pro<^^ concurrently witib lu
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while it possesses of itself no authority, is, nevertheless, a
very useful though too much neglected source of illustration

for the sacred volume. Now in the Talmud the doctrine and
notion of the divine trinity is expressed quite fully and dis^

tinctly and without reseiwe ;
although in the mode and man-

ner of conceiving it there is much that is both fidse and
objectionable.

In that second portion of revelation with which our present

era commences, together with the fulfilling and perfection of

the object of faith, this supreme science is brought prominently

and clearly forward. No doubt a certain caution and degree

of reser\'e on this doctrine of the Trinity are distinctly visible

m the earliest teaching and statements, so long as the preach-

ing of the new fiiith was confined vrithin the Jewish nation,

on whose mind the idea of the oneness of God was still

deeply imprinted, even though, like everj* other principle of

their religion, it was ill understood and had long ceased to be
embraced with a living enei^y, being taken merely in the

dead letter. But ere long this thin veil was also removed
from the All Holy One, and the great mystery of faith set

forth as the introduction to the foiuili and last Gospel.

From the latter I have accordingly borrowed that designa-

tion of this great mysterj' which is even the most appropriate

to science ; of the supnune life w hich is itself omnipotence^ of

the eternal w'ord which is omniscience, and of the uncreated

light which is the All Holy,

Ceilain great Ihiiikers, who. however, in many respects

cannot be classed among projx r Christians, have indeed recog-

nised and acknowledged the profound significance of this

opening of the Gospel. Only they adojned a spirit of hostile

ai^ysis, w'hich, as it attacked so many of *thc j^at works of

olden time, did not spare even this divine monument. They
lost thctnselves in all sorts of stiperfluous hypotheses as to the

source from which this or that passage was derived, and with

what^hgect it was introduced, ^uch simpler w^ere it, without

having recourse to any such artificial explanations, to receive

Ae divine truth in sincerity as it is offered to us. If we must
ascribe some special design for its composition, it will be sufi

ftoient to suppose, that after the Bvangelxif Life and the new
era commencing tlmrewith had been sufficiently set forth as

history in a triple narrative, it was requisite to add thereto this
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Evangel of tiie Beginning—as the Gospel according to the
sjarit of the high^ science, insofer as this is My identical
with the divine &ith, and henceforward was always to con>
tinue one with it. It was quite in the natural Older of things
that ^e word^ which was uttered at the beginning of tne
material creation, and is the basis of the first r^elation,
shoidd also at the opening of the second revelation, and the
spiritual creation of a new era, be repeated (though in a
mflferent and fer h^her sense) for the soul in the realm of
truth:—“And God said: Let there be light, and there was
light.”

EW) OF juMcrrms a..



LECTURE X.

OF THE TWOFOLD SPIRIT OP TRUTH AND ERROR IN

SCIENCE, OF THE CONFLICT OF FAITH WITH INFI-

DELITY.

In the terrestrial creation, in the realm of nature, no sooner

did the behest go forth, “ Let tliere be light,” than the accoiu-

plishmcnt forthwith followed. Scjircely was this light and

life-creating word spoken,;than it was succeeded spoutaneotisly

and immediately, without let or hindrance, by the second word
in the joyful conclusion: "‘‘And there was light.” Quite

otherwise, however, is it in the life and in the world of free-

created man, in the progression of his intellectual development,

in tlie history of his mind {geist\ in his now advancing, now
retrograding thought and knowledge. Here, indeed, the fii'st

CJill to light and divine truth does not pass over even man’s
stubborn and taciturn heart altogether unheeded and unan-

swered and \nthout eliciting sotke faint response. But lasting

is the struggle between light and diirkness, between knowledge
and ignorance, betwtjpn faith and infidelity. Ever waver-

ing £ram ^ide to side and fluctuating tixmi one extreme to

another, the victorj^ long remains imdecided. And centuriCwS

often, nay, thousands of yea^s, pass away ere with perfect truth

that wor^ of ftilfilment and completion can l>e uttered, and we
can go on imdoubtingly to say, ** And there was light. * Even
when the true end i9>^ttr8uea along the dftt^ct road, the right

track is often lost amid the endless stiife and controversy of

men" while a lonff train of useless discussions raises so thick a
cloudof dust as wuts it entirely out of sight, and so a new route

has to be sought and opened i^m quite an opposite quarter.

How deeply was the Gentile world su^k in wild and cruel

superstition, when the Great Prophetic spirit and the diapers^

of that Egyptian darkness, which Jiung over it, repeated or

wrote down those first words of light for the spiritum no less

than the material creation ! Assuredly be had iu view thereby
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a new genesis for his people—a new life and a new beginning

of light. Then followed fifteen centuries of probation. And
what was this long period but one ceaseless though alternating

struggle between light and darkness ! At the end of it, in

spite of its great and noble gifts and superior knowledge,

the whole nation had fallen into the lowest depths of luxury

and corruption, on the one hand a prey to the wilder passions,

on the other spiritually dead and rotten. But the s^dow of

its former self, it dragged on a miserable existence, oppressed

by a foreign yoke ^nd torn by intestine sects and parties.

ITie one claiming to be the only legal sect (and as concerned

the letter of the law, and the outward ritual, it was so in fact),

and arrogant and obstinate, closely adhering to the dead letter,

w'as widely estranged and alienat^ from the spirit of love and
mildness. And thus the very name of fliarisee has become
odious and hateful, having passed into a proverb and a by*

word. Wholly mistaking the meaning of the revelation im*

parted to them, they misunderstood the future to which it re*

ferred, no less than the immediate fortimes of their nation and
their own condition. Consequently they went totally wrong in

the interpretation of the former, as well as of the problem of

the present which was laid before them. For they took it in the

narrow and perverted spirit of party. No doubt the Pharisees

reckoned among their membersmany truly pious, well-disposed,

and right-thinking individuals ; men, who in the beginning of

the new era of the world, as appears from the simple history

of those times, acknowledged the tinth, and recognised the

hand of God pointing and leading onwards to Uie future.

These men mourned in silence over the revolting pride and
stiffneckedness of their contemporaries. But though endued
with great learning and talents^ and burning Keal for right

and truth, they did not venture openly ta oppose and to teach

differently from their brethren, even because in reality the

law, the dead and external law, was on their side.
"

*

But the other party was that of the Quite

different in principle, these were the innovators mong the

Jews. Explaining away the theological creed of their nation,

they went so &r in thisdir^tion as to tibrow into shade, and to

question, or rather absolutely to deny, the immortdity of the

soul. In civil matters, and questions of law and policy, they

were the liberal free*thinkers of their day.
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From amidst these two dark clouds, which, if they shone at

all, glimmered only with the deceptive halo of the false light

and hue of party, broke the new dawn and sun ofTruth—at first

unobserved, nor understood by any, so thickly had these mists

overspread the horizon. But this new genesis, and this full

illumination, was no longer destined exclusively for a single

people. Accordingly it graduallyspread over the ten or twelve

great nations, who occupy two parts of the habitable globe,

and also possess and govern the greatest portion of the third

and the moi^t ancient. And it is, in shart, by means of that

intellectual superiority and civilisation which they owe to this

springing of a new era, and this first light, that the former

bear rule in the remotest regions of the earth.

Since the dawning of that day-spring eighteen centuries

have elapsed, and sadly tom and distracted is the present

aspect of Christianity. We should no doubt give a very dis-

torted picture of the state of Christendom were we anxiously

to trace its resemblance, throi^h every minuter trait and
nicer shade, to the old world at its close and at the end of

those fifteen centuries of Jewish preparation. Such a minute
parallel would be false, whether we were to compare it to the

moral state and character of that nation, mentally blinded and
hurrying with bas^ steps towards its ruin, or even to the old

heathen world of ]^me, already condemned by anarchy and
infidelity. Still it is generally true. For it is undeniable

that man is perpetually relapsing into dissension and party

qiunrels, even while the*hand w^hich sways the destinies of the

world, in ever recuning epochs of renovation, is continually

presenting to him anew both truth and life, health and peace.

And. every one can answer for himself the question whether
this new proclamation of light and truth, this divine messarc
of |>eaee and salvation, has yet reached its full accompUen-
ment. Has the Sun of Righteousness yet penetrated, and cost

its bright beams on all the relations of life, to the very inmost

joints of soul and spirit? C^m it with perfect truth be said,

relatively to the whole human race, ** And there is light’

—

that light at least which alone w g^, even because it shall

remain for ever ? For those meteorio Sparks which flash across

univerMd night and darkness, firom the systems of man’s
wisdom, which crossing and recrossing each other’s path, are

foon again extinguished for ever
;
or those clouds of public

V 2
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opinion, charged with electric fluid and with pestilence, which,

for the most part, is but the public outburst of some party

passion; these emit no lasting, no salutary, and therefore no

true light. Dark and gloomy too, perhaps, in its future pros-

pects, appears the long struggle between divine truth and

human discord, between light and darkness, between faith and
infidelity. But the more difficult and intricate the problem

is which forms the theme of our present disquisition, Ae more
diligently and the more conscientiously ought we to seek out

and dwell upon every bright and quiet spot. For such alone

can cheer us on our way along the rugged path that leads to the

blissful goal of internal and spiritual peace, which will essen-

tially contribute to give a solid basis to the public and social

tranquillity, and to ensure its permanence.
Slowly and gradually is it that the individual mind, dis-

tracted and vacillating between God and a divine faith on

the one hand, and a higher, or even the highest, science on

the other, advances in its prog»<i88 towards the perfect truth.

Arriving step by stop at fuller and better convictions, it at-

tains at last to a clear discernment that, properly and funda-

mentally, these two apparently conflicting objects are not dis-

tinct, but in their inmost essence are perfectly one. But for

the final attainment of this end, the most important condition

to be observed is that scientific patience to which I called your
attention in the last Lecture. 'J’ho chief thing to l>c guarded
against is a precipitate and over-hasty decision. For oy such
we should incur the great danger of sacrificing the sacred de-

posit of fafth to science, or of foolishly rejecting the treasures

of true science, which as such is indi8|>ensable to the higher
life, and even neccssjiry and useful for the confirmation of

faith itself. And whj, in the pursuit of truth, that proper
spiritual theme and highly interesting matter of the otherwise

flat and insipid drama of life, should wc feel indisposed to*such

a scientific patience, as I called it? ^Vlly should we be unwilling
to recognise it as what it really is—both salutary and indis-

pensable to homan frailty, and as an intellectual virtue no less

necessary than even mom patience? And the latter is even

the fundamental condition (d everjr ^at or little business,

and almost every pursuit of life, if it is to attain to a happy
result, and is not to firil of its true end and aim.

For patience is, as it were, the indispensable portion which
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their eerthly existence brings to all men. Not only is it

needed by the invalid on the bed of sickness, in the long and

tedious observance of his physician’s precise and rigid pre-

scriptions-^not only is it wanted by the teacher in his trouble-

some task of giving the first development to the intellectual

powers of the chUd ; not only is patience requisite for the

judge who has to settle the complicated quarrel of two liti-

gants, of whom each claims his sympathy, each desires to win

him to his own side and to bias his judgment,—^but it is also

indispensable to the warrior whom ambition hurries forward

in the pursuit of honour for himself and his countrj’. For

numberless are the hardships and privations, and many too

are the miseries w’hich the soldier must undergo before he can

gain the object of his hopes, the hard-fought battle and the

glorious victory. The statesman, too, with his wide spheie of

influence and authority, stands eminenlly in need of patience

How watchful and comprehensive must be his vigilance, how
delibemte his precautions, lest the organic course of his admi-

nistration should come to a check or stop, in consequence of

his having neglected, or failed to pro\'ide for any single

member of the great body, or any regulating wheel in tlie

complicated machinery of the state.

But on the other hand, there arc also moments in human
life where the final issue turns not so much on a steady and
unifonn perseverance in continuous actinty, as on a decideil

resolution and firmqpss of purpose. Among these w'^e may
place foremost, jierhaps, in an intellectual relation, the dis-

sension between &ith and infidelity, and the clfoice at the

point where the two branch off for ever.

It is not here my design to set up, to commend, and to

extol faith, nor to decry, to attack, and to make war ujxm
infidelity. For tlie former would take me beyond my pre-

sent limits ; the latter would lead me into a boundless field

or^etails, and require me to take an exhaustive survey, not

only of all actually existent, but also of all conceivable,

prejudices and delusions. My principal object is rather

to sketch a ti*ue and exact picture of both, comprising at

tlie smncifimo all their historical manifestations, and explain-

ing their {isyehological causes, in order to exhibit them both

in their true light, so that man may choose for himself and
decide between them.
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Now the apparent—or it may be real, but still only acciden-

tal—schism between science and faith is, in the first place,

internal. It is often indeed profoundly hidden and concealed

in the inmost depths of the heart. It is therefore inwardly

only that it admits of bcin*^ adjusted and finally reconciled.

When this task is once accomplished in the heart of an indi-

^ddual, and the choice is at last made one way or the other,

then this decision manifests itself outwardly, either as the

triumph of truth in the unity of science and faith, or, as

infidelity and scepticism, shows itself in the form of a deter-

mined opposition to this unity or to faith itself. And the

latter is the form it also assumes in the intermediate case

when the schism between science and faith is declared to be

irreconcilable. Openly expressed, therefore, these two views

go far beyond the original dissension and pass into the second

schism and conflict between faith and infidelity. And although

this problem be itself an original and internal one, still it

reveals itself pre-eminently as a practical schism in actual life,

and it is as such also that it developes and manifests itself in

history.

But it is our object to make this comparison and parallel

lietween faith and infidelity, in the full practical meaning of

the words, useful and historically applicable to life. For this

purpose we must not regard infidelity as founded exclusively

on caprice, aversion, or obstinacy—consequently on ignorance,

but consider it rather as enjoying cverj’^ intellectual advantage,

and commanding all the resources of learning and science.

For a purely personal, and merely negative unbelief, without

any deep foundation, and without even an apparently scientific

confirmation, is neither very dangerous to the community, and
above all presents little if any interest to philosophy. But,

on the other hand, if faith is successfully to cope with such

an adversary, furnished with all the armour and expedients

of science, it must be able to stand the comparison with

it in this respect. It must, in short, be conceived and set

forth in its natural relation to true science, and taking its

proper place and position, must act in union and co-operation

with it.

I must here, however, premise a second preliminaij remark.

I cannot bring; myself to follow a very general opinion, and
look upon faith as a true and duly moderated medium between
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5ui>er8titioD and infidelity. On the contrary, I join supersti-

tion with infidelity, and cannot but class them together. If

by this term of superstition nothing is meant but some ex-

aggeration or other, some over-excitement of the moral and

religious feelings in individuals, then such a purely personal

case admits not of bein^ raised to a general rule, nor elevated

into an universal principle. And in any case it does not fall

within the range of philosophical speculation. For the care

of the spiritual health and healthy diet of the belienng soul,

which muws both life and love from the deep sources of faith,

belongs to a wholly diflEerent province from that of philosophy.

But by this word and notion of superstition there is often

understood a very childish error, which docs not duly separate

and distinguish the figurative language and figurative forms

of fancy from the substance of the true intrinsic meaning.

This error, which thus confounds the figumtive expression with
reality, and takes it to be something real, may justly be called

childish, inasmuch as it is universally peculiar, almost naturiil,

to the intellect of children. Now in and by itself, and simply

imdcrstood, such an intenial optical delmion results from
nothing but a psychological imiH'rfection—or a mere semblance
of intellectual nature. But when this error is carried out into

a system and applied on a large scale to the sum and essence

of faith, then, undoubtedly, it jiossesses a profounder origin

and significance. This species of superstition belongs to one
of those classes of error which J am alniut to describe. When,
for instance, anactual^ositivc error is coiliprised in and under-

stood by this name, tlien it belongs to infidelity, which, in

general, is rather a false faith than any mere absence of belief,

infidelity, in short, is an erroneous belief. And such also is

every species of superstition, and this designation of it by the

name of erroneous faith, if generally adopted, would be more
correct and accurate, or at least less liable to be misunderstood
thKfii its ordinary title.

For, to adhere to the usual term, everj^ species of infi-

delity is either a material deification of nature and a worship

of the sensible powers of life, or it is an abstract deification

of the absiluto subjective Me, and the pure reason, with its

endless iKmking and knowing. Even when it is conceived in

a purely soepti^ light as an absolute mi hmmings still even
in this case it is the understanding that is deified. Standing
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apart from, and thinking itself superior to, the weak prejudices

of other men-—in its negation feeling and fancying itself to be

instinct with genius, it is regarded and set up as the high-

est object of existence, and thereby in a certain intellectual

sense is made an idol of. Even the evil power of perverted

genius—for such we may well call it when it ventures to

contemn both law and right, and fancies itself to be raised

high above the voice of conscience and the moral duties of

docilitv and humblemindcdness as belonging to ordinary

minds—even such a pen^ertp^. genius may be made the idol

of a man who lias once tumea his back on the simple truth

and on God, and has arrogantly set himself in opposition

to both. We may, in short, without hesitation, advance it as

an invariable principle and an unerring rule, that the man
who has lost or abandoned—-not to say rejected—the idea and
belief in the one good and righteous God, has enshrined within

his breast and cherishes some more or less dangerous idol,

whether it be the subjective Me or some fearful passion, or,

it may be, some firm and well-finished system of deified reason

or nature*

The complete notion or ideal scheme of pure faith, in its

organic union, co-operation, and true relation with all higher

and with all natural or earthly science, must be conceived of

and sketched in agreement with the triple principle of the

human consciousness, accordbg to which it is divided into

spirit, soul, and sense. At lea^t it is in this way that it can
most easily be made clear, and being accurately apprehended
in its essential properties and nature, is kept distinct from
all foreign elements and adscititious matters. But infidelity,

and that doubt and absence of harmony from which it takes

its rise, as well as that error which results from it, have their

seat in the fourfold consciousness. These all owe their origin

to that disunion in which the mind was involved by the Fall,

and which manifests itself principally in the dissension wBlch
subsists between Fancy and Beason, and eventually destroys

all harmony and co-operation between the Understandings and
the Will. For this twofold schism in the human consciousness

is the source of all philosopliical error md of its various &lse

systems. And this scientific error again, so soon as it attains

to a practied utterance, and in a living form enters into or

mtermres with life, becomes infidelity.
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Originally, however, the consciousness was not thus rent bv

dissension. Iliroughout in its triple principle of sense, soul,

and spirit, prevailed one living harmonious action. Now, in

this its natural state, the soul must be regarded as the prin-

ciple of faith. And this is a point especially to be borne in

mind. It is, however, too often forgotten. And consequently

the faith, or rather (for we are not speaking at present of the

subject-matter so much as of the mental act) the belie\ing, is

in an external manner derived very incompletely and unsatis-

factorily from the divided and quadruple consciousness. For

generally the act of belie%’ing and its essence is made to con-

sist in a certain internal reserve on the part of both under-

standing and will, and a similar control of the fancy, and
oven of the reason, as well as in the recognition of these limits

and of such limitation.

We must no doubt admit that there may be very much
which the human intellect cannot fathom nor see through.

This it would by no means be difficult to prove. And still more
easy were it to show that man's will cannot always give the

law, but must often submit to and recognise a higher and more
universal authoritJ^ And as regards the fancy, every one will

bo ready—not to say forward—to make a somewhat similar ad-

mission. The faculty of imagination, sensuous and material

in its origin and in its operation, and always remaining in the

highest degree subjective, is liable to innumerable illusions, to

which we ascribe no^ value, pr rather, which we carefully

endeavour to dispel from our minds, whenever we attempt to

penetrate into the inmost essence of the highest truth which
it is the object of faith to embrace, lliat, moreover, the

reason, no less than the fancy, has its peculiaiwonc might
almost say its iimate—optical delusions, must be but too wxU
known to every one who lias made the slightest progress in

the art of logic, and advanced beyond the mere elements of a

phiTosopbical examination of this fireuli^.

All mis, however, is only of a negative nature. The mere
recognition and acknowledgment of the fact that we can and
ought to restrain our reason and reserve our judgment when-
ever a higher act of faith comes into question—or in other

words, that in such a case the absolute reason, with its logical

processes and laws of thought, is not alone qudified to decide,

out meets with limits which it is unable to surmount^-cuch
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concessions do not lead to any positive result. They do but

establish the possibility of a faith which may transcend and
is not confined within those bounds. While, however, they

lead to the inference that such a faith is thoroughly conceiv-

able, and that while it transcends the reason is nevertheless

rational, and capable of being brought into perfect unison

with the sound reason, they do not by any means establish at

once its reality. All this is rather the preparatory step to

believing, and not the true living faith itself.

A true living faith (and we arc here speaking of the func-

tion of believing, rather than of the particular details of a
positive creed,) is nothing else than the reception into the

soul of the truth given unto us by God. And inasmuch as

the soul is in its origin loving, and indeed the verj" faculty of

love, a true Imng faith cannot be thought of or exist without

this accompaniment of love, w'hich is even its distinctive

characteristic.

Jn the case, for instance, of a special form and positive rule

of faith, tlie incompetency of the reason and understanding to

pass a definitive judgment on such high and divine matters

may be acknowledged, and evon the external will may sacri-

fice its own inclinations and submit to the requirements of a

positive law. But so long as all this remains, as it were,

external to man, so long as the soul within docs not concur

therewith—a fact which may be infallibly discerned by the

want or absence of love—-then in this, case it is but a "dead

faith, even though outwardly, and in tne judgment of others,

it may pass as legitimate and orthodo.x. llien only is it a

true living faith when it is whoUy received into the entire

soul, as manifested b^ its internal fruitfulness in spiritual

thought and moral action* For it is the soul that believes—*

that same thinking and loving soul which we have already

designated the centre of the collective consciousness of mail

and of his moral life. In this state, however, the soul'lms

undergone a change ;
in this higher act of believing its cogi«

tation has become steady and uniform, and its love perfectly

pure and abidingly permanent in Ood.

But now, if in the triple consciousness the soul be the

principle of faith, then is the spirit or mind (gmi) that of

nigher sdcncc, of free thought, of a Ml and complete dis-

eemmenit and of the final and supreme act of distinguishing
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and deciding. And by this higher science I mean that which

has for its exclusive object the eternal ti-uth, and Him who is

the sum and source of all immutable verities. But thirdly,

the sensuous faculty is the principle of all lower sensible,

terrestrial, and natural knowledge. And this comprises all

human historj% and together therewith all language and art,

and eveiy branch of learning that is occupied therewith. But

besides tKe physical sciences, mathematics also belong to this

department, for these are dependent on the sensuous condi-

tions of number, weight, and measure, and consequently on

time and space, and on those material properties which fill

space, gravity, viz., and solidity.

Now there is nothing, however hidden, nothing, however
profound, into which this sensuous principle of knowledge,

which investigates all that is earthly, natural or human, and
historical, may not attempt at least to penetrate. Only the

inquiring senses must not quit their true centre. In other

words, they ought not to make a hostile attack on the centre of

the consciousness, which is even the believing soul. They
must not by breaking through it, or passing by it, attempt vio-

lently and unduly to ascend to the highest. For in such a

case, attempting to create a supreme and highest object of

their own, raising it on their own soil, and drawing its mate-

rials from their own sources, they will produce nothing but
absolutely false and mere nature-gods, or else some historical

phantoms, or idols of national recollections and patriotic

enthusiasm, such as wore enshrined in the heathen w^orsbip of

antiquity. For even, without material images and altars, such
au idolatry may Ik? revived in a scientific form, similar to what
we have witnessed, or if we will look around us, may still

witness, with our o^vu eyes. And as little can the free* spirit

of supreme knowledge look down from its own height on this

centi*c of the soul, and pay no regard either to fiuth or love.

In the depths of sensuous observation, amid all the rich trea-

siuTS of physical and historical science, it cannot move as

sovereign without being first invested with the luminous gar-

ment of pure faith and love. Otherwise it does only hasten

from one error to another to Ml from the first abyss into a
second and still deeper one.

The pure and living faith of a loving soul abiding

manently in God, is properly the centre of the human con»
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sciousiicss.—^the natural passage of life for the senses as they

ascend into the heights, and for the mind or spirit as it

penetrates into the depths. It is the connecting mean which
not only reconciles and adjusts, joins and combines the two,

but also restores them to harmonious unity.

In the preceding Lecture I considered the notion of the

truth in which the supreme science and the divine faith

coincide, and are at imison in reference to their subject-matter

—consequently, as the right notion of Him who is truth itself.

Viewing it thus from its objective side principally, I desig-

nated it the sum and source of all truth. We have now, in

the progress of our speculations, met tigain with tins notion in

its subjective aspect. It is chiefly in regard to its form that

it is at present to engage our attention. We have, in short,

to answer the question how the consciousness must organically

be formed and fashioned, and divided, but still harmonised in

all its parts, so that in thought and knowledge, in faith, love,

and science, in investigating imd in learning, it may he well-

grounded and find a stable resting-point, and be no longer

distracted by dissension and doubt.

Now the more the living faith becomes love the more does

it, through the immediate feeling and personal experience of

life, attain to the certainty of sciimce. For whatever we ex-

perience in our own selves, or whatever our own life brings

us acquainted with, whatever we arc immediately sensible of,

and feel that we also know and are ccftain of it, that at least

is a matter on which we are not likely to be led ostmy by tlu'

seeming dialectical proofs of the oi)positc, or by all sceptical

attacks, or objections to the effect that sucli an immediate
sensation and knowledge of a higher object is im]K>SBible.

Although we arc incapable of reflating them, we are never-

theless unmovfed by the doubts which are raised cv<*n against

the possibility of our ovm life and existence. We let^them

pass by and still live on in the world, until in some ’un-

tooked for inoment,4iand some unhoped for wa\% the tnio solu-

tion, and the answer to these cavils which call in question the

reaii^ o^th of man’s inner life and his personal experience,

spontaneously suggest themselves. And m the same way that

the highest science, so soon as it discerns and undet^siands its

own nature, also becomes conscious of faith, and of its own
dependence on faith, and being supported, completed^ and per«
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fected thereby, comes into immediate and living contact with

it ; so, on the other hand, the higher faith in the divine, the

more ^ivid and the more earnest it is in love, becomes a

more immediate conviction, and a science founded on the

personal experience of life.

Faith in the soul, as the centre of man's entire consciousness,

may be likened to the outsi^read canopy of the blue heavens,

according to that olden notion of it as a firmament, which

perhaps in its figurative investiture still contains much that

is strikingly true. According to this old but beautiful con-

ception, the firmament was a definite limit that divides the

heaven from the earth. Above it the free ether of light dif-

fiises itself and stretches into the wide regions of illimitable

space
;
while in the low^er sphere, enclosed by the firmament,

the wind of life [Lehenswind) now plays w’ith refreshing

motion, now descends to the earth in quickening dews or

fertilising showei*s, or drawls out of the ground and to the light

the hidden springs of life and mighty streams. Faith, there-

fore, is as it were the heavenly firmament in the consciousness

that tlivides the streams of spiritual life and of external and
internal science that are above it, from those that are under

it. If this boundary be taken away, or violently broken

through, the light and the darkness are no longer held apart,

but mingle togetlier in one confused and onierless mass. The
true light grows darker and gradually becomes extinct

;
while

the darkness begins to shine with a false glare and the

glimmering twilight of pernicious delusion. The old chaos

breaks in again ujxm the human mind, and it becomes anew
what it formerly w^as, without fonn and void.’*

When, however, the triple consciou^ess preserves its

IwautifUl order and harmony, then the spirit qis the heavenly

height above, the sensible nature as the deep below, anil

the soul as the firmament between them, are indeed divided,

but not separated or hostilely opposed to each other. On the

contraiy, the height as well as the deep, and the whole
circle of spiritual existence, are organically combined and
united together in this centre of faith in the soul. Now this

originid constitution of the mind being preserved, the furtiier

development and process of knowled^ and truth may be
remrded as the second step of internal creation, wherein the

begins to shine more and more on the mind and on
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science. The first clear insight, on the odier hand, and
internal perception that the highest science and the divine

&ith arc not essentially distinct, but are fundamentally iden*

tical, must be considered as the earliest entrance of the

spirit of truth into the heai*t of man.
Such is the right notion of faith, and of a mind wherein

faith and science arc orgiuiically united and harmoniously

concordant. But in order to afford freedom of choice between

faith and infidelity, it is necessary to contrast this living

image with the complete picture of a mind involved in doubt,

distraction, unbelief, and error. For all the motives that can

influence a decision must be furnished by a simple com-
parison of the two, which, indeed, if m^e honestly and
completely, furnishes of itself the solution of the problem.

Now I have already more than once called your attention

to the tendency to discord, and to the disposing cause&ao error

which subsist in the natural constitution of the human mind
with its four poles or members. In particular I directed

your notice to the fact that reason and fancy, such as they

now are in their present state of mutual alienation and of

hostile opposition to each oilier, cannot be regarded as

original &culties of the human consciousness. Originally

they w’cre both in unison in the thinking and loving soul

so long as living and working in faith and truth, it was on
that account coiifirmed by the divine Spirit, and preserved

by union with Him. But when it had (mce lost this centre of

unity, and, its light being obscured, it bad become a prey to

dissension, it immediately fell asxuuier into these two halves

or faculties of thought. On the one hand stood the reason—
as a mere organ of rc*flection—one, i. e?., which, in lifeless

abstraction, thinks over the objects previously presented to

it, or as a mere directive faculty of thought, without any
originative powers of its own

; while, on the other, the fancy

printed itself with a blindly productive energy in thought

and invention, as a wild, but nevcitheless living sense and
instinct of nature.

Reason and flincy, therefore—^those two fiieultics of half

truth, if it be allowable so to speak—whenever, instead of

seeking to escape from disse^on by reverting to a higb^^

centre of unity, they stand isolated, and attempt each by

itself to reign supreme, are the real source and actnal scat of
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all error. Now, one species of error to which man has been

most pron(^ ever since his soul W'as rent asunder and lost its

unity, is the subjective shape which he gives to material

phenomena. For that fancy, even when most comprehensive,

purest and best, invariably remains more or less subjective,

IS a fact which no man will cither wish or attempt to deny,

any more than that the imagination takes its beginning from

the sensuous impressions of the material world. And this

subjectivity of the fancy may, I think, be taken for granted,

even without any reference to and without discussing the

question of the possibility of demoniacal influences.

Now this subjective shaping of material phenomena forms

the foundation of all mythology ;
it is the general explanation

of all the facts of heathenism. It is of course implied in the

very principle of its explanation, that manifold and various

shapes or forms and developments me both cone#uvable and
possible^ And in actual fact, it exhibits the greatest diversity,

from the rude objects of the grossest Fetischism up to the

exquisite creations of a refined and artistic mythologj-. In

its actual manifestations, however, and in its effects on pmctical

life, the latter still retains its affinity with the former ; at least,

it rests on the same foundation of a poetical religion—^some

view of the universe embodied in a real shape—in short, the

deification of nature.

We have here taken the olden heatlienism in a verj^ simple

light, and quite genemUy as a materialism assuming a poetic

form and expression ; but one, at the same time, in which, as

soon as we pierce through its poetical investiture, we discern

many points of contact with Pantheism. When, however,
pursuing a searching historical inquiry into the heathen modes
of conception, we enter thoroughly and deeply into its details,

we meet therein with so many magical rites and usages, that

in spite of any previous inclination to the contrary, we feel

indisposed to deny the possibility of a demoniacally affbeted

imagination ha\mg in some degree influenced the character

of heathenism. ‘ And indeed, even in a philosophical point

of view, there does not exist any sufficient reason for such,

a dental. This, however, as we formerly said, is a matter

which needs not to be taken into consideration at present.

It would be a great mistake to suppose that this error of

a heathenish deification of nature is confined tc the ancient
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world, or to those great and half-civilised primeval races of

the remotest East, which, however, i*cmained, and still con-

tinue, as it were, a linng monument of an earlier epoch in

the development of humanity. In the more intellectual ages

of the world, physical science, or the philosojAy of nature,

may still be heathenish. It may be this, even wmle abstaining

rigorously from all symbolical hinguage, it comes forward in

the highest elevation of the dynamical theory, and in pure scien-

tific formularies. This may be the case even when outwardly

it appears to be highly spiritual, or at least far removed from

all the ordinary features of materialism. And it is invariably

such whenever it recognises nothing higher or superior to the

infinite vital force and its dynamical play and law, and

consequently does but deify nature. Heathenish it must ever

remain so long as it^docs no more than this. Ibis fonns,

as it were, a relapse of science into heathenism, ami here,

under a different form, fancy asserts her olden authority. For
this purpose she does but assume a geometrical shape, and
decking herself out with all the riches of science, and moving
with free dynamic action, sjicaks a thoroughly mathematical

language. 'Flie point of iniliffcrcnce, and the positive and
the negative pole of all existence, arc now, so long as such

a philoift>phy recognises nothing beyond them, the new gods

which, in those scientific fictions, whereof our own age has

been profuse enough, may receive a shifting rank and honour

but still hold a similar position therein to that of Jupiter and
Venus, or Mai-.s and Apollo, in the ancient mythologies.

When, however, in ejiochs pre-eminently devoted to science,

and [>osscsscd of a true or false .scientific enlightenment, we
look to the whole age, and its general tone, this philosophical

error of on excluvsivc materialism, and of a scientific deification

of nature, docs not appear to be the most universally pre-

valent. It occurs rather as an episode and an exception, and
in a certain limited degree, as &n opposition to another error,

which, as it is received far more generally, so it exercises a

still more despotic authority over the minds of men. I mean
rationalism ; tins is properly the new heathenism of scientific

times. Here in the infinity of dialectics, and tbe endless

dialectical disputes of an abstract and emp^ thinking, as well

as in the false semblance of a h^ical necessity which prevails

m these logical disputations, lies the source of the second
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leading error of philosophy. All en'oneous systems, whether

of philosophy or religion, lie somewhere between these two
extremes of false thought. Every species of theoretical or

practical unbelief or erring faith, or even of a scientific super-

stition, either approximates on the one hand to naturalism,

whether under the garb of a poetical symbolism, or the

scientific form of a dynamical theory, or on the other, to the

absolutism of tlie reason, with its dead formularies. Every

religious and every philosophical error is either a subordinate

or a distorted species of one or the other—or it may be a

mixture—a mean compounded of both. Manifold, however, or

rather innumerable, are the several changes and combinations

into M^hich these two elements of infidelity and an ening
faith, may and indeed actually do enter.

These tlu^n aie tlie two principal ele|nents out of which all

the other forms of error arc produced. Keason, therefore,

and fancy must be looked upon as their true roots^and sources

in the human consciousness. They spring either from the

scientific productive faculty of imagination, as the unpui*ified

sense of nature before the Spirit of God has moved on the

face of th(‘se watius of infinite life, or from the more subjec-

tive reason, M'hieh in its pursuit of tlie absolute, thinks only

and knows only its own Me. It is on this soil also that

philosophical error first a.Nsmnes a systiunatic shape and de-

velopment.

Our meaning will [irrhajw be nuuh' ekar by an illu.stration

from the healing art. Goufining oursWves to the simple facts,

we might say eorreetly enough, fever and gout, as two leading

forms of human disease, have their seats either in the oipins
and eirculution of the blood, or in the sysli^m of the bones and
muscles. Still it would not be inconsistent with .such a state-

ment to believe that the primary occasion or cause of both

evils has a deeper and more hidden origin in some higher

organ of life within the human frame, and in some derange-

ment or disturbance of its functions. In their outwanl efleets,

however, and manifestation, those two diseases respectively

upon these two spheres of bodily organi.sution, and liere

spend themselves. And the same is true of those two in-

tellectual diseases, rationalism and the absolute system of

nature, as regards the reason and fancy. The latter are their

principal seats, they form the domain wherein all the false

a
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pro<luotions of erring systems are engendered and spring up,

or in other words, the spot where th(' paroxysm of their in-

ternal enmity and strife comes to a complete outbreak. Ot
course wo do not mean that these two diseases always present

themselves simply and purely. In the morbid sDite of the in-

tellect, as well as in the similar case of organic affection, there

are numerous complications of disease which require a care-

ful and accurate treatment. The first cause of all intellectual

disease, of scientific error, or systematic infidelity, or generally

of every species of a false faith, may lie still deeper, or must
be traced still higher to some more remote and hidden cause.

And in truth the primary origin of all human error is to be

found in the alienation of the mind or spirit from God and

His et(Tnal light, and in its inevitable consequences—the ob-

scuration of the soul, and the blinding, and the aberration

and disorder of the senses—and especially of the liigher

scientific sense for truth. And in order that the senses may
be gradually restored to their true state* and order and re-

opened, and’ in order that the sonl also illuminated anew, the

spirit must recover its true lumino\is centre in God. When
this is once done, the whole of man s cognitive faculty will

be restored to its original sUitc.

But in the outward manifestations of consciousness, as it

is now entangled in and limit<‘d by the material, or sensible

world, or practical life, the absolute reason, and a fancy totally

merged in and engrossed by nature, form tin* two poles of

philosophical error. Ift all the systems hitln i1o so frecpiently

alluded to, these two are e.writially the only sources of delu-

sion, although of course innumerabh? int(*rmediate tints or

chemiccil combinations of both an* ])ossil)h\ Tin? under-

standing and the will—that is, a faulty sophist ieal intellect,

and a faulty unconditional or absolute volition—f]f) no dmibt

essentially co-ojx'ratc in the formation and completion of both

these erroneous systems of science. I'lu're are besides (H*rlaia

passionate and personal eiTors arnl prejudiees of the under-

standing no les.s than of the will. These, however, in their

immediate effects are pmctical, and confined to ac tual life.

At least, taken by themselves and without the eo-opcTotion

of fancy ami reason, they M'ill never be able* to cre ate a scieU'

tific system.

In order, however, more precisely to indicate the extend
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to which the understanding and will co-operate in the i)ro-

ductioii of philosophical error, it is necessary to repeat my
previous remarks, and also to add some more precise determi-

nations with respect to the fonn of aberration peculiar to,

and as it were inborn in each of these faculties. As con-

cerns the will, we jdaced its proneness to err in its uncon-

ditional or absolute volition, which manifests itself in life as

a destructive or disturbing force, where, however, its effects

are variable, being jiroportionate to the wider or narrower

sphere of action. In all alike, howT»ver, this principle of abso-

lute willing retains its true character. It shows itself, first

of all, in the obstinacy of the child, where it forms the

greatest obstacle that education has to contend against. Its

action is, no doubt, but very w’cak here: still this apparently

insignificant phenomenon serves to prove—and for this purjiosc

we referred to it—that the fault has its root, and is, as it

w'cre. inborn in the very nature of man. and in the present

constitution of his mind. As for the second degree, since

the evil runs through all the various stages of human life, and
assumes manifold shajics, we are. therefore, at no loss for

examples. Whether we take our instance from the obstinacy

of the founder of a sect passionately adhering to and main-
taining the opinions he has once adoj)ted, or that of the leader

of some dangerous political party: in either cast*, the conse-

quences of thivS pernicious principle w ill appc iu* to be, in the

highest degree*, oxh’nvive and awful. Ihit lastly, it shows
itself in its full and most fi'igljtfnl energy in the reckless and
unsparing lust of conquest, and in the unsatiable thirst of

absolute dominion which stimulates the conquering dt‘spot.

The second of the two simiK s, however, as it is most imme-
diately connected with, so it throws most light upon the

problem before us, the explanation, viz., of intellectual error.

For science, too, has its sects, and even into the calm regions

of philosophy (for such it surely ought to be, as professing to

be the satisfaction of our inmost longing after a knowdedge of

ourselves and of nature in truth and in God), the violent

spirit of party finds too often an entrance. In tlie spirit of

system, and in the jirejudiees of a view or opinion once

adopted, the absolute and resolved will, wdiich originally is

rather a fault of character than an error of the understanding,

nevertlieless co-operates essentially to the establisliment of ft

4*2
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philosophical error, at least from its formal side. When,
however, as, under the influence of the spirit of system, is

easily, and indeed genenilly done by the founders of scientific

sects, the absolute is itsell' adopted as the immediate object,

then it is the pm'suit of this idea of the unconditional that

carries each of these two general forms of error to the Ijighest

pitch of extravagance. Applied to nature and any jwsitive

view and particular system thereof, it gives to it a (duiraeter

of exclusiveness and definiteness, by which, separated from

all that is higher and properly divine, and made to rest

entirely in itself, it is carried away to the pantheistic s(df-

sufficiency and deification of a false unity. (Combined with

the egoistic or subjective rcfison, this pursuit of the absolute

and the idea thereof creates the idealistic delusion, or, at U^ast,

readily gives rise to it, and this is the first step, or, at any

rate, the usual introduction, to seientifie atheism.

As to the understanding,—in one of the (‘arliest of these

Lectures, we mentioned abstract thought as its j)eeuliar

form of error. It is unquestionable that th(' undt*rstanding

may lose itself in mere abstract and dead thinking, so as amid
its mass of purely abstmct conce)>tions to forgtd t iitirely all

truly pregnant and vital cogitation. Sucdi an understanding,

there can be no doubt, must either be defective »»• -.s organi-

sation, or imperfectly and falsely dcveloj>ed
; ana it goes on

deceiving itself and propagating error among others, t’or-

rectly speaking, how’over, this abstniet tliinking do<*s not

iKdong to the understanding so much as to the reason, whi(*h

is even the faculty of abstraction. And indi t'd, a[>art from

its great and manifold abuses, the latter, in its right place

and within its a-ssigned limits, forms nothing less than a
natural requirement and an essential function of the human
mind. As for the understanding, it is based on intcdlection

;

cons€*qnently it supposes that in thi.s intellectual act tlie object

Is vindly seen through and thoroughly penedraU^d by the

mind. And this object may be either an (*xtcrnal one, taken

from nature or actual life, or internal—a mere thought or

conception, and the word or name d(-‘signating it. In tlie

latter case*, the mental act of penetration is directed to ascer-

taining the true and original sense of an idea, cir the import

of the notion, or of the tenu by which it is designat<?d. An
understanding which has lost itself amongst abstract idea5.
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must in siu-h purely abstract thinking become eventually

entirely extinct. Wholly, however, without life and spirit,

the understanding, according to its peculiar character, can

nev(‘r l>c
; it is therefore its total absence, oi a veiy defective

condition of it, rather than its death, that is marked out and
indicated by such a state.

But if we wish to determine the pirticular fault or error

that is peculiar to any one faculty of the human conscious-

ness, it is evidemt that we must not seek for it in any defec-

tive state or imperfect development : but on the contrar5% in

the highest and fullest energy. But now an extremely inge-

nious, clear, and vivid intellect, may be combined wuth what
I have lately termed an evil genius—the false power of gemius.

In such a combination, we have the tnie state of a perverted

understiiiuling, or of that aberration which is peculiar to it,

and for which the term of a sophistical intellect seems the

tersest and most appropriate designation. And this sophistical

understanding is ever the working organ and instrument for

the building and constnietion of all false systems, and to

which sooner or later the latter arc all obliged to have
recourse.

Witli regard, tluui, to the eo-op<'ration of the sophistical

understanding in the formation of jdiilosophieal ciTur, and its

share and inllu(MU‘e on the spirit and the matter of any
system of untnith, it furnishes an oj)position to the idealistic

confusion which the absolute wall produces by its predominant
idea of the uneonditiftnal. Here we have i^ither a predomi-
nating t(‘ndeney to a realistic view of the world, according to

the principle it adopts of the universiil insignificance of all

things, not nu'rely i]i n'forenee to nu)rals or practical life, jmd
in the domain of history, but also in nature and the whole
creation. Ami with this view is associated a sceptical eon.
tempt for all who dare t.) think otlierwisc—all ordinary minds
who cannot rise to the height where the eonsoiousness of

knowing ami believing nothing sits enthroneii. This ten-

dency. tlu'refore. and this error of the sophistical nuderstand-
ing, is most iniim'diat<*ly related to and associated with the
dialectical confusion of the reason with itR endless disputations.

But as the absolute volition and pursuit of the unconditional
cannot well be thought of entirely apart from a certain per-
version o6 the iutclleetual powers, so the operation of the
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sophistical understanding is impossible, without a cerhiin

admixture of an evil will and an intentional determination to

oppose the truth.

But not^vithstanding this intrinsic comiexion between these

two intellectual faults, yet in their outward manifestation,

and in actual life, they often stand wide apart from each
other. The true notion of a sophistical intellect will perhaps
be best illustrated in a few words by recalling to your recol-

lection the most celebrated French writer of the eighteenth

century, who exercised so great an influence not only on the

minds of his countrymen, blit on the whole spirit of the age."*^

[f, again, it were necessary to employ instances in order to

give you a clear idea of the philosophical pursuit of the abso-

lute, examples enough might be found among the German
'jchools and philosophers of recent times. But to revert to

the sopliistical intellect
;
rarely has it been, and rarely will it

be. found manifesting itself in such fulness as it diil in this

anti-Christian and worldly writer, >vho indeed worshipped
the age which worshipp(Ml him, but mocked and scoffed at all

besides.

Now as to the.se two opposite sysU^ms of error and unbelief

—rationalism, viz., and a false idolatrous system of nature-
in their inmost essence they are both equally false and ]>er-

nicious. In this respect there is nothing to choose b( tweeu
them; they are alike utterly abominabh^ Kven in the judg-
ment of theology, pantheism, as the one extreme of error on
the side of nature*, can scarcely appeariess false and abomi-
nable than athei.sm as the other idealistic extreme. Both must
he placed on the same line ; for tlie one no less than the other

is a full and perfect nffnsal to recognise the one Kternal Tnith
and the Living God.

Looking, however, to their ext(‘mal manifestation and
effects—a philosophy of nature which cloaks its thoroughly
heathenish sentiments beneath the bright and seductive attrac-

tion of lieautiful and highly-finished form, may jM^rhaps appear
more dangerous and more peniicioua than rationalism, espe-

cially when in the comparison the latter aj)pears under its

•nore moderate, pliant, and skilfully modified phases.

But it is not so much in and by themselves, and geneniJlj%

Voltaire.
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that we hav(^ here to consider tliese two kinds of error. In

Rueh 11 case tlie sentence we must pass upon them would be,

tliat thiw are ecpially fatal and pernicious. At present we
an^ rather concerned with them in their reference to our own

and to that strup:^le which it has to tinderp^o with them.

Ill tliis respect I cannot hesitate decidedly to pronoimce

rationalism the prreater and the more dangerous error of the

tw o. For not only has it struck its root more deeply in the

spirit of the age, and is far more widely diffused, but it is far

more supple. I’arasitieally it engrafts itself on the truth and

its various systems, to prey ujion them the more successfully.

It is ever ready to make concessions to and to capitulate with

its adversary, in order to triumph over it the more completcdy

in the end. And when it seems driven altogether from the

field, it still liolds its ground beneath some new' disguise. In

short, it is scarcely ])ossible to determine the point, if indeed

\t is ever reached, where it can be safely said that the evil i.s

oomidetely and for ever eradicated. It is only life itself—the

higher spiritual life, that is—and the true philosophy w’hieh

traces and n stores it in th(' mind's triple faculties of know'-

lodg<\ that can extricate us from this dilemma of conflicting

errors, and jirovide tlu* clue which shall guide us out of the

diah'ctical mazes of tiu* n ason. On the other hand, a fiilse

philosophy of nature—and such is every system that stands in

hostile opposition to religion, or attempts to usurp its place—
which is eoneeived in a merely emjurieal spirit, will never
prove very dangiTous.* After a brit f and limited influence, it

wdll soon fall into iu‘glect and oblivion, ^^^1en. however, it

is the result of a lofly and inlelleetual effort—when a tnily

great and comjuchensive spirit nu»v<‘8 within it—then wdll it

soon l)ecome conscious of those limits, and feeling its own
false jiosition, it will, itc long, find the passage to the divine

which is beyond and above it. But it is not ea.sy for a philo-

sophy of natun' to be or at least long to remain strictly and
absolutely confined to its own limits of system, even because

of the continual advance of this science of life. And ns soon
as it recognises its true place as second and subordinate to a

divine philosoidiy, then does it immediately cease to be a

false faith. It is forthwith n'coneiled to the truth, or at leas^

is already far on the road towards a complete reeoneilmtion

wdth it. This milder judgment, however, cannot in justice be
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extended to that pantheistic science in which natvire is as

decidedly and absolutely deified as in any of the old systems of

heathenism.

We have now completed our comparison of faith and
infidelity, and sketched the picture both of man’s mind and
of his science, to and from which they respectively belonj^ or
issue. We, therefore, leave it free to the jud^nent of every
thoughtful mind that reflects upon itself and the nature of

things, and loves and desires the truth, to choose and decide

between them, lliis comparison is ever the proper problem
of philosophy ; and even if the sketch and delineation of these

two stat('s of the human con.sciousness Imn from the limits to

whicli we are confined, not perfectly comj)h*te, still we may
regard tliis ])roblem as satisfactorily solved. The struggle,

however, betw(‘en belitT and unbelief is still to go on in the

world and time, but the victory of truth is reserved to higher
powers and forces than man’s.

As to the nature and conditions of that intellectual conflict

and its several moments, a fi‘w remarks must b<‘ adtled, on it.s

relation to, and bearings on philosophy. First of all, I

think the pr<*vious rcmjirks must luave tended to throw light

on a phenomenon which otherwise is remarkable and sfiirtling

enough. 'Fhe good cause, ('veu when advocated by ineu of

the best intentions and tin' pun'st Z(‘al for truth, with the

greatest acuteness and a thorough knowledge of the triitli and
its essential principles, iieveiihelcss is but litth' su(*cessful.

At the very best, it muko.s an c'xtremefv ‘^low progress, while
evil cn*or advances with the fearful rapidity of contagion. 7o
account for this singular fact it is not sufficient to a[)pcal to

the persuasive rhetoric^ which the latter has at its command,
or to any superior power of intellect in its advocates. ITic

cause lies rather in the miasmas of spiritual pestilence which
arc spread throughout, and arc suspended in the moral
atmosphere.

We should err greatly were we to suppose that the eatise

cf truth, and of the nTubition of <'rror, could a.s easily l>e dis-

posed of as any ci\fil process before a judicial trilnmal. IltTC,

to carry the day, it i.s enough coraplet(*ly to ndutc the pre-

tensions of one’s adversarj', and to set forth one’s own claim
in a clear and irrefragable chain of Icgjil proof. Hut, in the

matter of philoM>phy and the higher truth, how little is gained
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by the refutation, be it never so complete, of one written

system of error, when, in the meanwhile, two or three more

spring up and call for refutation no less than the first. The
straight road, therefore, of a calm, simple, and, at the same

time, luminous and complete exposition of the highest system

of knowledge seems, to my mind, a far more appropriate

means for the tstablisliment and difFusIon of the truth than

the indirect course of refuting any false or erroneous system

that may reign in a particular age and throughout tlie whole

world. For, in the latter course, if the controversy be at all

searching and complete, it is necessary to enter into all its

tortaous windings, at the risk of being lost and entangled in

them. And even in the most favourable cast*, where the

refutation is complete, nothing is ultimately gained by it but

a mere negative—the cstablisliing tlic untruth of the refuted

system, together with the proofs of that negative.

It would be most erroneous to suppose that this controversy

is either entirely or in tin' main directed against books and
leaves, propositions and word. . It looks rather to the soul

and sjiirit, and srt*ks to drive away, to remove, and banisli

from them, and uttiudy to extirpate, all the deadly seeds of

error and falsehood, r<‘])laeing them by truth in all its fulness

and t'nergy, so as to win the minds and souls of men to its

beneficent rule.

This, how(‘ver, is only possible by an individual process

and a personal intiuclmnge of id<*as. For error and the resto-

ration of triitli assume*a thousjind different shapi's, aeeording

to the different tc mpt'raimmts of individuals, or to the different

periods of bfe in eaeh. If, therefore, it be the wish or duty
of j)hilosophy to make tliis its principal aim, it is only in the

form of dialogiu* that it can successfully accomplish the task,

by suiting its('lf and closely conforming to the pei'sonal cha-

racter of individ\ials. In this sense, and on this account,

Plato, and the other diseij)lcs of Socrates, in their controversy

with the Sophists, invariably employed the dialogical stjle,

and chose this form for the exposition of their philosophical

views. But even the written dialogue cannot do more than

exhibit, as it wtue, a vertical section of the whole infinite

variety of individual views, convictions, and characters. And
what thereu|)on is to be done in order to set them fix'e and
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emancipate them from error, and to win them for, and to fih

them with, the truth?

Tlie inner sense for the truth and the spiritual eye must bo

opened, and the spirit of man must be led back and restored

to its lost centre. But the soul must be won and attracted,

totally converted and endued with new life. But is this pos-

sible without some hi<(her and divine power? Can it be

accomplished by man’s ordinary art of disputation, even

thou^xh it be perhajis sufficient for the ordinary tninsactions of

a civil tribunal; or by a logical tniin of proofs, or by the

skilful t('rnis of a well managed dialoji^ue, in the absence of

all profouinler power to move an<l actuate the soul?

And such a higher powtT and effectual word of truth does

exist. In the language of Scripture it is called the Sword of

tlie Spirit, which pierces to the v(Ty marrow and divides

asunder the soul and the s})irit. A deep meaning is involv(‘d

in this expression of the dividing asunder of soul and spirit,

and the very greatest of all the soul’s pains is most appro-

priately indicated thereby. In death the immortal soul is

separated and d('])arts from the body; but soul and spirit still

continue together in imlissoluble union. Tlu^se words, tluai,

allude to some other and more violent separation. And it is

one. moreover, which is indispensable to the triumph of truth

in thiii stmggle for life and death. For wlum error goes to

the inmost depths, and reaches to the V(‘ry centri? of life*, both

spirit and soul grow and adhere togi ther, and the delusion

cannot otherwise be dispelled than by»the violent separation

of the two. And thu.s the light smhkudy shiiu‘S ujKm the

spirit to show it the abyss on whost* l)rink it sUuid.s, while

the .soul is simultaneously set fret? from all the chains which
bind it to its false life, and is thereby cornpI(*t(‘ly changtul and
converted. In this way is the triumph of truth over error and
infidelity effected. Only wc must remember that the Sword of

the Spirit, “which pierot's even to the dividing asunder of

fiotd and spirit, and of the joints and marrow,*’ needs not

always to be properly a spoken or a wrilttm “ word.” In some
deeply moving catastroplie of a man's life it makes a distinct

and speaking manifestation of itself, working in him a total

change of his feelings and sentiments. But the Spirit’s flaming

swora of judgment may be turned not only upon individuals;
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but also upon whole nations and ages, to divert them from

error and unbelief, and to lead them back to truth. Lastly,

it may also be directed towards the whole world and the whole

human race ; and to this interesting topic, which in so many
ways is brought so immediately home to the present era of

the world, we shall in the course of the following Lectures

have occasion to recui

FN»> i.tA rri;i: \.
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LECTURE X..

OP IHE RELATION OF TRUTH AND SCIENCE TO LIFE,
AND OF MIND IN ITS APPLICATION TO REALITY.

The union of jirofoiind knowlodgo with divine faith, and the

recognition and perception of their unity, is the mind's first

.step within the domain of truth and of the consciousness of it

;

or rather the first step in that gradation by whieli the mind
and consciousness advance towards verity; and it is even the

fundamental principle of truth itself that constitutes tliis

beginning. The judgment which discriminates and decides

between a simple universal beiiel' in God, and the conm'xion

of such a faith with all natural and sublimely tnie jdiilosophy

on the one hand, and unbelief, false «/..ei*ce, and the various

systems of error on tne orner, forms tne st'cond ttu’in or step

in the gradual progress of truth and the spirit of truth in the

human consciousness, whether of individuals, or of the whole
human race, or of any particular period of its devcdopimuit.

These two subjects have already occupied our att<*ntion in the

two preceding Lc.ctures. The third
»
point which the mind

must attain to a.s the spirit of tnith is more fully expanded,

lK)th in the consciousness and in science, is the jirofit^ible

application thiTCof to actual life, or its real manifestation, and
the practical carrying out of its principles. For it is by this

alone that the divine and fundamental principle of truth, and
that important faculty of judgment which separates and dis-

tinguishes truth and true .science from ignorance and error,

arc realised, and attain to their full (aid and perfection. 'I'Tie

consideration of this subject will form the subject of the pre-

sent and all the following Lectures.

Before, however, 1 upon this new topic, or attempt to

solve £hi« third probh’m of the actual application of scicnice

to life and of its pnifitablc combination therewith, I would

wish to arid here a few historical remarks on the subject-mat*
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ter of our last discussions, which, while they serve to complete

and to illustrate it, will at the same time furnish a natural

and easy transition to our present sjieculations. 'Jlie struggle

and the alternate triumph of beliefand unbelief, as they gained

in turn the ascendancy over the minds of men and gave the

dominant tone to different ages, or rather the contest of truth

and true science with the different systems of error in the

several periods of the development of mankind and of the

histoiy of the human intellect, is at all times a subject of the

highest interest for philosophical observation. In historical

applications like the ])resent, it invariably proves pre-eminently

useful and instructive. I shall, however, confine myself to

a few examples, and select such as are most immediately con-

nected with our subject, or seem likely to lead to the most
important residts.

From the whole history of the ancient world I shall adduce
but two illustrations : first of all, the t>vofold mental or spiritual

state of the primeval times ; and secondly, the highest reach of

thouglit and knowledge which Greece attained in her most
enlightened days, which are marked at once with the signs of

iii*st maturity and of ejirliest decline. From both these in-

stances it will be my object to prove that ti*uth invariably

prevails in th(i beginning, and that it is always and every,

where prior to and antecedent to error.

From the annals of modern history I shall in like manner
bring before you only# a few particularly fruitful instances.

From such periods of the world's historj’ I propose to show
that the problem of science, in its r(*ference to life and its profit-

able application, admits not of any pure and com])lete solu-

tion ; or that often after an opening of promise it sudAi'nly

takes a wrong direction, and so misses its true aim, and con-

sequently the problem of the age remains unsolved. This

examination of the actual relation subsisting between science

and life as it has been or still is histori<*aUy exhibited in

this or that particular epoch, together with tlie difficulties

and the questions which it suggests, will serve as an intro-

duction to our entire tliemc. For this is nothing less than the

satisfactory exposition and correct tlieory of the apidication

of true science to life, and of their profitable combination.

First of all, let us cast our ghmee back to the infancy of

the human race. In tliese primeval times, we everywhere
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meet with legends and traditions of itian s divine origin,

mixed up and interwoven with the fables and symbols of

heathenism. Now Ave are accustomed to rei^ard heathenism,

or the relij2^ion of the Gentiles, as universally and witliout ex-

ception false and idolatrous, or at least absurd and fabulous.

But is this consistent with the natural course of llnn^s:—is

it not probable, or rather necessary, tliat in its be^inniim; at

least this chaotic medley of symbols and le^tuuls must Vuive

had for its foundation some very simple form of error, if we
must suppose that it was always and even irom the very first

nothing but enor ?

No doubt the heathenism of the first ra(‘es, so far as w(* can

trace it, and the early legends and rites of the oldest times

that we are acquainted with them, appears to l)o alri‘ady in-

volved in a peri)lcxing confusion of strangest fancies. Notliing

better arc Aey than a chaos of symbolical imagt‘s of nature,

mingled and interwovei with sonu' vague ami shadowy
outlines of truly spiritiKil ideas and thouglitful notes of a

higher strain, and also with ambiguous and enigmatical legends

of historical tradition. The whole rm dU^y, moreover, differ-

ently developed according to the pe<'uliar \aneties of national

character or the hereditary feeling of tribt,* and family, assumes

a particular hue from the local colourings of tlu‘sc‘ difK n iit

spheres of life; or, moreover, as is not unfre(|uently the (*ase,

is remoulded and cast into new combinations !>y t)je ar])itrary

caprices of the poetic fancy. Who^ can hope to find tin*

simple clue of such a maze or who will gl\e u.s the threads

of Ariadne to guide us (mt of its intricacies r

It is true, generally speaking, that oe/ hi.Ntori(‘al knowledge
and j;esearc}i do not reach very far bac) . 1 he Flood, to which
the traditions of all people remoutit, and which all telluric

sciences, whether geography, or natural hi»torv, or geology, or

whatever oilier name they may hear, directly c>r indirectly

confirm, forms an impassable gulf bet\Ma’n tin? modern and
later family of man, and that first and gigantic race of tlie

antediluAdan Avorld. And yet careful criticism and historical

iiive.stigatiou arc still able to dislinguish in the (diaotic (!oh-

geries of different mythologies the .several .strata ami epwlis,

and can separate the primary rock of tlu; earlier natural legend

from the later mythical formalion.s. But even this primary nick

itself, amid thelegciids ofprinu*val times—this first, and oldest,
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and simplest basis of heathenism, is itself but a fusion and

the debris of some earlier and precedent convulsion. But now
all legends, every mytholog)% and universal traxlition, agree in

this one point. They concur in deriving tlie origin of man
from God, and assert that the first man, who, while he pro-

ceeded immediately from God, w^as also the first-lmrn son of

earth, in which he was placed, because it was of a nature

nearest akin to his and ours. Now this same first man, as

proceeding and taking his beginning fioin God, could not well

be without some knowledge of Him. The concurrent tradition

of all nations leads us to the idea of man's possessing know-
ledge, and in truth an immediate and intuitive knowledge of

God in and out of nature, and indeed primarily and j>rincipally

from this source*, and on the otlier hand also of his having an
immediate and Intuitive knowledge of nal\ire in God. And
this exactly is the old and true Gentilism of the holy patriarclis

of the primeval world, ifby this term we understand tlie original

religion of nature*, among the i‘arliest families, and the pious

patriandis of tlie human race, as it is descrii>ed in the language

juid after tin* analogy of Holy Writ/*' and also in the ancient

ti aditions Miileh have grown out of and attached llieniselves to

it. Now, according to tlu* simple progression of truth, which is

also that of God, and of the knowledge of Him. this re\elation

of nature was tlie tirst and earliest that was imjiarted to man
upon earth, and must be can*fully di>ting\nshed from that later

or second rev('Iation of^Gud, which is both of a positive nature

and is contained in a written law\ or writ ten word and book ot'

the law. And in the written revelation this di.stinetion is most
carefully observed throughout. The divine law, which although
not written on brazen tabU'ts, nnquestionably existed in tlu se

primeval ages of a natural revelation, wdneli wars reaii and in-

tuitlvely understood in nature herself, or immediately in the

lu'urts and minds of m(*n, was far simpler, and conseijnenlly

also easier and less burthensoiiie, than the later law of tlu*

iiiccond revelation, which was designed for the moral reg<. iu‘-

ration of a (h*gcnerate people, and for tilting them to be a

witness of the truth to other nations of the world still more

In the book of Job we li.oe a pietun'of thi^ earlier and pun*r religion

of nature, as jm>fesiicd by tins lduma;an Gentile, while, in his vindication

of himReif, wo read a U'stiinony to the existeinx*. of the begirmiugs i'>f

uiolalry in the worship of the host of Heaven, xxii. 5,-—TVatw.
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degraded and benighted than themselves. And in the same
way this second revelation was less stringent and less exalted

in its scope than the last law of later times, proimilgaU'd in

the thii’d age of the world to all nations and kindreds of the

earth. For the latter was not desigiu'd for the first hap])y

period of the infancy of mankind, but for his last difficult, but

decisive struggle, wdiich is to end in the peilect triuinj)h of

good, and in man's total emancipation from the hostile and
oppressive yoke of original evil. For the wise and omniscicmt

Father of all, has given to ever)* age of man s history a peculiar

and appropriate law. For the infancy of the race, He pub-

lished an easy rule of life—^j>ermitting the full ex])ansion and
the blooming development of all his vital energit^s

;
but one of

sterner preparation, ofpromise and ofexpectation, for his youth.

For his maturity, lastly, He has set forth a law of determined
Struggle with evil, and of a predominant love of the invisible,

and even of perf<?etion. And conse(picntly a new application

of the same law, and a new strengthening for the same conflict,

is to be looked for in the last times of the final consummation.
But not only was the divine natural law, as promulgated to man
in the ejirliest ages, far rlifFerent from that of later times, and the

subsequent stages of a further development of r(‘Voalt‘d know-
ledge. This immediate revelation, and intuitive knowhdgo of

nature, was likewise very dissimilar to the artitieially (‘lahoratt^

and complicated sy.stems of phy.sical science. J^'or these liave

principally to trace out and to r(‘veit to the original source of

life, and of the full truth of natun?, although even on this right

road of return we arc not always ncan'st to the end, even
when we seem to have made the gn^atest advaiu'c in that

direction. But a.s the first man rccognis(»d Hod in nature,

and not merely understood, hut immediati ly perceivc^d, and,
as it were, saw, tliat He was there, therefore natun* also was,
in a certain mea,sure, traasparent in his eye in (iod. And
although his know ledge of nature was in the Inghest degree
simple, still (lid it even on that account penetrate more deeply
into its inmost secrets. It was rtmchrtsl thereby more
thoroughly vital and endued with power. One might almost
call it a natural force within him, similar to ami akin to those

without him. For gem*rally in tho.se early ages of the world,

man poswvssed many higher energies and living j)owers in and
over nature, w hich subsequently were entirely withdrawn from
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him, or which in later times, as wonderful phenomena, formed

singular exceptions to man’s ordinary endowments.

We are perhaps only too much disposed to imagine that

the ancient race before the Flood resembled in everj' particular

a later and even the present generation. Our conceptions of

it, as regards both its virtues and its vices, are in nowise

great and wonderful enough. In the first place, it is highly

probable that the atmosphere of the globe was at that period

totally different fi‘oni what it is in the present day, and that

consequently both the food and manner of li\4ng in those days

were also dissimilar from our o>vn. If any reliance is to be

placed on the best and oldest historical testimonies on these

points, we can scarcely doubt that the primeval race—at least

the generations immediately preceding the Deluge—were of

gigantic sbiture, and that their mental powers and faculties

were on a correspondent scale of magnitude. In perfect con-

fonuity with these other proportions, the Scripture also

jvssigns to tho.se antediluvian races a dui'ation of existence,

which, as compared with our own standanl of the average life

:)f man, is equally gigantic. And so little of antectKlent

improbability is there in this stateunent, that to get rid of it

commentators have been foreed to have recourse to the most
farfetched and arbitrary, and, in fact, most untenable and
gi’oundless hypotheses.

Now, it is manifest that such corporeal advantages and
length of life wliieh th<" first patriarchs of the human race

(‘iijoyed, must have been highly favourable to the develop-

ment of their intellectual gifts and immediate intuition, as

founded on a living natiu'al faith, so long as tliey were rightly

used arul directed towards God, as their proper oliject. And in

the same way their tendeney to fearful corruption, under an
impioiw and sinful emjilc yment of their great mental endow-
ments, must be equally evident. At the same time we must
confess our inadequacy to form a conception of the height to

which they attained in either state wliieh would ho in any
way proportionate to the truth. It is, however, an invariable

principle of development, coufinned by the observation of

nalure, and a careful induction of historical facts, tliat all that

is greatest and noblest, if it once berins to degeneitite and
corrupt, reaches in its corruption and degeneracy the worst
and most fearful extremes. And so it appears u> have been
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with this j^igautic and gigantically endowed race of the ante-

diluvial! world.

In modern times, a great German philosopher, who nou-

rished towards the close of the seventeenth century, and wan

no less famous for his historical learning than for his mathe-

matical discoveries, made the memorable remark, that the

last sect in the whole development of Christian revelation,

and towards the close of modem history—the laist sect, and

iilso the most ])revalent and most fearful, would be that

of atheism, lliis dictum, at the time at which it was

pronounced, which was somewhere al)out the transition

from the anxiety and oppression of the seventeenth century

to the enlightenment and self-complacency of the eighteenth,

must have appeared a perfect paradox. But now that its

fulfilment seems, both to our eyes and understanding, so close

at hand, we recognise with amazement, not to say with a

slight feeling of horror, its deep oracular truth.

Now, as the beginning and the end often bear a wonderful

resemblance to each otlier, it is not improbable that tlie first

sect wa.s of the same kind and nature as it has l)cen inedichMl

that th(j final heresy will he, A mere dead unbelief and purely

negative atheism, it is tnie, can as little have prevailed in

those times as a symbolically d<*gradcd and an immorally

materialising heathenism. b"or it was only after the higlier

magical powers were withdrawn from man, that the fiuicy

became in this sense, and to such an c.xtreme degree, sym-
bolical and figurative. Or, perhaps, we may more correctly

say, that of all high endowments now lost for ever, a piuTly

figurative fancy wjis all that remained ; whenmpon, in oppo-
sition to it the other erroneous extreme of abstract tliought,

gnidually attained to a greater and an undue development.

And we may with good reason assume, that with this fearful

cataatrophe the very consciousness of man was essentially

altered and changed. Of the wild and lawless state of the

generations before the Flood, w^e cannot, perhaps, form a juster

conception than by regarding it as an open rebellion and
organised revolt of man Against his Maker and benefactor, a

complete and visible supremacy of th<» cwil principle and the

wicked spirits on earth, and an intimate union lK*twoen man
and the devil. It must have resembled the description whiiih

we meet with in some old books of the future reign of anti-
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Christ. Such a state of things may justly bo denominated

atheism. But however this may be, and wliatevor conceptiou

we may form, mid whatever historical shape we may give to

particulars in this domain, (where, after all, we cannot get

beyond conjecture and presumptions, or, it may be, hypo-

thetical history, based on probabilities,) one general point is

incontestable. Truly noble, in those primeval times of a pure

natural faith, must have been the intellectual powers and de-

velopment of the first ancestors of the world and these great

progenitors of the human race, and fearful, in the same degree,

must have been the fall and coiTuption %vhich followed the

abuse of those high privileges. For man’s mental powers, still

subsisting in the plenitude of their productive energy, and his

.ordship over nature being imdisturbed, his corruption must
have generated the wildest and most monstrous excesses.

Consequently, amidst the universal reign of evil and wicked-

ness, the only course that remained was the total destmetion
of the existing generation, and the complete renovation, or

rather, a new commencement, of mankind.
But the corruption of later times, thougli. in truth, on a less

scale, has likewise been very great. Hapid, too, has been the

passage from good to evil. Moreover, it is st^lf-evident that

in the primeval ages of a vivid natural faith, and of a liie

according to nature, that .separation between life and nature

that exists in these later times could not well have taken
place

; nay, at such a <^)eriod it is totally inconceivable. On
the contrary, science and life must have been in perfect

unison. And this is tme, not only of the virtuous knowledge
in the first happy c‘poeli of the w'orld’s golden age, but also of

the wicked ideas and the demoniac efforts of error in the

succecsling periods of gigantic Ix'wildorment and arrogant
enmity to God. It is by reason of this unity between life iuid

knowledge that this instance belongs to that gradation in the

mutual relations of the two in the tiitferent ages of the

world.

Quite otherwise, however, w^as it in this respect with

Grecian philosophy. In the most enlightened days of das-
sical (uitiquity we behold it cither coming forward in direct

opposition to life, especially in its public asjx'ct of polities

and religion, or else as absolutely esoteric, retiring altogether

and estroDj^ from active duties. Now, in adducing the
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history of Grecian philosophy as my second instance, and .is

an eminently important moment in the history of the intellec-

tual development of the ancient world, my object is to show
that in the same way that, according to all grounds of analogj'.

a simpler natural faith, as the simple religion of the first patri-

archs of the human race, preceded the later form of heathen-

ism into which the >vorship of the (Jentiles so wildly and so

fearfully degenerated, so also in the philosophy of Greece, its

later systems and sects, which won' so thoroughly false aiul

pernicious, were preceded by at least a eoinjiaratively bettiT

and higher view—by a purer theory of science and of truth.

For though the oldest philosophers of the Ionian school

held water, or air, or fire, to be the ground and principle

of all things, and built on such hypf)theses their whole tlieory

of nature, mwertheh'ss, we shoidd, in all jwobability, greatly

err, were we, on that a<‘Count, to charge tluni with or to

suspect them of niatc*rialism. Tiny uiuh'rstood tlu'se (de-

ments, not in the ordinary, but in a spiritual and living sense,

fts the elements of universal life, and, at the same time, did

not fail to acknowledge* a higher spirit o])erating in and above

nature, and God's all-disposing intelligtmce. Of II('ra<ditus,

who made fire the essential ground and fiist ])nncipl(‘ of all

things, we know, with historical ecTtainty, that, notwithstand-

ing, his philosophy and view of the universt* was in the highest

degi’ce ideal and spiritual. And the same is (rut* also of

Anaxagoras, the teacher of Socrat(\s. fMuch, too, that would
do great credit to the general spiiit (if tliouglit and seicnee

of that period, might bt* adduced from tin* venerabh* founder

of the valuable art of nn‘dicine, and also frt)!n his school, were
the present the appropriate place. Fin* simple fact, too, that

Socrates proceeded from out of this Ionian sc hool, would alone

dispose me to fonn a favourable oj)inion of it in its (‘arliest

state; and it is greatly to be regretted (hat o\ir information

concerning the oldest of these great thinkers is so s(*anty, and

its details so uncertain and so little to be depcnd(»d on, that

it is impossible to form any settled and (h finitt* judgment on
the matter.

W'hen, however, we proceed to examine the* religious

spirit and value of Grecian philosophy in g(»n( ral, or atty of

Its sjK*cial branches, schools, and epochs, \vc mast adopt as

the fundamental rule of our judgment, the universal dogmas
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of nian s pure and uncorrupted feelings or judgment. Taking;

for our standard the natural belief in a living; and personal

God, and in an everlasting; and all-ruling; spirit, in tlie im-

mortality of the soul, and in the freedom of the will, tog:ether

with the immubible principles and ideas of justice, honour,

morality, and virtue
;
we must, in this case, carefully exclude

all the special doctrines of a positive faith. We must not

look for or require, in so early an age, that which the further

development of later periods brought to light. Far be it from

us to wondo* at, or to urge it as a reproach against Pythagoras
or Plato, if among their doctrines we meet with ideas,

which, strictly understood, are not perfectly consistent with

Christianity. Rather is it a matter for surprise and con-

gi’atulation, that they know and were aware of, had antici-

pated and taught, so much that a later date first placed in

a fuller light and made the common property of all men.
'flxis at least was the opinion and conclusion on this subjeol

entertained in the first century by the greatest and best in-

formed of the fathers of ('hristian doctrine and science.

This highly religious tendency and perception which we
recognise in Pythagoras, for instance, or in Plato—thi>

anticipation by science of the ideas of (liristianity, of prin-

ciples which, with this ex(‘i*i>tion, belong to the Christian era

of the world s history, could not have been without God.
We must, in sliort, recognise therein a higher providence.
We may accordingly justly regard (ireeian jxhilosophy, in its

bett(T spirit and elemc^its, as forming on its part a preparation
for the Gospel, and a scientific introduction to Cliristianity, of

a special and peculiar kind.

Now, among those whose observations and sciences and
endeavotirs were throughout directed Godward, the Pytha-
goreans stand highest and foremo.st. We have already
aUude<l to the fact, that in phj'^ical science they m ere ac-

quainted with the best and the most important of all that our
history of <liscoverios, within the last three centuries, is so
proud of. Hero and there, ixerhaps, their knowledge even out-

ran our own, and in all probability they were not without
some insight into those myvSteries of creation, about which
our philosophy of nature has within the last luilf centui y
excited so m\ieh wonder and admiration. It is also probable,
we observed, that by their theory of numbers we are not
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to* imdei'stand the ordinary Ibnuuko of mathematics, nor the

usual arbitrary play Nvitli them in which sciciUT so often

indulges, but ratlier the development of the intrinsic and

divine law of nature and of life according to its everlasting

structure and immutable foundations, or according to the

vicissitudes of its critical times and seasons. But lu‘re it may
be asked :—whence had they all this } how, without the tele-

scope, and with, at best, a very defective system of mathe-

matics, and an irnj)erfect art of caUnilation, did they attain to

a knowledge of the true astronomical system of the universe

To start the hypothesis, that they learnt and borrowed it all

from the Egyptians, would only l)e to remove the (juestion a

step further back, and not really to answer it. But ('ven if

we were to admit the fact, such an assumption would only,

as regards the essential (juestion with respect to th(‘ Pytha-

goreans, and the' origin of their scieiUM', increase the*ir merits

and their glory. For in tlu‘ same way as we observed on an

earlier oc<^asion, with reference to Mo.s('.s and the Hebrews, it

must have been by the ('xercise of a rare wisdom, that while

they selcetcMl all that was host and most valuable in Egyptian

science, they rej(H^ted so much that was pt'rnicioiis, aiul laid

aside so much that was lila'ly to lead them astray, and even

tin* impious ma<gical supeu-stitions that wore to lx; found there.

In much later times, and even down to our own day.s, the

name of the Pythagorean school and science has been foro(*d

to serve as a clonk for every noxious farrago of mysticism, as

also that of the Neo-Platonists ha.^ Ixfim made the symbol of

every visionary extravagance. But ( veu if (what, howt'ver, 1

greatly doubt,) an historical connexion can he shown to sub-

sist between the so-ca;led Pythagoreans of later times and
the earlier and genuine school, notlung further would follow

from .such a fact, tlian a cTmlirmatiori of my general position.

It would but furnish an additional proof that all that is greaU'st,

noblest, and most beautiful, wdien it once logins to degenerate

and corrupt, invariably roaches a [)r(>])()rtionate depth of eor-

ruption and degenenicy, and assumes tlie worst and wildest

asj>ect of deformity.

As eoncern.s the influence of this school on lifi\ and its

political a*m.s and tendencies, which were unquestionably

part of the general design of the Pytbagort'an doctrine : all

must be judged of in conformity with Greek notioim and
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habits, and with reference to the unsettled and disordered

state of the several Grecian communities. This being granted,

it will appear that a simple but lofty object was the basis of

their fraternity. By forming an enlightened aristocracy of

highly cultivated minds, of men of scientific attainments, and
of pure and noble morals, they hoped to establish a new and

better polity, such as might check the reigning anarchy and
revolutionary spirit of democracy, which distracted all the

republics, whether smaller or greater, into which Greece was
at. that iimo divided. But the c’v’il had become too great, and
its power was irresistible. The whole enterprise failed, and
its failure entailed the dissolution of the Pythagorean society.

Many similar views and political designs, w^hich Plato

subsequently engrafted on his own philosophy, in like manner
remained nothing more than ideas, and led to no practical

result. A far more considerable influence on life and its

relations W’as exercised by the Sophists. Considered in a
political point of view% they %vere truly and properly per-

nicious demagogues, and in tlic fullest sense of the term, the

flatterers of the populace. Not only did they undermine the
outward national w^orship, with its poetical and hereditary

associations, but also overthrew’ the inw’ard religion of good
principles and of moral sentiments. In short, they practically

taught a true moral atheism, and succeeded in making it the
prevailing and ruling principle in the conduct of life.

At this stage of Grecian philosopliy, we witness, for the
first tinits a remarkable phenomenon.* The true and good
science wdiich directs itself to the Godlike and divine, is

unable to attiin to any lasting or j>ervading influence on the
lives of men. On the otlier hand, w e sec a false and evil

sophistic gradually pining a complete ascendancy amidst the
general demoralization of society, and the growing anarchy
of the political community, wdiich, thoroughly corrupt and
degenerate, only rose out of one revolution to fall imme-
diately into another. Or rather this false sophistic, and this

moral and political anarchy, were perlbctly one together, so
l*ar at least as two destructive principles can ever be or be
brought in unison.

The complete alienation which now existed lH>tween the
better science and life, and especially public life, is most
distinctly manifested in the case of the greatest among the
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Grecian philosophers of later times—

m

Aristotle, and the

position he occupied in his own age and nation. This acute

thinker, with the utmost care and diligence, collected together

all the most eminent results of the science, and the most re-

markable thoughts of earlier times. Examining and analysing

them with great critical acumen, and with a comprehensive

survey, he fonned them into a new whole, and arranged them
into a system of his own, completer and fuller than had t‘v<*r

before been attempted or accomplished.

We cannot perhaps estimate too highly or admire too miu;h

this great master of human subtlety, whether for his intellec-

tual powers, and extent of learning, or even as a writer.

Still we must not forget that in his system were contained the

germ and evident tendency to the two chief forms of philo-

sophical error—naturalism on the one side, and rationalism

on the other. And so we find that in the later times of the

following centuries, (’aeh of these false svstems, ae(‘ording as

the occasion favoured the one or the otlicr, was drawn out

from the Aristotelian doctrine, to receive a further and a

distincter development. In liis doctrine on th(i Godhead, he

can least of all stand a severe and rigorous criticism. And
in many points, as, for instance, in his notion of the absolute

self-sufficiency of the reason, he approximates but too f’losoly

to the idealistic view which we have already designaU*d as

the transition to scientific atheism.

It was only in a verj' remote and distant age that Aristotle

attained to a verj’ great importance and authority. In his

OHTi day he did but form a verj' incoTisitlonible school, which
exercised far less influence on public life than two other wets,
in whose history the development of Grecian philosophy finds

its close.

llie system of the Stoics, with its stem and consequently

impracticable theory of morals, its doctrine of absolute neces-

sity and blind fatalism, announces itself at once as identical

with an austcrct mtionalism. At the wime time, under the

teaching of the Epicureans, a soft and effeminate nutunilism

became almost universally prevalent. And while, in another

and newer fomi, it gradually assumed the place of the old

mythical heathenism, which daily fell more and more into

neglect and disrepuUi, it still retained the old heathen sen-

timent, and a careless and undistiu*bed indifference in inactive
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bliss and self enjoyment, as it was even ascribed and imimted

U) the f2:ods, was introduced into life, and extolled as the true

wisdom. Thus, then, while on the one hand the foundation

was laid for that insensibility with which the wide-spreading

and growing corruption and the approach ol the general ruin

were contemplated, so. on the other hand, the apathy of the

Stoics was not exactly the right kind of .sentiment to furnish

a check or counteractive to this sybaritic iiulifierence.

As concerns the relations of public life, the social community,

and the state the Stoical doctrine appears no doubt in a worthier

and a better light. On this account it numbered among its

adherents almost all the great statesmen that lived from the

last times of tlie Republic down to the later centuries of the

Kmpire. (>\msid(‘red, how’cver, in themselves, and scientifically

regarded, both systems must be looked upon simply as the

last chemical decomposing process, or the initiatory putrify-

ing state of all higher science and philosophical reflection

among the Greeks. On the whole, then, we conclude that

Grecian science and philosophy have exercised no influence at

all on life, or at least, either a vciy' inadequate, or such as has

proved radically baneful and pernicious.

But HOW’, in the very centre of man's history—in the tran-

sition-point between the aneient and the modern \vorld—
science and life were again at unison, as at the beginning.

And this was eflected by the appearance of a new science in

another form. For most assuredly we shall not err in giving

this name to a ne>v li\<ng and spiritual power, which, totally

changing and giving an entirely new direction to the arbitrary

view's, sentiments, .and principles of public and private life,

and also to the modes of thinking prevalent in the age and in

the world, was stnmg enough to triumph not onlj5 over hea-

thenism itself, but also over the science and philosophy of its

most enlightened nations. Now this new' mode of thinking,

which came forw'nrd in the full certainty of the most undoubt-
ing faith and the highest internal illumination^ had, so far as

it is right and allowable to call it a science, a very different

form and scope from all that has previously and usually been
so called. For it issued out of the very depths of life, and
received from love—a divine love, tli^t is—its first diiS^ision

and establishment. Consequently, it wais a thoroughly livin'^

science, or, as being perfectly clear and certain in itself, a ne'
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scientiric life, which moreover, proceeding from this its first

starting-point, was able to j)enctrate into all the other forms

of public life and of the anterior systems of science, and by
adopting or remodelling them, give to itself therein a further

and more universal development.

But here also the divine impulse from above encountered

the usual partial or entire resistance from below. Accord-

ingly, this new liring wisdom, which in its essence is one with

life, and which therefore the more it is developed only unfolds

this unity the more univ(u*sally and the more immutably, was
not at the first universally adopted, or did not become every-

where predominant. Aloreover, even whore it w as received and
its authority acknowledged, its reception w^as often little more
than external. It was not admitted as a living principle

into all the depths of tlie soul, or impressed on all the habits

and tendencies of the mind (//m/). And even where, in some
degree at least, it w'as adopted in the inner man with full and

sincere love, it w'as often nothing more than an undeveloped

germ of the future and of a higher life. Isolated by itself, and

standing apart, it remained shut up wdthin the inmost bosom,

W’ithout at the same time pcau^trating, reanimating, and giving

a new' life and shape to all the other life-elements of the con-

sciousness and the productions of human science.

Thus then it was only too possible for error to find its

cntninco even here also. And it is remarkabh* that l)oth its

principal forms, such as in varying shapes the history of phi-

losophy is constantly presenting to us in the difftTt'nt (epochs of

its progress, here again most distinctly present themselves

w'ith all the features of tin ir intelhM'tiud physiognomy plainly

marked, and with the still more obvious contrast of their in-

trinsic diversity, A philosopliy of nature more or less vision-

ary and fanciful was the common basis of tlu* variotis Gnostic

sects. With their long .series of iinaginarj' emanations from

the Iha'ty, resembling in no slight degre^e the old heathen

genealogies of the g^Kls, they would, laid tlu'y triumphed,

have converted Christianity into a similar mythology, though

of a more philosoj)hioal cdiaracter. In the Arians, on the

contrary, «and othi»r kindred s<'cts lx?fore and after them,

we recogni.se rather the spirit of rationali.sm, which, dwell-

ing on some point of life or theory with a show of rigour

aui accuracy, Avliile apparently it disputes only about w'ords*
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is iw fact undermining the foundation of tlie most essential

ideas.

All these parties, however, as they originated, so they also

disappeared, within the first five or eight centuries of our era.

It was therefore impossible for their pernicious influence to

gain a deep hold of life. At least it w'a.s neither universal nor

permanent. Yet by them the ardour of a first love was cooled.

And sad indeed has been the loss as regards the fulness of

living energy, and even in respect of profoimder wi.sdom.

The history of the middle ages again presimts a rare and

singular phrmomenon. One great mind and writer of anti-

quity, whose influence in his own day was far from extensive,

became at tliis date, in a most remarkable manner, the problem

and centre of scientific inquiry. For several centuries the

human mind was laboriously engaged in disputing about the

philosophy of Aristotle. And although men did not understand

it—not at least its deejier meaning, for they lacked the first and
most essential qualifications, and also the requisite means for

such a purpose—this apparently aimless disputation and this

unsolved problem was nevertheless not without great and
manifold influence on their own and tlu^ following ages. It

has laid a ])ermauent cflect on tlie whole frame of man's life

and being.

Of the two wholly diflenuit aspects wliieli, as we have
already so often remark(‘d, the jihilosopliy of Aristotle pre-

sents, it was probably not its fruits of rationalism (for at this

period such were generally regarded as forbidden) that

throughout the gn^at part of the then civilised world excited

so incredible a fondness for this all-absorbing and all-under-

standing system. Its attraction lay nither in some great and
mysterious knowledge of nature. And the desire for these

intellectual treasures wa.s not a little heightened by the fact,

that in generttl they were inacccvssible.

In the little intcrcou 'sc subsisting, at this jveinod, between
distant nations and lands, and the almost total separation of

the Fast from the \V(‘st, it was only through the Arabic ver-

sions or T^atin translations moulded again upon these that

any knowleilgc of this philosophy could be drawn. This must
have led, it is obvious, to a wide deviation from the true

sense and critical spirit of the author. Its original aim must
have been generally missed. For, however highly we may
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be disposed to estimate the intellectual merits of the Arabians,

as MTiters of their native historj', or in poetry, or in any other

science, they are notoriously deficient in the true critical

spirit. Their total and luiiversal want in this resj)ect is

especially evident when they are compared with tlie Greeks,

among whom this critical acuteness, whether fiilse or tnie,

sprang up and reached its greatest height.

Strange, no doubt, and singular is it at first sight, to view
this old master of philosophical thought and science, who, on
the whole, is so perfectly heathen, suddenly received among
the mediaeval theologians, and taking, as it were, his seat and
giving his voice among them. Still, if men of gi-eat mental
powers and authority sought to make themselves masters of

the whole matter—both of the much disputed works of tliis

writer, this Aristotle, so stnmgely disguised in his new motley
dress of Arabic Latin, and also of the voluminous labours

bestowed upon him ; we must look upon this procedun^ as

analogous to that of the thoughtful physician, who, in the

midst of a wide-spread jx^stilence and inevitable contagion,

prefers to inoculate it himself, in order the more saf(‘ly to

treat and to cure it. In short, as the case really stands, we
must look on these illustrious men in two distinct liglits.

On the one hand we mu.st see in them the (luirch’s vencauble

teachers, and the sagacious and discriminating tlu'ologians of

the day
;
on the other, the scholastic interpreters of Ai’is.

totle, who had now become a necessary evil for the (liristiau

middle ages. •

This, however, and whatever else was tlic mattiT and object

of such subtle disputes, was too soon forgotU‘n, In these

scholastic contests, after the fa.shion of tlie day, llie com-
bat^mts, horse and man, were armed cup-a-piv, encased and
disguised in logical coats of mail, composed of countless rings

of thought and chains of idciw. With this heavy panoply,

the great object was to heave their antag<)niMt ont of the

saddle. Often they recoiled from the; shock without advan-

tage on either side—so eejually matched were they in their

good lances and the wenght of their armour—and oft<*n they

swerved from the charge. Mostly, however, both of the pW-
losophical knights found them.selvc8 at the end of the Ktrifv;

at their old station in the lists, or driven back perhaps U
tlieir original entry. This scholastic philosophy, in the form
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It now took, of a highly elaborate art of logical touniay in

the plillosophical schools, was undoubtedly an abiding e\Tl In

the age that immediately followed, and furnished an impor-

tant element to the party disputes of later, and to the ration-

alism of these latest times.

ITie overthrow of the Grecian empire and the discovery

of the new world, suddenly and at once introduced into

Western Europe vast and vtiricd treasures of historical,

physical, and ])hilosophical knowledge. In this brilliant

epoch of the fifteenth century, a new w'orld of thought was

as it were 1; id open. A new era of sci(‘nce would have been

founded and a veritable reformation of the ^^'hole Cliris-

tian life must have ensiu^d, had not the moral corruption and

the political disorders of the period been gross beyond dc-

scri])tion. But for all this, how much is there to admire in

the Platonic writers of the fifteentli century, among whom
Germany, after Italy, produced the most famous and the

greatest number r When wc* take up even now any one of

their works, and cont(‘m])late therein their comprehensive

lih(U'al pursiiit of seienee, their mild, antique spirit, their

nol)l(‘ form and tlieir quick recognition of the beautiful, we
cannot turn from tlunn witlumt regret to tliat new state of

barbarism into which during the sixteenth and pai't also of

the sevente(‘nth century, science was jdiiiiged by the rampant
sj)irit of party and eoutn>vt‘rsy.

At last, however, pqaee and qtiiet returned again to Chris-

tian lands and states, and slow’ly, and by degrees, to the minds
also of men. And now was it, in the eighteenth century,

and osp('cialIy towards the middle of it, that out of this

appiirent and superficial peace, a new science, or a new light,

or at least a new diffusion of it, seemed ready to ari.se. Simply
rc'garded in a scientific ])oint of view, this philosophical en-

deavour of the eighteenth century, and the most memorable
of llie systems to which it gave rise, occupied our attention in

the very opening of these Lectures. Here the immediate
object of o\ir consideration is not this new science itself,

whether tru(* or fiilse, but rather the influence on the age,

and on life in general, of this modern mode of thinking, as

generally diffustnl and prevalent.

Much, undoubtedly, has been discovered or newly leanit in

tbe natural sciences and in the domain of liistory
;
many too
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have been the bold ventures, at least, and novel essays in

philosophy, lliis new wisdom, moreover, was tauji^ht and
disseminated far more universally than ever before had been
the case ; while even the aj^rceablc feeling produced by the
moderation of the intellectual spirit now prevalent; greatly

piomoted its wide and rapid diffusion. Hut at a later period
this enHghh?nment, so rapidly and so widely diffused, which,
motcover was taken only in a negative sense, was soon recog-

nised to be unsatisfactory and superficial, while also the

theorj' of popular liberty and independence which w\as graftt'd

thereon, and claimed, or at least wished to be rational,

bore the bitterest and worst of fruits.

In short, to speak most leniently of it, the whole w'as

nothing less than the undigested scheme of an immature and
imperfect knowledge, brought into the w'orld before its time.

^Accordingly, its rash and precipitate course in the last age,

whose history is unparalleled in the annals of tlie whole
world, together witli the fearful catastrophe whi(*li it has

brought alK)ut, opened the eyes of men to the fearfid abyss

•o wdiich such a precipitate af)us<‘ of science had hurried them.
•\nU in consequence, thinking men of the highest endowments
and the richest intellectual gitts among different nations, have
in many ways nobly devoted themselves to the w ork of restora-

tion in sentiment, in thought, and in science.

But on the one hand, the first olenumts of the former
destructive principle appear to be .still existing, evoi tliough

it be in less obvious and more pliable and disguised fonns.

On the other hand again, the corrected mode of thinking,

aryl the better tone of seniiinciu and Reienr*e, is for the most
part confined merely to a more chastened outward fonn.

Scarcely anywbere as yet is it carried fur enough back, up to

the profoundest sources of spiritual life, uj) to the primal

origin and veritable foundation of the divine and of the eter-

nally good.

And yet this is exactly the probhmi of our age, and herein

alone shall we find the solution of the great enigma of the

times. For from this hasty review of the whole course pf

the intellectual development of humanity, from its iH^ginning
f^} its close, the result, for the sake of and Avith a view
which alone I ventured so cursorily and in such faint outline

to sketch all the leading epochs of the history of philo8op|y«
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must at least be evident. As in the beginning, and in the centre

thei-eof, science and life lovingly co-operated.^ together and

were fully in unison
;
and as in the intermediate epochs and

intervals among the Greeks in civilised antiquity, and in the

middle ages among ourselves, they became more and more
estranged, so at the end will they be at one again. And
already, even in our own days, everything is tending to bring

al)out such a consummation. But who sliall say whetlier it

shall be in a good or an evil sense ? Ere long life shall either,

under the influence of the true and good and divine know-
ledge, be agfdn restored, permanently regulated, and receive

a new shape and fresh vigour, or, by a false and delusive

science, be completely destroy(.‘d, and involved in eternal

ruin.

Having, in tliis hasty review, considered, under its histo*

rical aspect, the problem of the relation of science—the true

and divine, as well as the false and delusive—to both private

and public life, it now remains for us to examine and to

answer this same question from the side of theory, llogarded

from this point of view, it would a])pear tluit whenever science

fails to exercise an inllueneo on life, or when they withdraw
and are estranged one from the other, the fact may be always

accounted for and explained by aecidenlal causes mid purely

local inihieiiees, such tis have their origin in the several }x*riods

of the world’s historj’, or flow from eerlaiu imperfections on
one side or the other. For, considered in itself, science in

general is nothing but thivS unity of thouglit and life, and con-

sequently itvS living o[K‘ratiou and influence are involved in

the very idea of a higlior science, provided only it be true

and properly regulated. Eitlier, therefore, science is life ole-

vutod into a tliought, and consequently transformed into a

thinking, or else it is a thought carried into reality, that has

pas.sod mid been transmuted into life, and therein fully attested

and certified by life itself—consequently a thinking become
life.

Now, according to tliis view, that science consists in the

mutual approximation to, and the final atUiiniucnt of, a perfect

ufiity between thought and life, there are tlu-ee degrees of it,

according to that triple' gradation and tlireefold principle

which exi.sts in tlu' liuman consciousness. The first of these

then is reflection. And this, understood in a somewhat pro*
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founder acceptation than ordinarily, is an intemid feeling,

hearing, or seeing of one's own thinking. Consequently it is

a perception similar to that of the senses, by means of which

the unseen thought is in some degree projected and intro-

duced into external reality. But this act of reflection is

nothing more than a passive state of the soul in its internal

observation of itself. So long as it remains confined to tliis

narrow sphere, it perpetually revolves in the same orbit, and,

properly speaking, produces no ulterior results of a know-
ledge fruitful and applicable to actual and outward life.

The second degiee or moment of science is abstmetion, by
virtue of which, from the complete sum of all the criteria and
characteristics of an object, or rather of a thought, some one

IS prominently set forth as the most essential, and for the sake

of communication designated by a name. For all communi-
cation and language is based on this faculty of abstraction,

which is itself an arbitrarj^ act of the free-will. But although

by this nanoing, generalisation, and communication, the in-

ternal thought is advanced a step further into the exter-

nal w’orld and the living reality among and w’ith others, still

the reality of the thought is by no means satisfactorily estab-

lished thereby. For this very liberty in the choice of name,

of combination, and of general classification, opens a wide
field for caprice. Tliis is evident enough from the countless

multitude of terminologies, so needlessly invented and so

rapidly tlirowu into oblivion, wdiioh fonn so many remote and
mutually unintelligible i)hilosophical dialects, in the ever re-

|>eated attempt to build methodically the Bab(d tower of phi-

losophical system. For these de.signations ofabstract thoughts,

even when they arc most felicitous, fail to win the concurrence

of others, and do but opfui a door t(» endless dialectical dispu-

tation.

Thus, then, neither reflection, which is eti^mally revolving

within the narrow orbit of our inward H(^lf, nor empty abstrac-

tion, though it 8tray.s at pleasure over the spacious realm of

tbo po.ssible, can lead us to the desired end of perfect cer-

tainty or veritable science. It is alone the practical carrying

out into real life of a speculative thought, that can bring it to

the conclusion and jicrfection of certainty, and to a (»omplcto

and true science. Now I should pr(»fer to designate this its

highest grade by the notion and name of consequence. But
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by this term, I must be imderstood as meaning not merely a

correct logical enchainment of ideas, but pre-eminently a faith-

fully worked out consequence or consistency of sentiment and
life, f. a perseverance in good. At the same time, it must
ever be remembered, that the evil principle, although it often

makes a boast of possessing this quality, does so only in ap-

p€‘arance, and never in this true sense. On the contrary,

torn to pieces by conflicting passions in its inmost being, it

is really in the highest degree inconsequent, as acting in direct

opposition to its beginning and origin, which like all other

created beings, it took and received fibm God.
Truly consequent or consistent a man cannot be except in

the truth, in Him out of whom all truth, and from whom
all existence is derived and flows—in other W’ords, in God,

Science, therefore, is an applied thinking, i, c., one that has

passed into life and thereby become real and certain ; and it

is oidy on the road of practice, by its actual carrying out or

real manifestation, that it can attain to its highest degree, and
that the truth of an idea or speculative thought can be satis-

factorily attested.

The ideas, according to tlie original sense of the term, an>

even the self-existing thoughts of a higher life, as distinct

both from the simple facts of the consciousness in the domain
of reflection, and nrom the arbitrarj' forms of thought set \i\>

by empty abstraction. And though even here as elsewhen\
a false, sickly, or a null and illusory life, may l>e substituted

for that which is true, still this applies only to the fonn ot

the living idea, as contrasted with the sensuous semblance or

the dead notion. For, tliat an idea is truly divine, can only

be proved by this quality of consequence by its divine

influence and effect on life.

On the other hand, many philosophical tliinkers have some-
what erroneously indicated the intrinsic certainty of philo-

sophical thought by the name and under the form of an intel-

lectual intuition, and thereby given occasion to manifold mis-

conceptions. But if in all the flilneas of the conception already

advanced of the etcnial truth, and of Him who is its sum
and* source, wc were really able to be sentient of and to feel

the divine life—to hear and audibly to perceive the eternal

Word and actually to sec the holy Light, such a spiritual in-

tuition of Ood's^ majesty would be far more
s
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appropriate for the future than for the present world. And
even though we may and can admit it to be conceivable, as

given firom roove, still a communication of it would be impos-

sible, and consequently could not be available for the ordinary

purpose of giving a philosophical foundation to any human
system. Under this form, then, of a so-called intellectual

intuition, if it be really such, and not rather a mere form of

abstract thought under another Fiid an assumed name, specu-

lative science would consequently assume the character of a

questionable vision^ ^and a possible mental delusion. For a

full internal satisfaction and certainty—-so far at least as the<»e

are attainable by man—even in the case that they are the

sign and the proof that this intuition, or perception of the

divine light, actually took place, can only be fiimished by that

quality of consequence already described as belonging to

every thought and cognition which is founded in God. And
to this character of consequence or consistency, the condi-

tion of agreement with every other idea or revelation already

acknowledged to be divine, belongs naturally as the inefra-

gable law of judgment and of life.

That full and correct conception of eternal truth which has

been developed by us in the ninth Lecture as the living idea

of the Supreme Being, is imquestionably the fundamental

speculative notion and the internal spiritual basis on which
every other higher science, that has any pretensions to the

qualities of permanence and consequence which belong to

right-thinking and to immutable truth, is subsequently raised,

or in other words, it is the source from which it abidingly

flows. In the three subsequent Lectures, however, the sub-

ject has been mostly scientific, speculative, and metaphysical,

though throughout accompanied with historical illustrations

drawn firom the development of the human mind. And here,

accordingly, a reference to the science or discipline of logic

is everywhere supposed.

Now, in the form in which this science or discipline has

come down to us from the Greeks, there is mmm that is

rather an accident than a part of its essence^ and wbosti^

presence must be accounted m by some special and local ne-

cessity. With no people before or since has rhetoric enjoyed

so commanding an influence as wiUi the Greeks, and with

none also has me sophistic art produced such great and such
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pernicious eflFects. Accordingly, they found it necessary to

devote to the analysis of all its arts, delusions, and tortuous

windings, and also to the development of*^ the dialectical

means for their detection and refutation, a disproportionate

degree of attention, which is neither necessary for us nor

practically usefiil.

The Hindoos likewise have from the most dneient times

possessed a scientifie system of logic. Indeed it has even been

said, that Aristotle having received from Alexander the Great

some of their logical treatises, borroyred^om them his own
system, or at least moulded it after mem. But from the

reasons just adduced, I am disposed to think that, in all pro-

bability, the Hindoo logic was much simpler than the Grecian,

where the simple end of truth, and the great desideratum of

\i correct standard thereof, was lost sight of amid an over

minute analysis, and the mazes of an endless subdivision of

notions.

In the routine of our school education logic might, per-

haps, be made a highly profitable study if only it were com-
bined with and made to boar upon the history of the gradual

development of human thought, and especially the theory of

language. And then, since thought and speech are so inti-

mately allied to and dependent on each other, it would be
adnsable to go a step furtlier, and extend our logical studies

to the theor\^ of imagination, symbolical language and its fun-

damental rules, ,

In a scientific education, too, a logic of the memory (if we
may be allowed the expression) would in all probability be
highly useful. For on established law and disposition of our
thoughts w'ould greatly facilitate the exercise of memory, and
as furnishing rules for the practice, or generally as an exer-

cise of that faculty, w^ould form an excellent basis for scientific

education. For the conduct of life, indeed, there is nothing

so important or so desirable as a right logic of the conscience,

w'hicb should detect all the internal delusions of egoism and
the stiH more subtle sophistry of selfishness in cvei*y point

wljere the question lies between the righteous truth and a
latent fiilsehood. And this is intimately connected with, 09
at least leads directly to, the notion of the sound reason
which requires before all things a conscientious suseeptihility

of the truth.
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But a logic applicable to this higher science must be undcT-

stood in a fiir more comprehensive sense than is ordinarily

done. And this is even what we have here attempted to

furnish. Logic In general is conversant about three objects

:

the notion, the judgment, and the conclusion. But it ought

also to possess a general fundamental rule and regulative

standard of truth, so far as this is attainable. But inasmuch

as in this domain the etem^d is simply one, so also for this

higher science one notion properly is sufficient ; as also one

judgment which comprises all otliers, and one conclusion

which completes the whole, is sufficient. The act of imdcr-

standing has been explained to be the completion of tKe

notion ; and the full and complete apprehension of the eternal

truth, or of Him who is tlic sum of all verities, was the subject-

matter of our ninth treatise. ITie act of discerning was
explained to be the completion of the judgment; and this

perfect judgment, which decides and distinguishes between
truth and error, was the theme of our tenth disquisition.

Science, however, is the perfection of all thinking, and in its

actual operation, as applied to life, and in itself carried to a
conclusion, is one with it. Now this was the end to which
the present discussion and development was intended to lead

;

while the further prosecution of it and its reference to the

several spheres and domams of existence must be reservoi

to the following discourses.

SND or LBCnUEB XI.



LECTURE XIL

OF TliE SYMBOLICAL NATURE AND CONSTITUTION OF
LIFE WITH REFERENCE TO ART AND THE MORAL
RELATIONS OF MAN.

ifov/ difficult it generally is for nian to express his internal

(!onceptions, to bring out the indwelling idea and to realise its

j)erfect external manifestation, is shown, for example, among
other instances, by the fine arts, or the art of the beautiful.

For this reason, the theory of the latter, the so-called a?8the-

tics (which, however, might far more correctly be termed
symbolism), fonUvS the natural pendant and accompaniment to

logic, if the latter, instead of being limited, as is usual, to the

mere ait of distinguishing the different kinds of notions, is

undei-stood in a far higher sense, and referred to eternal and
eon8e<[uently divine truth, and to its intrinsic and equally

divine standard. For when the question no longer involves a

purely material or simply subjective verity, but that which is

more exalted and heavenly, then beauty (that, namely, about

which art is conversant, and which far surpassing all that is

merely human, pretends* and really ought to be divine and
supcmatuial) forms the other and symbolical aspect of one
and the same eternal trutli. And indeed it is neither sepa-

rable from it nor opposed to it, so long as art maintains its

high standing and employs the sensual charm which it requires

for the lively expression of vitality, and its outward mani-
festation, only as a symbol and for the sake of that higher

significance which she herself lends to it, and does not seek

nor admire it for its own sake, nor sees therein the Mfilment
of its own true end and aim.

But by far the gn^ater number of the productions of art are

only repetitions or copies of some previous realisation. And
I use this term, not in its usual depreciatory sense, but rather

in one that is applicable to what arc truly artistic productions

bu t still only successful formations at second-hand. Extremely
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rare, indeed, are the original expressions or impressions of an
indwelling, unborrowed idea. And even among these verj'

many are nothing more than the first faint outline and com-
mencement, which only at a subsequent epoch of art, and
after long and repeated essays, attains to complete perfection

and a really successful and veritable outward exhibition of the

indwelling idea. For we must ever consider as an idea that

inward object which art in its external manifestations strives

to realise, and which in its creations ought to stand out, as

it were, bodily before us.

Even in music (as the expression of the emotions of the

soul in their flow and change, and in the struggle with inliar-

monious discords, tiU at last they finally dissolve in harmony)
it Ls not so much the immediate feeling—^Ibr this would be no
more artistic than the mere cry of passion—as rather the idea

of it that the artist has in his mind, and that forms the sub-

ject of his representations. The musician strives to represent

the whole idea,—^the beautiful and the marvellous in the whole
progi*css of its development. Following the inmost life-pulse

in its alternate rising and felling, he labours to give its un-

exjx^cted transitions up to their sudden harmony or its rept'-

titions of still increasing pitch up to a fidl and soothing close,

or { if this is designedly to be left unattained) up to the abrupt

and painful breaking off or gradual dying away and cessation

of the plaintive note or th^ tone of ardent longing.

And the same is the case with sculpture. But here we
would premise the remark, that the»principle*with which wh?

set out, of the triple nature and division of man’s being, is

confirmed by the existence of a corresponding order and
diversity in the fine arts. Among the arts, accordinj^ly, whos<'

object 18 the manifestation of the beautiM, music is pn^-

eminently the art for the soul, while sculpture is for the most
part corporeal.

Now, in sculpture it is not any actual figure or the body
itself that the artist has in view. It is the general idea

thereof that constitutes the subject-matter of his representa-

tions. He seeks to portray its most perfect structure, its fiiil

organic development, its exquisite correctness of symmetr}'

and sublime beauty of form. And to all this even the expres-

sion of character and passion is in a certain degree subordinate.

And exactly because the extemsd medium which it einpIoyt»
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localise the material mass on which its internal conceptions

are to be stamped, or rather out of which they are to be

worked, is the inanimate stone and cold marble, therefore

does true sculpture aim at a higher excellence than the uni-

formity and death-like repose wUch characterise the Egyptian

Statues of the gods. It seeks rather to triumph by copying

with the most marvellous truth and fidelity the living frame

in its most rapid movements, and life in its most violent strug-

gles, and by seizing its fleeting graces to fix them for ever m
its own imperishable creations.

In truth, the imitation of actual reality, however difScult

jfnd in itself worthy of admiration it may be, does not consti-

tute the aim or object, or generally the principle of sculpture,

any more than of any other art. A remarkable proof of this

is afforded by the fact that colour, with all its charms, is

excluded firom the plastic art and its embodied manifestations

as too meretricious and too closely allied to reality. For by
such an expedient, not less than by the use of ingenious

mechanism to give motion to the limbs, the artistic ideal, or

the images of the gods, would have degenerated into the

puppets of children.

Reality, therefore, with its actual shapes and the delusive

imitation and servile cop^g of them, is in nowise the proper

or immediate object of tne plastic art. Even beauty of form
is not always, not at least solely afid exclusively its aim ; it is

only so acciclentally and relatively, as a condition of the ex-

pression of character, of exteipal states, and of the total sig-

nificance. Always and universally it is a thought, the idea of

some subject or form as the inner sense and significance

thereof, that constitutes the essence of a work of art, and with
which art in general is concerned. In other words, art is

symbolical. And this may be predicated with equal truth of

every higher art, as well ^ of sculpture, whatever may be the

medium of its manifesUinons, whether a statue, or tone as in

music, or words as in poetry. It is exactly this that consti-

tutes the difference between high art and every other which,

however closely allied to it in appearance, has some ulterior

and practical object, and whicn therefore cannot be sym-
bolieal.

Of this kind, for instance, is the difference between rhetoric

(which most assiuedty is an art, or at least was exclusively
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treated as such by the Greeks,) and poetry. And it is of the

utmost importance to keep this distinction constantly in view.

For exactly in the same degree that it is neglected is the

proper character and true excellency of the higher art of the

beautiful lost sight of. And a right estimate of the other arts

which have an ulterior and practical object would also be

endangered. An orator who with the greatest command of

practical and imaginative language is nevertheless devoid of

convincing logical power to sway the minds of men by his

arguments, and to bend them irresistiblv to his purpose, \rould

exercise but little influence ; while no heavier censure can be

passed on one who sets up for a poet, than to affinn of him*

that he possesses and imderstands nothing but the rhetoric of

passion, without—-though such further quaJification is evidently

superfluous—tnie poetrj-r

Of the fine arts, therefore, which, employing a materid me-
(lium for their representations, possess an ideal and sjTnbolical

!»ignificance, music is the art of the soul, and sculpture is that

of coqioreal form, and of the manifestation of the true idea of

organic beauty. But among the three sister arts, painting is

the true spiiitual one. As the light, with its ceaseless variety

of tints and hues, is the most spiritual element of nature, and
as the eye is the most spiritual of man’s senses, so painting, as

concerned about these, is the most spiritual of the arts, and
the one with which the symbolical spmt nwlily associates

itself. Painting directs itself wholly to the eye^ whereas
sculpture appeals indeed to the eye, but only as the necessary

medium for satisfying the corporeal sense and feeling.

But painting in its manifestations does not co4finc itself to

abstiuct beauty (ifwe may so say) or the jierfect sitnicture and
.symmetry of form. It embraces all the eye can reach in the

\T8ible phenomena of the world, with all its wonderful play of

light and shade and magical splendour of colouring, where not

only the whole, but the several parts—in a word, all that in

many and various ways i.s charming to the senses, attractive to

the eye with ever new wonders, and all that to the mind or snirit

is fufil of deep spiritual and symbolical significance. And for

this reason the wonderful art of painting is even the most ap-

propriate, shall I my to exhibit, or rather to suggest, the high

mysteries of divine love in religion and revelation. No wonder

if in modem Christendom, music and painting, the art or
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p^mibolism of soul and spirit, have been chiefly cultivated,

and attained their highest development and perfection, whereas
the art of the perfect development of organic form and cor-

poreal and sensual beauty, reached its height of excellence in

the sculpture of classical antiquity, which in the same way and
degi'ee will never again be paJ^lelled, or at least will never be
surpassed.

It appears sufficient if we assume that there are only three

symbolical arts for the higher manifestation of the beautifid.

For (irchitecture, although in various ways bound and modi-
fied by the conditions of some ulterior design, is nevertheless

in its principal features closely related to sculpture, and stands
on the same line with it. For beauty of structure, correct-

ness of proportion and grace of symmetry, which form the fun-
damental laws of the plastic art, constitute also the ideal of
architecture. Accordingly, among the Greeks and Romans,
where the latter attained to its highest and richest cultivation,

its principles, relations, and forms approximate to those of
organic figure, to which they are not indeed outw-^ardly in their
structure, but in a certain degree and according to their internal
constitution, similar and correspondent, or at least related.

Egyptian architecture, with its predominantly mathematical
character, and the ti'ce-like Gothic aspiring to heaven, with
its slender shafts and floral decorations, form the two ex-
tremes of this organic character which belongs to architec-
ture, and which constitutes it one and the same art with
sculpture. For the strfictures of the former environ and sur-
l ouiid the creations of the latter. And it is only consistent
tliat that which supplies the legitimate sphere and* the natural
medium for fte other properly exhibitive art of sculpture and
its statues of the gods, should even posses^ or acquire a simi-
larity of character with it. As to the Egyptian and Gothic
architectures, the remark readily suggests itself that the sjm-
bolical character displays itself predominantly in them

:
purity

of form, however, is me prevalent feature of the antique (or
Gxwian), but even here in its projportions the symWic^
principle may be traced, although it is more recondite, not to
say concealed.

Even poetry is no fourth art alongside of the other three.
It does not stand on the same line with and form as it were the
complement of their number. It is rather the univmsal sytu
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boUcal art which comprises and combines in different mediums
all those other exliibitive arts of the beautiful. In its rhythm
and other metrical aids it possesses all the charms of a music

in words; in its figurative diction it maintains an endless

succession of shifting pictures in the vivid colouring of diver-

sified illustration ; while in its entire structure (which must be

neither purely liistorical, nor logical, or even rhetorical) it

strives to attain, by a beautiful organic development and dis-

position of its parts, to an arrangement of the whole bolli

architecturally ^eat and coiTect.

Poetry owes in every instance its first creative beginning to

some great and singular ray of li^ht from symbolical tradition',

which, at the same time, illuminates the noble and memo-
rable past, and points forwards to the dark and mystical future.

For it would be difficult to produce one among the great epic

poems of antiquity that does not contain this poetico-prophetic

clement, and does not touch upon the profound mysteries of

both worlds. The next and middle step is occupied by the

poetry of sentiment and feeling—^that music of the soul or

poesy of song in which the calm deep longings and the wild

tearing passions of the moment, once plunged and glorified in

that immortal element, liecome eternal. But the height of

perfection in the organic development of poetry is marked by
the drama. Tliis tiiird and highest form of poetical art has

for its subject-matter the whole struggle of human life, which
in its vivid representations it aims to realise, and, as it were,

to bring bodily before our eyes. •

There exists an obvious analog)’' between the several con-

stituents, as well as the different species or kinds ofpoetry and
the three material arts of the beautiful. As the latter are sym-
bolical throughout in the subject no loss than in the manner
and design of their manifestations, so also, but in a far higher

degree, is poetry, as the art which embraces all the three in

its own spWe. And this was the end to which I wished to

arrive, inasmuch as the symbolical significance of the whole

of life is the vei^ point which at present claims our attention.

For it bears intimately on the conclusion wliich I attempted

to establish in my last Ix^cture. It was there my endeavour

to prove that the supreme science, w*hich is essentially identical

wim a divine faith, may be actually applied to life, be really

broroght in unison with it, and b^ome transformed into a
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living and real existence. But this can only be accomplished

by a symbolical process, or in other words, the symbolical

signification of life is either itself the basis, or else an indis-

pensable condition of, and inevitable transition-point towards,

such an union and its accomplishment.

But in the arts which portray the beautiful, this symbolical

significance and property is most distinctly prominent : here

it is most easily understood and most universally recognised.

On this account I have chosen this subject, as forming the

natural transition and connecting link between the previous

and the following Lectures. No doubt the acsthetical portion

•of man’s constitution and life is in itself sufiiciently remark-

able and attractive, and rich and important enough in its

efiects and consequences, to vindicate for itself such an episode,

and to claim for it a place in philosophical speculation. For
it shows that that fundamental law of psychological science

and triple principle of division of the human consciousness

into spirit, soul, and sense, admits also of application in this

domain also, and mw serve to confimn the whole theory and
way of thinking. The further prosecution, however, of this

elementary view or sketch of art would carry me beyond my
present limits. For the aim of that philosophy of which I

am attempting to give an exposition is directed to life itself—

as well the inner hfe of the individual as the public life (and

m the present place also its symbolical relation or signification)

—which is so inseparably and intimately connected with the

investigation into the^vine foundation of life and the divine

direction which ought to be imparted to it.

It ^ easily be shown that education as well as art is

essentially symbolical. Such, indeed, must be the character
of the education, whether public or private, of the whole
rising generation, unless it is to degenerate into an ordinary
mechanical system. And it is even in this quality principally

that we are disposed to place the distinction between an
unspiritual education, which even though in UiO sternness of
its morality it may defy censure, yet eventually proves bmren
and mortal, and one more solid and more conformable to hunum
jaatmre, which, less pretending in the outset, is even the moro
lasting in its effects.

The ready susceptibility of the youthfiil mind for every-
thing symbolical that lies within its reach, and its vivid
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ception of its meaning, might be clearly enough shoTvn by
instancing some of the ordinary amusements of boyhood and
youth. How commonly, in these years, are the various occu-

pations, pursuits and circumstances of real and to them still

future life, childishly perhaps, but still ingeniously imitated, or

rather anticipated ! And how lasting an influence does this

.frequently make on their little society! What various but

lasting traces does it often leave on their minds, more perhaps

than many hours of study, especially if in the latter the usual

svstem of overloading tne young mind defeats its own end.

rtay, indeed, must not become the mere pastime of idleness

;

for it is only by its alternation with labour and the sternness

of discipline that it continues to be a recreation and a plea-

sure.

And indeed the earnestness, the labour, and the stenier

part in this whole biusiness and matter of education, as mixc'd

and composed of two apposite elements, of the serious and
the sportive, is highly capable of receiving so spiritual a

reference and vital a significance. And if all education be

nothing else than a preparation for the future, and the state

of this preparation, then it must be self-evident that too many
or enough of such vivid references and spiritual allusions to a
future life, either generally or to any particular phase of it

that may chiefly be had in view, cannot be introiluced into

education and its serious and sportive elements and pursuits.

For it is only by this method that the susceptibilities erf

youth and the youthful fancy can be vividly excited and
thoroughly impressed with the fundamental design and signi-

fleance of the whole of life,—a result which no mere dry denni-

tion of the future state, or generally of any destination of

man on the dusty road of logic, will ever attain to.

It is nowise singular if this symbolical propfrrty and dispo-

sition of human nature announces itself as distinctly in the

earliest development and in the most perfect of the produc-

tions of artistic genius, whether wc take into considemtion

the whole existing state of mankind, or his original and

essential constitution relatively to the world and to God We
have already nfmarked, on more than one occasion, that mant-

as soon as he was deprived of those higher faculties which he

had abused to his rum, fell thereby more entirely than would

seem originally to have been the case, under the dominion of
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figurative fancy, and that consequently his whole nature and
consciousness became greatly changed from what it was at

the beginning. If man did at the very first possess the faculty

and the power to communicate his thoughts to others inwardly

by a mere operation of his will, and without having recourse

to the extenial medium of words, he no longer enjoys this pri-

vilege ; and if any wonderful phenomena in any way resem-
bling thereto be noi^ibund, they only form so many remarkable
exceptions, instead of making the rule of human life and con-

sciousness as they now are. As at present constituted, man
feels that his state is pre-eminently symbolical : he sees in

'symbolism a necessary requirement for his earthly pursuits^
a substitute for those immediate powers of cognition which he
has lost. And all this is true, independently of any use he
may freely choose to make of symbols for the higher purposes
of spiritual life.

Man, at ^e beginning, was placed on this earth as its first-

l)om son, in the midst of the telluric universe, or in other
words, in the centre of a planetary world akin to and wmilAr
to his own. Now whatever may be the case, or whatever it

may be allowable to think of any other of the starry spheres*—*
though in the invisible world of spirits all perhaps is more
immediately full of and instinct with essence, and is not
veiled in material emblems, this is not the case with this
earth. Terrestrial nature, in all its organic productions and
varring elements of life, is throughout symbolical. Man,
jherefore, viewed fronf this position of his earthly habitation,
is surrounded by a symbolical world of sensuous emblems.
And if we can, or rather, if we muU, believe the grand intima-
tion with which revelation o|^ns, the first and highest desti-
nation of man is even symbolical—^to be the Divine image.

If, now, all the natural wants and properties of are
symbolical,—if such be his preseut state in the midst of ere-
ation—his whole position in the mundane system, and his
high and heavenly destination, can we, or rather ought we, to
wonder if even religion presents itself for the most part clothed
in a symbolical garb ? For this is the case, not merely with that
>vhich was the wild upgrowth of a poetical and purely imagi-
native heathenism, but also the old, original and pure
ofnature—as ^e first love devoting itself for saorifioa—

^

second revelation of God. And so we find it to have been lu
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the old world, or as it is otherwise called* the old covenant.

Here the first twilight of faith was yet studded with all toe

starry splendour of the whole symbolical creation, as it were

with the brilliant diadem of nature's most glorious images.

And even the new era of the ascending and brightening dawn
still bears on its front Jhe glittering morning star of art.

But now, if still retaining the same figure, or rather

borrowing from it a contrast, we proceed to designate art in

and by itself, we may justly compare it to the moon, which

illumines with its vague but man^ellous halfMght the domain
of night afid the dark realms of creative fency. Even h('re

it is but a borrowed splendour from the true sun, a reflexion

from another and a higher luminary, that lights up the dark-

ness. And while all the wonderful starry type's of the spiritual

world, which retire in the full day, come out in tliis magical

twilight, so also deceptive phantoms, airy forms of gigantic

magnitude, may mingle with the hovering and misty troop of

shadows to which the earthbom vapours alone give birth and
shape. And yet, notwitlistanding this earthly intermixture,

the art of the beautiful, whenever it retains its true nature, is

in its essence directed to the dmne. Consequently it not

only lends an external charm to religion, but in its origin, in

all times and peoples, it was intimately related to it, and bound
to it by the strictest ties of affinity and nssiiciation. And
this is not the less true, even though to the eye of a sevens

criticism most of its productions, in the ages of its decline,

may appear utterly remote from its first source and aim, and
penectly vain, worthless and sensual.

The divine origin of art is easily proved by its histoiy'

everywhere, and indeed is so manifest that it*cannot well be

doubted. High art, indeed, cannot and never will surrender

its claim to a mvine power and sanctity : it must insist ujmn
the rec<^ition of this its high sanction. If we could conceive

an age or country where religion should entirely cease and be

forgotten—where not only all positive fiiith and revelation,

but even the universal belief in a Divinity above them, should

die away and perish among men—the light of all higher and

heaven directed thoughts and aims should become extinct—

that edbo of eternity and of eternal love which the inmost

feelings of the hnman soul spontaneously gives back, should

be hushed for ever—then ana there at the selfsame momeitt

wotdd all high art be withdrawn and disappear.
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In OUT own age the state of things is the direct contrary to
that which we have been supposing. While from the universal

prevalence of freethinking in politics—a natural consequence
of the reign of religious scepticism—^the whole of life, and
especially public life, has ceased to be regarded and under-
stood in its symbolical character an^ £gnity; while the
little of religious sentiment that still suirvives is more or
less distracted and secularised by sectarian controversj% and
scarcely one inviolable sanctuary is left for a simple and
undoubting faith to shelter in—art and the beautiful are for a
^certain portion of the educated classes the only fresh oasis of
divinity amid the surrounding desert of worldliness. It is the
last treasure left to them, and indeed prized by them as such,
and regained as the true palladium of a higher intrinsic life

;

but this, in its isolated state and by itself, it never can be.
In this respect the present age may be likened to a noble

house, fallen from its primitive wealth and magnificence into
decay and ruin. Its revenues dissipated by misfortunes, mis-
management and extravagance; its mansion and domains
mortgpiged or encumbered with debt, nothing remains to it

but tlie family jewels. These time-honoured heirlooms of
better days are all that it still retains of its former opulence.
And even in these many a false stone has been introduced
among the old genuine diamonds; much spurious metal has
been substituted for the sterling gold of antiquity. Appa-
rently, however, the w^ole are still presented as the last relic
of a formw splendour, and of a wealth which once seemed
inexhaustible. In the same way the present generation
8up{)orts its inner and higher life on the mere external trea-
sures of art, whUe the great capital of ancient feith, to which
among other excellent fruits that ornament of beauty owed
its existence, has by the great majority been long squandered
on the apiViV of the

Hut the symboheal dress that religion everywhere assumes
constitute but one-half of its external form. The other
consists in the vital and intrinsic union of all the members
and professors of the common frith. Religion cannot by any
means be isolated and solitarjr. It is impossible to think of it
as exis^g only for the individual. In a word, there is no
^oh thing as region in a proper sense without a oommnnity.

or three must at least be united in a common frith}
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its power and efficacy may be visible among them. And this

association is one vital throughout ; an inmost bond binding
souls together by a spiritual attraction, and, as it were, eur
ohainment of the several members.
As the electrical shock traverses instantaneously the entire

chain of the connected links, and the spark which enters at

one extremity dashes the next moment at the other ;—as a
single loadstone will by contact convert any number of
ne^es into magnets and elevate them into a new and higher
relation to the whole globe -so is it also in religion. A living

communication from the first origin runs through the whole
community. As in the voltaic pile, composed of alternate

layers of tvro different metals, one chemical element of the

telluric energy or of the vital principle of the air oratmosphere
is emitted or set free on one side and the other on the oppo>
site : so is it here also in the spiritual chain of faith and in its

living reciprocal^tiou of the different members of this soul-

chain~between those who are active ministers and con-
ductcurs, or instruments by which it works, and the others, who
in a somewhat passive relation only imbibe the invisible

life. By the one the divine blessing of sanctification and
holiness is set in action and brought to light—developed and
eonffrmed; while by the others gradl is received as the

effectual power and gift of salvation.

One remark, hovrever, seems particularly called for in this

place. It appears from what has been already said that even
revelation and the true reli^on itself 'invariably puts on and
is invested with that symbolical garb which is so consonant
and agreeable to the state and nature of humanity. This
being the case, it becomes extremely difficult to form a general
standard by which we may unfalteringly determine what
symbols are not essential, as only serving for the external garb
of religion and an intelligible vehicle of its communications.
For thLi, it is evident, must be governed by the diversity of
individual wants and peculiarities, and must conseqoently

assume a variable and personal character. however, a
symbol proceeck immediately from Qod, then it must neoes*

sarily be essential. It is not only a type, but an actual sub-

stance. To suppose otherwise would be even almost parallel

to presuming to regard the eternal Logos, who is the source

of liaht and life, of all knowledge and of all being, as a word
ms^y, without imutte energy and substance.
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Most natural, therefore, is^it (that is to say, most cousisleut

with the nature of the thing, which however in itself is suj>er.

natural. Incomprehensible, and surpasses all conception), that

the highest symbol of the faith, that which forms the prin-

ciple of communion and the living centre of unity of all Chris-

tendom, should have suc)i a character as to b^ at once a

symbol and also the veritable reality of the thing itstdf. For

inasmuch as on the altar of tin’s religion of divine love, since

the one oblation has long ago been wrft^ted,jio other fire

shall again be kindled but the flame of prayer and of a will

directed to and in unison w’ith God, therefore, the act by
means of which that communion of souls which constitutes

the essence of all religion, is maintained and carried on,

consists simply in this, that the essential substance of the

divine power and of God's love to man is given and received

as the wonderful seal of union with Him.*
As to the altar itself, how rich or how simpJe its ornaments

ought to be, is a question which I have alreadv remarked,
does not easily admit of any general solution. If, however,
we should attempt to think of Christianity without an altar,

or desire and attempt to establish such a scheme—what indeed
among the vast variety of human conceits and rel^ious

theories has only occurred to a very limited number, and
never has and‘ never will exercise any lasting and decideil

influence—a Christianity thus divested of sjunbols and mys-
teries would be degraded into a mere philosophical view and
opinion—or at the very best, a school of the kind, anything
in short rather than religion. Even the study of the Bible,

if in spite of so sad a state of things it should still surrive,

would sink into a mere matter of erudition, on a level Yrifli

any other favourite pursuit of antiquarian lore and research.

And if, on the other liond, rising perhaps somewhat higher
than a mere philosophical opinion or tlie favourite pursuits of

erudition, a religious community, having no altar at all, should

pretend to rest entirely on prayer and spiritual teaching or

preaching; such a scheme must presuppose an immediate
inspiration^ communicable to all and continuous througlmut

*This statement does not necessanljr imply the Romish doctnne
Irinstthstantiatlon. It is fully met in an unobjectionable seme by ttu**

Csihofic tenet of Che reel presence,—IVent.

X
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time. But such an hypothesis invariably proves the easy and
natural transition to the most frightful fanaticism, of whose
pernicious and evil effects those only who are acquainted with

the domestic history of Mohammedanism, among whose
modern and ancient sects this idea is rampant, can form a

clear and adequate conception.

In religion, therefore, and that entire imion of the imier

man and soul with God which it demands, or at least hopes and

desires to bring about as essential and necessary, and which

the higher philosophy of antiquity, no less than revealed reli-

p;ion, strove after and longed to attain, there lies a something

inconceivably sublime and beautiful. Nay, we might almost

call it an impossible result, similar in some degree to that

which is involved in the higher and more intricate of alge-

braic equations for which there is no solution, or which, at

least, appear to have none till it is actually discovered. Now
this finite, chimgeablo, and in all respects incomplete and in

no one point satisfactorily, or at least not perfectly defined (a)

of our own individual self, with which we are 'wont to com-

mence the whole of our thought and life, is to bo brought into

communion with, or in other w^’ords, to be equaUtnl to the

wholly incomprehensible {x) of the incommunicable Godhead.

How is this possible ? By what means is it to be accom-

plished?

Properly, indeed, our Ego,is no such (a), and cannot hv

defined as such in the wonderful algebraic equation of our

inmost life and highest pursuit. Fer now here does man feel

himself to be a ^rst; aJl things prove him to be secondary

and derivative, wherever it may be that he is to take or soefc

his beginning. And not only does the alphabet of our life

carry us beyond itself and towards its end in this iiicompre-

hensible (a?), but it is also defective at its oomraencement, and
wants a beginning and the first fa), wliich ought to form its

very opening. And even the (a) (could this satisfy us) is

nowhere distinctly and clearly to be found such as it is in and
by itself, or such even as it was originally. It is invariably

mixed up and involved with something else equally unknown.
We have, therefore, in this equation of our life, to do with

two wholly unknown magnitudes,—^wiUi the incomprehensil)le

(js), and with the (v). For by the latter sign wc will at

present designate that which everywhere meets and opjioscs
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US. For the fact of such an inborn and connatural obstacle

every one will admit, even though he may refuse to explain it

l)y the evil principle and may be unwilling to receive the

explanation which revelation gives of it.

How now is this our (6) to be earned back to its original

{a)

}

How is it to be set free from this evil (y), and brought

into imion with the highest {x) ? The answer and solution to

this apparently insoluble equation can only be obtained by one
method. In attempting it, we must keep steadily in view the

principle so recently advanced, that the essence of religion

(^onsists in the effectual communication of a higher and living

po^vcr, which emanating from the first and original point

traverses the whole spiritual chain to its furthest link. But,

in order to illustrate completely this principle, and the, idea

which arises from it, of a satisfactory solution of this proj^lem,

I will indulge mj self in a brief but episodical explanation of

the Egyptian hieroglyphics, as furnishing the most suitable

example for my purpose. For inasmuch as the symbolical

natm*e and constitution of the human, and indeed of all mortal
existence, was the main subject which opened and has occu-

pied our present consideration, it may be regarded as the

imtural complement and key-stone to the ’whole discussion, if

in addition to what has preceded, we go on briefly to t xamine
how and in what sense the oldest writing and eiulic t method
employed by men for the communication of their ideas was
symbolical.

Of the languages of Western Asia, at least, and of the

alphaliets derived therefrom, the Ibdirew, viz., tlie Pheenician,

and the Greek, it may without hesitation be asserted that they
were derived from hieroglyphics, and are without exception

of hieroglyiihical origin. This cgniiot be asserted as de-

cidedly of tlie Indian alphabc't, which differs so totally from

all those preriously meniioncd. Still I shall not alien myself,

simply on this account, to come over hastily to any conclu-

sion as to the comparative antiquity of the Hindoo and the

Egjqjtian modes of writing.

Now, according to all that we know of the hicroglyphical

mode of indicating objects, it rests on a very simple principle.

The discovery which wais in so remarkable a manner reserved

to our own age, is not indeed complete, and leaves much still

to Vic explained. Tim fundamental principle, nevertheless^ b
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well established. From this it appeal's that the hieroglyphic

system of Eg)T)t, although entirely symbolical* contains* not-

Mrithstanding, the germ of alphabetical writing. As the prin-

ciple of hieroglj^hical writing is equally applicable to modern
languages as to the Eg}^ptian, a German word will serve us as

well for an example, and for the purposes of our illustration,

as any other. IVeliminarily, however, it is necessary to

observe, that in this mode of notation the leading characters

and essential elements of the radical somid are alone indi-

cated ; such vowels and consonants a.s are quiescent or servile

are omitted, and being without any special signs are left to be
mentally supplie<l.

To take, then, a German word for our example. The word
Leben (life) would be signified by its three principal charac-

ters. Now, the first letter w'ould be indicated by Licht (a

flaming light), because this word also begins with L, Baum (a

tree) would stand for B, while N w^ould represented by any
kind of Nms (fluid), by a rapid watcrfidl, for instance, or by
a waving line, as a t\q)e of its moving and undulating surface.

A light, tlien, a tree, and an undulating surface, will by means
of the initial letters of our German terms for them (Z^icht,

iSaum, iVass), stand for the word Ijchcn, t. life.

Now, from this example, which I have puiposely chosen, it

will appear that this hicroglyphical mode of notation and
writing, while it was fundamentally alphabetical, had never-

theless at the same time a symbolical significance. For a
light, or light-giving flame, the tree with its growth, as well

as the flowing stream with its waves or ripples, aptly expre.ss

and typify the intrinsic character of life, with its several

characteristics and elements. And it Ls even this addition of
symbolical colouring and signification which in the otherwise
equivocal, and consequently inconvenient, representation of
objects by an hicroglyphical alphabet, constitutes the peculiar

dimculty, but at the same time the mental attraction of this

kind of writing.

This mode of hicroglyphical representation is not, however,
the most difficult to he understood. Anollicr, so far as it Jhas

as yet been found out and as progress has been made towards
dodjphering it, appears to be ^ more abstruse and enig-

matical* > For to understand or to interpret the latter in any
degree! it is almost indispensable to know beforehand what u
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tho object indicated or intended. In this mode of biero-

glyphical notation the image of an object is made to stand for

any other whose name begins with the san;e letter, as the word
does that designates the former. Thus, to employ the same
instance as before, the picture of a flaming light would by
itself stand for the word and idea of life. This is, if we may
so say, a bold play with algebraic equations, between enigma-

tical emblems, which are at most but imperfectly indicated,

and which nothing but the intelligence of one well versed in

the system can ever hope to comprehend. Any other, even

vriih. the greatest pains, will scarcely be able to decipher it

Vith any degree of certainty. And this leads me back again

to our former and still unsolved equation, invohdng the riddle

of human life, and which this simile of the hieroglyphics was
intended to help us to solve.

The hieroglyphical mode of \nriting is, according to the ex-

planation we have given of it, a symbolical representation by
means of the initial letters of words. In it and through it

even that which is most ordinary and common assumes a
mystical character, and passes into this wonderful, imaginative,

and emblematical sphere. Now the sohition of this general

problem lies even in this : that this {x)—this incomprehensible

(jc)—as the eternal Logos of the incommensurable Godhead,
became also (a), (that is to say, took on Him a human life and
nature,) and is even now fully and really such. For thus the

begiuning and the initial letter of the M^hole alphabet of human
existence, which was so long wanting, although from the verj"

first it was implied in and was the foundation of the (4), was
given anew to it by God. And now this (4), and every other

of the following letters, can attach themselves indue oraer and
connexion, be united with it and even be equated to it, and
being thus equalised, inasmuch as or ~ a, it also becomes capable

of apprehending the otherwise unattainable (t). And at the

same time it can be entirely set free, at once and for ever,

from tho restlessly opposing and destructive (— y); since this

(y), as opposed to the (x), is merely a negative quantity, and
as such vanishes.
• But however we may attempt by means of this or any other

scientific or figurative illustrations to apprehend or to express

the ine&ble, the fact, and above all, a living faith in that

great verity, ti^t the divine (x) has become a hujaan (a)—
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that the eternal I^ogos actually and really took upon Him the

nature of man, and still retains it, is tlie point from which a

new and higher life commences. It is the ring which holds

together tlie whole human family ;—the first link in the chain

of spiritual life, to which all must be referred and from 'which

all is to proceed.

Tims, then, beginning with the emblematical representations

of the fine arts, and developing the idea through several other

spheres of its manifestation, I have carried the sjinbolical

significance of human life up to the highest hieroglyphic of all

existence. And as in the three previous Lectures I have con-

sidered the eternal Word, simply smd principally in a scientific*

jKiint of view', as the fundamental law of truth, it now' remains

for me to exhibit it as the w^ord which shall solve all difficul-

ties in the problem of human existence, and shall prove an
uneiTing guide in the conflict of life and in all its most impor-

tant relatiou.s and perplexities. And to this subject the three

last and concluding Lectures will be devoted. And in these

w'C shall consider all this in its reference to the external and
public life of man in soctiety and the state. For not only docs

it hold tnie of the higher pursuits and inmost being of indivi-

duals, but it has also an universal application. For this highest

of all hierogl}'|)hics, w hich is the lx?ginning of a new' life, forms

also the foundation of tha state in its sacred cliaractor.

And because the application of Christian truth and of the

fundamental idea of^Christianity is in general so greatly mis-

taken, I have thought it neccssarj" to remount somewhat
higher in iny investigations, to draw frotn a dc^eper source,

and to connect them w ith a higher principle, in order to arrive

more steadily and more certainlv at the result which I had in

view. And this result may be thus summed up :—The Chris-

tian state is nothing" less than symbolical, and even thereby
historically sanctified—whereas the mere polity of nature or

that of reason, which, however artistical and consummate in

its constitution, remain.s all the while false and unsanctified,

is either puiely dynamical or else ab-solute.

In human life and society there arc three species of power,
w'hich possess a sjonbolical significance and a sacred character

as resting on a divine foundation. And these arc parental

authority, the spiritual or priestly power, and the ktngly or

whatever may be the supreme authority in the state. The
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affectionate care and anxiety of an -earthly parent possesses

but a faint analogy to tlie goodness and providence of the

onmiscient and eternal Father of all, and is scarcely more than

a type of it. Moreover, the parental authority and a father's

rights over his children, founded on his relation as the loving

and affectionate author of their being, admits not of being

set forth and comprised in any exact and positive formularies.

And even if the social community occasionally steps in to de-

termine by legislation the limits, and in certain points gives its

sanction to the domestic rights and authority of a father, as

founded on love and feeling, this is only done, nevertheless,

With a riew to guard against and to remedy the possible abuse

of so natural a right and relation. When, however, as was the

principle of the old Roman law. power over the life and death

of his offspring is conceded to the father, we feel at once that

this is an undue extension of the paternal authority, and that

the provinces of the three different powers are not kept duly

distinct and separate. A parent who should avail himself of

such a privilege, would but prove himself devoid of the ordi-

nary feelings of nature. On the other hand, by a natural sen-

timent, common to the savage and barbarian, as well as to

the most refined and civilised nations, respect for and rever-

ence of parents is held to be something more than an ordi-

nary and conventional duty and obligatio|j. It is universally

regarded in the light of a duty in every sen^e sacred and holy.

And the divine moral law of the Old Testament completely

agi'ces with the imivefijal feeling of man*s nature in this

ascription to it of holiness. But, on the other hand, the rights

of the Christian limit the parent's authority on the side of the
spiritual domain, wherever it would trench upon the freedom
of belief and liberty of conscience. Social circumstances,

again, such as the dotage of old age, mental weakness, faults

of character, or offences against society, may, in certain cases,

tend greatly to limit and control, or othemise modify, the

parental dignity and authority. But still, in the very worst
case, Uic most respectful l)ehariour and the tenderest delicacy,

on all points connected with tliis relationship, remains for ever

ail immutable law of duty to the child, which, as it is deeply

founded in the moral sense of man, makes itself heard through-
out the whole habitable world. The mutual tic of parental love-

and filial duty has, it is plain, its foundations deep in nature
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itself, and out of it proceeds the sanctity of the very notion

of domestic life, and of all its relations, as well as of the

peculiar authority of a father and a pai'cnt.

As for the spiritual and priestly power : wherever religion

recognises the priest in his true character—i. 6., not simply as

the preacher and promulgator, but also as the living channel

for Espousing and communicating the divine grace, he is, in

so far as his office is concerned, and in the discharge of his

sacerdotal functions, a vicegerent of God—^not so much, per-

haps,, of the everlasting Father, the Creator and Lau’giver of

nature, as of the Son who came down into the ivorld to ransoiyi

and redeem the human race. The priestly or spiritual power,

therefore, has a divine foundation on which it ultimately rests.

But inasmuch as that bond of communion which unites our

souls with God must be sought and attained by faith and in

the spirit of faith, so this authority* however holy in itself, is

nevertheless, by its very nature, confined to the province of

sjrirituals.

The judicial function also, where it is recognised as dog-

matic, is at least subordinate to tliat other character whose
office it *18 to cany out the work of redemption, to dispense

the dmne grace, and to bless^ For an arbitrary judicial

power, wheri internal capi^ipe is the fule of judgment, and
where the execution of its decrees depends on the individual,

does not in strict truth deseiwe this appellation. With as

much reason might the anointed head of the state claim by
virtue of this consecration and anointing to exercise the func-

tions of the spiritual office.

Further, we may observe, all these sacred offices possess a

certain analogy and affinity one with the other. This fact,

however, does not in any way militate against the essential

and nccessarj' duty of preserviag a precise and accurnU^

separation of their several functions. ITie privacy of homo,
the family circle, and the relations of domestic life, are by the

laws of most nations regarded as a sanctuary which the

external power of the state ought not lightly and without grave

necessity to folate or profane. On the other hand, in onji

nary language patomal titles are ascribed to the other two
powers: But as regards spiritual personages, this is a mere
mark of respect ; while as applied to the head of the state, it

serves to indicate a sjiecial character of goodness and clemency
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in the govcrnineHt. It is not by any means applicable

generally to the functions of government as marking its spe-

cific nature and essence. For it may not be, nay, perhaps^

we should rather say it cannot in ail eases be simply and
purely paternal.

Strict impai-tiality, for instance, is a primary requisition in

the judge, but is it possible, nay, would it properly be just, to

require this in every case of a father ? The judicial character,

however, is the predominant element of political government,
and the supreme judicial fimetion is its essential aspect,

with which, all the other distinctive characteristics or exclusive

prerogatives of sovereign power are most intimately con-

nected. And on this account, w^hile the paternal authority

rests primarily on that tic of souls which consists in the reci-

procal aflcction of paren^ and children, and while the priestly

power is limited to the sacerdotal and spiritual domain, the
supreme judicial and sovereign power in the state, which is

responsible to God alone, as the highest and paramount of
these three sacred and venerated powers, embraces the com-
j)lotc w'hole, if I may so say, the bodily reality of man's pqblio
life. And in this sphere of historical reality it will be' my
endeavour to trace the further development of thefee three
ideas as they manifest «thcmiiiU*es in the busy conflict of life

and the age. And to this subject I purposo^ {o devote thi
three following Lectures.

In concluding our j)ij('st'nt disquisition I will only add one
remark. All these thi;ee jiowers, as founded on nature, on
divine revelation, and on historical rights, are alike holy and
sacred. Tlie good, that is to say, the pnident and afiectionato

father, the pious priest, and the righteous king, are each and
all, though in ditferent wap and degrees, and with different

powers and rights, visible and acting vicegerents on earth of
the invi.sible God. Ihe lost, in truth, is not merely the
representative but tlie imUmited dis]>enser of divine justice.

And this divine foundation of these powers, which claim and
present an inviolable character of sanctity, forms the practii^
part of that symbolical signification of life ivhich in its highest
jphase has formed the theme of the present Lecttire.

BND OF LEOTTJBB XTT.
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LECrrURE XIII.

Of the Spirit of Truth and Life in its application to Politics, or of

the Christian Constitution of the State and the Christian Idea ol

Jurisprudence.

The Asiatic custom, of deifying their earthly rulers by ad-

dressing ,&em ns King of Kings, Lord or Spanner (twi-

spanner) of Creation, the Effulgence of the Deity, ana the

like, have ever been and verj' naturally most repugnant to the

moral sense of Christian P^urope. The Christian notion and
axiom, that all power is of God, is founded on a very dehnite

idea and weU-considcred principle. And this pnnciple is

nothing less than this, that the supreme head of the state has

to dispense the divine justice. And whUe this constitutes the

peculiar dignity of his office, ha is in the exercise of this his

highest^ fm^etion and authority, responsible to God alone.

If, however, we should anywhere meet, either in the present

times or the history of the past, with a state in which, by the

principle of its constitution, the nominal possessor of supreme
authority and the executive is rcsponysible to another body,

then is the latter in fact the sovereign power, and not the

fomer, which really is subordinate to the other. ITic Spar-

tan constitution will serve to illustrate my meaning. Here,

to judge by that 8tri<'t definition of the sovereign autliority

and its pec^iar character and distinctive criteria, it evidently

lay in the Ephori rather than in the possessors of supreme
executive power, who were called kings and whose office was
hereditary. The very %ct that two kings reigned conjointly

is of itself subversive of the very notion of sovereign power.

But still more fatally was tWs undermined by their rcspoiisi-

bili^ in certain cases to thb censorship of the other Sjiartan

magistracy. To the other ancient republics, whoso constitu-

tion was based naturally enough on a ver>' jirtifieial division of

powers, and the maintenance of n certain untugonisni and
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aocnrntp balance between them, our notion of a supreme and
sovereign political authority is scarcely applicable. It is found

far more fully expressed in a special character of inviolable

sanctity and dignity attaching to certain judicial functions

and magistracies, such as that of the Areoptigus in Athens

and of the censorship at Rome in the days of the Republic^

than to tlie transitory tenure of the executive power, over

which those judicial autliorities possessed and exercised in

certain cases a control.

The proper and defacio^ or personal division of power, is

essentially v republican principle. In notion, however, or in.

idea, it is perfectly legitimate to make a distinction between <

the several functions and elements of the whole sovereign

authority. Now, in such a case, the judicial pover—-me
supreme judicial power w^e would emphatically say—is pre-

eminently the characteristic sign and specific distinction of

sovereignty, from which all its other prerogatives and pro-*

perties are originally derived or flow from it as ite necessary

and natural couseciuences. The noble prerogative of pardon
and mercy, for instiince, is as it w'cre the natural attribute of

the supreme judicial power.

With respect to legislation, hourever, and the Iq^lative

authority
;
an im|>orta«t co-ordinate power may, according to

the existing constitution of a j)articular state, be vested in the

other correlative members of the body prditic. The preliminary

deliberation, the first sketch or tlie initiation of a law, may not
perhaps proceed in everj>^^cjise from tlie supreme head of tlie

community. In other states, again, tlie law must emanate
from the fi'ec choice and individual will of the monarch, or at

least the introduction of it, since he cannot of himself alone

make and raiTy out the whole. Tliis is a point, consequently,

on which it is extremely difficult to draw" the boundary line,

which must in no case be timsgressed or deviated fix>m—^iu

so far, that is, and so long as there is no question about any-
thing* more than a sim})le co-operation or co-ordinate delibe-

ration upon the proposed laws. But still in every case the

final sanction, by which a law bccbtocs properly the law, or
by .w hich it is anmilled or repealed, must be reserved to the

royal prerogative, otherwise the monarch ceases at once to

be supreme.

Even the prerogative of proclaiming war and of concluding
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peace is, if perhaps we may be allowed so to say, a judicial

function on a large scale, and applied to tlie external relations

of states. It is in shoi*t nothing less than a judicial act. And
in this light it will appear to every one who docs not regard

it as a mere act of arbitraiy caprice. This, however, it never

ought to be. For it is, as it were, a verdict on the existing

relations of right and wrong between two neighbouring states.

But inasmuch as both parties, in point of right and law, are

in so far equal, that they i*cfuse to recognise in common any
higher judge, an absolute state of violence necessarily ensues, a

struggle ofpower follows, until at last, in the change ofcircum-

stances, the relations ofjustice are restored by mutual consent.

The party that first proclaims %var becomes, in this process of

trial by battle, the judge of its own cause. And if by the

fearful issue of the combat ft is taught to see its own injustice,

then must it either make due concessions, or at very best,

by calling in the mediation of a third and neutral state, it

must constitute it the judge by whose decision it is ready and
^ willing to abide.

The usual insignia of the kingly dignity, the sceptre and the

t^irone, are only the signs of judicial power, as it were, pro-

moted one degree higher, and can be historically traced up to

the judge’s bench aiid staff. The croi»m alone remains as the

pecidiaf and exclusive symbol of the highest earthly dignity.

And rightly is it called a splendid Imrthen. For while it

exalts him who is called to wear it above all earthly depen-

dence and responsibility, and exempts him from aU the ordi-

nary relationsjjpf human life, the heavy weight of this splendid

ornament reminds the wearer of the'^gnive nfckouing and the

strict account he will have to render to Ood, os the Supreme
Judge of all—who is the source and sum of ^1 justice and
righteousness. For this serious and solemn responsibility is

received from God, together with and at tlie same time with

the erown^ ^

Quite different in friignification was the symbolical Ensign

of the old emperors in the middle ages~a sword pointing to

the four winds or cardinal points of heaven. It alluclea to

the peculiar idea and the peculiar constitution of that dignity*

For m this respect it was not simply a distinetian of power,

of rank, or of title, between the imperial and the kingly digni*

ties. It inTolved a total and essential difference between the
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ideas and objects of these sacred and anointed potentates-—

between the elective emperor and the hereditary king, duke«

or prince, although it was from these alone that the former

could be duly and regularly elected. For the emperor was
looked upon as anncd with the sword of all Christendom to

be the defender of the whole system of European states.

Accordingly, as the representative of the union of several

states, he bore this ensign of his imperial office.

To this ancient idea of a Christian empire we shall again

have occasion to revert in the further examination of the idea

of a political state and its Christian community. We shall

meet with it once moi’c in that section of our inquiry which
will be occupied with the niling principle of right and polity

in a system of states as a body, and also in the mutual rel^
tions of its several members. In this section w’^e shall also

show that this principle must be either absolute, that is, one
where one or more of the several members of the union exer-

cises a superior and preponderating influence, or one artifi-

cially constituted and djuiamical, i. e., a system of the so-called

balance of power. And here will natur^ly arise the question

\rhether, for such a confederacy of moral and civilised soeie-

ties and nations, a less imperfect and higher, but common
principle of (Imstian justice might not found and esta-

blished } For any system of mutual confederation, whether
absolute or founded on the artificial relations of the strength

of its respective members, is in any case defective and imper-
fect, whatever may be lb© ground of union, whether foimded
on the internal constitution of the states, or derived from
the physical consideration of their geographical position and
neighbourhood.

Acco^ng, then, to that divine principle and Christian

foundation of the state which 1 have attempted to derive from
the symbolical signification of life and the symbolical destiny

of man in his relation to God, the highest autlrority of the

state—the king, or generally the monarch, as well as the

K]>iritual functionary, or the priest—are the vicegerents of a
highest and divine power, whom they represent on eartlu The
only difference between them is, that the latter has chiefly to

represent and to set forth God as teaching men, but at the
same time as warning and commanding them in this revelation

of His will, and os promising and as livmgly dispensing to thein
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His grace, while the fonnor is the representative of the Omni-
potent Lawgiver and Judge,who governs the world withjustiee,

and will by no means clear the guilty. According, therefore,

to the true Christian notion of these two powers, both of

them-—the civil no less than the spiritual—^possess a represen-

tative character, which, however, deviates very widely from

the ordinary notion of the representation and a representative

constitution, or rather forms a decided contrast to them.

And what contrast can in fact l)e more decided than that

which such a representative power and dignitv as belongs to

the ministering of the divine grace to the soul and spirit, or

the dispensing of divine justice to the whole earthly lit,

forms with that thing of horrible memory,* wdiich has been

called a representation of the people, or the systems which
have been similarly designated? But even if it could be

satisfactorily proved that a people, like the invisible essence

of the Deity, could be represented, it is o}>en to very grave

doubt whether this is really possible in the method usually

adopted. According to the principle of this kind of popular

representation, where the whole adult population are en-

titled individually to vote, the election becromes as it were a

lottery, and even the political winners thus detonnined, or the

ballotted members, become so matiy influential units in one

branch of the legislative body ami ibr a limited period. In

respect, however, to the principles and sentiments, the pre-

dominant character and spirit of a i)cople, tlioso who are thus

chosen are the representatives not so ipuch of the whole nation

as of the reigning passion of the moment, or the spirit of the

times in its restless agitation. For when thus resolved into

its constituent atoms and numl>ered off in succession, a nation

is redu<;ed to an elementary mass. But like all tlmt is thus

elementary, when thus decomposed, and fermenting in its pro-

cess of dissolution, it assumes a destructive tendency' and turn*

At least it ceases to form an organic whole, an individual. It

is only when a state or nation historically lives on, ftirther

developes and vitally maintains itself in its organic members,
I. e., in its several estates or essential corporations, that it

con be said to fonn a living whole, and to be as it werc^onc

great individual.

* SeUsgel is apparently referring to the Canititiiefit Assembly of

Pmieb Rovolatioa*— TVffat,
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It is only in tliis sense that there can be true representatives

of a people, who, if the expression is allowable, are its true

historical men. It is in them that the spirit and character,

the general leaning tendency, the peculiar style of feeling,

sentiment, and thought of a nation, in any definite period or

periods, finds its most decided and loudest expression. Rarely,

however, is this attained in a system of elective deputies or

representatives, which is liable to many passing and accidental

influences, and indeed in and by itself lias no connexion with

it. Scipio and Cato would lie representatives of the Roman
character and spirit, even if tliey had never been invested

Vith public authority and had lived tlieir whole lives in exile.

And in the same manner purely intellectual natures nmy
often stand for such historical characters and representatives.

Horace and Tacitus most assui-edly occupy the same relation

to their respective ages as the two former did to theirs, and
this in truth quite iiido|iendently of any subordinate rank or

political dignity and influence which either the one or the

other possesvsed in jwiace or war. Cicero, indeed, would have
been all this in an equal degree, and perhaps still more so, if,

keeping entirely aloof from the civil contentions of his day,

for which he was little suited, he had devoted himself to the

acquisition of a purely intellectual and literary influence.

Ilowever, it is not eveiy famous autlior or every brilliant

|x>Iitical speaker that can in this sense bo justly regarded as

historical characters. Besides that energj" of talent which
creates an epoch, and A^iich is indeed the primary and essen-

tial condition, certain other proixnlies of character are re-

quired, certain sentiments and principles viridly carried out
and realised in life and action. But this is a combination
wlxich is nirely found. A peculiar sphere of practical influence

does not form an immediate, nor indeed, a necessary quolifi-

CRtiou of such a character. Still it is evident that a writer

who truly merits such an ai>|Kdhtion must be sometlung more
than a mere man of h'ttcrs or an artist. The effects he pro-

duces on the minds of men mu.st be both truly national and
historical. Such alone are truly and properly the historical

representatives of a iK'0])k'—‘the mew of tlieir nation.

As for those other elective repmseutatives already men-
tioned, it is only when' tliey belong to a particular estate and
corporation, and ix^prcsent it, that they cun promote the per*
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manent interests of this organically constituted whole. For it

18 out of such orgduic toembers that the national existence

pains its true, i. s., its nistorical development. But this is

impossible whenever they are chosen by the individual votes

of the entire population. Such a splitting of the whole poli-

tical body, as it were, into its constituent atoms, is either in

itself an elementary decomposition or must eventually lead to

it. Even a republican constitution, if it bo well and wisely

ordered, will be based principally on corpen-ations or oi^miic

division of estates, rather than on any principle of numerical

majority and equality, which, taken as a general element, inva-

riably proves, as history testifies, sooner or later, a positi^

source of anarchy.

Not only would it be an exagge^ration, but even a gross

error, were we to regard the republican polity as excluded

from the Christian principle, that all sovereignty is of God, or

as irreconcilable with it and even m directly contradicting its

spirit. On the contrary, the duty of obedience and the actual

dependence on the exiting and de facto head of the state, is

not less binding on all who through the accident of birth or

their own free choice and voluntarj' obligation belong to such

a community, than on the subjects of an hereditary monarchy.

The utmost &at can be safely asserted, is that the Christian

state principle inclines rather ip the latter form of {miity, with-

out, however, formally rejecting or unconditionally excluding

the former. Historical experience shown Uiis, and the

whole of modem history will frumisli* abun^nt testimony to

its truth. When the responsibility of the supreme political

authority is in an endless circle shifred from point to point of

a mere human sphen', then the sacred character of the divine

foundation of the state exhibits it^lf witli least disunctness.

It is more immediately manifest in an hereditary monarchy,
w^herc by a single point, as the first link which bolds tO|^thcr

the whole community, this responsibility is attached imme-
diately to Ogd snd the divine justice, before whose tribunal

it has alone to answer. And thiu moi^ immodiale nnni-

fcstatinn forms the ground of tthat preponderating tendency

aild Jnrcfereiice of the mpnarcMcfd eonstitutbrn by tibe Ohrfs-

tian principle!

Bit in another respect nUo is it nmer to give a roligtous

meaning to political life in im hei^tory motmrdi^, $m to
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discharge its duties and to maintain fo a religious spirit,

than ill a republic. Since all tliat Ij^man is subject to

change, fluctuation, and imperfcc^oti^" It would be something
wonderful if the case were different^ with political matters,

and if the state were to form a singular exception from the

general rule. Such an expectation would indeed lie strange,

and contrary to the natui*e of things, as well as to reason and
common sense. For, to take an instanee from that people

whom God so specially and immediately led and directed; after

a >vise Solomon has long and peacefully occupied the tlu’one,

with prosperity at home and splendour and reno\vn abroad,

tlic reins of government may fall into the weak hands of a

minor, when, even without any personal culpability, all hostile

elements come to an outbreak, and lead to the most fearful

political consequences. And even Solomon, with a wisdom
which in many respects was more than human, was not secure

from all mistakes and errors. For inasmuch as after receiving

this illumination from above, this wisdom lent to him from God,
he still remained a free agent, he might, as he actually did,

pervert it to an evil use. Like everj’tiiing else that is good,

it was liable to abuse bv man. Gener{jJ|y it does not lie in the

neture of things that in long succession tod change of times one

reign should l)c equally mild and paternal as another, equally

prospcroiw tod splendid, and |^qually wise and successful.

Tliis, indeed, is a matter which does not de^ud invariabty

and exclusively o^i the persoqjd qmilities of the sovereign. It

is governed much more*by the pecuhar circumstances of the

age, and the general n'Uitions of the political world. We
should ciT greatlv if w'c wei’O to suppose, or feel inclined to

assert, that this cliange, from nappy and prospen^us to adverse

^^>1? less fortunate times, is less frequent in republican states, or

that tlie latUir arc entirely exempted from such fluctuations.

History funushes numerous instances refute so absurd an
idea. On. the contrai’yi^uch changes ifre far more generally

the rute In republican states, and their rmn advmices with a

more rapid mid certain jgogress. For the gr^th of a re-

public in external^ power an<^ influence, and the con^utot
mifltipUoation ntijs rclationfWth l>ower«, is mvnri^
bly acoompanied.witb intei^mf agitation, Itadi^ to swW
den and violtot <iianKC«..

diilhrcnee«' hoMrpTer;^ hcsjit tmtiin an hereditary monfichy
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the change fi'ora a distinguished to tin unfortunate and less

prosperous reign is^ distinct, and has an assignable cause,

which, by a natural and just sentiment, is received as a divine

visitation, and wherever any sense of religion still survives and
prevails in men’s views of life, will be patiently endured as such

.

Accordingly, besides its mere legal sense, the maxim that all

authority is of God now assumes the further significance of a

divine dispensation. And it is clearly manitest that this

Christian maxim and principle was intended to convey this

second meaning, and that it embraces such a religious view

and estimate of political matters and events.

Now it is true that the Providence of God exUmds to dll

events and circumstances of the world. Every j>enmssion,

therefore, of evil, whether in a greater or less degree, every

mislbrtune and calamity that happens to us, must, from this

point of view, be regarded either as a well-merited punishment
or as a severe trial, as a wholesome pang and conflict or as a
painful transition to a liigher degree of perfection. Tliis, at

least, will be our feeling, in proportion as wc entertain and
faithfully follow a religious view and estimate of oui* own life

and fortunes, as well ^ of all mimdane events, in a firm and
unshaken faith in the Di^dne Omnipotence and Wisdom.
Even for the preservation and healtli of his«»physicul life, man
stands in need of pain and priyjition, but still more so for his

moral improvement.
Now, notwSftistandinff tliat this principle of a divine pro-

vidence is equally applicable m every case, still, even the

religious estimate, not to say a simplyhuman mode ofjudging
of political events and relations, Jis in republics siibject to the
foilowing imiKMTtaut and essential modification. In such a
constitution, all hangs, or is made dependent, on the choice or
the caprice of men, or, if such terms bo preferred, Uieir merit
and intelligence. Consequently, tlie entire blame of every
error or misearriage in government, whether real or imaginaiyt
and however^great or Uttle, is fortliwith ascribed to itahninan
odministmtop. But an injury at banda of man mvariably
provokes bitterness, revenge, and opposition. On the con*
trary/k misfortune which overtakes os &om Qod^ and wldebi
as betfig unable to impute % tilaina4f it to any huttffeoi indi

riduab feel and recomise to be a diviao visitationi awakens
in tti wbol^fue and salutary n:flect!pn. Thus it is foun^
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on the very nature of things, and on a right and sound state

of human feeling, that a change fi-om a year of plenty to one

of want and barrenness, should be borne with patience and

resignation. But if, on the other hand, a general scarcity and

dearth, or any similar affliction and disproportion between

the supply ana demand of the necessaries of life, should occur

among a trading or manufacturing population, of which the

source should really or apparently lie in some erroneous

measure or selfish policy of those on whom the administration

of the state devolved, aU minds would immediately be in a

state of excitement and uproar. And, in fact, the w'ords of

the pious kin^ in Holy Writ: “ Let us fall now into the hands
of the Lord, for His mercies are great : and let me not faU

into the hand of man,”* are quite in unison with the general

feelings of human nature.

Accordingly, throughout the sacred history of the old world,

and in all times where religious sentiment is not quite dead,

such calamities and even an mifortimate, not to say a wicked
reign, are looked upon as the deserved visitation of God’s
wrath, and as a time of heavy trial. And the chastisement of

Heaven will be borne, by all right-thinking persons, not out

of fear of man, but as is fitting, in reverent submission to the

divine will, with manly patience and resignation. On the other

hand, innumerable instances of a contrarj’^ course might be
produced from republican times and histories. How o&n, in

such states, has a false step in government, trifling, indeed, in

itself, but still, in fiict lOid in 4ruth, a blunder, in one party,

been the occasion of an opposition and resistance of another^

and of a general feeling of discontent and a violent reaction,

which have proved a himdred times more fatal and pernicious

than the first occasion of popular murmurs. How often has
a merely human oversight, tnvial enough in itself, and running
counter to public opinion in some little trifle, led to the most
feurftil catastrophes, amidst which the first exciting cause is

lost sight of and entirely forgotten, and li^nally all is invedved

in one TOneral ruin.

In tlmi resp^t, and in this degree, it may safely be a^rmsd
tSat the Christian principle of the state is more myouraUe to
an hereditary monarchyman toa republican constitution.

* 2 Sam. xxlr. 14.

V 2
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at this point the proposition must be left purjiosely ind«}ter«

minato. For a rigorous exclusion of all republican states, a«

if, properly, they could never be right and legitimate, would
most assuredly not be accordant with the Cliristian principle

of a state and the fimdainental religious conception of all

political relations and events. On the contrary, it would,

undoubtedly, go directly counter to all proper feelings and
ideas on the subject. For the Christian principle of justice

respects all that has an historical existence, and leaves even
the imperfect in the undisturbed possession of its rights. In

this respect it is entirely opposed to the revolutionary spiritt

For the latter, in its inmost essence, is anti-historical ; its first

step being the refusal to recognise the value and the claims

of all that comes down from, and has beer established by, the

past. And, moreover, the (Jhristiau idea of justice, with all its

strict rigour, involves a principle of equity. For, in truth,

every Christian sentiment embraces the whole of life, and its

several relations, with a loving inildneHs, and jiays a due re-

gard to all really existant though subordinate circumstances.

And it is this exactly that constitutes the very notion of

equity. Lastly, the do^'trine of Christianity, and the idea of

human life wla{!h it gives rise to, is highly favourable to true

liberty. Hut, then, it is liberty, in a large and exalted sense

of the term, in which, first and before all, a spiritual and
moral freedom is meant as necessary' to be firmly established

within men before the external libei;^' in social and j)oUticaJ

life can be hojxjd for. For most true is the sublime declara-

tion, If the Son shall make you free, yelihull be free indeed/*^

To e\'cry one for whom this ficntiinent possesses a meaning
and aignificance it would l>e 8U{K*rfluous to add, what, in-

deed, is 80 palpably evident, tliat the Son makes no one free

except in the way that He Himself was, vix., by obedience

—

a perfect obedience which brings tho whole man, witji all its

parlous and affection.s, as a free-will offe^'ing to the Father.

The predominant tendency of modem Christendom to a

monarcnical constitution, as most accordant with the Cliristian

principle of the stale, is abundantly evinced in history. The
fiict is so generally admitted, tliat it is almost a work of super-

erogation to adduce instances of it. Not only within the

memory of living men, but dso two centuries ago^ a great

* John fiu, 35. ^
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Christian monarchy, fimatically possessed and inflamed with

the idea of absolute liberty and equality, lapsc^d fora while into

a republic. But in both cases this passing fever of fanaticism

soon worked itself out by its very violence, and the foreign

and diseased matter was thrown ofr by the political body. It

was out of this crisi.s, how'cver, that the muen lauded constitu-

tion of England arose, with its dynamical theory of the division

and nicely adjusted baxlance of poxver, wliich has reached at

present sagreat a height of practical excellence. Moreover, it

is almost superfluous to notice the fact how a second-rate mari-

time power, which in its very origin was entii*ely republican,

gradually approximated to, and has at last entirely adopted a

mouai'cliical polity."*^ Another state, monarchical indeed, but

which, from tiie fact that its sovereigns were elective, deser\Ts

rather to be called a republic, and in some respects was really

so, amiilst the aiiarehy of party and the feuds which arose out

of the elections, soon lost its ancient gi'catness and splendour,

and even its existence as an independent nation. In short, in

the wdiole of Christian Europe, but a few small and uninfluen-

tial communities have reUiined a republican fonn. As for the

republics which have sprung up out of the colonial states in

the new world, the very oldest of them arc of too recent an

origin to allow us to pass upon them any judgment which
could he justly and truly calhKl historical. On the other hand,

how'cver, tlie modern C'hristian era fimushcs one remarkable

phenomenon of a republican state on a large scale, and of a
wholly peculiar kind. •And xve may adduce this instance aa a
proof that such a constitution is by no means excluded from
the spirit of a Cliristimi polity or its legitimaU* and historkud

principle.

I am alluding to the ancient German, or the Christian

Boman Empire of the midtUc ages, during a jicriod of many
centuries, and in the time of its vigour and splendour, wdien it

led, not to say formed, the great political >vorld. f As an

elective empire, but still nionai*chical in the unity of the

e In this Slid the following sentence Schiegel is alluding to HoUant
•ad Polaxid.-^7V<is«.

t The Kaiser was in theory the temporal lotd of the whole earth $

•ecorthng to the words of the Sachscn-Spiegel, ** Zirei swert Hess Got in

ertriche au oeschirmene dy Cristenh^it, dem Pabste dat gektiicbe, den
Reiser das werltiicbe,*' ^*Two »wortt0 has God tefl to the world lo protaal
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whole, it possessed so far a republican tendency and shape.

And this it preserved even long afterwards, when, by a long

succession of emperors of tbe same house, the tmperim crown
had in fact become almost the hereditary right of a single

finnily. For the solemn sanction of an election was still indis*

pensable, and this gave rise to more than one exception or

inteiTuption to the otherwise historically confirmed law of

succession. Moreover, this great system or confederation of

states embraced many smaller and principally republicaii

states ;
at least in its members were comprised every possible

form of political constitution. ITie four great dukedoms, who
in the imperial diet were the original representatives, together

with the other hereditary powers which subsequently attained

to the electoral dignity, formetl as it were the monarehical

element in the whole oody, retaining, however, at the same
time, its national and popular character. Alongside of these the

spiritual princes, as entirely dependent on choice and election

for their dignities, formed an aristocracy, not only of birth,

but of science and the intellectual cultm*e of the age-—in
short, an aristocracy of merit. Lastly, the trading and manu-
facturing free towns, with their imperiid privileges and char-

ters, formed among the other members of the Empire, a true

dcmocratical element, in the highest and noblest sense of the

Christianity
;
(having ^ven) to the Pope the spiritual, and the temporal

to the Emperor.’' The claim of the Empire to universal dominion was
indicated by the aword pointing to the four points of the heavens, while as

thS Holy Empire" it was its duty to exterodnate not only the Heathens
and the Moslems, but also the false Cbriatiaiu, as the members of the

Greek Church were rrt^arded by the West. In lie mediaeval constitution of

the Empire, a symbolical character prevails throughout. Seven were ita

shields; of these the first was borne by the Emperor; the seesmd by the

aptritual Electors ; the third by the tein{>oral Princes ; the fourth and
dfth by the Connta and Knights of the Empire ; Urn atxth by their vassals

;

and the seventh hy the free burghers and peasants. Seven, also, was the

original number of the Hereditai7 Elf^tors of the Empire. Tliree spiritual

Princes, the Archbishops of Mayence, Cologne, and Treves, as chancudhirs

respectively of the Endpire, of Burgundy, and of Italy. Four temporal

Electors: the Prince Palatine of the Rhine, who as grand-camr earned

the imperial apple at tlie coronatiim ; the Duke of ^ony Wlttomberg,

who as marshal carried the sword ; the Margrave of Braadenbuig, who ea

grand-ehamherfain bore the scep^; and the King of Bohemia, who as

eupbeaier presented the cup, ne deetiou of the Emperor was held at

P^kfort^on Ihe-Mahie ; the eoronation at Ala ; and Bie new Bmpiior
hdd his first diet at Kurembefg
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tenn. For we miifit not understand thereby any mere nniver.

Sill equality, leading to the usual popular anarchy, but cor-

porations, with well-defined rights, of the burgher classes, as

they attained to historical importance and influence. The
very name of the Hanse Towns is sufficient to remind us of

the vast and important pait which the latter played, even in

the declining times of the Empire.
Thus free and republican in its spirit was the old Christian

monarchy of the German Kaisers. It had no doubt to undergo

many con^ulLsions from domestic faction, and finally sunk be-

neath them. Still tliis political constitution of the middle
ages, in their best days, must for ever remain a remarkable
and singular phenomenon. Its full and deep significance and
grandeur are little recognised, and still less perfectly under-
stood, by the modern science of politics. Peculiarly fSiristian

in ])vinciple, in its kingly administration as rigorous and suc-

CH’.ssftd as any other state in the most brilliant eras of the his-

tory of the world, while* in the internal development of its

rc'publicaii members and constituents it was more rich and
varied, and in truth much freer than even the most lauded

anumg the mixed constitutions of modern times. For his-

torical (‘xperienoe, that great teacher fit political .«icience,

distinctly proves that in those dtjmmical states, which arc

bascil on the principle of the division and nicely adjusted

balance of power, the ministry and the opposition usurp be-

tween them all the functions of authority, while the sacred

cypher of an horedilarynjionarch is nothing more than a m^fe
sLidow, beneath which they can sit at ease to carry on their

endlejjs disputes.
^

The Christian view, then, of the world and of the state, as

we have already remarked, does not exclude or reject any
form of political existence. On the contrary, it iwogniscs
whatever possesses an historical cause and foundation, and
allows it to stand in its proper place and in its true and
ori^nal significance and rights. Accordingly, it admits the

validity as such even of the dynamical form of polity, even
thou^ it feels it impossible to agree with partial and enthu-

siMtm admirers in considorinpp it as perfect. Nay, it does not

reject even an alsolute despotism, notwithstanding that it sees

clearly enough all its imperfections and great inferiority. It is

only% a complete view of history that their existence ean be
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explained and understood. And in this thej^ will appear
eitiier a necessar}*^ cmH in its mildest form—i. as the

pernicious and dangerous, under existing circumstances, or as

a remedy for some more fearful disorder, by which alone the

social frame can be restored to a more hojilUiy condition.

The usual transition and natural issue of popular anarchy,
when it has lasted long enough to exhaust its own fearful

violence, is a perjietual dictatorship or despotism in some
shape or other, but devoid of a higher and divine sanction.

This form of government, or (.since strictly speaking it is not
a form) this political condition, must be carefully distin-

guished from a long cshiblislicd, legitimate, and hereditaiV

monarchy, with which its w'hole character has nothing in

common. No doubt when the revolutionary evil has reached
its greatest height, and when a sueeessful and prudent usurjKu*,

like the much lauded Augustus in ancient Home, without
being personally answerable for the overthrow of the previous

constitution, appears pre-eminently in the character of ntedi-

ator between |)arties and a gtmcral pacificator, the world is

ready to accord to him its applause. Gradually his authority

is more and more widely ackuowle<lgod. Although at first he
is recognised conditionally only and relatively, nevertheless,

if he remains faithful to his better tendencies, and continues
to the last to confer important benefits on his jH^ople, he may
often give a permanent and historical foundation to his

dynasty. But if, on the contrary, under his usurped power
revolution, phenix-like, only renenv* itM?lf out of its own
ashes, and the old anarchy from bi'low revives in another
form from a})Ove, as a merely military^ desjmtisrn, which in its

restless and annihilating lust of conquest hofiours nothing, but
th^ws the whole world into confusion, then is the second
evil worse than the first, which it promised to remedy. By
such a course it loses its only moral foundation, inasmuch as
it was to the better promise it held out that it owed its tem-
poraiy and conditional recognition. Such an instance has
rieeti brought closely enough before our eyes in the history
of very recent times, to enable us at once intuitively to urn
dersCimd its whole character. M<»re slowly and in a moVe
organised method, and consequently with mopo lasting and
historical results, did such transitions dtape themselves in the

aneSent world, and especially in the Homan constitution. The
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ancient development therefore of this phenomenon, and its

special foim, is highly instructive and pre-eminently calculated

to throw a clear light on our whole theory.

Modem history at no period presents to Us such a vast

system of republicjui states as we meet witli in the annals of

antiquity, which exhibit this under the most various forms, as

tlu' pretiominant constitution of the whole civilised world, not

only in its infant, but in its miiturost and most flourishing

development. JJot only the Grecian communities, Carthage,

Koines and the Italian mimicipaliti(‘s, but also all the inde-

pendent nations of central and noilliem Eurojx\ possessed a

fnorc or less perfect fonn of republican jjolity. I’his portion,

therefore, of ancient histoiy ftimishes to political science a
phemnnenou which in the highest degi’ce demands its atten-

tion. However greatly its freedom of inquiry and high intel-

lectual culture, its splendid examples of patriotism and its

noble characters and heroic deeds, may prepossess us in its

fa^Dur, on the whole we arc forced to confess that experience

has decided agaiiKSt such a system. This great teacher show's

it to us as utterly impracticable, and ill adapted to promote
the real progress of human development, inasmuch as with
whatever of brightest promise it may biggin, it invariably ter-

minates in barbarism and disorder. In all of these states we
trace <'arly enough the same evil tendency to political licence

and anarchy, w hich, developing itself with ceaseless rapidity,

soon ]>aves the w'uy to the indetenninate condition of absolute

power, ’4^1most all thn great thinkers and political witers
of antiquity, without exception, W't thems<‘lve>i to oppose the

democratic element of iheir national constitutions, and fore-

saw and predicted the ruin of their country^ fmm this source,

witliout being able in any way to prevent it. It will be
enougli to mention Plato in Athens, and in a different manner
and degree, Cicero in Home, who was himself drawn into the

vortex of political strife. The remedy and counterjmise for

the evils of this dcmocratical spirit was sought by the poli*

tical thinkers and philosophciN of those times, in a doubtlessly

noble l)ut still very imperfect form ofan aristocracy

—

a remedy
which is as little 0>tisonant to our feelings, as it is unlikely to

satisfy our scientific comnetions. A just and clear idea of

an hereditary and welUrcgulated monareny was at that dale
abnast entirely unknown, since in its essential fe&tures» in
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its true and perfect character, it is entirely of a Chinstian

origin. In the ancient world, at most, a few and fiiiut out-

lines of it ai*e occasionally to be discovered.

The internal and external dissensions of the republics of

Greece, and the consequent loss of their independence and
subjugation by the JIacedonian monarchy, or the half Asiatic

half Grecian jiowers which sprang out of it, affords a sufficient

confirmation of the law that the republican constitution, iu

the times of moral degeneracy, invariably terminates in popu-

lar anarchy and ruin. The* same transition in the Komai
polity presents us with interesting considerations of a higher

but ditferent kind. For in this instance the change wait

effected with clear ideas, definite views, and well-digested

principles. After a long and unparalleled succession of

bloody civil wars, and an equally fearfiil series of foreign

conquest and aggression, which were almost indis|X»nsablc

as an outlet for the wild and ambitious passions of men, the

catastrophe which forecasting minds had long fort'se^en a<

last came about. And instead of continuing a hopeless resist*

ance, it was now the first object of the wdse and pnident to

convert the new military power into an instniment of )X'aee,

'Ktid by investing modem but absolute authority with all

the old and hallow <xl forms dignity, to bring it as near m
possible to the character of an hereditarv’ monarchy. It is to

the tendency to improvement which fonns the genn of those

ideas that we must look for the ajwlogjs while in the course

of history at this period there lies wiiatcvor there can be ot

reason and justification for such absolute desix)fisin as pre-

vailed at this era in tlie political world. In itself, however,

it cannot be too often repeated, it is altogether formless and
full of imperfection. A true family succession and hereditary

dynasty, however, was scarcely possible, so long as Uiero

existed no limit to caprice in acioption or divorce ; and when
all the relations of marriage and the family w^ere undennined
by the universal corruption in morab, which the better

emmrors sought in vain to check and reatnim.

By the ascription to the imperial dignity of priestly offices

and titles belonging to the popidar religion, it was indeed

ottempted to give to it a more sacred chmecter anil sanction.

This* nowever, secured to the emperor no real accession of

power. Sudh was the state of decay and weakness in wbieb
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rolifjion, no less than morals^ was sunk. Th(' heathenism of
those days consisted in nothingbut some poetical legends, ex-

ternal rites, and ceremonial pomp, which occasionally found a

philosophical interpretation, but without a proper intrinsic

substance and coherence and an orgjiniscd prie8thood~all

whicli are to be still found in the ancient religion of the

Hindoos. And it was only a natural addition to the other

munerous inconsistencies—it only rendered the whole drama
the more revolting, if, after an inluiman reign, and after being

at last put out of the way in a verj' human, and, at the same
time, very unhiuhan way, the hated tyrant was in conclusion

jiiaced among the national gods. And if under Aurelius and
the Antonines bettor days appeared, still they were but brief

and transitory, since they did not, and in truth could not,

possess any historical confirmation and moral basis like that

of the hereditary monarchy of Christian times and states.

In jurisprudence, not only as a science, but in its prac-

tical administration, the Romans have in all ages, and even
modem times, been justly famous. One reason, perhaps, of

this the fact, that all who still retained the least sense of

right and justice, withdrawing from the dangers of political

life and honours, retired to the still inviolate domain of law,

and devoted themselves to the development of the old juris-

tic principles. Hut when the whole social firame and the

very principle of civil existence has become in its inmost

essence unrighteous, and based on injustice, a few just laws
al)out property, and robbcr}% and fraud, and murder, and the

like (offences which, generally speaking, are for the most part

essential'y tlie same in aU times and places,) can profit little.

Equally imavailing, too, arc the shrewdest and most sagacious

of juridical treatises on such topics. ,To extol the Soman
Empire on this grotmd wovild be tanttunoimt to praising one
of the worst and most pernicious sptems of philosopbieal error,

or excusing it becatisc it does not violate, or rather, because

it necessarily observes, the ordinary rules of li^io—'Whieh»
however, does not by any means lessen or remove the error,

but, on the contrary, aggravates it ; since by rendering it so

much tlie more spemous, it does but gain for it a more ready

acceptance among men.
In the later ewck of the Christian renovation of the Boman

Empire in the Oerman, the better elements of the old RoniM
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j^jrisprudencc were rich in valuable and beneficial results.

Still the Cliristian principle of the state accords better with

the old Teutonic laws than with the civil code, inasmuch as

by tlie old German usages a greater regard is paid and a higher

influence alldtred to the rights of equity. No doubt but the

Roman jurisprudence has most acutely defined and developed

this beautiful notion ; but it is chiefly as an exception from

strict right that it recognises it at all. For such was tlie

Roman law from its commencement ; and it was regarded and
established as the proper province of e<}uity to modeiute and
to soften its original steniness and severity. But according

to Christian law, equitj* and strict right ought to be in evefy

instance intimately associated and blended togetlier, as is

indeed implied in the very idea of Christian sentiment and
feeling.

Herein lies consequently the great and essential distinction

between Roman and Christian law. And this is the principle

on which a thorough and systematic development of Christian

jurivsprudence must proceed, and in such a spirit alone can it

be consistently carried out. A second distinctive mark of

Christian law and of its vciy conception consists in this, that

l>eyond all others it is founded on historical rights. No doubt

in its simple and natural character the Germanic custom
invariably tends towards an historical legislation, both for the

burgher and for the private individual, and is so far perfectly

reconcilable with the Christian principle of right and justice.

But in the full and extensive siguifiegtion of the term, as it

embraces the state, and all such powers of the civiliwd world

as arc brought by gcographicid contacft into ijolitical relations

with each other, it is only the Christian jiriiiciple of right

that can be truly said to be historical. For none but the

Christian view of the world really embraces in its plans and
consideration the whole of mankind.
Had man not fallen from the very first into dissension and

discontent with himsc^Lf and his fellows, with nature and with

God. society would ha%*e stootl in no need of a constraining

force, or of the state to constrain it. For what else is the state

but an armed neutrality for the prcsoi^*ation of jicace, a sword

of justice against wrong, whetficr from individuals or com-
munities, a fortress and a bulwark against uniust attacks and

Ihe \ioletice of war ? And whence but from tnal only perfect
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system—tlie system of Christian truth arid the first opening

of revelation—can we derive the explanation of that which is

hut the propagation of the old e^^il and the primal curse?

Docs it not fiirnish, in the first wrong and the fi^rst fratricide,

the historical derivation and origin of the state, accounting for

it as the divinely appointed protection against man’s inborn

tendency to injustice ? And if in any other history or tradi-

tion a "tolerably clear and definite allusion to such ideas

exists, it was without doubt originally derived from the same
Source.

.It is, however, as in my last Lecture I have already endea-

voured to show, in the second and new divine commencement
of the human race, that we are to look for the true sanction

and foundation of the state. For it is in this renovation of

mankind that their true intrinsic and higher peace was first

proclaimed and offered to him. Not, however, perfect peace,

for that is to be the fruit and reward of having “ fought a good
fight.”* Still it is in the meantime a sui*c and everlasting

^asis of future [icacc, and an ever-growing genn of tranquillity

even in the present. Viewed in this light, then, every human
peace which is not merely specious and pretended, but honestly

intended, and in so far Christian, however imperfect and par-

tial, forms, nevertheless, a step in the gi'cat scale of progrCvS-

sion—an upproxiinution and a preparation to that universal

and all-embra<‘ing peace of God which is higher than all

rea.*fon, and all the disputes which arise out of or about it.

If injustice and wong sfhould ever di.^appear totally from the

earth—if tlie peace of Go<l were actually established thereon,

then would the end of law be attained, and all institutions for

its accomplishment would liecome superfluous. I^aw presup-

t

loses a condition of struggle, and is intended to endure as

ong as it lasts. It is itself noUiing less than a struggle against

wrong, 'flic Cliristian vicw% accordingly, and theorj^ of law,

is fur higher. In a scientific point of view, too, it alone is

wuisfactory on this account, that it recognises a higher prin«

ciple 06 Uie source of right, or as right itself, and that it alone

contains in itself the historical key for the whole, and embraces
at buce the beginning and the end. But now the Christian

idea of right is thus historical, not mendy because it fimiishes

a complete explanation of the first beginning of wrong, and
gives an historical derivation of the divine sanedou of tha

6 2 Tim. W. 7.
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state ; but also in this sense, that in obedience to the principle

of equity, as extended to the wider relations of political life,

and to the law of toleration founded on this feeling, it respects

even the imperfect and inferior degrees of right, whenever, at

least, they are the unavoidable results of a previous course of

things, and possess an historical foundation, and are established

as less evil, and at least as comparatively good. And this

explains, wdiat is otherwise incomprehensible, how the Christian

sense of right could reconcile itself to the absolute form or

rather fomilessncss of the later Roman w^orld, and being grai

dually associated and fused therewith, led to its com|>lete

renovation in the exalted phenomenon of a Christian empire.

This peace-loving and tolerant recognition of imperfect

political constitutions and forms of state, is only applicable,

however, where the absolute and the pernicious had its founda-

tion in some historical occasion, and where, by a natural course

of development, the eril has followed as the result of some pre-

vious defective condition of the political body. It has no place

where the evil is radical and of spontaneous growth, as in the

empire of Maliommct, and of his immediate snccessors. For
a fanatical lult of conquest was inti'oduced in the fii^t germ
of this djTiasty, and indeed fonned its foundation and its {mi-

mating and vital principle. The brilliant success and per-

sonal talents of the first caliphs may indeed wnn our admiration

and chain our imagination, but still in the very worst times of

the old Roman world absolute power never presented itself in

so unmitigated a form as it does in this empire of deadly

fanaticism. Tliis is the calm judgment of history. In the

former case the evil sprung chiefly from the personal caprice

of individual tyrants ; ill the latter, the jiervading principle

wus despotism, which, on the wdiolc, remained unchanged in

the most famous and greatest characters. For such immuta-
bility is an essential principle of despotism whenever the spiri-

tual and the temporal power are held by the same hand, and
are united in one common centre and sovereign.

In another point of view also, that, vk., of the moral esti-

mate, the historical compaiison between the old Roman and
the Mahommedan empires turns out to the disadvantage of

btter. In the later times o{ the Roman Empire, the fiimily

relations, and the sacred ties of married life, were no doubt
greatly disturbed and perverted by the prevoiliiig tone of im**

moranty. But among the Mahommedans they were enttndy
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overthrown by a felse religion. Even in this respect, there-

fore, it is evident that there cotild be no place in the latter for

that moral foundation of a long established family unity, such

as a civilised state like the'Chnstian monarchy requires. It is

nothing strange, consequently, if in the times of the Arabian

dynasty, the Mahommedan state stood in more decided opposi-

tion, and proved less reconcilable to the Christian polity than

ever heathenism did in the days of ancient Rome. But not-

withstanding this^ we find, On the other side, the Christian

principle of peace extending itself even tq the historical phe-

nomena and political relations of the Mahommedan world.

For the most part (and in a greater degree with the advance
of time) these events have been judged in that mild spirit of

historical justice, which, in its complete and comprehensive
estimate, allows a due consideration to every motive and
circumstance.

Moreover, a high principle of toleration has extended to

them the benefit of the international laws of Christian states

—a policy which only requires to be rightly understood to

be proiiomiccd in noways deserving of blame <x reprobation.

For the evil can only be radically extiri)ated iJy the complete
triumph of Cliristian tnith over fiilsc foundation and lead-

ing idea of this fanatical delusion.

But however improbable it may seem, regarded merely in

an historical light, that the Mahommedan races wiU ever adopt
Chiistion sentiments, morals, and principles, still in the great
course of mundane tiling, or in other words, in the counsels

of Providence, notliing, however it may contradict human
expecbitions, can rightly be held to be impossible. And,
inaeed, recent times fimxish many'lpeaking indications of a
growing tendency to such an approximation. Many signs might
be pointed out, which, while they bear witness to a widenmg
and deepening feeling of its desirableness, encourage us to en-
tertain higher and better hopes. To promote, and indeed to

co-operate in bringing about so great and divine a consumma-
tion, so long as it can be dono without violating higher duties

and principles, does not appear to go in any degree beyond &e
sphere of a truly Christian and pacific imUcy, or to "interfeie

wiUi the relations which it is right to observe mr^^ to non-
Christian states. On the conti^, the worst violation thereof^

and one that most surely menaces oanger and misehief, is for

a Christian state, iii dn^ct opposmou to its natural prinoi|il0
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and Tocation^ to be seized and actuated by a faiiatieul lust of

oonquest similar to that which animated the Saracens. Such a

subversion and confusion of all moral ideas, and of ])olitical

life, was publicly manifested, for the first time in the C'hristiau

world, during the Freneli Kcnolution. Breaking out with

liirious violence, in the brief period of its duration it developed

itself with fearful rapidity. Ilow many, or rather liow few*

steps it would have required, had its reign been longer, to

convert it into a railitiry despotism, thoroughly heathenish,

such as the Revolution inclecd was from beginning to end ; into

a despotism whieh,^ like that of the caliphate already men-
tioned, should unite in the same persoq all spiritual, as well

as temporal authority, we need not hertY further investigate.

Tlie dreadful possibility of such a contingency has la en brouglit

only too closely home to our fears.

The es.sence of de.s|>oti.sm, as I said before, lies in the union

in one person of the civil and spiritual powers—or in a most
anomalous state, which is by a nire and faulty combination at

once spiritual and timiporal. And since the distinction hv-

tween the two powers is involved in the very notion of a

Cliristian state, it is of the highe.rt importance that the state

«hould carefully ol)servc and respect the boundarit's between
the two domains. It is extremely difiieult to establi.sh any
general standanl for all the cases of collision between the two
that either have actually occurred or arc conct ivahly jmssible.

For it is evident that this eontingeney must Ix' modificxl in an
infinite iiiunber of Avays, by existing Hfreaties, thejocal circum-
stances and political constituUon of the diffi'renl states, llie

chief point is the general .spiiit and feeling. The question

turns iiniicipally on gocnlwili and honest intentions; but pre-

eminently on a right coneeptiolti of both jmw'ers, as alike pos-

sessing in their respective spTieite.s a higher sanction, a divine

foundation, and a sacred character. ITiis must be recognisixl

in every ease and time, and all circumstances belonging to

either q>bere must be treated accordingly.

Many and serious cases of such collision between the church
and the state liavc occurred and arc pcrpettmlly recurring.

Many and grave errors have been committed on both aides.

But for the most part they have been un&irly judged, or

rather iniqudged, through ignorance both of the tim<?s and
of the actum circumstances of the case. The day is not long

gone by when in tibia respect it was the liabitual rule to suli^
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jcct certain of the early Popes especially to an unqualltiod

vituperation and censure. And It must he told, the prai«^

of German impartiality, that Protestant writers were the first,

by their historical reseaiifhes, to do jiustice to and to forma fair

estimate of these, in their day, truly gi'cat and eminent fha-

racters. Still we do not by any moans pretend to deny that

both in these and later times pfrave blame rests with many
of the Popes individually. On neither side, however, and at no

time, were the limits wdiich divide the tw^o jmwers overstepped

so far as th*‘y were by Ileniy VIII. of England, tlmt absolute

monarch in temporals, and who wislieA also to be equally

supreme in spirituals^. The most despotic l^overeign that ever

sat on the throne of England, by founding [the independence

of] the Anglican Church,"^ became undesiguedly and uncon-

sciously the true author of that much lauded eonstilutioii of

England, which, essentially resting on this foumhition, fur-

nishes the only instance of a d}mainieal polity, as the only

remedy of an otherwise incurable U^ndeney to division and
anarchy, attaining to a highly perfect shape and development.

As for tlu* schism in the faith, which in these latter has in

so many Christian countries made the pn)blem of religio?

only tlie more difficult, and its relation to the strtc more
delicate and liable to aggression, it luis in England, through

tliis royal rcformi'r, assiuued so coinplieatc‘d a shape, that,

unsolved as yet, it appears to nuu\j% judging of it in a merely

human light, tobilly and for ever incapable of solution.

We must n'serve to tHe succeeding Lecture the euiuneration

of all the results which How iroiu thesi* premises, and this first

outline of a truly Christian justice, which as such involves the

principle of equity, and is even truly liistorical.

The woril« in the bracket are? nwt in tlie original. A$ a loyal pri«r
of a true l^raneh of that Church which ia built on the foundation of tiie

AfKietle#, the Translator could not help to give currency to such a mis-

representation of it. Henry VI II. can atami on his own merits, or rather

demeriU. it seems, however, to be what Schlegel would call an historical

retribution, that the univet>at supremacy claimed by the Bishops of Romei
as it was conlirmed by a Phocus, should be first shaken by a Henry VllL

£vn OF lECXt/KK XIll.
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LECTURE XIV.

Of the Division of Ranks, and of the reciprocal Relations of States accord*

ing to the Christian Idea :—Of Science as a Power, of its Constitutioa^

and of the right Regulation of it.

Whenever philosophy, setting up any conceit of its own as

a principle, intrudes either into the domain of religion or of

politics, such an intrusion is in every case an aggression.

And if the aggi*essive idea, once formed and entertoined, is

nevertheless externally and in appearance held in check and
restrained—if fi*om ulterior considerations, and for the sake of

some remote object, science accommodates itself to the esta-

blished system of law or religion—then is the case only so

much tlie worse. The deep and pervuding hostility of senti-

mcnt is but concealed beneath the external servility of lan-

guage; and the rankling wound has but skinned over the

surface. The influence of evil is far from being checked and
destroyed ; or, to say the least, that of good is nipped in the

hud, not being allowed fully to expand itself. And at the

same time, the dignity ofscience, which can only be maintained

by its imlcpeiidence, is fatally and in^trioaibly encUmgered.

Under this conviction, I strongly protested, at the very

opening of these Lectures, against all such intennoddling of

philosophy with matters foreign to it
;
and I trust tliat for my

part I have hitherto duly observed the spirit of that protest.

But now% the end which philosophy strives to attoin to is a
riglit estimate and full understanding of its own nature, and
tliat of man, both in the inteimal pro|>ertieB of his mind and in

his extenial existence relatively to God and nature, and also

to the world and society. In pursuit of this object, having

once found and acknowledged the centre of the inner life,

such as it is given to us, and setting out thc]jefix)ra, philosophy

can and may, with perpe^ct propriety, submit to investigntion

the highest ideas of life, and judge thoxi^ alter its own method
and fj’om its owm peculiar p«>8ition. But still it wuU do this
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in the hope rather of explaining what actually exists tlmn of

estabUshing any self-devised ideal of its own, or of setting up
impracticable laws for a merely conceivable state of things

under the most arbitrary assumptions—for a wholly visionary

world.

Consistently, then, with this notion of philosophy and under
this limitation, I have not, I think, deviated in the latter Lec-

tures from the law I originally laid down. Inasmuch, how-
ever, as the exposition of a philosophy of life must necessai*ily

be vivid^ and consequently requires to be intei-spersed with

historical views and examples, I must request you, looking

principally to the ideas w hich form the essential foundation of

these discourses, to judge the latter by the pervading tenour

and connexion of the thoughts, rather than by the several allu-

sions and instances w^hioh I have introduced for the mere pur-

pose of illustration. All that is merely personal in the inter-

pretation passed upon those events wall, I trust, be looked upon
as the private opinions, indeed, but still the unprejudiced con-

clusions of an individual.

In the course of these Lectures I attempted fii-st of all to

establish a firm foundation for the human soul, considered

both in its owm proper nature and with regard to its most
essential relations in life to nature and to God, In the next
place, by investigating the order of the divine dispensations

in nature, and in the realms of truth and histoiy, it was my
endeavour to obtain for it a wdder and more solid basis.

Lastly, I occupied myshlf with tracing the course wdiich the

Spirit of Eternal Truth pursues in science and in life, and the

shapes which in its progi’css tow’ards perfection it successively

assumes. Accordingly, I have pointed out to you, fir's! of all,

how this Spirit of Etenial IVuth is ever one and the same in

the highest science and in divine faith
; tlieii, how' victoriously

it comes forth out of the conflict between faith and infidelity

;

and, in conclusion, I showed you that, far from being confined

to the narrow' region of science, it may and rightly ought to

enter with an earnest influence into life itself. How the latter

duty is actually fulfilled w'e endeavoured to show, by consider-

ing" the syml)olical signification of life, and, ns derived there-

from, its higher sanction and divine foundation, especially in

wblic life and the state. And herein the idea of a universal

Christian and truly historical justice found a closer appUoa<»
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tion and wider development. And this funned the subject of

our last disquisition.

I there sought to elucidate this idea solely and cntirelj^ from
history. For this pm‘pose I endeavoured, by means of his-

torical instances, to set in a clear, discriminating light the

opposite and divergent notions of an absolute and of a dyna-

mical or limited monarchy, so far at least as regjinls the

essential features and characteristic constitution of each. As
instances of the former, I pointed to the old Roman world and
the empire of the Caliphs, while the latter w^is elucidated by
the English coTistitution, in w’hich, as yet, it has attained to

its liighest and most perfect development. This is no doubt a

master-piece of ]>olitical wisdom, wherein an intractable sjjirit

of opposition being adoptcnl, as it were, into the very consti-

tution, is thereby rendered legitimate and its evil tendency

is held in eheck. Still the j)rinciple of it cannot rightly be
viewed in any other light than the wise procediu'o of the

phj^sician who, in the case of an inevitable epidemic, resolves

to inoculate the disease in order to be able to control it the

l>ctter, and by watching more closely its crisis, to regulate its

coursi' and issue.

Ill its true historical place, thert*fore, this constitution finds

its satisfaetor)^ explanation and justification ; or rather deseiwes

our highest praise, the fullest acknowledgement of its merits,

and even our admiration. Hut inasmuch its every feature of

it is thoroughly historical and national^ and since Uic slightest

local diversity in the character of a ^ieople or nation might
with different relanons and circumstances give rise to wants
and difficulties little expected or dreamed of, we must be cap-

tious how we seek to lulnKlucc it eLse%vhcrc, In the arts it is

ever a sorry bitsiness to imitate great works of original genius.

By such a course little but manner is inuUipHod. it is

rarely a felicitous idea to supprxse that a constitution, though

copied from never so lauded a moflel, mast he suitable to all

nations alike, and must prove an universal and uniuiling source

toi? p)Iitical felicity—a tree of liberty, which we may tmnspiaxit

at ^leasxirc, or, as it were, a constitutional bill of exchange,

which once endorsed we may put in circulation.

But if the true Gordian knot in tJiat master-piece of p>litj%

the English constitution, remains still an unsolved problem,

since thrt. war of relurious opiniou, which seems at e^ery
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moment to be threatening an outbreak, is as yet, with con-

sumraate skill and prudence, kept under and restrained within

its recognised limits, we may see in this fact a further confir-

mation and justificiitiou of the encomiums we recently passed

upon the reiigious peace wdiich has become for us in Germany
as it were a second nature, and which, in the place of such a

constitution, is to ns the guarantee of mentd freedom and
the pledge of a higher unity than one simply political. It is

not a mere dead letter, but it is a living jmwer enslu*ined in

the minds of men. And if ooeasionally some rash expression

in a great and influential writcu*, or any grievous act on the

^fart of a pow-erful and l(‘ading |K>litical cluiracter, may seem
to menace violence to this religious peace, the general feeling

soon pronounces itself against such indiscretion, and tlie

single note of discord is quickly brought in unison with the

general harmonj% or else dies away without producing any
deep or widely })rejudicial consequences. Not, indeed, that

the existing difference s in religious opinion are a thing desir-

able w'e mean anvtlung but that by our encomiums on the

religious peace. AVhat wm really mean is, that in the present

state of things such a ])eace is of the very highest value, and
one whose great blessing can. only be ai3|)reciated fully by
those who enjoy it. And nothing but a comparison w ith other

civilised nations in this ri‘spect can enable us to undei-staiul

and to fonn a full (\stin)ate of its value. And if every ordi-

nary treaty of {Knicc lK*twoen staU's, whenever it is settled on
true and lasting foundations and sincerity o( purjmse, has an
influence on the inw’ard development of mind or s})irit in tlie

course of liistory, and affonls, as it w ere, a calm presage of a
higher and a more universal peace of God, how can we look

upon this j)eculiar and intenial pt-ace Ixlw’cen meii^s minds in

any other light than as a token of a richer and fuller futtire,

and as a symbol of ultimate perfection and unity ?

In our notice of the schism in the faith we made allusion

to the possibility of u collision between the two highest and
most sacred powvrs, the civil and Uie spiritual, according

to the distinction involved in the very idea of the Christian

lilt. In order, therefore, to avoid eveiy possible misconcep-

tion, it seems to be necessary, or, at least, not a superfluous

task, to add one brief nuimi k, on the extreme ease when, in

such an unfortunate colh\ion, right and justice ai'C o|>enly
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violated and set at defiance. If the civil power be the party

attacked and unduly interfered with in its legitimate province,

it has a perfect right to defend itself, as indeed, in our days,

it is quite able and knows well how to do. The only thing

that apparently remains to be desired is, that in the exercise

of this right it should obsciwe, as indeed becomes the stronger

side, the gi^'atest moderation. But if, on the contraiy, the

aggression proceeds from this side, and the spiritual power is

attiicked, then it ought to bear in mind that its legitimate

oj)position to the ciril power ought to assume a material cha-

racter. Its resistance must never be public and open violence,

nor either directly or indirectly, by means of what we majr

well call machinations^ for such a proceeding would undermine
the sacred foundations of public confidence, and shake the

whole edifice of moral order and society. In the case of such

an aggression religion would deprive herself of her duly ac-

(juired position in the state. But this, so long as the latter

remains Cliristian, religion itself never ctui and never wnll do,

as neither will those >vhose duty it is to gui(][e and to minister

it in a truly reverent and pious spirit.

The only opposition, therefore, that tlio spiritual power can

rightly and justly make to the aggiessiou of the state must be
of a passive nature. It is not necessary to lay doum any
elalKjrate and rigorous distinctions for such an emergency; for

such definitions rarely mee t the complicated variety and special

character of everv possible or even every actual case. A few
historical examples, which readily ^>rcsent themselves, will

sen e briefly and perspicuously to illustrate the view of duty
which wc wish to enforce. In the unfortunate case of a

great and j)ublic collision betw'con the Cliurch and the State,

the model of a just and legitimate resistance on the part of the

spiritual power has been furnished by tlic conduct of that

venerable old man,* whom halfof Eiiro|>e regarded as invested

with the liighest priestly and apostolical dignity. With calm

fortitude, even in l)onds, he refused to yield to the military

despot, and won the i)er8oual esteem and admiration likewise of

that other half of Europe which denied his spiritual authority.

Or, to take an example from a more limited sphere, and of a

more jiersonal nature, wc may apiieal to the history of the

patron saint of Bohemia, which, at least, cannot be classed

• Pitt* vn.
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tlio legends, and which, in any case, will afTord a beau-

tiful and simple example of a noble, perfectly allowable resi«t-

ance of a spiritual party against tlie injustice of the political

head of the nation. By such passive resistance, and by such

alone, did Christianity, in tlie earliest centuries, though so

unattractive and so lowly at its first commencement, gindually

attain a secure external foundation, and become the religion of

the whole civilised world. A public outbreak and even a secret

feeling of dScontent bctw'ccn the spiritual and the temporal

power, between Church and State, is, at all times, and in every

case, a great evil, threatening and bringing danger and ruin

en both. For the state, as being ultimately founded on a

religious bpsis, undermines its own foundation by assuming
an hostile attitude to\vards religion. No financial difficulties,

or any such partial calamities, will ever ruin a people, so long

as any moml energy still exists in the w'hole body, and it is

consequently sound at the core. Political scepticism, which
is the immediate and necessary consequence of infidcli^ in

religion, is the true cause and origin of the decay of nations.

These two vital principles of human society, therefore,—these

two [x>wers, however essentially and necessarily distinct, must
work together in perfect peace and unity. For the one can

only flourish where the soil has been rendered morally fertile

by the other, while the latter cannot exercise its full influence

except under the sanction of the political power. If religion

were at unity in itself, and totally free from party and contro-

versy, and the state, as^tho public life, were in perfect har-

mony with it, and thoroughly perriidcd by its life-giving spirit,

humanity would, by such a consummation, have made a great

step in advance towards that divine peace, for which every
human pacification, however imperfect, is the expression of a
profound and imperishable longing—ofa pursuit w^hich, though
ever attaining, is still never \riiolly abandoned.

Ilow’cver, the alienation and sepamtion of the civil and
spiritual powers seems to belong peculiarly and essentially to,

or rather to be a neccssaiy law of, the present condition of

humanity, still involved in struggle with evil, and not yet

luiving attained to the end of its endeavours. It is much
older than men tiiihk. It must have existed in the first ages o£

tlie world, and in the earliest stage of the Gentile religion. For
among the Hindoos, who, as they are the most ancient people
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that vre arc acquainted with, arc also the most authontio

monument that remains of the primaeval condition of the

human race, we find this separation formally and d(‘fiuitcly esta-

blished. It there fonns an insumiountahle barrier between the

regal and the sacerdotal dignity. ^ On this point it would not

be advisable to direct our attention exclusix tdy or even prin-

cipally to the condition pf the priestly class among the Greeks

and Komans, since, in the later ej)oehs of tliese nations, Gen-
tilism had gieatly degenerated, and in the more civilised days of

tliese people had lost all its esscuitial forms, and its tiTic s])irit

had disapiieared. But, with that still more ancie nt p<‘ople of

the Hindoos, the same unchanged law still exists in tliese

days as in the Acry earliest limes. A Brahmin u ho should

attcmjit to ascend the throne or nsurj) its jiowers. or a rajah

w^ho should wish to Ix' as a Brahmin, or to sujiprcNS and anni-

hilate the Brahminical caste, would be universally reganUul as

an abomination. I'he attempt, on either side, would appear

an offence against hnman natui'e and divine laws. For a mix-

ture or confusion of castes signifies to the Hindoos tlie very

aliomination of anarchy; and by this tenn, in one eharaeter-

istic word of their language, thiw designate all revolutionarj'

times, even tliough. wc must obsene, such periods among the

Hindoos were never more than brief and transitory, the waves
of anarchy breaking harmlessly against the eA'crlasting rocks

of this ancient and vsolidly compact system.

Besides the many other traces of family affinity l>i‘tween the

Indian and Teutonic races, another lurnishecl by the (rer-

manic constitution, phieh forms the political liasis of most
European kingdoms. In India the npble class who most
especially are liound to fnilitarji serviett forms also the caste

of the lords of the soil ; and from their lattc‘r elmracttT th<*y

also derive their name as a class.* Some of the iimst gcmeial

and most ancient features of the feudal system have likewise

been discovered among them, though not indeed its more arti-

ficial and complicated system, to which feudalism was in later

times deAelop<»d among Eurofiean nations. To this lander I

nobility Ixlong tlic naiK>bB and even the rajahs. For it was
left open to the fluctuating fortunes of different families to rise

to or to fall from the summit of political Bignity. een

the several grades of honour accessible to a jiarticular caste

• CfAra/nyof, (See •• KiUotophy of History/* p. 14G.)
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no insumioimtable barrier was raised ;
all were open to all the

members of the same rank or caste.

The <lemocmtical writei^ of a recent era, in obedience to a

sentiment natural enough to their false system, hare expressed

a deej) horror and strong avisrsjion to this institution of castes

among the Hindoos, stomping it on every occasion with the

strongest marks of reprobation. Viewing it, however, in an

liisiorical light, I for my part am disposed to think that it

is to this ancient and hereditary institution, however much of

imperlection it undoubtedly involves, that this great and popu-

lous eounlry owes that firm stability of its laws and customs,

and that indestructible prosperity which the various conquests

it lavs undor;;oiie both in ancient and modern times have been
tillable to shake or to undermine. No doubt the Indian gra-

dation of ranks wants the stamp of perfection and mildness

which belongs to CSiristian |K)litic8. And in this respect

tlie oomiiarisou is espeoinlly instructive. It serves to draw
attention to, and strongly illustrates the fact, that a Chris-

tian division of ranks is, in some points, difiereiit in its

jirinciple, and the very opposite to the eonespondent state of

tilings in the old world, as yet unrefined and purified by this

divnu' eh‘ment. For first of all. aeeording to the Christian

idea, th(' spiritual class cannot di^jKTid upon birth : it mtist

liossess a higher and ])ecuiiar vocation, 'i'his order, eonse-

(juenfly. cannot recruit itself inenly by birth; but must
derive its iiKunbers from the oIIkt classes which are here-

ditary. But in coiisoqifl^ncc of this priuyipie, the paitition-

wall, otherwise impassable and alisolutCj In'tween the other

ranks, wlii<‘h, taken on the whole, are heieditaty, is so far

removed, that exceptional cases occur when tht^se barriers

arc ojiened to nu‘rit or other imi>oriaut considerations. It

is a self-evident fiiet, requiring no elaborate argument for its

proof, that the ('hristian sentiniont, or as we liave here ex-

pressed it. that jiriiiciple of equity so universally and essen-

tially interwoven with the Christian idt'a of justice, demands
that every alleviation of their toilsome and oppressive lot

should be afibrded to the industrious classes. To those on
whom the accident of birth, as the world speniks, i>r as we
shotild prefer to say, a higher and a divine Providciw, has

laid all the hardships of life, it is hut jvst that c\ery privilege

should bi? conceded that docs not militate against, the general
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welfare, or the private rights of individuals. And in the same
spirit, every political constitution that is organically arranged

and founded on a Cliristian, and consequently modified sepa-

ration of ranks, will attentively obsen^e and engraft into its

old constitutional stock every new historical shoot. A great

and instructive example of the kind is at hand. In the Teuto-

nic constitutions of the middle ages, and especially in the

Germanic Empire, cities and trades, which at an earlier period

had formed a very immaterial and comparatively insignificant

element in the whole, in short, the growing burgher classes,

were at their very first appearance understood humanly and
politically, received a great organic development, and taken

into a living combination with Uie old.

In aU probability our own deeply-agitated times, which
assuredly deserve not to be called unfruitful, even though,

together with the good fruit, they may also produce many a
Ikl^ blossom, give birth to much ftiat is new indeed, but which
is, nevertheless, or at least may eventually become, historical.

The phenomena of the present, therefore, demand our most
careful consideration, lest any negligence in this case should

inevitably involve us in disaster, and bring on us a natural

historical retribution. An exclusive and narrow aristocracy,

or if we must say so, one senselessly insisting on its privileges,

such as in the earlier part of the last century was probably to

be met with in a few countries, is, to tlie true friend of the

ancient order of things, the most painful phenomenon. It is

its own greatest enemy. Since, by a^Jbistorical law of antago-

nism and reaction, onh extreme inentably calls forth the other

sooner or later. Hereditary monarchy, as it is the oldest form
of polity in hi8tor5% so, if it is maintained in the mild and
moderate spirit of the Christian shite, is likely to survive all

others, and to be the last in force among the human race.

For a state which is founded and established pii tlie ClirLstian

principle of an equitable distinction and division of ranks,

must, in every calm and unprejudiced judgment, deserve the

rence over tlio artificial constitution of a djmamicnl

ce of powers. For the necessary equipoise is liable to

be disturbea by the restless agitation to which the latter foj^u

of polity is exposed. And it is only tliereforc in comparison

witn an absolute despotism that the dynamical theory can

appear desirable and win so many adherents, while the ibnner
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on the other hand, as the only remedy for popular anarchy,

if administered with talent and energy, becomes not only

tolerable, but acquires even an historical justification.

Each of these two extremes, the absolute and the dynamical,

admit, however, of a wider application than merely to single

states and their diflTerent forms, according to the fluctuation

of the times between prosperity and adversity. For the entire

system of Christian states throughout the civilised world may
in their mutual relations and coriederations depend principally

on the absolute preponderance of some leading power whicn
holds the others in subjection or rules them. But this is an
aflthority which all are ready to throw off, and is never wil*

lingly ackno wledged or submitted to. Or perhaps the whole
political world may, on the dynamical theory, be based on the

balance of power, each state being held in check by the rest.

This was the reigning system of the eighteenth century, and
at its first foundation was admired as the perfection of a wise

policy. In experience, however, it has proved inadequate

and practically xmtcnable. 'fhe only case where it seems to

admit of application, is that of a division embracing the whole
globe, but based on geographical relations

;
but even in such

a ease it could only serx’e to check mutual injury, and not to

promote any salutary end.

In the middle ages, as soon as the German Empire, having

fallen from its original purity, had become totally fidse to its

Christian principle, it found, according to the spirit of the

times, a siilutar}' check itiul counterix)ise in the Chxirch. And
that iron character of the Ghibeltines, which was exhibited no
loss strikingly in individuals and morals, than in politics and
counsels of state, affords the best justification for ^is antago*

'

nism, as \vell as for the opposite great party of the Guelphs,
with their milder bearing and sentiments.

But now that this ancient division and conflict of the spi-»

ritual and the temjioral powers is in these enlightened times a
bygone thing, and in the older sense is extinct for ever;

since it seems mankind cannot do without antagonism of

some kind, wc have instead of it, an elementary one between
land and water. A political scliism variously manifests itself

between the ocean and the continent. In fact, that great

Island Kingdom which traverses and rules the ocean, and
by founding colonies and settlements wherever it listeth or
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thinkcth profitable, puts forth, a.s it Avero, the feelers of uni-

versal dominion, is properly an empire of the sea. For in

contradistinction from a kiny^doni Ave may call oa’oit monarchy
an empirt' Avliieh comprises in itself soattiiI other peoplovS a^id

nations of divers races and political constitutions. In such a

sense we have contrasted this maritime empire Avith the Con
tinent. But althou^li cxperieuee has shown the possibility of

such a division of the whole Avovld and political alienation of

the tAvo elem(‘nt8 of land and Avater throughout the ^lobc ; it

has also estuhlished a conviction that thouj^h these two divi.

sions might do incalculable injury and mischief to each other,

no permaiu^nt or decided sujnemacy of l ither would follow,

inasmuch as a medium for maintaining the dc jiendeiice of

either is Avanting. And as it is only in some urgent need of

the times to find some counterpoise to absolnte i>ower, or an
apprehension of it, that a dpmmical state or the tendency to

it finds its jiistification, so it was only dining the transient

reign of a despotic lust of conquest, and as a elu'ck to it. that

this maritime jiowor could haA'e risen so high as it has in the

opinion of the Continental states.

Since then, however, the gieat powers of Emo{)c have had

a different interest to pursue, and their iK)litieal ct>unsels have

been din*cted to the preservation of peace rallu r than to

selfish aggrandizement. For they haAc all liad to contend with

a common enemy in the restless spirit of the ng(‘, which is yet

A'ery far from being con(|uered and sulMlued. If then an

absolute preponderance of a single ujtnte is hateful to all, and
a dynamical balance of j>ower in the gt^nend state-system is

either inadequate fijr such an end, or else (1(H‘s not admit of

application, is it not at least conceivable that a higher prin-

ciple of Christian justice might lie substituted for tliese which

are equally defoctiAo? Might not a common jwint of inoml

unity 1k» found and {established for the Kuropeaii states?

Must this sublime idea evi*r be lujthing more than the tu)ble

entiusia-im of a magnanimous <?harac.ter? Aud is it to lie

regarded as impossible inendy liccause it is imWddcd in ditti-

cuities? But is not all that is great also difficult? Still,

inasmuch as this exalted {M>liticul unity must have a purely

spiritual basis in the sentiments of nien, a precipitate oi

violent attempt to bring it about must inoAdtably miscarry.

It would not only militate against^ but also corrupt the
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original purity of the very idea. It must be imivcrsally reoog-
niscd bcfoie it can, in the contest with the evil principle of
the day, become a salutary power of good, or furnish for the
political relations a genenil basis of Christian justice. The
one e.vtremc of political Eui'ope, with its absolute polity,

which moreover has fallen very low from its former pre-
jioitdorancc, seems excluded by the very nature of thmgs
from the idea of such an unity. But if it be true that it is

gradually becoming more and more European, a character in
which, luitil very lately, it has rarely been regarded, then a
luodilicd kind of subordinate connc.xion with such a general
principle of association among Eurojican states, does not seem
necessarily inadmissible or inconsistent. The other extreme
of Eui-opc, until its dynamical constitution, had in an opposi-
tion, moderate indeed in foim and conditiormlly, more than
half renounced this idea. In the opinion, however, of many
competent judges, this renunciation is much more decide^
and must exercise a great and mi&vomable effect on the
harmony of the whole. The moral want of our ago, judged
by this or some similar idea, is the necessity which was so
kwnly felt njion its deliverance from the general yoke of a
militaiy aggrossiou, of a moral and intrinsic regeneration of
Europe. And tliis unity is not to be derived from and set up
merely in science, but must be felt as a living energy in life

itself. But how is such an inner restoration to be brought
about and effected in Christum states, but by a compleJe re-
newal and invigoration Af their religious foundation? And
inasmuch as this vyant actually exists and is felt, the problem
which is to supply it must be regarded as an historical one;
and consequently the historical development of the times—
abstracted from the accidental form of the first essays at its
solution, will soone? or later carry us to all that is most cssen-
tial in the idea.

Formerly, in the mcdimval times, the German Empire
claimed to lx? this Christian centre of unity for the states of
Europe—although, in truth, it was far from embracing the
whole system of European states. Latterly, in the new poli-
tiad theory, the mutual relation of nations has Wcome gra-
dually republican. And this new form has consequently been
accompanied with imperfections and difficulties and almost
inextnoable perplexities. I« it then probable that m the
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commencing or recently commenced era of history, a firm,

compact, but vast corporation of states, founded on a principle

of Christian justice, can be substituted for and gradually

evolved out of the two previous ones, which are now found

wholly inadequate for the ends they were designed to meet ?

As a mere historical probability we may well allow this idea

to stand.

Totally different from those idle spec\ilations of an endless

peace, which, for the sake of mere intellectual amusement
and discussion, philosophy was used to advance in the schools,

is this thoroughly practical thought of a confederation of stajes

based on the principle of Christian justice and vitally con-

nected with religion as the most general centre of humanity.

And the latter must be regarded as the essential condition of

its internal consistency and permanence. At least we may
safely ad^mce the following as the result of a philosophical

consideration of history. An exalted and imiversal religious

peace of this kind, and proceeding from such a principle, in

which by a peaceful approximation, not only the two parties

in the faith should be reconciled and finally united, but also the

spiritual and the secular powers, the Church and the State,

should be allied together m the profoundest haimony, is, pro-

perly speaking, the vc^ thing which mankind most stands in

need of. But this desirable result never can and n(?ver will

be attained until all shall be miited in pervading lumiiony with

religion and with life, especially with i)ublic life or the state,

so that all these three principles <rf fundamental elements of

human existence may work togetlier witli one aim and pur-

pose, Such a state of profound internal peace would be some-
thing more than a simple {Kilitical peace, with its transient

blessings. It would be a sacred peace of God and the higher

spirits, or at least the precursor and the best initiation thereto.

This, however, is not to be effected by diplomatic skill no more
than by scientific hyiKithescs. It can only be brought tiliout

bv the immediate opcTation of God and by that diniio energy

which from the bc^ginning has sustained and still sustains the

system of the universe, l^hilosophy acCordm|(ly must content

itself with pointing to this end and this sustaimng power, and
also with calling attention to all the traces historically fur-

nished which tend in the same directian. And since the great

conflict of the age draws all powers into its vortex more
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violently than ever, it may be allowed to be sufficient for ns
to have hazarded a glance towards this glorious consumma-
tion

; and we now will turn our attention to the development
of intellect and intellectual powers as at present involved in

the as yet undecided conflict. Thus much at least must be
clear, t^t if science, religion and the state, and the several

S
owers, parties and influences belonging to each of these

omains, is as hitherto to pursue each its own way in opposi-

tion to the rest, then will all hasten again witli rapid strides into

a state of chaotic confusion. It may, therefore, well be per-

mitted us to endeavour to hold up before men, in as strong a
lig"ht as possible, this better hope, and to furnish them with
every possible confirmation of it both from science and history.

If our age be as yet far from healthy—^if it be still in a
sickly state, if the first fearftd crisis has not totally expelled

the mseased matter—^if, on the contrary, the general European
body in many of its members is still infect^ with tlie virus

which has penetrated into the inmost and secret marrow of
life—-if the source of the malady lie in false ideas, or the total

absence of right ones, or in other w’ords, in philosophical error,

which has spread in indefinite vagueness and endless hair-

splitting over tlie whole of public and private life, and in a
scepticism no less j>olitical than religious—then, since the

external refutation rarely avails anything, our first object

must be intrinsically to conquer and to banish this error by
tinith, and the spirit of truth in that higher science wliich is

genuine and lawful and (flrects itself to divine things.

The restless anarchical spirit of the times, or the per\*erted

absolute spirit—for they are essentially one and the same, is

yet a spirit—^it may be a superficial* shallow, sensual, and
negative one, but still a spirit, and therefore cannot be over-
come bv any mere negation, but on the contrary only Strug-

gles against it Avith renewed bitterness and consequently more
vigorous resistance. As opposed to the divine spirit of truth,

however, it appears an unsubstantial nullity and soon vanishes
into its OAvn vanity.

A dii*ect controversy with error entails one disadA*antage.

By such a course the latter is unduly acknowledged for a
positive power of catI But in reality it only befjomes so
conditionally, through the atomistic splitting imd diffiision of
fidse ideast and by me moss of its foUoweiB, Avhen once cveiy-
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thing is resolved into elementary decomposition. Moreover,

one extreme of exaggemtion, whenever in controversy we
enter into it and g(^t involved in it, easily introduces its oppo-

site, which then agiiin is on its side carried too fur—or which
even though strictly and literally it be right enough, is yet

asserted with too little of limitation, and applied with unsalu-

tory rigour. It is therefore a lamentable mistake if mefl of

great and d«'sorvIng talents, who from a scientific point of view

have devoted them.selves to the groat tusk of morally regene-

rating the age, have adopted a too decidedly polemical ten-

dency. For it is partly tlirough exclusively following such a
course tluit their infiuence for good has been so narrow attid

limited, and lias not nu't with a more general and more un-

qualified success.

If men would only first and before all things endeavour to

set forth with all jK)ssible vividness the intrinsic luiity which
subsists between higher science with a divine faith, and deve-

lope it for its own sake, without passion or interest, the further

n^sults (m life of applied timth would follow sponUincously.

From this simple and pure source they would continue to flow

in ample and widening streams over the whole domain and
all its relations. GojI is truth, and simply on this account the

spirit of truth in a good and true science must even be divine.

Its proper aim is accordingly directed to the divine : and on

tbi.s account there cannot be such a thing as an imliflercnt

.science. For every science which is not diiected to the dmne
is shallow, superiicaul, sensuously liegfitive and idly ration-

alising. On this account it is false, and must conseqitently

prove, in its external effects, notliing less than evil, injurious,

and destructive.

It is in regard to all this that I have elass(?d science toge-

ther with religion auu a Christianly regulated state* as the

third power of good. Although merely intt*llectiuil

it is of great moment in the conflict which all have to wage
against the destnictive principles which so fearfully menace
our age. The power of science, it is true, can only produce

an effect in an intellectual sphere, but this intellectual sphere

is of itself of great influence on every otlier cir(*lc of human
operation. Keligion has for its immediate object the soul and

its salvation, or its union with Ood; mid this is its |>eculiar

region ; but still it comes in various ways in contact with the
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higher science, and penetrates deeply into actual and also into

[

)ubliQ life. But it is the state, as the organic fonn of the

alter, by which the divine as law, and as a higher ide a of

justice, modified and completed with that of clemency and
equity, is first introduced into reality of actual and corporeal

existence, and this historical and sensible world. But the

s^tc itself has no other than a religious foundation. It is

built upon religion, but also requires the support of science.

By the \asiblc relation, and tliat parallel similitude which

spontaneously suggests itself between these three great moral

powers in public life—philosophy, religion, and government

—

and that original triple principle of the human consciousness

as consisting of body, soul, and spirit, as the simple but funda-

mental idea of Christian philosophy (how'cver the latter may
insist on this basis in confirmation of its utility in li\ing

application), we do not for one moment mean to maintain or

propose a totid separation or estrangement of these three

spheres. This would be quite unnatural. For in a political

as well as in a psychological sense, these three primary prin-

ciplos must co-openite and l)e intimately blended together, to

produce a eonii)lete and perfect result iix the sphere of any

one individually.

If. as we are pcufectly justified, we have been considering

science, at K'ust that whieli is true and divine, as a power of

a higher kind, we must still remember that is not this in the

sojne way as religion or^govornimuit. ITie latter rests on a

divine f<»urulatiuu of elbrnal justice ; and therein lies the*

source of its vital efficacy. Beligion is the legitimate form or

a living dispensation of the divine strength and grace. True

science is the miiid s lofty pursuit, in a Goilward dirt'ction, of

j)erfeet knowledge ;
and tliis tlireetion forms the characteris-

tic distinction bi'twoen it and falsi' science. In the state, in

like muuucr, its loftiest character lies in the sacred foundation

of justice. It is tlierefore a very wongful and a most per-

nicious error to look for the inmost essence of the state, or

the true source of political prosperitj^, in any extermd form

or formula. For this external fonn is in many cases nothing

but the shape in which Uie national mind displays itself~Uie

theatre which it erects for its political manifestations. But in

another point of view also the form of Uie state is subordinate

to the essence and its foundation of right. In tlio legitimalo

Y
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state, an hereditary monarchy, t. the act of crowning is no
doubt a very beautiful, highly significant, and indeed an essen*

tial sacred right. But with the exception of certain special

cases and positive institutions in some existing constitu-

tions, the monarch’s right is not dependent thereon, but even

before the anointing he is tindy and fully a sovereign. Far
different is the cose, however, where the political authority is

only delegated and vicarious, as with an ambassador or a pleni-

potentiary deputed to negociate a peace or other treaty. For
in such cases there is no authority but what is derived solely

and entirely from the delegating source, and on the U^al act

by wliicli the right or power was delegated. Without this, it

is absolutely null and void, lliis remark extends to every

case and every sphere of legitimate transference of a higher

autiiority, even though the latter be of a divine origin. And it

is simply on this account that in religion, as the pi'oper sphere

for the dispensing of divine strength and grace, the fonn is so

highly important and so thoroughly essential—even as much
so as the matter itself—or the imparted light of the spirit,

and properly is inseparable from it.

Tlic jijosition of science is quite different. For thi.s rests on
what is thorouglily human and inborn in man—the passion of

longing ; which, however, if it be maintained in its purity and
perseveringly carried out, may without doubt ])ass o\qt into

a divine pursuit. Even the fonn ot communication in science

is hiunau throughout; since it employs language m tlic intel-

lectual medium for setting forth the truth. If then in this

higher tendency, the full centre of living and divine truth bo
attained, according to man's utmost powers and ability, then

even liere a higher and dirinc power may undoubtedly inter-

vene and co-operate therewith. But still, for such a case, no
strictly defin^ form or external sanction and consecration

exists, and from the very essence of the thing, it ie not to be

looked for. That which is divine in science must from its

nature move freely, and be devoid of all such forms. As a

higher |K)wer, it must operate immediately, and m\ist seek to

establish its own law for itself, intermedkite between religion

and the state, or even in each of them alike, though still in

a peculiar way of its own. Wherever it is genuine and
unadulterated, then it will in no ease come into collision witli

the actual laws either of one oi of the other, even because
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truth is one and everywhere the same. But if science in its

external form, and in its social and political existence, should

become entirely blended with religion and the spiritual class,

being confined and restricted thereto, as was the case with

the institution of castes among the Hindoos, which we have

already noticed, and with the Egyptian priesthood; then we
must fain admit that freedom, which tlhe scientific spirit

requires for its growth and development in the sphere assigned

to it, would be too closely limited and checked by narrow

and partial considerations. But if, on the other hand, it be

jV>ssible for a false science to arrogate that spiritual and di\dne

right of frt'e action, which unquestionably is in a certain sense

the prerogative of heavenly truth in its invisible kingdom,

which the latter can neither misemploy, nor ever impede in

its co\ii*8e, then such a supposition would account for the pre-

valence of error. It would also, at the same time, serve to

illustiute the mode by which such a prejudice as the aiTOgated

right of an unrestricted freedom of thought, or ratlier of the

free and unchecked communication thereof, could ever have
stnick so deep a root in the human mind. But this is a
claim which we can in no way recognise or allow, as really

founded in right and justice. Since, >vhorever, as is the case

in this sphere of ptiroly intellectual operation, all is immediate

and without a definite form of external sanction, there any-

thing like right must at most be indefinite and individual.

It forms {>erhaps on^ of the most important problems or

questions of our day, whether the entire sphere of science, the

whole republic of letters, not only the mere elementary instruc-

tion of the schools, but the whole domain of education in

general, embracing under the latter description liteniturc and
the fine arts, might not, in olxjdience to the requisitions of the

age, be brought into a more organised and well-regulated

form. For if this were possible, it might be made to approxi-

mate more closely to the other great spheres of public life in

religion and the state, and confined within its proper limits,

according to some greater and more comprehensive ideas

than those cummi amongst us, or tlian those which liave come
down to us from antiquity, which are either defective in them*
selves, or else arc no longer adapted to existing oireuni-

stances. Those which the present age has advanced, are for

the most port crude and ill-digested; and scarcely ever con*

Y 2
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sisteutly carried out. But after having reflected for many a

long year on this question, so deeply interesting to myself, I

have arrived at the conviction, that for the pre.sent at lea.st, a

radical change in this department would Ix) premature and
scarcely desirable, as promising to afford no very advanmgcous
results. Everj'tliing in this sphere is too isolated

;
whatever

is good, and especially what is Ix'St, is too individual and too

formless to allow of its being as yet, without giTat difficulty,

reduced in all parts and in every point to a firm mle and
definite shajx?. In all probability, by attempting unseasonably

to introduce organic order and law, wo .should cramp rather thaj)

assist an<l deYclo]Xj the good. In the present chaotic state of

science, it is only the vicious and profane tliat possesses a

systematic coherence. All detrimental and dangerous as well

as futile and indifierent ideas, mixed with a few good and
usefiil ones, are atomistically diffused and spread in eviTy

possible shape and quarter. And if against this Ixiundless dis-

semination of evil thoughts—this elementary dcoonqiosition

and chemical analysis of the human mind, and the N\holc body
of human thoughts, a negative liarrier he set up as a preven-

tive mcJiKure of defence?, ami as a temporary substitute for a

better and higher .state of things, munnurs and reproa(»hes

immediately rise from all sides. But taken on the whole, iirid

in 80 far as principle is involved, tliese remonstntneos are

neither just nor well foiuided. For in almost every slate

where, owing to peculiar eireiimstaTjres, .such proeautionarv

measur(‘8 liave iifit Ikmui taken, the most dangerou.s disorders

and jarring discords have affected the whole of public life, as

the inevitable eoir.equonces of it.s ahseuee.

But let us tuni our eyes from the insignifioant contro-

versies, with its ho.st <»f ‘phenu nil publications, the inUTCHt of

which seems little likely to outlive even that of a daily journal,

and let us hxik to the greater and morc‘ historical phenomena
amidst them, which in all probability %vill mark an cjxkjU in

the development of mind. From th(»sc it is distinctly ap-

parent that science is a real and actual powi?r. In proof

of this fact wo need only apjK»al to the great talents aqd

abilities which, not only in rc<.?ont years but also throu|;rhout

the last century, have exercised in the domain of acteace,

what, without exaggeration, we may well term a world-em-

bracing influence. Only we must admit in this period
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they have taken more or loss a destructive tendency, and one

that threatened in this scientific burrowing to undermine the

fuumktious of everlasting truth. But if we will take a still

wider survey, so as to embrace all the several periods of the

world's history, and the course of the human mind therein;

then, undoubtedly, we may discern the higlier might of divine

truth, manifesting itself as an influence for good, as a pure

and gennine spiritual theocracy of science, to whose domain

above all 6thcrs the idea of an immediate and higher supremacy

of mind and divine power is peculiarly apj)lieabie.

BfTD CIP laWTOEB XIV*
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LECTURE XV.

OP THE TRUE IDEA OF A THEOCRACY; OF THE MIGHT
OF SCIENCE, AND OF THE FINAL RESTORATION AND
PERFECTION OF THE HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS.

Tin: idea which the adverse party, or opposition, in the poli-

tical domain, and in the scientific theory of jiolitics, usually

form of a theocracy, is for the most part incoiTCct. Hy the

adverse party I mean all those who either oj)only assail, or

privately call in question, the reliitious foundation, the higher

sanction, and the divine authority of the state
;
in short, those

in general who arc hostile to the religious sentiment. The
latter apply the idea of theocracy and employ the term to

signify the rule of the spiritual power, such as the Kgj'ptian

priesthood may perhaps, or at least sucli as tiny suppose them
t/> have possessed,—or a polity wiiere the siijinunc temporal

authority works in unison with the* sacerdotal e!;iss.

And even by the defenders of the good cause—^l)y men of

higher and better principles, the idery is freijuently "biken in

too inaccurate and indefinite, not to say incorrect, a sense,

llicy seem to undcrshind by it nothing more than the divine

authority of the shite and of the Church, and their mutual
support and dc|)cndence, and their co-operation. But nothing
can be more erroneous than such a notion. For tlie kingly

dignity, no less than the priestly, tes respi cts the divine autho-

rity, which is inherent in both, is not imm(*diate, but vicarious

and representative.

\VTicn, however, we turn to its original source—to the

historical basis, i. to Christian revelation, Jind derive there-

from the true idea of a theocracy, w'c sliall find it to be ver^

ditP^ent from the assumption which t?ach of these parties

tacitly advances as self-evident. The idea of a theocracy can
only Ini properly detennined from the instance of the Jews.

The liistory of that nation will not only cimble us fully to
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devclope it as an actual form of polity, having an historical

origin and existence, but also in the clearest and readiest way
to illustrate it. Now the passage from revolution, civil war,

and anarchy, to absolute despotism, in its genetic progress, can

be most cleai*ly and most profitably traced in Roman historj’.

The true nature, moreover, of the dynamical polity can be

learnt from the historically originated and historically pre-

served exemplification of it in England, far better than from

any theory, or from any scheme of a constitution propounded
for the oceavsion of some state experiment, for all such experi-

pients require the lasting test of a few generations, or at

least of Inilf a century, before any decided opinion can be

passed on tlieir success and historical permanency. And just

m the same w-ay the peculiar character and essence of a theo-

cracy can be deduced from no source so clearly or so fully

as from the Jewish history. Or rather, the true idea of it can

be acquired from no other channel, since among this people

only has a theocracy ever existed as a real form of national

polity. And here it continued in force for nearly four him-
fired years.

However poor may be the part which the people of Israel

played in the gi eat drama of the world s history, in comparison

with that of the great conquering nations, the Persians,

Grt‘eks, and Romai^, still the prophetic people (whase im-

portance must be sought only in this designation, or, in other

woixls, their continual |elatiou to the future,) pissesscs, even

in their peculiar code of laws and form of government, a
remarluiblc interest for the historian. For in the/tnic histo-

rical estimate of things mere extent of [>owTr cannot pass

for the exclusive standard of greatness and importance. And
this has been already the jutlgment of many writers of history,

who, as far as regards this particular subject, and the genem
question of religion, must undoubtedly be pronounced free

from citlicr preposse8,sioii or prejudice. ITie way, too, in which
tins ancient piniple have survived tlic destruction of their

national government, and for nearly two tliousand years since

Jiavc uniformly rcmaincfl separate from all otlier nations, has

been more than once confessed to be a very striking phenome*
non, tmparallolcd in the history of tlie world.

Moses, from whom that theocracy first emanated, or ratlier

witli whom it commenced, wus not himself the High Priest.
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His brother Aai’on enjoyed that dignity. lie neither wished,

nor had a title to hold it. He had no hereditary claim to

it, neither was he elected to it by the people. And yet he

stood in no man's place, nor did he forcibly dispossess any
one of his right. And so even if for a while <lisiniss the

theological view entirely from our regard, and forgetting it for

a moment, judge of the matter by the strictest juristic notions,

we cannot call him an usuii)er, even in that sense of the term
which comprises the demagogue's character. At an earlier

period of his life, he apjioared likely to become a mere libera-

tor in tl\c usual sense of the word. In this character, liow-

ever, he doc'S not appear unjust, even though he allowed

Idiuself to be hurried into an act of \ iolence agjiinst a petty

tynuit among tlie oppressors of his countrymen. And at a

later period, vbcii he had received his call, we cannot, in his

conduct towards the Egyptians, discover* any trace of injustice,

even judging him by the strictest legal notions. Now tlte

authority which Moses exercised over his own p(*ople, while

lie led them through the wiUleniess, rested on the immediate
exercise of tlic divine powers wnich were lent to him from

above, and wliich were immediately acknowh'dged as such,

and nowhiTc met with anv considerable resistance. And,
accordingly, proi>eily speaking, no question was ever raistnl

against a right which was hascul tuitirely on those impartial

])Owers, althoiarh they were totally devoul of any formal or

distinct act of h'gal sanction. I'he office he held was prophe-

tical. But by this Urm I do not inAm merely a<‘(‘ording to

its later and more obvious meaning, tlu* fimction of wimiing or

promising, of teaching or pn'dicting, but all this, and some-
thing more.—a higher and divine jK>wer, which vividly and
|x'rsuafliiigly displayed itsc‘lf in life and deeds. Ixmking at it

in a general light, and as appHtnl to a caso which at least w-e

can think of as not impossible, of the Almighty havii^ sent,

or puqmsing to send, a second Monies to some other jieople,

then the circumstance wo lately mentioned, that this Moses
forcibly disjmw.wd no one of hi.n rights, and liud made no

unrightc»ous a n?volution, must W taken into consideratiotu

even if it might not simply by itsidf starve as the character-*

istic or distinctive test of the genuineness of the vocation

in question.

For a power emanating fSrom God, and truly divine, would
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never violate or forcibly subvert any established right, whether

essentially sacred or hallowed only by prescription. It will

respect the least privilege of equals and inferiors, no less

than the greatest prerogative of superiors. I luivc; intro-

duced these remarks in order to determine more precisely the

right point of view for an historical comparison of Moses with

every other cliaracler that sets himself before the world in

the same light, whether the parallel be made with Maliomct,

or that still earlier Indian Mahomet who is usually called

Buddha, although this is only an hononiry epithet, and not the

name of any liistorical jx'rson in particular. And the same •

sfaiuhird ^vill hold good for our judging of any other reformer

of th(^ world who makes religion the instrument of his ambi-
tion, to w'hatcver age he may belong, or any modem Mahomet,
in whatever part of the world he may arise.

As regards the religion itself, or the matter of the pretended

rev('lation, there is another chanxcteristic mark by which we
may distinguish a gtmiiiuc from a simrious mission from God.
Although it is both external and negative, still, as being histo-

rical, it deserves to be here adduccil. It is this: a genuine

revelation is in the doctrine which it promulgates at the same
time both old and new. It is new' in regard to its novel ap-

plication to life and in its fulfilments, and also to its animating

force and spiritual aw'ukcning; bxit old in so far as invariably

referring to an earlier revelation and to a still older source

of light it remounts up to the pure fountain of eternal truth.

And such is throughout <lie case even w ith the Mosaic revela-

tion, It continually loads the inquirer back to some higher

and remoter somcc, some dci pcr spring of everlasting light.

And on the same principle, it also has been acknowledged as

such by tlie Christian or divine philosophy of the Spirit, and
Moses hiis Iwen recognised and honoured from all time as its

founder, » Jn the domain of religion, to l>e absohitcly new is

equivalent with being false or groundless, namely, totally

dctiicUcd from the old and everlasting foimdations, without

connexion therewith, and consequently isolated and arbitrary.

In rtd'erence to and as contrasted wdth the above character-

istics of genuine revelation, there is for the most part in ^s-
tems of imposture as little really new as actually old, liiis

is especially the case with the doctrine and Koran of Mahomet,
however much it may have been lauded for its poetry, or on
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account of the rhetorical art and vigour which it displa)rs.

Its subjoct-niatter and doctrines are not really new, since they

are but I'ccasts of Jewish a ' Christian ideas, wdiich it has

freely borrowed, mixing then^ together and adapting them to

an obvious end and design ;
and yet not old, since it does not

go back far enough or deep enough, and never remounts to

the fii^st Ix'ginning of nature and of man, far less to the three-

fold fountain of divine life.

Now, with respect to Moses: an historical judge of tlic

ordinary kind, who could* not enter into the religious view of

his character and office, might say, “ This is quite a strange

world to us, a very remote period; much is there in tllis

hi^toiT difficult to exjdain and extremely obscure. This much,
however, seems to follow from the whole history: the man
possessed exti*aordinary mental powers for his times, and an
equally imcommon strength of character

;
no wonder, then, if

he bore down all obstacles t nd by the force of genius cairied

evcrj’thing before him.’' Such an estimate, however, reduces

everything to the force of genius in an heroic character, instead

ofahigherand immediate operation of divinepowerand the pro-

phetic office founded thereoq. Superficially judging this false

view’, eluding, or rather i>crverting, the divine illumination,

admits of an application, though delusive and sjiccious enough,

to Moses, on account of those amph' powers of genius which no
doubt he possessed, or even on account of the sublimity of

his style, which the very heathens coidfl appreciate and admire.

Still it is in no way applicable to that line of men. for the

moat part of the very simplest character, who succeeded him,

and during the perifKi of the tlu'ocraey dow'n to the time of

the kings, held what was immediately a divine or prophetic

rule. It was not by any hereditary title or formal choice

that they niled; neither wore they priests any more than

Moses. Called immediately by God to the dignity of Judge,
they suddenly stood l>efore the |Kjople, to Ikj instantly and
without oppoj^ition acknowledged, and thereupon their mis-

sion and uuUiority were at once established, without any

cxtenial sanction or solemnities or any form of legal recog-

nition.

The genera) condition of the Jcwii^ people under the

Judges was that of a noble and not uncivilised nomadic race.

We must not confound this description, however, with the so-
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called natural state of a wild and barbarous people, but
rather think of it as resembling that of the Arabians generally

before the time of Mahomet, or of a few tribes still subsisting

in the most retired parts of Arabia, w here, under their most dis-

tinguished leaders, as shepherd princes they lead a roving life

of hereditary freedom. Similar, or at least not very different,

was the mode of life and state of society that prevailed among
the Hebrews in the interregnums which occur in this long

])eriod ofthe Judges. Towards the close of this period, judges

first arise who arc invested with the priestly as well as the

judicial dignity. These form, accordingly, the transition to

tKc regal government and the epoch of the kings. For when
the people at last demanded a king to rule over them, like the

neighbouring Gentiles, every sanction that could exalt, and
every sacerdotal inauguration that could be thought of, was
confeiTod upon the appointed tribe and the kingly house.

But at the same time the priestly dignity was gmirded strictly

and jealously from encroachment, and the temporal power was
rigorously kept free from all imion and confusion with the

sacertlotal authority. But that wild and tumultuous demand
of the people, or I should say, of public opinion^ which at that

time was in favour of a monarch with the same pomp and splen-

dour as the Gentile sovereigns displayed, as iii more modem
time's it directs itself to the no less heathenish attraction of

liberty, was imputed to them and depicted as a p'ievous fall

and religious infidelity. For in the previous times of Uie

direct theocracy, Jehova\i Himself had been their true but

invisible king, while, as is expressly asserteil, the judges and
leaders were only His ambassadors or plenipotentiaries.

Under the first kings we may discern in the historical de-

scription of the sacred books many traces of that higher power,

and its immediate exercise and effects. Subsequently, how-
ever, it totally disappears ; and after the division of the two
kingdoms, the contrast in the personal powers and character

of the later sovereigns and the consequent fortunes of the

people, so accordant with the political history of other Asiatic

countries, becomes most decided.

*The preceding remarks will, I hope, be sufficient to throw

out, in jicrfect ffistinctness, the true idea of a theocracy, such

as it has been historically developed. For inasmuch as in the

present age, and amidst the party disputes which mark it»
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this idea has been employed in so many various acceptations,

and mostly in a false or partial sense, I thought it expe-

dient, in the present place, not to omit to sift the question to

the utmost. Now, in a very remarkable manner, a single

element, from the earlier and original theocracy of the olden

time, still survived among the Jews in the {KTiod of the

monarchy. It fonned no longer indeed the supreme power
of the state, for this was held by the kings, but consti-

tuted formally and avowedly an antagonism to tliem, as a
well-defined opposition, which, so long as it eonfined itself

within its due limits, was altogetluT righteous mid justifiable,

and which we may justly designate as legitimate and divine.

In this light we must view the jmsition of the lattr prophets,

who, without, however, being invested with any S{>eeifrl poli-

tical dignity or power, dared to rais<.\ In^fore a vicious govern-

ment—or, since in those simple days of old evi rvtliing was
more or less pcr8onal~before a wi(*ked king wlio had for-

^tten his high vocation, the voice of warning or denuncia-

tion, lliis peculiar fonn of a political opposition, and, as

such, recognised to be legitimate and allowalile, this remnant
of the once exclasivc theocracy and a comph'te supremacy of

the prophets, which still sunived in the time of the kings,

forms a phenomenon as highly remarkable as it is singular in

its kind. And those who have no admiration but for oppo-

sition, might, pc^hajw, if they could disentangle themseK’cs

from the forms of their own days, or tlie notions inibilK‘d at

school, fiad acre an object altogether worth}' of their praiscu

They might prolxibly find the duties of an uncompromising
and yet justifiable and lawful opposition to tlie statt' discharged

by an Elijah with equal, if not greater int<*Iligenee, strength of

mind, and energy of c!iaru<‘ter, a.H w ell as H<mHe of justice, m by
the Ephori in Sparta, or a l)em<i.sthencs in Athens during the

Macedonian ascendancy, or by the most virtuous of the cen-

sors, and the most u[>right of the tribunes of tlie |>i‘ople in old

liomc; or even by the parliament of England. It w as only in

the last period of the total decline of the Israelitish nation,

and shortly before and during the first days of the Itomnu

dominion, that the n^gal dignity and tlio office of High Priest

were united in one family (for even here they wrere not inva-

riably asscxjiatcd in the sfime person), in such a manner ns to

correspond w'ifh the notion that is at present usually uxider-

«Viod by the term thcxicracy.
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Far otherwise, however, was it, in this respect, with the

Christian world. The first apostolical preachers of the new
doctrine of grace and founders of jin era w hich was truly, and
ill a divine sense, now% undoubtedly did not possess less of that

immediate miraculous power than even a Moses or an Pllijah.

But the only use they made of it was to promote the difiusion

and to set fortli the glory of religion. Once only did the first

of the Apostles, for the sake of preserving the hierarchical

authority, and tiic purity of the community which professed to

give up itsidf and all that it had to God, make a retributive use

ofthe divine authority committed to him. He wdio for the love

ofmoney vas false to the causeofGod and of truth, w'as struck

dead by the avenging glance of him wdio in will was united

with God as the everlasting Judge. Never did the Apostles

employ their pow’cr against the state, or avail themselves of it

in opposition to its decrees. And yet tlie despotic measures of

the lloman Government towards the degraded nation it had
brought, by force of arms, undiu' its oppressive yoke, might
seem, at least, to justify such an interference with its xmlaw-

ful usurpation. Not even in self-defence, or to escape from
afflictions or bonds, did they once employ the theocratic

jmw'crs committed to them.

The idea of a theocracy which is entertained in the present

day is so h)ose and shifting, and its application generally so

erroneous, that it is nccessjiry to show, at length, how little the

common vitwvs of it arc founded on truth. There exists no
foundation for them in tlfe view' or theory of a Christian state

in its first and simple origin. And as little is it the case with
the succeeding epochs of Christianity. Such extraordinary

powders, as w’cre manifested from time to time and entmsted
to particular iiuliriduals, have ever Ix'ou employed for the

difiiision of the faith, its internal development, or to glorify

it before unbelievers, or for a new' confinnation of old truths,

but never for the purpose of founding a temporal power or

political influence.

The true theocracy, however, such as it has actually mani-

fested itself, docs not depend on any particular thcoiy, but, as

anTmmediate power and authority fi*om God, is reg^ated by
the divine will alone. It w'ould, therefore, be precipitate, if

judging of it, d priori by any tu*bitrary princinle, w'e should

^conditionally pronounce its recurrence to be impossible^
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Generally the wonder of a theocracy must he judged of his-

torically in the light that its o^vn history exhibits it. A mere
theory can lead us to no stable determination regarding it.

The following seems its relation to the natural historj’^ of man,

or even, we may say, to the usual course of external nature.

Viewed generally, and in its jjrinciple, whatever is, comes

from God, as its "first cause. The permission of evil, however,

whether in the realm of nature or of hmnanity, when, after

their first divine impulse, they are left for a time to pursue

their own course of internal development, is clearly something

of another and peculiar kind. Peculiar, too, are the higher

authorities which exist in the latter, and which are ultimately

founded on a divine law and right, and somewhat different is

the case with their immediate divine operation and miraculous

agency. As, therefore, the course of the world, on the w hole,

is natural, and w'hatcver transcends it as a singular or rare ex-

ception, does but interrupt the regularity of tlie ordinary laws

of nature; so, too, the course of universal history*, in ordi.

nary timc.s, is agreeable to man's nature, as regulated and

modified simply by historical circumstances. At mo^t a few

theocraticaljunctures, a few eminent moments of a more divine

working and development of pow*cr, may be noticed at distant

intervals. And these grand and pregnant ejH)ehs, in which
all the existing relations of the world assume a new and un-

expected form, are generally, in the first moment of its

triumphant result, or scarcely" hoped for cmaircipation, rightly

and thankfully regarded and acknowicdg<id as interventions of

a higher and a divine agency; though, alas, the cntlrusiasm of

man's gratitude to God, even when it does take a passing hold

on man's lu^art, is w*ont to eva|K)ratc, even more rapidly than

any other of his ardent feedings.

Our own age luw afforded a very remarkable instance of this

kind. To this it is sufficient to allude without entering into

any fiirther disc]aisition concerning it. But it is not only in

such ivonderful changes for good or hapjpy deliverances from the

power of evil that these remarkable divine moments or theo-

cratic jonctnres announce themselves in the history of the

world. We may even recognise them in every commencement
of a truly new era in history, which, in the favourable msis, is

faUiCieniy and triumphantly effecUvl by a some higher imptdso

and lUvinely imparted power. Many instances of the aind
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might easily be adduced if this were the proper place for it, or

time allowed. The first triumph of the Cross and Christianity

that was public and extended to the whole world, under Con-

stantine the Great, belongs to this class. As a second instance

I would mention that beginning of the Christian Empire in

the West imder Chnrleipagne, which was afterwards to receive

so happy a development. Superficial inquirers, who judge by
the mere external colouring, are in danger of confounding

these creative beginnings—these turning-points of a higher

intervention, witli the ordinary event of a revolution, or the

rapid and decisive step of energetic usurpation. But to the

eyfe of patient obsen'ation and deep jjeiietration they are dis-

tinguished from the latter by their profound historical causes

and their attendant circumstances, and by a peculiar stamp of

purity and grandeur. In short, in their essence they are

entirely different.

These observations must have made it evident in what
sense I spoke of a th(‘ocracy of scienct^. ITie jmwer of ti-uth

in that good science which is directed towards God. is in its

influence of a lofty and even of a divine nature. But it is

tliis simply, in its immediate energy of opemtion, w'ithout

depending tm any external sanction, or even form thereof. In

the same way error also, in its evil effects, is most unques-

tionably, and in the fullest sense of the term, a power; and
that not merely in a sensuous and materialistic, or I'clatively to

the mnul in a purely negative sense, but a demoniacal power
of evil with a most emBaixassing and peiTcrtiug influence,

such as it has been often and in our own times most unde-

niably exercised. The groat degree in which science actually

manifests itself as a power is not appaicnt so long us we limit

our consideration to the histoiy of the hunuui intellect in our

own circle of observation and the ordinary sphere of European
civilisation.

Among the Greeks, for example, rhetoric became tlie mere
slave of an extremely corrupt government, and followed it in

all its disorders. Toclry, indeed, was the handmaid of the

heathen worship and its religious legends ; but still, as being

an’ art and the sport of fantasy, it moved with a considerable

degree of freedom. Accordingly, in the best and purest and

greatest of the iKiets of antiquity, a pi*ofound and significant

iyml^lism of life lies underi and occasionally apiicai-s on the
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surface of their works, which, as considered from a right point

of view and in a liberal spirit, is neither totally repugnant nor

directly opposed to a higher, or even the highest, #. <?., Christian

truth. But still such notes ofa divinely inspired feeling, which

in the inspiration attains to a clearer perception of the divine

imture, is very fiu* from amou ting to, the power of an idea,

and its actually and deteriiiiuing influence on life. The phi-

losophy and science of tJie (ireeks, from its beginning to its

close, stood in decided opposition both to the popular religion

and to the state. Accordingly, they either exen i^ed no in-

fluence at all on life, or at least no uncontested one. At any
rate, their effects were very trivial. All tbit can be justly

siiid of the subject of Grecian science or the ideas of the (»reeks

applies, with a slight modification and in a less general sense,

to those of the Romans.
The remarks wo made above on ancient an and poetrj^ hold

g<K)d, though in a somewhat different a})plioation. of the

romantic portion of the niiddie ages, its legends, viz,, ami
poetic fictions. However important the nol)ler aim which
fancy here pursued to influence monils and life, still the idea

of the power of science can scarcely come in hert\ As for

science itself, the mediaeval mind was divided in its pursuit of

it. On one hand there prevailed a strong desire after what
was forbidden—or at least was supposed to l>e forbidden—
the old heathen philosophy; on the other, as noon as it

appeared imposssible to get rid of it altogether, an anxious
endeavour to come to an equitable Compromise with it, or at

least to make a rationally Christian a[iplieation of it, and
especially of Aristotle, who, in the judgment of those days,

ruled as supreme monarch over all tlu' seumces. ruder these

circumsUmees, and confiiu^l by these (‘hains of authority, it

was imjxissible for Christian scienci' to put forth its full power
and might, or to exercise any mate rial infhionee on the age or

on life. On the coiitrarj', agn eably with the very principle

of the Christian life, the latter shows it#«‘lf only in writers

like St. Bemanl, who did not l>elong to the schoolmen. For
in the |^nttiao scholastic philosophy, as having its origin in a

perfectly heathen dialectic, neitlier" the method nor tlic foitus

of thought could be purely Christian.

How great the power of science has shown itself within the

Iasi cent^, and especially in our own age, is a ftequem tcoMt
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of remark. And at the same time the fact has not h(*en ovcr-

hK)ked, that this power lias ^j^dually assumed a more per-

nicious direction, or at Icfist lias become involved in a great and
violent struggle, wliich as yet is undecided, between a destruc-

tive tendency of mind and the power of goodness and truth

exerting itself in an effort of restoration. And it is, perhaps,

only to tlie latter, in its conflict with the evil principle of un-

bedief and the denial of all that is divine, that the idea of a

theocracy ofscience and such a higher power of truth is really

applicable. For this alone seems likely to secm*e to it the
"

victory in this contest, which, so far as numbers are con-

cerned, h most unequal.

If now wc turn our looks to a more distant point, and take

into consideration the older Asiatic nations, though chiefly

and in gcnenilly with respect to the religious aspect of their

science and scientific monuments, here, more than elsewhere,

we shall meet with much thjit corresponds with this idea, and
has on its front a strong theoeratical impress and signature.

It will, therefore, pre-eminently serve, to elueidate this idea,

llic whole edifice of scientific thought among the Hindoos,

though in its form of sacred laws, systems, and authentic com-
mentarie.s theicon~of history, legends and poetrj% it is not

less ricli and <liversifu‘d than the litcniture and philosophy

of thc‘ Greeks, foniis, neveilheless, a whole where every part

is of one jiiecc and one mould. In all its manifold fonus, it

rests and is supporle<l yn the same foundation, wliich is re-

garded and venerated as divine. And therein lies the secret

of its incalculable power, to which it owes its unshaken sta-

bility through so many ttms of centuricvS, as well as its great

influence on the whole of Indian life, which has derived from

it its unchanging form and duration, so that we might almost

say : Here has science, or at li^ast this elcvaUKl system of

thouglit, become the Jinimating principle of life and a si^cond

nature.

lo the many and great errors which are mixed up with the

Indian system of fiiith and thought, I am not disposed to

uscrilx^ this uudestruetible principle of vitality and permanent

influence on life. At least, if something must be ascribed to

this source, a vast deal more must be assigned to the influence

of the truth that is also contained in it, which, tliough

variously adulterated and fklsified, stiU, in its leading ibatunoSi

s
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has been distinctly preserved from the sacred traditions of

primaeval times and the first progenitors of the nation. And
yet even here, in this edifice, othcnvise so uniform, many a book

and many a system has been introduced fi-omthe opposition, even

though the latter exerted its antagonistic principle far more
weakly and far less pertinaciously here than among the Greeks,

or on any other domain of the European mind. For it was
chiefly in the south-eastern peninsula that tlie founder of that

purely intellectual and ideal, but yet demoniacal and tliere-

fore tnily anti-Christian sect of philosophy and religion, who
lived about as many centuries before the Christian epoch as

Mahomet after it, and whose followers, numliering nearly a

third of the whole population of the world, spread over the

south-east of Asia, and Tariary, and China, found adherents in

India. Still the old and pro{)er India did not remain totally free

from the pernicious tenets of Buddhism, which of all religious

or philosophical sects and errors is the most fatal and dcstiaic-

tive that ever has been or ever will be.

Let us now glance at the sacml uiitings of the Jews, though
not indeed in so far as they are to be regarded as the divine law
of faith for that nation, and for all others who should come in

the future and latter times of Chi-istianity (a law, we must ob-

ser\'e,M'hich is expressed in a language so thoroughly individual,

and in so national a spirit, that it often becomes thereby highly

obscure and difficult to undei-stand),—nor indeed generally in

a theological light. For otherwise the example wc nave chosen
for the illustiution of the theocracy or science, M’ould be iden-

tical with the matter it was intended to illustnite. M e must
here consider it simply as the written it*cord of the origin and
descent of the nation, botli in it^ legal and historical exist-

eace, combining therewith its distant promises and expecta-

tions of the future—in short, as the histoiy*. jK)ctiy, literature,

political institutions and hopes of this singixlar people. View-
it then in this light, merely in its human, national, and

historical aspect, its firm and lasting impression on the Jewish
mind« and its indestnictiblc effects, which survive all the

changes of time, form a most remarkable phenomenon. For
by means of it this ancient jicople, so miraculously scattered

among aU the nations of the world, is to this day, three-and-

thirty c;^nturies from the original composition of its first sacred

books, still one amidst all its dis|K*rsion, and we might alm<^
add, even in spite of its half unbelief in itself.
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In modern history, which commences with the second
epoch of ixwektion, the four holy Gospels, with various di-

dactic epistles, and the great prophetic book at the close of

all, forms the deep focus of illumination to which, however, I
do not now immediately refer, lest, as I observed in a former
case, the illustration and the illustrated matter should prove
identical. Out of this fii*st germ of light, as it was canued
forward in a living transmission through the first five or six

centuries, was gradually raised an edifice of Christian science

and thought. A new literature was formed in every branch
of doctrine or history, of eloquence or controversy, w'hich,

composed in the tw^o highly cultivated languages of classical

antiquity, has exercised the greatest possible influence not only

on the succeeding generation, but on all subsequent times.

Occasionally no doubt, and especially in the earlier centuries,

a deviation from, or rather opposition to, the prevailing system,

whether as private opinion or positive error, intruded itself into

the midst. Still, notwithstanding these little discords, scarceOtible in the entire mass, the whole forms, as a sptem of

^ it, an intellectual power whose effects have been so great

that its authors—or rather its sjwkesmen, have with perfect

justice been styled the Fathers or the earthly creators and
foundei*s of the Chui^ph, L c., of this new era and of the tiuth

which is transmitted in it, without change indeed, but with a

stream AVhich Widens as it flows.

I have chosen all thrso examples from w’ell-knowTi matters

in order to direct your attention to the fact that the idea we
have advanced of a theocracy of science, or a divine power of

truth therein, does not depend for its final triumph and the

total extinction of en'or on any individual force of genius,

however groat, but on a common and joint operation of a

system of forces—on a vast and comprehensive edifice of

thought, various indeed in its composition and mental cha-

racter and form of expi'cssion, but still perfectly harmonising

as a whole. One thing, however, is indispensable. A divine

tendency must predominate in it. The foundation on wrhich

it rests and is supported must be dmne. The one ray of

light, even though in itself it be never so pure and bright and

truly deserve to be termed divine—one stroke of the sword,

though never so sharply and keenly struck—the one confining

Kmit, though set up and maintained by never so compreheix*
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sive ail intelligence (which term I use to convey sonietliing

more than mere prudence) all these will avail iiothing against

this new' flood of en'or and infidelity and of Godleas ideas—
thoughts, tliat is, which are entirely w'itliout God, and making
no reference to Him, proceed from iin])ious and demoniacal

delusion. Against the inroad of atheism, w'hich is threatening

life on all sides, the divine might or theocracy of time science

can alone furnish a defence. It only can raise a new Ark to

save tlie age from perishing in the floml of spiritual wickedness.

But with this view tlie most essential point is the building of

a consistent and compact wiiole. wliile those w ho wi.sh to co-^

operate in the g<X)d work must, like the biiild(*r of the ancient

Ark, have their ri'gards turned chiefly to the future, looking

far beyond the present, and its minute and frequently most

trifling conti'oversies.

lliis true theocntcy of science, resting on a divine tendency

in man, which, though it is iulxim, in seldom found pun\ and
still more raielv retains its purity to the end, must l(M)k to the

state to secure its cxtenial staliility and uniinj>c<li‘d action. To
this end it is necessjiry, howeviT, that the state should under-

stand raid recognise its own dirinc foundation, and look to

that heavenly grace and stmigth which ndigion alone vouch-

safes to it a.s the true source of its vitdity and iKninancncc.

Individuals can at most do nothing mon* than co-o}){*rate in

bringing about this dcvsirablc consummatimi. They mu^t not

attempt to go beyond the true of this co-o;>enitivc

character. The moving power must come from ;dx)\e ; it must

proceed from the fountain of all gomlncss and all truth.

Philosophically viewe d, indeed, science and its divine ten-

dency rcBtii on the good and genuine aspirations of ihe human
eonociousnm. And it is only hy the restoration of man m

mind to the TCrifcctiou in which it originality caime from the

Creator's hands, tliat science can attain to fts {HTfcct stater.

Now that the consciousness in its present state is imjiorfect—

or, rather, that as compared with its condition when, in the

first fresh energy of life and in full and uiiimjK*ded action, it

came iimuediately from the (.’i%*ator, it is no longer uncomipt,

unconfttsi.^, or unimiKiired, as it was ahnost our openbg

itmiark, so it has been kept in view throughout the present

Merits of Ijccturcs. The most natural conclusion of our laboura,

thoreftwe, is to conridcr the possibUity of restoring it to its
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original divine perfection, as being the only method which can

secure to science a stable foundation and enable its Godward
tendency to attain its proper end.

In a cold, dead, and abstract understanding—in a passionately

blind and absolute will—-in a reason which loses itself* in dia-

lectical disputes or amuses itself with dynamical theories, and
consequently never rcjtches its true object—^in a Cincy which is

ever longing after and pui*suing its own imaginations, living

on and lost in a dreamy and imaginary world of its own :—in

these severally faulty fonns of tlie Jiiiirian consciousness, as

corrupted by the influence of sin and the consequences of the
^ Fall ('^‘ven though the objects of this vitiated thoiiglit and will

may in themselves apjK*ar perfectly innocent, indifferent, un-

selfish, and e\cii intellectual) lies the original fountam of all

pen’crtod and deadly thinking. The soul, in the centre of this

foiu-fold source of false cogitation and false volition, is tom
and distracted many ways, imiieded, and as it were cripplcti

and deadened. But still it remains eternal and immortal.

Accordingly, the soul must be tlie point from which the re.sto-

ration and re-awakening of life must proceed. But this

restoration of tlie human consciousness to perfection is to be

called divine, on tliis account, because it can only be reached

by the soul attaching itself exclu.'tively to what we formerly

willed the si'eond new and divine starting-point of human
existence. For the more that the sou!, created for immortality

and loving, and in lovj embracing that which is in itself im-

mortal, adopts this great and new word for man, this second

beginning in God, and is impregnated with it. in the same
degree do reason and fancy cease U be at issue w ith each othei

and to be indopondent, isolated, and clashing faculties ; and

finally, they become altogether incited in tlie one thinking and
loving soul. Then, too, does tlie soul cease to be dead, cold,

and abstract, and becomes instead a living mid wakefid spirit,

#. <?., one w'liich in its new life wwks fracly and energetically.

And the wall, too, is no longer blind, no longer pa.ssionately

absolute ; but restored to sight, becomes one with the intermd

sense, as the third member of the liuman consciousness,
^

And
•by this union the will is, as it wore, fiilly anned and equippi d.

For the external sense, which hitherfo Inis been thorougldy

passive, us soon as the will is restored to sight, assumes by its

means an active and Uviiig operation
;
and the inner moral
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sense, which before was merely subjective, acquii'es a power of

external discenunent.

This is the end of perfection. And it is only on this road

of a dhine restoration of the human consciousness, according

to its established law of progi-ess, that the divine tendency of

science can attain to perfection. With the attainment of this

end an entirely new era will commence. But the intricacy of

the problem which our own ago has to solve arises simply from

this circumstance, that a truly new era and a false one are

en^ged in mortal conflict. The former can only spring up
and flourish when the latter decay.s and is got rid of. To this

end, the present false spirit of tlie age, which is but a [)er«

version of the tme cosmopolitan spirit, must die the death.

And this must be brought to pass by the sword of the Word or

of eteiTial truth, which pierces even to the joints and marrow
and tlividcs asunder soul and spirit. For the immortal, God-
created and God-devoted soul requires to be separated and
detached from the so-called spirit of tlie age, which is mixed
up and compounded of so many dim, false, imperfect, and evil

spirit^. And the spirit of the age must itself be entirely con-

verted and be brought to a knowledge and open confession

of its error, and when once whatever in it is totally dead has

been adjudged to ctenial death, it will itself Ik* renovated and
purified in the ficrj' floods of the truly new times.

In this divine restoration, however, of tlie human con.seious-

ness, or theocracy, maifs part must be^wholly j)as.«*ive. It is

enough if he doe.s not hinder or retard it ; for in a certain

sense he can at least co-operate in bringing it to [xiss. Even
that final consummation toward.s which that tnic new era,

which as yet is entirely hidden and, ns it were, choked by the

fiilse, longs and yearns,—^that peace of G<xl, of which tho

highest and best religious m*Ace is but a forelKKUng symbol
and, as it were, the first weak grade or step, cannot he brought
about by human art and power. It is not by any diplomatic

comrtesy, which in thi.s case would lx* highly ct^pablc,~not

by any amalgamation, which in the present sphere is contra-

dletorv to every notion of right, that that peace can be

brougiit about, m which, ncconling to no vain or unimaning
*

jiromise, there is to be one fold and one Shepherd. Its

accomplishment must be reserved entirely to Him who from

all eternity has been and still is the good Shepherd of all His
creatur^.*s.
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Here, then, at this point, having, by means of the idea of a
restoration of the human consciousness to its original divine

perfection, anived at a close, I will pause a few moments to

take once more a rapid survey of, and to throw a clearer light

on, my past labours. And herein I shall purposely refer to

tlie division of philosophy, and the designations of its several

parts usually given in tne schools. The iBrst five Ijcctures

treated of the human soul in the wide ei^tcnt of its original

relation, not only to life but also to nature and to God, and
fonned consequently of psychology, though in a wider sense

than the science which is usually occupied with this subject.

Tlie three next, as discussing the di^ine order of things, con*

tained a species of natural theolog}% though treated of in a
perfectly living method and relation, and entering historically

into individual, no less than universal, life. Of the last seven

licctures the first three were devoted to the investigation of

trutli. We here examined its fundamental principle of the

unity of the highest science and divine faith, the discrimina-

tion of tiiith in the struggle between faith and scepticism, and
tlie final conclusion in the unity of this higher science and
faith with the tme life audits influence therein. This higher

logic, in so far as it considers the tnie essence of things, might
even be designated an ontology. And, indeed, since it derives

cvorj'thing fi*om a divine principle, it might not inaptly be

called an applied or mixed theology, in the same sense as this

designation is employed in the mathematical sciences, viz.,

as the first part of such on applied theology. In this sense

the second part thereof would bo formed by the metaphysics

of life, as tlu? science of that which is above natui'c, whose pro-

duce it is to indicate all higher and supernntimil principles in

the whole spliere of existence and the actual world, so far as

it is given to man to know them. Employing the old phraseo-

logy and division of the schools, we might teim this a cos-

mology, in a moral and intellectual sense, and with a regard

to what human j^losophy can attain to. The symbolical

energy of the divine communication in religion, the divine

foundation of the state, the Godw ard tendency of science, and

the restoration of the consciousness by God, form, as it were,

the four poles or summits of all these principles, which trims-

oend and overpass the merely natural.

Concerning the accomplishment of perfection in maa'O
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clivinely-restored consciousness, and also in the whole of

existence, or in nature itself, a few M'ords yet remain to be

added. And thus this last section, considered as a cosmology,

is based on a divine principle, so far as this is attainable by
man.
Now the first consequence of the jK*rfection of the human

consciousness, as accomplished by God, will be the restoration

of tlie dix-ine image and likeness in man. The soul, now
pui'ified and made complete again, becomes once more spiri-

tually fi'uitful, and in tliis internal productiveness, wliich even

the puix' spirits do not pos.sess, is rendered similar, though at

an infinite distance luid in a very secondary sense, to the Creatdr

in His productive energy. ITie livingly operative spirit in the

creature i.s like to that in the being who is increate and from
all eternity, while tlie livingly active sense, as the third mem-
ber or element in the perfected consciousness, is similar and
correspondent to the divdne operating word. And lastly, in

this livingly quickened and completely restored consciousness,

man rcassuines his original true and distinct relation to

nature. By the soul, first of all, he is reuniU‘d to God; in

his spirit, now restored to true life, he ent(Ts into a living

and clear communion wuth all other kindred spirits
; and by

his will, now' clearly seeing and working in Ciod, he assumes
once more his original relation to nature as her first-l)orn son
and her legitimate lord.

But nature, as the creature that grouneth and travaileth in

pain together, waiteth in canie.«t cxpecfiition for its.perftjc-

tion and rc‘storation. And this is the only view of it that is

either founded in truth or really Christian.* And in this idea

of creation groaning and travailing in |xnn lies a fulness of

prophetic intimations for nature. WTiile she seems on the

whole to be deeply .slumbering, this alone excites a hope of a
great and general awakening; whereas it is scarcely a gcn<ua-

tion and a half, or two at most, since physical mjience first

began to awaken out of the grave of its own dead notions,

when in nature itself, no less than in the science of it, all seemed
sunk in death.

Wc need not, therefore, be surprised if this (’hristian view
of nature and a dynamical physiology evince so little of agree-

ment. For the latter invariably rt*gards the system of nature

as something absolute and as perfect and complete in itself;
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but this it evidently is not. And indeed many an eloquent

theolopeal essay on 'the proofs of design in nature and on its

indications of the goodness of the Creator, sets out on a simi-

larly defective hypothesis, that nature, in its presc^nt condi-

tion, is (»xactly the same as God originally created it. But
this is directly contradicted by the promise so expressly and
distinctly made to the last times, of new heavens and a new
earth.” For this not merely implies, but rather asserts,

that nature stands in need of a grand renovation, which it

transcends the ordiiiarj' course of its proper powers ofdevelop-

ment to accomplish, and which consequently is only conceiv-

able as brought about by the immediate oj>enition of divine

power, or of a celestial theocracy for this puqiose, in the time

of the universal regeneration.

A\"e arc far more ready and disj)Osed to assign to the

})o\vers of evil a greater inHiu'iice and a wider field of opera-

tion in the world of man than in the system of nature. But it

is perhaps more conformable to tmth to see in the present con*

dition of the latter a state of truce \Ndth the evil and destruc-

tive powers which fonn<‘rly raged more fiercely~an interval

during which the confiiet is confined within certain limits,

rath(’r than as a complete and perfect |K*ace. Its external

infiui nees, as they afiect man, must not ha Uikeufor the stand-

ard in this cjuse. For they may be meixdy accidental
;
just as

tlie ordinary inumhitions Indong to the economy of the balance

of tlie eiomenbuT forces yf nature, and us the storms aud tem-
jK'sts, wjiii(5h oc<‘asionally are fearfidly destructive, are never-

theless, it dear, a process nec»essiirv for the purification and
salubrity of* the atmosphere. But, on the other hand, many
facts of modieal experience and peculiar phenomena of dis-

ease or even births of fa\ilty or defective orgivnisation—Jis well

m the loathsome generation of insects in the atmosphere or

on the surface of the earth, and many disease<l states in both,

when viewed simply and elementarily, and apart from the

usual principle of epidemic conttigion, appear to i>oint rather

to some intrinsical evil and originally wild demoniacal cha-

lueter in the sphere of nature, even though they only occur as

eiceptions to these general laws. How deadly even sidereal

influences may prove is at least established by the feet of

lunacy. In those fields of celestial light, too, and those bril-

liant hosts of heaven, which, as nature s moi*e retiring and
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A)veUer charms, become visible only by nij;ht, and display

themselves to the calm and tranquil soul, all is not in sucn

perfect unison and harmony as the firat impression would lead

us to suppose. A note of discord arises from the irregular

orbits of those eccentrically revolving stars, which, tliough rare

in their appearance, seem to be pretty numerous—exercising

either a watery or an ai*id influence on the teiTestrial atmo-

sphere, and wliose paths astronomy has indeed calculated,

though her calculations have not always been vcj-ified. All

our knowledge, too, and recorded observations of the rest of

nature, i- e.^ in this sense of the earth itself, does not go

beyond the surface—consequently to only one portion of it

;

and yet perhajis that internal part, which is hidden from us,

is the veiy one that is most deeply significant, and more
nearly akin to the etenial. Natui*e, in her interior and reality,

may jierhaps possess little resemblance to what we see of her

externally. At every step we stumble on some new jiroof of

our ignorance, and much also that gives an intimation of a

new and unknown world.

Nature in general may for us be compared to a towi ring
pyramid of hieroglyphics heaped together at random, from

which, with our utmost pains, we can scarcely succe(*(l in

bringing together and deciphering two or three at most

;

while we have not the key for inteiiireting the meaning and
order of the whole. For we mast not, as under a very erro-

neous idea is often done, seek this*in nature itself, but en-

tirely in its divine principle. For in this must all that is

unintelligible find its solution. Now in that one part of

nature which we arc best acquainted with, its surface—after

tliat law of sexual distinction which reigns not only in the

animal but also in the vegetable wmld, and which, moreover,

in a certain sense prevails in the vciy atmosphere and its

elementary organs of life—no other law of nature is so uni-

versal as that of death. But if it be true that through that

spirit and jiowcr of evil who first revolted from God, death

came into the world and also into nature, then must the

earthly and now natural death have proceeded from the authpr

of eternal death.

Very questionable, in this case, would it appear to be.

whether the first and original creations of nature were other

than immortal. If He whose essence is omnipotence thinks
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hieroglyphics, then aro they living creatures; and can we,
judging of Him in Himself and His proper nature, suppose
that He woi^ld conceive of or create aught else than what is

eternal and immortal ? llie old curse still hangs over nature,
wherein the first author and inventor of death has contrived
to root himself so deeply. And that malediction was not
removed by the first man ; 'u the contrar}% it was deepened
and confirmed by him. And even at the divine renewal of
the human race, the same anathema was again pronoimeed
upon the natural tree of an earthly life, condemning it to
wither stiU more and more imder the baneful dominion of
death. 7'he victory over death is only to be gained together
•vvith the perfection of man. And then shall follow a theo-
cracy and divine renovation of nature, under which all that is

therein shall again become immortal. A perfect harmony
shall thereby be restored to the whole of creation.

nitn or pfliLoaoPHT or Eirs.





PHirOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE.

I’KEFACE OF IHK GEIl.\I.\N EDITOK.

In these pages we give to the world the pliilosophical Lec-

tures wliicl’ the late F. V. Schlcgel delivered last winter, at

•Dresden, to a numerous and distinguished auditory—the la.st

monument of his life and mind. To many of his personal

hearers they will probably be welcome, as enabling them, in the

perusal of what their own ears so lately heard, to realise more

distinctly the matter of the Lectures, and the whole ))erson of

the eminent individual who w^as so unexpectedly taken aw'ay

from among them. But to a still larged ciide of the friends

and admirers of Schlegcl, this publication w ill no doubt be

acceptable, especially since, under a ])crvading reference to

language, it throw's much light and more fully curries out the

view's advanced by Schlcgel in the Lectures delivered tw'o years

Ix'fore, at Vienna, on the Philosophy of Life. In this rich and

imi)ortant fragment, Schlegers w hole idea of philosophy stands

out far more clear and distinct, though for its complete eluci-

dation and ex|^ition it was his intention, had he been spartd,

to add at It'iist one more series of Lectures to the thu*e

already given to the world.

The present publication is eminently calculated to show'

w hat in these three eomiectcd series of Lectures it was the

author 8 first object, both as a thinker and teacher, to aecom-

idish, to convey the living w'ords of his inmost mind,

rich with the fruits of many years' study and research, to all

w ho possessed a sensibility or disposition likely to be roused

and animated thereby to pursue or promote some kindred

inquiry or object. It w ould, therefore, be a proof of grata
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misconception, to make such requisitions on these Lectures as

are incompatible with this end and with the character which

they most covet, of being, in the higher sense of the term, a

living discourse. For to satisfy such demands was neither

ftie design or wish of the author. It was not his purpose

>ither to take some single abstract notion, and by detailed

elucidation to make it clear and obvious, nor to set up some

rigorously limited system of notions, with its definitions and

arbitrary tenninology, whose great merit should be made to

consist in such regularity of plan and faithful execution, as

should everywhere command the notice and the wonder of the

reader. In short, it was not his object, in some partial specu-

lation of the reason, exclusively to set forth a long series of

abstract propositions as a model and precedent for such essays.

Those, however, who, to use Schlcgel’s owm words, look upon

these Lectures as^ series of questions to w'hich their own
hearts silently indeed»give a concurrent answer, or find therein

the satisfactory solution to many difficulties suggested by their

own reflections on the life and mind of man, wdll not be able

to get rid of a just and righteous sorrow*, to think that the

voice from which they still looked for many such questionings,

and much .similar instruction, is suddenly silenced, and tliat

none remains who, as inheriting the spirit of the dcpailed, or

^
as his favourite and intelligent scholar, is able to supply wdiat

is still wanting.

With this heavy feeling of sorrow, it seems perhaps incon-

sistent to express a passing regret that the author has not been

permitted himself to superintend this edition of his Lectures,

and to make those corrections which here and there might

have appeared to him desirable. A few passives (noticed

thus in the text +) were marked by Sehlegcl himself cither for

emendation or enlargement, and the loss of these corrections

we cannot but miss and regret
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LECTURE I.

By philosophy—and this term best expresses the historical

and original conception os it was undei-stood by the Greeks,

who so variously and ingeniously developed it~I understand

man’s innate and natuml curiosity, so far as it is universal in

it% scope, and not from the first limited to any one specific

end or subject.

This natural curiosity consequently, stimulated by the mys-
teries of existence, whether in the external world or of its

own consciousness, would fain make all these enigmas clear

to itself, and by attaining to an inward illumination, would
discover the true signification, or, if w^may so call it, the

all-explaining key-M^ord of life. And, indeed, there is no
reasonable doubt but that the possession of *this revivifying

and living key-word would give to life, both indiriduarand
universal, a more exalted energ)%

For nothing less than an internal light of intellectual bright-

ness, or of the spirit made clear to itself, is that search after

truth and knowledge, by which we discover the key-word and
true signification of life, as a whole. By it all the powers,
qualities, and faculties df the soul are strengthened anew,
inwardly elevated, and augmented in force and fertility. And
if any would [)refer to give the name of science to this bighest

and earliest ^«j)eculutive knowledge or pui*suit of interaal cer-

tainty and di\ino truth, we object not, so long as it is admitted
that it is not a science precisely in the same sense, and still

less in exactly the same or similar form, as the other sciences,

which arc directed to one specific aim and limited to one

subject. Free as life and the fi-cc-formed spirit itself, ever

new, M'onderful, versatile, alld infinitely varied, both in internal

structure and external manifestation, arc the waj^ of man**
thinking and speculative spirit. A ready and apposite illus^

tration will clearly demonstrate this peculiar freedom and
manifold variety iu the methods, species, and dcvelopnv^ts of

philosophy. At any rate, if it do not place it vividly befon^

our eyes, it at least suggests the idea of it. The written
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dialogues of Plato—that great master of philoso])hical expo*

sitioii and of the thinking dialogue of science, with its ever

living and changing play of thouglit, and earnest spirit of

investigation—are perhaps not less diversified in their eourse,

not less wonderfully manifold and exuberant M*ith all the

riches of genius; not less peculiar in their general concep-

tion, as well as external development ;
not less exquisite in the

finish of the several parts and divisions, than the poetical pro-

ductions of the greatest and most admired of dnimatists.

Those who arc best acquainted with the art and the intellect

of the poet and of the thinker, will be least inclined to dispute

the justice and accuracy of this comparison. We appeal ti)

the instance of Plato with greater confidence, not only lieeause

he stands alone, as inimitable for beauty of exposition, and for

fulness and grace, as well as spirit and vividness of style, but

also because (as is apparent from tlie numerous and varied

compositions which he has bequeathed to posterity) every path

of iiiquir)" previously opened, as well Hs every road and by-

way of dialectic subtilty still (conceivable or possible, were
j)erfectly familiar to this lofty intellect. Tlu re was, in short, no

field of speculative thought and iuve.stigation. however liigli or

deep, that remained unexplored by him. From any one of

his most perfect musterpiects, eonseciuently, we might per-

haps, by a precise and exliausti\ e analysis of the art and skill

that lies hidden in it, gain a more correct notion of the tnio

and profitable method of speculative thought and investigation

than from many or mo.st of our eompendiums of all almolute

ideas and metaphysical chimeras, or from the systems at pre*

sent in vogue of unconditional logical negation. ^

In order, however, to ('stablish thi.s view of a true philo-

sophy of life, which ipi its wry form is also living, it is unne-
cessary to appeal to any single (Example, ev(ui though it be one
so splendid as tluit of the Socratic school in geneml, or of

Plato, the greatest thinker it has produced. For in fact, the

whole history of philosojihy, froi|i its commencement to its

close, will serve as a proof and confirihation of its truth. In
various ways does it teach and convince us that in this lofty

struggle after truth the most divergent, and even apparcnlly

contradictory methods and tendencies may, however, and actu-

ally d#; lead to similar conclu!tion», nay, to one common result.

It allows us that, however various may^ the jwtha, the end of
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knowledge—the eagerly sought jewel of truth itself—is by
no means always and in all cases tied to any immutable and
exclusive rule of one fixed form and solely felicitous method
of thought, as to a magic charm oii which all depends, and
from which all success must flow. Hie history of philosophy,

I said, for, imderstood in its full extent, in its correct sense

and spirit, and in its deepest significancy, what else is this

than the internal reverse of the picture of man }—^tlic intel-

lectual half of humanity, in its development through all the

peculiar and remarkable processes which in the pursuit and
cognition of truth—that noblest exercise of man's powers and
faculties—^he has at any time had rccom*se to. And in tracin%

this gradual "progression, we may easily discern an invisible

guidance which shows itself, especially in the more remarkable
epochs or transition-points and decided periods of the struggle.

In the general exciting cause, and the new directions which
the inward intellectual development occasionally took up, and
the la>v it followed, an entirely distinct order of things mani-
fests itself to the glance tliat looks bepeath the surface, of a
bx higher and more exalted nature than aught which is com-
prised and established by the insignificant rule of our ordi*

nary school methods, or which is only estimated and judged
thereby.

It is by no means my wish to set aside the usual scholastic

foim in the academical exposition of scientific philosophy, or

in any way to depreciate it when it is effectively ciUTied out on
strict principles. In its right place, and when the occasion de-

mands it, we must acknowledge it to be indispensable. It is not

to be neglected with impunity. This is especially the case in

that period of our life which is more particularly and exclu-

sively devoted to tlie study of the scidhees, when philosophy

naturally tc^kes its place among the rest in the academical

course, and also in the systematic mode of instruction assumes

a form similar to the other sciences. It is involved in the

already advanced but briefly and imperfectly developed idea

of the spiritually free and ever-vary^, ever-shiftmg form

which belongs to the very nature of pnilosophical thought and

knowled^^ that when circumstances predispose, and its

external relations afford the opportunitj' and occamon, philo^

sophy should adopt and appropnatc the limited and less abso^

lute form of other sciences, or, as I would rather express it,

n A
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may and can condescend to assume them. , But this is only a

special application for some collateral purpose, a deviation and
exception fiom, andmot the rule itself, if we thereby under^

stand the natural rule, or that which is essential and original,

and consequently the simplest and highest.

As regards, however, the philosophy which pretends to be

the science of life, and not merely of the school, this principle

follows from the fact, that when taken as a whole, and when
the question is not of any special application to a particular

view and object, its form also must ^ free and vivid. Conse-

fluently, even when classed and associated with the other

roiences. it justly lays claim to the first place among them, as

being of a different nature and origin.
*

It is far, therefore, from being requisite that philosophy,

following the mathematical sciences as a handmaid, should en-

deavour servilely to copy them, as has been so often erroneously

done, and in spite of experience of its impracticability, over

and over again attempted. Still, with a true view of a livmg
philosophy, mathematical science, however dead in itself, and
even fatal to a higher spirit, attains under profounder appre-

hension to intrinsic significance, and becomes elevated and
ennobled. The true method (that, namely, which alone deserves

to be so called, the method of truth,) is based on the simple

process of thought and its living development, in which one
thought springs and unfolds itself naturally from another, and
rigimy excludes all that is foreign and repugnant. The tnic

meth^ does not move in paragraphs and numbered proposi-

ti<ms. making an outward parade or an apparently strong chain

of evidence, in which, however, a rigid senuiny iifton detects

some specific link in the chain totally valueless and without

illative force, or at least weak and fiir from cogent, or placed in

a fiUse position, to which it has properly no reference, and only

in appearanci^ filling the void it covers. Thus it is also with
what we c*ill lystem, or systematic. We are indeed accustomed
to employ this word jn a twofold senBe,~either to convey
praise, or in an evil and deprecatory^ signification. In the

latter use we say, ‘‘ This or that work is nothing but, a

system/' or '' Ac<^ing to this or that system/’ But by such
phrases, when critieiring any comprehensive theory of scien-

tific thought, we do not mean that the work is entirely

without foimdatian, purely and absolutely imagmaiy. For in
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such a case it would hardly be worth while to spend more
words upon it. Our meaning rather is, that while containing

something that is true, and much that is excellent, undue im-

portance is ascribed to the system, or too much is inferred from

it, everj-thing being forcibly made to agree with it, and itself

carried"beyond the limits of sober truth : in a word, that the

systematic coherence is only external and specious, and the

result of much labour and art. In reality this is very fre-

quently the case. This course is too often pursued in the

theories and discoveries of modem science, especially in those

biianches which stand in the closest relation to physical li^

and its preservation, and are consequently most influenced by
the fashionable ideas of the age. Some happy thought, bearing

the very stamp of genius, some ingenious idea or entirely new
riew is started

;
on this foundation a system is forthwith raised

cither by the author himself or his followers and disciples.

Embraced with the ardour of enthusiasm, the novel theory is

further extended and promulgated, and becomes the watch-
word of a sect or partj% until, degenerating into a mere
fashion, and being borne up awhile by the eddies of the

moment, it sinks at last into insignificance, and is swallowed
up by the vast stream of time. When once the matter has

reached this point or this stage in the pathology of human
thought and opinion, then that first happy idea and original

invention may be considered as good as dcfiinct, or at least is,

as it were, buried alive, and the true vital principle which
originally animated it is no longer perceptible.

But in a good and legitimate sense we may characterise a
scientific worir or a scheme of thought as systematic, or as

forming a system in itself, and as such approve of it, if only it

possesses the virtue of internal consistency, and the spirit of
unity pentodes and animates it. And if this consistency of

idea be really intrinsic and spiritual, and at the same time
livii^ and natural, it will be easily recognised in its perspi>

cacious simplicity of form and expression. It will need neither

the external display of systematic precision and prolix demon><-

strjitivc argumentation, nor the apparently rigid concatenatioif

of paragraphs, in which, however, the forced connexion and
the panoplied array of propositions form but a poor dev^ to
conceal me deficiency of intrinsic life and unity.

inbe ease is precisely the same with the science of humtti
2 a2
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tLought and philosophy, as with external life and daily ex|ie^

rictice. Nothing is more highly estimated in society, business,

or politics, tlian an active and consistent character. Pro-

perly speaking, this example is not so much a simile as the

very thing itself, or the same subject viewed from another

gi^ound or in a different relation. But this high and rare

property of a genuine consistency of character does not

depend on the delivery of a multitude of philosophic adages

in and out of season, or the specious th^ting forward of

moral maxim-s, but rather manifests itself amidst general

reser^^e and silence, by its straightforwardness of action,

when it speaks, by the clear simplicity of its language. So is

it also with consistency of idea in philosophy. The intrinsic

and vital unity of a comprehensive system of thought—the
^tematic coherence which results from a reigning idea of

the whole, reveals itself and is to be known by a simple and
familiar form of expression, not unlike that of a friendly con-

versation, and is not exclusively confined to any prescriptive

or preconceived formula of the schools or artificial method.

But in respect to academical instniction, and the position

which philosophy either may or ought to occupy therein, I

have one remark to add. If I may judge by my ovra expe-

rience, or by what I have at times observed in others, either

when as a youth I was an academical student, or when after-

wards as a visitor at several of the German universities, I

took part in the scientific pursuits, and occasionly as a lecturer

propounded my own views mid opinions, a decided and striking

division seems to subsist between philosophy and the peculiar

scientific studies proper to the future wants of fife. ITiis is,

however, less the case with the study of medicine, which being

founded on, and conversant with, the .science of nature, stands

in a close relation to philosojih^'. Still even the prosecution

of this natural science proves distinctly enough that the inter-

ests of general science follow entifSly different paths from
such as are most eligible, and more especially conducive to

the acqtiirement and collection of particular infonnation.

Still more does this apply to that numerous class who devi)ti^

themselves to civil piwsslons, and whose ftiture life is to be

employed in poUtu^ departments. By them philosophy is

pursu^ as a mere collateral and secondary olnect of studyi

as a half superfluous intellectual luxury. But this she nowisi^
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admits of
; she demands an earnest and devoted affection,

and must be embraced with the full ardour of love. It is in

this very earnestness of purpose, and this genuine attachment

and enthusiasm, that it has its source and being. Hence we
may often observe many a studious youth attracted by the

general question as to the nature of the human soul, and by
these sublime investigations into the mysteries of existence.

Under the influence, as it were, of some magical spell, he is

absorbed in them so as completely to forget and lose sight of

the studios appropriate to the calling he has chosen, or at least

to neglect them, viewing them as comparatively secondary,

while otliers of more practical tendency steadily devote them-
selves to the study of their profession, and confine themselves
exclusively to its pursuit. Rigidly rejecting the metaphysical
charm and seduction of system, as a dangerous lure, they care

little if at all for the contempt with which the other class,

whom dialectic speculation has bewitched into forsaking its

prcj>er object of study, looks down upon them as incapable of
rising to the height of its own exalted argument. Now if I

might venture to hazard a suggestion •for the removal, or at
least the accommodation, of this alienation from, not to say
opposition to, philosophy, w’hich exists in the tone of our Ger-
man universities, and if it be not out of place hero to enter

into this matter, my first desire aiid^ advice would be, tliat the
study and com*se of philosophy should be kept entii-ely distinct

from that of the profession or the particular science which is

learned with a view to future avocations in life. In such a
case philosophy might most advantageously be taken up by
the student g.fter the completion of his other studies, in short,

at the conclusion of tho whole academical course, setting, so
to speak, the crown upon it, and forming the lost step wdiich

the pupil must take before he enters uppn the realities of life.

^Moreover, there is no leisure for idle meditation during the
years of academical study—^that period of preparation which
few have a second time afforded them, and which being entirely

practical, ought to be specially devoted to the perfect master-
ing of the special sciences which in after life are to occupy us..

It*is rather in our later and maturer years, after the acquire-

ment of the particular professional knowlcd^, and even in
the midst of the active ousiness of life, that leisure, tc^ther
with a oonvenient opportunity, or a natux^ occasion, is afforded
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for that meditation vnik which philosophy ordinarily begins,

but which in its results remains no idle speculation ; or for

that apparently superfluous inquiry, which, however, investi-

gates a subject*more necessary and more essential to man than

all else.

So much— it has not been indeed too much~I believed it

requisite to say concerning the form of philosophy, not so

much to justify or to excuse that which in the present case

I could alone adopt, as rather from this point of view also

to establish the independent position, and to depict the lofty

aims of philosophy. For if philosophy is nothing less than

the actual science of life (and the sceptical query whether

such a science be either possible or attainable by man, will

in nowise affect the question ; for if the doubt concerning

the nature of life, or fife itself, is suggested by life, and con-

sequently is living and real, it amounts to the same thing, and
the objection applies alike to the doubt or the certainty) ;

—

if, I repeat, the object of philosophy be the sublime concep-

tion of our inner life, struggling to imravel the mystery of its

^own being, how can it^be right, or how could a wish arise to

^exclude from it one-half of humanity, or society, or of civilised

life ? The proper sphere of philosophy, no less than of art, is

the whole civilised public, lliis is the body in which it must
circulate, and to which .its action must lie applied. ITie

specious ground for such an exclusion can only be looked for

and discovered in the ordutary scliyl-form, which indeed, as

I have endeavoured to show, is by no means essential to it,

but rather a mere accident, which is so far from being neces-

sary, that it is not e^*en of universal application. ^
If, therefore, the sulnect-matu^r of philosophy is the whole

inward life of man, its end is the solution of the ever-re-

curring questions of |he speculative consciousness, and the

reading of the enigma of existence, or however else we m^y
choose to characterise and exprm it, it is assuredly some-
thing of a distinct and more exalted nature than any of the

preparatory sciences which make up the academical course of

.study for me speeifle olqects of some limited calling and pro-

fession. The philosophy of life, as it sets out only with one
simple positioii~lifc, viz., man's inner life, is restricted to no
parttcoiar sphere, but embraces them all in their i|t season

and occasion. When, indeed, in the youdilttl, not to say
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ohildlike spirit, standing on the threshold of expectation,

this inward feeling of luc or consciousness has not us yet

shaped itself into an ardent speculative curiosity, or a ginve

and melancholy questioning, or when, at least, it has not pa^^sed

through the first stage of thoughtful wondering, then it is

as yet too early for the awakening of philosophy-^at inward

search after truth and meditation on the nature of our exist-

ence and consciousness, that self-examination, those half-

doubting yearnings after an unkno^vn love. Youth, inexpe-

rienced and undeveloped, may reasonably be supposed to be

excluded ftrom a participation in this natm'ol field of philo-

sophical speculation, although even in this, as in every other

case, it is extremely difficult to define the precise limits. It

would also be idle to repeat the remark so often insisted

on by the sages of antiquity—that where life is totally ab-

sorbed in the business or pleasures of life, or distracted by
the cares of avarice or ambition, so that, strictly speaking, no
voice from Mdthin is heard, no soul-cherished feeling or

sentiment, nay even scarcely a thought, purely spiritual, still

survives, or finds a place in that wdtkl-engrossed bosom--^
there philosophy finds no ear for her sublime revelations of the
inner life, nor dares hope for a responsive echo to her high

soaring meditations, and that profound emotion fi*om which
it draws her own birth.

Philosophy, I said, takes nothing for granted but life—^au

internal Ufe, that is. Tl|p more perfectly, the more manifold

the aspects, and the more comprehensively within the given

limits imder which this Ufe which it supposes is viewed and
studied, thq, more easily wiU it fulfil its object, tlie sooner

will it attain to that which constitutes its proper end and
aim. For this aim is to render clear and intelligible both to

itself and others, that higher life, whose existence it assumes
as the necessary basis of its speculations. But how would
this primary postulate, this natural basis of a philosophy of

Ufe, oe restricted and limited, if the sex which is so pre-

eminently marked by strong and deep feeUng, should be
entirely excluded^ from the sphere of its inquiries. Indeed,

according to a more Uberal, comprehensive, and enlarged point

of view, such as is most consisteut with the true nature of

things, youth, mik its enthusiasm and quick sensibili^ for the

beautifU—its first and most exalted io^, is not to be exclu^k
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^Yely given up to the fine arts. As the latter arc elements of

life, Jind very important elements too, they cannot be excluded

from the sphere of philosophy, but, on the contrary, fonn no
inconsiderable portion of its general problem. The objection,

however, might be raised, that these, the best and fairest of

the gifts which nature disptmses with a liberal and benignant

hand, are but transitory, and that they wither and disappear

Ix'fore the fii’st rude touch of external circiuustances that

limits their free play ; so tliat, to judge from appearances,

they scarcely can abide, or be steadily kept up to the gravity

of pliilosophical cont^plation. Oilteu, it may be urged,

some impropitious destiny, some sudden storm of fate, over-

whelms and destroys them, stripping the youtliful tree of life

of all its leafy honours before it has projyerly put forth its

blossoms, niis, no doubt, is perfectly true. In^most cases,

however, the destroying principle dws not come from without.

Fortune and external circumstanct*8 have little to do with it

It lies rather in the inner impetuosity of passion, in self-^vill,

or some other dark shade of character, perverting and bringing

firing discoixl into tBe most exalted fc'elings of the soul.

Would it not bo well and especially advisable to place from

the very first those tender and delicate flowers of youtliful feel-

ing within the influence, and under the action of an inward
illumination and reflection, as the only probable means of im-

parting to them greater hardihood and durability, and thereby

to convert the fair but ephemeral powers of youthliood into

the mature and enduring fruit of sincere Ix'iicvolence, of a
generous activity and inward hannony ? 'fhertr is, in truth, no
easier or more simple mode by wliich man can hope to arrive

at this end. It is only by means of such iniu»r light and ptirity

of sentiment and luminous meditation, tliat we can hoj)c to

work our way to that key-word of existence whidi shall recon-

cile every difficulty, clear up every doubt, and attune to har
mony every discord. For hereby also will the power be gained
which alone can sustain and protect tliis inner life from every
destructive influence. This enlightenment, however, is no-

thing else than the philosophy of life, and therein consists its

essence,

Now, in order to place before us the venr centre of the

entire question, and at least to notice before&nd that which
nsust more |ierf«ctly dcvelopc itself as, step bjf^^step, wo tmm
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chc natural process of thought, both in life itself and ^
science of life, one remark is necessary. The soul is nothin^g

less than the faculty of love in man. For this reason, also, the

loving soul (if I may here make such an application of the

words of a great teacher,) is the clear mirror in which we
gaze upon the secrets of divine love either reflected or

symbolically figured as so many enigmas, which nevertheless

serve us as light-giving and guiding stars, amid the darkness

of this earthly existence. Ajid in tliis pure mirror of our

soul we plainly behold the ever-verdant and immortal plants

or hidden flowers of nature, like the dark bed of the deep

through the clear winters of a still sea. In this mental

mirror nature greets us with features less strange and un-

known, and with familiar aspect seems to claim at once a

kindred sjunpathy.

In these slight and passing remarks, I have touched briefly

upon many a topic of which the full development must be
reserved for our subsequent Lectures. Still, though thus

limited, they contain the grounds which to my mind fully

justify my adhesion to the opinion which more than thirty

vears ago, in the first commencement of my literary labour4^

I advanced with regard to the question of the propriety of

excluding one-half of mankind from thi^ repon of specula-

tion, And although in maintaining this sentiment, I have to

stand alone in, or even am opposed to, the age in which I

live, still on this }>oint J prefer to take as my guide and
precedent the ancients, tlic Socratic school, and above all,

the great master, Plato. And were it necessary, and the

present pla^e admitted of it, I might easily, both from ancient

history and modern times, adduce authorities enough, both
in number and in weight, to refute the opposite opinion, or

rather prejudice.

The sj)herc, therefore, and field in which philosophy has to

move, or to which H has to apply itself, is no narrow one,

hemmed in and confined by any unwarrantable exclusiveness.

On ^e contrary, it must, so for us is possible for aught that is

human, be complete and perfect. And for this reason also,

she must not, as indeed she cannot*, take her rise in a con*

sciousness artificially parcelled out and divided, and in short

but one-half nf its true self, and which being biassed and
visionary in ate views^ » divorced from real life. It can
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origiaate only in the mind’s greatest perfection and in its full

and most undivided entirety, inasmuch as to make this con-

sciousness clear to itself and to others constitutes even its

proper ftinction and entire aim.

In the latest period of German philosophy many an ingenious

path of investigation has no doubt been here and there struck

out. By a critical comparison of different views, systems,

and opinions, dialectics, as a preparatory course of study, has

been improved, psychological research advanced, especiaUy the

philosophy of nature enlarged. Still, on the whole, a pul’d}"

abstract mode of thinking, totally estranged and separate from
actual life, is almost universaliy held to be the only right

road to a profound philosophy. This so-called pure and
abstract thinking takes nothing for granted, and allows of no
postulate or axiom ; it acknowledges none besides, and gene-

rally has no foundation save itself; it starts from itself done,
and in so far has, strictly speaking, no proper beginning.

Consequently, without proper end or aim, it goes on continudly
revolving around itself as a centre, and withm its own charmed
circle. Assuredly, where the didectic art and system moves
within this narrow range of thought, and restiicts itself

thereto, employing a language which, while it is sharply

abstruse, metaphysically recondite, and pre-eminently abstract,

has at least the merits of clearness and distinctness, and
ingenious classification, then the very first result of such an
exercise of dialectic art is profitable, dthough merely negative.

For it establishes the fact, that truUi and Imowledge are not
to be attained by this method

;
that thus it cannot profitably

be either sought or found. It shows, too, that^tms didec-
tied preludium itself is nothing more than a preliminary

exercise that at most does but serve as an introduction to

another and more lively way of fruitful thought
;
though even

as such it is suited, not indeed for all, but simply for those

who ent^ upon it with this view of its nature.

Human language, with its wonderful suppleness, can adjust

itself even to the consciousness whidi is parcelled out and
abstractedly divided, so ^ perfectly to copy and reflect it in

its ever-moveable mmr. It is able to give a persfueuofis

order and an artist-like shape, even to the mere lofp^
bought which has no subject-matter. It only fidls when the

logic^ conceit of meie empty thouj^t cotitemptuoasly itjeets
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ia the giddy whirl of supreme alwtraction, as its last earthly

^fect, the laws of grammatical art, and refuses to add to its

abstract style the merit of perspicuity, in order that, as a

, metaphysical chimera, it may in the inaccessible darkness

that shrouds the obscure of the high-enthroned Ego,” soar

higher and high r, and withdraw itself as much as possible

from the eyes of man. A confused terminologj% perfect unm-
telligibility, are the never-failing companions and peculiar

characteristics of a false philosophy, which dreams of finding

the inestimable jewel of truth and science in a never-ending

and elaborate division of the consciousness. It places per-

fection in an abstraction carried continually higher and higher

in its emptiness. But in truth it is only in the living unity of

the full consciousness tliat we can properly understand the

pure logical forms of thought* such as they are inborn in the

human mind, or are engravrf thereon as the first directive traits

and principles of its intellect and rational activity. They
must be judged of according to the place which they occupy
in the whole, and relatively to the manner in which they act

in or influence it. It is thus alone thaS their true signification

can be determiiied^d truly conceived.

As often, however, as from tliat self-styled pure, but in

reality empty mid totally abstract mode of tliiuking, which is

divorced from life and the realities of things, it is hoped to

raise or to evoke, as it were, by spell, a real system of tnie

knowled^, wc have a repetition of the old history of the

Babylonian tower, with its consequent confusion of language.

Every new system of this kind is nothing more than an
additional lection of or an appendix to that ancient confusion

of speech, as well as of views and opinions, so ancient in the

history of the human mind* Each of these builders in the

edifice of endless error commences with pulling down the

fabric that his immediate predecessor and all before him may
have commenced, while in the space he has thus cleared for his

own labours, he founds and rears the imaginary tower of hk
mmi knowledge and science. He has at least the firm mtei]itio&

to raise it stiU higher,—nay, rar and fiir above the heigU that all

before him have attained. But one man understands another

iust as little as himself. More and more entangled and obscure,

consequently, becomes this new confusion of ideas, till at last

nothing remains but the anomalous ruins of crumbled ai)d
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abraded thoughts, which even w'hen entire were only so many
lifeless stones—^mere abstractions, soon either wholly forgotten,

or if surviving, becoming daily more and more unintelligible

-—since the original,lexicon or alphabet, or the all-explaining

key to these rare and singular characters, can be recovered

only with the greatest difficulty.

A true and li^Tng philosophy cannot choose and pursue this

metliod of ever-advancing abstiRction
;
much less can it recog-

nise it as the only right one. It proceeds rather from life

itself and the feeling of life, and, in truth, from a feeling and
consciousness of it, which strives to as complete as possible.

Far is it from dreaming that it is in any artificial and elabo-

rately worked-out division of the human mind, tluit it must
seek its success or hope to attain its aim—the end of all tme
knowledge. Without that, it feels that man’s consciuusness,

in its existing state, at least, is already too much rent and
distracted by division, and being by means of this dismember-
ment checked in its natural action, and weakened and im-

peded.

And this even is the^jint on which all turns, lliat philo-

sophy of so-callc<l pure, but properly empty thinking, sepa-

rated and abstnicted from actual reality, without end and
without beginning, without ground jus without aim, knows
nothing of our postulate of life, in the full extent and sense

of thi.s word, so far as anything is full and eompleU^ for man.
The thinker, once entangled in the mashes of such a philosophy,

cannot admit of such an hypothe-sis, will allow to it no value,

or rather, knows nothing of it, and >vould never b<? able to

make anything of it. And yet, notwithstanding, in thi.s very

philosophy an hypothesis is started, or rather assumed before-

hand-one, however, which in truth is entirely arbitrary, and
which, when examined more closely and with rigid scrutiny,

betra^'s at once its utter l)aselessness. It dejjen^ on or con-

sists in assuming that the human mind, os it exists at present, is

in a perfect state, and has remained entire and complete and
alto^Diher nnalteredfrom its origbal constitution. It holds tliat

noth{n|; is waited for the attainment of truth, beyond a careiht

and skilful at ilysb of man^s self-consciousness, and a correct

and appropriate classifleation of its several members. But,

on the C4>ntra^, whenever we yield and give ourselves up to

the feelings of our inward eonsciousn<uis, and try ciureftilly ic
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understand it simply as it is, the first thing that strikes us

most forcibly is a discord and opposition subsisting not only

between ourselves and the external world, but a strife with

oneself raging in the inmost centre of the mind, so that it

seems to fall asunder and to rend itself into absolute uncon*

sciousness and irreconcilable contrarieties.

Now is it probable that strife would form the original state

or the proper destiny of the human or even of any other

being ? can this, in short, have been the case from the first ?

Strife, it is true, prevails e%’^erywhcre in human life. It has

its pai’tic's and divisions in the present no less than in the piwt,

in the free intercourse of private as well as in political life,

in the family as well as in the faith, in knowledge as in thought

and opinion. Wherever these act upon life, or in any way
affect it, they invariably involve it in hostile opposition and
sectarian animosity.

But the immediate question here is not of this strife of the

passions, or of the moral conniption of the inner character,

which is excited by their indulgence^ although, in truth, the

cxteiTial strife of human natiu'c, which comes forward, as it

were, in a nnsible and IxKlily shape, had its earliest source in

the liidden contentions of the inmost soul, which arise firom

its entire constitution and the present condition and state of

our faculty of thought.

Just os little also do we refer to any view taken of the sad

mutilations of the human*consciousness re.sulting either ifrom

some foulty organisation and disease, or from those defects

whichproceed from defects of character orweakness of intellect.

The condiflons which, relatively s^ieuking at least, we call

Ssically and morally sound, as being free from all remiu*kable

ciencies or disorders, are nevertheless not to be regarded

on this account as perfect, and endued with full living energy,

and possessed of tneir original completeness. On the con*

trary, in the general mind, such as on the whole we find it it

present, and which, in this respect, we may look upon
^ing in its true and propei^state, there is much that is evi*

dentfy per^^erted from its right object, much that has fidlen a
pi'ey to disorder. And indeed we are naturally led tu take

the some view of it ivhen wc discover most of the several con*

stitueiits of the mind for the gi'cater part extremely w^^ and
08 it were in a crippled state, and its different ikomties seldom
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if ever maintaining a deep pervading harmony, and keening

in perfect unison with each other. It is to this interna) oppo*

sition and original dissension of the thinking consciousness

that I here would draw your attention, as psychologically

manifesting itself between thinking, feeling, and willing. In

this dis-sension, so deeply rooted in our inmost being, intellect

and will are, even indepcndentlv of the effect of human institu-

tions and observances, but seldom in harmony ; while reason

and imagination, if not always opposed, arc at least greatiy

estranged, and seldom maintain a mutual good understanding.

This is man’s first and over recurring, ever renewed per-

ception of his inward life. Careful observation of self is ever

impressing on him a consciousness of what we might almost

call an inborn, or at least hereditary, discord and division in

the htiman mind. This intellectual feet, which is one purely

psychological and totally independent of the disturbing influ-

ences of passion or disease, may in truth well carry us to the

conclusion which, independently of it, so many other moral

phenomena and historii^l traces appear to point at. It leads

ns on almost irresistibly to embrace that exposition of it

which has been held in common by almost every ancient

people ; the doctrine, namely, that man at the very onset fell

from his original state of harmony into dissension and dis-

union, and has since sunk many degrees lower and lower

from the dignity which belonged to him on his first creation

But as this primitive obscuration and degeneracy went to the

inmost root of man’s being, under its influence, not only his

relations to the external world, but al.so in himself, in his

pure internal thinking, feeling, and willing, all fe* deranged,

discordant, and fra^entary, so that very rarely indeed

do the three co-o|>erate effectually in a living and enduring

harmemy. And it is doubtless because tiic prevailing theories

of the human mind overlook the feet of this great change
that they are so utterly unsatisfactoiy and generally so tome
and snperftciid. The determination, however, how fer this

event u to be regarded as an historical feet and rests on
authentic traditiim, is a question which Kes beyond ourpresent
puip^, and bekn^ rather to a pnrelv criti(m investigation.

71m immediate ana specific aim ot philosophy is simpfy to

analyse and clearly understand the neychol^cal feet the

disem and dissmirion whidi subnsts between tlw several
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faculties of soul and spirit, and to exhibit it just as it is.

Having accomplished this, it will then proceed to indicate the

point or position from wMch the work of restoration must be

commenced, or by which at least the way which leads to it

may be discovered; the path, namely, of return to the original

harmony of the soul. In other words, its ultimate object will

be to discover the means of restoring a living and perfect

consciousness, and of bringing about a more harmonious

co-operation of its hitherto divided powers and faculties,

whether of soul or spirit.

^
Now, even in ordinary e2Cperience, certain propitious oombi-^

nations of circumstances do occur, when this inward strife and
innate or hereditiiry discord between the understanding and
the will, tlie reason and fancy, is happily overcome. Under
their influence the faculties, which previously were separate

and divided or hostilely arrayed against each other, are, partly

at least, and for one individual life in all its incidents, actions,

and productions, brought into profitable agreement and har*

mony. These rare occasions are furnished by extraordin^
eiiergj' of character, unrivalled artistic genius, or other high

and rare mental endowment. These therefore form not only so

many experimental proofs of the possibility of restoru^ the now
discordant elements and the isolated organs of the inner man
to completeness of unity and entirety of life, but also furnish

stable {mints from which to start again, and to carry on the
work of restonitiou. Such instances, however, are but excep-
tions from the general course of things. Fortunate aud rare

exceptions they are no doubt, but still, even as such, they only
serve to establish more surely and incontestably the preaomi-
imnce of the rule, and the universal fact of the internal strife

among the faculties of the human mind.
Not unnecessarily to distract your attention at the very

outset, I shall for the present omit to consider many sub-
ordinate and derivative, but applied and complex &culties of

our mind and soul, such as memory, the external senses, the^

various instincts, and the conscience. Bestricting, therrfe^e,

myself immediately to these four principal powers,-<N4inder-

stwding and will, with reason and fancy, which wo may
regard as the four polos of the internal world, or as

a
uarters of the human consoiousness, I shall consider goners^
iie opposition which displays itself between those elemental^
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powers of man’s mind. This fact is so imiversoUjr recognised,

and so generally predominant, that it displays itself even in

the expeiience and incidents of every-day life. To what
amounts the opinion so commonly exprcsi^ of many men,

nay even the greater part of distinguished characters, “ that

their judgment and will are not in \mison ?
” “ What ex-

tensive learning and comprehensive views docs he not pos-

sess,” is said of one man, “ what acuteness, excellent judg-

ment! What might he not accomplish if he had but the will,

but he is so changeful, you can never depend upon him, so

inactive, so void of enci^ of charactm. that he dora npt

himself know rightly what he wkhes.” Now in such passing

estimates of men, it is deserving of remark, that it is not the

passions, or of passionate transgressions of the moral law,

that come in question, but rather some internal defect and
weakness. He has the best will,” is said of another, “ is

always active, capable of any sacrifice and devotion, and of a

firm and undaunted resolution, but at the some time he is so

narrow-minded, so uqbcnding and short-sighted, and pos-

sessed by such inflexible prejudices, that nothing can in truth

be made of him, and every enterprise is sure to miscarry

that he has anything to do with.” The disconl is not indeed

ineveiwcase so strongly marked and distinct, still every onewho
at all ooserves his own consciousness may easily” determine, and
satisfiictorily answer the question, whether this opposition be-

tween the understanding and the wiH, or at least the disposition

thereto, is not deeply fixed and rooted in our inmost nature,

and on the whole universal. Whence else sprinin the high esti-

maiion in which steadiness and consistency of (fearacter are

geaerally held, but from the feet tliat it is a rare exception

lor will and understanding—the inward thought and the out-

ward practice—^to be in peitfect harmony aid agreement ? And
m truth consistency, thoroughly carried out in the whole life,

ateadfest unison of idea and practice—in short, power—imme-
diately enforces our respect and admiration, even though wc
may not be abb to agree with the moUve and prindp^ on
whldi it acts, and moreover remark much in the whole Une.of

^duct dewMvii^ of blame, when measured 1^ the highest

ideal standard of moral justice and Mrfection, How often

do we feel this to be the case in the historu^ ju%mmt and

estunate of great and celebrated men, where our adminUot:
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by no means implies or carries with it a full and perfect

approbation of every trait in their character or actionc*.

Another mode of view and comparison will perhaps sen e to

set in a still clearer light the characteristic feature of the

human mind in its present broken and discordant condition.

Man usually directs his glance downwards to the brutes, .in

order, by pointing out its diflTerence from the animal world, to

determine the peculiar essence of his own being and nature.

In this comparison, after much and painfiil investigation, man
discovers that although ids physical organisation and the

principle of life, the blood-soul, as the source of vital heat, is

of the same kind Ad natuire with that of the brutes, he

nevertheless possesses a rational soul, which they do not

enjoy.

More instructive would it be, occasionally at least, to raise

our contemplation to things above. By tos method, many
characteristic qualities of the human mind might be briefly

but distinctly set forth in sharper contrast by comparison with

other created things, or as the poet calls them, superior spirits,

with whom we share our knowled^.*’*^ Leaving this belief in

the existence of purely spiritual^ings, which was common
to all nations of the old world, to rest on its own deep founda-

tion, and piping over the doubts which might perhaps be
rais^ agarm it, I shall simply take for the b^is of my com-
parison the general idea of ^ese angelic essences, such ns

from the very first it has-been long and widely entertained.

Now, from tnis point of view I should be at feast justifi^^,

were I to point to that fickleness and inconsisteiicy, or weak-
ness and er^n defect of character, whidi I have above
mentioned and depicted as forming the ordinary condition

and the specific ch^acteristic of man, which accorang our
hypothesis does not belong, either in the same degree or at

all, to the pure spirits. With them understanding and willing

are altogether one, and every thought is at tlie same time also

a deed, every feet perfectly comprehended and carried out
with a design perfectly underotoM. Their activity is ever

one and the same living and uninterrupted (^ration, whatever
bo its direction, in a bad as well as a good sense. And thus
it is that with these spirits knowing and will* og are one ; so

V 8s» Fttfiotopiir of lifo, p. eo

Pb
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that a living and effective intello(*t is even a very spirit, and

cquuliy so is a perfectly self-conscious will. But a spiritual

being like man, in whom intellect and will are not one, is, as

contemplated from this j)oint of view, a spirit divided and
distracted, and one that Ims fallen into disunion with itself,

which only by means of a new and higher aspiration can be

again raised to its full energy and living unity.

Still more obvious, and even more striking, than the general

and univci-sally prevailing disconl between the underatanding

and the will, is the opposition and division wliich holds

between both the fundamental faculties or opposite poles of

the inner world of consciousness, namely, l)etween reason a6d
fancy. The fancy is the fertile, and, properly si)eaking, the

inventive and creative faculty of man : but she is blind, and sub-

ject to many, or ratlicr, we must say, innumerable delusions.

This is not the case indeed, at least not in the same degree and
manner, with the reason, as the faculty of calm prudence in man
—the internal standard of the moral equilibrium of his nature.

Still, actually to pro<lucc, tmly to bring forth or to create, is

with all its reasoning® utterly beyond its power; and if at

times, Its is the case with tne false philosophy and mew dialee-

tical thinking, it docs make the attempt, it gives birth to

nought but lifelc.ss almrtions and mere thought-created plian-

toms of abstract nothingness. It will hardly be necc^ssiiry to

track tl)is opposition between reason and fancy further, and to

follow it into the great arena of pyiblie life, or to prove by a

lengthened discussion that the men t^ndowed with the 1h st

reasoning powers are not at the same time or especially en-

dowed with the fire of genius, or that the most le^thetical aiul

artistic natures are not alwuy.s the most logical. True genius,

however, forms a rare exception to this rule, because in him
the faculties of soul and spirit, which are usoallv found

isolated and opjmsed, are happily united and effectually

co-operate in an harmonious unison. In other words, w'e have
in such a case an union of the creative fancy, which in the

productions of genius is the most essential pouit, and the

acute, discerning sapeity, as also the distinctness of sensible

shape and order, which cannot be absent from any real |irodUC-

tion of art. And yet, for all this, the understanding of tlie

artist is something quite distinct from practical reason and

logical ucateness. Tnere is, moreover, another state, or rather
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quality of the soul, wherein the else divided reason and fancy

are intimately associated and entirely reunited. This is a

natural, pure affection and the very faculty of love, which is

itself the soul and the peculiar essence of man’s spiritual soul.

For example, a mother’s love for her child, which is the

deepest and strongest of the natural affections no one can

call tliis love irrational, although it must be judged by an

entirely different standard from the reason. At least it does

not arise from any carefully weighed process of the reason,

for it is over it that it gains its greatest triumphs. In love

l|oth halves of the soul are united. For, taken separately

and apart, reason is only one-half of the soul, and fancy the

other. In love alone do both concur, and the soul is there

present totally and perfectly. In it both halves, which other-

AvistJ are ever apart, being again united, restore a perfect state

of the consciousness.

And in the same manner there is also a means of reunion

for the understanding and the will. And that too is a pure,

strong, and morally regulated love. *Whenever, proce^ng
from the very depths of man’s being, it has become, as it were,

a second nature
;
and having received a higher and diviner

consecration, it foims the still and invisible, but ruling soul

of life, then is it the best and surest road for attaining to

the reconciliation of the otherwise inveterate and deeply-rooted

discord between the intellect and the will. By such a love

the inmost imui may be f^stored to peace and hjirmony with
itself, and the otherwise distracted consciousness, regaining
a full and perfect unity, is enabled to exercise its best and
highest energies.

The following arc briefly the results of this our first psycho-
logical sketch, so far forth as they are nccessiiry for tlie purpose
and object before us. llio ordinarj' state of tne human mind,
such as, in its present condition, it exhibits itself to pur
internal apperceptions, is one of fourfold discord and distnic-

tion. Or rather, if we may so speak, it is a qnadruply
divided consciousness, as being a prey to the double con-
trgriety between the understanding and the will, and between
reason and fancy. But the mina, w^hen restored to its ftiU

and living perfection, is threefold, or, if the expi*essi(m be
here allowable, it is a triune consciousness—the soul restored
to unity in love~the mind or spirit requickened by tilie euem

n 2
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of a con^tent life, and lastly, the internal sense for al!

that is highest and divine—which third member, as the
external medium and ministering instrument of the
other two, cannot interfere with or duturb their profound
harmony. Now, the return firom the mind, cheeked and
limited in its operation by its existing divisions and discord,
into a living triple or triune consciousness, is the very begin-
ning of a truly vital philosophy, and indeed of a renovated
and enhanced vitali^.

END OF LKCTOBO 1.
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LECTURE II.

When man U considered relatively to- his extemal existence

in the sensible world and Datui*e, to which by his body he

belongs and forms a constituent part, then the three elements

of which, as regarded from this point of view, his whole being

or essence appears to consist, are body, soul, and spirit.

l(ow, not even from these are schism and conflict excluded.

There is little or no harmony between the higher and spiritud

principle of the inner man and the outer world, to which pro-

perly his sensuous faculty belongs. The natural wants and the

organic laws of our corporeal life are at issue with the moral
law of the inward feelings—with the eaalted requisitions of

the soaring thought and me profound desire of the pure spirit.

The simple between these two dieting laws or ordnances of

life, the mgher and the lower, forms pemaps the chief problem
which in his moral destination on earth man has to solve. At
least it constitutes the first beginning and step thereof. No
doubt, the extenial frame of the human body, with its won-
derful organisation, presents in the prime of its development
the corporeal imago of a more exalted and more spiritual

beauty. lu its highest and happiest expansion—^in its noblest

forms—in many a bright gleam, for instance, of animated
expression on the countenance of youth—we read the graceful

reflection oft a more than earthly loveliness. The stamp of

man's heavenly origin is not quite extinct or completely de-

faced even in his frame. But on the other hand, it is exposed
and subject to innumerable injuries, suiferings, diseases, and
coiTuptions ; so that wo teel at once the truth of the Apostle's

words, in calling it the '' body of this death." Added, theiu

to the other two elements of man's being, spirit and soiil, the

organic body forms the thii'd constituent, in which, however^

is contained the ground and occasion of conflict and strife*

In the inner man, indeed, taken hy itself, and in soul and
spirit, as the two constituents of his higher life, there is

involved no absolute element of discord. No doubt even
here the harmony is liable to many disturbances and perfect
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unison, perhaps, is very rarely to be met with; but still the

discord has not its ^rround in the essential consti’^ution of these

two principles of soul and spirit. The contrariety between

reason and fancy, understiinding and will, though existing

in the fourfold consciousness of man in its present state,

prevails not thbre by any law of necessity. It is not a result

of their essential constitution. Simply, the spirit is the more
active faculty of the whole higher principle and of its internal

life, the soul the jnore passive one. I have designedly em-
ployed the expression the 7nore active and the more passive

while thus speaking of soul and of spirit ; for perfectly possivp

and entirely devoid of lil)crty, the feeling and losing soul is not,

as neither, on the other hand, is the spirit perfectly active and
independent. Ilie latter stands in need of the fellowship of

the soul and of the life-giving feeling to kindle and to expand
it. To a certain degree, both spirit an<l soul, or at least the

preponderance of the one or the other, are dejwjndcnt on the

organisation and organic differences of sex. In general, we
may at least assert anc\, admit this much: that, viz., spirit or

thought predominates in man, but feeling or soul in the female

sex. But even here (so incalculably great is the diversity of

human character and disposition, so various are the methods
and forms of education and moral culture,) many exceptions,

either by way of complication or deviation from the original

simple relation, arc found to subsist. In no case, moreover,

can this preponderance of the reigning eleinont be taken or

luiderstood as a total isolation or severance from the other.

On the contnu-y, there are manifold transitions and fusions in

the reciprocal action of soul and spirit. In th6 same way
that there are peculiar modes of thought, a sjMTial kind of

intellect, which, by a hajipy divination, goes infallibly to the

|)oint and the truth, and is eiitirelv tht? judgment of feeling-—the

issue, in short, of ihaJ'eelifuj sou\
; so, too, there are many im-

pressions on the feeUngs (an anient love, for instance, and a

purely intellectual entlmsiasm), which take their oririn imme-
diately out of some thought, or generally from the under-

standiftg. And, in fact, the very separation of the two generally

does but lead to their more intimate union, and furnish a new
iKind of unity, Tiiought and feeling stand reciprocally in

need of each other. As thoujjht gains new life ana animation

from the rich feeling, with its facile, tender, and profound
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i^motions, deriving therefrom its vital nourishment and suste-

nance ; even so the feelings are not unfrequently first awakened,

and very often strengthened and elevated, by the lofty flight

of thought in its bold and searching investigations. It is

even this that constitutes, in pait at least, the atti-action of

social intercourse, the charm of love, and thc| happiness of a

well-assorted union, which does but become more close bv
years ; the one party finding in the other the intellectual or (if

the term be preferred) the psychological complement of his

own being and characUT. ^

But now a similar complement for the voirf and deficiency

which, even in the most fiivoured dispositions, enjoying the

highest advantages of learning and culture, still remains in

man's consciousness and internal existence, mjiy be found in

yet another wise, and by a far superior method. We may. for

instance, seek this consummation of our nature in that Being
who contains in Himself the fulness of all might and of all

existence—of all life, and of all love—<md out of whom both

soul and spirit proceed and toke their beginning. Now, if we
should wish to form an idea of the heUvenly state of supreme
felicity, such, at least, as in forecasting hope we may suppose

it to be, and indeed are justified in so doing, thou we may
doubtless think of it as such that in it both soul and spirit, sunk

in the abyss of eternal lOve, will rest perfectly satisfied. Or
rather, in a living communion of thought and feeling, they will

most intimately sympathise in this ineffable majesty. Wing
absorbed in the never-failing stream of the infinite plenitude

of divinity. In this state of bliss, the body will be dissolved

and no longer existent. At least, transfigured imd changt*d.

it will remain nothing more than the pure, luminous veil

{Ltchfhutte) of the immortal soul and the spirit, now totally

and freely emancipated. For it will no longer be possible,

with any propriety, to think of the body as separate and dis-

tinct from the soul and spirit, as in truth and fundamentally it

will not be separate from them. Now, for this blissful state of

perfect union with the supreme essence, no less than for those

single and rare moments of mental ravishment, during which,

even in this earthly life, man occasionally, though transiently,

does, by vivid thought, transport himself to such a state, thtf

third element, which os the connecting link must accrue to

these two fundamental energies ot‘ man s inw^ard being and
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existence, in otder to complete and perfect it, is God Himsdi
For it is here even as in the extexW world of sense ; there

must be a third element. There, however, it is the bo^,
which, as no less essential than the other two, completes the

existence of the total man. Merely psychologicalfy^teearded,

and when we adhere and limit ourselves to the given s^ere of
* the internal consciousness, the triple principle of man’s being

is neither Qod, soul, and spirit, as in the higher blissful state,

nor even body, soul, and spirit, as in this material world, but

simply spirit, soul, and sense. These are the three elements

of the mind, which as such immediately concern us at present,

.and form the essential basis of the following considerations.

'

Much is there that attaches itself to this principle, or

follows from it. It would consequently only lead to confu-

sion were we at present to tqke a full survey of all these

cognate matters and consequences, and lay them before you at

the outset. Many of them will arise much more naturally

afterwards. Even the trepting of and elucidation of the

relation in which the sens^, as the third element of the

human mind, stands td the other two, and the place which it

holds among them, will heteafter come more appropriately

l)eforc us. And this is esp^ially true of a question which,

however, has an important bearing on the matter before

the question, viz., whether or not some particular &oulty,

either of soul or spirit, is to be regarded as an internal sense,

a moral instinct, or an immediate perception and intuition of

the highest and best. And, connected with this inquiry, is

the remark, that even in the usual outward senses there lies a
spark of higher spiritual perception—«uch, for instance, as

the artistic eye for beauty of form and colour, a^ ftir grace

of motion, or the musical ear for lovely sounds and measures;
M) that even the senses ai'e not so purely corporeal, so totally

material and grossly sensuous, os at the mist glance they

appear. But there is another topic uribich here enforces

itself on our consideration, and which'fbr the correct i^pre*

hension of the whole matter, is even still mote importanttW
that of the relatitm 'adiich sonso holds to the other two eleawnts
of man's oonscuntsness. And this is to determine whethbi
these two. soul and iqpirit, are really dhBnrent, m whethmr it

be not probable that, as the active and the passive powoe and

•i^fots of a higher principle in man, they are on the wh<de
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one and the same, and consequently ought not, in thought

eren, to be unduly separated and distinguished. But however

this question is to be answered, even &ough in ma|i they be

really and necessarily united, still a relative distinction of

them is justified by ^t meponderance of one or the other

whidb manifests itself ’at different times and in different rela-

tions of life. But a weighty reason exists for supposing that

they are essentially two elements. A fidr presumption that

after all soul and spirit are not perhaps one and the same under

two several sets, arises from a comparison of man with other

created spirits, if only it be allowed us to make a further appli-

cation of a parallel, which on a certain hypothesis we have

already hazaHed. For, however problematical at most the re-

sults of such comparisons may appear, still in such cases as the

present they are often very useftd. They tend, at least, to give

a sharp and precise determinaUon of the peculiar and cha^-
teristic features of man’s consciousness. Now, the free and
pure spirits fitr surpass man in energy of will—in activity and
power—and secondly, in rapidity^and clearness of apprehen-

sion, possessing as they do ap intelleci immediately intuitive.

In these properties, as contrasted with the mutability and
weakness of man’s vacillating will, the slowness of his groping
and erring intellect, the angels have greatly the advantage of

man. But, on the other hand, the human mino or spirit pos-

sesses in its peculiar creative fertility a vast prerogative,

which cannot—not, at lei^t, in the same degree—^ ascribed

even to the pure creatures of light. And in truth, it is on
the soul, which is not merely receptive or sentient, but also

inwardly pipductive, lovingly creative, and ever paving new
forms and shapes to the old and common, that the creative

faculty of invention, so distinctive of man, ultimately rests.

At leasts it forms the inner foundation and root out of which
it spring and rises. Fancy, indeed, with its external shape

and yisu)le manifestation in art, is only one portion of it.

But still the other part also of the soul vis., the reason^

when directed to its right end, and so Ipg as it romaim
within its natural limits, is a faculty of Amess inteUectual

development, infinite advance and perfectionment. And* in

truth, the position is by no means new, that perfcctibiU^, or

the ^ulty of endless improvement (whir*h, however, is

mated with an equally great and less infinite &cuUy of
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deterioration), is the essential and wholly peculiar prerogative

of man. It is his clmracteristic property. With regard to the

other aspect or portion of the same property, the productive
fancy, viz., and its creative productions, a similar view to our
own—and, indeed, under the same pxrullel and hypothesis-—
is expressed in the poet's assertion, already quoted

—

Tlif knowledge thou sharest with superior spirits ;*

Ar^ oh man i thou hast aJone/'

Only the term ‘‘art*' must here be understood in a wide and
comprehensive signification, so as to Uike in language. Or
rather, language itself is the general, all-embracing art of

xnan. h"or nowhere docs art evince its peculiar, internal, and
intellectual fertility, its creative faculty of invention, so strik-

ingly as in this wonderM structure of humau langtiage, with
its many compartments. Man, we might well sxiv, in general
tenns, is a production of nature that has atUiinetl to tlte per-

fection of language. In other words, he is a spiiit to whom
before all other creatures^ the word explanatorj' and declam-
toiT, the giiiding, the rt)mmunicativ^ and even the command-
ing w'ord. is letit, impmled, fommitted,or conveyed, and even
therein consists his original, marvellous, and high dignity, so
far surpassing the ordiumy stondard of creation.

On lliis account, therefore, it is only natural and consistent,

I. e., agreeable to man's nature and dignity, that the comjmra-
tive juxtaposition and parallel "i^ch is to lead to a more
conuct characterisation of the human mind, with its peculiar
faculties and properties, should, as I said, be directed up-
wards, rather than, as is usually done, dowiu^ds to the
brutes, and to the animal consciousnesH, if, indited, we may
justly ascribe such to them. Now, in this method of com-
parison 1 would go a step further, for by so ilomg I hope to

promote the more perfect understanding of tlie whole, and
also to arrive at a correct and accurate notion of the stweitil

&culties of man's spirit and of the jmwers of bis soul. Which
then of man's faculties or powers may be rightly attributed to

the Deity, and which not? To au3iw^.f this question, however,
it is not my intention to enter into any very difficult and
abstimse investigations, such as would neitner very apposite

• See quotation from the Die Kunstter*' of Schiller, FItilotophy of

life/' p. 20,
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to this place, and perhaps (to speak generally) would be abso-

lutely without and beyond the limits of the human under-

standing. It will be sufficient for my putposc throughout to

take for granted what, according to the univei*sal feeling of

mankind, is generally admitted, and which is ^r^’cn as gene-

rally intelligible, as it is easy of apprehensifc and clear. But
when I thus without hesitation take for ^prmted an universal

belief in the existence of a divine pr^c^le, notwithstanding

the doubt which in the human mind springs up as against all

else, so also against the highest object of faith, I do so with a

deliberate view and purpose. For I shall reserve the solution

of this grave problem to a later period of my sketch and
exjx)sition of the thinking consciousness and of a true living

science. It is there, in truth, that it will find its most natuiul

and appropriate place. Here, how^ever, for the purposes of our

intended comparison, w^hich, as the instance itself will prove,

is likely to be highly instructive, it w ill be sufficient if I con*

fine myself to a single remark. The little that w^e know or

can with certainty predicate of God, may be comprised almost

in the few wwds: “ Godis a spirit,” * It is by virtue o£ this

proposition that we ascribe to Him an omniscient intellect and
an almighty will. Both these attributes or powers of God,

are, it is self evident, in the moat perfect harmony, and can

scarcely be separated from one another
;
wheit'as in man they

are frequently widely divergent, at timesi even hostilely

oppose each other, and aU best do but check and limit their

mutual action. Here, however, arises the question whctlier

in stoict propriety we may venture to ascribe to the Deity any
of the otheN mental faculties and powers which man is" con-

scious of, though on a greater and different scale, and in a very

extended sense ?

Now’, in the creative energy of God, there is in truth com-
prised the plenitude of all fertility, and, if it be allowable so

to speak, an inexhaustible source of all invention.

But still, as every one must at once feel, a productive &culty

of imagination and a creative fancy cannot on this account bie

ascribed to Him ;
for, were W’e to do so, we should step at

once into the domain of mytliology with its fabulous

And even as little, in strict propriety and accuracy of^ian-

guage, can we attribute to God the faculty of reason,

m man is the opposite of &ncy. Reason is the conneoting,
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inferring, discursiw faculty of thought. But all this, with

its graduated scries of ideas or conceptions, is not applicable

to ue Deity, for in Him all must be thought of as standing

at once and immediately before the divine mind, or rather, as

directly emanating from Him. Consequently, in a strict

sense, and follonmg a rigorous precision of a thoroughly

correct designation, we may indeed ascribe to God an imme-
diately cognisant and intuitive understanding, but not reason

;

since by ^s ferm it is only by a violent abuse of langutige

and a total conversion of ideas that a faculty of intellectual

intuition can be understood. One kind alone or branch of

reason is immediately intuitive; and that is the conscience, br

the moral instinct, for the appreciation of whatever is good or

evil, right or wrong. This might not inaptly be called an
applied reason ; viz., a reason applied to the will and to its

inmost motives, and to its just commencing still inchoate

determinations, out of which external actions ultimately issue.

But even because conscience is an immediate perception of

right and wrong, a moral instinct for good and evil, and
consequently in form wholly distinpt from that function of

reason which infers and drauces odnscquenccs, I am indis-

posed to give it such a name, and would rather regard it as

a peculiar faculty of soul or heart, subsisting by itself, and
intermediate between will and reason. In any case, it would
be superfluous to^ observe how highly inappropriate it would
be to designate by this name that waning or punitive judicial

vision wiw which God looks through and penetrates the

inmost heart, even though we must seek here the root and
origin of the lucid oracles and simple revelatipns of the

hunm conscience. As a property, however, it con only be
a.scribed to those beings who, Ime man, behold the law of God
far above them, but by no means to that Being who is Himself
the suni and source of all moral laws. But let us now revert

to our flrst question of the predication of reason to the Dei^.
If in our present reigning systems, and espeeially in the

latest Oemutnphilosophy, reason is, notwithstanding, ascribed

to Him, or ra&er toe eternal, unconditional, and absolute

reason is itself called God, and ratimudity is made to be Hli

essence ; this is but the immediate consequence of the pra-

dominontly pratheistio tendency of these systems, in which
the Deity is idenrified wiih the mundboe All, and xwAved
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mto the universal essence. For, inasmucli as it was felt that

it could not be merely the all-producing and all-absorbing

—

the all-bearing, induite, vital power of we heathen systems of

nature—and since a more scientido designation was required,

nothing remained for the totally abstract designation of the

one AU, but the name of that diculty which even in the

human mind forms the minciple of unity.

No doubt in the preoe^g centuries one or two great teachers

have employed very similar, if not identical expressions, in

reference to the Deity, still this to my mind appears an excep-

tion fiom the general rule, to be explained and justified only

by individual terminology and points of view. And at any
rate it is much safer to follow the ancient usage on this point.

Accordingly I have made it a law scrupulously to observe it

throughout. But if people will all at once subvert the ancient

modes of speech, and completely interchange and confuse the

ordinaiy signification of the terms reason and understanding,

then all must naturally turn on the thing itselfond the inter-

nal thoughts and the proper meaning yluch lies at the bottom
of them. And then, by a due consic^retion of these, a mutual
understanding may perhaps be eventually arrived at, notwith-

standing the dialing modes of speech. With most of the

writers and philosophers of the present day this perhaps is

scarcely to be hoped for. The grave question however here

(and which, as it lies at the bottom, roust ultimately decide on
this difference of phraseelogy,) is thi»-~wheiher philosophy

in general is, according to the rationalistic way of thinking, a

mere philosophy of reason, or a higher phuosophy of the

spirit and 81 spiritual revelation, or indeed of a divine experi-

ence.

Further, whenever, in the olden phraseology, there are

asmibed to the Deity, memory and even desires, not to say

impulses which, viewed nearly in the same light as man’s
apMtites and passions, are designated by the same terms, all

this is to be understood in the same way as tiie expressions

concerning His all-see^ eye. His ear, and His migh^ arm,

tll^y (u® merely figurative and symbdical phrases. In the use

ofthem there is no pretensitm to scientific accuracy, withwhich
understanding and wiB are universally and aet^y as<^bed
to Him. they are devoid even of that apparent prt^bility

which gives rise to the question whether imi^pnat^si an«
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reason can, with the same propriety as the former two, be
attributed to Him. With as litue tnith can a soul be ascribed

to Him. For this is exclusively a passive faculty, whereas in

God all is energy and activity. The expression, however, of

a soul of God is found, by way of exception from the general

usage, in a few among ancient writers.

A more correct mode of indicating what is meant by this

tenn, would be to say that God is love, and that love is even His
essence. Or the same idea would be well conveyed by speak-

ing, under the form of a linng force and property, of God s

fatherly heart as the centre of His being, of His omnipotence
and omniscience, and of the infinite love which results from

the two. No doubt even this expression of God’s fatherly

heart is merely figurative and symbolical. Still it is pno of

high significance, and as such it is not a mere figure without

meaning. For, the higher and profounder spiritual philo-

sophy, from Plato down to Leibnitz, has ever purposely

employed such syml>ols and figures to indicate that whicii

properly is inexpressible. In fiict, it has always prefen*ed them
to the abstract uotions^employed by the rationalising sptems
of our own lifeless metaphvsics of nought, wdiich, as tliey are

void in themselves, so do tWy in reality say nothing.

Thus, then, has the very first step in this comparative jwycho-

logy carried us at once to the utmost limits of what is Icnow-

able by man. Still it has tended, in passing, to place in an
eminently distinct light many im^xirtant matU'rs and essential

properties and faculties w hich bidong to our prcjsent sphere* of

p8)’'chological inquirj'. It is now\ how'ever, necessary for me
to tuni my regards back to the point from which w(fHtarU^<l. In
order to commence our philosophy of life wnth the centre of

life and of man’s whole consciouHness, we set out from a psy-

chological fact, which immediately impresses it8t*lf on rfie

awakening consciousness. This fact is the wreeptiou of

the discord which reigns in our entire self, and cspi'citdlv of

the deep-rooted dissension w'hich in tlieir usual state divides

the four principal faculties of the consciousness, according to

the twofold contrariety of understanding and mil, and of reason

and fancy. I will here merely add n.«miirk, tfint further

still, another essential property of man, and a state equally cha-

racteristie and peculiar to him, is closely associated with, and
mdetj^ is grounded in this intemal discord, vis., the feeedom of
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the will and the state of doubt. Now this freedom of will which

belongs to man, is very diflTerent from the freedom of God. or

even from that of the pure spirits who were first created. The
notion of free will, however, is so deeply and firmly grounded

in our inmost feelings, that man’s universal coimction of it

can never be wholly undermined by any doubts of the reason,

however subtilly advanced and in appearance demonstmtively

urgent. No objection or difficulty can totally extinguish and

annihilate the persuasion of its truth witliin our breast. For

even after the greatest shock which oui* faith in ourselves

may sustain, either from reflection or from subtilly refining on
ttte subject,—after w’hat apparently is a complete refiitation of

its truth, this divine and inborn prejudice (if I may so term it) of

our intrinsic freedom still springs up again. As the inextin-

guishable vital flame of the spirit, it rises anbw fi*om the ex-

piring embers of those deadening doubts, which are themselves

nothing more than the dead notions and null phantoms of a false

semblance of ti>onght. Now this freedom of will is a liberty

of choice, i. er., a will long vacillating between two different

series of ideas—of opposing grounds And reasons, and at last

deciding for one or the oth('r. This volition, however, is by its

nature so little decided, and IVequently finds so great difficulty

in coming to a decision, tliat even when externally it has

already concluded its deliberations, it often becomes again

undecided and begins anew to hesitate. Or this freedom of

choice in man may other^yse be dcscrilied and thought of as

a decision of the understanding, which compares togi ther two
different volitions, carefully w’eighs the conflicting grounds in

favour of each, and at last in its final judgment recognises

ilie preference to one or the other. Consequently this free

will and choice so peculiar to mau, depends intimately and
essentially upon that controversy lietween understanding and
will, wdiich, if not inborn, has become at least a second

natttre to him. I have spoken of this freedom of will as

ix*cttliar to man, since it is not necessary, and rather would
be a most arbitrary hyi^othesis, were we to go so far ns to

assert diat, assuming the existence of other free but created

estenecs, our own spc^cial kind of freedom is the only possible

and conceivable one. Still for our |>resent purpose it is allow-

able to such a purely hypotlictical simile and eomparison,

if (a point on ivhich the exj^riraent itself must decide)4t bo
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likely to render our own peculiar form of consciousness more
intelligible and conceivable. In this sense, then, we may go

on to say that we must conceive the liberty of the blessed

spirits as being in its essence very different from that of

man’s. 'As such it belong to beings who have long passed

beyond the probation of the still imuecidcd choice, or who at

the very beginning of their existence were, by the design of

the Creator, withdrawn from it, and have consequently attained

to eternal frcedotn, together with undisturbed and undisturb*

able peace in God, who is the sum and inexhaustible source,

as well as the unfathomable, of all freedom, no less than of

all life.

But even irrespectively of this freedom of choice for actual

life and its particular objects and motives—irrespective^ also

of the freedom frhich is conversant about e.xtemm actions, and
of tile inward moving causes of the will which contain the first

ground and hidden germ of the former, and of that state of

uncertainty which follows therefrom, and which not unfre-

quently long vacillates between one side and another—there
are also in pure thought, simply as such, a similar state of in-

ternal hesitation or doubt—*. «., of a thought hostilely attack-

ing, undermining and destroying, deimng and annihilating

even consciousness and cogitation itself. Left wholly to our-

selves, when, closing qur regards to the external world, and
vrithout any definite ol^ect, we calmly commit ourselves to the

stream of purely internal thought, we soon become sensible

of this feet, (m the one hand, there crowd on the mind
the impressions of the outward sensra, and the maaifold

creations of the peculiar never-restii^ fiumlty of cogitation,

seeking to gain the mastery over and to carry it along writii

them. On the other side, the distinguishing and discerning

reason comes in vrith its questions and doubts, and chemical

miafyms, to resolve everything finally into nought, and to

es^in all the oono^tions of the mind as groundlcas and on-

sunstnntial, as so many pure illusions of me senses, oonoeits

of mqnrice, prejudices of a limited understanding, and mere
metnres or creatiim of fiuu^. Thus, then, the ever-swelling

fikwd of thot^ht in man’s inner being and cogitatioii is not

any calmly flowing stream, in which wave quiittiy follows and

fueoeeds to wave, as through rich and fertile dams it pnrtuai

tfe fiiMaee from some distant souree to the wiae and (^en sea.
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rhe fearful conflict of thought is rather some double current,

where, amidst the crags and rocks, the pent-in waters confin-

ing one another beat up into foaming breakers—or still more

dangerous, beneath their apparently calm and smooth surface

they form the tearing whirlpool with its bottomless abyss,

which, at the least incautious approach, hurries irresistibly

into its vortex the tossing little boat of man’s brief existence.

For the most part it is only in natures originally at least

liighly endowed and noble that doubt and this intern^ struggle

of thought rise to the height of despair. ITiese alone are

finally driven, by the rejection of all belief in themselves, into

utter loiin both of soul and spirit. The tendency, however, to

a state of struggle and doubt is universal. It seems to bo

nothing less than a characteristic property of human nature,

and to have its foundation in the dissension subsisting between
reason and fancy, which has so firmly established itself in

the mind of man. It may happen, no doubt, that in a mind
w'hose opinions are settled both in theory and practice, no
instability will be found to subsist in the plans which guide

and regulate life, but that, on the coiitraiy, they are on the

whole followed out with fixed resolution and decided energy.

And yet, even •in such a case, ptuticular doubts will occa-

sionally arise aflfecting many matters, (which, although subor-

dinate to the fundamental laws of life, are nevertheless far from
being unimportant,) so as to force upon us the remark, or even
to extort the confession that in general such a state of immov-
able determination does not belong to human nature, and that

this internal conflict forms one element of that warfare of life

to which nllin is called. The predisposition to this, I have
referred to the discoid between reason and fimey, and for

brevity’s sake I have employed throughout the latter designa-

tion for it. I must, however, avail myself of the present

occasion to observe that fiincy is not limited merely to poetry

and the fine arts and their respective creations, but inosmucK
as all productive tho^ht belongs to the imagination in thesame
way that the negative does to the reason, it also co-operates

more or less with science. It is tlierefore chiefly in this latter

and larger sense that we here employ the term, since (t is from
the contradictions of the productive and negative thought that

the struggle and state of doubt arise.

The ito truth then tliat psychology arrives at is the internal,

2 c
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discord within our fourfold and divided consciousness. Haviug
commenced with a slight characteristic sketch of this fact, I

have attempted to give a fiurther and deeper grounding, and
to invest it with a higher and profounder significance. To this

first perception we appended, as the second member in the

series of our philosophical investigation, the idea of a triplicity

of consciousness as restored to its jKU’fect and living action.

According to this view, the simple division of the mind is into

spirit, soul, and sense. And this will, in all our subsequent

Lectures, form the basis of our psychological refiections on the

kiunan mind. It will also serve as the transition from the

ordinary state of the consciousness in discord with itself, and
with its fourfold division, to the reunited triple consciousness.

We shall make it the starting-point uiul first step in this

philosophy, which, as it sets out from life, is also to lead to a

higher life.

But now, even in the mind’s ordinarj' state there are many
such beginnings of a higher order of things—many moments
of a more concentrated energj', which bespeak a joint operation

of tlie otherwise divided faculties and pow<»rs of soul and spirit,

and have for theur result a partial restoration at least of har-

mony to this otherwise di.smembered whole. • Among these I

would mention first of all that inner fixity of eham<-ter, where
thought, w'ill, and conduct are consistent throughout : wctondly,

a true artistic genius in the creations lx)th of poetic and plastic

fancy. Lastly, there is that ardent and disinterested love,

with its mi^nanimous »elf-.sacrifices, which, though it siupassiNS

. tl the limits of reason, cannot, nevertheles.s, lx* lo<>kcd upon a.s a

mere imagination or illusion of fancy, forming as does a pro-

.]bund and natural energy of the human soul, and Constituting

in truth its true and proper essemce. No doubt the external

phenomenon and efibet of this elevated principle of the soul is

oflfcen tarnished and lessened by the dull admixture of earthly

ardour, and the licwilderment of passion. true and jierfect

manifestation of the feeling, consequently, is no less rare than

the truly jfclieitous creations of n>al artistic genius. Still it is

to it that we must look for the first princi^ of a higher living

thought and the true scicmcc thereof, truly loving soul

needs only the excitement and guidance of a mind or spirit

ripened and matured in divine experience. Aceonlingly, the

eonsciousness than restored to uni^^ and completeness of peiv
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fection becomes actively oj^rative in its triple energy. And
in the same manner the spirit striving with most ardent aspi-

ration after the divine, requires nothing but such an animating

contact with the loving soul, in order to attain ftdly and effec-

tually to its desired end.

In the series of combining elements or principles of union

for the otherwise divided consciousness there is yet another

phenomenon both great and comprehensive in itself, and which
also reveals itself as such in actiial life and experience. And
this phenomenon is furnished by language, with its wonderful

variety and yet truly artistic uniformity. For it is the vital

product of the whole inner man. All the faculties both of

soul and spirit, however discordant generally, combine each in

their full share and measure to perfect this their conjoint pro-

duction. And yet after all many traces of inherent imperfec-

tion are visible therein. It is only in the highest creations of

{U'tistic genius, manifesting itself either in poetry or some other

form of language, and then only in tiie brightest and happiest

moments of inspimtion, that wc meet with the perfect harmony
of a complete and united consciousness, in which all its facul-

ties work together in combined and lixing action.

In language, all the four principal powei*8 have a nearly

equal part tuid share. Tlic grammatical structure, the rules for

the changes and declensions of words, and their syntax, are

furnished by the reason. From the fancy, on the other hand,
is derived whatever is 6gurative ; and how very far does not
this reach, extending as it does into the prima^ and natural

significatioi^of words, which often no longer exists, or at least

is ini'cly traceable } Lastly, the clear and distinct arrange-

ment of the parts, the nicely finished and beautiful shape of

the whole of any composition, whether poetical or rhetorical,

civil or scientific, are the contributions of the understandi])|(.

And so, also, wlwitever is truly characteristio—-whatever, m
short, goes beyond the mere instinctive cry of animal nati^,
and the childlilce, oft-times childish imitation of external soimds

short, that deep and spiritual significance, that character-

istic meaning whii^, in the original stem-svUable and radical

words of some rich old language, invariably is r^arded as a
beauty, must be ascribed to the imderstandiug, wmeh so prr^

foundly seises and precisely designates whatever is peculiar,

unless perhaps it is prefei^ to assign it to an immediate
2c2
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feeling, which wonderftiUy harmonises with or responds to it.

Moreover, the magic force of a commanding will, which carries

all before it by its intrinsic energy, is at least noticeable in

those few brilfiant passages of highest inspiration or perfect

poetic delineation, from whose clear and perspicuous language,

the apparently ineffiible, shining forth like an electric spark,

kindles and influences every sensitive and kindred mind.

But before I go deeper into the question of the origin of

language, and examine the correct idea of this all-embracing

and wonderful faculty of speech, as man*s most remarkable and
peculiar property, I would call your attention to the intimate

connexion subsisting between thought aud speech, which is

throughout reciprocal. For as spt'ech must 1x5 regarded as a

thinking outwardly projecte<l and manifested, so, too. thinking

itself is but an inward speaking and a never-ending dialogue

with oneself.

Judging from all appearances, the consciousness of animals,

so far as we are justified in ascribing it to them, is |K‘rfcctly

simple, but sadlydefective and limited. But even here, how'-

ever, the several mclodioas courses of irrational and seemingly

unconscious sounds ap[>ear like so many echoes of a better

foretime—^lost traces of ancient memory, and which, together

with the moving and mournful cry of deep painful longing,

seem to make tolerably clear to us tlie notion of the creature

waiting and groaning for its emanj^ipation. Highly simple,

too, but in quite a dlficrcnt respect, is the consciousness or

thought of the free spirits in their pure activity, such as we
may and ought to represent it to ourselves ;—^lil|;e the ray of

lig&t which in its rapid descent penetrates all space. But mar-
vellously intricate, on the other hand, and highly complicated,

is the so manifoldly rich, and, at the same time, so versatile

and changeable consciousness of man. Such, at least, is the

Impression which a serious and searching glance into the un-

&tnomabl6 depths of our inward man emorces upon us. And
indeed, just as in the triple opcfration of the consciousness,

when restored to the full perfection of life, wo may trace a

certain faint signature ofman s pristine likeness to the Creator,

so also a slight vestige of the same kind is, we might fency,

discoverable in its unfathomable depth, which, however, now
reveals itself in quite a different form l^m its original

nature, and appears to be converted into its opposite* How
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often does the thought that seeks to penetrate the mysteries

of nature—the hidden tliinker within man—^believe that he

has completely solved the riddle of existence, and is able to

explain and rightly interpret the many-meaning but obscure

words of the sphinx witliin us! And even then, when he

most fliitters himself with his own ingenuity, this misenible

<Edipus of his own destiny is stricken with even more fetal

and incurable blindness than the old Theban, and cannot

disceni the abyss of error into which his whole life has been

hurrying, and into which it is at last plunged headlong and

precipitated. Ever laliouring to seize the changing Proteus of

its own self, our Ego may perhaps often arrive at a rare amaze*

ment at the enigma of existence, and also is even seized many
a time w ith a light teiTor. Never, however, by itself, let it

think and seek as it may, will it be able, without some other

guide, to find the object of its longing, and, in its tragic blind-

ness, to discover the clue of the labjTinthic mazes of its own
thoughts, and at last to arrive at harmony ^\^th itself.

So profoimd, moreover, and lasting is this our intrinsic

dualism and duplicity—(and I use <ithe term here, not in its

usual moral sense, tut in a higher signification, which is

purely psychological and metaphysical)—so deeply is this dual-

ism rooted in our consciousness, that even when we are, or at

least think ourselves alone, w'c still think as two, and are con-

strained as it were to recognise omr inmost profomulest being
as essentially dramatic. This colloquy with self, or generally,

this internal dialogue, is so perfectly the natural form ofhuman
thinking, tliat even the saintly sobtaries of bygone centuries,

who in thg Egyptian deserts or the Alpine hermitages devoted
a half-life to meditation on divine things and mysteries,

were often not able otherwise to indicate the result of such
meditations, to invest it in another dress, to bring it into

any other form of cx|wsition thim that of a dialo^e of the

soul with God. And in all religions, what propeny is true

prayer but a kind of dialogue, a confidential opening of the

heart to the universal Father, or a filial solicitation of His
benevolence ?

• But to pass over at once to the directly opp^ite aspect

of the matter : even in the classical works of cultivated anti-

quity, at a time when these depths of a loveful feeling were not
yet so widely developed, nor so completely revealed and Hu*
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veiled, we meet with this same phenomenon in another form,

and one indeed of the highest intellectual clearness and bril-

aancy—in the graceful omament, viz., of a truly exquisite dic-

tion." I am alluding to the ohamcteristic distinction of the

discourses and teaching of Socnites—that peculiar irony, such

as it is found in the Platonic dialogues, and of which only a very

slight trace is to be found in the works of some of the earliest

poets. For what eke is this scientific irony of the inquiring

thought and of the highest cognition, than a consciousness

whicli, while it clearly perceives the secret contnidictions

which beset the mind, even in its most eaniest pursuit of the

highest aim of life, has attained nevertheless to perfect harmony
witli itself.

I must not, how'cver, omit to remind you tliat this term in

modern phraseology has fallen very far below its primary

meaning, and is often so taken as to designate nothing more
than a mere plaj'ful mockeiy. In its original Socratie sense,

however, such as it is found in the w hole series of tlic thought

and the internal structure of Platons dialogues, wlu^re it is

developed to its fullest ^neasure and projmrtion, irony sig-

nifies nothing els€^ than this amazement of the thinking spirit

at itself, which so often dissolves in a light, gentle hiugli. And
this light laugh again oftentimes l)eneath its cht‘erful surface

conceals and involves a deeper and profounder sense, another

and a higher significance, even the most exalted Keriousne.ss.

In the thorougldy dramatic development and exjmsitiou of

tiiought w’hich we meet with in the works of Plato, the dia-

logical form is essentially predominant. Kven if all the super-

scriptions of names luid jK'rsoas, all forms of and
reply, and, in short, the whole conversational garb, were taken
away from it, and we were merely to follow the iimer threads of

the thought according to their connexion and course, the whole
w^ould nevertheless remain a dialogue, where each answer
calk forth a new question, and the eddying streain of .speech

and coimter-speech, or rather, of thouglit and countei-

thought« moves livingly onwards. And unquestionably this

form of inner dialogue is, if not in every ca.se equally applicable

and absolutely necessary, still it is all but essential, and at

least highly natural and very appropriate to every form of

li^mg mought and its vivid enunciation. And in this sense

even the continuous unbroken speech of a single person umy
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also assume the chai-acter of a dialogue. Yes, I m\ist confess
* that as it is my first object to attain to the greatest possible

perspicuity of a xiyid development of ideas, I should then

most confidentlybelieve tliat I had gsiined ray end, if the present

Lectures should in any depee m^e the same impression on
you as a dialogue would—if they should appear like a series of

questions, to which some of you, if not throughout, yet here

and there, should in your heart give a tocit answer and assent

;

—or even (and in this case still more so, indeed,) if, in the

whole context of these licctures, you should find and believe to

discover for many questions which your ovm hearts, your own
reficctions and life itself suggested, if not a full, satisfectory

answer, yet at least one directly meeting the difficulty, aua
full of suggestions for its solution.

JW LiSOTUaB
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LECTURE III.

Tbitb irony—for there also is a false onc~i8 the irony of love,

It arises out of the feeling of fiuiteness and one's own limita*

tion, and out of the apparent contradiction betw’een this feel-

ing and the idea of infinity which is involved in all true love.

As in actual life and in the love which centies in an earthjv

object, a good-humoured railleiy, which amuses itself witK

some little defect of character, either apparent or real, is not

inconsistent with sincerity—not, at least, when l)oth parties

have no doubt of each other's affection, and its ardour admits

of no increase— but, on the contmiy, lends to it an agree-

able charm, even so is this tnu* of that other and highest

love. Here, too, an apparent, or it may bo an actual, but

still only insignificant and trivial contradiction, cannot de-

stroy the idea on whfch such a love is bast‘d, but on the

contrarj’ .serves rather to confirm and .strengthen it. But
only there where love has reached the highest piu*ity—has

oecome profoundly confirmed and perfe<^t~dac‘8 thi.H appear-

ance of contradiction, which is thrown out in an aff.rtioiuitc

irony, fail to alloy or WTaken all higluT and lM?ttcr feeling.

And what other foundation could»a philo.sophy of life wtU
have and recognise as legitimate tlmn Ujc idea of such a love ?

.^iLnd this i.s even that supposition of life, viz., of the inner

life, of which I fonncrly said that it is the onljf one which
philosophy requires, and from which alone it must out.

Only it is requisite that this love should be |>ersonally expe-

rienced or inwardly felt, and tlic notion of it derived from
immediate experience.

Directly oppo^ to those arbitrary systems which compose
the reigning philosophy of th(* day/ the philosophy of life is

4 science of internal spiritual expi^rience, which, as it pro-

ceeds from^ so it everywhere rests on facts ; though indeed tjfo

fects on which it is grounded, and to which it has invariably to

refer, are in many respects of a high and peculiar kind; On
this account phil^phy may even be called a science of divine

experience. Ifman nad never, and, in short, were incapable of
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having any experience of divine things, what conld he know
ofthe Deity with certainty ? A knowledge devoid ofexperience

would be but the arbitrary creation or illusion of his own
mind~an inward fancy, or the mere reflex of his own reason

•—consequently an absolute nullity. And for such a knowledge

the Uisk wnuld ever be difficult to get rid of a mere idealistic

conception of the Divine Being, or at least to repel the doubt

whether He be actually anything more than what such a

conception represents Him. And, in fact, in most treatises

and elaborate developments of that system of thought which

makes man’s self the exclusive principle and standard of

thith, the manner of treating the divine nature is extremely

8U}>crficial. Such pui-ely formal and empty notions on this

subject are advanced, that we are often justified in applying

to these speculations on the highest topic of human language

and thought, the remark that applies too often to low^er scien-

tific treatises : Thus it is that men wTite who have no real

knowledge of the matter.” ‘‘ Here >ve at once see there is

a total w ant of personal obser\’ation
;
the work is not based

on any solid foundation of actual experience.”

Now tlie philosophy of life, in its highest range at least, is

a divine science of ex)xu*icncc. Tliis experience, however, is

throughout intenml and spiritual. It is therefore easily con-

ceivable that it can enter reaffily and easily into all other ex-

perimental sciences, and into those especially which more
immediately relate to ipan, as, for instance," most of the

branches of natural history, and still more into philolog5% with
which at present we are most immediately concerned. And
tliis it doc% in oixler to borrow such illustrations and compari-
sons as may tend to elucidate or furtlier to develoiie its own
subject-matter, or else to funiiah applications to indi\*idual cases

in other departments of life. However, in thus proceeding,

philosophy must take heed lest it overpass its owm ptxiper limits

or forget its true end and aim. It miu^t not go too deeply into

particulars, or lose itself among the specialities of the other

sciences. On the contrary, it ought carefully to confine itself

to those points w^hieh more immediately conceni man, and
Especially the inner num, and adhering to the meaning and
spirit of the whole, seek to elucidate and throw out this pre*

eminently.

The question as to the origiin of lang'oage, or more cor-
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rectly, the question how man attained to the capacity for this

wondei’fiu gift or iacidty of speech, which forms so consider-

able and essential a part of his whole nature, if it is to be
taken merely as a matter of historical research and philoso-

phical leai'ning, lies out of the circle which we have marked
out to ourselves. A discussion exclusively confined to this

special branch of philology has little in unison wnth specula-

tions involving the inner experience of life and psycholo-

gical observation. There are two opinions pretty genoKilly

difiused on this subject : the one maintaining that there is

one primary and original language, from which, as a stem, all

others have branched forth ; and the other, that sevenil wefc
contemporaneously formed. These opinions, as unfavoui-ably

affecting the right understanding of the essential connexion
between language or speech and thought. I would wish to kee}>

out of view, and consequently I shall dismiss them with a few
passing remarks.

llie one is founded on on erroneous hypothesis, and is itself

fidse. It is in open contradiction to facts, as we now know
^em with tolerable completeness. As for the other, even if

it be not in itself truly and properly false?, it is nevertheless

based on a great misconception, or at least, as it is commonly
prraounded, involves one.

The former theory consists in this, that language generally,

or rather several contemporary language’s, as fundamc nUdly dis-

tinct from each other as the sevend /aces of men, who. as this

view asserts, sprung up out of the earth, and its primm\’al
slime, were formed spontaneously by a prleetly natural pro-
cess. To the mere animal cries and various instii^ttive excla-

mations, either of joy and grief, of passion and w’ant, were
associated the deli^rate imitation, together with a child-

like mitmciy rf different sounils, similar to what we may even
now obsme in children, with whom such mimic intonations

and mocking word-play is a common and fevourite amnse-
ment. From such sensuons beginnings, it is pr«?tended, a
language might have groi^ up, gradually and slowly indeed,

to the lie%ht ot rationality and grommatic form and order.

That these iwo elements—the animal cries of nature and tbfe

mechanical imitation of sounds—have contributed to the de-

vel(^pmeiit of hingt^e, is a position tlwt needs not and cannot

be eontaroverted. Tms element, however, is not found in all
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/anguiigcs in equal measure. It is strongest in those Ian

guages which stand at the veiy lowest gr^ of development.

Among others, again, which having attained very rapidly to

maturity and having at an early period branched off into several

others, appear in their most ancient state highly intellectual and

significant, it is scarcely traceable. But a &tal objection to the

hj-pothesis as explaining the universal and complete principle

of the phenomenon of language in all its ramifications, is

the fact that the noblest and most cultivated huc^iiiages are

found, upon investigation into their earliest state, to pt^sess

even at this date, the most artificial form, and to be manifoldly

nob, and at the same time highly regular and simple. And this

is pre-eminently the case with the ^nscrit or Indian, in com-
parison with the Greek, Latin, and other kindred lapguages of

the West and North. In those, on the other hand, which appear
to be at the veiy lowest grade of intellectual culture (and gene-

rally these stand quite isolated from all those in the midst of

which they are foimd), we frequently obseire, on a closer

acquaintanceship, a very high end elaborate degree of art

in their gi-ammatical structure. This .is especially the case

with the Basiiue and the Lapponian, and many of the

American languages. In the Chinese, this excessive and in-

appropriate expenditure of art has been directed to a very

peculiar and complicated system of writing. TTicrc was no
place for it in the language itself, which is extremely poor,

being in its basis extremely, not to say childishly, sun;pe and
quite ungnuumatical Its whole verbal treasury does not,

it is said, contain more than three hundred and thirty words,
whichform^e samemunberofsingle syllables. These,however,
acquire a dinhrent signification by means of accents, of wfaieh

there arc no less tlum cigh^' thousand
;
and even though, as

competent judges and the learned aver, not more hati tbe
foiuth of this loi^ number are really necessary and mod** me
of in practice, still the liability to mistake must be very great,

since entire kmguage is founded on this artificial system of
writing, much more than on its living and spoken somids.

Hence, not uufrequently, when even learned Cldnese talk
together, they misunderstand each other. This, indeed, is

occasionally the cose in other countries also. But die ddfer*
euce is, that in the former the source of misoonoeption Uee
in the language itself; and it is only by writmg ^wn dMfar'
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wol-ds, that the Chinese can be sure of intelligibly convepng
their real meaning.
Modem and experienced philologists have, in consequence

of these difficultie* given up that view of language which
would derive it entirely from the imitation of animal cries.

PLiin facts, indeed, sjx^ak too decidedly against it. And, in

truth, the chief i>oint to be guarded against amidst the great

vai*icty and tlie immeasurable richness of the phenomena of

language in general, is the explaining them all by any single

hypothesis, or the deriving them from one origin.

As to the otlier opinion respecting the origin of language?
the view and assertion that God liimself brought language* to

man, and taught it to him, cannot properly excite any oppo-
sition, in so far as all that is good, and morn's best and original

prerogatives, must in reason be derived from God as their first

author. But when it is supposed that the language which on
this hypothesis the first man spokd in Paradise, and wliieh, as

such, is the source of nil other later and derivative lungiuiges

may still be found, and is to be recognised in any one now ex-

tant, as, e. the Hebrew—this asswedly is a great error. It

involves a total misconception of the immense inten al which
separates ns from the first origin of the world. Of the lan-

guage which may have belonged to the first man. Ixforc he lost

his original power, perfections, and dignity, we ait* not, with

our presi?nt organs and senses, in a capacity to fonn an idea.

Indeed, wre are no more able to do this, tlian to judge of the

nature of the language employed the eternal spirits for the

immediate intercl^nge of their thou^ts, which on the wings of

light By instantaneously through the wide expanfc of heaven,

or of those words, inetfable bpr any created Wing, which are

uttered by the Deity in His inmost Wing, where, to use the

words of the Psalmist, “ deep calleth unto deep,^* and where
the fulness of infinite love answers to Eternal Majesty.

But now, to descend from this unattainable height to our own
level, and to consider the first man as he really was: then in

the simple statement of the first authentic records of mankind,

that Om taught man language, there is nothing, if we adhere

to its obvious meaning, which is in an} way revolting to ]nati*s

natoml feelings. For why should it make any such startling

impression on us, if, as it ought, this whole matter bo und^-*

Btood somewhat in the light of a mother teaching child

the first rudiments of language f
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Still, together with this simple and childlike signification,

it (like every other part of this divine book, thus written on

the inside and the out) possesses also a far deemr meaning.

That name by which each living creature is called by God,

and designated fix)m etemitjr, must embrace the sum of its

inmost essence—^the key of its existence—^the reason and the

explanation of its being. As, indeed, generally in the Holy

Scriptiures, so here also a high and holy import is combined with

the notion of the name. Interpreted, then, by this prdfiiund

sense and significance, this brief narrative, as I previously

pointed out,conveys the idea that by this communication to man
by God Himself, of the names of all living things, the former

was set up as tike lord and king of nature, and even as God's

vicegerent over the terrestrial creation. And indeed this was
his original destination.

If, then, no existing speech or language can afford us an
access to this veiled original, now become inaccessible to us,

still the idea of one primary langut^, or perhaps of several

such, is certainly anything but devoid of an historical founda-

tion. At least it is a very natural hypothesis, and founded in

some degree on fiicts, which must not be forthwith rejected,

but requires to be tested by further inquiry. It is. however,

of no light importance to the maintenance of this hj'pothesis

to form a right conception of the difference between deriva-

tory and niLxed languages, and above all, to take a compre-
hemiive survey of the whple of human language, in its nearly

boundless wealth, so fax as such a survey is serviceable to

our presen1«object of arriving at a true knowledge of man.
And how can such a profitame application and applicab^ty
be well doubted? For the genealogical tree of human lan-

guages, in its manifold ramifications—^the growth of language
shooting forth firom epoch to epoch, with au tiie vast tidies of
art, does but hold before us as it were a written monument
and memorial of the thinking consciousness assuming, so to

speak, a bodily shape, and visibly presenting itself benure IBS,

but still on a grand historical standard, and according to

j^mensions which reach over the whole habitable g^obe. Inat,
p«r^r«, the history of the thinking consciousness stands in
post intimate connexion, or at least in veiy close relati<m to

science of living thought, is surely a pomt which requites

neither lengthened investigation noran express demonstxatioa.
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In the atterajpt at this juxtaposition, I shall only project

those points which either are of importance for the right un-

derstanding of the whole, or of interest in themselves. For

this purpose I shall avail myself of nothing but the most cer-

tain and clearly demonstrated results of modern research into

the Mature and history of language. All tliat may appear

in any way uncertain, or would lead us too far into the special

branches of philology, will be left unnoticed.

A simile from physical science will perhaps lead us by the

quickest and shortest road to the object we are in pm'suit of.

And}' indeed, tlie geological branch of natuml history may
well be considered cognate to the inquiry before us. For
what geology propcifly inv^s^ates is the antiquities of this

terrestrial^^lanet, and the primal condition of the mountain
lunges, observing and seeking to rmd the long-hidd(yn memo-
rials that arc daily brought to li^t of pristine convulsions,

and to number the successive epochs of gnidual (‘hange and
decay. But it was not at once that geological science made
any progress bej'ond t^e mere acquaintance with the siu'foce

of our globe. An insight into its primary iutenial constitu-

tion and subsequent processes of formation was not gained

until observation had enabled us accurately to distinguish Ik?-

tween the two kinds of rocks—the allunal and the secondary,

with their fossiliferous strata of chalk and clay—and the

primarj' unstratified rocks of granitic and similar structim?,

and by patient and accurate observation of the supeificiit!

phenomena of the earth in different lands and climates, to

establish this classification as a gimeral law. Now this geo-

logical distinction admits of application to langui^e. 'Fhosi*

composite languages which have b(K)n fom(*d out of a mixture?

or aggregation of several, may be compared to the diluvial

rocks wnich belong to the secondary' formation. As the

latter have arisen out of or have been formed by floods and
mundations, so these mixed languages owe their origin to the

peat European migration of nations, or perhaps were fonned
by the Ea^ by similar Asiatic migrations, at a still older

epodbt, and in primmval times. Those languages, on the eon-

tmnr, which, at least as compared with those which arc mani^

festly mere derivatives from them, we may call primanr. In

this class we may mention the Boman among those of Europe,

and the Sanscrit in those of Asia. These, then, stand on the
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same line and dignity with the so-call^ primary rocks. No
doubt, even in these further investij^tion wiE ^soover many
traces of a mixture, no less palpable indeed, but one, however,

in which the constituents neither were originally so hetero-

geneous, nor since have continued so totally unchanged. For

in the same manner, granitic rocks, and others of the primary

order, ai*e also found to be composite in their mineral con-

stituents. These likewise jmint to a still earlier convulsiofi of

natiu'c, to which they owed their first profluction. Unques-

tit>niibly, however, the primary mountains form the fii*st line

a^d earliest formation among the several cpoclxs of r^vc&tion

which the present earth has \mdergone. But it would be an
error were we from tliis simple^ fact jft once to draw any
inference as to the interior of our glolxj; for thi^geologica.

and mineralogiciil distinction of the two classes of rocks can-

not be proved to hold good beyond the mere surface and coat

of the earth. To this alone is man’s observation and experience
confined.

It is impossible to penetrate very far into the interior or the

central mass of our planet, and investigate its internal consti-

tution, and consequently this ring of rock cannot be regarded

in any other light than as analogical to the thin covering and
epidennis of the organic living creature. And just so is it

with tlie science of language. ITiere arc undoubtedly lan-

ipiages which, in a certain sense, we may term primary. Only,
m so doing, we must not^thiuk that in any one of them we
have discovered and possess the long hidden original of all

existent languages. If, for instance, from this correct geolo-

gical classiftcation of rock, any bold speculator should go on tc

assert tliat the whole interior of the earth, or at least the
centre of it, is a mass of granitic or other primary rock, wo
feel at once that this would be a baseless hypothesis. And
it would l>e as grave an error, in tlie domain of philology,

were we to go on and draw a similar conclusion. The Sanscrit,

for instance, holds unquestionably the ibremost rank, as the
oldest among those which belong to the same family, and, as

e9mpai'ed with these, may undoubtedly, in a precise but Umited
lense, be regmded as a primary language ; but it would be axi

Ue assumption were we tlierefore to consider it in the same
Bght that Hebrew was formerly, and to look upon it as the
^versal original, the first source and mother of all otW
languages on tlie surfiice of the earth
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But not even the historical prerogative of a high antiquity

—no, nor even the merit of having preserved a primary form

in greatest purity, however valuable quality, is the sole

standard of excellence in a language, nor 'that which alone de-

termines its perfection. The EngUsh language aflbrds a ready

illustration of our remark. To it, beyond all othei-s, the de-

sigxjati^*^ of being a mixed language applies ; indeed it corre-

sponds altogether to this character. It furnishes at the same

time a striking proof of the height of excellence which even a

mixed lai^guage is capable of attaining ;
meeting, as it does,

all tke requisitions of a solemn and nervous poetry, the earnest

appeals of eloquence, and the calm flow of descriptive prose.

And yet, on analysis, it presents to the grammatical eye the

somewhat heterogeneous compound of two wholly different

elements, whose originally chaotic mixture has been reduced

into a rare and happy proportion. ' For into its original High-

Dutch or Anglo-Saxon basis, many words have been intro-

duce<i,frora the Latin or Norman-hVench, which among the

living roots of the fomter appear so far aliens and foreigners,

as, being little capable of grammatical declension or deriva-

tion, they do not, like the others, fonn so many fruitful verbal

stems, from which new foims and compounds shoot forth. Of
Asiatic langujiges the Persian is in this resj>ect of a similar

constitution to the English. Here also the essential founda-

tion and living root of the whole is some p(*culiar and old

national language, closely akin to ‘the Sanscrit and Gothic-

German ; but its Arabian admixture is as great in degree as the

Latin-French of the Pmglish, and indeed Imth were brought in

by a similar political revolution. Still the Persian generally,

and with good cause, praised as a noble language, abounding

in lively poetical ornament, and moreover, like th*; French in

Europe" is adopted throughout Asia as the general liinguage

of business and conversation. ITiose derivatory languages also

which stand next in order to the mixed, and in part also belonu

to them, and which have rather softened down tlian abolished

the stricter grammatical forms, having rotmded them off, as it

were, for ^eater convenience ofuse, do not necessarily stand in-

ferior to tne mother-tongue in grace and vigour of compositiori^

On the contrary, in respect of style, they are often vastly supe-

rior to them. Thus the Italian appears softer and more kerinle

for lyricfld verse, and perhai>s for every creation of the poetii
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fiuocy,sweeterand moregracefultlum itsKomtia mother-tougue.

The French too, at least as thelanguage of society, movct> with

an unequalled freedom, while, for predion and distiuctneiis of

expression, its prose hsa attained to an unparalleled height of

eEhellence. 'Ihe Spanish also, besides being praised for the

excellence of its prose, as admirably suited either for the dig-

nifyof serious narratire or the ingwious playof wit, is in poetry

dis'tmguished above most of its sister dialects by wonderful

richness and peculiar grace in the playful sallies of the fiincy.

And yet it is a derivative language, and compounded of

most heterogeneous elements. For not only it is hi]^ly pro-

bable that the Gothic-German admixture is even greater in

this than in any other of the rpmonce dialects which sprung

up out of the Latin, but the Arabic also forms a very con-

siderable clement in it.

But it was not to descend into the grammatical specialities

of philological erudition, or to heap up a mass of purely scsthe-

tic^ remarks, that I have alluded to these pregnant instances.

What 1 chiefly had in view was to remove, if possible, aU
erroneous notions from the conceptionbf the primd language.

It was, io'short, my object to bring before your minds its origin

and growth, accon|ing to that continuous process which may
even srill be seen goir^ on in any spoken language. And
although in our own neighbourhood it is only in a few partial

instances, and these &r from definite, that we can trace this

living process, still thev are not on this account to be neg-

Icctra, since they furnish much instruction, and are calcnlated

to throw mudi ught upon the whole matter.

Now as aegards the historical origin, not only of language

in general, but also of its several extant dialects, and especi-

ally Uiose which relatively to such as are derived and com-
pounded out ofthem may pass as primary ; there is one essential

point towards a right understandmg of the matter. We must

not attempt to account for their ongination and development

merdy bya mixture and derivation from many individual ports,

but rather endeavour to set them before our minds as prMuc-
tions similar in nature to that of a poem or any other ^ece of
a^. For the latter areseverallv the result of a conception which

from the very flnt was a whole ;—they never could have been

produced by any succesrive agglomerarion of atomistic portaf,

ta this view of langw^^ in thought place ourMltni
2v
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at a very different epoch of mind from the present. Now we
cannot well hesihite to allow that in the priiaal period of

the human race, and of nations individually, the productive

fancy would manifest itself in the creation of words with far

more of inventive genius and fertility than would be likely

to be displayed at a subsequent period of mental culture, when
the analytical reason had, step by stop, succeeded in gaining the

preponderance.

Commonly, indeed, men speak strangely enough of the

origin of languages. They talk of the matter somewhat in the

same fashion as it would l>e to say of a picture, that it h{id

its origin in ochre, lake, ceruse, asphalt, and such like colour-

ing substances, together with the addition of oil, which holds

here somewhat the same place that in language the reason does

with its grammatical am^gement and logical combinations.

Of these motley materials, it might be said, one little particle

after another is laid on the canvas, till gradually long streaks

appear, which again swell gradually into fuller and deeper

outline, until at last a cofiiplete form and figure stands forth,

to which at last there accrues an expressive phpiognomy.
And so at last the picture is finished. Ilut iiliall this desciCp-

tion it seems totally forgotten that unless the ideal conception

~the pictiurc as a whole—had from the very first been presept

to the mind of the painter, it would never have attained to

such a realisation, thus growing up, step by step, under the

hand of the artist. At least, withmit this it would not be a
true artistic work of genius, since this is in every instance

the result of some foregoing conception of a whole.

"

Not piecemeal, therefore, and fragmentarily, did language

arise. It came forth rather at once and in its totality out of

the frill inner and linng consciousness of man. We shall

have no difficulty in thus considering it, if only we can succeed

in ideally transplantir^g ourselves to that foretime when the

thinking faculty was more creative, and when in the designation

and expression of its ideas it moved more freely and with the

elasticity of genius. But if speech answers to thought, and if

language itself is but a tnic cfbpy, a shifting diorama, as it we^;e,

of man*s inward self, then (to make use of that oldest record

of the human race, which, as it is better and more natural

than all others, so it also frimisbcs the best clue for unra^

veiling the i^ddlcs of olden traditioni) we might well
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Wither the language ofCain, the accursed vagabond wandering
over the face of the earth, could have been the same as that of

the pious patriarchs and saints of the primaeval world, some of

whom, imder other names, but in equal honour, are found men-
tioned in the traditions of the ancient Persians, and the sacred

books of the Hindoos and other Asiatic nations ? Or could it

well have been the same with that of Noah, the second proge-
nitor and the restorer of the human race, whom likewise the

earliest traditionary records of every people recognise and
mention. The family of the Cainites holds no inconsiderable

place in the earliest history of civilisation, and the first work-
ing of metals, and the invention of several useftil arts, is ex-
pressly ascribed to them. But still their difference in lan-

guage from the other families of the antediluvian world, and
generally in their whole civil constitution, must have been very
great and palpably noticeable. And this favours the hypo-
thesis, which in itself is anything but impossible, and deserves
rather to be called highly prol^ble, of several primary lan-

guages, or at least of different epochs in the primaeval speech
qf the earliest foretime, which, nioreover, serve to indicate so

many natural sections in the progression wdiich the mental
development of the alK)rigmal family of man obsen*ed, and the
shapes which its mode of thinking successively assumed.
Now, if I may venture to suggest the course in vi^hich some

such progression may, in idea at least, be projected and traced
in the entire system of thl^ vast multitudes of languages which
exist on the face of the earth, I would set out %vith the San-
scrit, For^this is the best known and understood of the whole
Hindoo family, among which it holds the foremost rank ns
the oldest and most complete. To the same class would
belong first of all tbe old Persian, the Gothic-German, and
the S^dinavian, all of which arc most intimately related to

the former; then the Greek, and tlie Latin with its many deriva-

tive^; and lastly, according to the opinion of competent judges,
neari^ the whole of the Slavonic dialects. All these languages,

eachm its measure, and in propo|tiou to the ciiltivation it lad^
enjoyed, are marked, especially in their earliest stages, by a
very artificial structure and a beautifiil grammatical arrange**

meat, but pre-eminently by a hmhljr nemo poetic shape, emu-
bined with an* equal degree of scientific precision. This,

howevmr*. is but ono fomily among many otfieiw Ivhich inakt
2 n 2
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up the whole system. The latter, however, stand at a fiu

lower grade of development and perfection. Among those

which, like the Tortaric-Chinese and the Afiricon, bmong to

the latter class, the highly remarkable dialects of America

occupy an important and cWacteristic place. The traveller*

best acquainted with the American races and dialects has de-

scribed the former as sii^^ularly remarkable for the degradation

to which their mental &culties have &llcn below the original

standard, while he speaks of the latter as resembling the relics

of some great ruin or mighty devastation. On this expression

of the fimous traveller, which agrees so accurately with the

idea I am here developing, and with the result of my own
investigation into the course of the human mind since the old

and primal times, I am'disposed to lay very great stress. For
with him it was the conviction impressed upon his mind by
personal observation alone, unbiassed by any preconceived

opinion or hypothesis favourable to my views, lliis character

of deep degradation belongs, perhaps, to the better class of

longm^es, since they present but little analogy to each other

in Uieir material elements, and admif scarcely of any ckssi*

hcition. At least it forms a distinctive mark of them, and
awakens a melancholy impression.

The Er^tian, which, since the partial deciphering of its

hieroglyphics, is no longer totally inaccessible, belongs, I think,

to ibis second class. In it, however it holds a vety important

place, and is eminently distinguish^. For its hicroglj-phical

mode of writing, by combining the alphabetical with the sym-
bolical mode of indication, gave it comcqucntly g^t liberty

of choice among the different phonetic figun» which mi^t
stand for the same alphabettc character, so that Uio {dionetic

word was, as it were, invested with a lymbolical garb, and
ail alike assumed an hier^lvphieal tone. Some of the O^ks
regarded tlm hieroglyphic as the oldest of all human lan-

gimges; and indeed ^t sombre melancholy which seems to

reign in all the monuments of ancient Egypt, might well be

r^arded as a silent witneM |o the great event of the rain of

a ^nuBvol world.
^

•

ui order to complete our subjeot, the Hebrew stall rema^
for agenetal notioe in that brief review which alone our limits

* AJeModer von Htanhebb.
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«

admit of. We must, however, give such a characteristic \iew

of it as will enable us correctly to determine the place which

it is to assume among the rest. Apparently, it stands isolated

by itself, belonging altogether to neither of the two classes

we have describe. It seems to favour the conjecture, that

a new and peculiar class is necessar)^ to embrace all the phe*-

nomena in this first and oldest epoch of knguage. 'fhis,

then, with the two already consider^, will form three classes.

In its radical words the Hebrew exhibits only a slight relation-

ship to the Indu-European fiunily. This, however, on further

examination, will probably be found to be still more con-

isiderable. Foi it is often impossible to recognise it at once

beneath a totally difierent grammatical form and structure,

and it is, moreover, withdrawn from immediate notice by the

difference of its predominant mental tendency. We know,
however, as an liistorical fact, that the Phoenician, which
difiered from the Hebrew only as one dialect from another,

w’as not without some connexion with the Greek, on which
it exercised no inconsiderable influence. Now. wdth respect

to the peculiar character of the Hebrew, everything in it

is directed to the attainment of the highest vividness and
profound significance. This is even the case with its giam-
matical principle, which makes all its other terms, whether

names of objects or qualities, subordinate to the verb. The
triplicity also of the roots, which, with verj’^ few exceptions,

consist of three letters-^^jvhich again for the most part consti-

tute as many syllables-^was assur^y not without a significant

design, and possessed collaterally a certain mystic Elusion.

In its pn^oimd significancy and compressed breWtj*—^in its

figurative boldness and prophetical inspiration, far more than

in any chronological precedence of antiquity, consists the

peculiar character and high prerogative of the Hebrew, Chi

the other hand, it is somewhat inferior to many others, as, for

example, the Greek, in poetical forms and shape, in richness

and varie^ of development, and in precision of scientific

diction. In its essential character, the Hebrew languid is

prophetical, like the people itself, even in the present evil

^ys of their dispersion~the people j[u whom the living word
of the twofold ancient prophecy, now that the Jews have
hafMied it ovejr to the O^tiles, has first attained its peri^t

aeoomplkhment.
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The whole system of the languages of man is but the

external and visible copy and true mirror of his inmost con-

sciousness. The different epochs of their ancient production

are but so many terms in the progression observed by the

human mind in its development. Consequently, language in

general, as the clue of memory and tradition which binds

together all nations in their chronological series and succes-

sion, is, as it wei-e, the common memory and organ of recol-

lection for the whole human race. It is onl^ in this relation,

which is certainly important, and also essential to the problem

before us, that I have thought it allowable to enter upon this

episode. Many of the particulars may perhaps have been*

unattractive enough. Still I trust that the general result,

throwing light upon the origin, or rather, the historical rise

and oldest development of language, has proved universally

interesting, even ^ough at most it has but suggested matter

for future meditation.

This result may be expressed or briefly comprised in the

following w'ords : on our side of that obscure interval or great

cba.sm which separates us from hidden and inaceeasible

history of the first formation of language, the first grade in

its ijrowth is indicated by a deep state of decline and a
melancholy sense of the fact. And yet even from this state

a highly significant art is not altogether excluded, since we
see it expressing itself in the beautiful symbols of the figu-

rative language of Egypt. The seuond step in the ftirther

development of human speech is formed by the lofty flight

which the poetic spirit took in the ancient languages, which
greatly excel all others in beauty of form and peifection of

structure, in richness of poetical ornament, and perspicuity

of scientific precision. Some of the oldest fragments in those

languages are also marked with a {>oculiarly b^utilui tone of

sacerdotal solemnity, as is the case w'ith many a relic from

the earliest period of the Latin.

But the fuller and higher initiation in divine lore, and a

bold, religious enthusi/isrn, form another and a neotdiaJ^ grade

in the historical development of language ; ana this was the

third step that it took in this earliest and primmval time:

And, as a proof that the charaoieristtc just auuded to is not

derived solely from the spirit and tone of the^holy writmgs

of the Hebrews, hhd that I have not, without further oorro^
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boration, transferred it at once to language in general, I will

add one more remark, tending to show that in some degree

it lias its foundation in the very nature and grammatical struc-

ture of human speecli itself. In the Arabic, w^hich in many
other respects is closely akin to the Hebrew, many of these

characteristic properties may likewise be traced, even though

the Arabians at a very early date, turning aside from the

simple faith of the old patriiirchs, gave themselves up to tlie

superstitions of magic and astrology, and, since the times of

Mahomet, have been animated wdth an inextinguishable and
fanatical hatred of a profounder truth of godliness and the

Religion of love.

I called language in general—^as being the storehouse of

tradition where it lives on fi'om nation to nation, and as being

the clue of material and spiritual connexionwhich joins centur)*

to century—the common memory of the human race. Now%
it is this faculty of memory wdiich I would now seek to give

a more precise characteristic of. For the present seems its*

appropriate place in our series of psychological inquiries,

according to the relative position which it holds in the general

system of the mental faculties. Before entering uix)n this

topic, however, the position that langmige must not# be

thought of as btdng in the first instance produced piecemeal

by the concretion of several atomistic and unconnec^ted parts,

but os moulded in one cast, and in its totality, similarly to

a poetical or other creation of art, requires proof and cor-

roboiration. For this purposes then I would bring to your

remembrance a fact or phenomenon which is closely connected

with the imvestigation into tlie nature of memorj% though it

involves a marvellous l(‘ap of the memory, or at least of its

usual method of ojieratiou ; I am alluding to wdiat by an old

phrase is called the of languages—or that natural gift by
which certain individuals seem enabled to enter all at once

into the spirit and stiaicture of foreign languages, and that not

merely in the case of very simple ones, but even the higlily

cultivated and artificial languages of modem Europe.

This phenomenon of the soul transporting itself, or, as it

v^ero, transported all at once into a language previously quite

strange to it, so as to understand any spoken or written com^
position in it, is certainly not one of ordinary occurrence ; mil,

m truth, whenever it manifests itself strongly and decidedly^
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it closely borders on the marvellous. Still it is a fact suffi-

ciently well kno^vn, and neither unheard of nor rare. On the

other hand, the higher and active case of the same phenomenon,
which is marked, not merely by the understanding but also by
the speaking of a language never before learnt, and which was
meant by the gift of tongues in the old sense, is certainly a
really miraculous fact. But even this is acknowled^d and
believcil, and there is no sufficient reason for calling in ques-

tion the ancient witnesses to the fact, merely on account of

the nature of it.

I called this fact a wonderful leap of the memory. For
however subordinate tins iBiculty may in other respects appeaf,

relatively to those which everywhere make prominent claim

to the six>ntaneous burst of genius, still, even in the case of

memory, its first spring and origin is often veiled and inexpli-

cable, and it presents many points of view leading to pro-

foundest questioning and suggesting grave investigation.

In our psychological survey of wlole human mind, we
set out with its four leading Acuities, as arranged under the

two contrarieties of utaierstanding and will, of reason and

fancy. Besides these four leading faculties, there are several,

perlmps just as many others, derived indeed from the former,

but still not so much subordinate to them (for in another rela-

tion they appea' equally important and not less essential tlian

them) as rattier co-ordinate with them and having a peculiar

function assigned to them. Of these I have in my fonner

Lectures andysed and described the conscience as tfm nloral

instinct for right and wrong, when I named it the reason

applied to the will; or rather, as I preferred to consider it, as

a peculiar and independent &culty, intermediate between
reason and will, and being an immediate feeling and iudgment
as to what is good and evil in human desires ana actions.

Now, just as conscience is a mean between reason and wiUL so

is memory intermediate between reason and undemtanding.

With both of them it is closely connected. Memory, on tM
one hand, is the t^asum-house ofthe undeivtaiid^ ; indeed, it

is the undeistanding hitherto acquired and wmrked out,now laid

and stored up. On the other hand, as the eloe and thread Of

recolleetioD, memory furnishes that ground and prinm^e of

assodatitm in the eonsetousnan, <m which reason Useu and

its exercise is dependent So entirefy is tins the ease^ that
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he partial or total loss of memory from sickness or old age,

though producing no derangement of the reason, is neverthe-

less followed by a partial decline and slowness of rational

thought, which occasionallyaments to a general deadening and
extinction of the rational iEaculty. The close connexion

between memory and understanding is especially visible in

children, in whom the first faint opening of inteUect is gene-

rally simultaneous with the first apperception of self and
retention of external impressions or signs. The under-

standing is that thinking and cognition of individuals, which
is even the act of intellection. Consequently the individual

mark and characteristc sign in the function of memory be-

longs to the understanding ; but the combining link between
these individual conceptions or signs—^their permanent asso-

ciation—is the reason's share in memory; for the latter is

the knowing and consciousness which, in the coherent whole
of associatea and illative thought, is conversant about general

notions.

And here arises a question similar to that which w^e started

ill our investigation of language. Xlust we assume, at the

first awakening and hidden spring of memory, a di\ine im-

pulse, so to speak, or a higher foundation for it from before

the beginning ofthis terrestrial existence ? Or, indeed, since on

this subject many theories have been started of old, and
ever springing up, to retain a place among the world's

floating opinions, what aiie we to think of these views, tested

by that knowledge of our inmost consciousness w’^hich the

o^r>*ation of life furnishes ? How for do our feelings and
reflections# justify or limit them? Among these opinions

is the hjTpothesis revived by Leibnitz, of innate ideas, or

rather, according to the most recent exposition of it, of certain

forms of thought essential to the reason, existing, antece-

dently to experience in its fundamental scheme, and, as it

were, engraven in it. Now all such opinions, wliatever varia^

tions they may present, arise without exception from the

Platonic notion of the anamnesis possessed by the soul from a

previous existence, and, moreover, they vrith the dogma
df the metemp^chosis, which, Indian in its origin, is» how-
ever, widely dimised among other nations also.

A ml and actual pre-existence, however, of the human
•iml, as it does not admit of any historical proof, so is it not
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easily reconcilable with our own feelings, nor with our general
sentiments on the relation we stand in to God and the divine

economy in the government of the world. And as for the

ancient belief in the migraticto of souls« it cannot, however
remarkable for its wide diffiision, be regarded in any other light

than an arbitrary creation of &ncy and a kind of mythology of
the soul. Moreover, with regard to the theory of essential forms
of thought impressed on tlie reason anteceaently to all expe-
rience and prior to the first awakening of consciousness, it is

based on a view' of the reason which w^ould make it n universal

receptacle of tlie thought, divided into greater and less cham-
bers and compartments. It is thus made the residuum oV

dead precipitate of the natuml functions of the liring cogita-

tion, and of the law of life which rulcK therein, which, thus
arranged in rank and row, are placed Ix'fore us, like* the dried

specimens of a herbarium, or like the butt^'rAies pinned to the

entomologist's case, from each of which, how'ever, amidst
the mechanical an*angcmicnt, the true, delicate, light-w'inged

Psyche has long since flow'ii away. Aim! sinct? in philosophy our
first object must be to seize, if possible, the living thought in

its very life, and to give to it also a living expression, or at least

to paint it after the life, it is not easy to sec to w'hat end this so

circumstantial procedure is to lead. The whole hypothesis, in

short, seems useless and superfluous. As to the principle or
hypothesis of innate ideas, which in trutli requires to be kept
perfectly distinct from the one prpviously considereil, it is

quite conceivable tliat it may be a right method for the artist,

who is over in pursuit of the ideal, and in some cast's also for

the thiidcer, to present to his mind the object of bis concept
tion, wd wliich he is seeking idt*tilly to manifest, such as witn
a similar end it would apjK^ar before and l>e contemplatetl by
the divine mind. At any rate, such a mode of thought would
peatly i^ilitate the execution of his ideal conception. But
if what is meant by this theory is an antecedent intellectual

intuition of the pure ideas iii the divine mind, then we are

brotidit again to the difficult and debatable hy|K>theris of an
actuiu pre-existence. Moreover, when wo go into details, and
attempt to apply this theory to particular instances, wo ai^

at once involved in the greatest perplexity. For what, even
in the department of art, are we to underhand by the inborn

idea of a nobK wide-iprcading tree* of a bcoutinil flower, a
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grand and well-proportioned architectural edifice, or other

monument ? or a vigorous animal, or noble human form ? and
what meaning, in the domain of practical life, would it convey,

to talk of the imiate idea of a skilful general, or of a wise finan-

cier? AVc cannot, indeed, imagine to what good end this

hypothesis can serve or lead, and consequently, as soon as it

is taken for anything more than a mere figure of thought, it

involves us in new, if it docs not entangle us again in the

old, inextricable difficulties.

The question, however, admits of a more general sense.

Without supposing that there is inborn in the human soul a
whole system of notions and forms of thought, a whole world,

in short, of all possible idc?as, may there not have been im-
partiKi to it from above a higher gift, which naturally is only

called into action simultaneously with the awakening of the

rest of the human mind, or ofthe mind generally ?—If so, would
it not appear to the soul in the form of a memory, and in a
certain sense be really such, though, indeed, not so much a

memory of the past as of eternity? This is a question

which, advanc<.'d in this sense, cannot,* I think, be absolutely

negatived. Not that any essential necessity or actual ground
exists for it, but that, carefully guarded by certain limitations,

it is an hypothesis that may, without hesitation, be assumed
or conceded. Can it, in truth, well be doubted that every

spiritual being created by infinite love, has had imparted to him
a share in the source of atemal love, which is to remain his

for ever, or so long at least as the connexion with the supreme
source of his being is not violently broken and rent asunder

If, then, KU«h a portion is to remain for ever tlie property of

every cn^ated spiritual being, it must assume a definite place

in his consciousness, and in the development of tlie latter

manifest itself in its due place. As regards indeed the human
soul, this supposition can with less justice be denied, the more
universally and pre-eminently the prerogative of a high degree

of resemblance to the divine ima^ is ascribed to it.

Now this participation in God, as the primary souree of

eternal love, which abides for ever in the human soul, and
which becomes extinct in one extreme cose alone—this divine,

endowment of the human consciousness from above^—can only

bo thought of and described as the recollection of etem^
love ; and this, moreover, is the only innate idea in the human
mind which it is possible or allowable to assume*
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The thought of an original recollection in man, which pro-

perly is not of a mere foretime, but of eternity, but whicn in

all propriety »till admits of being termed a recollection, has

brought us to the notion of time and eternity, and to the ques-

tion of their reci])rocal relation—of which the true and correct

view is probably very different from that which commonly pre-

vails. But this is a topic which, for its fuither and complete

elucidation, demands a special investigation*

Bsm or Mcrjiui in.
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LECTURE IV.

The idea of a pre-existence of the soul in an earlier and
diflPerent state of being from the present, is a delusion and
groundless hypothesis, arbitrarily tacked on to Plato’s doctrine

of the anamnesis or of innate ideas. As such, it is calculated

to involve us in innumerable diflBiculties. I have, however,

endeavoured to show that the doctrine itself is distinct from,

and can be kept separate from, this arbitrary admixture.

Stripped of all extraneous additions, the essential parts of

this Platonic doctrine of a higher memory have always pos-

sessed a powerful attraction for many deep thinkers and
noble minds. From its first author down to Leibnitz, it

his made a deep and lasting impression, which has ever

imabled it from time to time to ijecover its ascendancy.

In its purer sense and more simple and legitimate view,

we may, 1 asserted, understand by it no completely life-

less and mechanical sj'stem of all the possible ideas which

reason majr evolve in the human mind, antecedently orran^d
and elassined, but an idea of his divine origin innate or im-

planted in his mind, which cannot be otherwise or more
.simply indicated, than by^the expression we have chosen to

designate it—of a recollection of eternal love. But this recoh

lection, I uiffirmed, is not so much the remembrance merely^

of some special past, which would again lead us to an actual

pre-existence of the human soul, as a remembrance of eternitj"

;

and it is in this light that the whole idea must be regard^,

if it IS to be allowed anjr force.^ Now, this gives rise to and

calls for a closer investigation into the mutual relation and

whole conception of time and eternity.

This feculty of remembrance is of an entirely different kind

from the ordinary exercise and function of memoi^. Thisstate,

this quality or power of the soul, or whatever eW it may be

called, might be appropriately termed atinnscendontaliJ^
if it were not out of season, or if anv advantage would be

gained by renewing the alr^y holf-forgoUen and uml^
terminology of the philosophic schools of the last generatioiL
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Yet this would but be a change of name for the self-same idea

and object, which at best could only scn^c to exhibit more
distincuy and clearly, and from many points of view, what-

ever is peculiar in the nature of such an unusual idea, or its

new and unusual sense, as well as the proper and difficult

focus of inquiries and investigations of this nature. But the

point upon which depends the decision of the whole matter,

or rather, from which alone its right explanation can and
must proceed, is, as already stated, the mutual relation between
time ojid eternity, and a just conception of both.

Usually, or at least oftentimes, eternity is explained and
understo^ as being the entire cessation, the perfect non-

existence and unconditional negation of nil time. But this
' would involve at the same time the negation of life and all

living existence,
(+) so that nothing would remain but an

absolute negative, which is a void entity and i^rfect nullitj*.

In place of the endless contradictions to which ajl negation

generally, and especially the absolute negation of lime, cannot

but lead—in place of that to which the English poet's phrase of
** darkness visible'’ is adplicable, I would offer a description of

the idea of eternity, w^hich may perhaps render it les.H incompre-

hensible. Eternity, as I should define it, is the alUembmeing,

completely complete time, w'hich is infinite not only “ (f parte

eztemd,'' i, <?., ever passing, yet everlasting, without bc^ginning

and without end, but also infinite ** a partedninmA so that

in the endlessly living, thoroughly^himipous presc'nt, and in

the bUssfiil consciousness thereof, the whole* past, and al.so tHe

j whole future, are cquj^Iy actual, equally clear, and equally

present to us as the verj' present itself. For can ile form any

other conception of a state of bliss ? Nay, is not this idea

of the fulness of time entirely one and the same, and exactly

eotttcident with that state which at least wc are able to tJunk

of, and indeed cannot well avoid thinking of? and is not this

also the only form of existence applicable to the divine eon-

sciottsnessf on die assumption and belief not of any mete
divine but of an actual livinfi; and self-conscqous Ood-
head? least, the idc^ of time is not «Mph}te|f

excluded &om life«and essence or Ihe opetiqtions of the

living Qod of mektiem, there exists in the kt^ abundant

^ ^ TIm pigttMif thai iadkaftsd mm mmMl by SddapA himidf fov

tWfWMjn*
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indication, testimony, and proof. Almost all the emres*
sions there chosen for this matter allude to that fulT and
divine time, in which yesterday and to-morrow are as to-day,

and a thousand years as one day/* and many others which
convey the same idea, but in no ways apply to the false notion

of eternity which makes it the absolute negation of all time.

The very Hebrew name of God furnishes a confinnation of

this assertion. And I may here indulge myself with producing

it, since wc shall be able tp accomplish this object without

entering into an analysis of the language itself, and its sense

call be made perfectly clear according to the sense of our own
Imiguage, wiUxout any circumlocution or periphrase.

In the sacred volume of tlic Old Testament, two names are

used to designate the Supreme Being. The one is perfectly

general, and signifies the idea of God or the Deity absolutclv,

being also applied to the gods of the heathen, and occasionally

employed simply to signify angels and spirits. The other,

however, is exclusively given to the true and Ihing God of

revelation. This word is derived from a Hebrew root, which
signifies “ to he/* or rather, since we can hardly expect to

find in these ancient languages, and in the primary significa-

tions of the radical words, the idea of a simple abstract exis-

tence, it means life, a {lositive living existence. In one place

this name, which is made up of ft)ur letters, is oxphxined and
interpreted os signifying I am that I am,*’ or more accu-

rately, I am tliat I shal> be,** Now,.this is as much as to

say, the true and living God of rcvelr.tion. He who from the

liegiuning has manifested jforlh His gltjry in creation, and who
ever since <s continually manifesting Himself, internally, at

least, to tlie whole human mco and to each individual, though

iu truth often unattended to and little regarded, and who will

still moi'e gloriously reveal Himself in the en^ of time, that

iis, of this earthly duration and J)eriod of ohan^, or as it is

expressed in Sacred Writ, iu the fulness of time, or when
time itself shall be accomplished.

Now here it is evident the idea of time is not absolutely

e:|olttd^ from a conception of the essence and operatiems of

Qbd. 0%the contrary, this descriptito involves the idea of

ftiU and complete time, which lasts from eternity to eternity,

and to the height of which, when Uie'hour shall have

that is to say, at the final epnsummatioa this oiu earthly
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Dm#, in whose fetters this our world of sense is now held, shall

06 raised and glorified.

The question, therefore, is properly to determine wither
there eiists such an absolute opposition between time

eternity that it is impossible for them to subs^ in any mutual

contact or relation, but th^^one neces^rily leads to nega-

tion of the other, or whether, at least, there is not 8ome»con-

cei’i'able transition from the one tO' the other. Now in the

former view, since the absolute, universally, and most espe-

cially absolute thinking as well as absolute willing, forms ttV

destructive principle ib lift, there lies, pc'rhap^, tlie first sourej,

not only of false systems, but also of the metaphysical pre-

judices which man's intellect nourishes, ^nd eHj)ecially of all

the^deeply-rooted, inborn, or hereditaiy errors of the reason.

On the other hand, according to the theory on which our

present speculations are based, both time and eternity are not

incompatible with or in hostile and irreconcilable opjiosition to

each other, llieir idea.s do not mutually di'stroj'^each other.

Certain definite connecting links and points of contact and

transition exist betwoijh them. The crontniriety is not an

incomprehensibly absolute one of eternal negation, but rather

a living one, similar to the distinction between life and death,

or thift between evil and gocxi. So long as w'e believe in a

great and iireconcilable contrariety betwwn time and eternity,

such as at the first delusive aspect tliey present themsedves,

we cannot hope to extricate ourselyes from the labyrinth in

which external things and our oWn internal n^fiorlious involve

the mind. ITus can only be eifeoted by the idea of a two-

fold time, such ac it is our purpo^* accurately Uf define and

bring before you. And this notiem of a twomld time arises

from the difference between the one perfect and bliwfful time,

which is nou^t else than the inner pulse of lift in an ever-

flowing elenmy, without beirinning and without end, and that

other tijme*which is prisons and mitered in this lower vrorld

of sensCi where the stem present alone is^promment, imd

lords it over all else with despotic sway—tbe past being lost

in isoAomm and sunk in the night eff d«wth $ while the fijituiyt

now ^vancing, now seceding, hovers 4ike a shi^w, in m
otwerire, glimmering, anddeceive twilit, until^ now hrib

liant pt^nt passes away, in, its tuxfk becomes as nothing,

hmi^ buried in the dasrikness Af death, which iliroudf all ^jpast
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ftiid fomer existence. And a.s there is a twofold time, so also

may we, iirrelalion to God and the world, distinguish a two-
fold eternity. Let us, for this purposti, contemplate the whole
creation, including not only this visible world of sense, but
also the inviMible world of f4>irit8, eitluT in its ori^al per-

fection, which it possessed when it issued unsullied from the

hand of the {'reutdr, or even in that state of perfection, which,

glorified and perfected, and*beeome iinj)erishable, it is to enjoy

when the course of earthly time shall have run out, and when
there be no more death.
* Now, relativolv to either its orij^nal perfection or that to

W'hich it is finally to he restored, we cannot better designate

the universe than by tenning it the created, while God is the

uncreated eternity. The world, however, according to ^hat
wc know of it from revtdation, is not absolutely such. It is

eternal only from one point of view , that, namely, which looks

fijrward to^its iwcrlasting, continuous, and blessed duration,

and not from that of its first origin. For the world (if it

was, as w'(* are taught, created out of nothing,) had a beginning

—a prcMC'ise hegiuniug—wdiieh took pltU‘e in time. And thi>

fact, again, suggests and eohfinns the remark how the idea

of time. w*hicli is unquestionably involved in that of the

beginning of the uiiivem\ is not absolutely excluded frbtn the

css(»nce and opemtions of the Godhead, at least of the living

and [lorsonal God of nwvlation. On this point, however, I

w'ould w ish to .say no more than this : here is the decisive

point~tw'o distinct, opposite, or diverging paths lie befur<‘

us, and nupi must choose between them. The clear-seeing

spirit, which iii its sinitiments, thoughts, and views of life,

would be in accordance with itself, and would act consistently

to lliem. inuj#t in any case take one or the other, liither

. there is a living (jod, full of Jove, even such a one as love

seeks and yearns after, to whom faith clings, and in wdiom all

our hojx'8 m e cantered (and such is the pcu*sonal God of reve-

lation); and on this hviM)thesis, the world is not (»od, Init is

distinct from him^ having had a beginning, and hein|f created

out of nothing. Or there is only one supreme forta of existemee,

and the worjd is etenial. and not distinct from God; tHeix?

abscjiutelv but one, and this eternal one comprehends ^all, and

is itself (lil in^ ;
so that there nowhere any real and essential

distinction ; and even that whifo is alleged to exist between evii

^ 2 K
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aiud ^00(1 is only a delusion ofa narrow-minded system of ethics,

or of conventional prejudices, that man allows to pass as such,

and holds exttu’iially in uonoiir, but which intrinsically, and us

tested by the rij^our of science, has no real and substantial

import. Now the necessity of this choice and determination

presses urgently upon our own time, which stands midway
t)etweeu two worlds, (feuenilly it is between these two paths

alone that the decision is to he made, since all ilie doiiins and

opinions which branch off la^tween them ait? nothing more
tlian the still unsettled oseillatit)us. assuming in ajipearance a

fixed scientific shape, or a vague mixturt* of narrow and inf-

pt'rfect views, which are just as far from having taki'u any pre-

rise form or deUTini nation. *But the (‘Ijoit^e between tlitau must
Ik? jx'rfoctly free. No one's conviction can bt" forctnl to adopt

(uther one or the other. For that which is tt) con^tilute tht‘

inmost sentiment and thought of a man, or the fir^t, last, and

deepest foundation of all his sentiimaits, does not admit of

being imposed U[)f)n him extrinsically as the r^ouditiou of con-

iroversial (h‘feat, withoul his own inttumal eons4?ut and agree-

ment. It cannot enforce liis assent as easily as a mere process

of calculation.

But now, if et^aiiity is nothing else tlian tim(^ vitally full,

illimibihly perfect, and blissfully <‘omp!ete, who, we tnay ask,

first of all causo<l or produced this earthly, fettered, and
ffiigmentary time, whic'h se<mis bijt th<* great Iwmd chain of

the whole world of sense,—ami what, tlien.is this lime itself?

I might answer this latter cpiestion by the words of the jwwt,

that it is out of joint.
' ^ For ulthougli originally em-

ployed of a pariicular [)crio<l of liistorv, they admit, I think,

of a more extensive and universal siginlication, and possess

an entindy metaphysical application. And wJml, in .short,

is metaphy.sics, or wliat do wc name meUiphysicah but

that which mmsceads our ordinary nature and the eartld)

and limiterl world of simse ? Ami man cannot abmulon or

get rid of all hopes, all pn>s|M’et« of eternity, in short, the

thrmght^ which, |Kirtly, at hast outrun thew narrow' limits

For if so, be must at the sxime time? be walling to ceusi? to he

a m^n, in the full, and tnie, and highest sen.se of the word.

Com»cquently, us often as he adventure.H a bolder Hight of

Ilamlst, fut I. SiYae V,
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thought and inquiry into that elevated region, then liLs ^vor(ls

and phraijcs must also transcend the familiar sense and ordi-

nary use of language.

I would not, however, be underslood as asserting that the
*

language of jihilosophy, in its descriptions of supersensuous

things and ideas, should anxiously avoid all living expr(*ssioii

and everything lif(‘like,( -f ) For, in strict rigour tliis is neitluT

possible nor pnicticable, and in any ease would lead to a imue
abstract nothingness. On the contraiy, the more vivid, the

piorc striking, and apparently startling, the more boldly figu-

nitive and rare, i\rc the terms or forms of expression employed,
the more pertinently and ck‘arly do they often convey our
meaning, and the more happily chosen and to the point do
they appear.

In proof and confirmation of this assertion, I would appeal

to the language of Holy Writ. Most if not all its descriptions

of matters belonging to the invisible world, and the super-

sensuous regions of thought, or metaphysical subjects, if we
could still recall or still experience the first fresh impression,

would at once bo confessed to be the boldest that language

has ever ventun'd ui>oii. Long familiarity, however, havS made
them seem ordinary and tame. And it is necessaiy to contem-

plate them long and intensely, if we w'ould revive tlicir original

fulness and peculiar signifieaiiey. In a very recent epoch of

science, there prevailed a somewhat similar \ iew of this subject.

In Lessing ospeeiully it is traceable For, as often as he
enU'red this region of inquiiy, he for the most part designedly

employed if free and bold style oflanguage, similar to that which
occasionally I have attempted myself to adopt. Now, if it be

allowable in this way to apfily to time poetical phrases, simi-

lar to the one above quoted of “ Time out of joint/’ giving

them at the same time a mon^unnYisal and entirely meta-

physical sense, I would, in the further consideration of the

whole question ns to time, advance the following remarks.

If etoniity is essentially nothing else than the fulness of

time, which consequently is in itself complete and blissful, tlien

the time which is ‘‘ out of joint/' tlie deranged and distracted

time of sense, is nought but eternity fallen or brought into a

state of disorder* Here, then, the fmther question presents

i^elf, Who cun have plunged it into disorder, and peqie-

trated this jarring interference with the primmval hannouy
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disturbing tho inner pulse of the world’s universal life, wliich

WHS orif^inally so sound?*’ According; to one of those two
views whi(‘li i '-o lately spoke of as lyin»: Ixdbre men to choose

between, all tliis is but a deception—a mere illusion, produced

bv tlie imj)i'rfr(‘tion of our senses. F.ven pain and misfortune,

equally with what is called evil, exist only for the poetical

purpos<» of creating, by the skill and spirit with which they

are tre ated, transient, overpowering impressions, whi<*h are

ultimately to give pla<*e to more eh^vating emotions. Hut in the

otluT view, which is hen* adopted as our fundamental convic-

tion, tlie answer is easily found. Or rather, it is one long

since given, and gc*nerally known. Since all the elementary

forces and origi?ial powers in creation can only be reganled

as sjiiritual ; therefore, the pow(*r or might which threw both

time and existeiu'e, universal life and tin* whole world, into

disc^rdt'r, could have* Ixeu no other than the spirit of absoluti*

negation whi(‘li n»M* in rcNolt against tlie primary source botli

of itself and of all. 1'lie power and influence of this spirit’ of

eternal eontradietiou and (‘iidlcss destruction, wbieh in an-

oth(*r jilae'C I designated the inveaitor of death, cannot lx*

rightly deem(*<l (*ithi*r slight or insigniiieant, if he he \rith

jiwti(M* entitled the Prince and Ruler of this world.” By
tlii^ term we cannot understand any so-called •* spirit ot the

age*. * Not, at least, in the ordinary sense of the term, in

which it signi{i(\s thi* spirit which lyis originally arisen out of

till* age itM*lf, ami tn its sphen* brilliantly predoininaiit, fiul

which at the same time trans(»eiuls in s<»me w’uy that sphere,

either blending itself with some efpially great, if not still

mort* exalted, J)a^^, or witli some new* and future eni. For

with all its exec*ll('nce of greatnes>s, it is still perhaps {Kirtird

and muTXAv in its view's; and in any ease, so wjon as the parti-

cular age shall te<iver, it tmi will finally pass aw ay and decline

w ith it. It is rath(*r th(* very spirit that originally intnMluced

the whole of that disjointed time. It is, therefore, the author

of this fallacious wa>rid of sens<,%-:—the supreme ruler and uni-

versal king of all tlu; tarvend periods and eras which Ixdong to

it, and an* so linked IcrgethtT, tlmt as one succeeds aiwl passes

int<> the oiIut, all of tlnmi in .succe.Hsion are finally absorbed in

the general abyss of etcnnil nothingness, CV)ns<*qucTitly is it tlie

supreme lord ;
all these so-call(»d spirits of the times which arc

derived fk-ora the primary and .supreme spirit of the age, bcingt
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no to speak, his absolute subjects and ministers. Now th«‘

belief in such a spiritual power of evil, and even the kled

of it, sinij)ly and nakedly as in other times it is presented

to us, is almost wliolly lost sight of in the present day.

The expressions of a former faith for what it is now the

fashion to cull “ the spirit of the age * have become anti-

quated, and make but little impression, being for the most
part scarcely even r<*garded, or else ingeniously explained

away, if not derided from the height of a superior enlighten-

meat. Amidst the killing monotony of a sl(»ej>y sc(‘pticism

^into which men's views of the world and things laid fallen,

and as contrasted with a philosophy, maitral from its origin,

and finally indifierent to everything, the celebrated Ihiglisli

author of Cain makes a gratifying exception by liis vigorous

and vivid language, giving at least honour where honour is

du(‘, and calling things by their right names. Accordingly,

ho paints to the life the king of the sjiirits of the everlasting

abyss and the ruler of this world, in all his majesty of dark

ness, so that w c^ often w onder Avheneehe could have derived all

the tints and touches of truth, and are almost tempted to ask

whether this striking portrait, thus exeeutv'd with a genius

and fidelity surpassing all similar jKietieal delineations, does

not ow'c much if not all its truth to a por>onal acquaint-

ance.

But, how'cvor, thisdt'adly spiiitof absolute negation, though
the name be now^ searc(;ly ewer heard ex(‘(*pt in poetry, has

not therefor(' lost as yi‘t his dominion o\'er tliis worhl of time

and the science thcrc‘of. On the etmtraiT. in llu‘ baseless and
arbitrary «yst<'m8 which the philo.sophy of the day propounds,

he is aekiiowdedgod more than ever, though it he with an
unconscious reverence. As the idol of absolute rationalism,

most highly is he laudech not to siiy dtifit'd. It is in fact

remarkable, that in many of .the most extreme systems of

absolute reason, the whole seiL‘tioii of theology is ex<‘!usively

confined to the negative view of the divine truth. Almost

the whole of it, if only a few’ slight changes he made in the more

imporUmt phrases, may far moix' consistently apply to fhe

f)rimul antagonist of eternal love and of revelation, than to tliat

benefiicent Being himself,

/Vnd even in those systems of mtionalism which are less

ipis ltualiy pen^erse and less extimagant, but still equally suo*
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versivc of a right knowledge of the highest truths, the divine

nature is frequently if not tuways confounded with that nothing
out of which lie lias created the world. Or, perhaps, in some
more tragic view of the universe*, that rigid law of time which
operates on the world of sense, and which gives it up as a prey
to miserj', is, at least poetically, deified as the blind fate of an
iron necessity. Now, if eternity is in itself and originally no-

thing more than the living, full and essential time, Avhich is

still invisible, ( -f

)

and if our cm*thly shackled and fettered time
of sense is but an eternity ‘‘out of joint,*’ or fallen a prey to dis-

order, it is easily conceivable that the two do not stand aj)art

and have no mutual contact. On this hypothesis, th(*y may*
possess many a common point of transition from one sphere
into tlie other. At least such a point transition is in

general experience aiforded us by death, which is mostly
looked upon and regiirded in this light. Trivial as may sound
the sentiment so commonly uttered of the dead, that they
have changed time for eternity, still wc cannot well question

the correctness of the notion on which the expression is

founded. Now these questionH about time and ettamify nojirly

concern, and in many ways interest, cveiT thoughtful mine!,

not only by tin ir connexion with life and death, but geiu’rally

with all existence and consciousncHs. I cannot, therefon*, ap-
prove of the wish to exclude them entirely from the philosophy
of life, UvS lying bfwond the ordinary range of llie practical in-

tellect, and therefore, with all similfvr matters of unprofitable

dis-putation, to be abandoned to the theologian and the student.

On the contrary, I hav(» felt it to b(' most agreeable to the
position which I have Diken up, and the view which it opens
out, to hai^card at least an experiment, and trj' whether it be
not possible to express these subjects, and to sot them forth

in laiij^agc at once appropriate and generally intelligible.

Religious [Koplc often spt^ak of death, sometimes generally

as a return,'’ at others with a further addition as ‘‘ a return
home." Such modes of speaking, I aebnit, merely as such,
and espeeia)]^’ when they are uttered as so many empty phrases,

unaccompanied with real feeling, and rejieated without dis-

crimination, in season and^out of season, arc not ])er}mp4

crdculated to make a very deep imprcHsion, Still a very beau-
tiful but grave meaning is nevertheless containci<l in tlicnn,

and one which tlirows out very strongly the purely spiritual
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Hspcct of the matter. But 'here then a difficulty immediately
prosents itself. The question arises, how can we be said to

^o back or return to a place, where in fact Ave never were
before, or how can that be rightly called our home, which in

our prescait life aat first seek, and are to fiiid and learn to con-

sider as such. In short, the difficulty recurs in the same manner
as the somcAvhat similar questions Avhich are involved by Plato’s

notion of an anamiwsts, so long as it is conceived, not (as we
would understand it) as a recollection of eternity, but quite

literally as that of a former state of things. But if, agreeably

to a A’ivid conception of time and eternity, a less absolute

(fistinction prevails between these two ideas, and many points

of contact and transition from one to the other may be found,

of Avhich death is one, all the difficulty is removed, and ovcit-

thing in our view and hypothesis becomes easily intelligible

and solf-evid(‘nt. It is at least one aspect of death, and a
chei'rful one too, which exhibits it as a transition from time

into ct(*rinty, or out of a fettered and distracted time into

that which is true*, perfect, and blissful. In truth, hoAVCver,

much more is involved herein. Vof death, in general, is no

simide event, but a very complicated phenomenon. No doubt

that feature which stands out most fearfully in the whole event,

throwing into the shade and obscuring its other higher and

more spiritual elements, is the sufferings of disease, which ore

often so agonising—the pang of dissolving and decaying

organisiition in the last a.wful struggle of nature, ns it tears

itself so reluctantly from life. But even in the midst of all

this, oeeasioiially at least another and a better shite intervenes.

A cossatiofi of all physical pain seems suddenly to occur,

and to be followed by an almost joyous or at least composed

state, which may ohen bo regarded as the harbinger of

approaching dissolution. Medical experience, moreover, bos

recorded many special cases (tl>c explanation of Avhich, how-

ever, I leave to others) of idiotcy and madness, Avhich had arisen

either from sad dc'feols and derangement ofthe thinking faculty,

suddenly disappearing at the approach of death, and of the fidl

perfect consciousness returning Avith extmordinary cleamess in

tfie foAV brief moments Avliich precede the instmit of decease.

There is yet another remarkable element or feeling in death,

—

And it is one totally independent of the oi-ganic pain of disso-

Jution in its various modfticatioiis or the striking phenomena
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wliich may be ()l>servefl in individual i‘asos. I allude to the

feelin<j whieli slirinks at the thought of tlu' decisive traiiRition

and forcible passage into an (uilirely new sphere, which,
however, must not be confounded with an umminly fear of

death. In many iystanct's, too, it has no eoniu'xion with any
troubh'd t]iouy:hts or anxious cares for nf*ar and dear ones to

b(‘ left behind, m»r yet with any inward diuibts of a n stless

and disturbed e(jnsei('nct\ ]5y no such feelings alone by them-
selves can it be interpreted or ex|)lain<*d. All this is entirely

distinct from that which I have at pn‘s(*nt in my mind, and
wliich may very simply Ix" tcnncil a sliixht mental shrinl^-

intr Ikfore a wholly unknown stat<‘ of hrinix, which is at

least natural to all men, and alFects every one. more or

li‘ss, if the ehanj^e conu's upon tlu*m in tlu‘ full jmsscssion

of their faculti(*s. Ihit in thosi* wliose contianplations liavt*

loiifj been directed to this clo^in^ event of litc,—in wliom a

profound and d(‘i‘p accpiaintancc with the thoui^hl of ettr-

nily, and the sublime enlij'htenment of a <‘ontidin <4 faith. hav(*

taken tin* place of a dark uncertainty, and who also. hi‘twcen

the last of orj^nic life ami the final pan^ of disso-

lutioij, enjoy for a brief interval tlie last fpnck(*nin<^ breath
of the dejiartin*: enerj^y of nature : thc*re death is siam in its

brijeht aspect. Kor such it umjucstionably does possos. Ilow
often on the very countenanee of the departed. d(M‘S a calm and
bcnintiful death like this leave its tom4unjx tract* Ix bind ! How'
often do we sec with a.stfinishrnent a sw‘ts*t .smih* like that of a
Rlei»[Mnj[f child, lincjcrinji; on the w<‘ll-kiiowu face, hut in wdiose

verj' sweetness is mih;4:lcd a slijrht tlioiij'h S(*arce pcTccptihle

tra(‘C of some faint rc<*f>l!cctitm of previous Mufferinjf, He wIm>

has once spcn some dear friend or actpiaintanei* so <lie, t)r

beheld the Indovcd countenance after such a d(*ath, will

a.ssuredly cheri>}i f(;r ever the remianhrnnce of tliis sot^thintJC

expression. Nothing less than a blissful presentiment of

eternity to have pn-eeded <ir imprest itself on the

<lyinj2t featun*s, brf»akint< throujjh the sha<*k]e«i of time bc'foro

its full course ww ended. And it is only in this H^ht that

I have* mentioned it as being one of the ijinnts of contact or

rnmnents of transition which facts clearly (establish h<4,wc^cn

tim<' and /‘tc^niity, since this final crisis of otir consciousTUwei

fonns an imjKirtant clement for the psychological ami perft*ct

comprehension of the human int<*Uect and its development
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But even (lurinjj; lift* itself there also oeeiT many phene mcna
iind oc(‘asions in which, for tlie brief continuance at leUvSt of

such nioments of intense existence, the limits of time seem to

lx* broken tliroiej;h or removed. To this class belong those

brief intervals of ra])ture, which are enjoyed in the mkLst of

deep and earnest devotion—-or of ])ro]HT eeMacy, wliich, so far

as it is genuine and real, we cannot but consider as an inter-

val of c‘ternity in the midst of time, or as a lit eting glance into

tin* liiglier world of full and unelieeked spiritual life. Even the

inward wordless prayer, in so far as it is ])rec eded by a real

V‘motion of the heart, ])rofoundly agitating its inmost feelings,

is, as it were, a drop of eternity falling tlirough time into

the soul, (xenuine ecstacy. in so far as it is real and actual, is

often on its organic side accoinpiuiic'd by a beginning, wliieh

indeed is little mor(* tlum the appi‘jii\'mc(‘, though a highly

didusive fe(‘ling, of dying an ay, which pri eedes the higher

gleam or echo from the* world beyond the grave. Such pheno-

nu*na, howt'VC‘r, rcipiire attentive examination before w'o can

dniw from them any ])reeise inference*. The general idea of

them may be distinctly traced in human consciousness.

The recognition of their existence is thcrefon* essential to a

full kiu>wl(*dg(* of the latter. It is, howeve r, often very difficult

to hum a judgment of individual in.stanees. which are often

more (»r less doubtful. On this aeemrut it will be suftleient in

this phu'c if, witliout (Altering deeply into these neees' ary dis-

tinctions and manifold doubts, to which all of such phenomena

are liable, we simply notice the fact, as forming one of the

most intimate jioints of association at which time and eternity

come ill e<%itact and mutually intermingle.

Of such points several stiil remain to In* noti(*ed. One of

the least astonishing, and one whieli in its operation on the

soul is no less universal and beneficial than it is generally

intelligible, is that which is found in true art and the higher

kind of poetry. For here also, even b(‘n(‘ath the carlhlv shell

of sensuous ])lK*uomcuon and the temporal incidents of figura-

tive poetry, the eti*nial brightens over all. And it is on this

mighty influence of the et(‘rnal, which gleams through its ex-

teriiar investiture of ornament, that the exalted dignity and

distinctive charm of true art and the higher branches of j)oe^

dencuds Even here, liowever, as elsewlu*re. a strict distinction

must be made lit*twccu the true gold and the worthless lEsthe-
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tical tinsel and mere mannerism of fashion. For such a dis-

tinction is necessary in every case when' the heavenly and
eternal comes into close contact with the earthly and tran-

sitoiy.

That recollection of ('ternal love, which is implanted, com-
municated, or innate in the human mind, and which here

swells out from its hidden depth (and this is the true original

subject-matter of Plato's notion of the anamnesis, which, as I

have endeavoured to show, thus ek'ared from all foreign

admi.vtnre and corrupting additions, is (piite unexeeptionable),

is not merely a principle of the higher life, llather is it om;
of the envat vital arteries of true jmetrv and art, of which, how-
over, tliere arc many others equally essiaitial and no los,s rich

and prolific. Siu'li, for instance, is th(‘ longitig after the

infinite, whose hopes and asjnrations are din'(‘ted more to the

future than is the case with tliat remembrance of eternal love,

which, as clings more closely to the past, and is often

also lost and absorlhd in the historic p(‘iTeption of some actual

past. ()x\ tlie othcT hand, the tnio inspiration, lK)th in art and
ifx life, is exelusivc'ly 'Voted to a something divint' in the

present, which maybe either real or what is at least held to lx*

such, being most intimately bound up with a feeling of such

a divine presiuice, and with a Ixlief tlu rein. Thus, then, these

three fonns of the highest si'ntiment in man’s nature, as it

yearns after the infinite or swells forth from tlie eternal source,

and longs to receive the divine, arc*in their difil'rent tenden-

cies tied again, not unnaturally, to tin* three times, or rather,

the diJlfen'nt eat«'gories of our ('arthly-di\ ided time.

The recollection of eternal love, as far as if'gards its

influence on art, is in truth nothing but a feeling or an inborn
idea, if some will so call it. Ami yet its influence may be
universal, and extend it'^elf over the whole field of inan*H con-

sciousness, For all other .sentiments of the inner man, all the

thoughts, conceptions, and ideas of the thinker, and even all

the images, slia[K*s, and forms—in short, thi' whole ideal of

the artist, are now forthwith iinbmsl w ith this one fundamental

feeling of eternal love, being, as it wc-n?, Imthed in u sc*a or

stream of higher life, spiritually refined, and exalted and trans-

formed into a purer and higher degree of iN'auty and jxrfcciion.

And tlms it is that this ideal view of the* wmrld becomes at

once conceivable and jierfcctly clear, to all at least who can
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tenter into and spnpathise with Platonic sentiments and ideas,

and es])ecially in its close relation to science and the plastic

arts. And thus, understood in this correct sense, within its

proper limits, and in that place of the liuman consciousness

to wliieli it n'ally bolonp^s, may well be admitted, and even

exttmded to a witlor application.

( + ) In order, however, to be able to assij^i their fitting:

place in the whole consciousness to those other two exalted

ieelini^s wliich are implantc^l in man's breast as so many sug-

gestors of et(‘rnity, the longing, viz., after infinity, and a

vjuilly energetic enthusiasm, it A'ill be necessary still fuidher

to prosecute and complete our psychological review, so as to

tak(? in the whole range of facxilties belonging to it, and to

exhibit their mutual relations.

In my sketchy outline of man's spiritual life and con-

soiousness, I set out, you will remember, with the four ele-

mentary faculties, understanding and will, reason and fancy,

ns the four opposite and extreme poles of the inner world.

As eonseienee and memory presented themselves to our consi-

deration in the jnogvess of our inquiries, they were cha-

raeti‘rised as mediate au<l collateral I'aculties of the reason,

.since the eonseienee stands midway Ix'tween reason and will,

and the ni'nnorv lu‘tweeji reason and undei'standing. In a

similar way I would now attempt to explain man's instincts,

especially in tliat ])0culiar form in which they belong only to

man, as distinct from tlig brutes, and subsequently become

passions. Afterwards I shall protuHnl to exjilain why in those

instances when they apjH'ar to l)C exaggerated into passions,

tliey must,«to preserve analogy with the view’ liitherto main-

tained, be held to bt' nothing else than movements of the

w'ill, or as a will whieli has yielded itself to the illimitable

range of fancy, and tlierebv lost its inner equilibrium, and

finally all liberty, i r at least its. actual exercise. This inter-

m<Hliate position of the instineis between will and fancy, and

the fatal and poniicious influence which both these fundamental

powers ex(‘rt in that height of passionateness and sensu^ty

which coirstitutos them faults of cliaracter, ai;e also especially

luawifi'st in w hat are properly the natural instincts, os enjoyed

by man in eonunoii with the brutes, and the evil of \vhich arises

aiwavs, or at least prineipullY,from their excessive indnlgenee

and uiuluc excitement. It is often possible for tliis excass
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to reach such a height, and to become so deadly injurious, as

to destroy tlic health, corrupt the whole soul, and to debase the

mind to such a degree that it is felt to be almost injustice to

compare such a human being, thus di graded by his own fault,

with tlie nobler animals, whose simple instincts and their gratis

fieation alternatt' almost as regularly as day and night or the

rising au<l salting of the stars in lieavtui. In such eases, liow-

ever, we may easily discover what was the first cause of such

abernitious.

In the better ease, at least, the (‘orrnptiori (/. r.) of wliat was
previously a noble disposition*, it is invarial)ly, in the first in-

stance, some false eliann of fancy or imagination wlileli has

over-mastert'd the miml with magi<‘al power, and subs< ipamtly

carried it away ea{)tive to its will. lnt‘V('ry case, howevcu*, it

Essorno pervt'rtt d appr(»lu‘nsion, or illusory powtTof th(‘ infinite,

which causi*s a man who has once fallen a ))re}’ t(» an\ strong

passion to dioatU* all his energies, thoughts, and fec‘lings to the

one object, or to surnaider hiinscdf, heart anil soul, to th(‘ de-

8{K)tie tyninny of some ruling habit or favourite pursuit. How
else could tlii re ever Imve iw^cn any talk of the* dt lusions of

fancy, wliicdt, howi'vt r, exercise «o wide and fatal an influence

on human life, and generally in the world, unless a distorted

fancy had hmt a hand and eo-ojR'nited tlu nuii ? Mven such

emotions and impulses as fear and anger, which are not directed

merely to the gratification of the wants of nature, but to self-

pres(*rvation and fh'fence, ami M'Jiich <*onsc(pn ntly belong

equally to the brutt s—these als»> admit of being earrh’d, by
unrcstrairifd in<luIg**iieo, t<i the height of passionateness, 'lliis

is e>jK*ciaIly tht‘ cas<' \n’th anger. Wlu n ver longiindulgenc^

has niiole it a ruling habit, and if, moreover, it is assooialed

until < i)vv hatn d, and rt vengc (which, indeed, are not 'pro-

jR?rly natural iu'^tincis. and in this form can .scarcely Ik* ascnlwd
to tin* bnit(*s; but rather fault.s of character in a dtunondiwxl

rational b(‘ing . outbreaks of passion arc fearfully violent.

Under their eofubimsl influence* the wild outbreaks of man\s
evil principle often run into fur>' and madness. Hut even in

avarice itwlf. it is al.-m some taW and Htrangcly»iH*rverted

clmmi of fancy, which in its highest degree approximates

very closidy to the natun? of a fixf*d iilea, that funiishos the

first girmiul and dec|>est rcMit of this unblessed pa.Hsion for the

earthly mammon. And here, again, in ihip intjiatiable love of
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richer, we meet with a false force of the infinite, and one which
can never be satisfied.

A further ethieal investigation into these eiTing instincts

does not lie within my present limits. The context of our psy-

chological iiujuiries only brought them before us for a limited

consideration, with a view to determine the })osition they

occupy in the whole consciousnesH. And here, as in my
former instances of comparative psychology, I do not wish to

cast my glance downwards longer tlian is necessary, but

rather, as fjuickly as possible, to raise it upwards again. In the

present case this can easily be done. For, for our present

purpose the simple rcunark will suffice, that the power of

infinity in itself, and tlie pursuit of the infinite, is properly

natural to man, and a part of his very ess('nee. All that is

wrong in it, and the soiuee of all its aberrations, is simply

and entirely boundless excess. Above all. wo must blame
that (puility of absoluteness, which in every time and ])lace

exercises a fatal and d(‘structivc influence', both on thought

and practice', or perhaps the fault maj' be laid to a false direc-

tion of this ])\irsuit towards the sensible and material objects

of this earthly and transitory existemv. whicli for the most part

art' utti'rly unworthy of it. For man's natural longing after

the infinite, even as it still shows ijself in his passions and
failings, cannot, when'vor it is still gtamiue, he satisfied by any
earthly obji'et, or sensual Ratification, or external possession.

When, however, this pursuit, keeping itself free from all

delusions of sense, and from tin' fettering shackles of earthly

passion, really directs its endeavoiirs towards the infinite, and
only to what is truly siu'li, then eaii it never rest or be sta-

tionary. FiVer advancing, stej) by .stop, it must always seek

to rise higher and higher. And this pure fec'ling of end-

less longing forms, with the recolleetioii of eternal love, the

heavenward-bearing wings on which tlie stud raises itself

upwards to the divine. This, indeed, has been felt and

|K'i<reived by Platonic thinkers in all ages. From the earlier

centuries to the present many a deeply signific'ant senteuct'

might easily be selected and qiioted on the idea of this longing

after the infinite. And this testimony is not confined merely

to the comparatively modem philosophy of Hurope and the

West. Tlie sacred writings, also, of the Hebrtuvs contain a

beautiful sentence ou tliis head. Thus a certain prophet, as
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endowed with more than ordinary power, as chosen for a high

and di^ine dcstiiiiitiou or mission, is expressly called a man of

longing [desires],"^ as by a title peculiarly suited to him, and

most clearly indicating the natimil preparation for all highei

spiritual and divine avocations. And in a sense ])orrowcd

from, if not exactly identical with the above, a somewhat
similar title has been given to the richest and prolbundest of

his works by a French philosopher of our own days, to

whom, while I cannot adopt uiu'onditionally all his principles

and sentiments, I must concede the highest praise for the

zeal with which, in all his writings, lie has maintained

and promulgated a high and lofty tone, both in intellec-

tual and divine things, imd that too in the midst of re-

volutionaiy times, when the prevailing tone of thinking

was decidedly material, and indeed had assimu'd a thoroughly

demoralising and atheistic tendency. At a former epoch,

now more than twenty years ago, wlien I attemjitetl, in

French, to set forth to a friendly audiene(», the principles of

the Philosophy of Life, so far as I at that tinu' eomprehended

it, I thought that it w'as indisiKm.sable to make this pure idea

of ail exalted longing, the primary position from wliidi tlu*

whole view of life* must be dev^doped. d'his, howevc'r, \vus

too exclusive, and for that reason unsati.staetorv. It is

therefore my pre.sc‘rit wish to embnice all higlier (denu nts of

conscience, however manifold they inay l>e, and however dif-

ferent in kind they may ajipear, and taking a eoinjuehensivt^

view of them, to unite tluau in a w hole.

Even for poetry and art there is rnor<' tliar one such

jirimarv fountain or vital artcay of' bigli(‘r sentiment. If,

then, the recollection of eternal love must be recognised as

one of these, wlio can well doubt that the jmre longing after

the infinite, which holds so deep and firm a root in man s

bosom, also forms another? In poetry, the formtT is dis-

tinctly tracealile under the form of elegy—at least in the first

simple po<?syof fancy’s earlu*st and youthful days. It sounds

forth here a mournful recollection of a fadinl world of gods

and heroes—as the echoing plaint for the loss ofman s original,

celestial state, and paradisiacal innocence, or la.stly, in a still

more general and higher sense, as the faint and dying notes

* Philosophy of life, p» 112.
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of the happy infancy of the whole creation, ere yet the spiri-

tual world had been divided by dissension, and before the first

outbreak of evil and the consequent misery ofnature. Viewing
it in this light, and designating poetry in general analogi-

cally to an expression which we l)efore made use of, we nuiy

tenn poctiy the mind s transcendent recollection of tlie eternal.

For the first and most ancient poetry, as the eoinmou memory
of the human race—its higher organ of remembrance, piisses

on from cenlury to century, and from nation to natJon
;
and

though ever dressing itself in the changing fashion of the

day, }'et, through all time, it refers us back to the primary and
eternal.

Music, on the other hand, is eminently an art of longing.

To this it owes all its ravishing enchantments—its magic and
irresistible charms. In music, however, as in every other

form of art, the higher and the earthly—tlie soul, as it were,

and the body—the hccaveiily longing and the terrestrial are

often blended together in the same note and tone, so as

scarcely to be discriminated. It is ihis mingling of feelings

and einotion.s—where from amidst the half nnconseious earthly

longing, a higher and more heavenly aspiration gleams out#

that in youth, when man's sensibility is first developed and ex-

panded, gives to newly-waking love its peeuliar magic charm,

the inner grace of the youthful soul contributing as much if not

more than oven the bloom^of corjxneal beauty. I'lio question,

indeed, whetlu*r in this youthful longing n^ally a higher love of

eternal duration, as an inner liglit, which is c^ontimially purify-

ing and j)i^*ieeting itself, be enclosed witliin the earthly veil—
whcthiT this first love of youth be even the true love, or whether
all may have been nothing more than the tmnsient and flickering

flame of a delusion—this que.stion can be alone detennined

from its results
;
in (*ther words^by the life which proceeds and

follows from it. It must bo proved by the unwavering truth

and fidelity, I might almost say, tlie inward truth of the

heart and the outward character of the whole life ; and, in

short, of a higher love in its every species, whether human or

divine.

Now this longing holds a most important place in man.
Not only is it the crisis of transition from childisli, slialFwe
say consciousness or unconsciousness, into a more matiuro

devoldpmeut— not only is it the threshold luder which
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youtliful expectation enters on a fuller and more perfect life

;

imt also still surviving unintemipti‘dly to tlie end, it ever

reniains the first, strontrest, and purest impulse of the inner

man. The light of its never-dying flame, growing purer

and stronger, lights him on his way to a higluT and better

exist(uiee. It seeiif^,, theref(»re, not out of place to add hen*

the remark, how deeply hope, which is j^o closely associated

with this longing aspiration, is interwoven into tlie very being

of man, so as almost to form the character i^tic^ peculiarity of

his inner life and whole state.

The lost spirits,"we are told, ‘‘ believe and tremble.”^ liOve,

too, is tlie essential propcTty of (iod, and even liis verj" essence,

and in a certain sense also it is common to all beings <*reated

by eternal love, l^vcn in the hidden vein.s ol‘ life, through

all animated nature, boats this pulse of universal love. IIojk\

however, cannot be a.sciibed to God, for in Him all is full and

perfect. Nature can only sigh and bemoan itself: and even

though if be not hopeh'ssly wretched, yt‘t properly it cannot

hope for aught, by its awn power, at l(‘ast. To man, above

all other creatc'd beings, belongs the prerogative^ of hope. Wi?
might almost call him an immortal spirit, subjeoteel to the

condition of hope. And so, before the rest of creation, he is

destined and chosen to be the evangelist of divine hope.

As tl e tliird of the inner life-springs of true ait and liighcr

poetry, I sjioke of a true enthusiasm and insjiireel feeling of

the divine. Now, lunoiig the Vearious arts, I wf>uld especially

appropriate this to the plastic art—in that widest and jiistost

sense of tlu» term, ki whi(*h it comprises also the hlghiT arehi-

tectnre. For in entliusiasm and inspiration, the divinity "Aith

which it is imbued is not viewed and contomplatc’d in the remote

distance either of the past or the future. It is embnuHul
at cu re as .something actual and jiresent. And tliis holds

gQc>d both of tli(f enthusiasm of art and also of that which

in mooil and political life often creates for itstdf an epoch,

shaping and bringing forth whatever is truly ne>v and original,

Now% the divine in beauty must be actually present to the

mind, at lea.st, of the artist. It must have stood vividly before

his mental t*ye, t>eforc it could hfivo come forth in outward
(uid visible form. Since universally tlie peifeclion of art

^ James* e* ii. . 5.
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liepends on some antagonism and the artist's triumph over

it, it is self-evident that even here the most exalted enthusiasm

must be associaU‘d with a thoughtful sagacity and persevering

steadiness of^execution, if any great and perfect w ork is to be

produced. Moreover, it can scarcely be necessary to remind
you that the arts, even though, perhaps,!^ each of them there

is a predominance of some peculiar lanfl^ftf higher feeling, or

some si)irit of higher life swells out in it, are not tlicrefore

rigidly limited on all sides and irrevocably confined within

these narrow limits. On the contrary, one branch of ait

pften passes over into the domain of another. And tliis

intotlirence is not always a misconception, owing chiefly

to some confusion of essential matters, and therefore in the

highest degree erroneous gnd prejudicial. Poetry especially

often springs up indigenous in other domains of art, being
the most universal of all. And if in poetry itself those

ancient and primitive poems or^ epic songs lof sublime^ re*^

collections occupy the first place, .who therefore would
elude from it the deep, inner, ardent longing—the oracular

faculty of divination for exalted lo\\' and eteiml fiope, with,

all its music of the feelings, fonniiig as it does the epiri^ual

oonteut.s, the animating principle and distinctive essence of

the lyrical art r Who, too, w’ould dare to censure poeti\

,

becaust', striving to give another and a newer expression to aii

that in thest' divine remembrances and longing anticijiations

constitutes its inmost soul, it attempts by (bamatic repire--

sentation to portray the essential feauu*es of its^^inmost being,

\rfth all the vivid reality and distinct completeness of the

present? ^For docs it not in this respect kpproximate, so far,

at least, to the plastic arts, and bt»gin to assume many‘j>oints

of affinity with them ?

It is, howeverl necessary to guard hero against a possible

misunderstanding, Not without good cau^, I believe, before

nil things is the rigid discrimination insisted on which nKEtet

separate true poetry from a spurious semblance, Poetrf which

condescends to yninistin* either to the ptissions or to fashion,

or even to prose, or afiy mei*e prosaic ends, cannot descfrv^the

name. But it is another tiling when the poet works Ifis

poetical view of things (and this is that whicn constitutos the

poet, and not the mere outward form of poctiy alone) into^he

prosaic reality of some present time, or some historical sub*
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ject. So, too, is it when in some consistent and artistic imita-

tion of life he tokes for his theme the maze of liuman

l)assions, by no means for the purpose of prolonging it, and

still less of inflaming it, but rather, because he clearly sees

through its complications, to unfold find 'disentangle them.

This w’e might call—employing a term belonging to the

mathematical sciences, though in a different but still analogous

sense—mixed or applied poetr}'; and to tliis class belong

many of the highest productions of* aft hr difterent ages and

nations.

The diffoient lyts, or rather, the different directions of one

and the same art, in the several epochs and ages of the world,

or among nations variously dinded by huiguage and manners,

as well as by the style and character of their thought and
intellect, may be considered as merely so many var}dng dialects

of one and the same language: which have a common origin

and are nearly related. For they possess a common meaning,

which, interpreted by a profound and noble perception of art,

will be found to pen^ade all centuries and all people, uniting and
enchaining them all by fhls soul-binding tie of a loving and

love-kindled fancy. These eternal and fundamental feelings

of the human breast, the remembnince of ettunity, an innate

longing and high-soaring aspii’ation, stand in the most intimate*

connexion with each oth<?r, even though wc* cannot take a full

survey of it, ajid often feel it profoundly rather than arc able

perfectly to explain it. Tliey are *like so many stem-words
and radical sjdlables, and fonn together, as it were, one com-
mon language. And if, as I Ix^fore reanarked, we .should in

vain s^ek for |hat common and original language, fl*om which
{ill those now spoken on the face of the earth can be derived,

both cthnographically and geologically, may we not still find

in art an universal language intelligible to all men ? Is not

this language (a.s I term it), thus enveloped in the garb of

art, through wliieh, however, a profound significance gleams
brightly forth, an original language of a hif^cr and intellec-

tual order, and at the same time intimately akin with our own
nature ? Do not its echoes, however faint and broken, whet)
re-awakened by true art and sublime poetry, strike a chord of

unison in every human breast ?

END OF LECTtIHE IV,
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LECTURE V.

The general notion of the inner life formed the point from

M'hich we started in this attempt to j^ortray the whole spiritual

man. T maintained, you will remember, that the philosophy

of life proceeds on the simple assumption of this inner life.

?fow in the preceding discourses it has been my endeavour to

unfold this general idea into a more fully developed and more
definite conception of human consciousness, both in its several

principles and total coherence. And this almost completes

the first division of our whole sketch. For fully to complete

a knowledge of ourselves, and of life in general, a few' parti-

culars only remain to be added, and a comprehensive x*evic>v

of the whole once more to be taken. And this, in the natural

ordm* of this simple development of •thought, forms the next
subject of our labours. Ry reason of the close vital connexion

which subsists betw een thought and speech, language soiwecl

in the fii*st instance for an external basis of comparison, whicli

in the next place art enabled me to cany still /urtber, inas-

much jis tlie latter may also be rcgimled as an inner language.

For how'ever fragmentary lyal incomplete may be our collection

of languages and the science thereof, notwitlistnnding all tlie

(*nlargomcnt it has received from modern observation and re-

search, it still possible, by a rigorous distinction of the do-

rivatory and mixed oilslioots from the more ancient and purer
branches, to gain at least an ifisight into the hivStory and pro-

gress of language, and thence to trace the probable course of

its development, even w'hilc its origin, no less than the etpially

incomprehensible phenomenon of its first exercise, remains

veiled in impenetrable obscurity. And wdien w'C called aii: n

language, we did not mean tliis merely in the same sense that

poetry has been styled—and indeed has even herself assumed
the title of—a divine language, on account of the oniamental

fi^ires of its external form ; neither was it because of the

uuegorical sbajios and allusions, nor of the symbolical garb
which plastic art so often puts on, Tlie so transiently ad.

vanoed metaphor was intended to convey the idea that art
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ia general, not merely in its outward form, but in its inmost

essence, and in all of its forms and species alike, is a language

of natui'e of a higher and spiritual kind, or if tlie term be pre-

ferred, an inward hieroglyphieal writing and original speech

of the soul, which is immediately intelligible to all susceptible

natures, and to every one whose sensibilities a taste for any

form of art lias rendered open and accessible to its appeal. For

tlie key to it lies not in any arbitrarily establislied principle,

as is the ease with that ingenious and beautiful, but still

merely conventional inveaOion of the East—the symbolical lan-

guage of flowers, but in the feeling and the soul itself. For
the eternal and fundamental feelings of the soul art' awakened,

or rather re-awakened, in tliest* inmr-sonl words of true art,

which, in the same sense that we speak <jf tlie riddle of life or

of the world, making its solution the ob/et and aim of jihilo-

sophy, we may likewise tenn a riddle of hope—of that hope,

in truth, whi(‘h is eternal and divine. But high art, like IBe

and the world, remains a riddle, and must ever appear to us

as such, simply because in reality, or at least for the greater

part, it is only a few detached notes, without the full and
(coherent air, that it allows to reach m*

Then* is, then, an intrinsic connexion Ix'lwetm thought and

s{M'ech, between language and eonscii)usness. Moreover man,
to judge of him by the eolleetive sum of his eliaraeteristie and
t*ss<aitial properti<\s, is nothing else than the created word, tin'

faint echo and verj* imperfect copy of tlu* uncreated and et(T-

nal, and stands amidst the re-<t of creation, midway Indwetn

tlie world of nature and that of spirits. For reasons,

then, in the further <*xpositiou of hi.s inner life I shall inva-

riably make u.se of the idea of language, and evtm many of

its characteristic pro|M*rtic*s or peculiarities, us the e.Kternal

ba>is of a comparison <'aleulnted to throw light upon much that

in the inward thought of man it is otherwise* difficult to express

and to make dear by wonts. For index'd, gcju'rally, living

thought and the science ther<*of, cannot well or easily be seim-

raUxi from the philosu)(»hv of luagtitige.

The general idea of tLe inner life was, I said, the Ixtsis^of

all the previous development of ideas, and thin was the only

hypothesis which a philosophy of life stands in need of, or enu

venture to assume. An Objection may, it is true, bo hert?

started. In the various digressions into* >vhich, in the fiirthcr
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development of this one fundamental thought, I have been led

by my wish to ex|)and it to a full and complete idea of the

consciousness, it may be said that much besides has been sup-

j>osi‘d or taken for granted, if not expressly, yet tiicitly
; not

indeed iirbitrarily, but still as the result of a merely personal

conviction, however ppsitive and deliberate. To this objec-

tion, so naturally to be expected, I can only reply, that if

oc(‘a.sionally I may not have expressed myself hy|>othctically

enough, it was nevertheless my intention so to do. Conse-

quently all hypothetical positions, with the exception of the

fundamental one of the inner thought and life, hitherto

assumed by me, are to be regarded here simply in such a light.

They are advanced only for the nonce, and provisionally, until

tliey (‘an recH'ive a further and completer analysis, without in

anywise anticipating tlie proof, nor, by a liasty decision, assum-
ing the truth, as if it wvro independent of argument.

Now, .since doubt is a necessary and inevitable property

and an c.ssmitial i)rineiple of the whole man in his present

state, we are brought by the regular^ course of our analysis to

the ]irol)lem which is furnished by the thought at issue with

itself. To this subject, which now forces itself immediately on
our attention, w(‘ must devote an entire section of our labours.

The ohj(‘ct of the first portion was to advance the simple

and geiK'ral thought of the inner life (as being in this simple

generality too vague and undefined), or to raise it, step by stoj),

to a full, complete, and comprehensive, but at the same time

rightly divided oouceplion of the human mind. In the sanu'

way, in tli^ next division of my speculations, the essential sub-

j(‘Ct and projx^r jrim will be to carry that feeling, call it as we
will, whether of pure love, or inner life, or higher truth, whose
exiHteiK'c we have, wo think, clearly estiiblished, through the

crisis of doubt, to a determinate judgment of profound certainty

and unwavering conviction, or at least to a rigorous distinction

between that which is certain, and that which must for ever

remain uncertain.

Now to render in any degree complete that characteristic of

the human mind which it has been our object or endeavoui'

in the prcrioiis Lectures to sketch in detail, we were oWiged
to take in also lliose higher elements which by many are call^

in question, and by some po.sitivoly denied to exist. And
bercin lay die luiturul ground and the occasion for our introduc*
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ing the mention of them, at least as facts of consciousnesh

genemlly acknowledged by the common-sense of mankind.

Not that wc thereby meant to exclude them from a profounder

investigation, or to guard them against the intrusion of tluit

doubt >vluch know’s no limits to its scepticism. We only re-

served them to their approjiriate place in the natural course of

our development of lin ing thought. Some there are, yve know,
who hold even a higher and genuine sense of art, to be a mere
frnoy cither of genius, devoted to and displaying its excellence

therein, or of the mere cUleltanti Others again, and even cele-

brated w'ritors, have explained conscience and its still small

v(jice, by the acquired or instilled prejudice of education or as

the deliLsive etfect of custom. How far more numerous then

must be the doubts which such a system of abnegation of all

that is good and exalted would raise agaiast the Platonic doc-

trine of a rccoUeclioii of eternal love, or that idea which I have

laboured to establish, ofa pure longing after infinity ! If, again,

many question the freedom of the will, they deny, in fact, the

will itself, for a will that ^ not free ceases to be w ill. If, more-

over, others refuse to recognise in all human thought, fictions,

and inventions, anything creatively new' and peculiarly ori-

ginal, seeing therein nothing but repetition or fresh combina-

tions of external impressions, consequently denying to the

human mind all power of invention, then must fancy be denied

to be one of the mind's fundamental powders. in truth, in

such a case, it is nothing more thafii memory, or rather it is

memory fallen into delirium. Others again would refer even

reason itself and thr» e.ssential rational character of ipan simply

to a more delicate semsuous organisation than is possessed by
the most highly endowed among the brute creation. All sucu

Hr)ecial and eccentric opinions form but m many subordinate

chapters of our second i)art, which has for its theme, reason

and doubt, and the state of doubt, which are natural to man.
To it, therefore, they mast lie reserved for investigation. We
cannot anticipate the period of tlieir discussion in the present

place, where our first object i.s. by a developinont of the simple

thought and the general ideas of the inner life, to sketch a

perfect outline of the human mind, which shall take in all

Its higher elements and capacities, as well as the earthly and

Inferior ingredients which are blended wuth them.

Tl:*; thouglit or conception, a^ the general manifestation of
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the inner life, is in its nature and form indefinite, but still a
cogitation, which even at this step is already referred to a paiti-

cular object, and so in its contents limited thereto. An idea or

notion, however, is a conception mathematically proportioned

by number, measure, and weight ; i. e., according to the number
of its several constituents it is carefully divided, and its sub-

ordinate genera enumerated; measured according to its ex-

tent, and according to its internal value and comprehension,

and also its relation to otlier kindred notions of a higher or

lower o^'der carefully weighed and pondered
;
in short, a con-

oeption complete and peifect in itself. Hitherto, therefore,

it has been properly but a single notion that has engaged our

attention, and fonned the subject-matter of our whole specu-

lation—the notion, viz., of the human consciousness. Ibr it

is not merely philosophy to link together in a never-ending

chain its own self-derived and arbitrary ideas, by some spe-

cious rule of necessary connexion. The duty of philosophy

is rather originally to combine facts—and in truth all the

given facts of a certain kind, and within a certain range, in

one clear, intelligible, and perfectly* vivid notion, and it has

gonenilly to do with very few ideas. Two or three ideas, in

short, such as that of consciousness, of science, or of man
himself, arc quite sufficient for its pui^pose of solving* if not

fully and completidy, yet at least to the full extent of what is

not merely possible and allowable, but also wholesome and pro-

fitablc, the three riddles of life, of the univei*se, and of a divine

hope, which lie befoi*e the whole human mind, and tliercby to

amVC at some abiding conviction with regard to them.

Now, iif concluding our development of the human mind,

and adding to it all that is still >vauting to its completeness,

I shall observe tlie same method of ex}X)sitiou as I have hitherto

followed. Leaving for the nonce unuiootcd, the grave ques-

tions whether there be any suoh thing as truth—and, if so,

whether man is capable of recognising and attaining to it in

any degree—and reserving them to their appropriate place

where tltey will naturally arise, I shall adopt into the outline

qf the general notion of the consciousness, all lliosc facts of

it which arc acknowledged by the common-sense of mankind,

I shall, as such, allow them all and no moix? than their due
weight. Occjisionally, however, when any such phenomenon

appears somewhat questionable, I shall add a word or two of
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explanation, in order to guard against the possibility of mis-

conception, or an overliasty inference, setting down the facts

purely as such, and so far as they are already apj)rehonded,

for further investigation and inquiry.

The four oj)posite pf)les or extremes of man’s divided and

discordant consciousness are, I said, its four fuudamenUil

faculties or powers, tuiderstiinding and will, and reason and

fancy. Witli regard to the two first, everj^ one may, both

from internal exj>erien<x) of lus owm self and ironi observation

of his fellow-men, easily arrive at a conviction that they sel-

dom wmrk together in jjorfect hannony, and that the discord

is often the most violent, when eithtT one or both of these

two faculties possess more than ordinary strength. The
marked opposition bctw'eoii reason and fancy revi'uls itself

but too plainly, both in privatt* and public life. Tlu*

men of mere taste and imagination, artistic and poetical

natures (to which category, in a somew^hat loose se nse, verj''

many really Ixdong, though the ha[>py excerptions of true

genius be indeed nire), on the one Imud ;
aiul on the otlier,

the men of practical rea^n—*the utilitarians, who limit their

view's more or less to the piddic advantage to Ix' derived

from this quality of practical reason, and look with di'^trust to

every higher fiight of fancy or feeling, form two hostil(» clusters

of men, who wdth difficulty comj)rehend eacl) otht»r. At least

they arc seldom in a position to undt*rstaud one another’s

feelings, and rightly and fairly to appneiate them. Still

more rare are the exoArptions, where both these facilities and
mental characters are found united in one and the same
iudividuaL

After these four fundamental faculties of the first order,

come certain accessory functioiw of the second order, derived

from or compounded of the former. Of tluxse, eoirscienc e and
memory, ana after them the instinetH and piiKsions, have lu'cn

described m movements of the will, passing over into the

illiniitablo region of the fancy, and coust‘qucntlv holding an

intermediate place lK*twccn will and fancy. \Ve have now
to add a word or two concerning the external scri.s<\s, and

therewith to complete our sketch of the human conscioiLsiu\s‘s

in ita present divided and distracted condition, lint pre-

viously to entering upon this topic, I would, w ith refenmeo

to this loat-inentioned eharactcnatic of instinct, call your at
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tention to a particular species of it, which is not unimpor-
tant, but rather belongs essentially to a complete picture of this

part of the human consciousness. It will, moreover, furnish

a new instance, to show how in nature herself there lies a cause,

or at least a first occasion for many parallels of comparative

psychology, similar to those which have abeady presented

themselves. I am alluding to the artistic instincts displayed by
some of the more sagacious animals, and especially some of

the industrious members of the insect tribe, lliese present a
rimiaik ible affinity to human art, in which all, at least, is not

tJie efiect of teaching. In the lower but still beautifiil degrees

of artistic talent, there is much that seems instinctive in

its operation, and, as it were, unconscious and innate. True
find lofty genius of art cannot be here included. It belongs,

on the contrary, to a difierent sphen\ For in it the uncon-
scious creative faculty is not narrowly restricted to one rigid

])ath or definite form, but has rather for its essential basis a

productive po^ver of imagination, of universal range and ful-

ness, and which, as it were, travails in birth wth the infinite.

Now this notion, thus boiTowed ttom natui-al science, for

the purj)<)ses ofa comparative psychology, seems well applicable

to that pure feeling of infinite longing which is tlie most
exalted of all man's aspirations. According to tlvat idea of it

which I have laboured to eshiblivsh, we c;ui name this pro-

found inward longing, which iiotliing earthly can ever satisfy,

man's instinct of eteniity—an instinct which ol*ten long re-

mains, and at ^he fii'st always is perfectly unconscious of a

higher vocation and divine destiny.

I'he ext?uiial senstvs are in one respect the faithful oigans

and iustrumnits of the imdersbrnding in the material world,

with which it makes its exiierience or observations therein,

and draws therefrom its experimental science. In another

point of view, they may not improperly be termed an applied

or practical fancy, wliich for a definite direction exercises

itself on the individual phenomena of the material world, for

the copying and n'produetion of external impi'cssions on the

organs, as, c. //., of the visible fonn or reduced image^ in the

eye, is in any case nothing but an inferior species or a coIIalK>-

l al brancli of the g('neral faculty of productive imagination^

hut that new and spiritual sense of liigher |K)tcncy, which in

tlic pmely material can only develope itseu aa on exeeption^
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or may appear to be veiled therein,—I mean the keen apprc«

ciation by the ear of musical tones, and the eye for picturesque

beauty of form in the pluvstic ait—can only be regarded as a

lightning-spark of fancy passing along and operating through

this external medium and conductor.

One remark seems of importance in i‘onnexioii with our

whole subject ; at any rate it wnll not bo superfluous, as con-

firming our assertion that tlic threefold principle of human
life in general is found repeated in its single members : and
though oil a smaller scale, is still manifested in the same rela-

tion. We obsenT, therefore, that whatever physiological, or,

it may be, anatomical reasons ph}\siologists may havei for

counting five senses,—and they may be perfectly sufficient

and adeejuate for requisitions of ]>hysi(;al scienee, still,

psychologically, it is far more ai'ourate and also simpler, in a

philosophical sense, to limit their number to three. doubf

,

in the sensation of taste, not only a mechanical contact occurs,

but ther6 is also u chemicjil decomposition of the tasted

matter, by which the sensation of sweet or bitter is producetl.

So too, in smell, although no visible evaporation takes place,

still it is a fact that luuifonn floating particles are thrown off

from the sensible l>ody, and actually taken in by the sentient.

Still these are far from being adequate grounds for making of

them two indejxindent senses. Even in the inner organic?

perception of one s Ixxlily hc'alth and case, and in the opposite?

case of pain, it is something more tlian tlie mere mechanical

contact jfrom without, that is therein sc?nsuously ,perc('i vcd. But
arc we di,sposc‘d on this account to agree with those who propose

to divide still further the single sense? of material \ottch, and
increase the numlier of the senses ? We feel at once that

this would be superfluous, since all these projiosc^d divisions

are, at lea.st in a psychological point of view, to be regarded

simply as modifications—as branches or lower species of one

and the same sense. And by the same analogy, then, we
may reckon all these material senses for one. llius, then, we
hove in all but three senses, presenting in this smaller and

meaner sphere an accurate corre^ndence to the triple man,

and the three elements which make up his whole being-—

body, soul, and spirit.

Of the outer stmses, the eye is incontestably the mast

SfrirituoL The car, whereby we are sentient of sounds, words*
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and voices, and melody, and all music, corresponds to the

soul ; while the sense of material feeling, w^hich is also des-

tined to be the ministering organ and guardian of the health

and wxdfare of the body, is corporeal, and eoiTesponds to the

principle of organic life. After the loss both of sight and
hearing, the body may both be and long continue healthy

and vigorous ; whereas a defect in the sense of feeling, so soon,

at least, as it became general and total, would be the com-
mencement of death, or at least appear to be so, since diseases

temporarily take this form. However, this third and coi*poreal

sense of feeling is not alw^ays cnthcly external and grossly

material. It may develope itself, at least by w^iy of excep-

tion (.since the .sense of art in the cj'e and ear is not universal),

tis a sort of intellectual perception, though still a ])hysical feel-

ing of kindred life and of the inner light, w'hich often gives

rise to a peculiar and remarkable immediate natural sense

(not to call it an instinct) for the invisible, which is enshrouded
within the outward phenomena of life. And though some
w ould fain deny the reality of this capacity, still, inasmuch as

its existence is a matter of fact, adecpiately confirmed by cx-

j)orience, as great, if not greater error may be committed
in the opposite direction. Because this acute natural sense

doe.s unquestionably often Jirrive in a most wojiderfid manner
at a just and right conclusion—or this instinct make most
remarkable divinations—w^e must not, therefore, exalt it at once

into a kind of invisible, iirfalliblc, and, as it were, omniscient

oracle. For such is not to Ix' met w ith in the path of psy-

chology, nor in the whole circle offaculties which belong to man
as man, anu least of all in that critical point of transition out of

the ordinaiT perception of consciousnes.s into a complete state

of unconsciousness, and fiDm this again into a dear and
bright consciousness; which point, even on this account,

seeming to stand midway between light and shade, exhibits

here and there a strong resemblance to the w'orld of dreams.

Such, in general, is the limitation of the human intellect, tliat

reason, as has been already often remarked, can never be

rt^garded as an unerring oracle and infallible organ of truth

;

neither is the clearest understanding and the most experienced

artistic sense, even in its own peculiar sphere, always unerring*

Still less can either the w^ill or the fancy make such a claims.

Even tlic inner voice of con^ctetice^ although its name alludes
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directly to an inward knowing^ and the certainty iXxQWoL*

is not always and universally recognised as such an infallible

guide—otherwise many a thinker and writer on the subject

would not have set up, as necessary to explain at leaNt

some cases, the idea of a mistaken conscience. It ajipears,

then, that this natural senses, even where it exists in the

greatest strength and clearness, must Ix' always n^gjirded

as an entirely indindual and peculiar gift, and can only

be understood and judged of as such. 'I'liis rmnark in-

volves, perhaps, the most important considi‘ration, whicli, in

judging of it, we must always keep in view. Moreover,

even where it really and decidedly exists, whether in a

state of complete or half-consciousness, or in full conscious

wakefulncvss, it always requires the closest observation and
the most watchful ciire iK'fore it can attain to it.s full perfec-

tion. For it.s development must Ix' extremely slow and
gradual. In this resiK?ct it mu.st resemble the exf)ansion of

that high and spiritual sense of art which form.s a bright and
luminous jwint within the niiiterial organ of tin* ear or eye

—

which lies cnshroude<l in the external organ like a spiritual

germ, or—a.s we may jitstly tenn the artist's vision as (‘oiii-

pared w'ith that of other men, an eye trif/iin the eye.

We have now taken a gtmeral view of tin' whole human
mind, finding it to comprise four gri'at fundamental fin ulties

of the first ehiss, and then certain secondary ones—mfunorv.
viz., and conseienec, with the appetites and external .staisi s,

which, at least in the psychological point of view, a])p([*ar to

be mixed forms or derivatives of tlie fonner. Tl\e four first

are occasionally found combined together in due projsirthm.

When this combination is the natural endowment of genius,

they attain to tlicuV noblest energy, and even by a liv(*ly ami
careful development, they often attain (o a mo.Ht exqui.sit<'

unity of ojx'mtion. Mostly, however, we meet with a de-

cided prepomhrrance and exclusive tiscendaiicy of some one,

which in its external efli*ecls is only limited and chrckeil by
the fiict tlmt it i.H thtis isolatcxi. iTie four rarely co-operate

together. And for the most part by their dissension they prow
checks and hindranet's to each other. But not merelv in

the individuu) and his iK'rsonal life and ccmduct, do tlicso

four fimdamental forces display such strength and vital energy

^ In the origiiud the three terms are—Gewissen, Wissea, and Qewuis*
kcit.
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in the grand development of the whole human race
; and

in its history we may also observe tlie same fact. Among
the Cheeks we recognise distinctly and clearly, a profound

and ingenious intellect predominating in life, no less than

in art andsciemee ;
in the Romans, an irresistible and sovereign

foree of will, reducing the world to its subjection, and often

no less gloriously imposing laws on itself ; in the Cliristiau

middle ages, the lovely de\Ices of fancy giving its bold

shapes to life itself as well as to art ; and lastly, in modem
tiiiu s, reason squaring everything to the measure of its own
rnind and laws, coupling often, and associating, or by its

middle terms equating, together the remotest elements, and
not less frequently exercising a destructive energy against

all. and even against itself. Thus this ground-scheme of

human oonseiousness, which fonned the first residt of the

psychological investigation of our own selves, meets us here

also on a gi'ander scale as a part of the world's history, and
in tlie large' dimensions of successive ages and centuries, as

tli(' first striking result in the history of mail’s civilisation

(luring the twenty-five eonturies which, as lying nearest to our

own times, we are best aetjuainted with. Much as may be
wanting to fillup, both in the commencement and the middle;

much, in short, as it would be necessary to add or more closely

to define, if it were our object to draw a universal sketch of the

four historical epochs and age s of tlie civilisation of the world
intliiu the limits best knoVn to us, yet for our immediate object,

thes(» mere hints are suffic'ient. For they prove how, even in

liistorv, iu its place each of these four fundamental jiowers of

man dovmopecl it.self in the most decided form and displayeii

\i mui vellous and uncontrollable energy. Here, too, we see that

an intrinsic (Hiuilibrium between these several powers forms

in general but the rare and happy exception, wliile on the

whole it is mostly wanting. ‘Indeed the alxsence of a com-

plete vital union imd co-operation is but too painfully felt and

perceivji'd in the history of the Avorld.

Quite different, liowever, is the case with tlie mixed and

•mediate faculties of the second rank, which oa-e derived from

the former. To these may be applied the remark we ^atdv

made on the American tribes and languages, iu relation to

that degradation of the human race so especially noticeable

in them, and its still advancing degeneracy and disraem*
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bermcnt. The external senses, whose ineagi*c powers of cogni

tiou are but a sorry make-shift for man’s minch which in its

thiist of knowledge would cinbraee idl existence, the Godhead,

and the univei’se, arc narrowly n'stru^ted to the nuilerinl world

immediately around him. From such slight and unpromising

beginnings, science is no doubt occasionally able to evolve

many a great and noble truth. And even in tlu' extei nal senses

themselves a feeling of art or n clear and ))urc sens(* of natun^

gleams forth at times, like a little spark of purer light. Still

even here many and groat impediments atTect tlu ni and their

sure application. Memory, too, is on the whole little more tliau

a mechaniciil readiness, with difficulty acquired, and soon weak-
ened and blunted. The appetites or instincts an^ liable to num-
berless alxTrations and jiassionate excesses. As to eonscienee.

tliere is but too much reason to fear tliat it is for the most
part in a state of weakness and apathy, dwarfed and mutilated

in its |K)wers and ojK*rations. At Iciist, the remark is no vojy

strange one that conscience, which Ints an (‘ar as well as a

small, still voice, does not always hear very tjuickly. and often

fails to lieair very much that it might and wotiUl do well to listen

to. ^\^u?tluT there are not men who in tliis resjKX't may be con-

sidered j)erfeetly deaf, is a ejuestion which can only Ixi unswcix’d

by an accurate and B|>ecifio history of human erinu's, or by tlu»se

whose calling it is to study this sad and gloomy side of tin*

picture of human life. Such complete moral deadm^KS as this,

however, which Imppily forms a rare exee[>tirm in humanity,

may perhaps be rightly regju*dt»d as a kind of lufinil imbecility

for all higherand moral seiitiment.s, <;ven though it isjraquently

accompanied M'itli great clearness of intellect and a higii

degree of instinctive shrewdness or cunning. On the other

hand, the cases are probably rare, w’hen* fh<^ dcHeate moral
sensibility or inward jX‘rception of right and wrong among
nobler natures, is dcvt4o|Kxl in such puritv and strength,

and carriixl to such a height of }>crfeetion ami stabilky, m the

musical ear and artistic delieney is by great musicians and

aniatimrs of the art. Probably, too, it i.s more .suitable, and

also more jprofttable, for human naturi^ in its present dc'gradecf

state, that its higher mmscs and orgams for tlie invisible ^ould
not manifest tbems^dves in us in all their extranc mid over-

powering energy, and for the most part isliouW but shine with a

suMued light, or, os it were, gleam through some shroudiiig
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envelope. Even of the conscience this is true. At least, it

odmits not of denial, that a few moments' brief enjoyment of a

tnily bright and clear-sighted conscience would be enough to

tear the soul for ever from its present indiflerence, and to plunge
it into an abyss of unspeakable grief, for which earthly lan-

guage possesses no adequate expression, and for which the

human bosom has no suitable notes of lamentation and mourn-
ing. It is therefore only the greater proof of beneficence if the

invisible world, and the mysteries of eternal woe wliich await

the lost ^piiit—in comparison \\ith wliich everj^ earthly pain and
{^11 earthly suffering are as nothing—is in mercy shrouded with

a veil, which only seldom and on rare occasions may lawfully be
lifted. Now, gcnenilly, it is at the uttennost conges of error,

in the veiy depths of dc'gradation, and the lowest level of nar-

row-mindedness, that the first higher impulse and beginning of

happier times exalts itself, opening out the way of retuni to a

newer and better life. The same probably may be the case

in our present shackled and distracted consciousness. Those
very gross mistakes and aberrations to which the limited jmd
discordant faculties are liable, may fhmish the common basis

for the gi’ow’th of another vitally complete and harmonious

co-operating consciousness.

For now' that we have, by the enumeration of these eight

faculties, made a complete sketch of the human consciousness,

the question may arise, naturally enough : Wliich is the com-
mon centre of this sj>here? or what is there found or demon-
strable in tliis centre ?

‘ It was with a view to this question,

that I attempted to give a refined interpretation of the Platonic

idea of ilnfarnmnesis, hiking it to mean tlic recollection of a

higher love, not so much in a former existence as of jmd from

eternity. We explained it, consequently, to be a species of

timiscendcntal memory. And in this sense we justified it,

demonstrating at the same time,* in that other region which is

formed of man's in.stinct and desires, the existence of the

pure idea of infinite longing iis the highest effort of the human
soul. The seuvse of art, and* profound feeling of natural

lieauty, which belong to true artistic genius, arc reeogniseJ

as being in Uieir sphere extraordinary endowments. In the

same way no one wdll wish to deny that the moral feelings

os the natural expression of the inner voice of conscience,

constitutes in social life the fundamental condition and the
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surest foundation for all lofty and noble sentiments. Tlius

feeling is that centre which w'e were in search of, of the other-

wise mvided and distracted consciousness. I might call it

tlie monil feeling, only then it would not be of so universtd an
application as it really is. For the moral asjx^ct constitutes

only a single view and energ}” of the whole, since the feeling

of art, and every otlier kind of higlier sentiment, belongs e<|\ially

to it. With much greater ))ro])riety I might term it tlu‘ inner.

by way of distinction from the external and material s(‘nse of
feeling. Less clear than the understanding, and not so de(U(h‘d

or definite as the will, with more vitality and life than the

reason, but at the same time more narrovvl}^ limitetl tlum the
fancy; the immediate sphere of individual (‘xistcuue—feeling,

occupies the central space Ix'tween the four fundanu'Htal

faculties, as well as lK‘t\veen the four intermediati* fa(‘idties of
the second order. It is the aj)parently inditlerent, but in

truth the full and living centre of consciousm^ss, where every
vibration of all the other isulattsil |K)wers uuct and ctoss, either

neutralising each other, or combining togt'tluT into new life

and hannouious co-opeifation. It admits, inde(‘d, of the most
various degrees of development and of every kind of progres-

siun, from the simplest, almost inditfenuit, and passive staise

of mere cxi.stcnce, up to the highest self-sacritieing enthu-
siasm, which hee<ls no fonn or pliasc* of death, <»r nj) to that

liigliest state of nipture whi(*h loses itse lf on tlie \ery verge of

unconsciousncsss. In this resp<‘ct we might U(dl s;iy with the

p<x't, “ Feeling is all/’ It is the centn* of life, and tlie heart

of the whole, each single and individual facult}, in and by itse lf.

bt4ng, jis compared with it, but “ aoisi\ powder, ifml sinokt
“ shrouding the bright em])yrean.’’ And yvt this e<*ntre of the

coasciousncvss is not, however, such as to In^abh', by its inherent
force and activity, to organic and regulate tlu* whole, lioliling

in union all those otherwise Isolati d |k»v(ts and statics of tlu*

human mind. In this rcsjxct it is, on tin* whole, jwissive.

Indeed, viewxd in a mor«; accuratt* light, ftrling is wot so

much an individual and peculiar faculty as an entirely form-

and ii)definiU\ but still vitally moved and frequently

excited, condition of the ronsciouswess, which is to fom
the point of transition from its nreiiicnt state of fourfold

division, into the living, ixifect, ana hannonious co-ojK'nition

of its triple state When reason and fancy have ceased to be
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divided, being restored to oneness by the living feeling, but
are blended together in the thinking and loving soul, we have
the basis on which a restoration of the consciousness to har-

mony and perfection must in every case be commenced. When
the groat faculty of the understanding no longer stands aloof by
itself, coldly inactive

;
when the strong will ceases, by its blind

obstinacy, to impede its own efibrts; when the two have now
grown together into an effectual potency of the life-enlightened

spirit, in which every thought is at once an act, and every word
a powoi (a state which is only possible and attainable in this

ocuitro of a higher love)—^we have then the second step on the

path of return to the original perfection of the consciousness.

But before I attempt to add to this scale of progi'cssion, the

last lenii which is yet wmiting, I must episodically introduce?

and discuss another question. It relates to the phenomenon
of judgirient, whieix as yet has not had its place assigned to it

in the consciousness. Is it to be considered as an inde*-

jxendeut faculty of the soul, and in what relation docs it stand

to the other mental powers? Now, by judgment, in the

merely logical sense, nothing more is understood than the

connecting of a predicate with a subject. For instance, in

the complete syllogism, All men are mortal
;
Cuius is a

man, tliorefore Oaius is mortid,” the minor promise, where
the middle or general term is specially ap})lied, and conse-

quently predicated of an individual, alone forms sueh a judg-

ment. Now, .since it is* the reason that logically connects

ihouglits together, it is not easy to see >vhy this one act, by
which the predicate and subject are connected, should be

sejxarated from all others and set up and regarded as an indo-

jK'iident and especial faculty. For by so doing notliing is

e.xplaincd, and an unnecessary addition is made to the sub-

divisions (already toe nunu*rous) of the human mind and its

thinking powers. Quite other\vise, however, is it with imo-

ther class of judgments, which, in fiict, are highly deserrfng

the name. For these in their proper sphere actually decide.

And their decisions are generally regarded as authoritative

liecause they are based on iiatunxl tiilents, a practised eye, a

multifarious and extensive experience, a long study of the

matterU they are concerned about, wdxich in practice render

^lixem more or less certain and trustworthy. In this case the

pect of judg^nent is no simple ftinction of the thinking faculty.
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It is rather the sum of the manifold elements and spiritual

perceptions on wlueh it exercises itself, and which it pre-

supposes. For the most part it is tlie hi*2^hly complicated and

composite result of many fundamental premises. We cannot,

however, reckon this hijijher function of judgment in aiiy pav-

ticuloi* sphere as a peculiar mental faculty, since in such a

cfasc a special one must needs he assumt‘d for every one.

For a right discrimination in any one sphere dot's not by any
means imply equal certainty in another. Mort'over. the seve-

ral species and bninches of the general gift are found to exist

tpiite .separately and distinct from each other. Since, thet?.

the general notion of an indepeiult*nt faculty docs not atlbrd

a satisfactory explanation of tht‘ phenomena ofjudgment, wt*

must .seek it in some other direction. And here a few examples
will greatly tend to illustmte the whoh' matter. How much,
for instance, is eompri.sc^d in a geiiuitu' artistic judtnnt'nt ! It

is compounded of a multitude of observation.s, impression.s,

refk'ctions, and emotioms. And yet the opinion resulting from
all these is simply one, and definitely comprised in (uu' simph*

sentence. Suppose the opinion pronounced to In*, that this or

that l)eautiful and ancient painting is not from tiu' niust<'r to

whom it is commonly a.«icribcd, but K longs rather to this or

that other .school. Of course I am not supjmsing the cas<'

where such an as.sertion can be proved luHtorieally bv docu-
mentary evidence. In such a am* the fle<*ision wuu^d tuni

on a matter of fact, an<l not on jUfignu nt, at least, not on
true artistic judgment. The judgment in (iu(*Hiion m\ist prin-

cipally, if not entirely, be drawn from the work i^*lf—from
the style of the handling, and similar indicittions, by a pnictiml
and almost infalitble tact. Ho various, in short, and manifold
are the olm^rvations on which such an artistic judgment de-

])ends, that they often fumt.sh iiuitter (or a whole lK>ok, or at

l4?a«t for an essay. Wht'nevor, how*ever, it is n*ttUy artistic

disceniment. and not merely historical knowledge, lliat is in-

vol%%*d, WT invariably meet with some one point or other

which does not ailmit of mathematical detnonstmtion, and on

w'hich the ultiniaU* thTision must lie left to each man's per#-

soaal Judgment, or that immedtaU^ preeption which forms

a fechng of art. Most justly, therefore, does our tanfj^iage

closely connect the two expreaskms. For a tnie artiatie judg-

ment (Ann»/rirMri/) in itself nothing else than this intuitive
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feeling of art {Kunstgefahl) appli(‘d to a special case or sub-

ject, and brought out in perfect cleaniess and comprised in

a. definite shape. Just so is it in the sphere of social life

\vitli regard to the judgment on what is proper: the feed-

ing, in short, of propriety. Here, for instance, it is no un-

common question whether this or lhat word, spoken in some
delicate posture of affairs, was really necessary, exactly what
was right to be said and tlioroughly suitable, or altogether

ill-cho .cn and miseasonable. Or with regard to some step still

in contemplation, it may be disputed whether such or such a
method be the best and the most appropriate. How many little

niceties and delicate considerations are here involved, which
a tine feeling can alone enter into ? What various and in-

tricate contingencies, for which it is often difficult to find

words sufficiently expressive, must ^uch a judgment take into

account, in its (leliberation on such matters .iVnd in social

converse on such instances, is not the casting-voice generally

left to the acute sensibilities and quick tact of woman r

Vov in all such cases the decision* invariably depends upon
an immediate feeling of propriety, which, though first called

forth and developed by the socual intercourse of life, is in truth

original and innate. Such, indeed, it ever must be. For where
it docs not cxi.st naturally, it can never be leanit nor artificially

acquired. The original M ant of this inward feeling can never

be replaced by any varnish of external culture, howevcT bril-

liant. And the case is also the same oven in the sphere of

science ; for instance, in the shrewd, searching glance by which
the skilfu?physician takes his diagnosis of disease

; or in the

clear, j)er8picacious sagticity which enabh's the judge, in some
highly complicated suit or doubtfid criminal tri^, to seize

the right point on which truth and* justice hinge. For in

judicial case's, with nmch that admits of demonstrative pn>of,

or which, as matter of fact, is unquestioned, there is still

more where nothing but this psychological i>enctration, long

practised in such matters, and to which ]>ast experience has

given confidence in itself, can immediately see through all

me sophistical wiles not only of the pleadings and tlie skilfiil

advocate, but also of the litigant parties themselves, or of the

crafty criminal.

Tho same remark applies also to a sphewj, apparently,

indeedi related to tlic one last mentioned, but in fact esseiu

2o2
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tially difforent and widely remote from it. I allude to th<i

inemiig tact of the exporioiiced statesman, by which he

not only penetrates, tlirou^h his knowledge of mankind, the

political de>it»'n8 of (»thers, l)\4t is also enabled to read the

^rciit ev(‘nt> of th(‘ world and their timdeneies, and infallibly

to seize the rij^ht moment for action.

In all these instances umd many otluTS mi^ht easily be

added it is upon an immediate ])ereeption or fe»*lin^ of what
is rij4:ht, that the decision finally turns. And this fact is

almost coidesscd by such expn‘ssi(>ns as a penctratinjz;,

irtanct\** an unerrinir and many .similar om‘s to Ik*

found in our own and other hi^niy eultivat(‘d Ianp;ua^es.

Such a judji^ment may therefore not inaptly be termed an

intelleetual feelinj'. For it implh^s the existence of intellect.

And this not only ns an inborn natural talent, for the s|>eeiai

domain within which tlu* jud';mi‘nt is to bt^ exercised, but

moreover, a certain <levc!opment of the understanding,

strenjrthened by lon^ practi<*(\ and confirmed by varied i*xpe-

rieinv in the particular pro\inee. lJut still, with this intcl-

leetiial element there is invariably mixed a feclin^T. or imme-
diate jHreeption, of what is and just. It is this, in

short, that profK rly deci<les and makes tlio opinion idtimately

expressed to be a judgment. On this accoatit I cannot attri-

bute the act of judj^ffuent exclusively to the undt i*standin«:,

for the former involves something ijwore than the siinph* inti‘b

h'Ction (d’ a sin^he ohject It compri'-cs at the sanu» time a

rif^orons cli.stinctioii Ix twc^en twoolyeets, ora decision Indwacn
yes and no. Perhaps, tluTcfore, the Inst and m5st perftrt

explanation of judpnent would )k' to call it lUt intelli|rcnt

fcelinjr <;f a correct discriininatiuiK compriM'd and «'xprcsstMl,

and also coruirninicated to others, in a ^em'ral form. Hie
last meT»tioned (pjality, fumaner, flocks not always to

thejudgment, since it often rcmaiiwi merely intc rnul ; at leitst,

it does not fimn an f*s.sentifd or neccKsiiry |mrt of it.

Thus, then, this dign ssion (though in tnilh it is not pro-

fjcrly a digres-sion, sinct* the <|tH^ti(>n eoneerning tJie faeultv

of judgment, and the position it ocrnipif’ii in (he whole soul*

is c»mmtifilly connected wath the e<*iiKuhTalion of the latter.)

has again led us back to feeling, os the living centre of the

entire ccirmnousness, wlu‘re all its extreme tendencies con-

verge and reunite. Here it is that ttie diJI and unpromising
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State of calm, contemplative indifference meets top;ether witli

the highest excitement of enei-getic activity, the lowest and
most insignificant states of consciousness being found there,

Jis well as the most exalted and most sublime—^the entlm-

siasm that carries all l>ofore it, no less than the clear self-

possession in the spirit's feeling of a discernment of ti’uth,

or, as I called the judgment, an intelligent perception of

what is right and just. In this advance of feeling in the

mind or spirit {geistigen) up to (hat height of self-possession

and Clearness at which it receives the name of judgment,
•the fonner bear# the same relation to the latter as the mere
thought, in its first vague generalitv, doc‘s to the notion which I

have defined to be a thought perfectly divided into its organic

members, and mathematically measured both inwardly and
outward—^both, {, as to extent and comprehension.

Now this inward feeling, taken in the full comjirehensive

sense of the word, is the same as wliat I previously called

sense, when I spoke of the human consciousness as consisting

of s[)irit, soul, and sense. In these places, however, you will

remember, I reserved to a future opportunity the further and
closer determination of the relation in which this general

sense stands to the other two elements of the mind. But
inasmuch as the notion of sense always carries us back to a

special kind of sensation, limited to and only o])en to a special

sphere of objects, the expre.ssion of an inward feeling seems

fai’ more strictly ajiproprhite to the third element of the mind.

For the term feeling, by its vague generality, comprises all

objects of consciousness, or, in other words, all kinds and
species of x higher sense. Now, this higher and all-embracing

intcnial feeling is the starting-point from which wc must set

out if w'C would hope to arrive at the complete reunion and

living co-operation •vhich marks the consciousness in its ori-

ginal threefold state. It is ifot, however, the key-stone of

eonsummation. It is simply the foundation on which all the

rest must be built, or it is the deep fountain out of which rich

nourishment springs up on all sides for the otlier two elements

pf the mind, the vsoul, viz., luid the spirit. The latter two, in

fact, constitute the whole essence of the inner man. Now,
since the spirit is an active faculty, while the soul, though

possessed of a creative vitality, is on the whole mostly pas-

sive. their undivided union and constant co-operation may,
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by >vay of figure, be desij^rnated as an iniior intellectual uni r.\

or inarriajj^i' in tbe consciousness. Indeed, we mi^ht not

inaptly explain man s essence as consisting in the spirit being

wedded to its soul, and in the soul Ix'ing thereupon clothed

with an organic body. Ihit, to pursue the .same motaplior:

this marriage botwetai spirit and soul is not always a happy
and hannonious union. Wlnuicver the soul, drawn otf by

every i xU riial impression and attraction, loses itself in the

numitbld ways and by-ways of the material world, or wandei’s

to an un.safo distance with fancy, as she roams at liberty amid
the things of sense ; wheneY<T the sj)irit, trusting to its own*

inherent powers, follows their dictates alone, and rcToguises no-

thing alHjve, and disn^ganls all that is without, itself, then this

maiTiage is invariably distracted by pa'vvit)nate diseonl and
unquiet. Here, perhap'i, as well as in the exttunial world, the

words ap()ly :
** What (io<l liatli joined together, let no man

j)ut asuiuler.” A complete and total divorce is iiuh'od scarcely

conceivable, such is the coherence (d* tin* liviiig conseiotisness.

lly death alone is it pos.sible to lx* bnmght about, or perhaps

also by that Haming sworfl of the Holv Word, which it is said

jnerees to the boru* and marrow, dividing soul ami spirit.

Wher<‘ the first bond of union was given by <iod, it must
hv maintained and continually strengthtmed by recurring to

this supreme centre, if it is to be p<*nnanent and to hmk
finally for jH?rfecti<m, This is oidy jiossible wla re the spirit

rt‘CogniM'S a divine standard alx)ve*itsi.’If, and where in all

its thoughts, works and deeds, it acts upon this (waltetl }.>rin-

eiple, and where also the wul see ks IxTore all things this

eternal centre of love, and is ev<‘r reverting to it. In .such a

rase Imth soul and sj)iril are united in (Jod, or at least are

ever yearning for sueli a uniim. And, in truth, nothing more
is re(}uircd of man than what has always and everj^where

n quired of him, though, alas ! this requisition has seldom

b'cn fully reali,Hi‘d, (hwl, tlu*ii, is the key-stone wdnch hoUb
together the whole huinau consciousness ; and this i» the jwunt

to which our investigati<*n has. step by step. Ikvu leading us.

And now our notion of the whole scheme and delineation o£

the human mind is coTiqilefe.

Its g< lu ml Viwisis at«l outline. >utch ns wc find it within our-

S4dvr*s, is fortned by the four fuiiflainental facultien first

die«iorilx.<i, togeth^sr with four others ot a lower and secondary
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order. Feeling—the inner feeling, t. e ,—comprising every

higher form thereof, is its centre. It is that by which w^e first

are awakened to its present existence, and also at the same
time the point at which we puss into a higher state, wherein its

operation will be more vivid and its union more harmonious.

But as to the threefold life of the inner man, it consists in

spiiit, soul, and God, as the third, in whom the first two are

imited, or at least must seek their union.

In proportion, therefore, as this key-stone is removed from

the human mind, it falls a prey to discord and the isolation of

its several powers
;

nay more, the latter sink continually

lower and lower, and fall from one depth of degradation to

another. And when occasionally, as in the might and strength

of genius, there occurs a preponderance of some one facidty,

it exercises for the most jjart a destructive tendency against

the harmony of the whole, checking, if not suppressing alto-

gether, the free developments of other powers as necessary and

as essential as itself.

END OF nnexuaJK v-.
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LECTURE VI.

Accokding to that outline of the human mind which we
have just sketched, its whole alphabet, so to speak, consists

but of twelve letters or primary elements. These arc formed
first of all into the stem syllables or radicals of higher truth

and knowledge, out of which again, in the inner language of

true science, entire w'ords and connected propositions are con-

structed. And these again miLst fiulher combine into one
universal key and all-embracing fundamental word of life.

In this internal alphabet of the consciousness, however, there

is one point on which a few w'ords of further explanation

are necessary to a right understanding. And it is one of the

very highest consecpience, since it concerns the final aim or

even the first foundation, being nothing less than the centre

of life and perfection of itnity. God, it is said, must fonn the

key-stone in the arch of the whole consciousness ; and no
other real point of union can be found. But now God is Mutli-

out, or rather above, the human mind. How tht*n are we to

designate that by and through which thi.<* centre of unity, which
we feel and acknowledge to be rais<‘d far above us, is to he

seized and retained, so that it may livingly operate within u.s ?

I know no (;ther way of indicating it than by the word idea—
the idea, viz., of the divine and of the Divinity Himself. As
then feeling form.s the common centre of life for tli(flower and
ordinary consciousness of man and its eight elementary facul-

tie.s, so it is this idea that, as the third intenial principle, makes
up, together with spirit and soul, the higher threefold living

consciousnes.s. But by this idea wc mean not a merely spe-

culative or abstract gnd dead idea, but an effectually operative'

and living idea of a God, who having life in Himself, is the

source from whicli all life proceeds. In its outward form, and

as compared with the other functions of the consciousness

or acts of the tliinkiiig faculty, this idea is a notion. At the

same time, however, it is also a figure or a symbol. For it is

only figuratively that that which is not so much inconceivable,

as rather transcends conception^ being far above and bey«)ud
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nil possible notions, can be at all indicated. It is by symbols
alone that such can bo conceived or comprehended. Indeed,

the word idea in its orip;inal Greek sense alludes to some kind
of visible fijji^uro and figurative shape lyin^ as it were within

the notion itself. All that is hi«*hest of every species can only

be apprehended by such a mode of thinking as is at the same
time both logical and symbolical—in w'hich the logical thought
of reason and the symbolical of imagination—the scientific,

viz., or of that which in cognition is the inw’ard productive

faculty, are once mon in unison, being thoroughly combined or

wholly blended togetlu r. 'I'hc idea, however, is not merely a
Vonception, whicli is a notion, and yet. at the same time, as

])roperly transcending all notion, a figure or symbol; but
looking to the inward form of the consciousness, rather than
to the object itself, it is a conception wdiich is also a feeling.

Indeed, w ithout the supposition of the latter it cannot exist,

and strictly speaking is not even conceivable. That this in

the case, the following instance w’ill fully sliow^:—llow could

we, if w’e wdshod it, suggest the idea of true love, or make it

clear and comj)rehensible to one w^hodiad never felt anjlhing of

the kind, and wais, in short, totiully incapable of such a feeling ?

Properly, liowTvcr, and in scientific rigour, there is only one

idea truly so calk'd. And that is the one idea of the Godhead.

All else that w'o call ideas, wdiether in this higher significa-

lion, or in a kindred and similar sense—like tlie innate ideas

without number of which the Platonic philosophy speaks, or

that idea of true love w'hich I lately alluded to, having pre-

viously made freejuent use of such expressions, and intending

to do so figain wdionevcr they appear calculated to lead to

accuracy of distinction or vividness of indication—all such

can only be calknl ideas in a certain sense and analogy. Such

a mode of speech, however, is allow^able whenever we are

treating of such notions and conceptions as stand in any rela-

tion to the higher and divine, hor, ooutqmplated fron\ this

spiritual centre of the divine idea, they shine in a new light.

Being purifi(»d in its flame, they seem to be elevated and

brought many degrees nearer to this one supreme idea of the

living God, in all His perfection and beauty. In all its fulness

and completeness, however, this idea cannot truly be said to be

innate in the human mind. At most there arc there only the

elements of it. viz., the remembrance of eternal love (whicli
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Plato’s doctrine of the anamnesis, when purified, amounts t)),

the infinite longing, the voice of conscience, and then com-
pleting the number, as the fourth element, comes the genuine
and exalted enthusiasm for art and natural beauty. All these

higher elements, however, of the divine in man, form but a
weak echo of the whole. They are, as it were, but so many
fiiint dying notes, or the first infantine lispings of this one
dhine idea, which in its full force and brightness must be
given, imparted, and revealed

; w'hilc that which is thus given
and experienced, and indeed personally experienced, can only
be embraced, understood, and retained by faith through love..

He who has never had any feeling or experience of God,
who is a stranger to love, and incapable of faith of any kind,

to such an one, so long as he remains in this state, it would
be lost labour to speak of God, or of the divine idea, with all

that flows immediately from it. This idea may indeed exist as

a rational notion necessarily emanating from our oum cogita-

tions. But in this form, as the creature of our own concep-
tion, but not as given and revealed, it is little better than the

fixed reflection of ourselves~the objective projection of our
own Me. For such in all purely rational systems it ever is

—

emptied and utterly void of all effectual living power, and of

all truth and reality. But when the idea of (iod has been
r^eived by a higher experience (and thus only can it be
\dtally imparted), then may we in truth call it divine. For it

is now no longer the barren, unfruitful idea that it is in all

other cases, but it contains in itself an effectual living and life-

giving energy.

The fundamental elements of the human consciotisness are
then twelve in number. Tlie first universal basis is formed
by the eight special faculties, with love as their living centre.

To these must be added the three principles of the higher
inward life—soul, spirit, and the idea of the divine~such as
we have accurately defined and characterised it. ITiese

together I have called the alphabet of the consciousness.

And this alphabet, like a fixed and established logical notion,

I shall henceforth adopt in this precise shape and numl)er,

making it, without any essential variation, the basis of my
subsequent remarks. It is no doubt of great advantage, and
even necessary for the elucidation of any matter, rigorously
to separate the several elements of the general notion, duly
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arranging them, and accurately preserving their number.
Still we may be over-anxious in this respect. And, indeed,

language itself is not always very precise in its designations

;

and the dilferent dialects of human speech, with their fluctuat-

ing phraseology, often assign a ditferent rank and position to

the parts of the same whole. Much, for instance, is set down
as an independent faculty, which, more correctly regarded, is

but a state—or even only a passage from one state into another

—or it may be merely a natural talent
;
or perhaps some such

happy coincidence and harmonious co-opemtion of several

lM)\vers of the soul as constitutes true genius. An instance

of this kind gave rise to that question which so lately engined
our attention, whether the judgment is rightly to be con-

sidered a special faculty
; and, if not, how is it in strictness

of truth to be designated? And in a similar respect, I now
find occasion to say a few words on wit, as being nearly

related to judgment, (if the latter be, as I have explained it,

an intelligent feeling,) and as holding an intermediate position

between judgment and genias. For now we have given a
complete sketch in outline of the wHole consciousness, it is

desirable to fill in, as completely as possible, all the lesser

and nicer features. In other words, it is expedient to assign

their proper place in the entire consciousness to those pro-

perties of soul and spirit which are not so much simple or

first principlcii as complex phenomena of a secondary order,

and compounded of several distinct elements. Now wit, like

judgment, is an intelligent feeling, marked, however, with the

qualities of imraediateness and pertinency. But it is not,

like the judgment, associated always with a special know-
ledge and insight. On the contrary, wit often arises from a

certain naive ignorance of the entire pro\Thce to W’hich be-

longs the object on which it exercises itself. We might almost

say tliat the disposition to wit consists in an universallg in-

telligent feeling, for its quickness of perception is confined to

no particular department of life, but exercises itself on life

in general, and finds thereai its proper arena. But this

^escribes rather the notion of wW is commonly called

sound sense,” or natural intelligence,” which, in itself, is

not wit, and is often found existing totally miaccompanied

with the latter. Nevei'theless, this at least is manifest, that

if an individual be said to be entirely devoid of judgment*—
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which is nearly the same as saying that he possesses no tniellu

gmt feeling in any species or form—it would be in vain in

such a person to look for much, if any, wit. Tliat. more-

over, which forms the chief characteristic of wit, and essen-

tially distinguishes it from judgment, is its unconsciousness.

On this very account children even, if they be at all lively,

are often witty. And, indeed, this childish wit forms perhaps

one of the most graceful of its many fonns and kinds. To
prove how greatly this childish wit depends on its very un-

consciousness, we may appeal to^ fact, which moreover will

teach us at the same time not ^«tty too much stress on tlie

fact, if children, even at an early age, appear vciy clever

and witty. It is no iinfrequent obsenntion that when chil-

dren, by the development of their understandings, attain to

greater clearness of consciousness, their wit suddenly ceases,

and their character assumes a touch of dry, sobunn, but still

childish earnestness. That genial unconsciousness which ever

remains the property of true wit, both of social conversation

and of poetry, at once fomns and attests its affinity with genius.

But, still, wit alone is hot a complete creative power. By
itself it rarely gives birth to aught. It is but a single ele-

ment, w’hich is added as the last finishing grace to all the

creative productions of fancy—and to every other work in

which a fertile and original mind gives utterance! to its

thoughts. On this account it manifests itself in tlio most
varied and opposite forms. It is. not limited to social con-

versation, or to art and pootiy, blit evem in philoso]}hy—and
the Socratic especially—assumes a peculiar and important

place as the essential ingredient of irony.

Now the variety of form.s in which wit so richly displays

it.self is a further point of resemblance between it and judg-

ment. Still this common property ba.s a different cause in

each. The immediate judgment, or intelligent feeling, pre-

sents BO gicat a variety of forms, because the human mind is

not equally conversant in every province of thought, being

generally familiar with some one in particular. But in the

case of wit, it is its vciy versatility, by wdiich it suits itself

to and insinuates itself in every object of intellectual atten-

tion, that is the source of its manifold divei*sity. But that it

would carrj^ us far l>eyond our present limits, it would lie

highly instructive in a scientific point of view to take a
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survey of all the several forms in which this mental quality

g\ishes forth in all the rich fulness of genius.

Ilut now, since our exposition of the human mind has been

hitherto carried on by means of a parallelism with the idea of

language, it will not be out of place to make a few remarks

here on the real alphabet, or the elementary letters of different

languages, as bearing a relation to what we have called the

alj)habet of the consciousness. For the former presents more

than one remarkable ailjilogy with the higher principle of the

inward life, and its whole organic framework. Properly sylla-

l)les, and not letters, form the basis of language. They are

its living roots, or chief stem and trunk, out of which all else

shoots and grows. The letters, in fact, have no existence,

except as tlie results of a minute analysis
;
for many of them

are difficult, if not impossible, to pronounce. Syllables, on

tlio co;itrary, more or less simple, or the complex composites

of fewer or more letters, arc the primary and original data of

language. For the synthetical is in every case anterior to the

elemeuls into which it admits of rA'senution. The lettei-s,

therefoi e, first arise out of the chemical decomposition of the

syllables. Put the results of this analytical process are very

ditferent in different languages, as is proved by the difference

of results in the variety of alphabets. While in our own we
reckon four-and-twenty letters, in many others the number is

far greater. In those oriental languages nearest akin to our

o>m, they amount to more than thirty; while tlie Indian

family counts as nuiny as fifty.

It formsmo easy problem to indicate most of these by our

European characters; and to pronounce them requires the

organs of speech to be more tlian ordinarily flexible. On the

other hand, j)rofoun(l and jihilosophieal inquirers into lan-

guage, by rejecting all mere ^lodifications of liarslniess or

softness m the same sound, and whatever is maiiifehtly a mere

variation of the same letter, or a mere compound of simpler

tones, have reduced the wliole aljihabet to ten primary ele-

ments. According to this system, which has not been csta-

blisheil witliout great acuteness, so much at least is evident,

:hat properly there are but three vowels,^ instead of five, os

* The three primary vowels, acconling to fiopp and Grimm, are i, tc,

€ and 0 being diphthongal compounds of at and ao respectively. Th.‘

txttxw appears from a, comparison between the Greek Lallti
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we usually count them, the E being a softened I, and U a

deadened or faint 0. The diphthongs, and other tones inter-

mediate between the simple vowels, in wliieh the German is so

rich, are evidently to be considered but as so many musical

transitions from one to the other. We may here appeal to the

Hebrew, as being in its system of letters, notwithstanding its

otlier ancient oriental features, highly simple and profoundly

significant and coherent.* Its two-and-twenty characters may
be divided into two orders, 'flic fust and liighor, as I would
term it, contains the throe vowels, the aspirates (of which
more by-and-bye), and then the simplest and softest (they

might almost be called the child's) consonants, B, D, G. The
twelve letters of the second contain all the other gi*ossoi,

more corporeally-sounding consonants. Usually, iiuh^ed, all

letters, and especially consonants, are classed into labials,

linguals, and dentals, according to the organs principally

employed in their uttei-ance, distinguishing, on the same
principle, certain nasals and gutturals. But however correct

this classification may be in an anatomical point of view, and
physiologically considered, still, for that })arallel, which is

grounded in nature itself, between speech and thought, and
for the analogy which subsists between man's inward and out-

ward language, it is both unsatisfiictory and uninstructivc.

For it looks exclusively to a single aspect. The ordinary

grammatical division also of letters into vowels mid con-

sonants, is at least incomplete. It would far more correct

to associate with them a third class of aspirati's. For the

latter may be distinguislied from the former by many a

characteristic property, even though th(*y are indicated by
signs which resemble those of the other class and often

spharaf and our sphere; or, again, from Movcrai, Musa% pronounced by

US, Mu8€ ;
or from the Ionic form of dat. plur. aif. To prove that an

gives 0 ,
it will be sufficient from many instances to give one :—the Latin

paucit in the Spanish and Italian dialects of the Romance is poco.

The simple alphabet of ten elementary soumls may stand thus :

—

Three vowels . • « . a, i, u.

Three consonants . . . p, t, k, or b, d, g in the mediate form. r.s

given by Schlegel.

Three liquids . . . . 1, n, r.

Sibilant s,

—

Trafa.
* On the Hebrew alphabet see Latham’s *'Tbe English Language,’*

184.

—

*rran$.
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pass into and may be resolved into them. In the various

alpliabctical systems the aspirates stand out most indivi*

dually. They assume the most diversified forms, eu in their

mode of notation, and it would almost seem as if the ethereal

breathing which floats around them refused to be corporeally

fixed and confined with as much easiness as the other ele-

ments of language. In some languages, as the Greek, for

instance, according to the extant system, which belongs not

to the earliest period of its development, the principal aspira

lion is not denoted by a letter, but is indicated in the same
Vay as an accent. In the oriental, and, generally, in all

ancient languages, the aspirates, according to the different

i’onns into whicli they enter, hold a very important place. It

almo.st seems tJiat the more a.spirated a language is, the

nearer it is to its original state. It is also remarkable, that

wherever this element appears in undiminished vigour,

it gives to die whole language a character of antiquity and
grandeur, and lends to it a pervading tone of spiritual gravity,

such as has been observed in the Arabic, and prevails also in

a liigli degree in the Spanish
; though, indeed, an undue pre-

valence of this high an<l solemn note, unrelieved by others, is

apt to degenerate into monotony. In our own German the

aspirates Avere originally far more numerous than they are at

j)resent. And, generally, the more a language is softened

down and refined by daily use and conversation, the more it

loses this impress of antiquity. And it even happens wnth

some, as with the French, for instance, that the aspirates

cease to articulated, even though they are still marked.

Now while the aspirates form the spiritual element in the

whole system of elementary sounds; in the vowels, on the

other hand, predominates the soul-full voice of song. These,

in short, foim the musical ensouling principle of language.

The less a language is OA crlu^len ‘Avith coiLsonants, and the

more fully the simple vowels .sound out, the bettor adapted is

it for music and songs. The consonant.s, on the other hand,

Avhich only in part imitate sound, make np the material ele-

ment of language. They are no doubt necessarj' to the rich-

ness of a language, and its variety of expression: neverthe-

less, when they greatly predominate, they render it cori>oreal

and heavy.

Now this remarkable analogy between this division of the
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alphabet into aspirations, vowok, and consonants, and th<j

triple principle of hiinian life and operation, avS consisting of

spirit, of sonl, and of body, or of a bodily extinior, I could not

but notice in passing, and throw out as distinctly as possible.

But now this analogy and parallel between speech and
consciousness presents another view of the matter, which it

ap])rars desirable to consider. In the alphabet of the human
consciousness, which furnishes the several elements out of

which syllables and then words are framed, which again fonu
the first elements of all man's higher knowledge, I M*ould pre-

eminently consider as its vowels those (‘termil feelings of the

Godlike ’which have their foundation in the very nature of

man. Now it is usual to designate these fundamental feelings

of man as faith, hope, and love (charity). But, however
customary it may be to class the three together, the intrinsic

connexion between them is not easily pointed out. And yet,

perhaps, if we have recourse to another analogy with the

visible world, it will ludp us to trace this bond of union.

This method will probably be both easier and simpler than

a direct refutation of erroneous views on the subject, or any
critical enumeration of cUmients which in the psychologictal

apprehomsion arc incorrectly assoeiulc'd with tln'iii. Now
these three feelings or properties, or states of the conscious-

ness, may be regarded us so many organs for the cognition

or the perception, or, if the term be ])referred, fi^r the sug-

gestion of the divine. In this re.spcct, tlicn, and relatively

to their different modes of appndu nsion, we may compare
them with the external senses and their organs. Thu.s love,

in its first soul-exciting contact, abiding attraction, an<l

finally complete union, striJvingly corresponds to tlu* external

sense of feeling. Faith is the inner ear of the spirit which is

open to, catches up, and retam.«i the imparted word of a higher

revelation. Hope, howi ver, is the eye, whose clear vision

discerns, even in the remote distance, the objects of its pro-

found and ardent longing. Tlic latt<?r brings us to a

thoroughly vivid idea (or rather presupposes the existence)

of faith, according to Avliieh it is no arbitrary and artificial

idea, but one real throughout and vital. Altlumgli intel-

ligent and spiritual, it is still a feeling, and ultimately rests

also on a feeling, that, viz., of lovti, out of which, as its root

and foundation, it arises. Indeed, faith is nothing else thou
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love, through a pure will, maintained witli consistency of

character; and this applies to it even in its nobler relations

among human things, and docs not apply to it merely in a
higher and divine reference.

In the last age (if it be not also in the present), the notion

of faith was taken in a ve.ry different sense, and the phraseo-

logy arising from that view is, in part at least, still preva
lent. On this account a few explanatory words are neces-

saiy for the sake of caution and distinction. The following is

the historical occasion or scientific origin of this otlier notior

faith. At a late period of so-called enlightenment, in the

midst of which, however, many grave misconceptions pre-

vailed, rc‘ftson was set up as the sole authority. As the highest

and gn^atest of man’s endowments, it was almost deified,

whatever did not appear at once and easily explicable by
reason, being forthwith and indiscriminately pronounced a

prejudice, and as such to be got rid of with all diligence.

In this state of tilings, modeim German philosophy commenced
its career with attempting to show that this sovereign reason,

which had sot itself forth as the firSt and highest in man, is

extremely defective, and comes far short of the requisitions

both of science and life. The position was honestly and
earnestly maintained, and the proof worked out with toler-

able completeness.^ Subsequently, however, its validity has

been questioned, or only admitted under many limitations

and qualifications. But mni this modified praise cannot be

bestowed on the scientific remedy with which men hoped to

supply the defects of reason, and to cure the old and universal

evils of rationalism. For, in fact, the method by which they

sought to get rid of this great and manifest deficiency, was
simply by suddenly opening an unlimited credit for the rea-

son, Avhicli going beyond all actual need, and based either on

arbitrarj^ assumption or a confiding generosity, should be

sufficient for all emergencies. But this expedient, in the

existing state and panic of the rational market, could not

remove the evil; it only exaggerated it. In a word, it was

tjie same old reason which (its claim to supersensible honours

liaving been rejected) had been just thrust out of the temple

of science by the front entrance, that, under the disguise of

was now being smuggled in by the postern. It was

but s mere arbitrary substitute for reason that had assumed
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this new name. Now such a faith as this requires to be care*

fully distinguished from that living faith which springs from

and is founded on love. For this purpose I have attempted

to show fi’om tlie very outset the great difference between

the two.

Now, if occasionally I have felt myself called upon to set

bounds to and to protest against the illimitable requirements

and assumptions of reason in science, my remarks have been

directed, not against reason itself, but chiefly against that

absoluteness with which it jiretends to reign paramount. In

our German tongue—and since the comparative parallel o^

thought and language is a part of the general plan of our

present exposition, this trifling but not insignificant pliilolo-

gical remark will not here be inappiopriate—in our vema-
cidar tongue, the close limitation of the thing is fui*nished by
the term itself. For as understanding

(
V"erstand) comes from

the verb to understand (verstehen), and implies the existence

of an object which stiinds before the mind, to be penetrated

and searched tlirough by it, so reason {Vermint) implies a

Vemehmen^ a perception^or apprehension, and is itself nothing

else than the oi^an of spiritual perception, which is threefold:

1st, of a higher law and rule above us and given to us; 2nd,

of the inw'ard voice of conscience and the pure self-conscious-

ness wdthin us; and, 3rd, of other rational thought around
and beside itself. Now it is only against that reason which
is unwilling to perceive anything, o^* at least anything besides

or above itself, that all my objections ar(» directed. For when
the reason refuses to acknowledge aught above itself, but

absolutely rejects it, then will it estimate but littife whatever

is besides itself. At any rate it will never be eminently suc-

cessful in its attempts to comprehend or understand it. In

this case, it will continually make the greatest mistakes and
blunders in its views and conceptions of that even which it

really finds and perceives, or at least believes to discover

within itself. Itcason, in itself, and in its due limits, is indeed

but one of man’s various fundamental powers; still, in the

present state of liis divided and discordant consciouisness, it

is a highly essential faculty. Like nil the others, conse-

quently, which severally do but present so many different

aspects of man’s external and intcniol life, reason, when it

oversteps its due limits, is liable to great, nay, the greatest of
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aberrations. But it might here be asked, arc not the possible

aberrations of fancy still more dangerous? We must answer.
Without doubt they are

;
and this is the only answer we can

give to the question put thus generally. But in the special

''efercncc to our own age, there is far greater and more fre-

quent occasion to call attention at present to the evih pro-

duced by the errors of reason, than to W'arn men anxioii‘-ly

against the possible abuses of fancy. And this for the

simple fact, that of all the powers of the human mind,
which when isolated are, more or less, destructive in tlieir

•action, reason has in the later ages, and in our times espe-

cially, been decidedly predominant. Consequently we have
on all sides before our eyes obvious and instnictive exam-
ples of the mazes and abyss of error, fatal no less to science

than to morals, into which reason not only falls herself, but

hurries all that come within licr influence, when, having once
stalled from a false position, she has followed out this wrong
tendency with full rigour of consequence. We see in it

the cause of all the catastrophes oj the age and the feai ful

struggle of party. The dangers wliich might arise from the

exclusive ascendancy of fancy are, in om' genenxtion, less

likely to be general, and they are less threatening, less

urgent. And the explanation of this fact is equally simple.

The oceuiTonce of lofty and genius-gifted powers of imagina-

tion is extremely rare
;
and at any rate many instances are

seldom met with at oue and the same time. Here therefore

it is often a false alann; the threatening clouds quickly dis-

perse, tlie,blue lieavciis again shine foilh, and the wide hori-

zon of the all-spanning reason once more becomes bright, and

even clearer than \\ c had ever known it before. And if occa-

sionally an over-abundance of genius-gifted power docs mani-

fest itself in the domain of fancy, the general eflect that results

from it is at most a recognition of its excellence, which liow-

cver only slowdy and with difficulty gains possession of men's

minds. This feeling may, no doubt, sometimes amount to a pro-

fouttid admiration, whose language, sparkling with the exquisite

omaments and flowery tropes of exaggeration, may seem to

border closely on a deification of its object; still tliis feeling,

however great and universal it may appear, is very far fi*om

that height of enthusiasm which wholly engrosses anc^ carries
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the mind along with it. Indeed, for the most pail;, it care-

fully avoids and keeps aloof from such a state,

In short, however much any particular age may admire or

even worship gi'cat powers of genius or art, it is very rarely

indeed, if ever, carried away by its ])artial and erroneous

tendencies, or its arbitrary and quaint peculiarities. At least

the same ])arty zeal is not to be witnessed here that divides

both science and life between the rival systems of absolute

reason. However, the consideration of the prejudicial etfects

ot the dosj)otic ascendancy of the reason has, almost of neces-

sity. brought before us the somewhat connected topic of the

hindrances which art may occasion to the pursuit of the

highest truth and certainty, Wc will lore now examine

the evils which arise whenever art, as tlu < xecutive power in

the region of fancy, usurjis an undue autl .mlv over the rest of

the consciousness, and when in its judgintmt of things, taking

an undue position in some merely poetical or artistic view, it

assumes a reality that belongs not to it, and dreams of finding

in itself the final cause and firm basis of all existence.

For the right exposition of that notion of faith, hope, and

love, which we made the foimdation of the knowledge of all

higher truth, it was above all things necessary that we should

carefully and accurately discriminate between the tnie li\ing

faith which is groundc^d on and sprmgs out of love, and that

spurious faith which reason arbitrai;ily devises to cover its own
weakness and deficiencies. In the same way it remains for ns

to point out the true end of hope, estalilishing the intenial

foundation of its idea, and making out at the same time its

intimate relation to art, as it arises from its connexion there-

with and with time. Now, as all high hope stands in close

union with man’.s inmost character, and forms a principal

element of his being, his whplc life and activity lieing based

on hope, so likewise in art—so faithful a mirror is it of human
iiature~man's holiest hopes form the chief aim and the ani-

mating soul of its representations. A perfectly faithful, though

artistically expressed, imitation of a love higher than any
actual manifestation of the feeling (of whatever nature it be),

may simply, of itself, constitute a work of art, and, indeed, is

its natural object-matter. But still, isolated and by itself it

uld furnish but a fragmentary feeling for the fancy, without
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a true beginning and without end or aim, or proper conclu-
sion. Faith is but as it \vcre a straight line—the rule of

sentiment for this life, of expectation for the other. But
now, in the mind of man, above every actual love and every
definite fiiith, there is a superabundance—if we may so speak
—of feelings thoughtfully forecasting, ardently loving, and
hoping, even beyond hope itself—of thoughts, dreaming, at

least, of a higher truth than is to be met with on earth.

And this divine superabundance in the human soul, if I

may be allowed this bold expression, is properly the sublime
matter, the invisible object and spiritual essence of true art

and poetry. Not that this inner soul, this vital breath of

high art and poetry, must, even in the outward form, invari-

ably express itself (as it docs in music genei*ally) as a feeling

of longing.* Neither must it in its definite direction to the

future, always manifest itself externally in the form of hope

;

and, consequently, speak only in lyrical strains, as the music
of enthusiasm. Such a limitation would, indeed, have a most
monotonous effect. On the contrary^ even in a highly' finished

picture of some actual and present scene, this idea of hope, as

the soul which animates the whole, may be pi>esent, and like an

invisible thread of higher life, be interwoven in it. And this

envelo})mcnt, or rather this veiled manifestation and indirect

revelation of spirit, is often to be found, not only in crea-

tions which are perraanvntly artistic, but also in those that

are profoundly pot'ticul and enthusiastic. Even the son'owful

remembrance of a by-gone foretime of infantine innocences

and of smblime gi'juideur, is properly nothing but a reflec-

tion of this divine hope, and in a free and comprehensive

sense, which thus combines poetry and art, may be eviui

counted as a part of it. And if ancient art and ancient

poetry especially, with their piournful back glances at the

olden majesty long past and gone, ftome over us with emotions

something like those of eventide, 'when the last parting gleam

of the brilliant sun is fast setting behind the distant hills ; so

in their opposite aspect, as hope, turning its bold, enthusiastic

‘eye towards the future, they may smile upon us as fhe rosy

dawn which runs before the rising sun of truth, and that new
time which is to shine and glow in its beams,—or as the hrst

beautiful ray of enthusiastic promise. Such, in all probability,

seems the position most suitable to art in our own days.
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Now with respect to this pccimor position of art relatively

to hope, and their intimate affinity, and their relation to the
present a^e and to the two other elements of the harmonic
scale of human life, viz., love and faith, the frequent and
expressive Kcntimont of a poet whose intimate friendship it

is my privilege to enjoy, will convey most forcibly the con-

elusion which I would wish to enforce upon your minds.
Although his remark with regard to the harmony and union
which ought to prevail between the true elements of higher
feeling was addressed primarily to the present generation, it

admits of application to every age :—He asks~

“ The age has neither faith nor love

;

How then for such should hope remain

This voice first sounded forth in fateful days, when clanger and
alarm were so instant and threatening as almost to cut off and
extinguish hope

;
but the storm so dark and menacing passed

away. A new prospect has since opened upon us, and all is

changed. As a just estimate of our own times, however,
it appears to me, in its present unqualified fonn, too sweeping
and severe. The age is not so entirely without hope as

the poet here asserts. No doubt w'e have been somewhat
lukewarm, inconstant, and unsteady in this respect. Or,
more correctly to express the real state of the ca.se : in itself

and in tliat faith in itself which, a§ it wa.s ovcrha.stily em-
braced, w'as set up without limit or condition, and generally
in all faith, from its highest degree down to that lowest
grade of it which moves w'ithiu the ordinaiy puwsiiits and
relations of life, it has been somewhat confused and wander-
ing: nay, at times it has proved somewhat forgetful, not only
of the old and transitory, but also of what is modem, and
civen w hat was most recent and wdthin its own experience.

Accordingly, to the eye of the observer, it appears on the

whole to be devoid of all ruling principle, and to be still in

search of some regulative standard within itself. If, in this

search after faith, some few have taken up too quickly, and
rested satisfied with that arbitrary expedient and device of*

a faltering and meagre reason, this was, no doubt, a symptom
of a paituiUy sickly state, but by no means such as to justify

* ** Die Zeit hat Glauben nicht, noch TJebc
;

Wo ware daaa die Uoffnung die ibr blei^ ?”
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US in passing a sweeping sentence on the whole age, as totally

unsotuul aiul diseased. For in all human affairs and relations,

such a profound longii}^^ as this, wlien it is lasting, and gene-
rally whenever it docs not proceed solely and entirely from
some want or defect, invariably ])resupposes some natural

disposition and capacity, though it may be one which is

neitluT rightly cultivated, nor as yet expanded to full vigour

and stability.

And as little, or rather still less, WTiiild it be just to deny to

the age all lo\ vi—if, at least, an enthusiasm wdiieh readily and
clu'crfully make.s the greatest sacrifices be a part of love.

Consecpiently, I cannot concur wuth the (opinion which w ill not

concede to the age in wliich w-e live the least spai*k of hope.

Even though many of its exjiectations—as being at least pre-

cipitate or w4iolly immaterial—as being founded, in short, on
nought—-liave tcnninat('d in nought; and even in their desired

fulfilnumt, must have ended in a nullity : still w'e dare not,

therefore, to throw' aside all higher, holier, and diviner hope.

For in this w'o feci every earthly expectation, so far as it is real

and w'ell.grounded, will receive its final accomplishment,

being realized to a degree sui’passing all that w'C had ever

ventured to look for. And even if dark clouds arc again

gathering on the horizon, and if to many an obsciwer, whose

imsition in the ])olitical world affords him a w ide and distant

prospect of society, tlie dangers menac*ing our ow'n generation

seem still more fi'arful and terrible even than those which

have but .scarcely ])assod atvay; still there is no need of

despair. Rather, taught by past experience in like fearful

circumstances, and ix‘coguising in this lesson of experience a

teaching higher than man's, wo wull, oven though our fears bo

fulfilled in tlic worst and most awful form, regard it all as

probably foniiing, if not a accessary, yet eeilainly a most salu-

tary crisis of transition to a higher state of divine hope. To
this divine hope it is sufficient ^or me thus briefly to have

alluded. For whatever I have at any time in my past life

attempted, it may be feebly and inadequately, to give expios-

,
sion to, and all that it is my object to.convey to my present

*

respected auditory, and all that hereafter I shall have to say

in this world, has had and will have no other end or object

than to point to and to preach this sacred and eternal hope

of a true, not merely eartnly, but profoundly new era, and of a
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L'piritual life advancing in it t(^^ards the perfection of majesty

and glory. To gain a full assurance for such a hope, and to

establish it to the l^ost of my power fii-mly and immoveably
among the actuating motives of life, has ever been and wtII

always be my lirst and dearest wish.

But still, though the poet's distich, in its immediate refer-

ence to our own days, requires to be gi'eatly qualified, I would
nevertheless ''•cntui*c to aj)ply it to art. At least, it admits of

such an application; though in this ease likewise it must
undergo some restriction and limitation. As passed even on
the present condition of art, the sentence is harsh, ifnot unjust.

If, however, there ever was or should be a time of which, if

not strictly and absolutely, yet generally and on the whole, it

could with truth be asserted, that the existing condition of

art “ had neither faith nor love,'’ then might we go on confi-

dently to add the inference, “ How then should hope remain

for it

I must once again repeat it : such a sentence, if applied

to German art in our own days, would be both harsh and un-

merited. If, however, aft—Which itself is nothing but the

significant hieroglyphics, the dceply-mo\Tng and elevating song

of etenial hope—should have for its basis, instead of a true

and unwavering faith, one merely artificial and self-imposed,

or at best, the unreal faith of feeling, fugitive and tmiisitory

and unable to stand the fiery trial—if, too, love, instead of

being deep-felt and profound, be but the cuckoo-note of a

fashionable admiration, unthinkingly caught uj) and repeated

without nature
;
then the harsh sentence we have ju§t ([uoted,

together with its sad inference, finds a due application. At
least, it is so far applicable as it is true that in this siul defi-

ciency of living faith and earnest love, we can alone discover

an explanation of what otherwise seems so strange in the his-

tory of art within the recent ceUtury. If, after many a tnily

noble beginning, the further development and result corre-

sponded but little and most imperfectly with the expectations

that had at first been excited
;

if, with truly gi*eat talents and

rare endo^vments of genius, so much has fallen to the ground •

like imperfect blossoms without maturing any useful and last-

ing intellectual fruits ; it was simply because art was deficient

in this its firmest Inisis. And partly, it was also because she

mistook and was unable to take her proper position in the times,
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or even if she did understand, was too weak to retain it by an
abiding feeling of love. For the true position of art must not
be misunderstood, nor the natural order of things reversed, if

it is truly to flourish, and the age itself is not to be deprived of,

or cheeked and disturbed in, its true enjoyment of it. True
art and poetry are the beautiful crown, the promising blossoms,

yea, the very flowers of hope, on the nobly-grown tree of

humanity, as it widely expands itself in rich and marvellous

intellectual development. But it cannot also be its root
;
and

if anywhere it pretends or desires to be such, there assuredly

^;ome strange perversion must exist, or some profoimd and
essential delect must have lead to so singular a pretension.

We hear, no doubt, in horticulture, of inverted trees, whose
heads being placed in the ground, strike root and grow,
while the natural root freely developes itself into branches
and leaves. The experiment so successful with plants cannot

be imitated in mental matters without fearful peril. Here
the blossoming cro\>m, if reversed, will not take root, and never

bear real and genuine fruit. No ! an absolutely msthetic founda-

tion is insufficient even for this life, aftd much more so then for

the next. Of the origin of life and the world, a mere poetical

view of things can give but a specious and cleverly evasive

account ; but as good as none of that of hope, of which, in su^
a case, it must wholly have lost Jhe clue. K then that which
is at most but the bright moniing tint of hope should seek to

keep back the sun, or would set itself up for the true luminary,

then—supposing it for a moment to be possible—it would itself

soon lower into dark clouds, and instead of tlie longed-for splen-

dour of the full and glorious daylight, a dull grey sky would
cover the whole earth. This intrinsic Aveakness often betrays

itself in poetiy (and freqtiently, also, in other spheres of human
invention,) by what at any rate appeal's to be an inflated display,

which, instead of concealing, <h>es .but create a suspicion of a

deep internal hollowness. What I allude to may take two forms.

Sometimes it manifests itself in an excessive luxuriousness—

oftc‘n we might call it a very deluge—of the most unintelligible

(exaggerations of sacred feelings, such as I regret occasionally

to observe in our modern school of poetry. At other times it

rromes fonvaxxl in an equally lavish and boundless prodigality

of wit and niillery ;
sometimes, too, a serious humour lurks in,

the wit, while a mocking paiody makes sport with the vciy
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humour, or a’ still loftier tone of irony, from its height of spiri-

tual exaltation, soars above both vrit and humour, and the wliole

work itself—^nay, above all besides, and even the very universe.

It is in this one-sided preponderance, and in the absoluteness

with which reason or fancy is allowed to take a decided but

exclusive direction, that the first cause lies of that alienation

already mentioned as subsisting between men of a purely «s-

thetical temperament and poetical nature, who on the one side

judge of everything by the rules of taste, and the men of

practical reason on the other, whose only standard is utility.

ITiis estrangement is only too apparent in rejil and actual life,,

where in the degree which wc have supposed, and by the

methods ordinarily pursued, it is utterly ineconciliible, Tliey

stand, indeed, as fully estranged fiom each other, and as hos-

tile, as two wholly different races. And in this light a well-

known savant^ at the close of the last century, seems really to

have regarded them, since, on the whole foce of the earth, he

saw only two races—noble-minded, elegant, and tasteful Colts,

and dull, ordinary, and stupid Mongols. Here, however, I

must repeat my previous*remaik, that, in these days at least,

by far the greater danger is to be apprehended from an abso-

lute ascendancy of reason. For the rationalising system of

thought which results from such one-sidedness, is not confined

merely to the schools and their scientific theories, but it too

often extends its pernicious consequences, and its fatal and
debasing influence, over the whole range of public and social

life. On the other hand, the slight aberrations of ttiste, or (if

they must be accounted such) the little extravagances ofgenius,

may always be easily and promptly reduced within ’due limits,

especially in an age like our own, so thoroughly perv^aded

with a correct feeling of art.

To give a solid basis to the whole of life, a firm internal

conriction is necessary. Jt must be a deeper feeling than

any that a mere aspiration, however beautiful, or any poetical

visions of cnthusia*stic hope, or even that irony which exalts

itself above both, can ever give. Now, for the attainment of this

inward certainty and irrefragable science of life and truth,

^

pure thought, though it does not form the only road, is never-

theless in every case a necessary agent, whose co-operation is

indispexisable. In the further prosecution, therefore, of our

pursuit of the science of life, as deducible from the very
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notion of the consciousness, according to that theoiy of it

which we have been developing, thought in and by itself

must now, as we hinted in our first sketch, form the subject

of a si>eeial inquiry. But here the principal thing to be

guarded against is the delusion that philosophy must aim at

the rigour of mathematical certainty, and a mode of proof

derived, on such an hypothesis, from that science, by a servile

copying of its method. For, often as this has been attempted,

it has never as yet led to a felicitous result. This miscon-

cej)tion in the domain of science is something like to what
pt would be if in poetiy, from an undue consideration of music,

the mere j)lay of tones—tlie rhyme and rhjdhm—^which do
indeed contribute to the omateness of its figurative investi-

ture, should be held to be the very essence of the art. Or, to

take another illustration, it is much the sam^ as if, with some
of the more recent English poets, we should wish to make
pictiu'csquely descriptive poetry to be a peculiar species

;

whereas in tiaith it forms, or has a tendency to degenerate

into, a mere faulty mannerism.

You will remember that I explained a notion to be a con-

ception completely determined, both inwardly and outwardly

(in extent, t. e,, and comprehension), according to themathe-

inatical dimensions of number, measure and weight. But

this, perhaps, is the only mathematical formula that in the

domain of philosophy is universally applicable. And even as

such it only applies to the notion as a standard and funda-

mental idea by which we may judge of the correctness of its

formation^and the completeness of its division into its several

organic parts, or lower genera and species. It is no use

further for the combination of the several notions into entire

scientific periods and conclusions ; for we may regard every

complete system of science and speculative thought as some

such perlect period a#id syllogism. But with regard to the

notion and its object, it is unquestionably of the highest im-

poilance to determine whether it be absolutely simple or

comiiound. If the latter, it may suggest many questions. If

double, it may fall into an intrinsic contrariety, or be involved

in a twofold want of harmony. If it nuinbers three consti-

tuents, wc may have to inquire whether in its triple energy

It enjoys a living unity of operation. Or if possessed of four

opposite directions, it may be involved in binary contrarieties
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and double discord. Or again, we might have to inquire

whether the essential accession of some tiflh element forms

the living centre to hold together and reunite the lour whieh

otherwise are divergent and apart ; or whether the whole in

triple couplets, or a double trine, forms a six : or whether

seven arise from the union of a trine and quartain, either in

the world of thought, or the realities of life and outward ex-

perience. And again, eight may a double square in the

one or the other relation. Or yet once more, we may have to

inquire whether in the still advancing inward reckoning and
development of life, nine arise from a thrice re{>eated triple

energy. And lastly, whether all these first elementary num-
bers are in various ways perfected and combined togetluT in

the decade.

Rightly understood, the Pythagorean theory of numberh

—

however unintelligible its single statements may appear. w]»eu

detached from the general context—is perhaps as little di'void

of foundation as the Platonic doctrine of anamnesis. lli(‘

latter I have endeavoured to justify, by explaining it in a

better sense than it is ordinarily taken; the former, howi^ver,

from a deficiency of original and genuine historical authori-

ties, it is far more difficult to judge of correctly and inipar-

tially. In the first place, the Pythagoreans as a body stand

very far indeed above the ordinary standard of the Grecian

intellect and enlightenment; for Plato was but a single

great mind, and stood almost alone even in the Socratic

schooh

The degradation of the female sex, though foun^jicd on the

habits as well as political institutions of the rest of Greece,
was decried by these earnest and deep-thinking men, tvho, in

their reform, adopted quite an opposite sentiment. And if

in their measures for its removal something seems still to be
desiderated, and oven something to be blamed, both defects

arise chiefly from their having fiillen into the other extreme
of error, by proposing to give to woman a culture too decidedly

masculine, and seeking to establish it as the rule of tbeir

new society. Women were concurrent and co-ordinate mem*,

bers of the governing body of the Pythagorean league, and an
essential element of the splendid aristocracy of merit in this

new model of life and society ; which, however, as clashing

too directly with the invctemte habits of tlieir countrymen,
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rov^)!! provoked a revolution, and was entirely overthrown. It

was, however, from this source that Plato, and also Socrates,

chiefly derived their respect for highly gifted women and their

general view of the female sex; which in a degree, though
veiy imperfectly, anticipated the purer Christian notion both

of It and human nature, possessing on the whole a right but
vague notion of the true dignity of both.

With respect to the theory of numbers in this ancient

philosophy, and its tnie and simple sense, we have the follow-

ing remarks to make. There is, we know, a certain chrono-

logical feeling by means of which the skilful physician

strives, wiili acute and often happy conjecture, to determine

the impending crisis of disease and its probable termina-

tion. 'i'her<' is also a smilar tact which enables the experi-

enced politician to measure the under-cmTcnt of the rapid

flow of mundane events—to feel the pulse of life as it beats

in its thronging and quickly passing incidents. In both cases,

however, we feel that it is no infallibly certain and perfectly

omuisci(mt oracle—for none such is^to be found in the whole

range of the human mind. Neither i.s it any prophetical fore-

casting—not to speak of any predestined necessity. It must
be n'gm'ded as a delicate and sensitive tact, which may
deceive, b\it wliose ])ereeptions subsequent results most fre-

quently prove to be correct. Now, of somewhat similar nature

to this, there i.s a kind of immediate, seai’ching, arithmetical

glance into the internal and es.sential numerical relations of

things in general, and also of all the objects of nature and
phenomena of life, which does unquestionably fonn an essen-

tial element in ever}' innate talent for scientific thinking. In

some such simple sense as this we may understand the Pytha-

gorean doctrine of intrinsic life-numbers in things and their

manifold relations. Under such limitiUions w'c may adopt it,

or at least allow its validity. And at any rate we must admit

tliat it was an advance (or at least the first step thereto) in

scientific thought, to be able, by this way of regarding things,

to count, in the analysis of Uiem or their notions, up to ten, or

•even to fifteen or more.

Thus, then, as regard.s the general notions (but only in

regard to these), the mathematical view and method may bo

profitably applied to philosophy. In any case it is highly

important, and indeed essential, for the cpn-ect formation erf
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notions, (and also for the complete division of them into theii

organic members, whatever may be the sphere to which they

belong), that we should be able to determine the true inner

number, both of them and their objects. Since on this num-
ber the right quantity and weight of any one notion relatively

to others, whether kindicd or distinct, and especially to the

whole, most intimately depends.

The combination, nowever, of single notions into propo-

sitions, or complete systems of science, cannot, in philosophy

at least, follow a mathematical or any similar })rinciple. For
philosophy, we have seen, is a science of a higher life, derived

from an internal experience. It rests, therelbre. on the triple

basis, inasmuch as the latter is given from within, from above,

and from without. Consequently, the great object here is,

naturally, not, as it is in mathematical science, to link toge-

ther, in apparently rigorous connexion, the several phenomena
of these higher data, or (if, aS some will have it, there be

only one,) its single momenta, and manifoldly to concatenate

them as so mmiy pure schemes and fomiula?. The essential

point is rather to gain a* pure apprehension of the imparted

data of this higher life
;
and rightly understanding them, to

clothe them con*ectly in words, and by giving these again in

correct grammatical coherence, to express tliem clearly and
forcibly. But this w’oiild imply that the method of thought

in this self-cognition of life, thus expressed in w ords, is of u
thoroughly grammatical nature ; and then the liiglier logic—
if we must so speak, and isolate and detach the latter, as an
elementary science, from its connexion with the living wdiole

•—the higher logic would con.si.st sim})ly of the rules for this

inner language, and be nothing but a correct grammar of

living thought. And, in truth, I for ray pait do believe that

it ought BO to be treated. And it is from this jioint of view,

and according to the idea thus advanced of such a higher

grammatical correctness of thinking, that I shall proceed,

whenever any point connected with the fonn of thought and
the right method of science comes into qiu'stion. or requires

to be noticed in passing. An instance will place cliuirly before

our mind the different jioints of viewv taken by these two modes
of judging and doctrinal mcdiods. In compliance with a
similitude which accurately enough corresponds to tlie truth,

let ua consider a system "of philosophy as a whole period i)f
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higher thought, or as a perfect proposition of science. Now
in that estimate of a period of tjiis kind which observes the
usual requisitions of mathematical certainty and mode of
thinking, it would be said :

“ This system is wonderful,

!ind quite perfect, for all its positions arc rigidly demon-
strated.” But even supposing the system were thus rigor-

ously demonstrative in all its parts, still the whole system
might be radically false; for it might originally have started

from an erroneous principle, or being dev’oid of any tnily

real and abiding subject-matter, be based on some empty
•phantom of scientific imagination, or the unsubstantial abso-

lute of the reason. But the same system or period of thought
being judged from tlio opposite position of what I have
called a higher grammatical method, will be thus spoken of

:

It is all empty words, without worth or substance, for no-

thing in it is taken from actual life, and nothing of the kind has

ever been felt in man’s experience,” When, however, the

subject-matter is real, and furnished by the realities .of

the inner life, there, in the special details, much may be
wanting, here and there a word mfiy be missing, the struc-

ture of the periods of tlic whole system may not be perfectly

distinct, and tlu* general arrangement not sufficiently lucid

:

occasionally also a faulty and inadequate expression may be

met witli, and yet the whole work may nevertheless constitute

a great advance on tlie road to higher knowledge and furnish

a valuable contribution to truth. AMth the exception of the

case of the total inanity and perversity of view, our judgment
must nevy be iudisoi’imiiiate or rigorous. Scientific thought

in general, and especially in philosophy, consists of notions,

intuitions, and judgments, if only the latter term be taken, in

its usual logical sense, to siguity the combining together no-

tions or intuitions. Now o: the true mathematical mode of

proceeding with notions according lo the pure and simple

acceptation of the Pythagorean inystery of numbers; and

secondly, of what in its inmost osiseiice is a grammatical

mcthod—lhcir combination in methodical thought—^we have

;ilreadv spoken. As to the inward intuitions that we enjoy of

that higher something which is in three ways imparted to us,

the mathematical mode of procedure is plainly inapplicable to

them. Even the grammatical one ceases to bd fi-uitful here

;

at least it i.s unsatisfactory. Natural science, which is itself
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pre-eminently based on intuition, will perhaps most leadily

furnish comparative illus^jration, calculated to throw light

on and explain that perception of a higher something

from which philosophy sets out. And this illustration will

be best borrowed from those experiences in natmal philo-

sophy which appear to seize the fundamental phenomena of

nature and her inmost life; even though the experiment itself

set before our ^yes these wonderful phenomena, and tlie

secrets which are brought to light therein, in the greatly

diminished proportions of scientific abbreviation. Extremely

trifling as the imitation of lightning by our electrical apparatii.s

may appear, still that little spark has kindled a great and
universal light in the domain of physical science. Tluj

netic needle, which at first sight was looked upon au
insignificant marvel of nature, taught man first of all to fix

his position on this eailh and to find it again after ([uittiug it

—^nd so, by leading him on to the discover)" of the New
World, foimded thereby a great epoch in the history of the

human mind. Not merely does it point to the terrestrial

north-pole, but it also ghides the thoughtfid obsener to the

inmost centre of nature, where, in this mystery of living

attraction, the universal key of inter|)retation seems to lie

hidden. And who would mock or flespise the thouglitful

naturalist who delights by the prismatic analysis, or division

of the elementary colouis of light, to produce or copy in

miniature the rainbow which spans the heavens }

Now in these first simple and elementary phenomena,
external nature,’ as it were, sponUineously presents to us

beaiitiful emblems for still higher phenomena belonging to

another and internal region, lliey enable u« mettiphorically

to express the divine phenomenon of truth, and its vivid

apprehension and intrinsic adoption, till it becomes a fixed

and irnjKjrishable knowledge, and to narrate intelligibly the

intrinsic genesis of truth and true knowledge. For the follow-

ing is, if we may so speak, the history of the growth of living

science in the human mind, whenever the latter is capable of

it, and is raised or raises itself to the h(*ight thereof.

ITie beginning is made by the first kindling spark ('f truth,

which works liwe the electric shock—by tlie first ray of

knowledge, w'hich afterwards gradually expands into the

nourishing flame of love.
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The second step of further progress is formed by the mag-
netic attraction of the soul, which from tho first contact to the
ultimate union, strives still to penetrate more profoundly, and
more accurately to investigate the object of its love. In this

remark, I proceed on the hypothesis (which hereafter will still

oftener be spoken of), that no living cognition ife possible or

actual, without a previous vital contact and union between
the knowing and the known.

\Vlien, lastly, the moment of completion arrives, then the

close of this pursuit of a highest knowledge will be made by
^thatfiill expansion of divine light, whicli often, like an heavenly

token of peace and reconciliation, shines forth in the very

midst of the clouds of discontent, and dissolves aU^doubts
before it. But now philosophy, according to the original sense

of the beautiful Greek word, does not by any means signify

tlie highest wisdom, the cwerlasting truth itself, or the perfect

science. It denotes rather the piu'e longing, the love of a
genuine knowledge of divine truth, which spiritually con-

quers and triumphs over every difficulty in the way of its

altiiinment. This then implies thstt this science does and
must sot out from love as its basis. For the indication of this

foundation of true knowledge, in its characteristic features

at least, natural science has furnished us with the adequate

symbols.

KKD OP LECTUHE VI.
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LECTURE VII.

Feeling is everything” I would a^ain repeat; in words

only does there lie a possibility of misconception. When
philosophy sets out from the fitlse semblance of necessmy
thought, it must always have a similar result. It cannot

extricate itself from its own subtle web of scientific delusion.

Abstract phrases, t\ words deprived of their living signifi-

cance (if ever they posse.ssed any) and reduced to empty,

lifeless fonnulas, are pasily found, or rather have long since

been found, for this seeming knowledge, which as such docs

in truth remain ever identical with itself.’*^ iVnd if from time

to time it changes its expressions and assumes quite a dif-

ferent terminology, this is only done for the sake of api)eai*ing

new, whereas fundamentaily it is still the old error which con-

tinues to be propagated in a changed form and dress. Some-
times, no doubt, it is done with an honest intention, under the

persuasion tliat truth and true science will perhaps in the new
magical form be more easily seized and comprehended tlian

was possible in the old one, whose unintelligible obscui’itj"

and intricacies were deeply felt, and which it is hoped are

avoided in the somewhat altered arrangement of the ideas.

But the unintelligible obscurity lies, not in the words and
phrases or the terminologj’, however strange and <)arbaroiis

the latter may "^sound. It arises entirely from a defective

point of view, and the perversion of thought invohed in

the very theory of identity; and no phraseology or skill of

composition, however unparallelcMl, Mill ever be able totiilly

to remove it. Quite otherUdse h it when philovsophy sets out

from the feeling of that which it desires, and which from the

very fijrst it has propounded and sought ns its proper object.

In this case the difficulty does not lie in the thing itself, or

in the view on ^liicR it is based. For the latter, inasmuch

* The philoeophy of Sohelling profefise<l to be a system of idcntityi

«cii had for its basis the principle of the sameness of lubject and object*

—See Philosophy of Life, note, p, 15,— TVowa.
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ns it results from life itself, and man’s inmost feelings and expe-
riences, is as obvious and intelligible as the visible shape and
phenomenon and as the pure consciousness of life itself. At
least it is sufficiently clear for all the purposes of life, and
sufficiently intelligible for the kindred feelings on which it

rests. But in this, as in every other case ofprofound internal

emotion, it is extremely difficult to find the very right word
for it, the exact appropriate term which happily seizes and
vividly expresses its essential character. Accordingly, in phi-

losophy—so long, at least, as it proceeds from this fundamental
•principle of life and a living feeling—I think it best not to

shackle our thoughts and notions by the fetters of a rigidly

fixed and unchangeable terminology. For such sciences as

are distinctly limited to a particular sphere, this method may
be profitable* and salutary. Indeed, it may not only appear
but actually be indispensable. But in the present case it

would-be inappropriate. We must seek, on the contrary,

the greatest possible variety of expression, availing ourselves

of all the nches of language in the copious diversity of

scientific, and even of poeticS and fegurative diction, and not

refusing to borrow the terms of society or any sphere of life.

For our first endeavour must be to keep our exposition vivid

throughout. Continually advancing with a living movement,
we ought to avoid above all things that propensity to using

stiff and dead formularies, which almost seems to be inboni

and hereditary in rational science. For as the living philo-

sophy is a higher and clearer consciousness,,or aself-conscious

knowledge—a sort ofsecond consciousness within the ordinary

one—it requires for its indication and exposition, as it were,

a language within language ;
only the latter can never be a sys-

tem of lifeless formulas, but must even be in the highest degree

vivid and flexible. The philosophy of life may in short borrow

its terms from every sphere/but* principally from life itself;

and even the fugitive tenns and evanescent forms of con-

versational language ^*ill often supply it with the happiest

and most pertinent modes of expression. Such, too, it may

•occasionally borrow from all the subor^inati sciences. Even

the obsolete and cumbrous tcrminologj^—the barbarous school

phrases of a recent German philosophy—might furnish many

a valuable contribution to that rich copiousness of expression

which is indispensable to the philosophy of life. * An occa-
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sional phrase or term borrowed from this source, but differently

applied or employed in quite a new sense—and tliereby fur

the time ivndered intelligible, may often serve to express

most happily and most pertinently what before seemed to be
almost inexpressible and to elude all the powers of language.

But above all things we must remember tliat its exposition

must not be a mere dead fi*amework of fixed terms—a system of

empty formularies. This is a point which appears to me to be
most intimately connected and mixed up with the very essence

and spirit of scientific truth. On this point my feelings are

so strong, that if in that attempt which for some years I

have been making to give a new development of philosophy,

I could consider it allowable to adopt the course which has

so often been followed in Gennan literature and its several

school-systems, of detaching some single notion from its general

connexion, in order more rapidly to gain for it, like small coin,

a wider circulation, even though by so doing its peculiiir stamp
of intrinsic truth is quickly abraded and lost—if, I say, I could

bring myself to adopt such a course, I should confine myself

to opposing, and using ev§ry means to counteract, tliis killing

of the spirit by words which in and by themselves have no
signification. If it were possible, nothing would ^ive me
greater pleasure than to see all the old and customary terms

rejected and dropped, and new and different ones found for

the same theme.

The philosophy of life—one, e. e,, which sets out in its specu-

lations from life itself and the living consciousness—neither
can, nor desires id be, all-comprehensive ; not, at least, in the

same sense that that pliilosophy does which proceeds from the

assumption of a necessary connexion of thought. It does not

presumptuously suppose that it possesses the power of mea-
suring the whole siun of all that is conceivTible or possible, and
of setting it down as an uijalteifablc result for ever. It does

uot arrogate to itself .such omniscience. But in one sense tlio

pliilosophy of life may justly lie called an all-comprehensive

science. And that is in so far os, keeping in contact with the

centre of life, and,consequently of wought also, and of know-
ledge, it attempts to seize and rightly to apprehend them.

And so long as it docs not lose sight of this centre, but is con»

stantly returning to it, it may be allowed many liberties.

Around this centre it may revolve in cii'cles now narrower now
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wider, with the view of contemplating it more advantageously,
so long as it does not rest too soon in any definite focus

of thought. While it refuses to confine itself to any fixed

form of language, it may vdth unshackled choice select from
the whole range of life and thought whatever expressions

appear the most significant and happiest for indicating that

fulness oi feeling, which is so difficult to give words to, and
which indeed can never be adequately comprised in language.

Nor in such a case w'ill it ever be made an objection, if in the

succession of its ideas and its manifoldly varied turnings, it

.avails it4tlf of the same liberty, frequently coming back to the

same starting-point, though always presenting it in some new
light and relation. The test of the scientific correctness of a
true method of thought, which must ever be living and vivid,

is an internal one. It is independent of all such little and
external matters, and it can even exist imimpaired alongside

of many apparent iiTcgularities. Here the case is nearly the

same as with actual conversation. In both alike, when we
would express ourselves on any gi*ave point of feeling, and
clothe it in such language as is likelV to gain the concurrence

of others, or by making it clear, to enforce it upon the geneiRl

conviction, we feel it perfectly allowable to follow whatcvei

course may seem most couveuient. At one time we prelimi-

narily advance some question more or less remotely bearing

upon it, or wo take up a narrative or simile which will serve

to introduce it. Or it may be, by explanation w c try to clear

away some possible misconception—or perhaps to limit and
detennine some preconceived ojjinioji on the matter, in the

hope of amoving or solving some ai>parent or troublesome

difliculty. Some or all of these means we freely make use of

in order that the desii’cd result of our discourse may finally

stand out clear and distinct l)efore the mental eye of our audi-

tors. I shall therefore, I tlunk»be justified if I follow' the same

course in these Lectures, which it is my wdsh should leave on

yomr minds the impression of an intermU dialogue. In the

seemingly rhapsodical flow of its thought, I shall assume the

same lU)erty, Far from abstaining from episodical matiers,

when they suggest themselves, I even think it essential often

to introduce them ;
and by frequently recurring, under many

a variation of expression, to the same leading idea, it will be my
endeavour to place it in a still clearer light. By this comse*
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in spite of its seeming tediousness, I shall be able ultimately

ill a few simple ideas to set the whole matter more distinctly

and intelligibly before you. And at the same time, I trust

that the rules of internal language for the correct composition

of the whole, the right arrangement of the words (if I may so

call it), that intcnial grammatical order of living thought, of

which I j)reviously spoke, will be found to be duly observed,

even though in the details many a term may appear imperfect

and inadequate, and many a happier expression might have

been found. The most vivid diction, even the best and most
felicitous, falls always far short of feeling. ^teling is

eveiything”—the full centre of the inner life, the point from

which philosophy sets out, and to which it invariably retums.

We might call it, if such an every-day expression would not

sound and strike us as strange, the quintessence of the con-

sciousness. However, in its original sense (which in truth arose

out of a veiy superficial and meagre view of ancient philo-

sophy), as used to denote the essential fifth over and above the

four opposite poles of inward existence, or the four divergent

directions of reality, which, like the mind, is also divided into

quadruple dissension, the term quintessence is not inappropriat#

for this centre of the consciousness. For feeling is unquestion

ably such a fifth, both in relation to the four great fundamental

energies of the inner man, as the latter are manifested to us

by experience, and also to the four faculties of the second order,

which arc composed of or derived from the former. But it is

not only difficult to find an adcqiuitc expression for the full

central feelings of the inner life, but especially tp indicate

accurately in words all the more delicate perceptions, with

their shades of difference and distinction, which spring from
it, and rigorously to keep them as distinct in the expression

as they were in the actual emotion. Clearly, too. and accu-

rately as the inner sense may distinguish between a genuine

and spurious manifestation of the higher feelings, it is not so

very easy in language to keep them separate, or so precisely

to characterise them as to exclude every felse accompaniment,
and to prevent the possibility of confounding the spurious

and the genuine. How great, for instance, is the difference

between the two kinds of irony which we meet with in the

philosophical dialogue, eithinr as introduced by the Socratic

school, or as similarly employed in modem dualoctic. The
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one kind, overflowing with sceptical shrewdness, makes illimi*

table doubt the end of its dialogical expositions, and is that

acrid and biting irony which is based on universal negation.

The other species, more amiable and benevolent, is intimately

allied to a lofty enthusiasm for the divine and the true, being

almost one with or at least inseparable from it, since it arises

from a sense of its o^vn incapacity to comprise in any form of

words the plenitude of divinity, as the spirit discerns it in

truth. And yet, notwithstanding such differences in the ex-

pressions and turns of the dialogue, they often border close

• upon and nearly resemble one another; whereas the inner

purpose, the spirit, the design of the line of thought, is often

thoroughly distinct in the two cases, and almost directly

opposed. In the same way, true artistic genius and its mere

imitation are even in their external manner and productions

easily detected by the feeling. And yet w^e often find words

fail us when we attempt characteristically to indicate their

difterences, and to pass a discriminating judgment upon them.

So, too—to illustrate this topic by the instance of wit—a forced

humour, with its wearying repel itiofis and mannerism, or the

ceaseless straining and empty play of an artificial wit, is very

diflerent from the overflowing fulness of genuine poetical wit,

in which the lively genius of a sportive fancy is everyw^here

welling forth, and a profound poetical enthusiasm shines

through the coat of ever-shifting hues which its motley humom
puts on. Hut vstill even here it is extremely difficult to explain

oneself, and to distinguish the different impressions they make.

Accordingly, in a general judgment upon them, many mistakes

and misconceptions are both possible, and are frequently

made.
. .

Now, in the sphere of feeling, the mere coimterfeit, in par-

ticular oases at least, is frequently in its language so decep-

tively similar to the true and* genuine, that at last the judg-

meat can find no other words suitable to itself tlian the simple

ones, “ I feel it to be true and profoimd,” or “ I feel it to l»

spurious, intrinsically I'ain, a mere counterfeit and a cheat.

Again: faith, hope, and love or charity—(those three states of

’

the soul-springs of life—those inward oipins of the moral sense

r decisive acts and diversified forms of manifestation of

one common sentiment, directed to the good and the divine- -or

by what other terms they may bo expressed)—this sisterhood
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of spiritual qualities often mentioned together, and in fact

closely allied and united, are presented to us as forming a com-
plete scheme and all-embracing and significant symbol of a
higher life. \Vhen they are felt and regarded in this light, they

do indeed become such for all higher thought and science, in

60 far as the latter ought to be living and to have their founda-

tion in life. Too fi'equently, however, and tliat not merely in

the poems of an scsthetical piety, but also in many a dull work
of e^fication, we see this triple symbol of a higher life degraded

into the common-place ofa morbid fimey, which in the gratifica-

tion of an idle vanity, trifles with the best and holiest feelings

of our nature. Even here, therefore, as elsewhere, a strict

separation between the genuine and the spurious is very

necessary, calling for and claiming all our watchfulness. But
the counterfeiture lies not in the tone of solemn eamestness

and depth of pathos with which men broach these subjects, or

generally touch upon them; on the contrary, the aftectation

mostly announces itself in a certain exti*rnal pomp of word
and phrase. But now, if this symbol of an inteimal religious

triplet contains at the sdme time (so to speak) the funda-

mental harmony of that higher life which is devoted to the

good and directed to the divine, then must this apply not only

to the inner but also to the outer life. In short, this scheme
of the fundamental moral idea.s must be again met with in

the ordinary relations of actual life. In such a case it is

clearly most agreeable to truth to speak of this internal and
better life simply^ and unpretendingly in a perfectly natural

manner; while a "holy reverence for what is most exalted in

humanity is best testified by an intrinsic delicacy in the mode
of treating it, by the absence of all pedantry of sublimity, or

affectation of a sentimental formality.

With an especial reference to the cmd of science, I have

in the case of these throe elements of higher consciousness,

attempted to distinguish strictly and precisely, the true and
genuine from the spurious, which often runs parallel to it, and
the well founded from that which rests on no right basis of

reality. In the case of faith, we drew a fli.stinction between
that intrinsic living faith which is basc»d on the feelings of per-

sonal experience and love, and that counterfeited imitation of

it which is only exbTOally av^sumod. In the case of hope, too*

it has been niy end^Mivour to show, that bcsicks a naiTov/-
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mhidod, egoistic and passionate and partizan hope, whose
anticipations are seldom realised, but if so, only to their
own punishment and disgrace, there is also a higher hope,
which is both Godlike and divine. To this hope it is that art

and poetry owe the magical charm by which they win upon
us. But in actual life also it is the stay to which we must
re.solutely cling. For even though she be rightly named
eternal, yet at certain particular moments and appointed his-

torical epochs, after being long looked for in vain, she often

aj)pears in a far different shape from that which expectation

Jiad lent to her, and to our surprise stands forth unexpectedly
in the full majesty and splendour of final consummation. All
then that now remains to be done in this way is, in the case of

love, (since the earthly passion is for the most part only transi-

toiT, often confounded with the phantom of passion, and is per-

haps totally blind,) to point to a higher and better love, which
is abiding and eternal, and at the same time endued both with
sight and knowledge. For such alone can be of real value

for the cognition of truth, and the right understanding of

life. Such alone, in short, can contribute to the acquisition of

tliat science of man, and especially of the inner man, which
\ve are here in search of.

But now those three principles, which constitute the grand

hannony of that higher intelligent feeling which leads to

science and also to religion, are at the same time, though in a

less dignified relation, the impelling motives and imling influ-

ences of actual life. For it is almost impossible to take one

step forwards in life without some feeling •or otlier of trust

and perfect faith in the general result. All our proceedings,

in short, arc based on some confident assumption or other, even

though it is one which perhaps we cminot mathematically de-

monstrate, and which, when the moment for action is pressing

upon us, wc are unable perfectly to analyse. And hope, too, in

some shape or form, is universally acknowledged to be the true

moving impulse of our whole existence. So also love of some

kind, true or false—-it may be pure and lofty or mixed and

sordid, if not altogctlicr counterfeit—forms the very sum of life

*and of all enjoyment of it—aye, even life itself. An example

or two, consequently, from the ordinaiy relations of actual hfe,

will enable not so much to demonstrate, indeed, as rather to

reoiind you of the difference which subsists even here betweeu
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a trust and confidence that is merely reasoned out by logical

inference,— faith externally assumed, and one that is the result

ofpersonal experience and confiding love. Thus reminding you
of what in this life is manifest enough, I hope to set more dis-

tinctly before your eyes the diiferencc which subsists also in

the higher region of faith. Let us suppose the case of a friend

dangerously ill or in a state of extreme suffering, and we are

in search of a physician able to relieve and heal him. One is

recommended to us ofgreat reputation for extensive knowledge
and of a judgment strengthened by long experience. We arc

told that he has effected remarkable cures, that he has never

been known to lose a patient by neglect or by mistaking his

disease, and that w’ithal he is very kind and extremely

attentive. These, we are aware, are great recommendations:

but he is a perfect stranger to us;, we feel a kind of reserve

and restraint towards him—'as yet he has not our perfect

confidence. IIow very different is the case when we our-

selves have experienced all this;—when we ourselves have

witnessed his comprehensive view, the number and variety of

his remedies, and the ptjnetrating glance of genius in the

moment of danger ;—when with grateful recollection w e feel

that we must ascribe to him either the preserv ation of some
dear one’s life, or our own unhoped-for restoration to health

and strength ! Such is the difference between a reasoning faith

on rational grounds, and a personal faith based on oiu* owm
experience and vmd conviction. And in truth this simile

is not remote and far-fetched. It comes very close indeed to

the matter itstdf^ if only it be true that the soul is^often dis-

eased, and that religion presents to us no inexorable law^giver

of a rigid rule of reason, no stem judge of severe truth, but a
wise physician touched with the feeling of our infirmities, and
able to save to the uttermost.

Or let us tiike another case, -which will go still more deeply

and touch more nearly the very root of the social relations of

Ufe. An individual of high rank, as often happens, is about to

enter into a lasting union with one of whom he personallyknows
little, if anything. In regard to rank and fortune, of agreeable-.

ness of person and manner, as wx*ll as accomplishments, not to

say mental endowments, be has the best and strongest assur-

ances. But the character of youth is generally undeveloped-

Not only may all that is morally beautiful, and every great and
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noble disposition, lie rherein ;
but there may also be slumber-

ing within it the violent elements of passion. It is only the

full development of life and love that will expand the one or

the other. The cpiestion, then, for one contemplating such an
union, is—can he have such a confidence in the character and
sentiments as naturally ought to precede an union which is

to last for life. She has received an excellent education; she

enjoys a spotless reputation : her whole family stands high in

the respect and esteem of men, its friendship and society are

everj'where sought and valued, not merely for its rank and

•station, but also for its amiable qualities. Moreover, another

lady of established character for all that is good and estima-

ble, has the most favourable opinion of her, honours her with

her friendsliip, and loves her as a younger sister, or as her

own daughter. All these considerations are perhaps sufficient

grounds and rational warrant for an anticipatory confidence

in such a case. But how widely remote and how different a

feeling is this from that deep trusting confidence which

springs up after the union—which a wife's conduct instils into

a husband's heart—^when no longer* captivated by mere per-

sonal channs, but almost entirely forgetting them, he rather

rejoices to notice and to contcmpljite those qualities of the

*nmost soul, which being most congenial to his own tastes and

habits, aflbrd liim a sure prospect of unbroken harmony and

felicity in the remainder of their wedded life.

It is extremely difficult to lay do%Mi any general rule by

which in individual cases the boimdary line may be di-awn

between ^ mere reasoning faith, resting on external consi-

derations, and one that is founded on personal feeling and

experience of life, in its gravest and most decisive moments.

Very often a confidence that in its origin was quite arbitrai^y

taken up on a cold calculation of reason, will suddenly receive

a full confirmation, and pass* into that profounder assurance

which draws its strength from our own feelings and expe-

rience. And as it is in actual life, so it is likewise in the

higher sphere of faith. In matters of religion, and of science

.also, that which originally was merely a belief of the cold and

abstract reason is subsequently transformed by degrees into a

profound faith, rising at last into an abiding personal feelmg,

and even a deep intuition of living truth. As a first bepn-

uing, then, and as the foundation of a better, and as the first
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^tep of a higher and fuller development, a merely mtional

faidi requires to be treated with respect and judged of with

all due allowance. But when it is set up as perfect and com-
plete in itself, and challenging the most rigorous requisitions

of science, or when it is put forth as sufficient in itself, then

our decision must be that this self-devised rational belief is

only a substitute for, and not faith itself. For this must ever

be vivid imd based on an immediate personal feeling, and on
this account full of love, and indeed both founded upon and
proceeding from out of love.

Properly, the three elements of higher life are inseparable

;

and it is therefore extremely difficult to propound any inva-

riable law applying to individual cases, as to the order in

which these three grades of internal development must or

ought always to succeed one another. Essentially they are

one and indissoluble. As faith and hope are based upon love,

so is love dependent on both the foi*nicT
;
and this is as true

of genuine love on earth, as it is of that which lives in a
liigher domain. If its faith be hostilely disturbed, then it

loses its hope also, and -the very root of its existence. If

hope is entirely cut off, it does not indeed lose thereby faith

itself, and its object, but it preys on itseff.

That in which all these thrive grades of feeling are most
perfectly united, blended and fused together, is enthusiasm.

All genuine enthusiasm is based on some exalted and elevating

faith ;
it is a foim and species of the higher love, and involves

in itself a grand and divine hope. And this is true of genuine
patriotism, and of artistic enthusiasm, no less than of the

reUgious, which is most akin to scientific, especially as the

latter was understood by the ancients, and according to the

place it held in the Platonic philosophy. But though thus

combining all three, enthusiasm is yet essentially distinguished

from them. Enthusiasm is. only an elevated state of the con-

sciousness, w^hich, although in capacity it admits of being

durable, is generally regarded as transitorj'. Accordingly, it

is of a passing state that the term is generally understood.

But the three degrees of feeling are elements of a permanently

exalted consciousness—-of the mind generally, iu its highest

state. And this is even that triune living consciousness, re-

stored again to perfect unity, and to fertile operation. It

is even that to which I have been from the commencement
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of these Lectiu’cs coxitiniially alluding, and especially in the
assertion, that it is necessary to pass from tlie existing state

of tlie consciousness—which is neither its fitting nor original

condition—with its four parts, one of which is mostly divorced
from tlic rest by its imdue exaggeration, and to revert to its

higher and living constitution; which return I spoke of as the

essential condition of true pliilosophy, if not its very self.

Now, if any should d(\sire to give one common name to this

higher, or rather highest, state of the consciousness, inclusive

of its three elements, and call it enthusiasm, it would be
necessary to add the remark, that this enthusiasm is abso-

lutely one, universal, and of tlie highest kind, having for its

object the divine itself : and that, moreover, it is abidingly

permanent, and at the same time reconcilable and even really

associated witli tlic most clear-sighted prudence.

Some such a highly exalted and subUme conception of true

enthusiasm, is to be met with, and indeed predominates
throughout the Platonic philosophy. So far, therefore, it

might be said, that the essential in this harmonic triad {Drei*

klamj) of Cliristiaii sentiment was n(>t wholly unknown to it,

ev<‘n though it knew nothing of the ideas of faith and hope in

this fonu or direction. Comprising all in one, it gave such

espe(ual prominence to love as to make it by itselfthe very basis

of science—of that science, at least, of which alone there can

Ih) any question in the present place, the science of the inner

and liigher life. For it considered such a science as being

simply a love which kis amvod at intelligence, and has

thereby become firmly fixed and moreover* elevated to the

highest de|^ee of clearness and pei^spicuity.

The relation in which tlrese thi*ee properties stand to spfrit,

soul, and sense—those tlu'ce principles already mentioned of

the consciousness, when in its undivided perfection it attains to

a full, vivid operation—is somewhat of the following natui-e.

Faith is an act of the spirit, by wliich the higher feeling,

being distinguished and separated from all that is not essen-

tial, and being purely and spiritually apprehended, is set forth

as an intelligent feeling, and consequently as a judgment, and

m this light comprised in an imperishable idea. Love is the

turning or directing of the whole soul toivards the higher

and divine, even, that is, to God himself. Hope, however, is

the new life which emanates from them both, and in which
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the divine ideas become actual and active ;
or, in other words,

it is the internal sense and fruitful susceptibility for the di>dne

idea and its energies and influences.

Now the next problem which properly comes before us in

this place of our exposition of the human mind, and of the

degree of certainty which is attainable by it, is accurately to

determine and to indicate the true intrinsic essence of science.

What, then, is it to know ? How is it brought about and

accomplished? In the next place, it will be neccssaay to ex-

plain Ae origin of en'or, which is ever opposing science, often

imperceptibly deluding or undermining and destroying our

convictions. This will then enable us to solve the questions

and difficulties suggested by doubt in general, aftei* we have

once ascertained the place which is to be assignt'd to it in the

human mind. And thus we shall at last be able to detonnine

completely, precisely, and satisfactorily, the relation in which
faith and enthusiasm, love and revelation, stand to science.

Now in order to arrive at a full idea of science, it will be

essential to distinguish its several elements—imderstanding

and generalisation {Begreifen), and also discernment—the dif-

ferent forms, too, of thinking—-the necessary in reason, the

possible in fancy, as well as the scientilic cogitation of what
is actual.

But before entering on this field of our labours, I would
premise one general remark. It refers to the nature of that

certainty which we have to look for and may expect in philo-

sophy, according, to the idea of it which wc have made the

basis of our speculations, as being the noblest and highest

manifestation of man's desire of Imowlcdge. And here the

examination of the words of a great and famous thinker, with

regard to his own system, will best serve me for the introduc-

tion and exposition of my own views. ITie system of Spinosa

—for I allude to him— it is tnie, in ill repute for its

obscurenesa and unintelligibility. The remark, however, to

which I refer is wholly unconnected with his svstem. It is

an estimate of his own knowledge, and is quite clear and
intelligible to all, as every one will admit when I come to

quote the words. And perhaps the obs(;urity of his system

arises chiefly from the matter, and the |>ositicm taken up,

rather than from the authors method, and the form of expo-
sition. For, if only we can once bring ourselves to allow that
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the mathematical method is suitable to philosophy, we must
pronounce Spinosa’s style most excellent. It is, in fact, rcmaik-
able, not only for the rigour and precision of its definitions

and proofs, but also for the structure of its sentences and
general composition, so far as excellence was attainable in the
modem Latin of the schools, to which, however, Spinosa has
succeeded in giving a wonderfiil evenness and unifonnity of

expression, having handled it w’ith a facility never before

paralleled.

As to the system itself, and the mnk which, according to

the position here assumed for the philosophy of life, ought to

be assigned to it, it will hardly be necessary to enter into a
particular review. Generally we have already expressed our
opinion, and the judgment vre should pass upon it may be
deduced from the remarks which I formerly made when dis-

tinguishing betw^een the two directions or views which, in its

search after truth, present themselves to the reflecting mind
for its choice between faith or doubt. One of these views of

the world and things is based oh the idea of the living triune

God, whom faith embraces, love desires, and in whom all our

hopes are centred. Now this hypothesis implies, by a neces-

sary and inevitable consequence, that the world is not self-

existent, but, as we have all been taught, had a beginning,

having been created by God out of nothing. According to

the other theory (and to one of these every profound and
truly scientific system of philosophy must in its essential

principles belong), the world had not a beginning, but i«

eternal, b|ing one wdth God—or indeed, speWiing absolutely,

all is ows, and necessary thought and necessary existence

are not properly and essentially distinct, but only so many
different forms or aspects of tJic one eternal and necessary

essence. Now of the latter system, according to the opinion

of all competent judges, either of .his own or oui* times, the

work of Spinosa is the ablest and most consistent exposition

that science has ever yet produced. But between these two

systems and views of the universe, the philosophy of life

cannot long hesitate. Seeking to airive at a clear insight

into all that is divine, so far as it is traceable within the

higher life and inward consciousness, and adopting and re-

garding it as an imparted fact of an internal, no less than

of an external revelation, she cannot be at a loss to decide
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between faith in a living God and that idea of one necessary

essence which is at the same time both God and the worid—
an idea which, making thought and being identical, proceeds

to give to all else con espondent arbitrary definitions. Indeed,

the question can hardly arise for the philosophy of life, or if

it does, it may at once set it aside. Now this general ob-

ser\*ation on all such systems of necessity implies, of course,

the condemnation of that of this great and famous thinker.

It too must be at once rejected as fimdamentally false. S\ich

a censure, however, does not involve anything of personal

vituperation. All such feelings need not to be mixed up with*

it. For in truth it often happens that the greatest and most
richly endowed minds, and the most single and straightfor-

ward characters, if they once take a wrong direction, fall into

the profoundest, or, as they have been termed, the 7nosi viohnt

errors. But in every case it is but equitable to make a dis-

tinction between the author and his .system, however severe

may be the judgment we pass on the latter. In the case of

Spinosa, too, we must bear in mind that he was by birth and

education a Jew. As suth, he was not only without the pale

of Christianity, but even regarded it with strong national pre-

judices. If, therefore, his system is not consistent with the

truths of religion, or i-athor, if it even violently clashes with

them, he is scarcely obnoxious to r<?pr(X)f. At least, he is not

half so much open to censure as those who, not having this

palliation to urge, assume an hostile j)osition towards religion,

while their animosity is not relieved by any splendour of

great talents, but marked throughout by the meapness and
narrowness of their views and the ordinary character of their

scientific theory' and sysU ni.

The expression of this great thinker to which I have alluded,

relates to his own self and the object he had in view by his

literary labours ; to his wqrk, in short, or system. It is con-

tained in a letter to one of his most intimate friends, and runs

as follows : Whether my philosophy be the very best, I know
not; at least I do not wish to decide that point ;

that, however*

I have discovered the true philosophy, I have not the leasts

doubt.** AU this sounds modestly enough. And in all proba*

bility it expresses bis real sentiments and opinion. It sets up»

however, a pretension which I cannot by any means admit
Spinosa here takes the term philosophy in a diflTercnt souse
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from its old and original sigrification. Among the Greeks the
Sophists alone derived their name from a pretension to perfect
wisdom and science. But the followers of a true wisdom, from
Socrates’ time at least, explained philosophy to be what its

name imports,—a desire of the highest knowledge, and a pur-
suit of divine truth. And this is the essential point which,
involving a total difference of opinion, hits divided the minds
of' men through centtirics and tens of centmies, and is as yet
far from having attained to a satisfactory solution. And
herein the Socratic idea of philosophy, which is also my own,
•receives a species of historical confirmation, which that other
mathematical notion of it stands still in need of. But to

return to our author. By philosophy, as indeed is clear fi’om

his very system, he understands a perfect science and absolute

truth. Now this perfection of knowledge does not, it is tnie,

lh*etond to extend to and embmee all individualities. Still it

is at least intensively an omniscience—‘wliich by tine further

development and expansion of what it possesses within itself

unev-olved, would in its external comprehensiveness pmbrace
every particular case. And can such infinite knowledge and
omniscience be ascribed to any other being than God ? If

we at once acknowledgti this, it would surelyW more agreeable

to truth to consider man in this life as being merely in a pre-

paratory state, wlK*re at most it is permitted him, step by step,

to approximate still nearer to the height of knowledge. If

that degree of knowledge which is conceded to aiid is attaiiu

able by man, n?ally suffices for the wants o/ life—^we might,

or rather^to speak more properly, we must be content with it.

Probably even that which it is allowed to man to reach, has

never }‘et been tictually attained to by any individual. And
why in any cose are we unwilling to wait, if, as it undoubtedly

remains for ever certain, that when this period of preparation

snail have closed in that eternity which is really life, man will

in one way or another arrive at perfect certainty and clearness

of insight into the nature of himself, the world, and the Deity,

and wul also fully understand the now inscrutable relation of

•God to man and the universe ?

Now while we regard the last half of the judgment which

this great thinker has passed upon himself, as a pure self,

delusion naturally arising from, and indeed closely connected

with, his whole system, we must also qualify the first halt

9. K
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and subject it to many essential limitations. The best pliilo-

sophy, that of Spinosa most assuredly cannot be called. And
this for two reasons. On the one hand it sets out with the

pursuit of mathematical certainty and precision—on end not

attainable in this branch of human inquiry
; on the other, it.

commences wdtli a principle fundamentally false, starting from

the imaginary notion of absolute necessity as the original first

and last illusion of the reason. Better, however, it most
unquestionably is than many others, which, no less false, are

witn their superficial dulness, their half compromise and
jiunble of inconsistent principles, still more pernicious. Violen t

,

errors, to use an old phrase, ai-e those which serve to give a

new impulse to science, and arousing it from its stationary

point of imperfect development, excite it to advance one step

nearer to tlie truth. They serve to accelerate a whole crisis

of movement and transition. In this respect, accordingly, a

system of philosophy which is far from pood in itself, may
nevertheless be pronounced good in a relative sense. In other

words, it is one the study of wliich may occasionally prove*

salutary and profitable. <It will benefit those individuals, or

even a whole nation or age, who are in the very crisis of

transition, and capable of digesting such strong meat, are

healthy enough to elaborate such a system of error into the

sound elements of truth. That this opinion is by no means
imduly lenient, or over tolerant, but that its justice is not un-

supported by historical exj^erience, is proved by the histoiy

of our national pbilosoph}' in these later days. Thms, on the

Gennan phiIo.sopfhy of nature, in the first stage at least of its

development, the system of Spmosa exercised a j^cat and
decided influence, which however has now altogether ceased.

All the most original, too, of our thinkers, whether they

belonged to the older or later schools^who stood aloof from uu
system or party, have also paid Jiis works great attention. For
this they rivetted by their wonderful simplicity and rigom* of

consequence, and Aeir loftines.s of scientific^ thought, even
while they failed to win a peneral, much less a complete adhe-

sion to his theo^. But this feeling is quickly fadii^ away.

great internal victory has been gained over its seductive charms/
which is of inestimable importance to the cause of truth. It

is fast quittmg the field of human thoi^ht and inquiiy
; and if

it still holds its place in a few mindsy it forms there alone tlie
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last remaining obstacle to the complete triumph of the science
of life and revelation—^the last lingering mist of mental dark-
ness and demoniacal illusion before the rising sun of a newly
breaking day.

It may perhaps appear inappropriate, and indeed highly
objectionable, to have spoken of a pernicious system of meta-
physical error before such an audience as the present

; espe-

cially as from the first I expressed my unwillingness to enter
at large into if i details. But I have, I think, a full and com-
plete justification. A veiy similar, or rather the same view
•of the w'orld and things as that which it propounds, and w hose
essential peculiarities J have, I think, con*ectly characterised as

one of the leading branches of human error, still prevails, and
is not confined in its manifestations to a metaphysical form. It

meets us eveiywherc in still more accessible and highly-attrac-

tivc shapes—^in eveiy fonn and dimension—in the interesting

but simple tale, and in the magic creation of poetical pan-
theism. And since so many poets and other popular writers

arc a kind of half or w'hole, conscious pr unconscious, Spinosists

—to use this name in a wddc and general sense—^it w'ould b(*

to affect an unscrupulous delicacy, which w^ould neither be in

measure nor in season, were I to abstain from all notice of

what is otherwise so notorious. If the philosophy of divine

experience, with its totally different form and spirit, were
but caiTied out as perfectly and completely as this silently

reigning system of rationalism wdth its consistency of error,

then should we at last be able fully to coipprehend, and to

our. great* amazement discern all that is meant by this its

dangerous rival, and how very much it involves.

My object has not been to make a polemical attack, mid to

give a complete refutation of this system. Such a design

neither lay within my prescribed limits, nor could it be other

tlian useless and superfluous in a ^philosophy which took its

position from life, and especially the inner and higher life.

Whnt I Had chiefly in riew was to establish a precise and

rigorous distinction between the Socratic notion of pliiloso-

ns a gradual approximation to eternal truth and the first

science, and that false mathematical conception of it w^hich

sets up a claim to absolute knowdedge, and by a rigid ob-

servance of system pretends to the attainment of omniscience.

AxiA this was a distinction which, both from personal consi.

2k2
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derations and with rcgjml to the present undertaking, it was
iueiimbcnt on me to insist upon, in order to a^*oid the slightest

laiscoiiception. Having myself long since recognised the

three categories of an elevated eonsciousncss~faith, hojH\

and love, to be also tlie essential elements and priinary foun-

dation of all higher thought and knowledge, so tar at least as

the latter, having life for its matter and subject, must take

life for its starting-point and foundation; I have therefore

publicly advanced this doctrine. Still nothing could be more
foreign to my whole mode of thinking and feeling, or so directly

opposed to it, as the design of forcing adhesion to my theory

of laith, hope, and love, by the might of logical demonstra-

rion, or even the thought of constraining by the w'capons of

science the convictions of any one. Nay, even if I were gifted

u ith magic jiOAvers of persuasion and irresistible eloquence, so

as to.be able to win the whole \yorld over to my own way of

thiniking, or rather conviction, oh these aiattors, still I should

have no wish to accomplish such a general concuncnce in

this manner. Sucii a method would not bo appropriate to thi.s

domain of philosophy, and above all it would not be the true

and right one. For philosophy must ever betheiruit of one s

own personal reflection, and invariably spring from an im-

mediate feeling of a want and defect within, otherwTse it ctin

scarcely exist in reality. All teaclung, therefore, or commu-
nicatioii of philosophy, has properly no other end and aim
iban to funi’sh a vivid impulse to self-reflection. Beyond
tliis it can only sqrve to suggest the limits of a right and law-

ftil exercise of such mediation, and by pointing o\x% tlic nxid

that I»)ads most directly to this end, to wani against the devi*

ous by-M ays of eiTor which branch out from it at every point

of its pjith. Everyone who is in eanmst in the pursuit of

trutli has, moreover, already within himself a principle. {An*
fang) of faith, hope, and love, ifa some sliape or other, and not

merely a principle, but a very system of them, even though
it do not always manifest itself exactly in a scientific form.

If eveiyone who in any degree lends a symmthising car to

my present discourses feels himself in any degree confinued

by them in that principle of a higher fkith and love that

is as yet in any degree developed in liim~if he feels him-
self moved by them to stiU more lofty aspirations after the
highest end oY bojie—if what to him is the centre of love and
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life has been more fully and more clearly evolved by them—
if hiii thoughts have taken from them a clearer and more
distinct order and arrangement, then will the first wish and
principal object of my present labours be perfectly realised,

and attain to their fullest and completest gratification.

We Avculd therefore, for our parts, remit to God and the

future all properly unconditional and absolute knowledge.

For, irrespecth cly of the delusive phantom of a pretended

mathematical method and rigom: of demonstration, which is

both fundamentiilly false, and moreover totally inapplicable

to the present sphere of inquiry, such an absolute science,

merely as claiming to be positive, trenches ultimately on

omniscience. We therefore prefer modestly to acquiesce in

pretensions more suitable to man's position in the world. If

therefore we confine ourselves within the prescribed limits,

and arc content Muth a gradually but steadily advancing

approximation to perfect truth, as jit is in God, we shall ^oon

find that even within these boundaries a legitimate idea of

science may be set up and advanced. And this science, it

wiirquickly appear, not only contaUis within it a stable foun-

dation of iiTofragable certainty, sufficient for all the wants

and requisitions of life, but also opens a wide space for the

further exercise and development of all time, thought, and

(iogiiition, and the most ample field for all genuine spiritual

ho|)es and pure wishes of a higher nature. In it.s free de-

velopment it is by no mean.s subject to the narrow limits of

earth
;
while, as resting on the firm basis of experience, it is

little affected by doubt; which, though plied with all its

acutenes#and with its endless refinements to the very height

of subtlety, shall never undermine ox essentially injure it.

I said an idea (Idee) of science. I did not .employ the

term notion (Begritf), as in the case of the consciousness ;
for

the latter, in all its completqness, is given to by internal

extiericnce and the obsoiTation df our own minds. In the

c-ase of the consciousness, consequently, the only point is to

«et it forth in a wTll-orderod and fully comprehensive term,

as completely as it is revealed to us in reality. But of

science there cannot be more than one idea. An ideal

standard may be set up to guide us in our attempts to attain

to it, and to indicate the degi-ee, measure, and method, of its

possible acquisition. And this idea and standaad can only
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be derived from the highest idea of all—^tliat of God, who is

the eternal truth itself. It is tliither that it must go, as to its

first source. Now this idea of science, after the com])lete

notion of the consciousness which I have already established,

is the second result to which our inquiries have brought us.

It is the second step of progress in our present development
of thought.

Now this idea of science, 'which points to it as i)ossible and
actually attainable, and w'hich also in fact leads us to it, rests on
two assumptions. It implies, in the first place, that man must
continually advance to a fuller understanding of a given trutli

;

and having the capacity, is also able to do so, if only he has a
real and abiding wish for it. How, indeed, can it in general be
doubted, that are not absolutely incapable of understand-
ing any given tmth, when the veiy fact of its being gi^'cn

implies it in some degree least, however limited
; and when

the very apprehension of.flie given matters forms a begin-
ning, it may be a very imperfect one, of understanding ?

But, in the second place, the idea of an actually attainable

.science re.sts on the assuniption, that we arc in a condition to

recognise as such, and in its true light, the error which
springs up everywhere in the human mind, and by so doing
to emancipate oui-sclves, if not from every tiuce of its former
influence, yet, at least, from its absolute dominion and tyranny.
And since in this field of hwnan enors we are at least at

home, there can be no obstacle to our taking a full and com-
plete suiTcy of them, and taking the exact measure of tlicir

shallo^vness, ITiis requisition, as well as the possibility of its

accomplishment, is fundamentally involved in that^old Gre-
ciaii maxim, “ Know thjfSelf,” when interpreted in its more
scientific sense. And in truth there is no ground to doubt its

jmsibility, if only a firm footing—the wov r» of Arcliimedcs—
can be found for us out of ourselves and of the ordinary state

of the human consciousness. And such a stable jpoint is

actually found and provided for us in the revelation of a
higher truth than man's. That a recognition of error as such
is possible, and thereby the emancipation of the mind from
its slavery may be &ciUtated, will be best tmd most clearly

evidenced bv actual experiment. We must then try to assign to

each single faculty of the consciousness, in its present degraded
and distracted statCi the essential scientific error which pccu^
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faarly clings to and besets its exercise, or at least to point out
the tendency thereto which is deeply rooted therein. And
such an experiment may be made successfully, if we take up
our position in the high point of view fuimished by a con-
sciousness restored again to unity and harmony in God. Now
from this point of view it is no doubt impossible, as we have
already remarked, to assume or concede the existence of
innate ideas—at least, not in the usual and literal sense.
Innate errors, however, may well naturally be assumed to
exist in the first degraded state of the human mind. Not,
indeed, that there rules in them any blind inevitable neces-
sity, but rather a false tendency—^an evil habit become a
second nature—which is only in appearance an original imper-
fection, And such have been often enough recognised in the
illusions of imagination and the narrow limits of the reason

;

only the recognition has not been complete and total enough,
and consequently not sufficiently explanatoiy. Indeed, the
notion of scientific error, as innate in the human mind, must
be taken exactly in the same light as the moral weakness and
frailty of man in his present condition—as being, in short,

jicculiar tb the whole race, and transmitted as an inheritance

from generation to generation.

Now, to the knowledge of error as such is opposed tlie

recognition of tnith—the higher, that is, divinely revealed

truth. And this perception it is that furnishes the stable

point of intrinsic certainty to every species and form of
human cognition. But here the question might arise natu-

rally enough : how can man recognise a truth, which never-

thelcss m revealed to him fe’om \vithout, making himself

thereby, as it were, at once its master and its judge ? How,
in other words, can he, as it were, know again that which is

now first given to him, and which previously he was not in

possession of. In this matter .thc^ case stands almost exactly

the same as it docs wdth innate ideas, which are not to be

understood literally os involving the hypothesis of a pre-exis-

tenco of the soul—and os it does with that eternal memory

wldch, as connected with the theory of innate ideas, rightly

‘and more correctly intei’prcted, is both justifiable and tenable.

If man is to be declared totally incapable of this recognition

of divine truth, then must ho be first stripped of all the high

prerogatives which the Almighty has bestowed upon him
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above the rest of the natural creation. The very last mice
and vestige of the divine image that is in him must be erased

and destroy('d. Among these endowments, that which w'e

may well coll the dangerous privilege of free will, holds neither

the last nor the lowest place. God created man free, and free

he is even in his relation to God. It is left to man's choice,

whether he will or not acknowledge the Deity above him.

But this being the ease, this free and unconstrained acknow-

ledgment, so far as the choice is rightly made, by no means
involves any exaltation of man's judgment above the law of

God. On the contrary, it is nothing more than a free and,

voluntary assent to the divine. However, it is the inward

experience that we have here to consider. For the facts and

external data of mere ex])erimenlal sciences can only so far

belong to our present consideration, as they bear upon the

inner exjKn'ionce of the consciousness and the knowledge of

human nature’—<is well upon that more exaltcnl exi)erience

(which is indeed contained in the fonner) of a higher desti-

nation imported to and announced to man by God. And tliis

is the case with histor}^ or language. It is exactly in this

relation that a scientific knowledge of eithcjr stmids to our

present subject. But not only language, but every object also

in the W'hole domain of human inquiry—in the vast realms of

art and nature—belongs thereto, or may be made a part of

it, if only it stands in or admits of being brought into this

relation to the inward and higher ex]>eriencc. Now thin

miderstanding of the truth that is al30ve man, which is ever

growing in clearness^ and brightness—this [lerfeet recognition

of whatever is oia*oncoua and false—this <.*v(?r-fulvancing com-

f

ircliension of the actual,' so far as the latter lies within its

imits, form the three grades or sjdienns of science which, even
according to this^idea of it, may unquestionably be ix>gai*ded

os possible, and founded aljso on the actual and real.

The latter is an important point; as to all el.se, the different

ways, metliods, and directions of thought, belong to the out-

ward fonn, rather than tp the intrinsic essence of science,

lissentially, there is but one law and standard for all ways,

and modes of thinking. The necessary thought of tiic reason,

with its strict logical concatenation, no less thau the pos-

«ihle thinking of the scientific imagination, with its gene-
rally symbolical di^ess, must, if it w^ould not lapec* into error.
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and become ultimately utterly null and vain, adhere to the

actual and real, and stand and maintain itself on the firm soil

of experience. It is only when the necessary coititation sets

out from reality, that it is truly necessary ; and in like man-
ner is it with the possible. If it does not rest on the firm

basis of the actual, it is not really possible and actually attain-

able. Without tliis intrinsic gi’avity and point of rest, the

mathematicid method, with its })n'tiTided rigour of demonstra-

tion, no less than the most ing(‘uious but arbitrary hypotheses,

are perpetually oscillating through the wide realms of infinite

I space—like pure fictions—not, however, like good fictions

based on regalities, for such oftem possess a deep and profound
significance, but like thoroughly unmeaning and aimless fig-

ments, and unsubstantial fantasms. Against the intrinsic

reality of the mind's experience and its science, which is built

up on this foundation of a recognition and undei'standing of

what is revealed and imparted to it, of an acknowledgment
of what is spurious and false, and of a comprehension of the

actual and real, all the doubts of scepticism a\Tul little, or,

properly speaking, nothing. If^ liowever, we set out from
the \mconditional science of reason, holding it and consider^

ing it really to be such, then there is no longer any safeguard

to keep us from falling headlong into the bottomless abyss of

endless doubt. In such a case, the human mind may for a

time he lulled into a calm, which, however, is anjlhing but

a true and perfect serenity. Between that arbitrary faith

which is the mere creation of the reason, and devised for

the express pmi)ose of filling the profound void which man
must fed so long as his heaven-ward asp^tions are unsa-

tisfied, and tlie endless doubts of his intellect, there is at

best but a temporary and passing truce : it is no time peace.

It is like some “ Concordat,'* which, elfecte^ with the gi'eatest

difficulty, and ever on the point of bciii^ dissolved by the

mutual jealousy of the contracting parties to it, does but

leave each member to follow his own devices, so long as

he engages to abstain firnm all* hostile interference with the

other. In such a case, a complete aud harmonious co.u|wra-

Xion of the mind's hitherto divided and estranged faculties is

not for a moment to lie thought of. That, however, must be

sought by a very different path*

END OF LECTURE YIl.
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LECTURE VIII.

Is ihc domain of art it is an old and established opinion,

not only that a peculiar genius is rt‘quired for its original

creations, but also a special sense or feeling is indispensabl<‘

for a coiTCct appreciation and estimate of the works i)r()-

duced by the fonner. Indeed, we can hardly call it an

opinion
;

its validity is so universally acknowltMlgcnl, that it is

acted upon as a principle. In the same way the Platonic

philosophy assumes for its foundation an enthusiastic aspira-

tion af^r divine truth and a higher knowledge of it. >Iore-

over, as it sets out from a consciousness elevated and oxpandid
by enthusiasm, so it looks to the same for access and adoption.

And this is the source of that affinity between this species of

philosopliy and an artistic enthusiasm which is traceable in

all ages and nations, however widely different in the general

character of their minds, among whom the fonner has in any
degree manifested itself, assuming everywhere, if not the

shape of dialogue, yet some other equally beautiful form of

exposition. Hence, too, so far at least as Uiis is possible in

the domain of science, the point of view of this phil:>S()phy is

predominantly artistic. Tht more, then, that in modern days,

and especially among German writers, thc‘ school form has

become prevalent ^in science generally, and especially in phi-

losophy, the greater is the merit of those who have striven to

give to philosophy this artistic elegance and structure, or at

least to preserve it and restore it to favour. Atid even if any
oe disposed to set less value upon this artistic grace and
enthusiasm for the beautiful in philosophy than, in my opi^

nion, is due to it, they must at least admit that it tends to

promote a more libcnil and comprehensive culture of the

mind. On this account it is surely to be defende<l, and de-

serves our most favourable judgment. This remark does not

apply exclusively to our own Oerman literature and culture,

and that devotion to the arts of the beautifhl which is so

poeuliar to our countrymen; it has a general reference to all

modern nations. A morn artistic feeling is an universal wont
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of the times to counteract the prevailing school form, and the

preponderating mathematical view of the world, or, at least,

a predominantly mathematical cast of mind. Accoi*dingly,

Ilemstcrhuys, who in philosophy adopted a rievr similar to, if

not identical with, the Platonic, though writing in the French
language, which w^as not his vernacular tongue, has laboured

W'ith a masterly hand to give to his style the exquisite beauty

of art. But still, notw’ithstanding this common afSnity and
enthusiasm for the beautiful, a distinction exists, and must
ever remain, between the scientific notion of beauty and the

mere artistic conception of it, and that fanciful view of the

world and things w hich is derived from and dependent on it.

For according to the latter, the highest beauty is to the poet

and ailist nothing less than the height of tmth, as indeed it

i-eally is of poetic and artistic timtli. But to the view of science,

l)etween the divine and eternal truth and beauty, even the

highest beauty, there is and must ever remain a certain degree
of distance, which, if it do not amoimt to an internal, is yet,

iievertlielcss, a line of demarcation. Eternal truth is even God
himself. And if, occasionallv, in the^Platonic philosophy, the

Prime Being is di.stinguishei and designated as the archetype

of iK^auty, this is but a loose way of speaking, not exactly con-

sistent w ith scientific accuracy. For, accor^ng to the latter,

the excellence of beauty is but a perfect mirror, or a pine
refii'ction of eternal perfection, but not eternal perfection

itself. Indec^d, in order to express its perfect purity from
all admixturt*, and from every the least stain of the ^nsiblc
world, as well as from every mist of earthly delusion that

othcrwiscfmight cling to aiidcnc&'cle it, I should prefer to call

it the holy beauty, rather than the archetype of beauty, or

oven the height of iH'auty. For the latter shifts and varies with

the subjective tastes of individmJs. One man sees the standard

of beauty in an Apollo, another^ in some other equally sublime

and highly-finished god-form of anfcient statuary.

AVlmt, tlien, is this beauty, according to the pure and ori-

ginal notion of it, and rclativeljr to redity ? For, according

to the principle which the philosophy of life assumes, we
•must tmee everything back to the real end the actual—-to the

actual and the i^^al of nature and of earth, or else to one that

is higher and more spiritual, nay, even Godlike. What place,

then, does beauty here hold ? what is its relation to the rest
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of creation, or, still more i^encrally, to the whole created

universe and its author ? What is it in and by itself, and in

truth?

Now in that sacred .anguajj^e which treats of holy things,

and devotes to them wxdl and carefully weighed expressions

and terms, mention is made of a wisdom created in the

beginning, and before all time. As, therefore, it is said to be

created, it is plain that by it is not meant, and that we must
not confound with it, that uncreated and etenial wisdom who
is elsewhere called the Abnighty Word, by whom the whole

system of nature, and all things, w'erc created in their original

beauty. Now this created wisdom, which eonscquenllv as

such is also a creature—what else is it than the thought, the

image, the expression and impress of the hiddtui and internal

essence of the Deity—wherein its inapproachable depth and
unfathomable abyss arc outwardly projected and rendiTcd

visible ? Is it not, in short, the exact mirror and unsullied

reflection of the divine perfections ? But however we miiy

choose to name and describe it, the creature—<'ven though its

creation may have beer^ befone the w'hole world, and even

before time itself—must always be kept distinct from the

uncreated Being of eteniity imd omnipotence, who, moreover,

called the former into existence. Now, if we were to apply

to tliis created wnsdom the expression of ‘‘ a soul of God,'*

which was fonncrly employed by a few writers, but which was
soon allowed to fall again into di8u.s<\ from a dread (.>f the

misapprehensions it might possibly l(»ad to, it would give per-

haps a g(x>d semre. It might thus serve to distinguish this,

the first of all creatures, in As pure and original Ix^auty, from
a mere soul of the world or of nature, howevcu ideally (con-

ceived. Only in that case care must be taken to keep in re-

membrance that such a mode of speaking can only ajiply to a
creature, and that of such alone is it lulowablc so to spook.

For—in correctness of lairgua^ and in the true tucaning of

words—tt soul, as being on the whole and predominantly a
|»assive faculty, cannot be attributed to God, in whom all is

ihflnite power and pure activity, and who as such ever worketh

and never censes in Ilis infinite operations.

It is this, the first of all creatcii things. whiA with its pure

splendour lights up in brilliancy whatever in the rest of crea-

tion still regains aught of childlike innocence and blessed
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purity. It is the inner chami, the spiritual flower of nature,

tlie liiddcn germ of thnt piu-adisiacal loveliness which, though

veiled in this teiTCStrial shroud, still gleams forth occasionally.

It is even tliat sacred beauty which fills to the full the true

artist's soul, even though he is never able fully and com-

pl(‘telv to realise it. It is that for which the thinker in his

mspiivd enthusiasm seeks in vain for w^ords and expressions

All the forms and terms of Language fail to reach its high

c.xcellciice. For. in fact, so long as man, holding it to be a

pure ideal, regards it as nothing but a thought or notional

•relation, he cannot but fail to seize and apprehend this

im story of love in all its living reality.

And here it is that I would apply the words already quoted

of a great thinker. They were used by him in reference to

his own system of science and philosojdiy : and though in

jnv application they relate to a very diiferent matter, it is

ueviatlieloss one which has an intimate bearing on the first

science. Slightly imxlifjdng his words, then, I would thus

say : whether tlic notion of beauty 1 have here advanced be

for the aitist absolutely the Tight oiiQ— c., wdiether it be

perfectly satisfactory and suflicient
;
or whether in its special

application to a particular branch of lut, and in the actual

execution of any given \vork, it requires sevend intermediate

notions and means of transition, and w hether, moreover, several

elements equally essential must conciu* ihcjrein : that I know^

not, or at least I make no assertion about it. And indeed. I

sec clearly onougli that even for art and its jgjrfect realisation,

sometlxing else is wanting besides the p\u*e idea of beauty

alone. This, howanor, I do know and am quite certain of,

that, viz., the notion of bt'auty wiiich I have here advanced,

and besidt'S >vhich swireely another wall be found, is the true

and right Christian notion, of w'liich all the statues 0/ heathen

gods, all fantasies of nature, all mental ideas, ore but single

mys, faint memorials, corporeal images, or mere scattered

and mutilated fragments. %

Tlio tliought, too, of that blissful state in the inf^cy df

•ereation—when sorrow had as yet no existence, and evil, with

its many woes, was uot~is a notion not insignificant, but M,
rather, of rich influences for the higher and more spiritual aim

of arc and especially for the deeper and profo^er c^ence of

poetry. 1 have, indeed, ahoady alluded to this notion; and T
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revert to it because I feel it is one which does not deserv’e

to be SO totally neglected as it usuall}* is. Now the higher

poesy was termed, in consideration of that Godlike idea of

eternal hope which predominates in it, the dawn of an upris-

ing mom m the world of intellectual culture and poetic fancy:

but at the same time I remarked, that it was accompanied

by a mournful recollection of a great foretime, long since

passed away and depa^d. Not that this sad backward look-

ing to a lost infantine happiness of the first times is in

discord with or in opposition to the hopes of the rising dawn.

Rather must it be regarded as in harmony with it. For

this feeling is as it w'cre the reflection of that hope—^the

same light thrown back finm yet another side—even as the

lovely hue of the sky at cventiae, and the bright rays of the

breaking dawn, make a kindred impression on the fancy. In

this respect we might almost venture to say of poetiy^ and its

inmost essence, that it is but the spiritual echo of the soul

—

sorrowful remembrance of a lost paradise. I do not mean
that the latter and its history, such as it is transmitted to \is,

or even as it has been handled by the English pmjt, is the

only fitting or even a particularly happy subject for poetry.

I allude rather to that paradisiacal state of universal natmx^

throughout the whole globe—creation’s state of infantine

happiness, before it was ruined by revolt from God.
A note of these paradisiacal remembrances, a sorrowful

menimto of this heavenly innocence and prinud beauty of a

newborn world, |eems liiuj an inward and animating soul to

breathe in—or as a thread of higher and inteiiser l^e, to run
through—all the songs and exquisite delineations of a more than

earthly poeiy. Not that this ray of light ought or ev('r could

form by itself the subject-matter of the finislu»d wwk of any
true poet. His subjects arc generally, and indeeii must be,

somewhat more coiporeal, being drawn for the mo.st port from
history and from life. What 1 formerly said of divine hope
applies here also. Even while the picture of reality which is

set forth is worked out most elaborately, with accurate obsex-

vation of all its little and nicest traits, this purely spiritual

.

and almost unearthly tone ought nevertheless to ho present.

It must be found there os the inner soul of ihe whole, how%
ever veiled beneath the outer world tiiat is portrayed in the

•toiy. No work, however, in which this inner thread of life
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is totxilly wanting, is or ever will be in its essence more than

simple prose, even though in form it be verse. Art it may
have unquestionably, and wit, a story, and irony; all in shoxt,

that can be wished anything but poetry. For except where
its true notion is either already lost or fest disappearing, the idea

of i>oetry cannot possibly be separated from tliat of enthusiasm.

The calm cold poetry of the head, if such can for Oj moment
deserve the name, is to the tme inspired poetry of enthusiasm
in the same relation that the spurious faith of the pure reason

stands in to the living faith of the full feeling which springs

out of a profound personal conviction and love.

Now the full essence of this enthusiasm, which, according

to the Platonic notion of it, takes in all things in its embrace,
is in the Christian harmonic triad of faith, hope, and love, dis-

solved, as it were, into its three time-forms. For though faith

has its root in the present, still, in everj" case, it looks back-

ward to some past, whether of an extant or still earlier

revelation, which at the same time it embraces and adopts

into its(‘lf. And even in that faith which admits the revela-

tions of history, or that practical fafth w'hich, in the ordinary

tmnsactions of life, places its trust in human testimony and
the recorded facts of cx|ierimental science (since even out of

the domain of religion faith is inseparably mixed with all that

man thinks or does)-i^in all these kinds of faitli a similar refer-

ence to the past might easily be pointc^l out. To tlie future

it is that hope directs itself, while in love there reigns a full

and intense ftn^ling of the present. And even so of God's
everlasting lovo-*«this too has ever been ancl always must be
understood as a full, intense, and abiding feeling of a never-

ending present, which, without beginning and without end,

goes on for ever in abiding felicity. Besides tliis subdivision

into three branches or elements, species or forms, there is yet

another character by which these three fundamental Christian

feelings are essentially distinguished from the single and all-

embracing one of enthusiasm. To this distinction I have

already alluded, and it consists in this, that whereas enthusiasm

indicates notliing more than a passing state of a more intense

consciousness, tlic three categories above mentioned contain

not merely a transient but a permanent enhancement of it, or

in oUicr words, a consciousness which l^as really liecome higher

and more intense, and as such, endures in full self-posscsrion
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and inward enlightenment. Accoi-dingly, when we are spe.ik.

iitg of Iho relation of taitli to knowledge, this scheme of the

fiindamental feelings of Oiristianity seems in the highest

degree appropriate to that philosoj>hy which iindertakt s to

show, the connexion between knowl(‘dg(» and faith, and th^

passage from one to the other. For it is in tmth well oalculatt'd

to lead to this end even more rapidly and more surely than tli(‘

Platonic fiindamental j)rinciple of enthusiasm, notwithstanding

the profound and essential affinity which subsists between

these two views of the world and things.

With respect to the relation of faith to knowledge : wt* must

remember that the po>itive dogmas of a fixed definite creed

belong to theology, and lie altogtther out of the domain of

pliilosopln’. For though a tiaily learned ext'gcsis of Holy Writ

most unquestionably demands a truly philosophical spirit, it is

not philosophy it.self. And this applies also to ecelesiu^ti<*al

tradition, as running parallel to and co-ordinate with written

revelation. This enlarged assumption, however, of a twofold

source for deducing a knowledge of the truths ncct^ssarv to h
believed, and for their 3ogmatic interj)i‘etation, as touching

on a ])urticular province of history, or as some j>erhaps will

rather say, a controverted point of ehurcli authority, must Ik*

left to theology to discuss and decide. It docs not fall within tht^

tiTie limits of philosophy, which projHTly is concerned onlv with

faith in general, and tliO notion thereof relatively to know-
ledge. And here comes in the gi*eate.st of I hr distinelions

iK'tween the philosophy of life (wliicli is founded both o)i mi

extenial and also an intenial and higher experience, being

itself a science of experience*) and the philosophy of ateolute

reason, 'Jlie ndatiou between faith and knowledge, as

respectively established by them, is thoroughly and essentially

<iifferent. According to that absolute view of the world and
things wliich rests on and springs from a pure and necessary

rational science, faithand know ledge .stand in obsolutc opposition

to each other# The only connexion into which they can possibly

enter is that by which faith is called in to the aid of reason,

and in order to empply its deficiencies. When, for instance, the*

unconditional science cannot by itself attain to fulness and iier-

faction of knowledge, or, after all its labours,finds itselfstanding

unsatisfied even within its own domain^ then the transition is

made forcibly, and, as it were, bya great and sudden leap into tht
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opposito and totally different domain of reason, in order to seek
chore refugi' and proti'ction from itself. And this indeed is the
only wny still open, if not to a complete reconciliation between
the two, vet, at least, to a peaceful coinproniise of the ro-

s]>ecti\'e claims of knowledj^e and of faith. Quite different,

however, is tlie relation between them, as set fortii by the

philosophy of life, wdiioh takes its position in experience and
the knowledge u hich is based thereon. For, in the first place,

faitli and kiiowh^lge are not so rigorously sepamted, nor so

ab'^olutely distinguished in it as they are in the preceding
system. And secondly, as regjirds the order and succession

of the two:—here, in the wide field of human experience, both
inward and outward, in nature and in his own self, it is faith

for the most part that furnishes the beginning and foundation

of kiiowledg(\ which, however, as such is incomplete, and
requirt‘s further development. Wc have already remarked,
that tlu' positive dogmas of a particular faith, together with

the scientific investigations appropriate to them, form a special

domain of higher exjierienee. This is a statement wliich

scarcely nM[uir('s any lalx)ured pn)of? And we need not dw’ell

on it further than to nmiind you, that even hero the faith,

so far as it is dogmatically propounded, forms the foundation.

In this higher region faith is the first and that which makes
the beginning; while the knowing forms the further develop-

ment. Descending into its j)articular applications, the latter

fiirnislics an exjdanation, or rather elucidation, of the whole.

Still it must all the wliile adhere faitlifullj^ to the fact of a
rcvelatio^j, and maintain its authority over the nitional prin-

ci]»lc which otherw ise seeks to d(»press, and does often actually

ovei bear it. And so is it also with the first aw'akening of the

consciousticss. And even iu experimental science, the order

I.H'tweeu faith and know ledge is exactly the same. In actual

life, too, eveiy great enterprise begins wdth and takes its first

stej) in faith. In faith Columbus, compass in hand, and

firmly relying on its revelations, travei'sod in his frail btu’k

the widti waters of an unknown ocean. In this faitli he dis-

/‘overed a new world, and tliercby opened a new era in the

historj' of seicnee and of man. For all his inquiries, all his

thirst and search after information, all his thinking, guessing,

and supposing, did not as yet amount to a complete know^*

xng,~by such means he could not succeed in wrorking out
2 JU
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a full conviction, either for himself or for others. It was
the given fapt, the unquestionable proof* of actual experience,

that first exalted his bold conception into true and perfect cer-

tainty. In a greater or less degree this is the course by w'hich

all the great cUscoveries in science have been made
;
passing

by a slow but ever advancing process of thought from faith up
to knowledge. And the same character of faith is stamped
on every gi'eat and decisive act, every impoiiant event in the

history of individuals or of nations. And if, in contrast with
these gmnder phenomena, an instance be required from the

first and almost unnoticeable beginnings of consciousness, I

would refer to the first time that, with manifest purpose, the
infant seeks and finds for itself Its mother’s breast. But
perhaps the force of this illustration may l)e (jiiestioncd, as

being drawn jfirom what might be called a mere gratification

of an animal want. I shall tliorefore take one which borders
closely indeed on the former, but which do(‘s not appear to

be so immediately connected, not to say identical, with in-

stinct. We will take, then, the second moment of conscious-

ness—-that at which the cliild regards its mother for tlic first

time, full, apparently of reflection, and, certainly of attention

and meaning, as it were wishing to say sonu'thing, if it had
the power to talk. And this eje, upturned for the first time,

full of love and meaning, what is it but the dawning look of
faith ? And tliough even this opening dawn of consciousness
involves a cerUiin di^>tinction and recognition, it is still very
far from the full day of certainty and knowledge. And is not
the former instance highly appropriate and well fitted to illus-

trate the relation in which man sUinds to (iod ? For that
paternal heart, which, as the Ihing pulse of oinni|)otcnce, lieats

sensibly in the boundless universe—is it not also, as it were,
the full maternal fountain at which the immortal spirit imbibes
its milk, and indeed ‘all its nourishment for eternity?

In short, at the vivid jxiint of experience, the first—the still

delicate and innocent—iK'ginnings of feeding are very often in

clasc contact with the full matui’ity of the most cmlightened
knowledge, expanded and elevated to the height of its Infinite^

Source.

At this point, then, of living experience, faith and knowledge
arc not so sharply separated from, or so unconditionally opjxiscV*

to each other as is commonly thought. The relation of faith to
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knowledge is that nearly of the beginning to the consummafion.
Such, too, is the case with experience and revelation, as the
data of all scientific knowledge. These two also stand in close

dependence on each other. Their mutual relation is some-
thing similar to that of the external manifestation to the

inward energy—of the visible body to its animating principle,

or to that inward spark of light wliich the body serves as

an organ and veliiclc, or as an outward garb and veil. In
history, and in every science that in any way deserves to be
called historical, the spirit or mind has been long and gene-
rally a(‘knowled;':ed to be the first and only thing that gives

to the whole its time worth. And in the domain of physical

science, wdiich of all branches of mei*e empirical knowledge
is the most eomprehensive and most extensive, the case is

precisely similar. The externally given phenomenon of the

fact or natural object which is under consideration, forms only

the outward investitiue and is to be regarded as the mode
of manifestation—^the visible form—K)f the inner life, and hiAV

w^iich rules wuthin it. And man s chief object in inves*

tigating the former is, if possible, to pierce its shroud, and to

seize ami to discover the inward law" of life, as that wdiich is

most essential, and as the germ of existence, which is wTapped
up and hiddiui in the outw^ard and sensible veil. Many of the

special branches of physii'al inquiry, such as botany and mine-
ralogy, can only be considered as preparatory labotirs, which
are to furnish the materials and aj)paratus for future science

to act upon, and not really as sciences.* When all the

facts of ihineralogy shall have been brought under one great

and luiivcrsiil law ; when the isolated results of anatomical

research and observation can be reduced to one common phy-

siological idea ; when chemistry, by its exhaustive analysis,

and decomposition of matter ii)to its ultimate elements, shall

be able to discern, in the different gases and other imponder-

able agents, tlie various forms of llie invisible principle of

things ;
when a higher range of physical research shall pene-

trate the grand primal phenomena of the electric shock, of

'magnetic ttttraction, and the prismatic decomposition of light,

and its artistic inutation for scientific puiTwsos, then only

slmll wc be able to remove the last veil which shrouds the

mysteries of nature.

For the whole effort of iiatmal science is indefatigable

2 L 2
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directed to reaoliinj^ through external existence, to that hid-

den centre of life of whose inner liglit and splendour the

whole cori)oreal mass of the sensible world is but the broken

and multijdied reflection, and empirical science but the che-

mical precipitate, the gross material residuum of its pure and

spiritual tnitli. It is to this that all the results of science point

and tend : every investigation in the domain of natural history,

w inch in any degree pretends to be philosophical, likewise leads

to tliis conclusion. Assuming, then, the existence of a Gi)d

as the Gri'ator of the w'orld. what else can nature bt‘ than a

rcvilatioii of God and divine love—a visible manife^taiiou

thereof in outward and material matter? And liow, if othtT-

w i<e conceived of, can it ever be understood or comprelieiuUxl ?

Supposing also 'what in tlie first step of our knowledge we may
very well allow; tliat even from this ))oint of view' much remains

obscuro, enigmatical, and unintelligible to us—still these ineom-

preheiisibl(\ or rather uncompreheuded. inattei‘S are merely a

few individual instances. The wdiole nevertheless will, on this

hypothesis, be fmnd full ijf deep sign ifleauey. and satisfactory,

i\ot only to the h'oliugs, but even to the impiiring and question-

ing intellect. But according to the o])posite view' of the uni-

verses although many, not to say, very many individual facts in

nature may be acutely ('xplaiucd an<l Rcientifically und(T-

stood: still the w'hole, if it hr not looked upon as a revela-

tion from God, but a peculiar silf-cxistent entity, remains

for ever an enigmatical mas^ of indissoluble complications.

Stripped by thi.s^ hypothesis of its high<*r design of leading

man ornvar(l> to the divine, it Ikcoiucs for him at l‘ea,st per-

fectly unmeaning. But when, on the contrary, the universal

.sv>tem of nature is n^garded ns the unfolding and visible*

revelation of the hidden majesty of the Greater, then, together

with tliat ofh<*r one which is written and contained in tke

divine law and Siicred r(‘Cords, it forms one consisUiit w'hole.

Tbdy Writ andnatftre, accfU'ding to this view, app(*artwo mu-
tualiy e\]}lanatory and sujiph'menlal halves of that b(K)k ofGod
which is u ritten on the inside and tlie otit. ITie inner voice

of const'icnee also h.as often, and indeed from the very (*arlicgt"

times, l>etTi reprc-sented as a revelation, though of a diflerent

kind; atul iht? moral feeling uml its peculiar law have been
8up{io.sed to l)e frerpieutly opjiosed to, or at lojist w holly iude-

pendeut of, nature and the natural law'. But even tins internal
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revelation is al>o double, like the external one of Holy Writ
and of nature. For in its negative prohibitions, in its gentle or

terrible, but ever disfinct warnings, as wc^ll as in its positive

rc'fpiisitions, it is quite distinct from its other form as a
feeling of devotion and of mental prayer, or of an illimitable

aspiration after God and divine things. And it is by no
mf*ans allowable to confound or mix up together tlu se two dis-

tinct forms. For the one is universal, though vjiriable in its

degrees of intiuisity
;

whereas tlie olluu* manifests itself

rather by way of exee{)tion as an individual vocation, or if

the term be preferred, as a p(‘culiar gemius jbr pie ty, and a

special sensibil'ty for holy thouglits and feelings.

Now tins fomdbld divine revelation, (‘mbraoing tlie two
external branches of Scripture and of nature, and tlie two
inner ones of conscience and divotion, has its seat in the four

faeultit's of the lower order which liave so r(‘])eatedly been
brouglit before our cemsideration. For tlie nuunory is the

organ of written and oral transmission ond peu’petuatitm

—nay. <»f writing and language genieaully. according to the

intimate cminexioii which subsists* betwtvn tliem. And in

tlie next place, the external senses, with which we may also

associate' an immediate^ intuitieui into the dejiths and myste-

ries of nature, are the organs for perceiving and under'^tanding

the sensible phenomena. Lastly, there is eouseience. and on

the other side, a longing afteu* (iod and di^ine things, as tlu*

highest and most enhaneed degree of human pursuit—of tin

profoumlest aspiration of man's soul, and the purest dt‘sir<^ of

his sj)irit. P'or it is even here, in tlu se sulK>rdinate faculties,

wliore the deep decline and gross degi neracy of tlie human
mind in its jirosent state most strikingly disjilays itsc‘lf, tlial

a susceptibility for improvement is first excited. Here springs

the earliest impulse to return to tlmthigluu* slaleHVom which

we have fallen. Hen' llu' divine seed of resnseitation soonest

expands itself, revivifying and restoring to its pristine worth

and dignity the morbid and lifeless consciousness. The in*

tenial revelation, however, of devotion (ind prayer must be

regarded a.s clearly distinct from and as lying altogether out

of the domain of "philosophy, even as the learned exposition

of Scripture, and a scientific study thereof, forms a peculiar

branch of intellectual imrsuit. But though philosophy must

not be mixed up with it, yet on the other hand it must not
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lapse into, or inseparably identify itself with, a piu'C mysticism

of devotional feelings, or if the tenn be preferred, a tlieory of

pmyer, and a mere contemplative meditation on the Deity and
divine tilings. And the reason is obvious. Devotion, with

its mystical feelings, must necessarily and absolutely attach

itsell* to the positive data of a fixed dogmatic faith. For in

such alone can it find, not only a definite form and a maturely

devclo])ed external shape, but also an iinuu* assurance for

itself as well as a safeguard against the possible errors of

fanaticism.

And here, however, it must not be forgotten that the

intrinsic essence of divine longing, as well as of all other

holy feelings, can never be or seem alien and repugnant to

the philosophy of life, w'hich indeed takes its rise out of this

very centre of a high and holy love. On the contrary, it

must always be intimately associated uitli and amicably

disj)osed tow^ards it. The philosophy of life, therefore, even

while it cai*efully guards against fulling into a mere exposition

and coinmcntuiy of Scripture, may freely borrow from the old

Scriptural language its awful spiritual phrases and its vividly

forcible expressions. It would, in fact, be an overstrained

pedantrj% and an excessive atfectatiou of scientific purism,

were it to wish to avoid it. Still it in neccssarj' to draw* a

precise line of demarcation between religion ;uid philosopliy,

and carefully to obsone their limits. And in the s;ime man-
ner, philosophy will ab-^tain from an undue encroachment on
the province of natural hi>tory, or on tin? domain of ethics

whore the iutenufl revelation of conscience fiimishes the basis

of all inonil legi>lation. At least it will keep from^o doing,

as long as it is anxious to preserve its true dignity as a philo-

>ophy of life, and of thought and science in general, mid fears

to dcgi*ade itsell* by becoming nothing more than a sjiecial

branch and application, either as mere morals or n'atium phi-

losophy. lliis, howev(T, does not preclude from it the lib(*rty

of occasionally entering even deeply into them, or of taking a

general survey of their rt'SuUs, or borrowing largely from
their fiicts. as pregnant instance's, remarkable phenomena and

^

similes, in order to make this remote region illustrate its own
sphere, though properly they do not bc'long to it. Philosophy

has enough to do with what really forms the Kubject.matter

and contents of its ovni jn’orince, without seeking to enlarge
It bv anv extraneous addition.
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Now, to these four forms or sources of a higher revelation,

both internal and external, a fifth remains to be added. It con-

stitutes, as it w'ere, their common bond of union—the centre

at which, converging and coming into cout<ict, they exercise a

mutiml influence, and adjusting and accommodating them-

selves to one another, combine in living union and perfect

harmony. This wc would designate by the general name of

a revelation of eternal love. But a revelation of eternal love

in man, and not merely such a one as we irjight with good

reason pronounce nature and the whole creation to be. And

even when we say man^ wc do not merely mean thereby

such as is revealed in man’s instinctive emotions of devotion

and religion, but tliat ratlicr wdiich speaks out in his most

universal feeling, and in his profoundest and intensest con-

sciousness. But if love itself is nothing but the pure idea,

the inmost s}>irit and essential energy of all true life, and

especially of that which is highest and most exalted, then

must this revelation of love be pre-eminently the subject-

matter of the philosophy of life. For it is even the rich and

intrinsic centre of the other four •sacred sources of divine

revelation. Out of it therefore all higher life, tlumght, faith,

and science, flows into the soul of every man that has any sus-

cej/tibility for sucli exalted excellence. This remark, more-

over, implicitly di^terinines the relation which both faith aiul

enthusiasm (according to the Platonic notion of it) hold in

general to science, and also to revelation and love, though,

indeed, with respect to tlic latter, it is only inchoately and in

outline tluit it is so fixed.
**

But in order fully to work out and complete the idea of

science, according to all those extcraal relations which we have

already laid down, it will he neccssjuy to examine the several

elements of this idea in their internal coherence, and also,

l)y means of contriist with a oompleto evolution of the system

of inborn error, to set them in the fullest and clearest light.

We have already declared and enumerated tlie several

elements and degrees, or species and constituents which toge-

ther make up scientific knowledge, lirst of all, therg, is the

imderstanding and explaining, the discerning and distin-

guishing. In the second place, comes the linng cogitation

or complete comprehension of the actual, which forms tlie

true centre of scientific knowledge, if not its very self; and
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lastly, that which is closely connoctod therewith, tlie imme-
diate perception and I'eco^nition of tj-ntli, and an inward

feeling of certainty. All these, however, may bo more or less

falsified and led astray by the jniuci])al of those scientific

criDrs which are innate in manV mind,—which sometimes

secretly undennine, and at last totally subvert and destroy

them. First of all, the living thought is often converted

into a dead cogitiition, btung earned away from its natural

direction towards the actual, and misled to an unsubstantial

pursuit of empty abstraetions. The total eonfusion <jf i<leas

M'hich this Icfids to i.s fatal to all distinctness and pn.cisiou of

understanding, and r<*iuh,‘rs it impossibh* to have a <*lcar

discernment and correct judgment of things. * And ilam, in

tliis bottomless abyss, llie firm foundation of actual truth and

inward certainty sinks and disappears for ever.

Every one, indeed, of the four fundamental faculties of the

human mind contains in itstdf a faulty dispo>ition and per-

nicious germ of a sj)ef*ial and jmecisc form of seientilic em)r,

which establishes and fully developes itself in its a]>pro})riate

domain, and which, when circum.stancc8 are favoiirabh', is

matured and shaped into a system of falsehood. It is ehiefiy

by the visible conse(|ueiu!es of its further development,, and
also by the intrinsic iucon'^isteneic's in whicli it is inv(»lved by
the unfound(‘d assumption from which it originally sets out,

that each of ihe.H* abortions of imsubstantial and empty
cogitation is most easily detected. And. in I'aet, in the history

of the human mind and }»hilosophy, and even of .science

geneiaily, the esslaitial cluaraeters of these leadinjj phasi^s

of .scientific alKTiatiou are only too distinedly legible to him
wi:o cout^m platens tliat gn at intellectual piet\ire with an eye
Ufiblinded by prejudice.

The ciTor most jx*cuiiar to the n^ason, and which in its do-

main springs up almost indigenously, is one that hhs already

been frequently mentioned—the phantom, viz., of tin? uncon-
ditional, or the delusion of ab^olutc lu cessity. Now, all the

data on which man's kiiowh^dge must be based have a triple

source
;
they m*e presimted to liim from within, from aliove,

and from without. Ihit the n^asoii, whicdi is the faculty of the

logical I fmnexion of ideas, and of the logical nm^ssity which
rules in that connexion, often quit.s this safe and solid ground

reality, as preftent43d to it in tlircefold ex|)crieiicc, wliellajr at
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rcvelutiou urwl history, or of iiatuif>l science, auci restin'^ en-

tirely on itself, trios to build exclusively on its own founda-

tion. Whenever, therefore, it attempts this iinpossibihtv, it

invariably copies the niathenintical method of demonstration.

And so there immediately s])rinpf.s up the^ false semblance of a

necessary knowledge. As the faculty of logical thinking, the

reason is at the same time a power of endless progres>ive

development. To invent, however, to creak' and to produce,

is absolut(‘ly beyond its eaiiacity. And it forfeits its o^nl

riiiChts, whenever, abandoning the pursuits most ajipropriitte,

and assigned to it by nature, it usurps the prerogatives of an

inventive and productive faculty, and thereby gives birth to

the abortions of false metaphysical systems.

When, however, the firm basis and sure principle of some

ri al and actual fact is <>nce given, then the further scientific

development. d('ri>ation, ami wider deduction from this first

foundation mav ho eavried inimitably onwards. 1 here exists

no ground at a‘il why we should wish to set hounds to its ad-

vaiie('. J'Or were we to do so. we should perhaps afterwards

dis(M)ver that th( y had been drawn either too narrowly or too

prematurely *, us, indet‘<l. has already been too often done in

niaiiv a branch of mallicmatical science. And. even because

it is exactly in mathematics that tluMllimiuible procedure of

scientific deVelopnuiit niaJiifesls itsi lf most signally and nK>st

InUliantly, and is at th(‘ same time not iiiconsisKmt with the

greatest rigour of form and certainty, if only it originally sets

out from a stable principle of actual reality, this science will

furnish i)erhaps tlie most ajiprojiriate and yrtinent illuslra-

ti^m. And, indeed, the more so. as the prejudice stdl subsisus

in men’s minds, tliat thi' first foundation of mathcniatical

.science is an original invention af the reason—a pure product

of the intenial intuitions of tlu‘ intelh'ct ; and that this science

stands qufte apart from all other so-called sciences of ^xpt‘-

rience But in its first di*\elopment and acqiusitioii, this is

very far from being the case. If we could only observe m
others, (»r could in our own <*ase recall to mind, how long it

is before a child can actually count three, or clearly separate

from itself the extenuil objects it perceives, or can learn to dis-

tincuish k'tween anv two objects, or Ix-twcen tlicm and itself,

w.> shall be forced to nibnit that the Hrst basis ol cmiinevatiou

has an empirical origin, and Uiat it is on such, consequently,
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that all mathematical science is built and founded. Geome-
trical lines and figures arc properly notjiing more than num-
bei-s, or the fundamental arithmetical notions fixed in space

and invested with a corporeal shape, and thereby rendered

visible. It is, however, not unusual to regard the first princi-

ples of geometr}’'^—such as the point, the right lino, the stpiare,

and the triangle, out of which all else is compounded—as in-

dependent of experience, and existing absolutely in and In'

themselves. But, in tmth, these primary facts of geometrj

originally are, withoutexception, furnished by experience. And
even if, for the purposes of science, they are advanced in a-

degree of abstnict purity and of notional completeness, which
they do not possess in the external world of sensible things,

where they are always combined with more or less of gi’oss

admixture or of imperfection, this is only what is the case,

in exactly the same degi*ee, with the first j)rinciples of all

other experimental sciences.

Astronomy is one of the highest applications of mathema-
tical science, which in it is carried to its highest limits of

development. But h(T(s too, the latter has grown together

and in common with natural science. I'he complicated and
elaborate calculations, the approximate hyi)otheses of mathe-

matical astronomy, arc intimately interwoven and mixed up
with manifold sidereal facts and obstTvations. ProptTly,

therefore, and rightly understood, mathematical seitmee forms

no exception to the general principle, that all knowledge is

based upon experience, deriverl from inward, outward, or it

may be. higher pel-eeptions. Conse(]uent!y it is not much
in kind as in degree that it is distinguished from other ex-

perimental sciences. We ought not, howev(T, to forg<.‘t that in

verj' many cases of the application of mathcinaticH to real life

and natural history, it Is not so much a material science as

rather a mere organ and instrument for the advancement and
further clalxiration of the particular scitmees to which it is

applied. Viewed relatively to a higlur [jliysical s(*ience,

Tiiathcmatics do but fom the mere outline and articulation

of the whole structure or the inner skeleton of the wholy bo<ly

of nature: or rather, it is the bidden key and rtdo of speeeli of

the man^ellous laiigiwige of revelation, and of that otherwise

hidden existence which is here brouglit to the light, and which
we call nature—its inner grummar, in short, and higher
iivml)olisni
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III order to guard against this abuse of reason, to which
cverj' thinker must feel himself but too liable, and Avhich is

imiversally acknowledged to be possible, it has been thought
sufficient to distinguish the perversion from the right appli-

cation of it within its natural and due limits. With this

viiiw it has been maintained that the knowledge and certainty

which are conceded to and are within the reach of man tu^e

restricted to the sensible world
;
while, on the other hand, in

tlie suprasensible domain, all judgment is denied to reason,

and absolutely all knowledge to man. But this position is very

.far from being justifiable. For if, as we maintain, all know-
ledge is really imparted from above, or, in other words, is a gift

or revelation, its measure and limits cannot be detenniiied by
way of antieiiiation, nor in truth do they at all depend upon
man. Such limits rest entirely with Him from whom all has

proceeded, and who communicates or has communicated to

llis creatures severally whatever it is His will to commu-
nicatc or imjiart to them, or absolutely to enjoin upon them.

But tins revelation and communication, on which all religion

and science ultimately rest, being* once given and receiv(»d<

reason need not by any means be exclnded from the supra-

sensible domain. On the contrary, it may in a certain degree

lawfully co-operate in vrorking out its given matter, and, to

a certain extent and under certain limits, may even judge of

it. Indeed, when tne first foundation ot actual reality is once
given and osUiblisLed, and moreover acknowledged as such^

then the use and omplojinent of reason is no less legitimate

here than it is in the domain of the sensible world, or in a

special #!biencc of experience directed and confined to tenus-

trial things. What is meant hereby, and how it is to be
understood, will best appear from what 1 am now about to

add. Though theology, as little as religion itself, can draw
exclusive'!^ from or lest entirely on reason—for this would be

fatal to its very idea—still it is hot only allowable, but even

highly desirable, that theology, in its practical application

and method, should be thoroughly rational. By this means

alone will it be able to guard against not only a pernicious con-

fusion of ideas and the mistakes of fanatical enthusiasm, but

also all unprofitable disputes and the absurd bitterness of

animosity. And thus, under the prevailing influence of rea*
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son. the spirit of love and concord will outlive all the violent

attacks and rancorous wounds of controversial ardour.

In its application, therefore, and external form, all science

is, or rather, to speak generally, ought to be, rational
;
even

though it cannot derive its subject-matter from n‘ason, nor

in any way depend upon it iu this respect. For whenever

she attempts to produce 4he latter out of herself, she iiuari-

ably gives birtli to the metaphysical phantom of absolute

1‘ntity and of absolute knowledge, or that false illusion of

n ason which sets up an identical dualism and intrinsic unity

of iiecessarj^ being and necessary thought, as the two inse-

parably connected forms or species of the one etenial o'^tuiee

which, superior to and higher than both, contaiiis in itself the

2>rimary gi'oimd of all existence atul of all eonseiou'^rioss.

Before this illusion, the idea of a personal I h ity naturally

falls to the ground. It is all too low and too mean for tin*

lofty conceptions of this imaginary jiliuntom of reaM>n, No-
where, I would observe by the way, htis this ilbisory systcun,

wliieh is utterly fatal to the truth, Ix^en etinied out 'vith such

rigour of conse<]uence, or i^<*t forth with such masterly j)()w<*rs

of exposition, a.s in the works of Spinon4a. In this view of the

world and things, how'cvr r, we have two forms of a lu'C’essarv

thought, running, indeed, continually parallel to omh other,

but never becoming perfectly eoineident. Accordingly, no
systt*m of it has ever becai able to attain to a gem.*ral recog-

nition and reception. For, notwithstanding tliat pt'rfect uii-

iiitelligil/ility is essential to this \ Inarig deeply inwoven
in its whole system, and running through its most delicate

thread.s, and reaching to its inmost corners : <*ach ne\V master

of mathematical certainty iu this method of ru'gatifui and
systematic nullity stn^ks the cause of the obscurity in some
intellectual defect of his immediate predecessor iu the exfKmi-

tion of it. Accordingly, he fecl^ hinwlf called ujMhi to make
some slightly changed turn and arrangennait of the thougliUs,

and 80 to come forward as the inventor and founder of an
entirely new fabric of truth

;
whereas, iu truth, his new form

and method arv, funikmentally the xt iy same delusion of a
mere mtionul semblance of logical necessity that fonned the

foundation of the old and condemned systoias. However
greatly the outward garb of language and pbiasty)log\ may
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!iavt‘ vavl(*(l in tlio course of centuries, still the error iteelf

has reijiained itu nticifl and free from change.

And even if the llece^sary connexion of tliese two worlds
of ohjective existence and subjective consciousness, which
run })arallel with ( acli other, should be conceived of, somewhat
after the idea of Leibnitz, as a pre-established harmony,
having as sueli its origin in a personal God; still, by this

apparent recognition of the sovereign hand of omnipotence
ruling and guiding the whole creation, it is only in the

e\t<'rnal form that it is relieved from the objection of

dualism. fundamentally^ this theory resolves itself

into the mechanism of an intrinsically blind necessity,

by moans of which th(‘ two clocks, as it were, set originally

togt lher by the supnane artist, run oji for ever and agree,

while' otluTwise* they have no sort of connexion or contact^

Su(‘h a theory evidently furnishes no trup solution of the diffi-

culty, and hauls to no sati.sfaetorv result. Quite different

from tills is tlu' true inner unity, w4iich. however, is no mere
sameness—the tnu* living harmony,,which, however, is no pre-

O'-tahlisbed one—lu tweeii the external sensible world of nature

and the inner eoneeptional world of the consciousncvss, as eon-

teniplaltal from the jiosition of life, and of a philosophy which
takes its souree and foundation from life itself. According

to this view, everything in tlie outward reality of corporeal

oxislenco is truly and properly animated, ensouled, and even
living. Or, at least, life is the source from winch both the

external object of material existence and tho*inner thought, life,

or consciousness, alike take their rise—in this one (*ommon
notion of lih', that which exists and that which is conscious

meet together and are fused into one. The whole of the sup*

po.s<*d contrariety falls at once to the ground; and nothing

remains bftt a certain differenpe of degree or steps of transition

and fluctuation from one stite to another, similar to that be-

tween life and death, sloc'ping and \vaking. What we call

existence is merely tlic visible appearance of a thought, it is

the extenuil expres.sion. the cor})oreal shape of an inner life.

No doubt this initer and hidden life of nature, when contrasted

with the perfectly clear and free conscid>Usness of man, or

still more,*when compared with a higher and superior being,

appears perfi'ctly unconscious. But, in truth, it ought not to

be considered as being always and entirely such
;
at least, it
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was not SO originally. We ought rather to explain it as a life

and consciousness which have fallen int< a state of slumber,

dreaminess, or trance ; and even if we must suppose it to be

stiff and rigid with actual death, still it is not with that death

which is eternal and everlasting. This, however, implies at the

same time that we may look upon it as being in a commencing
stiite of re-awakening, though, indeed, it be very fiu* as yet

from being fully awake. And, in tiaith, in man’s most per-

fectly developed consciousness, do we not trace such or a

similar reciprocation between sleeping and waking, dreaming
and thinking, memory and oblivion, between the full clear'

day of understanding, comprehension, and diseernim^nt, and
that night of error and of darkness that cannot be {lispersed,

which conflicting opinions, with their passions and e«)mpli-

cations, cast over the human mind.^ In truth, no nbsolutti

line of demarcation, no impiissable barrier, subsists. On the

contrarj', there are numberless points of contact and steps

of transition easy enough to trace from the state of a living

and wakeful conscnou.sne.ss into that of sh^ep, or of an appa-

rently total rigidity and numbness. Strictly and accurately

speaking, however, there is, according to this view of lift’, no

such thing as death; there is only a fluctuation and variatiuu

of life through itssevend transitory forms. Still we must not

forget that, relatively to the present state of thing.s, all of these

forms cannot be regained as transitorj*. In nature itsidf, 1k»w-

cver, death has ru) existence, i, c., death is neither essential nor

from the 1)eginning. It was brotight in afterwards, and inciden-

tally, into creation. And indeed, for man especially^ the im-

mortality of the soul fonns not only an article of the cret d of

a higher hop<% but it is also a visible fact of nature, an indis-

putable truth of history, tliat everyAvhere plainly and loudly

announces itself. ITiis hyj)othesis of a real vitality^, inherent

in all the fonn.s of existence, which we nmy very pro|HTly term

the only h\*pf)?he8is of feeling which the living truth admits of,

was, in ancient times, tlie general creed of nature, enforced bv
the universal feeling of mankind, and origitudly held by all

the nations of the earth. It is only in modem times that the

one-sided sagacity of an elulx>rat<^ and artificial wiience has

drawn this .strong line of deimirmtiou lajtween thought and
entity, and thcrcbv lead to a total dcfidening of lK)th. No
sooner, therefore,W existence and eonsciousuess been torn
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fvora their common root of life, and thereby forced asunder

from each other, than> with a view of filling up the great gap

between them, the deceptive rationalism of an irrefragable

chain of destiny, and a necessary predetermination of all

things, took the place which life had formerly held, but from

which it had been forcibly expelled.

WO OF Loorrsic van.
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T.KCTUHK rX^

Among the widely diversified ibnns and ever new appAioa*

lions luuler which the rational syst(Mn oi‘ absolute knowledge
and necessary connexion is wont to exhibit its<*lf from time to

time, some are occasionally found in which the first founditiop

is not established in that mathematical form and that rigour

of demonstration which marks all the subseqiumt steps of tln^

systematic edifice. In a few systems, at least, reason, as

the faculty of the subjective Ejru, is expressly assumed to be an
intrinsic fact of the consciousness. And this is done, appa-

rently, in tlu‘ very same way that in the philosopliy which
sets out from life itself, the theory of the consciousness, or

the develojnnent of the notion thereof, commences with some
such tact of the inward po^itation, as a first principle given

and establislicd by internal experience, Ikit the question.

wh<'lher in any rationalistic system this assumption lx‘ really

meant—in which case the whole system w ould bo to he re-

garded as purely a soieuec of ex{»erienorw-or only apparently,

bm'ng adopted for M)me si'condary object, w ill be (jiiickly de-

termined us the dovelopm(*nt of tlu* entire sy.stem proceeds. A
few characteristic riinarks, })ofh ‘simple and easy to be tindcT-

stood, will soon enable us t<» decide tliis point. If, as regards

the form, under the guise of ii mathematical mctlnxl iK demon-
stptition it immediately introduces the old ontological confusion

of unintelligible abstract ion.s, we may assume it as highly pro-

)>able, nay, s<*t it d( \n ita certain, that in spite of its different

shape and bearing, it is essentwlly the same invariable error

of iflentical thought and uitc^onUitional iKing that is set forth

in such a .system, fhit the token by which such scientific

fatalism most surely and infallibly re\eals itself i» the subject-

matter of the system. We can have no doubt of its presence

whenever the existing state of life and consciousuess, which is

merely accidental, and by no means its original one, is proved,

or rather, by a pretended demonstrution, is set forth as its

nccessarj" c<tndition.

On the ccntrar}%tliat incessau^ ahernation betw een life and
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death, such as the latter exists at present in nature, and which,
ill all its various fornts, coming and going like night and day,
sleeping and waking, ebb and flood, affects not the individual
only but the whole human race, must, according to tmth, be
ev(?r regarded as a perpetually changing event, assuming
manifold different shapes, and being variously modified by the

influence of human freedom. And not even for the purposes
of science is it allowable to see, in what is but a transitory

state of the present constitution of things, an eternal and
immutable law

;
nor in its application to the individual cases

^
pf actual life, 'o assume a necessary predetemiination re-

sulting from some indissoluble chain of destiny.

Moreover, this illusory phantom of tin* unconditional

—

that peculiar error of the reason whenever it is imdulj' applied

and left wholly to itself—^and the semblance of rationality

which arises thereout in a predetermined and imlissoluble

enchainment of all events and phenomena, is not confined to

the domain of science and its inner world of thought. In
j)<H)try, under tin' notion of destiny, it holds a prominent and
remarkable position. In the tragedy of the ancients espe-

cially, it comes before us in peculiar splendour and majesty,

as the blind fate of an iron necessity. Since then this notion,

though in itsidf and originally nothing but a mere delusion,

has yet, through an almost universal belief in its reality, ac-

quired and exereisc‘d for ei'iiturics a fearful power over the

minds of men, it cannot of course be omitted or refused a
place in a truly artistic vknv and portraiture of life. This

view of the general <*on8titution of things, thoroughly and
deeply tragic as it is, must ever remain intrinsically and
osseutially licathen. Rut even the most perfect creations of

tragic art stand a full degree below, or at least hold a somcAvhat

subordinate jiosition to, the epic songs and lays of the oldest

foretime. 'For this rich and jeopious stream of primal and

eternal recollections is the source from which every otlier form

of poesy branches offand derives its inspired waters; the living

play of its billovs, as they sweep along with full and undivided

^flow, Wrs with it all the ma^c treasures of fancy; and

*likc the world-encircling ocean, w ith its ever-changing undula-

tions, it flovrs around all the ages and epochs of nature and hu-

manity. The epos, in short, is poesy itself. In it pre-eminently

the very essence of poetry is present, and there also are its
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truest manifestations. Every other form of poetic art cou*

stitutes but a special kind, and os compared with this pure

original is, so to speak, a mixed or applied pootrjr. For in

the same way that music is an art of longing, while the arts

•of figure are the channels in which the highest cntJiusiasm

for visible beauty expresses itself; so poesy is the bright

reflection of the world as it is mirrored on the everflowing

love-stream of eternal recollection. But enthusiasm invari-

ably attaches itself to something positive. On this account

it is that the plastic arts are intrinsically of two kinds essen-

tially different in character. While a heathen beauty pre*-
^

dominates in the statuarj* and buildings of ancient times, a

spirit of Christian inspiration is no less risible and decidedly

apparent in modem painting and architecture. And in .some

degree this remark applie.s to dmmatic pcK'try: for in its

inner spirit and character, encroaching, as it were, into tiui

domain of the plastic art, it forms a peculiar species of mixed
poetiy. But in epic jioctry, in the same way that aU streams

flow into and commingle in the ocean, all contrast.s are

softened off and dissolved, and in a true and genuine epic

poem the ancient mythology must not impress us as heathen

~or, at least, this character must not there be so di-stinctlv

apparent as it is in Grecian tragedy. Kv( age that enjoys

a high civilisation and a rare de^ec of intellectual enlighten-

ment, even though it has not lost all relish for noble anil

original poetry, applies itself first and prcftrmbl^ to those

mixed fomts which allow of art attaining to its m'cst deve-

lopment, and in Vhich it frequently arrives at the height of

excellence. When, however, during the rdgn ot the cold

poetry of the head, the tragic view of the world and things

manifests itself no longer in the grand style of free invention,

but interweavers and works itself up with some artificial and
elaborate picture of prosaic reality, the impressiofi it leaves is

doubly painful; closing fok the most part with some moral-

izing maxim of a banefid scepticism. And in the place of

that genuine poetical truth which marked the deep and preg-

nant feelings of ancient poe^% of which scarce a trace is herc^

to be found, ive havct on the whole, nodiing but the scientific*

illusion of some empty notion or the deep but bitter feeling o(

universal negation.

In the w hole series of the essential errors of science—
uf which some one form or other is peculiar to each of tlie
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four gi’cat faculties of^the mind, and which, though not as an

inevitable and irrem<idiable limitation of it, yet still as a

defective tendency and an hereditary germ of deviation, is

there indigenous and domesticated,—among all these various

forms of error, the deceptive phantom of the unconditional,

the seeming identity of necessarj’' being and absolute thinking

and knowing, has been shown to belong especially to the

reason whenever, quitting the right road, it refuses to confine

its operations within their due limits. In consequence, how-

ever, of that close concatenation and mutual influence which

Pervades all the different forms and species of man's intel-

lectual development, I deemed it anything but superfluous to

call your attention to the fact, that this system of necessity, or

in other words, this scientific fatalism, plays a very essential

|)art in the poetical view of things, and to notice the shapes it

there assumes. And just as this delusion of the reason, which

has given rise to so many false systems, (which, however, are

but one, since they do but repeat in different forms one and

the same error of the absolute,) has had a powerful effect

evtm on jK)etry, having exercised *a great and decided in-

fluence on the "internal constitution of the tragic draimi, so,

in a siinihu* manner, there is a peculiai* species of scientific

error which owes its origin to the faculty of imagination.

Now, as might well be expected, wherever this inventive and

productive faculty directs itself exclusively to the side of

prosaic reality and to piilpable corjioreal phenomena, this

error, mui the erroneous scientific system which it gives

rise, hav#, ixhoyc all others, a dry, meagre, and grossly mate-

rial character, 'fhose lovxdy illusions of a fancy innocently

sporting with cmblcius and figures, which most immediately

occur to our mind while speaking of an error peculiar to

that proviire of the imagination, although purely scientific

—

I am alluding to the fabulous world and imaginar>’ deities of

ancient mythology—thcse furnish but little, if any, obstacle

in the way of science and of the acquisition of physical

truth. Considered, therefore, in this light alone they would

scarcely demand a place in our present disquisitions. For the

whole of them possess for us only a certain degree of poetical

truth : or at most perhaps a deeper and more penetrating search

may discover in tWm a symbolical si^fication, which is un-

doubtedly full of grave meanmg, tod Uiercforeds in bo for also
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true. But the ease was very cliffercut wjith the ancients them-
selves, And on this account, when heatlrt^uism was the prevail-

ing faith, a lively opj)osition was raised agaiiist them. A stern

law of morals and j)hilosophy, with indiseriininating censure

would have swept away the whole of tlie national mythology.

Right and just as this censure may appear to us, so far as it

was directed against the arbitrary fictions or grossly sensual

features of these fables, still it is impossible to concur with it

totally and entirely. Occasionally the point of view was taken
too narrowly and too exclusively. ]More()ver, it is \md(miable
that those ancient objectors did not sufficiently recognise the

symlxilicul meaning of their own myth<»logy. And in fact,

they w’oro far from Ixung in a position to take such a survey
of tlu? wdiole cycle of legends among tliffi‘rent nations, as

would alone enable them to trace tlieir common historical

connexion. i\nd even if in some singU* jxilnts tln^v under-
stood and gave due weight to this symbolical signitkaney,

occasionally making use of it themselves, it was only as a mere
intellectual amu.sement, or with the narrow object of illus-

trating some occasional ethical discu.ssion of limited inli rcst.

But a far wider au<l more e.xtensivc view of autiejuity lies be-

fore oiu’ eyes, and history in its comprehensive survey now* takes

in almo.st the whole of the aiuuent ’world. Modem inquiry

therefore, with its vast erudition, its patient obs4*rvation and
quickness of apprehcn>ion, ha.s succeedt d in establishing mort'

completely than herelof<;re, the genenil truth of this syuilx).

lical ba.sis of anci4Uit mythology. And by thi.s memis it has
been able to trace the inner tlircads of a higlu r truth which
lav concealed within tho>H) fictioim, and were the source of

their vitality ; for it was from sueh a iK^gitming of truth that

they originally set out, however widely in theur subsequent
course and growth tliey may have deviatird therqfrom. In-

deed, if it is allowable, on, the gremnd that the true religion

must from the very lint have been one and tine same, to give

the name of Chiasliaiiity to the simple religion of the first

men and great saints of the primawal world, then may we
well venture to assert that a vein of (Smstianity and of the

knowledge of the tnic God nms through and ever and anon
manifests itself on the very surface of heathenism and in its

several mpteiies. And, in truth, it would be anything but
an unprontable task to trace, through this variety of sym-
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bolical expressioxis, the sinuous and intricate coui'se of the
human mind in its manifold development, as it pursued every
direction and took up* the most opposite positions in order to
view and contemplate the truth. However, this Christianity

of the primscval world, even where it kept itself free and puie
from all admixture of fiction and distortion, can only be
regarded as a Christianity in anticipation. Or, perhaps, we
may look upon it as an ascending progression (though not
luiiformly advancing, but marked with many an apparent
check and recession, or even many a void interval of expec-
tation,) up to the last term of consummation in the visible and
actual manifestation

;
just as, on the other hand, Christianity,

sirfc<^ that epoch, may appear to the historical inquirer as a
descending series, if not in its definite form and shape or intel-

lectxial development, yet certainly in the inward moral senti-

ment and the power of a living faith.

It is now a mutter pretty generally admitted, and which is

mor(M»ver daily gaining a wider concurrence, that in these

fables, which at the first glance appear the mere sportive

creations of fancy, there is even *conUiined many a bea\i-

tiiul hier(»glyphic of nature and of natural tinith. A brief

allusion to tlu* fact, therefore, will suffice for our general

view\ which calls upon us to notice it just so far only as is

necessary to make our survey of the huiuau mind and its

development complete.

Now, if it should be demanded of us psychologically to

treat of and to discus> at length all the delusions of the fancy,

wc should indc('d opt'u for oursedves a wWe field of labour.

It would rivtiX that of the ancients in their treatises on the

jmssible fallacies of logic, and the illegitimate forms of its

syllogisms, \vith the different rules for avoiding and detect-

ing them. But in truth, the psychological illusions of the

fancy in atstual life aw no less numerous nor less diversified in

their manifestation than the differences of individual cha-

racters, which are incalculable. And ns to those logical

errors, on the other hand, wliich relate solely to the form

of argumentation, the consideration of them will be most pro-

fitably attached to those branches of science which concern

tile particular province of life in which they severally occur.

Hoivever useful for the purposes of practice a detailed analysis

and dissection of them may be, it nevertheless lies wholly
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without the limits of our present speculations. By scientifle

errors, which, as arising from a natural disposition and exciting

cause in the fundamental faculties of Vhe human conscious-

ness, deserve to be called innate, must be understood none

but those essentially false ^iews of the whole constitution

of things, or such scientific systems which result from some
one-sided tendency or perverted application of the prin-

cipal powers of man's mind. We jire not therefore con-

eeined at })re.sent with the poetic fancy and the psycho-

logical delusions of tliis faculty. It can only be with an imagi-

nation that has exclusively given itself up to a scientific

direction that can have to do in disemssing the question

:

^^^lat false system, and what error in sciemee generally, or in

physical science especially, can have ])rocecded from a piT-

verted use of this faculty of fancy } ITiis, it apfKairs to me,

can be no other than the w ell-knowTi materialism—the atomis-

tic view of nature, and, wiiat is so closScly connected with it,

that atomistic thinking wiiose deadening character is far more
dangemus and fatal to philosophy tlum that much decried
“ system of nature','* wiiich for the most jwirt has outlived its

day, and, in its former shape at least, is obsolete and out of

fashion. ITiis atomistic view of nature cannot for one moment
be regarded as or explained by an error of the reason. For

the reason seeks cveryAvhere for an absolute unity. But tliese

imaginajy atoms, out of wiiich all is composed and com-
pounded, are infinite in multiplicity. Among them them is

nothing like unity. All there is ever dissolving itself, and falling

asunder into an innumerable multitude of separate individuals.

Neither can it be termed an error of the understanding; for

the latter does not universally, or even prineijially, emplOT
itself with such anatomical dissections and mutilulions. It

labours rather before all things to understand, to compre*
hciid the whole, to seize the inner meaning, to ffithom tlio

true significance, and to gaih a knowledge of the very essence

in its true spirit and meaning. But all this, as it implies

a living principle, is also applicable to such alone. \Vhero
there is neither life nor spint, there there is nothing to under*

stand. Tlicsse tiimple minute corpuscles of nature, or these in-

divisible i>articles of the universe, os furnishing the foundation

* Scbkgiil U here ajiin alhiiling to the phitoaophx of Sdidling.—TVan*.
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and principle of the collective world of nature and of sense,
would form an inexplicable and unintelligible aggregate.
But, in fact, the disscAion and anatomy of the visible objects
of matter has never yet succeeded in reaching these infinitely

minute primal particles of existence. On the contrary, the

chemical analysis of bodies terminates in certain living ele-

ments of a wholly volatile nature, which defy and elude all

such gross and material manipn/ations. The whole hj’pothcsis,

thei*cfore, mmst be held to be perfectly arbitrarj'
; it is alto

gether an unfounded fiction. It is no doubt highly unpoctical.

iUid anything but fanciful ; nay, rather, it is fatal both to life

and fancy, but a fiction it is nevertheless. And on this

account its origin must be a^ribed to the imagination. It

was therefore in this sense, and relatively to this fact, that I

formerly asserted that when once the imagination—^the

scientific imagination, that is—applied itself to palpable

eoriHimil phenomena, tlien the error that it ivoidd give

rise to would be a dry and meagre production of a grossly

material nature. I might almost call it an imagination of

death, inasmuch as the whole of it is founded on the dreary

hyj)othesis tliat all is dead and lifeless, and, in this respect, it

contrasts so directly ivith that ancient and once universally dif-

fused creed of nature udiich we so lately spoke of as teaching

that in the visible univei*se, and even in the external and
corporeal world, notwithstanding its appearance of death,

everything is animated, living, and ensouled. Further to com-
bat, or totally to rcfiite, the atomistic theory, would be inconsis-

tent witli our prt*scnt object
;
that, too, is a diity which belongs

rather toSvhat is properly natural philosophy. Moreover,

it would be a superfluous task ; for a truly living philosophy of

nature, baaed on a very different position, and taking far

higher views, has long since and almovSt everywhere taken the

place of thil hj^mthesis, which, as it kills the spirit, so it dis-

honours natitre. One historical fact connfjcted with the theory

IS, however, deserving our notice. Leibnitz, we know, opposed

to these atoms of Epicurus, as the constituents of all things,

his own monads, as so many living and ensouled unities.

While, however, by this expedient, this great thinker, and in

his way, truly exalted spixit, retained the same idea of univer-

sal and gtomistic decomposition, he did but reveal thereby, as

in so many other instances, that feature of his character whidi
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enabled him, by a sort of half rejection of, lialf connivance

at, error, to put it aside with the skill ^ a diplomatist, itither

than to get rid of it altogether.

But in science there is another erroneous tendency, which

is still more deej)ly rooted, and which is far more pernicious

and dangerous to true li\Ting philosophy tlian these ancient

atoms and all these false, materialising systems of nature, which
in some degree carry' with them their own refutation. And that

is an atomistic mode of thinking, which has its natuml source

in the present defective and disorganised state of man’s cogni-

tive faculty. True physical anatomy is a most valuable .sciences,

and has already le<l to most important results. In this resjK^ct

—

its merits cannot be rated too high, so long as it does not dream
of detecting with its scalpel the long-departed principle of

life, but contents itself with endeavouring to point out and
decipher in the dead husk, the still remaining traces of its

general constitution, or of certain morbid states of the life

that once lived and moved within it. But the dead and 1>ar-

ren anatomy of thought loads not to any similarly pre gnant

results. Beneath its disweting hand, the life that wns once

present is extinguished for ever; and from the history of

every science, instances innumemble may be adduet^tl to prove

that lK*fore this baneful spirit of analysis fill high find noble

truth disfippears.

'ITierc are then two principal sources of philosophical enor.

On the one hand comes the illusorj^ phantom of unconditional

entity and of identical thought, witii all tliat follows there-

from in the inost*livcr»ifierl forms either of scientitic^fatalism,

or a poetical pantheism, or of some false and pc'r%»erlcd tmgic
view of the world and things. C>n the other ntaiuls the atom-
istic theory, with its kiarn’etl ' errors of a materialistic cast

of thouglit, and the atomistic thinking itself, and the dead
analysis of general notions, with that imagination of dc^th so

deeply rooted in the human mind on which they all rest.

And these two delusions form that curse of mental blindness

which from the very first has invariably rested on such usurped

absolutism and omnipotrace of rva»on when it sets itself up
as supreme. Or they are, perhaps, the now here<litnry morbid
f^vmptoms of mental poviTty and numbnems wliich mark and
efistin^ish the Realty of thought whenever it is calgbi and
tied with the fetters of materialism.
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llie above are errors of a general kind, whether faults of
objective thinking or^erverted directions of thought, on which
the personal character exercises little influence. It has, how-
ever, a far greater effect on those forms and species of scientific

error which have their seat in the human wull and understand-
ing

; for in the latter all becomes more or less indi^idual, and
in them character, sentiment, passion, and free volition, exer-
cise the greatest influence. Consequently it is extremely diffi-

cult in the case of those enws which flow from a common or
at least kindred source, and which arc so intimately interwo-
.ven together, te separate and determine wliat portion belongs
to^ the mere cognitive faculty, and what to that which wills,

works, and acts. However, I shall venture to speak simply and
j)I:iinly of the prejudice of egoism, as having its root princi-

pally in the will, even though it often springs up quite involun-

tarily. Its existence Q\cry one will be ready to admit. All,

t(U), will allow tliat its influence extends widely over the pm*-
suits and thoughts of man, and is even apparent in the spiri-

tual domain, where the pure pursuit of the highest truth is not

altogether free from it. It i^ ve ry seldom, however, that this

error shapes itself into a decidedly and completely idealistic

view of the world, and a similar perfect system of science.

For such a view finds on all sides so much opposition, and
l)eeonies itselfso quickly involved in difficulties, that it never can
be earried out into a universally consistent system. At any
rate, sticli a system is very seldom of long duration. It is so

dtfcidedly in opposition to man's inmost feelings, tlxat even at

its first promulgation, its startling strangeness often gives rise

to the tmubt whether it really dudit to be understood literally,

mid were ever meant seriously. It frequently happens, there-

foi'e, that the first author end founder of such a system

of egoism makes in his second i*evisioii of it many and

essential Inodifications ; or rather, lie may be more correctly

mid to take quite a ditferent poftilioii, and to give a wholly

m?w turn to his ideius. Of this many an example might,

if this were the appropriate place, be easily adduced from

the history of the human mind in general, while our own times

furnish some striking and remarkable instances of it. A
lengthy analysis and refutation of a real and decided system

of idealism would thei'cfoit) be scai'ccly necessary, inasmuch

as^ properly, it funiiahes its own refutation. At any rate, it
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would not fall within the scope of our present disquisition,

whose principal object is to give a fuB exposition of the

inner and higher life. For this purpose, ^11 that was required

was simply to notice this scientific abeiTation as a peculiar

and remarkable form in the system of human errors, and with

this view to sketch, in a few prominent featmes, its general

character.

What I have said of the system of idealism, I w'ould not,

however, by any means w’ish to be a]>plied to idealistic doubt.

For this, like doubt in general, may perhaps form a salutary

and highly beneficial crisis, out of which a wcll-establit-hed

and enlightened system of knowledge is to arise. Indeed, I

am disposed to believe, howe%*er paradoxical it may seem (arid

perhaps it is a profound inward feeling of its paradoxical

character that carries with it my conviction), that this ideal-

istic doubt is more likely to lead to a wholesome change in

the prevailing views of science, than that doubt which as.sails

life itself, and which, as directing itself against the freedom
of the w'ill, I ivould call a moml scepticism ; for the latter is

diffused very widely indeed, and without any scientific pre-

tension, as the mere fatalistti of ordinary reflection.

WTiat, however, wc are principally conconied with at pre^

sent, is the prejudice accniing to the cause of science from

the fundamental errors which cling to tl>c human mind in it.s

present form. Now in this rcsj)ect tlic evil influence of the

prejudice of egoism is jH?rhaps tlio most c.xten,sivo of all.

Even when it does not manifest itself ojx^nly in its most
extreme and revolting fonn, it secretly iaHumates itwdf into

all man's thoughts and actions, and penades moreV>r less

every region of truth. Indeed, wx» may miy. or nither, must
confess, that even in the meaf^t able, pure, aud perfect oxposi*

tions of w*ell-cstablished truths-—whatever may l>e the form
they take, whether scientific, hisbwicfal, artistic, or rhctoricjil,

or perhaps bo designed for the practical illustmtlon and guid-

ance of fife—a ecitain subjective tone and colouring is more
or less perceptible Over all human compositions, and not

merely art and poetry, (where, though not absolutely and uni*

vemafiy, yet stall to a certain degree it is allowable,) a peculiar

light is ^rown from the pertumaT Me of the author^ as reflected

the immediate sphere of bis associatas and the circle

of idm in which his mind has been accustomed to revolve^
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Against such an influence, whether proceeding from ourselves
or others, we cannog; be too much on our guard. In all

our judgments and Conclusions we ought carefully to put
it aside. And this is the only true and legitimate abstraction

which holds good both for science and for life. But thus to

abstract our own Me and subjective peculiarities is a duty
which is far from being commonly observed, and w’hich is in

tiuth extremely diflicult, even with the greatest honesty of
puiposc, faitlifully to discharge.

As we have so often spoken of an unintelligible medley of
biUToii abstractions as so many empty forms of thought, this

tnier notion of abstraction may well be allow^ed a brief pass-

ing consideration. It seems not improbable that in an older

form of science, and a more religious way of thinking, this

notion did possess this higher and more correct signification.

At least, it is evident that if we w'ould meditate upon God
and divine things, and give up ourselves fiilly and entirely to

these (‘ontemplations, we must first forget the whole outer

world and withdraw oiir thoughts from it, and at the some
time rise above ourselves and go out^of ourselves and our own
narrow and finite Me. Almost all the notions of science pos*

sessed originally a grand and exalted import. It was only in

course of time that, deteriorated by common usage, they sunk
into empty formulas of error. In life, indeed, the subjective

prejudices of man, under the influence of a will carried away
and narrow'cd by them, has had so wide a range of action us

U) be co-extensive with the whole field of human action.

The wilfulness of children forms the principal obstacle tJiat

eduoatii^i has to deal with ; and the inflexible obstinacy and
pissionatene.ss of party spirit is tlie ruling power in public

lift\ the cause of most ofthe catastrophes ofstaU*, and the source

of their greatest perils. In sliort, were w’e to attempt to extend

our surveyHo all the prejudices which spring out of naiTow sub-

jective views, and to the greal and extensive authority which

long-cherislied opinions exercise both over the inner man and

the outer world, the chapter devoted to them in a system

or numual of a practical knowledge of humanity, woidd be

os long as that which should enumerate the false syllogisms

and all the violations that were possible, either in thought or

practice, of the logical form of right reasoning, or even as

that other which should comprise wl the psychological delu-
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sions of the fancy. We n\ust, diereforc, confine ourselves to a

brief, but still complete sketch. And to censure such complete-

ness there is one remark to be made, which is far from imini-

portant, or at least not superfluous. And that refers first of

all to the relation which subsists between the aberrations of tlie

undtu-standing and those of the will, and in the next jilaee to

that between the fancy and the reason, and to the contrariety

usually arising from an undue predominance of cither of these

two faculties. Undi rstanding and will stand in a verj- close

connexion together, tlu'ir reciprocal influence being very con-

siderable. In many an error, or at least in many a jiorverse

and erroneous direction of thought and opinion, we are

scarcely able to decide whether the will and sentiments, or the

understanding and special in<xles of thinking, have the greater

pai‘t. Ilow difficult, for instance, is it to determine this point

in the case of the predominant spirit of contnuliction, whether

it rev’cal itself m a reaction, haviiig indee<l an external

exciting caus<?, but still thoroughly passionate, or appear in

the shape of a more dcliuht in opposition, such as is found

in many, and often highly di.stiiigui.shcd individuals. For

both these motives have great influence, not only in life

but also in the donuilii of science, in which they often deve*

lope themsedves as fruitful soiu-ces of eiror.

As to doubt : it is even that state, or tliat tendency <*f the

mind peculiar to the understanding, which thougli in

itself not absolutely culpubh^ or faulty, is certainly erroneous,

and one which in its extreme manife:>tation becomes a nt gative

error of the \x*ry frorst and most |>eniiciou8 kind in .scii nce.

I have already styvenil times mentioned in passing, and by way
of anticipation, tlmt doubt npiwars to form one of the most
characteristic and peculiar of luairs fuudamtmtal pro|K‘rtic8.

As sleep forms for man, as ooinimn‘il with the pure and
ever-wakeful spirits, an essential and {>eeuHar sthle of his

or^^ic life in tlic iMxiy
;

' and as that etemsU hope which

is innate in the human soul, is acknowledged to In? its higher

stamp and Godlike .signature
;

just so and in a similar way
must doubt lx? regjirded os the inborn chamcUjr of the human
mind., or at least as one of its most indelible featurtB. And
indeed this struggle of doubt and hope (which even after the

full attainment of inUrnial certainty and peace, still survives

in a degrcct .shovving itself when we come to the specml
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jx)i!it:s of practical application, and in tnith will ncvci
M'holiy cease in this lower world), this conflict between
hope and doubt holds no less important nor less exten-
sive a place i^ the inner spiritual >vorld than the recipro-

cation of sleeping and waking does in the external and
organic, maintaining the due eejuilibrium of the bodily

powers and their healthy state. Now doubt takes its rise

pre-eminently and originally in the understanding. The latter

is its aj)propriato place in the human consciousness, though
from thence it quiekh' spreads over its whole spliere and
•(‘xtends to its utmost limits. The delusion so peculiai* to

tli^* reason, of an absolute luiity or identity and necessity, leads

rather to a false and perfectly imaginary seiemce, which for the
/Host j)art aims at possessing or dreams of having attained to

a mathematical certainty. And though the intrinsic contra-

diction an<l inconsist(‘ney which reigns in this absolute view
of the world and things, notwithstanding the denial of all

contrarudy with which it sets out, and which, apparently at

least, it (loos get rid of at the beginning, k well calculated to

provoke and occasion doubt : still *it is not the seat where
doubt is originally (‘ngendered and fii^st takes its rise. The
act of un(le]>fanding, on the contrary, supposes an ante-

cedent state of its absenct^. The object or thought which is

now understood for the first time, must have already existed

ns a given matter, standing before us as a problem for our

prcNioiis ignorance up to the time that we succeeded in solv-

ing it. In truth, the act of under.staiuUng is nothing more
than tluj imssing from ignorance into intelligence. And this

{Kissiige* is not always effected at one step, but mostly by
slow degrees, and often very slowly and gradually indeed.

Now doubt, as the intermediate state between the original

ignoraiice^nd tlie inward yearning after certainty, forms the

crisis of this passage or transkion. Primarily, tlierefore, and

an stripped of all perverted applications and unlimited exten-

sion, it i» not in its essence an impediment to knowledge, but

rather an indispensable aid and useful instrument for the

uttainnu nt and perfection of science. Wonder, accord-

ing to tlie sc^nse in which it is employed in some passages

of the Platonic philosophy, as the inner amazement of the

spirit, or the astonished rapture of the soul at the happy dis-

covcry~tiie first opening out of the truth—^wonaer, we
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might say, is the mother of knowledge, which bears in ita

womb and gives to the light the first ^rm of it ; but doubt

is the father, by whom the internal basis, and also the external

form of science, is and can alone be perfected. And inas-

much as science, although relatively and for any precise and
given form it may apear complete, yet in itself, and gene-

rally, and with regard both to its eternal diffusion and
intrinsic advance, can never reach to full perfection in

this lower world
;
therefore doubt can never properly cease

altogether. But still, if doubt is to remain a wholesome
co-operative power of knowledge, one requisition and
demand, and one only, must be made upon it. It must
never question the hope and the end of truth itself, and
must not give up that inwiird search after knowledge, of

which it is really designed to serve as the organ. In the

form ofan universal scepticism, however, it falls into a tone of

unconditional decision, which involves an assumption of com-

plete certainty, and consequently of a perfect, though nega-

tive knowledge, totally inconsistent with its true character.

It thereby imdennines it8 own foundation.

Absolute doubt, therefore, alone constitutes scientific error.

As such it mtist invariably be looked upon whenever, rising

to the height of despair, it pronounces science to be unat-

tainable. It is such unlimited extension that constitutes a

fault or error. But even in this respect it is cxtiumely

difficult to determine for individuals, nations, and eras, the

utmost limit, beypnd w'hich doubt becomes culpable. It is

a shifting line of demarcation, according as the pfrpicxit)"

of infinite doubt remaining nothing more than a passive

state of internal conflict, is not raised into an abiding

principle and unchangeable maxim of life. Besides, it is

extremely difficult to determine as a general lay?*, how far

doubt can and may go before hope is entirely lost. Nay, it is

not easy to say whether, even in this pernicious extravagance,

it may not transform itself into good, and bring about a salu-

tary crisis of transition, and, being set free from its own
exi^ggerations, discover the true road to the goal of truth,

and to a thorough understanding of it* It is only when
absolute doubt, in its full encrjnr, is set up purj^ely and for

ever as the final conclusion of all thougnt and reflection, as

the supreme science itself, being deteloped with cool,
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eelf-possession, and applied to all things without exception,

that this spirit of ab^lute negation becomes totally erroneous.

In this case, indeed, it is irredeemably bad; as the hostile

antagonist of all that is good and precious, it overturns truth

itself together with science.

And who then is the author of all evil in nuin himself, and

in all his thoughts, knowledge, and volitions, as well as in all

the rest of creation ? It is the dark spirit of negation who so

well knows how to veil himself in the false light of apparently

transparent clearness. And since we have reached up to the

•height, or rather down to the depths, of this primary source

o^all eiTor, it may perhaps be nceessary to add a further

remark or two on this prime author of untruth, with a view of

guarding against the misconceptions that otherwise might arise

only too naturally. In Holy Writ he is called the Spirit and

the Prince of this world. In ancient times, this description

hiis been greatly misunderstood. It was taken to mean that

he i.s properly the demiurge and subordinate creator of this

sensible worfd, in which there are so many traces of feaiiU

disseiiision, profound corruption, and disorder. Ihe intrinsic

state of 'nature in its pixjsent condition appeai-ed to many
thinkers so incxjweBsibly misentble and so full of deadly evil,

that they could not bring themselves to ascribe its origination

to the true God. But even though nature be in fact never so

heavily laden with woes and intrinsically miserable—{'and

indeed it is spoken of in tljc Book of Truth ns the creature

“groaning and travailing in pain;”)—though the world were

even faij more fearfully rent wiUi disorder and corruption, and

chained and fettered to a shape stranger to goodness and truth

than seems at the first glance to be the case, still there would

l)e no ground for adopting the oriental view of two principles.

And indepd the wonder is how it could ever have fotmd

adherents ;
since this world, already sufiiciently distracted,

is thereby but involved in still deeper dissension, and

actually rent into two distinct parts, so that it becomes no

.longer possible to think or conceive of such a thing os truth,

or to hope for any veritable and satisfactory scheme of know-

ledge This strange religious error, into which the primal

world of Asig, with its deep and profound emotions, fell, is

so remote and foreign to the more moderate, not to say

ool^r, sentiments of the West, that it is extremely difficult
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to set it forth and imderstaiul it in all its actual awfulness.

It would therefore be as idle as it would be inappropriate for

me to cuter firrtlier into tliis false, but ancient system ofdualism.

Still there is one reinark which essentially belongs to our pre-

sent subject, and is also closely connected with what has gone

before. The first author of untruth, we have seen, cannot for

a moment be regarded as the true demiurge and creator of the

world, as the oriental view would repr^\seut him. Neverthe-

less, inasmuch as evil, universally and in<lividuaUy, in great

and in little, is a deceptive image and imitation of good, this

spirit of everlasting negation has unrpiestionubly a world of las

own, which is his produotion, and in a certain degree ealU»d

foilh and created by him. And that is the null and seeming

world of void nought, whi(*h, however, through a fatal delusion

and belief in its reality, and through its opposition to tlu?

good as well us the true, has become a real nought, and
must be considered as such. The atjtual world of the Ikuic-

ficent Creator was cn‘ated out of nothing, since, besides Him-
self, all is nothing but a mirror of Ilis pcuiection. a mere

reflection of His infinite power and glory. IJut though it was

made out of nothing, it was yet created for something, or

rather for very much, even for an i'ver-advjuicing approxima-

tion to, and a finally complete identity with, its jluker. llus

good and noble something, a.s the .suj>n?me end of the true

creation, is however opposiil by the nought of tlie diirk world

of shadows, which has now Iw come rtiiil and eon.'*c‘{juently

evil, 'rhus created, however, or at lejist shapeil and produet^d

out of something, it exists for nothing, even for tlu^ nought
which constitutes the proper world, the field of action and
Altai atmosphere of the evil principle. In the case of an indi-

vidual whose delusions hav’e lieeif cametl to tlie height of

pa.s.sion, and whose soul is torn and distracted by a tK*rfect

despair of all truth, it i« sometiniCvS said Uuit he has hell itself

in nis heart; siich a mmh of siH'uking (as is umially the case

with such images and metaphors, which we use witfiout asso*

dating with them any very clear or definite ideas,) is |x^rfectljr

and in sober earnestness quite true. In a metaphysical msnkn

even, it is perfectiiy precise and correct

If this absolute doubt, wUeh is so often set up for the

Gupreme principle of all thought and knowledge, wx^re always
to diow and exhibit itself such as it really is, and in iir
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inmost nature, and if what it ultimately leads to, and from
what source it origintlly springs, were fully known, then would
this sceptical view ofmings, ^th its wild exaggerations, which
go beyond all the analogy of human nature, prove far less

baneful than it does at present. In general it would less

easily gain assent and make a fiir weaker impression. But
inasmuch as this fatally pernicious and most absurd paradox
does not stand* out here so sharply and clearly as it does in

the genuine idealistic theorj% but is mostly veiled and hidden
beneath the manifold beauties of an exquisite skill of ex*
•position, which very often drops the rigour of scientific

fqjTn, it consequently numbers far more adherents than could

have l>een believed to be possible. Indeed, they mo almost
as numerous as the admirers of a poetical pantheism, with
which it contrives occasionally to fonn a half compact and
seemingly identifies itself. And this fiict alone furnishes a
sufficient reason why we should not pass it over altogether

unnoticed in these I^itures. However, it must be borne in

mind tluit all our objections and exceptions are directed

exclusively against an absolute scepticism, as exercising by
its pen’crted application and undue extension, a fatally destruc*

tive influence on Kcienco and on life.

The true doubt, which keeps within its proper limits and on
the road to its appointed goal of a constinUy advancing but
never perfect knowledge, desen cs to be regarded aa an ever

active and co-operative power for the do^lopment of truth

and science. It must therefore be confessed that the an*

]K)inte<^ guardians of the publicly acknowledged truth (which,

us such, ought to possess univei'sal authority, both in the

state and the spiritual domain,) do not alwap exhibit the

greatest wisdom and disch?tion. Too often do they violently

suppress jEJvery movement of doubt without distinction, and
allow no opening to it in any shape. But by this course

they do but exaggerate the sjpiritual and intellectual evil that

already exists. At least tliis purely negative method can

never totnlly eradicate it.

Wb have now then completely depicted, in their leading

features at least, the prineijm errors to which science is ex*

posed. And if we have enabled you to regard them as errors

wih in their origin ^nd their subsequent character, we must
at the same time, by meaus of the contrast, have thrown addi*

8 M
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tional light and distinctness on the idea of science, not only
as regards its different elements and conUituents, but also the
whole periphery and centre of internal certainty. If, now, ii

should be required of us to give a common characteristic of all

the fundamental errors which, potentially at least, exist in the
• human consciousness—if it be wished that we should comprise
under one general designation the false phantom of absolute

unity and necessity in science—the imaginary fiction of deatli

brought into nature by a dead and atomistic mode of thinking

—the prejudices of the Ego or Me, and the spirit of eternal

negation, which is utterly fatal to truth—tlien, for this pur-
j)ose, nothing else would remain but an empty formula or

unsubstantial notion, viz., the dead absolute. At least this

would be thoroughly appropriate to convey that intrinsic indif-

ference of all forms of scientific untruth.

Opposed thereto, and forming the centre of a true and valid

knowledge, is that source of eternal love within the feeling to

which we have obeady so often alluded, designating it by
cither similar or somewhat different expressions. To defend
and securely to settle this living centre of all higher truth and
true science against the attach of absolute scepticism, was
even the task which we proposed to ourselves from the out-

set. It was however far from our intention, while discharg-

ing this duty, wholly to put doubt itself imder a ban. On
the contrary, we look upon the latter as an essential means
of improvement, and os an almost indispensable oigan of
development in a living pn^pression of knowledge.
Now in these definite limits, both for the exclusion of

abwhite scepticism and for the recognition and correct appli-

cation at aU times of a genuine and salutary doubt, we Wve
we think found a satisfactory mwwer to the great question of
truth and of the possibility of man's attaining to a knowledge
of it. And if so, we have at the same time diown compIcU.^
that doubt fmmis a decisive' crisis in the human mind, and
thereby happily solved the problem which at an earlier pmod
we propounded with regard to it. And moreover, as was

declared to be necessary, the instinctive feeling of truth
within^ very centre of love has been raised to and esta-

blished in the digni^ ofan intcHif^t feeling or a solid judg-
mmit of inward eertamty, and m an inundate pereeptitm
thereof And thm immediate perception of inward certainty
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must serve as the Iransition from the first developed notion
of the conscionsne^ to our now more enlightened idea of
science, and also form the connecting link between them,
Before, however, we can close our present development with
this notion of judgment or intelligent feeling of inward cer-

tainty, one question remains to be answered, or perhaps one
remark to be added. And this relates to truth itself, as the
inmost centre of such an immediate perception, while the
question tliat occurs Ls, whnt is it, per se^ to know, and what
is it that in the act of kno^ving really takes place in the human
mind ?

••Now it has been long admitted that true knowing con-
sists in this;—that a man discerns things, not merely as they
outwardly appear, but as they are really and truly in them-
selves. But this true intrinsic essence of things is seized or
understood by him only who perceives them such as thev
prtxeeded from the Deity, have their being in Him, and such
as they stand before His omniscient eye and are seen by Him.
What then is true knowledge, if such be possible for man ?

Now, supposing the existence of a living God—and how with-
out this universal primarj* and imperishable hjq)othesis, could
there be either talk or question about truth or knowledge in

general?—this supposition then involves the idea of an omni-
present Deity, in whom all existent things “ live and move
and have their iKung,” even though He does not visibly

apjX'ar and is hidden to the out>vard eye of sense. Truly to
know, therefore, would be, if we may s# express it, to fei'l

and dmw out the latent presence of God in objects, and
thereby to sei/x' and perceive their true intrinsic essence. Now
if it is necessary to distinguish the several grades of develop-

ment of this spiritxuil or intellectual feeling which draws out
the innep truth of things, its first step must be described as

a perception, which, how'crer,* is both from without and
remote. ITie second would be a sensation^ i, the full certain

finding the tmth in oneself.* As to the last step of consum-
mation : that would amount to an intellectual intuition, even
though, by reason of humon finiteness, it must ever remain
indirect. Still it w'ould not on that account be less profoundly

* Oar languay^e cannot give the etymoloi^cal connexion of thetboaKhta
in tbia acsntence. The original la t XHe xweyte v^re dann ein

a&tnhcb, das voile gem&ie /a MxJInden eiaer Wsbrbeit.

2k2
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searching and penetrating, while, in it, that of which wo have
now first become certain, comes forwoj% externally perfect

and admits of being imparted to others. And unquestion-

ably for that philosophy which pretends to open and unveil a

true and right tmderstanding of the inner and higher life,

after the first grade, which took for its basis the ftill and com-
plete notion of the consciousness; and after the second, in

which the idea of science is unfolded, this intuition of truth

forms the third degree, and also the final close and comple-

tion of the whole. In order, however, to understand how
such an intuitive knowledge is possible, wo must bear in mind
that it is not we who raise ourselves to the divine idea ; b?jt

that, on the contrary, it is it that takes hold of our minds,

being imparted to and working within us.

The deadly attacks of scepticism may no doubt be directed

successfully enough against on unconditional science of rea-

son, where its action or reaction, which brings out the intrinsic

contradiction of such a system, is both salutary and desirable,

in order to destroy the false semblance of a spurious neces-

sity. All its blows, howefer, glance off from a real and solid

experience and soon cease entirely. And just so also the

limit of an assumed or credited impossibility, which is too

hastily and too nearly set up, is quicUy overstepped by facts

themselves. Very often before now has it happened in

e.Tperimental science, that what man once not mendy qdos-

tioned, but actually declared to be incredible, nay even impos-

sible, has unex])ected]y proved afterwards to be an actual fact,

and gained general credence as undeniably certain* IIow
much is there not in nature that deserves to be colled mar-
vellous, and borders close upon the miraculous, and which
makes at least some such impression on our minds and under-

standings as they have been hitherto developed < To one,

indeed, who takes his stand on revelation, itbecomes extremely

diffiimlt to draw a strict line of demarcation, and to raise an

impassable boundary between that which is called natural and
ti at which is termed supernatural, in the usual sense of these

words. And if all higher truth is imparted, and cannot but

be such, who will presume to set a limit or a measure here?

Who will set bounds to the Author of revelation which He
'hall not pass? If then, even in j^hilosophy, all science and
tmth is really a revelation, and tf it were recognised and
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understood in this light, then should we be able to put this

matter to the test experience, provided only that we be

careful to draw from the right source and to treat philosophy

really and truly as a science of an experience higher than

any internal or external one.

but man must not expect, even according to this mode of

view, to penetrate at once into the fulness of the divine

mysteries, and arbitrarily to play with and mould them at his

pleasure. The development of truth in the human mind
always proceeds slowly and step by step. Even when the

whole beginning and sure foundation is already found, or

rather given, tlie inner evolution and external application of

tfue science unfolds itself with extreme tardiness. At each

point of progress much still remains to be overcome, much
to be improved, and even to be thought upon once more and
reconsidered over and over again. Often, too, at the very last

moment, an unexpc^cted obstacle presents itself, or some new
procrastination ofa conscientiousdoubt orscruple. Toshow that

all this is to be expected even accortling to the theory which
mokes science to be a divine communication, and that all higher

knowledge is and must be such, I nave a remark or two more
to add. And hei'e I shall not follow the same course that I

took in my exj>osition of the jmssible forms of error, tracing

th<‘ origin of each to some prcnlisposing cause in the several

faculties of the mind. It %vill sn^oe to take for granted the

keenest susceptibility in the truth-loving soul, the greatest

activity and energy of the spirit in its search after and cog-

nition of science, and a perfectly pure %ill co-existing and
havinj^ a common foundation in a purified, newly imagorated,

and enhanced state of the human consciousness.

Veiy often, even in tlie noblest minds, a lively open sense

and profound sensibility of the soul for the higher truth are

found a.*ik>ciated with a secret dread and profound apprehen-

sion l)efore it. At this, however, we need not to feel sur-

prised. It is not 80 much a lasting illusion, as rather a slight

partition-wall between the first new impression and our habi-

tual self; for each fresh influence of higher truth draws us

notieeablv away from our usual circle of ideas, and often paiu-

ftdly eramcates some favourite notion and cherished opinion.

This feet, then, will serve to explain this slight feeling of rerist^

anoe which precedes a complete adhesion and identification,
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and as such requires to be treated with the utmost delicacy

and tenderness. Or let us take the casuof a gr<^at mind in

possession of a higher and comprehensiveknowledge, and most
assuredly he could never have attained to it without many a

bold venture in living thought; for without boldness nothing

good or beautiful, much less great, is ever reached or attain-

able. And this is true also of language, for the bold thought

demands a correspondent boldness of expre.-^sion. AVhere,

then, is such an one to look for the limits and the stiiudard ofa
legitimate venture—the guide and safegiiaid against temerity,

when his boldness of speculation springs really from a pro-

found love of truth, and a pure entliusiasm for science ? Tlie

risk of error and mistake, and even a sense of solemn accounf-

ability, meets him on all sides, and fills him with anxiety and
reserve. The hjq)othesis has been deemed allowable, at leixst

it has been advanced, invented by way of simile, of a man
lieing entrusted with and holding in his hand the full truth

—or rather let me say all timth in heaven and in earth—
since if we suppose science to lie impiu-ted and a gift, there

can be no limits set or predetermined to its extent. Now it

has been asserted that such a person would be seized witli

hesitation, fear, and doubt w^hetlicr he ought to opcui his hand
all at once, or only half open it at first, or whethiu* he ought

not even to keep it a long time closed. But to turn away
fi*om this fiction, which in reality tnuiscends altogether tlu5

measure of human capacity : then, as regards the necessary

gradation and salutar)^ slowness tJmt marks, and even the

hesitation that mufit ttike place in all human It^anung and
development, and even in philosophy, no less than <ii the

internal region of the consciousness, what rule or guide Ims

man ? f^or such a standard notlung apparently nmiains to us

but to assume the notion of a logical conscience as a qutility

in the true thinker necessary to preserve him from e%l*ry false

step, either within or without. ITiat there is such a logical

conscience, wholly independent of all moral relation, is jier-

fectly obvious^ liy it we must understand not only a careful

measuring and weighing of aU thoughts, but even of every

word and expression. And w© have chosen this term as well

fitted to enforce the great importance of this sensibility in

matters of scientific truth, and to indicate Uie place in the

consciousness where it properly Im its seat, and the principle
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from which it must take its rise. The genius-gifted boldness

of a great thmker w^ld be little likely to convey confidence,

if it were not at thd^ same time associated and harmoniously

united with the essential element of a cautious and gradual

procedure. In its essential features, tho^h in a somewhat

diflerent form and relation, the Greeks in their philosophy

were acquainted wdth and possessed this notion of a logical

conscience
;
for in some measure it is even implied in this

very woi*d philosophy, which was intended to indicate and

intrinsically means an unselfish and pure pursuit of truth.

.But the fact becomes still more evident by the contrast with

or rather by the notion of the sophist, as opposed to that of

the philosopher. By the former they understood a common
and vulgar traffic with wisdom, or even an interested and

wholly unconscientioiis abuse of scientific truth to personal

interest, or the gratification of selfish humours and passions,

and even of vain glo^J^ AU this the Greeks regarded as

absolutely worthless and despicable. And much is it to be

wnshed that we in our days remembered a little better, and

strove to imitate, this stern moralky of the old Athenians in

tlieir notion of the high dignity of truth, and of the respect

due to this sanctuary of science, which, at the distance

they wore allowe<l to approach to it, they reverently worship*

pei and honoured.

END OF 1 FUTURE IX.



LECTURE X.

The apprehending of a real object in thought, unquestion-
ably involves an act of knowing, so long, at least, as it is no
empty thought, but has a real subject-matter. It is a piece of

knowledge, even though it may be as yet very incomplete,
both as regards its extenial connexion with others and its

*

inward development, and though it l>c highly defective ako
in form and expression. It is, moreover, possible that sub-

sequently, bjr an incorrect analysis or other erroneous treat-

ment of it. Its usefulness may be destroyeti, itself dissolved

into nought, and stripped of true vital significance. And
thus by our own fault, Uie thought, which originally possessed

a true and real object, is reduced into a mt‘re wordy formula,

wnveying actually no meaning at all. In order, then, to

indicate the real distinction Wtween the two, and at the

same time to guard against all {)ossiblo misconception, we
would define as follows Ae intrinsic essence of knowledge : to

know is the living thought of something real. The general in-

definite term, thought, which we have here employed, is the

ri^ht one and the most appropriate in this place, for it com-
prises every kind of perceiving and understanding, of judging
and comprehending, of cognition and recognition, and serv’es

to indicate the several elements and relations or (differing

degrees of knowledge, and of that intuitive inward certainty

which is combined and associated with them. It would be far

less accurate to sajr that knowledge is the correct thought,

instead of the Umn^ thought of a real object; ^though,
indeed, the former is involved in and iQse[>arabie from uie

latter. When a thou|;ht wHich in any degree apprehends or

comprehends a real is said to be incorrect, this is as

much m to say, that it comprises much that is not found in

the olgcct itself, and consequently docs not coincide with it.

But tliat which is not contained in the object itself is, so

as it is concemed, unreal and does not telong to it. And
all such is necessarily excluded firom the notion of the thought
of a real olgcct, since otherwise it wonld be a thinking vi
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^^'hat is unreal. The expression, too, of an incorrect thinking

of what is real, would no doubt point to and indicate the same
fact in every case wHfere such ticking is a thoroughly defec-

tive and incomplete knowing; if, for instance, much that

is essential and is really found in the particular object were
not comprised in the thought or were wanting in it. This

expression, consequently, is perfectly applicable, and indeed

appropriate, w'hen ive w^ish to speak of a complete and
perfect knowledge, and to distinguish it from one that is

faulty and defective. But such knowdedge slowly and gra-

dually dev('lopes itself; the notion of knowing in general

must precede that of perfect knowledge. The living thought

ofa real object, however imperfect and incomplete it may be,

contains nevertheless the first beginning and germ of a know-
ing. It is only out of a dead thought that a true knowing
can never arise

;
properly, indeed, whdh it is but a mere for-

mula, it is not even a true thinking. Knowledge, therefore,

in general is the living thought of some real object
;
but per-

fect and complete knowledge is the full and correct develop,

ment of this thought, by means of ;jvhich it becomes perfectly

defined, both outwardly and inw'ardly. But a real object is

invariably the first foimdation and loginning, from which aU
knowdedge springs up, and to which all thought must be
immediatelv directed and also closely attach itself.

In an older form of philosophy,*^ the supreme, or—ns it

wjis called, not very appropriately, if all its various relations

be considerbd—^necessary Being, was usually declared to be

that of wdiich the reality w^as at once ^ven in its possi-

bility, that the proof of its actual existence would imme^
diatidy follow from the mere idea of its perfection. This,

however, is but one of tlie many forms of expression for the

absolute unity of being and knowledge. We have already

expressei ourselves sufficiently at large on the general topic,

and we have only adduced this particular instance to ser\'e as

a passage to our ex^wsition of another view, in the hope of

thi^wing out the latter more distiuc^y and definitely by means
of the contrast.

In that method of philosophy which takes its rise in no
dead and abstract thinking, but rather in life itself and the

living tliought, reality, together with the immediate feeling of

whatever is thus real and actual in tJic inward penseption, os
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well as in external experience, and also in the revelation from
above, forms the first begimiing out of \Aich all is developed.

This is the fixed, stable point to which all that follows

attaches itself. ITie necessary, which comes first after this

reality, is simply tlie inner essential and complete connexion

of this first data. But the possible, which is not any mere

,
arbitrary conception and chimerical invention, but something

truly, and we might almost say really possible, forms the

conclusion, as that which by a natural development results

from the two former—the initiatory fact and its intrinsic

essentiality. ITiis simple series or natural progresssion in

living thought forms and constitutes in the next place the

different degrees of undei*standing, and even the intermil

^des of certainty and clearness in a continuously advancing

development. ITie foundation of the whole is formed by the

feeling ofa rcidity, the ^rception of a fact, existing .someM'hero

within the limits of that triple experience which nikcs in an
inner and an outer and also a higher world. Now the first

step in this progressive intellectuiU development is formed by
the notion or general terra^ which, as I formerly explained it,

is a thought or conception that is mathematically determined

and precisely limited, both inwardly and outwardly, according

to the three dimensions of number, measure, and weight. In

it all the ficveral elements which, taken together, form the

original thought or conception of the real object, are first of

all duly separated and arranged, aj»d then again united as

organic members into a regular whole, or, after* the manner
of geometry, broujjht into a eonelruclion. Hut this act of

comprising into a general notion {Beareifen) is by no*‘meam
a perfect explanation of the matter. It is not, as it were, an
analysis carried out fuUy and completely, so that nothing still

remains to be explained. For even according to thejordinary

usage of speech, we may very easily fonn and have a notion

of any system, whether purety ideid or experimental, philo-

sophieal or unjphilosophical, or belonging to any other domain
of science, and even of a work of art, at the iame time that

we are forced to admit that there is much in it that we do
not understand, or which apnears to us inexplicable and unin*

telligible. This comprehending^ which externally consists in

the correct marking out of the whole circumference of an
object, and inwardly, in the clear division and arrangement of
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its several organic members, is not the complete act of under-

standing ; it is only ite first step. As such, however, it may
afterwartls attain to mn inteimal confirmation, and become
thereby t^je second degree in the approach to completeness of

understanding. And this it does as soon as a cognition of

the error which may either possibly rise up in, about, or

together with itself, or is actually combined with it, is attained,

and when, consequently, a clearer recognition of the opposing

truth advances the mere feeling of a something real into an

intelligent feeling or judgment of inward certainty. And
this is the vei’y essence of knowing. The third step in the

further development or enhancement of the fii*st living thought,

or%f its progro.s8ivc approach towards completeness of imder-

standing. is fonnod by the idea. The idea is distinct from

the notion, even in its foim. Unlike the latter, it does not set

forth all that, under the given conditions, necessarily and

essentially belongs together. In other words, it does not give

the full and complete extent of the reality which was taken up
by the original feeling and perception. It rather propounds the

tliought of a pos.sibility, wliich, in ascertain and definite view

or direction, apjioars attainable. For instance, in o present

development of the inner and higher life, the notion of the

consciousness was followed by uic idea of science, and the

qiu'stiou how far it is jmssible and within the reach of man.

Even in ordinary language, tliis distinction is observed. How
often do we hear it obsen^ed, that this or that scheme is a

mere idea, signifying that it is a thought whose object is

a something possible, but of which the peUity or idealisation

apjiear^tthe time highly problematical. On the other hand,

by the term notion, strictly taken, it is usual to understand a

thought which has for its subject-matter something relatively

true at least, since, otherwise there would be notliing that we
could ha^c a notion of or comprehend. And simply on this

account it is not possible thdt the idea should contain a per-

t^tly definite and organically articulated construction of its

object. For, in fiict, an idea is merely the indication, tlio

st^dard, and the rule of the possible. It is simply desired

to show what is to be, and in what way it can be, atuined,

and perhaps also in wliat law of progression its attainment

will be actually realised.

However, a truly scientific and soientmcoily useful idea is
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before all things closely and essentially dependent on the

foundation of an inwiird certainty^ or a fceling and conviction

that the object which forms its problemfor the problem which
is its object, is really and actually attainable. CoMequently
it intimately depends on the intelligent feeling orjudgment as

to this inward certainty and truth in knowled^.
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tween .... 198

^[pconcilable with faith .201
supreme, the mind the prin-

ciple of . . . • 218

idolatry of ... 219

its identity with faith . . 220

its pantheism . . . 223

its relation to life . • 236

that of Christianity— sec

Christianity,

a great p#wer for good « 320

trw development of . . 322

a real power for good . 324

theocracy of . . . 335
illustrations of . . .336
to be brought about only by
God . • • • 340

^
the idea of . . . 501

Scripture not the original re-

velatioa • • * 62
contains no system of phy-

sical science . . .68
considered as the sword of

the Spirit . . • 234
Sculpture, its symbolical cha»

racier .... 202
Its alliance to architecture • 261
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Self, sacrifice of, brings us near

to God • • . 108
how far necessary • . 109

Senses, their triple character 26, 442
influence of fancy on *27
the external . • *441
sensuality, its character • 28
developments of • • 443

Sleep an essential law of na-

ture • • . .87
Soul, the thinking, the centre

of thought . . .17
the centre of moral life • 23
its unconscious conceptions . 24
divided between the abstract-

ing and classifying reason

and the inventive fancy . 24
its four principal branches • 25
the loving, the centre of

moral life • . * 37
its share in knowledge , 44
furnishes the cognitive mind

with language . . 44
its faculties in relationship

to the reason • • 47
the receptive organ of reve-

lation . . . .64
considered in relation to na-

ture . • . 4 67
considered in relation to God 93
of animals . • • 121
its migration among the stars 138
the principle of faith • . 216
faith its firmament . .221
the mutual dependence of it

with tliought . • 374
its identity with spirit . 376
its union with the spirit • 453
the idea of God must main-

tain it « • • * 455
see Slind,

Speech the outward projection

of thought • . . 388
varied by moral diversities • 402

Spinota, system of * * 495
itsinfiuenoe . . . 498

Spirits besides those of men . 18
the higher, incorporeal . 19

Spirits coiitain the essence of

mind !,••••• 102
influence of evil ones on

nature . . . 123
created without freedom . 134
immortal, with animal forms 135
Scriptures the sword of the

Spirit .... 234
see Sou/.

Stars, migration of the soul

amongst . . . 138
State, the, its collision with the

Church . • 304,309
separation of . • . 3 1,1

Stoics, the . . . . 24fe

Subjective, the, the principle

of mythology . .222
Superstition, its identity with

infldelity . . .214
Symbols, nature best described

by • . . . 140
characterise all art . . 262
characterise education • 267
characterises man's nature • 268
those of religion . . 269
their equation of life • .274
those of the judicial . . 284

System, use and abuse of . 354
consistency of idea, the es-

sence of . . • 355
Talmud, trinity of • , 206
Teutons, their affinity to the

Indians • . ^ . .312

Theocracy, the true idea of '
. 326

the Jewish • . . 327
Moses, as founder of • « 328
the Judges, as ministers of . 330
kept alive by the Propb^ • 332
false notions of . . . 333
exists in overruling Provi-

dence • . . • 334
that of science . » • 335
illustrations of from Greekr
Roman, Medieval, and
Hindoo literature . .337

illustrations of from Old
and New Testament and
Christian literature , 339
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about by God %. . 340
Theodicee, its perplexities . 119
Theology, difference of philo-

sophy of life from . . 190
natural . . . .194
in method must be rational . 523

Thought, the mutual depend-
* ence of it and feeling . 374

speech its outward projec-

tion . • . . 388
an inward speech or dialogue 389
dialogue the true form as-

,
sumed by . . . 390

innate ideas and forms of • 409

>
pure, its character . .474

Throne, the, a judicial symbol 284
Time 411

its twofold character . 414
not excluded from the idea

of God . . .415
not irreconcilable with eter-

nity . . 416
Mnity, the, of God . 199
^of the Hindoos . 204
of the Plutonists . 205
of the Talmud . . 206

Truth, man^s general sense for 144
final manifestation of . 152
intermediate conflict of with

error .... 153
falsehood to be fought with

its own weapons . , 156
a struggle for truth the con-

flict of the age , , 158
untruth the spirit of^the age 160
c^l ^r union among the

friends of . . . 161
6nal triumph of . . fg2
patience essential to its pur-

suit .... 202
the twofold spirit of truth

and error • . . 209
•truggle between • , 220

Page
Truth, pantheism and rational-

ism alike fatal to it . . 230
not established by refutation

of error • . • 232
right method of propagating

it .... 233
its relation to life . . 236
consistency the criterion of . 256
progress of , . , 480
knowledge of possible . .503

development of, slow and
gradual . . . 548

Understanding, the, considered

apart from reason . . 51
the only proper organ for

acquiring a knowledge of

God • . . .54
a co-operating cause in the

formation and diffusion

of error . . . 226
may be pftdicated of God . 380

Unity, means of restoration to 195
yearnings of the mind after . 386

Westphalia, peace of, a master-
stroke of policy . . 185

Will, its concurrence in faith a

co-operating cause in the
formation and diffusion of

error .... 226
freedom of . , . 382
in man and angels . . 383
manifestid in doubt . . 384

Wisdom, created . . . 508
Wit, origin and forms of , 459
Wonacn, the soul pre-eminent

in their mental constitu-
tion . . , .41

World, the preadamite, a pa-
radise for angels . . 125

ante-diluvian, mental state

ot .... 237
unwritten revelations to it . 239
conations of the ante-dilu*

vian inadequate . • 240
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